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Abstract 

Sindh’s best city in Karachi amid absence of any declared integration policy on part of 

the ruling elite has been faced with ethnic disharmony which often erupts into colossal ethnic 

violence taking scores of precious human lives. Though communal problem in the land of Sufis 

traces its link to the creation of the country in the late 1940s, it was actually the mid 1980s 

which saw ethnic fissures in the Sindh metropolis get widened with the battle lines being drawn 

between Pakhtun migrants and Urdu-speaking Mohajirs who started jumping down each 

other’s throat after a mini-bus ran over a refugee college girl student Bushra Zaidi on April 15, 

1985. The provincial capital suffered colossal destructions in terms of loss of precious human 

lives and properties mainly caused by ethnic violence which started after the unfortunate 

Bushra Zaidi’s killing. 

 The tragic death of the refugee girl not only changed the face of Sindh metropolis but 

also affected institutions and individuals including the press and journalists. The research has 

not only shed extensive light on the causes of ethnic violence in Sindh capital but also dealt 

with the press coverage of ethnic affairs by conducting textual analysis of national newspapers 

published in Karachi to decipher whether or not newspapers’ coverage of ethnic affairs has 

improved. Content analysis of national newspapers—Dawn, Jang, Jasarat and Naw-e-Waqat—of 

two time periods—1985, 1986, 1987 and 2007, 2008, 2009—has been carried out to see how 

ethnic affairs were covered by the national press in the mid and late 1980s, and in the late 

2000s and whether newspapers’ coverage of ethnic affairs has improved.  

The result of the content analysis shows that English newspapers coverage of communal 

issues have improved considering Dawn low percentage points of state nationalism-driven 

news items among other factors like publishing of more exclusive news regarding ethnic affairs. 

There is still no finality in this regard amid the changed dynamics prevailed in the city in late 

2000s as against the mid and late 1980s when ethnicity was the pressing issue.  

As for improvement or decline in the coverage of Urdu dailies, though state nationalism 

driven news items have posted a drop in the second time period, it’s not due to the fact that 

Urdu journalism has now started believing in fighting for the rights of ethnic minorities but the 

simple fact is that the city situation changed in the late 2000s with the Urdu dailies likely yet 

again to opt for news items containing nationalist rhetoric whenever there would be any ethnic 

conflict between ethnic groups.  
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    خالصہ

حکمران طہقے کی طرف سےقومی یگانگت کے حوالے سے کوؑی واصح پالیسی نہ ہونے کی وجہ سے سندھ کا بہترین 

شہر کراچی نسلی منافرت کا شکار رہتاہے جو اکثر وبیشترایک زبردست نسلی تشدد میں تبدیل ہوجاتا ہے جس کے 

نتیجے میں قیمتی انسانی جانیں صایع ہوجاتی ہیں۔ اگرچہ صوفیوں کی سرزمین سندھ میں نسلی منافرت کی 

 کے اواخر میں ملک کے وجود میں انے کے بعد ہی مصبوط ہوگیں تھی لیکن سندھ کے دارالخالفہ میں ۱۹۴۰جھڑیں

کے وسط میں پختونوں اور مہاجروں میں اس وقت بڑھ گیا جب ایک پختون منی بس ڈرایور نے ایک ۱۹۸۰نسلی تناؑو 

 کو روند ڈاال جس کے نتیجے میں دونوں گروہوں نے ایک دوسرے کو مورودالزام ۱۹۸۵ اپریل ۱۵مہاجر طالبہ کو 

ٹھرایا۔    صوبای دارالحکومت میں نسلی تشدد جو بشری زیدی کے سڑک حادثے کے نتیجے میں المناک موت کے بعد 

 شروع ہوا کی وجہ سے قیمتی انسانی جانیں صایع ہوگیں اور امالک کو نقصان بھی پہنچا۔

مہاجر لڑکی کے اس المناک موت نے نہ صرف سندھ کے شہر کراچی کو یکسر تبدیل کر دیا بلکہ اداروں اور افراد جن 

میں پریس اور صحافی بھی شامل ہیں پر گہرے نقوش چوڑے۔ یہ امرجاننے کے لیے کہ قومی اخبارات نے نسلی امور 

پر مبنی خبروں کی تشہیر کیسی کی ہیں اور ایا اخبارات کی نسلی امور پر مبنی خبروں کی تشہیر میں کوی بہتری ای 

ہے اس تحقیقی کام نے نہ صرف سندھ کے دارالخالفہ میں نسلی تشدد کے اسباب پر جامع روشنی ڈالی ہےبلکہ تجزیہ 

مشتمالت کے زریعے یہ جاننے کی کوشش کی گؑی ہےکہ ایا نسلی حوالے سے خبروں کی تشہیر میں کوی بہتری ای 

، ۲۰۰۷ اور ۱۹۸۷ ، ۱۹۸۶، ۱۹۸۵ہے۔ قومی اخبارات ڈان، جنگ، جسارت اور نواے وقت جو دو مدت وقت یعنی 

پریس  میں شایع ہویے کا تجزیہ مشتمالت کیا گیا ہے تاکہ معلوم کیا جا سکے کہ لسانی امور کی قومی ۲۰۰۹ ،۲۰۰۸

 کے اواخر میں کیسے تشہہر کی ہیں اور یہ بھی معلوم ہو کہ ایا نسلی امور ۲۰۰۷ کے وسط اور اواخر اور ۱۹۸۰نے 

   پر مبنی خبروں کے حوالے سے اخبارات کی تشہیر میں کچھ بہتری ای ہے۔  

تجزیہ مشتمالت کے نتایج سے ظاہر ہوتا ہےکہ انگریزی اخبارات کی نسلی امور کے حوالے سے تشہہیر میں بہتری ای 

ہے خصوصا جب ہم دیکھتے ہیں کہ ڈان اخبار کے ریاستی قوم پرستی کے خبروں کے شرح فی صدی میں کمی رونما 

ہوی ہے۔ دیگر عوامل کے درمیان اسی اخبار کے نسلی امور کے حوالے سے شایع ہونے والے خصوسی خبروں کی 

تعداد میں بھی اصافہ ہوا ہیں۔ لیکن اس حوالے سے کوی قطعی نتیجہ اخذ نہیں کیا جاسکتا خصوصا جب ہم دیکھتے ہیں 

 کے وسط اور اواخر تھے جس میں نسلی انتشار ۱۹۸۰ کے اوخر میں شہر کے حرکیات وہ نہیں ر ہے جو ۲۰۰۰کہ 

 ایک اہم مسلہ تھا۔  

جہاں تک اردو اخبارات کی نسلی امور کے حوالے سے تشہیر میں بہتری یا تنزلی کی بات ہے اگرچہ دوسرے مدت 

 نے میں ریاستی قوم پرستی پر مبنی خبروں میں کمی ای ہے لیکن اس کا ہرگز یہ مطلب نہیں ہے کہ اردو صحافت

نسلی اقلیتوں کی حقوق کے لیے لڑنے والی جنگ پر یقین شروع کر دیا بلکہ سادہ حقیقت یہ ہے کہ شہر کے حرکیات 

 کے اواخر میں تبدیل ہوگے ورنہ اس بات کا قوی امکان ہے کہ جب بھی نسلی گروہوں کے درمیان تناذعہ ہوگا ۲۰۰۰

 اردو اخبارات قوم پرستانہ بیان بٰازی پر مبنی خبریں شایع کرینگے۔ 
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Chapter 1. 

 

Introduction 

 
 

“… I said to him that we have the four most difficult provinces in the 

subcontinent. Always, historically, they have been free people. If you see the history of 

the subcontinent, see the North West Frontier Province. It has always fought for 

individuality, personality, freedom; they have fought the British: they had Afghan wars: 

they have that tradition: they have that history. Balochistan also had its pride; it has its 

history. Punjab as well had its separate history and entity. So also Sindh. All these four 

provinces, if you compare them with the provinces of the rest of the subcontinent 

(excluding Bengal, of course, which is a class in itself), you will find the difference. The 

British took the rest of the subcontinent with great ease; they did not take these four 

provinces like that. Punjab was the last Province to fall to the British and Sindh, one but 

last, and in Balochistan and Frontier (now Pakhtunkhwa) they had one rebellion after 

another and so also in Sindh and Punjab. Therefore, I think this is a tribute to the people 

of Pakistan, their vitality, their courage.”  
1
  

  

 

 The passage of the 1973 Constitution was an arduous task not only because 

different political parties were brought together, but its passage through the National 

Assembly reflected unanimity of the four provinces having distinct cultures, languages 

and histories besides being victims of discrimination, particularly the smaller ones, on the 

part of the Centre. Despite all short comings of the country‟s first elected prime minister 

Zulfikar Ali Bhutto and our disagreements with the Pakistan People‟s Party leader, it‟s 

simply an open fact that only the PPP was able to give the country a constitution passed 

by members of the assembly elected after the country‟s first elections. 

 The 1973 Constitution is a big achievement, keeping in view the checkered 

constitutional history of the country. Giving a cursorily look at the constitutional history, 

after partition of India the newly-created country had to be dependent on the British era 

1935 Govt of India Act for running affairs of the state. The first Constituent Assembly 

was not able to give the country a constitution for nine long years, though was 

unfortunately able to pass the Objective Resolution which was destined to be appended to 

future constitutions.
2
 Finally, when the assembly managed to approve the Constitution in 

1956, it was suspended by the first military dictator Field Marshal Mohammad Ayub 

Khan who finally replaced the 1956 Constitution in 1962, brining a new constitution 

which only strengthened his hold over the power. Then came the 1973 Constitution, of 

course, after the dismemberment of the country and killings of thousands of Bengalis in 

the eastern wing besides severe disturbances in the western wing which was up in arms 

against one-unitism.  

 For a modern bureaucratic state constitution is important not only because it 

defines the role of every institution and properly distributes powers among them besides 
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laying down the law of the land, but, in the words of Rajagopalan, it is actually such a 

device of the modern state through which the state identifies itself and shows its apparent 

face.
3
 

In this context, Pakistan identification is deeply connected with two tools through 

which the state has always sought to unite the people. The two tools as Rajagopalan has 

rightly pointed out are Islam and the Urdu language with the latter always given the 

status of the national language in all the three constitutions despite the fact that there are 

several native languages
4
 which can easily qualify to become national languages. And 

here the discrimination of the Pakistani state starts rearing its ugly head making non-Urdu 

speakers run between post and pillar to make the state more responsive to their linguistic 

and cultural needs.
5
 The second tool through which the Pakistani state seeks to show its 

face is Islam which creates serious problems for religious minorities despite the state‟s 

constitutional guarantees to religious minorities. It is important to note that the very 

structure of the Constitution is discriminative in nature giving preference to one religion 

and ignoring others on the one hand and on the other again preferring speakers of one 

language and ignoring others. 

 Though the 1973 Constitution was an accomplishment on the part of the country‟s 

civilian leadership, bringing political parities and other groups together to legally run the 

country, particularly keeping in view the earlier constitutional failures, it was in no way 

helpful in addressing the severe ethnic imbalances the country has historically been faced 

with due to which the four units in general and the three smaller ones—Sindh, 

Balochistan and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa—in particular feel alienated. 

 Except for Punjab which has bigger share in power structure of the country 

making access to country‟s socioeconomic resources easily,
6
 other small provinces have 

been struggling for their rights in terms of owning their resources and asserting their own 

identities on their own lands. 

 Due to discriminative nature of the state, a glimpse of which has earlier been 

shown in the form of importance attached to the Urdu language and Islam in the 

Constitution and more details of which will be discussed in the latter chapters, 

Balochistan and Sindh have been faced with almost the same problems of asserting their 

identities in terms of their language, culture and share of power with the former due to 

more neglect on the part of the ethnically-structured Pakistani state being up in arms as 

the Baloch secessionist leaders are no more ready to have anything less than 

independence. 

 Similar is the case with Khyber Pakhtunkhwa which has historically been up in 

arms against the centrist attitude of the Pakistani state with the Pakhtun nationalists 

struggling for over five decades to rename their province as Khyber Pakhtunkhwa while 

the Pakistani state incessantly doubting that the Pukhtun nationalists have had links to 

their co-ethnics across the Durand Line in Afghanistan.
7
 

 Like a typical nation-state, the Pakistani state has not only been grappling to cut a 

power-sharing deal with its units, but there are several historic ethnic minorities within 

the provinces as well which the units struggle to cut a deal with to guarantee their ethnic 

minorities cultural identities and, in the words of Tariq Rahman, promotion of their main 

identity-marker which in every culture is the language of people.
8
 However, any other 

nation-state may strike a power-sharing deal with its ethnic and religious minorities with 

the help of a secular constitution, but the crisis within the Pakistani state and its affiliated 
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units worsens since the Constitution commits discrimination on the ground of religion 

and language. 

 The case of Sindh is just the epitome of the lack of a satisfactory power-sharing 

deal between the state and provinces on the one hand and on the other rift between 

dominant cultures within the provinces and their ethnic minorities due to which the 

province of Sindh has historically been a flashpoint regarding ethnic issues.
9
 As pointed 

out also by Rajagopalan, Sindh is fighting for its rights with the centrist policies of the 

state at the federal level and at the provincial level the province of Sindh is faced with 

innumerable types of migrants ranging from Bengalis, Punjabis, Afghans/Pakhtuns to the 

Indian Muslim refugees with the latter now challenging the sovereignty of Sindh.
10

 

 Having shed light on the severe identity crisis the country is faced with, it is 

important to note that the rift between provinces and the Centre has not developed 

overnight, but the centrist and discriminative policies of the central government made the 

units feel alienated. The recently-passed 18th Amendment might have helped the 

provinces secure their due rights, but it is an open fact that central government in the 

name of Pakistanism did everything, ranging from depriving units of their due economic 

share to promoting the Urdu language at the cost of native languages to attempts at 

teaching only the so-called national history at the cost of local histories, to seek in vain to 

keep united the four provinces. 

Though the ethnically-structured establishment‟s efforts of undermining the local 

history and promoting the national history would be discussed in detail on the coming 

pages, it is pertinent to mention that our history is written on pure ideological basis, 

ignoring all the modern techniques of understanding and explaining history due to which 

there is an incessant rift among the provinces on the one hand and between the Centre 

and units on the other.
11

 For instance, Afghan invader Ahmed Shah Abdali is presented as 

a hero in the national history and is held in high esteem by Pakhtuns of Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa and Afghanistan but Abdali invaded Punjab in the 19
th

 century as Dr 

Mubarak Ali has also mentioned, saying that our history should be rewritten by giving 

due place to every actor of history. Dr Ali‟s arguments cannot be dismissed particularly 

keeping in view the multi-ethnic nature of the Pakistani state where every ethnic group 

has its own distinct history and thus their own heroes who might not be held in high 

esteem in other provinces. 

Authorities of the ethnically-structured establishment have left no stone unturned 

in promoting the national history in the most dubious manner thus creating heroes and 

villains. As mentioned by Adeel Khan,
12

 following the „morality mechanism‟ in 

recording the history, Pakistani history has been written with a sense of creating 

meaningless unanimity by resembling the first Muslim arrival in the Indian subcontinent 

with the creation of the „Islamic state of Pakistan‟ that leads us to ignoring some 

important historical facts besides tingeing our view with obvious bias. 

Before going further to shed light on the history written on the basis of „morality 

mechanism,‟ as pointed out by Adeel Khan, as well as on ideological basis as rightly 

mentioned by Dr Mubarak Ali, it is important to introduce readers to the topic 

particularly after explaining in a bit of detail the nature of the Pakistani state arena and its 

relation with its four provinces having distinct cultures and languages besides efforts 

made by the state to unify the four units through teaching children an ideologically-

written history. As mentioned earlier that Sindh is fighting on both external and internal 
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fronts as the province is striving to gain more provincial autonomy from the central 

government on the one hand and on the other, it has been grappling with the multitude of 

migrants among whom the Indian Muslim refugees, who migrated in 1947 partition 

disturbances to Sindh in general and its capital Karachi in particular, started challenging 

the sovereignty of Sindh after the first general elections in 1971.   

The ethnic tension between the sons of the soil and outsiders, which was 

heightened in the wake of announcement of quota system in the province, further flared 

up after the Afghan war and the ensuing Afghan migration with the Indian refugees, and 

their first formal representative party—the All Pakistan Mohajir Students Organization 

(APMSO)—founded in 1978 which later on evolved into the Mohajir Qaumi Movement 

(MQM) in March 1984, already being up in arms against Punjabi and Pakhtun settlers 

from Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Fata and Pakhtun belt of Balochistan the way Sindhis did so 

when they felt threatened in their own province after the huge influx of the Indian 

Muslim refugees in Sindh.
13

 

With the city already in disarray after partition with the influx of thousands of 

Indian Muslim refugees as well as settlers‟ arrival from various parts of the country 

particularly Punjab, from where migration to Sindh started in 1930s after the British 

constructed barrages, and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and in absence of any proclaimed state 

policy of assimilation of settlers in Sindh,
14

 there had already been simmering tension 

between various communities in the city since early 1950s which further worsened in the 

wake of arrival of Afghan refugees as a result of which perennial chaos started in 1980s.   

Before the 1980s there was a fragile peace in Karachi with the Indian Muslim 

refugees feeling alienated after the Yahya Khan era‟s quota policy and irritated by Z.A 

Bhutto‟s further favour to discriminated Sindhis through the new quota system when the 

Bushra Zaidi incident happened that took the city on storm. Bushra was a refugee girl 

student killed during a road accident involving a Pakhtun driver in April 1985 after which 

ethnic clashes between refugees and Pakhtuns erupted, taking the ethnic frenzy to a new 

height which unfortunately continues to date in the Sindh capital Karachi. 

 With a military dictator—General Mohammad Zia-ul-Haq—in power and the 

country already being faced with tyranny with almost every state institution including 

parliament and judiciary working under the iron fist of General Zia, the press was also 

reeling under the tyranny with draconian laws inherited by the Pakistani state from the 

British at the time of its inception in place which was up till now amended by various 

governments to further muzzle the press and strengthen their power.
15

 

This was the time period when sociopolitical constraints against the press had 

gained strength with the first attack on a newspaper organization in 1977 already being 

carried out by PPP workers in 1977,
16

 making the press in the country in general and 

Sindh capital Karachi in particular think twice before carrying any news story, editorial, 

column, letter to the editor etc. This was the scenario in which the Bushra Zaidi incident 

was covered and most of the news stories including news items related to ethnic issues 

were covered by the national dailies both Urdu and English. 
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Getting down to the nitty-gritty of the thesis, it is important noting that the aim of 

the study is to see whether the national newspapers‟ coverage of ethnic issues in Karachi 

has improved by comparing coverage pattern of some of the Urdu and English languages 

national dailies. For the purpose, two time periods have been chosen to decipher as to 

whether newspapers‟ coverage of ethnic issues in Karachi has been improved. Firstly, the 

1985 scenario in the wake of Bushra Zaidi‟s killing in a road crash will be seen through 

the lens of coverage pattern of ethnic issues in the city for which content analysis of 

dailies Jang, Nawa-i-Waqt, Jasarat and Dawn would be carried out. Also, content analysis 

of the same national newspapers published during 2007, 2008 and 2009 will be carried 

out to compare coverage of ethnic issues during both time periods. The aim here is to find 

out on scientific lines whether newspapers‟ coverage of ethnic issues in Karachi has 

improved by comparing the coverage of both time periods in terms of the colossal ethnic 

mayhems occurred on April 15, 1985—when the infamous Bushra Zaidi incident 

occurred—and May 12, 2007—when various ethnic groups represented by PPP, MQM 

and ANP were involved in severe violence against each other and the entire city was not 

only closed down but bathed in blood.   

Summarily discussing objectives of the study, it should be clear that communal 

tension in Sindh and its capital Karachi existed since early 1950s after the influx of 

thousands of the Indian Muslim refugees but ethnic tensions never erupted into a colossal 

mayhem that started claiming dozens of lives after the 1980s every time communal 

tension flared up in Sindh in general and its capital in particular. Actually, it was the 

Bushra Zaidi episode in April 1985 after which violent communal tension in the 

metropolis started rising with the communities this time involved were the Urdu-speaking 

Indian refugees and Pakhtun migrants. 

The incident of Bushra Zaidi killing has been made a breaking point for two 

purposes. Firstly, communal tension not only increased after the unfortunate killing of 

Bushra Zaidi in the road crash but its nature completely changed particularly after the 

advent of Mohajir exclusivism advocated by the MQM. Secondly, the study aims to see 

whether there is any difference between ethnic reporting in Karachi after the killing of the 

refugee girl student and the present-day coverage of ethnic issues in Sindh‟s commercial 

hub for which another day of ethnic mayhem in May 12, 2007 has been selected among 

many other days when the city saw not only extreme hooliganism but bloodshed. 

Formulation of research problem  
  

 The permanent state of schism in Sindh has its roots mainly in the partition of 

Hindustan when tens of thousands of Urdu-speaking Indian Muslim refugees migrated to 

the province who failed to integrate into the larger Sindhi politics/society particularly in 

its capital. On the other hand, migration from upcountry of ethnic Pakhtuns, Punjabis 

apart from other linguistic groups has also complicated the Sindh situation in terms of 

conflictive politics. 

 Schism in the post-partition era had always been one of the disruptive features of 

Sindh politics with the provincial capital erupting into violence every now and then even 

in the 1960s and 1970s particularly after a huge migration of ethnic Pakhtuns, who as 

laborers had got attracted to the mega industrial projects. The early 1970s also witnessed 

the violent dismemberment of the country as a result of which the One-unit scheme was 
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abolished which having led to the restoration of provinces in the West Pakistan paved the 

way for Sindhi majority to get power in Karachi after the Sindh government was 

relocated to the new provincial capital in Karachi. Nonetheless, Sindhis getting power in 

the best city of Sindh was bitterly resented by Mohajirs with the new Sindhis also seeing 

themselves in the power structure being replaced by ethnic Pakhtuns as a result of which 

their power share further dwindled. These factors, among many reasons, led to the 1972 

language riots which saw ethnic clashes between Sindhis and Mohajirs as a result of 

which massive killings occurred. 

 Though ethnic tensions between various communities continued to simmer in 

Sindh capital in absence of any cohesive integration policy on part of the state, the Sindh 

capital went up in flames on April 15, 1985 when a Mohajir college girl namely Bushra 

Zaidi was run over by a speeding mini-bus operated under the transport system 

dominated by Pakhtuns. The incident not only led to Pakhtun-Mohajir ethnic clashes in 

the provincial capital but also changed the face of the city in terms of divisive politics as 

well as ethnic violence which started erupting in the city more frequently.  

The frequency with which ethnic violence in the city took place after the killing of 

the refugee girl makes the unfortunate road crash a turning point in the history of 

communal violence in the city which having seen the tragic Pakhtun-Mohajir ethnic 

violence in the wake of Bushra Zaidi‟s killing in the road accident in 1985 also witnessed 

another bout of ethnic violence in 1988,89 this time between the Urdu-speaking Indian 

Muslim refugees and Sindhis with the situation remaining further tense throughout the 

turbulent 1990s.  

Though the alliance between the militant exclusivist MQM and military dictator 

General Musharraf helped the city to have some peace in terms of ethnicity-related issues 

during the early 2000s, the „civil-military association‟ in Karachi failed to maintain peace 

on May 12, 2007  which witnessed the superficially healed up ethnic fissures further 

widen when the city‟s three main ethnic groups—Sindhis, Mohajirs and Pakhtuns—were 

at each other‟s throat as a result of which the battered city saw a colossal destruction in 

terms of loss of lives and damage to properties. 

 The May 12 ethnic mayhem had had its roots in the never-ending Karachi‟s 

communal strife starting after the arrival of Indian Muslim refugees and heightening after 

Bushra Zaidi‟s killing in 1985 after which a series of ethnic clashes among Sindhis, 

Mohajirs, Pakhtuns and Punjabis started to take the city on storm in a way that polarized 

every segment of the society including the press whose coverage of the ethnic clashes 

will be discussed in detail in the final chapter through content and discourse analyses of 

the sampled dailies. Nonetheless, a brief explanation of the methodology as to how the 

researcher will reach any scientific conclusions regarding the coverage of the ethnic 

issues by the national dailies is essential at this stage. 

Research Methodologies 
 

As the aim of the research is to study the trajectory of national newspapers‟ ethnic 

coverage in Karachi in the wake of Bushra Zaidi‟s killing in 1985 and subsequent years 

of 1986 and 1987 to compare it with ethnic affairs‟ coverage after the tragic May 12, 

2007 violence and subsequent years of 2008 and 2009 to decipher whether or not the 

coverage of ethnic affair has improved,  a form of textual analysis having qualities of 
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both qualitative and quantitative research methodologies is needed to reach any solid 

conclusion. In qualitative research methodology, we have a research method in the shape 

of discourse analysis which actually helps researchers to have understanding of hidden 

meaning in a particular text. Nonetheless, only finding the hidden meaning within a 

particular text cannot help us reach any broad generalization of data  

Hence, the other tool with us is the quantitative research methodology to reach 

any broad generalization in connection with the data collected for both time periods. In 

the quantitative research methodology, the best technique suitable for our data collected 

for both time periods is the content analysis which is analyses the text by counting 

quantities of items including words, images, phrases etc. The method of content analysis 

adopted by the researcher is the best possible way to present the case of Karachi‟s ethnic 

affairs and their coverage by newspapers to policymakers who could in turn help alleviate 

the plight of Sindh capital which now and then erupts into ethnic violence.  

Shedding light on issues of population and sampling sizes in the context of the 

research, it must be cleared that the population for the research comprises all national 

dailies—both Urdu and English—published in Karachi during 1985, 1986, 1987, 2007, 

2008 and 2009. 

 Considering the enormity of population at every level, it has been decided to 

select sampling units from not only the Urdu and English dailies selected for the research 

work but also from the number of newspapers published during a total six-year time 

period. It has, therefore, been decided to select three national-level Urdu language dailies 

published from Karachi in Jang, Jasarat and Nawa-e-Waqat with the reasons behind the 

selection of these Urdu dailies to be discussed in chapter nine wherein further explanation 

of the research methodology has been made. As there are also several English 

newspapers published from Karachi and having a national outlook so only Dawn has 

been selected for the discourse and content analyses. Thirdly, the population size of the 

number of even sampled newspapers—Dawn, Jang, Jasarat and Nawa-e-Waqat—

published in both time periods of six years—1985, 1986, 1987 and 2007, 2008, 2009—is 

extremely enormous which also need sampling. So it has been decided to read through 

ethnic news and opinionated content of every fourth day of all sampled newspapers of 

only four months each year.  

 To understand as to how ethnicity is represented in the Karachi press in the mid 

and late 1980s—1985, 1986, 1987—and late 2000s—2007, 2008, 2009—the researcher 

has to resort to the method of discourse analysis in order to dig deep into the content 

selected for both time period to find latent meaning before venturing into the nitty-gritty 

of quantitative research methodologies in the shape of content analysis to generalize our 

findings. For the purpose of having a comprehensive discourse analysis every news as 

well as opinionated content has been studied from the following angles which are also 

codes in connection with the discourse analysis. It must be mentioned here that each code 

given in the following table has been defined in the final chapter of the thesis. 
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Table 1.

S.N Data codes for news content S.N Data codes for opinionated content

1 Event 1 Is ethnity problem?

2 State 2 Ethnic context

3 Exclusive 3 Administratiive/political context

4 Is ethnity problem? 4 Unity in diversity

5 Ethnic context 5 Two-nation threory

6 Administratiive/political context 6 Historical Perspective

7 Unity in diversity 7 Ethnic preference**

8 Two-nation threory 8 Soluiton 

9 Historical perspective 9 Comunity condemned

10 Ethnic preference** 10 Ethnic actors**

11 Soluiton 11 Ethnic conflict

12 Comunity condemned 12 Ethnic relations 

13 Ethnicactors** 13 Human touch 

14 Ethnic conflict 14 Incitement to violence 

15 Ethnic relation 15 Causes

16 Human touch 16 Impartiality 

17 Incitement  to violence 17 Police involvement 

18 Relig iousappeals 18 Quota condemned

19 Gen eral appeal 19 Mohajir integration

20 Causes 20 Mohajir separatism

21 Police involment 21 Provincial autonomy condemned

22 Quota condemned? 22 Provincial autonomy favoured

23 Mohajir integration 23 Indian involvment

24 Mohajir separatism 24 Politics of ethnicty

25 Provincial autonomy condemned

26 Provincial autonomy favoured

27 Indian involment

28 Politics of ethncity  

 

Historiography and Identity Politics  
 

The study has been divided into two parts: ethnicity in Sindh and national 

newspapers‟ coverage of ethnic issues in Sindh capital Karachi. With the latter part to be 

discussed in detail in the coming pages, groundwork has already been laid for 

understanding the interaction of Sindhis with the Urdu-speaking Indian Muslim refugees 

and the latter‟s relations with Pakhtun/Afghan migrants in the mid and late 1980s. As the 

first part of the research—ethnicity in Sindh—exclusively deals with ethnicity and ethnic 

issues in Sindh it is not possible to see Sindh in isolation from the rest of the state arena, 

which is actually an amalgamation of various ethnicities at both federal and provincial 

levels where identity politics now revolving around ethnic lines, now class lines and now 

religious ones. However, history has rarely been written in the above mentioned context 

in the ethnically-structured state of Pakistan which, as mentioned earlier, seeks to record 

history through „morality mechanism‟ as well as ideology.  

It is this „morality mechanism‟ as well as ideological leaning that our recent as well 

as early histories of the subcontinent have been written at the behest of state officials. 

Laying too much emphasis on religion the state-sponsored historians have failed to 
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clarify it to the next generations as to how the Turkish invaders (AD 1206), Afghan 

invaders (AD1451—AD1489) in the shape of Lodhi Dynasty and later on the Mughals 

fought with each others for defending their rules in India. 

Giving a glimpse of the early subcontinent history which Dr Ali in the first 

chapter of his another worth-mentioning endeavour explained in detail as to how the 

earlier Muslim dynasties in Hindustan operated through exclusive ethnic identities 

instead of religion. According to Dr. Ali, Turks after founding their kingdom in 

Hindustan in AD1206 ruled exclusively and never allowed their locally-converted 

Muslim brethren to interfere in their affairs with the rulers giving top posts to their own 

co-ethnics and other Muslims of foreign origin. 

Similar was the case with Afghans who founded the Afghan dynasty namely the 

Lodhi dynasty in AD1451 in India but never trusted non-Afghans and instead invited 

fellow Afghans from mountains (or Roh) to support their government in Hindustan, thus 

keeping all the socioeconomic resources in their own hands. In the lead-up to the Mughal 

takeover in the 16
th

 century, Afghans and Hindu rulers of India jointly fought the 

Mughals in the battle of Kanwah in AD1527. 

The Mughals following in the footsteps of their predecessors also gave top posts 

to Muslims of foreign origin and their co-ethnics, but refused to co-opt their locally 

converted Muslim brethrens. According to Dr Ali, until this stage of the Indian Muslim 

history identity politics revolved through ethnic lines and not religious ones with the 

locally-converted Muslims always being neglected on the part of various Muslims 

dynasties. 

However, with the advent of emperor Akbar the dynamics of identity politics 

started changing with it now beginning to revolve around class lines along with ethnic 

ones but certainly not religious ones. Akbar soon realized that the affairs of the 

government can‟t be run exclusively through Muslims of foreign origin. He took two 

steps to broaden the ruling aristocracy. Firstly, he eliminated all signs and symbols 

differentiating Hindus and Muslims in a bid to integrate them. Secondly, he included the 

upper class Hindu Rajputs in the ruling Muslim aristocracy. 

Emperor Akbar, however, only partially succeeded with the upper class Rajputs 

successfully intermingling with the ruling Muslim aristocracy but lower class Muslims 

and Hindus were not able to connect themselves with the ruling aristocracy which further 

augments the argument that ethnic and class lines were at play during this time period.
17

 

Getting down to the period of Aurengzeb, the Mughal ruler said to be fond of 

promoting „Islamic values‟ could not shut the Hindus out of the administration, meaning 

that even Auarengzeb was not able to rule India on purely religious lines. Dr Ali has 

summed up identity politics going through various periods during the Indian Muslim 

history in the following words: “It must be said that in that period (AD1206--AD1707) 

when the power of Muslim rulers was at height, no attempts were made to arouse 

religious, political or social consciousness on the basis of Muslim identity.”
18

 

But Mughals with the emergence of the East India Company and after their battles 

with the latter in Plassey in AD1757 and Buxar in AD 1764 got further weakened and 

finally had to surrender the seat of Delhi to the British in AD1803 giving way in the 

process to the emergence of Urdu language which was by now spoken by Muslim elites 

instead of Persian. Besides, this was the time period when the locally-converted Muslims 

started claiming their rights. 
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After the defeat of Mughals, the Muslims took first step towards forming a 

Muslim identity with them starting to recite the name of Ottoman Caliph in Khutbas, 

meaning that not the Mughals but the Ottoman Umpire was the custodian of the Indian 

Muslims. Secondly, Ulema started representing themselves as custodians of Muslim in 

India besides being contemptuous of Mughals for not following „Islamic principles‟ due 

to which, according to Ulema, the Mughals lost their empire. 

This was the time period when two revivalist movements—Syyid Ahmed‟s Jihad 

(AD1831) and Shariatullah‟s Faraizi movement—started with Christian missionaries‟ 

activities and Hindu revivalist movements going on at the time being two factors mainly 

responsible for the launch of Muslim revivalist movements, which aptly put the stamp of 

religion on Muslim struggle launched to attain some political power.
19

 Meanwhile, both 

common and elites among Muslim recognized the authority of Ulema as Muslim had so 

far sought Fatwas from the Ulema on three issues. One, whether Muslims should learn 

English language? Two, whether they should serve the East India Company? And finally, 

whether they should regard India as „Dar-ul-Islam‟ (under which they could live 

peacefully) or as Dar-ul-Harab (which imposes upon them an obligation to rebel)? 

  However, Muslims squeezed on both internal (threatened by Hindu revivalists) 

and external (challenged by the British) fronts were bound to face more sufferings as 

Syyid Ahmed‟s Jihad was defeated by the British and Shariatullah‟s Faraize movement 

was not able to mobilize Muslim masses to gain some political power in a completely 

new environment dominated by the British and resurrected Hindus. Moreover, Muslims 

faced further humiliation in the wake of defeat in the1857 War of Independence with the 

colonizers further tightening their grip over India by encouraging agriculture on modern 

lines for the purpose of producing quality raw material in India. For this the colonizers 

had to develop communication system, for instance roads, rail links, postal services etc 

which led them to have an organized system for which they need educated people to run 

their institutions. This particular development had had a huge impact on Indian Muslims 

politics of identity with them already being fallen in the lap of Ulema.
20

   

This was the time when the British openly criticized Muslims and their religion, 

arguing that Islam was no more compatible with the modern world. Squeezed from all 

fronts Muslims were angered and felt alienation, prompting them to start studying their 

Islamic history in order to rediscover their „golden past.‟ In their reply to the British 

criticism of Islam they formulated their argument aptly substantiated by historical facts 

that the modern Europe owes its progress to the contributions of Muslim scholars and 

scientists which were transmitted to Europe through the University of Cordoba in the 

Moorish Spain where under Umayyid rule there was a policy of religious tolerance 

towards Christians and Jews. Muslim contributions to art, literature and science enriched 

human civilization.    

Ironically, while glorifying their Islamic past outside the Indian subcontinent, the 

Indian Muslims failed to shed light on their own history inside India where there were 

also the Delhi Sultanate and Mughal rulers. Having failed to mention their history inside 

India, the task of writing about the Muslim history was left to nationalist historians of 

India mainly Hindus who later on constructed the story of Muslim India to build a secular 

nationalist ideology in the struggle against the British. 

The Muslim identity already obscured by their too much attachment to Muslim 

history outside India was further precipitated in the lead-up to the decision of eliminating 
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caliph system in Turkey. The Muslims under the shadow of scholars glorifying the 

Islamic past outside India found immediate outlet when the Khilafat movement started 

against the Turkish authorities‟ decision to dissolve the caliphate. When the Turkish 

existence was threatened during the Balkan war in AD1911-1914, the Indian Muslims 

sentiments were deeply affected with the Ulema and western-educated Muslim coming 

on one platform. This was the time when highly emotional articles appeared in Muslim 

newspapers such as Al-Hilal, Zamindar, Hamdard and Urdu-i-Mualla helping Muslim 

identity get sharpened with its roots, however, lying in the pan Islamism and extra-

territorial nationalism. 

Though Khilafat movement subdued and finally ended after Turkey decided to do 

away with the system of caliphate dealing a huge blow to the Indian Muslims logic of 

extra-territorial nationalism, it brought the Indian Muslims to the crossroads where they 

for the first time after the fall of Mughals realized that instead of believing in the Pan 

Islamism and relying on others they will have to assert their separate identity in India. Dr 

Ali while quoting Prabha Dixit has summed up the above in the following words: “… the 

Khilafat movement constituted an intermediary stage in the transformation of a minority 

into a nation.” 
21

 

 Having realized that for gaining political powers they will have to stop relying on 

outside powers, the Indian Muslims started asserting their separate national identity 

which brought them in conflict with the Hindus. Now, this was a completely changed 

environment with the Muslims lagging behind Hindus in the field of education besides 

rapidly increasing gap between the Hindus and Muslims on many issues ranging from 

Urdu-Hindi conflict, the partition of Bengal, the Muslims demand for separate electorates 

to their demand for quotas for government jobs. Moreover, the newly-acquired awareness 

about religious identity further made Muslims give response to the Hindu revivalist 

movements of the 1920s due to which communal tension simmered between the Hindus 

and Muslims. 

 The Muslim elites/politicians fully tapped the heightened religious consciousness 

of Muslim populace when the question of distribution of government jobs and political 

representations arose, seeking to make full use of appeals to Muslim identity.  This was 

the time when the two-nation theory arose out of political necessity further sharpening 

the difference between Muslims and Hindus regarding their culture, social life, history 

and religions. And to further augment the difference between Islam and Hinduism the 

Muslim intellectuals sought to write the whole of Indian history on religious lines with 

much emphasis being laid on presenting the Indian Muslim rulers in religious connotation 

besides citing Ahmed Sirhindi of the 17
th

 century and Shah Waliullah of the 18
th

 century 

for their emphasis on the „Islamic values.‟ However, as Dr Ali rightly pointed out, the 

newly-acquired awareness of Muslim identity heightened by Ulema‟s call to go „back to 

the Quran, to go back to the prophet‟ was promoted on emotional basis rather than any 

rational argumentation.  

 The political development of the 1930s, propaganda by the All India Muslim 

League and success of the All India National Congress in the 1937 elections besides 

emergence of Jinnah as the „sole spokesman‟ for the Indian Muslims, as historian Ayesha 

Jalal has called him, further took Muslims and Hindus away from each others that in turn 

paved the way for the 1947 partition and its ensuing disturbances. It is very much 

important to note that the Muslim identity was in no way exploited by Muslim elites for 
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any religious cause but gaining political goals with the elites being very secular in private 

life but very conscious of religious values in public which led to a paradoxical behavior 

of leaders in the post-partition scenario which continues until to date.    

 As mentioned earlier that the Muslim intellectuals sought to rewrite the Indian 

history on religious lines to promote the two-nation theory, the same happened after the 

partition with children being taught history in religious context at the cost of the true 

history of the present-day Pakistan, comprising four distinct provinces where also exist 

several other historic ethnic minorities, beside the continuation of state patronage of only 

the Urdu language at the cost of several other dominant native languages.  

 Against the popular notion that the founding fathers untimely death landed 

Pakistan in trouble, it is noted here that the rot was set from the beginning with the 

Quaid-i-Azam never shying away from taking any undemocratic step during his over a 

year life in the newly-created state. According to Adeel Khan, Jinnah in the newly-

created state held three important designations at the same time.
22

 Being the first 

governor-general, president of the first constituent assembly and president of the Muslim 

League at the same time, the founding leader made disastrous contributions to the nation 

building.  

 In the united India Jinnah was a staunch opponent of the British for not giving 

provinces more rights and powers but ironically when Pakistan was carved out of the 

united India, he not only extended the „Indian Independence Act,‟ which was to expire 

seven-and-a-half months after partition, but also on July 16, 1948 the father of the nation 

amended the „Indian Independence Act‟ by inserting section 92A that gave the governor-

general more “arbitrary power of directing a provincial governor to suspend the normal 

constitutional machinery on the plea of grave emergency.”
23

 Through this amendment the 

Quaid-i-Azam increased his own powers by decreasing those of the provinces. This was 

the time period when the sales tax was removed from the provincial list and put on the 

central government list.  

Following the same policies, Jinnah within two weeks of partition dismissed the 

elected government of Pukhtun nationalist Dr Khan Sahib in NWFP (now Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa) replacing him with his own party man. Later on, Jinnah dismissed another 

elected government of M. A. Khuhro in Sindh. Though history written in the ideological 

context overlooks Jinnah‟s every undemocratic step and, in fact, justifies whatever the 

founder of the nation has done, citing gigantic task in the shape of refugees settlement 

and other economic problems the state was faced with, things can‟t be hidden for long as 

the ideological history can no more defend Jinnah‟s self-contradiction that has 

unfortunately permeated into the very structure of the Pakistani state arena which in turn 

makes it difficult for the state to find a secular way forward.   

 Before partition of India the All India Muslim League did everything possible to 

unite the Muslims on the basis of religious identity to achieve their separate „home land,‟ 

but when Pakistan was created Jinnah started trying to cohere the society on secular 

basis, though he never took any practical step towards decentralization, thus expressing 

his desire in his famous Aug 11 speech, which is referred to the most when Jinnah has to 

be proved a secularist. However, secularism cannot be attained overnight particularly the 

way Dr Syed Jaffar Ahmed has pointed out in the foreword of Dr Mubarak Ali‟s 

„Pakistan in Search of Identity‟ that Jinnah wanted to shun the two-nation theory after the 

creation of Pakistan while referring to Jinnah‟s Aug 11 speech.
24
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Dr Jaffar‟s view seems to be simplistic for two reasons. Firstly, shunning the two-

nation theory was not so easy particularly keeping in view Jinnah‟s promises to Ulema 

regarding establishment of the Sharia system before partition of India. Daily Times 

columnist and author of the recently-published book „The Punjab Bloodied, Partitioned 

and Cleansed‟ in one of his recent columns has claimed that before partition Jinnah also 

promised Pir Sahib Manki Sharif of NWFP (now Khyber Pakhtunkhwa) to establish the 

Sharia system in future Pakistan.
25

 Secondly, Jinnah‟s Muslim League left no stone 

unturned to arouse religious sentiments in the pre-partition multiethnic Punjab. League 

slogans like „Islam in danger‟ became successful in assembling Punjabi Muslims in the 

pre-partition Punjab but not only alienated the Punjabi Sikhs and Hindus but also 

frightened them.
26

 In keeping with the aforementioned logic, it was neither easy for 

Jinnah to shun the communal past which was epitomized by promotion of the two-nation 

theory in the united India and adopt secular values in the newly-created state nor has it 

been easy for his apologists to prove him a true secularists.     

Having shed light on the history of identity politics in the region and the way the 

history has been distorted, the nature of the Pakistani state arena and its relationship with 

its four units, early refugee leaders‟ lackluster attitude towards constitution making and 

their early undemocratic steps, dynamics of ethnicity in Sindh, particularly those at the 

time of Bushra Zaidi‟s killing incident and the circumstances prevailed regarding press 

freedom in Sindh capital at the time, the tone seems to be set for my research work. But 

before going ahead it is important noting that it is not easy for any researcher to throw his 

prejudice and bias to the wind while conducting his study particularly when it comes to 

history as poetic genius Ghani Khan in one of his writings has rightly mentioned about 

the man‟s prejudice: “Thought is an expression of prejudice. Inspiration is above 

prejudice and therefore above thought. Prejudice and bias is mother‟s milk to man. The 

sooner you admit it the better. When I see a judge of the High Court with his serious face 

and his noble wig, dispensing „unbiased justice,‟ I always want to laugh. No, I won‟t do 

that…”
27

 

 „Prejudice and bias is mother‟s milk to man,‟ but with the help of applying proper 

research methodologies particularly various approaches to historiography as mentioned 

by Adeel Khan and Dr Mubarak Ali besides a firm belief in the fact that past cannot be 

silenced as mentioned by Kamran Asdar Ali while quoting Michel Rolph Trouillot, at 

least an effort towards reviving the past could be made which, of course, will be far better 

than those hell-bent on silencing the past.
28

 

 It also seems important to be mentioned that extensive works have so far been 

conducted regarding ethnic issues and the Pakistani state attitude towards ethnic 

problems in the country besides authentic works on the history of the region carried out 

by Hamza Alvi, Adeel Khan, Ayesa Jalal, Tariq Rahman, etc. The recently-published 

work—The Class Structure in Pakistan—of Dr. Taimur Rehman on classes and status 

groups and their relations with nationalism is in the sequel to the abovementioned works 

of various authentic authors. However, there is hardly any organized study exclusively 

dealing with both ethnic/communal issues and their coverage by national dailies both 

Urdu and English languages, though newspapers articles, columns and other minor 

studies now and then have hinted at the issue at hand. There may be many reasons for the 

lack of any extensive work on the issue but the chief being the dominance of Punjabis 

and Mohajirs in both print and electronic media who rarely feel the issue of covering 
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other ethnic groups in the media partly due to their strong belief in the composition of the 

present state arena which suits them unlike Pakhtuns, Sindhis, Baloch, etc who are either 

secessionists at extreme level or simply unhappy with the present state arena. 

 It is in this context that the study would be carried out with the next chapter, in a 

bid to make readers understand things in theoretical framework, dealing with the 

emergence of modern bureaucratic state and its various strategies of unifying different 

groups and the latter‟s response to the assimilative policies of the state. In the same 

context, the Pakistani state arena will be studied a glimpse of which has already been 

given with more coming in chapter two in the shape of discussion on dominance of ethnic 

groups like Punjabis through large presence in the military and the Urdu-speaking 

Mohajirs through a large presence in the Muslim League at the time of the creation of the 

country. 

Having shed light on ethnic and linguistic issues in a theoretical framework, the 

next most important issue of chapter three is the province of Sindh and its ethnic 

dynamics before and after the creation of Pakistan which would be studied in detail 

encompassing the British era as well as the pre-British era. The reason behind shedding 

light on the history of Sindh is that the study exclusively deals with the coverage of 

ethnic issues in Sindh capital Karachi due to which it is imperative to discuss in detail 

Sindh‟s own struggle against the Bombay Presidency, its accession to Pakistan and then 

again its struggle for the restoration of its territorial sovereignty in the wake of increasing 

Mohajarism in its capital after its fight for abolishment of the One-unit scheme. 

 After separation from the Bombay Presidency in 1936 the Sindh Legislative 

Assembly until the creation of Pakistan had discussed several times as to who is a Sindhi 

but had been unable to define a Sindhi and during this time period Pakistan, which Sindh 

was the first to vote for, was carved out of the united India on religious lines prompting 

thousands of Urdu-speaking Indian Muslim refugees to migrate to Punjab, Sindh and its 

capital Karachi which the province of Sindh lost to the newly-arrived central government 

of Pakistan. Though the crux of the research is to study pattern of national dailies‟ 

coverage of ethnic-related issues in Sindh capital in the wake of Bushra Zaidi incident 

triggering Pakhtun-Mohajir ethnic clashes, it is imperative to discuss in detail the early 

Mohajir politics and their interaction with the „sons of the soil‟ Sindhis, particularly in 

the early 1950s, who were already threatened by the influx of Punjabi settlers before the 

partition, but never faced challenge of sovereignty of Sindh on the part of Punjabi 

settlers. History of Mohajirs in the united India would also come under discussion in the 

chapter four with focus also remaining on the post-1971 situation in Sindh when a Sindhi 

prime minister was in office as well as military dictator Gen Zia‟s interaction with 

Mohajirs will also be given due attention.  

 The next chapter turns our attention to the last important ethnic group Pakhtuns in 

context of Bushra Zaidi‟s killing in a road crash involving a Pakhtun driver which took 

ethnic frenzy in the Sindh capital to a new high besides marking a completely changed 

environment in the city that had attracted among others thousands of Pakhtun migrants 

during the Ayub‟s era economic boom as well as in the wake of Afghan war. Chapter five 

categorically deals with the history of Pakhtuns with focus remaining mainly on the 

recently-renamed province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and the ethnic nationalism emerged 

from this land against the state/Islamic nationalism promoted by the Pakistani state since 

its inception. Nonetheless, it‟s chapter six which exclusively deal with Pakhtun migration 
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to Karachi in addition to the prevailing socioeconomic and sociopolitical conditions 

prevailing in the lead-up to the unfortunate Bushra Zaidi‟s killing in a road crash in 

Karachi‟s Nazimabad area. 

 The end of the chapters on Pakhtuns and their migration to Sindh capital which 

brought them in direct (ethnic) conflict with Urdu-speaking Indian Muslim refugees 

brings us to the second part of the research wherein issues related to newspapers will be 

discussed in detail in order to understand national dailies‟ coverage of ethnic affairs in 

Sindh capital. For the purpose, chapter seven focuses, among other issues, the 

relationship between nationalism and printed words in a theoretical framework. Also, it 

does shed light on the press of the region in its historical context. 

Chapter eight sheds on the dominance of various ethnic groups in the newspaper 

industry to pave way towards an understanding on whether dominance of certain groups 

in the field of journalism has any impact on national dailies coverage of ethnic issues in 

the Sindh capital. The same chapter also deals with the legal and sociopolitical 

constraints the press in the country in general and the Sindh capital in particular has been 

faced with by shedding light on the laws enacted by various regimes to restrict the press 

freedom as well as violence committed against the press and journalists in the country in 

general and the Sindh capital in particular. 

Getting down to the final chapter of the research work, it is important noting that 

the crux of the chapter comprises content analysis of four national dailies—both Urdu 

and English languages—of two time periods to decipher as to whether the national press 

coverage of ethnic issues in the Sindh capital has improved.  

Content analysis of dailies Jang, Nawa-e-Waqt, Jasarat and Dawn published in 1985, 

1986 and 1987 would be carried out which would be compared with the coverage pattern 

of the same dailies published in 2007, 2008 and 2009 that would in turn help us 

understand pattern of national newspapers‟ coverage of ethnicity-related issues in Sindh 

capital Karachi. 
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Chapter 2.  

 

Ethnicity, Nationalism and State: Approaches and Issues  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

"Patriotism cannot be our final spiritual shelter; my refuge is humanity. I will 

not buy glass for the price of diamonds, I will never allow patriotism to triumph 

over humanity as long as I live."1
  

 

Though most of the time state institutions, textbooks, media and even supreme law of 

the land in Constitution downplay and sometimes blatantly ignore the ethnic dynamics of the 

country but the fact is that Pakistan has always been a multiethnic state containing several 

ethnic groups at the federal level and a plethora of others within the provinces. This is not the 

case only with Pakistan as neighbouring India, Afghanistan and other developing countries are 

also faced with the same issue. Neither has the issue of ethnicity confined to the developing 

world.  

If seen in context of the developed world, it has had its own fair share of ethnic turmoil, 

of course not losing sight of ethnic issues in shape of "Basque and Catalans in Spain, the Bretons 

and Corsicans in France, the Walloons and Flemish in Belgium, the Scots, welsh and Irish in the 

United Kingdom, the African-Americans in the United States and the French-speaking 

Québécois in Canada" the Western world has gone through.2 

Though ethnic disturbances have a long  history rearing head in one shape or the other, 

social scientists have also observed a surge in 'ethnic nationalism' in the post-Cold War era 

when the USSR was dismembered having lost its war against the western capitalism as a result 

of which 15 independent states came into existence in December 1991.3 

South Asia having historically been a kaleidoscope of different ethnic groups is still grappling 

with longstanding issues of various sub nationalities with the South Asian states primarily India, 

Pakistan and Sri Lanka struggling to integrate various separatist groups through a 

comprehensive nation-building process. Identity politics is not confined to mere difference of 
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opinion but in fact identity crises have mostly erupted into violence claiming thousands of lives 

across the world. Through political negotiations and granting of various guarantees to 

separatists, the developed world, which has a totally different story regarding nationalism, has 

finally been able to heave a sigh of relief, but the nation-states in Africa and Asia continue to 

wobble when it comes to ethnic separatism. 

Getting down to ethnic issues the South Asian states have been faced with, one cannot 

go further without shedding light on ethnic/communal issues the world's largest democracy in 

India has been faced with. Authorities like Urmila Phadnis and Rajat Ganguli express the view 

that it was identity problems the British India had been faced with when the country was 

divided, adding in the same breath that it was also a severe identity crisis when Pakistan was 

dismembered and Bangladesh came into being in 1971 having fought against Indian Muslim 

refugees and Punjabi Muslim brethren. Similar was the case of Sikh separatism in India in the 

80s and today's Kashmir problem being a pain in India's neck. Sinhalese in Sri Lanka, the other 

important South Asian state, have recently emerged 'victorious' from a long drawn out ethnic 

war spanning over 20 years against Tamils with the Island stand still having   a very fragile peace 

even after the ‘defeat’ of Tamil separatist minority. 

Turning attention once again to the third important South Asian country Pakistan, it is 

not different from its other South Asian counterparts when it comes to dealing ethnic 

separatism. In fact, it's more brutal particularly than India while dealing with sub nationalities 

with its powerful secretive army holding the crucial legislative institution hostage to defend the 

state nationalism encapsulated by the controversial two-nation theory which ethnic minorities 

like Pakhtuns, Sindhis, Baloch and scores of others within each province detest. Nonetheless, 

dominant ethnic Punjabis and Indian Muslim refugees who have been clustered in Sindh capital 

Karachi and Hyderabad are advocates of the state nationalism. It's this main difference with the 

ideals of state nationalism that pits small provinces in Sindh, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and 

Balochistan against the dominant  
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ethnic Punjabis at the federal level besides putting the Indian Muslim refugees in conflict with 

majority Sindhis in Sindh at the provincial level. 

With states in the region in turmoil regarding ethnic conflicts which can logically and 

rightfully be blamed on many other factors as well to be discussed in detail in the coming 

pages, the thesis aims to see whether there is any relation between media or more specifically 

printed words and nationalism besides having an insight into whether newspapers contribute 

to integration or promote fragmentation in the society. The other valid question is that of 

diversity i.e. whether printed words diversify the society. 

Getting down to media scene in Pakistan, one of the primary goals of the thesis is to 

make readers understand about how media particularly newspapers operate in a multiethnic 

set-up like Pakistan with the media now in clutches of dictatorial regimes and now enjoying 

some freedom in nascent democracy but constantly in hands of dominant ethnic groups 

strongly believing in ideals of state nationalism. How national newspapers cover news related 

to ethnic groups is another important question the thesis aims to deal with. Another pertinent 

question to be raised in the thesis is: which ethnic group dominates the newspaper industry 

and does its dominance have any influence over news coverage of other subservient ethnic 

groups strongly disagreeing with the notion of the state nationalism the core Pakistan 

establishment promotes to converge the state and nation on its way to achieving a successful 

nation-state? Many other issues regarding media in Sindh and its capital Karachi will be 

discussed in historical as well as contemporary context in chapter eight wherein various 

frameworks influencing the process of news publishing including the ethnic framework—

dominance of ethnic group (s)in newsrooms—and framework of socio-economic constraints 

will also be expounded on. 

Before we move ahead to shed a brief light on the press system in Pakistan, it must be 

kept in mind that a news item is not what we see in its final shape in the newspapers, since it 

has already passed through the ‘frameworks’ of cultural, political, legal, technical and 

commercial interests. Anura Goonasekera has concisely elaborated it by stating: “news is the 

social construction of reality passed through several cultural and organizational screens.”4 The 

concept of framework has further been elaborated at the end of chapter eight through a 

diagram which concisely explains the fact among other things that ethnicity/ideology do have 

an impact on the coverage of ethnic issues which can easily be linked to the dominance of a 

particular ethnic group in the newsrooms.  

For now we must have a bit of insight into the Pakistan press system by knowing about 

the major conglomerates of the press, circulation of newspapers besides a little about the 
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revenue generated from advertisements. To start with, the press in Pakistan grew slowly after 

1947 but steadily throughout the 1950s. The slow growth of the press can easily be attributed 

to the ‘pre-industrialist, feudal, rural and pre-literate’ status of the country in 1947 and the 

decades followed it. However, rise in urbanization, non-agricultural labour force, per capita 

income besides increase in literacy led to the growth of the press particularly during the late 

1950s and onwards.5 This rise was noticeable in the ascent of media including publications 

besides increase in their circulation and advertising volume. According to some indisputable 

authorities including professor Shariful Mujahid, the number of dailies rose from 55 in 1953 to 

103 in 1958, reflecting a steady growth throughout the 1950s with the dailies posting another 

increase in 1970 when their number rose to 117.6 

 In 1970 considered as the year of the first general elections spectacular rise in weeklies, 

fortnightlies and monthlies was observed with the number of such publications rising to 

mammoth 1,145. However, according to the authors of ‘The Press and the Sindhi-Mohajir 

Ethnic Relations, Hyderabad,’ the number of dailies cannot be ascertained as, according to 

them, many dailies exist as dummy newspapers. However, the abovementioned research work 

published in 1999 put the number of dailies published across the country at about 125.7 They 

are published in six languages with Urdu being the language of about 75 per cent of them. It is 

also interesting to note that over 80 per cent of the dailies are located in the historically more 

developed provinces of Punjab and Sindh.8 

 Most of the leading dailies are published in the Urdu language with Jang, Mashriq and 

Nawa-e-Waqat being published from four cities while English dailies The Pakistan Times and 

The Frontier Post were published from two cities each.  

 As for the ownership of the press, it is easy to divide it into two broad types in privately-

owned publications and party publications. According to ‘The Press and Sindhi-Mohajir Ethnic 

Relations, Hyderabad,’ three large conglomerates in shape of Jang, Herald and Nawa-e-Waqat 

mainly control the privately-owned publications. Jang sells 475,000 copies in Karachi, Lahore, 

Rawalpindi and Quetta with the group’s other publications being: Daily News (an eveninger), 

weeklies Akhbar-e-Jahan and Mag (published from Karachi). The Jang Group also owns English 

daily namely The News International which was launched in 1991. The same group also owns 

Jang International and The News International published in London.9   

 On the other hand, the other big group in shape of Nawa-e-Waqat group has got Nawa-

e-Waqat as its most prominent daily which is published from Lahore, Multan, Rawalpindi and 

Karachi. According to the authors of the research work in ‘The Press and Sindhi-Mohajir Ethnic 

Relations, Hyderabad,’ citing Shariful Mujahid, the daily Nawa-e-Waqat was denied government 

ads because of the paper’s stance. However, the daily is still one of the economically viable 

dailies in the country along with daily Jang, as per the above research work. Before moving 
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ahead, it must be clarified that the dearth of research on newspapers has forced this research 

work to be dependent on the above figures despite the fact that more dailies in Karachi have 

recently appeared with Urdu dailies Express and Ummat being the prominent ones among 

other Urdu dailies besides the English newspapers like Pakistan Today and The Express Tribune 

which have boosted the number of English newspapers. 

 Shedding light on the other media baron in the Herald group, it should be noted that the 

group has got five dailies printing around 125,000 copies and is owned by the industrialist 

Haroon family. The five dailies published by the Herald group are: Dawn, The Evening Star 

(closed now), Dawn Gujarati, Watan Gujarati and Hurriyat (Urdu). It is instructive to note that 

the Herald group virtually monopolizes the English and Gujarati reading communities 

particularly in Karachi.10 

 As for party publications are concerned, the precedent was set in 1954 when the 

Muslim League launched the Pakistan Standard in Karachi but the venture was short lived due 

to factional fighting for the control of the party paper. Similarly, several other party papers have 

risen and declined on the horizon of journalism in Pakistan over the years but only two dailies 

Masawat published from Karachi and Lahore and Jasarat (Karachi)—though banned and 

suspended at various times—have survived since 1970. On the other hand, weeklies and 

monthlies published under the tutelage of various political and religious parties are considered 

to have fared better as compared to dailies.11 

 Getting down to advertising from which usually newspapers generate their revenue 

besides circulation, it must be noted that newspapers in Pakistan are usually dependent on 

government advertisement with the government controlling more than 50 per cent of 

advertizing revenue due to which most of the newspapers in the country are prone to 

government influence as a result of which news/views presented by the newspapers are quiet 

slanted regarding the government. On the other hand, newspapers dependent on government 

advertisements also flourish while those getting no advertisements from the government face 

troubles in economic terms. 

 Shamsuddin and Mehnaz in their research work Press in Pakistan have given the ratio of 

2:3 in connection with comparison between advertizing and news content published by 

newspapers in Pakistan12 but a more recent research work has given the proportion of 1:2 for 

advertizing and news content carried by newspapers published in large metropolitan cities 

across the country.13 According to 1975 figures, dailies Dawn and Pakistan Times led in 

advertizing volume with 46.7 per cent and 43.9 per cent, respectively. However, the portion of 

advertizing is much less in regional dailies as well as those having independent stance or are 

opposition newspapers. 
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 Government advertizing was 39.4 per cent in Dawn in 1995 while the same year saw 

Pakistan Times carry 65.4 per cent advertisements with the percentage of ads in daily Jang 

standing at 35.4. The reason behind high percentage of ads in Pakistan Times was the fact that 

it was government-controlled daily which was closed down along with several other 

newspapers after the National Press Trust of which it was part of was disbanded by the 

government.14 

PART I  

ETHNICITY 

Talking in modern context, the term ethnicity has come to be known in the social 

sciences in the 1950s when attempts on part of social scientists were made to understand 

qualities of an 'ethnic group.' Of course, it doesn't imply that the term ethnicity didn't exist 

before mid 20th century. It did exist but used in a completely different context of 

understanding 'culture heterogeneity' in a territorial state.  

To comprehend meaning of ethnicity, we will have to shed light on the term in its etiological 

context described by authors peculiar to perennialist approach towards understanding ethnicity 

and nationalism. 

 

But before going further ahead, it is instructive to understand two important 

approaches in shape of perennialist approach and modernist approach to understand ethnicity 

with the former believing that ethnicity is very much peculiar to human history and has always 

been center of group identity throughout human history. On the contrary, the modernists 

reject outright presence of ethnicity in the antiquity, saying that the concept of ethnicity is very 

much related to nationalism and concomitant problems of the nation-state, and nationalism 

never existed in the antiquity with its roots having been discovered little earlier than the late 

15th or 16th century in the Western Europe.  

Getting back to the concept of ethnicity to understand the term etiologically, it is 

instructive to start with a Greek term 'ethno' which was used for any grouping based on 

‘cultural similarities’ rather than biological ones. On the other hand, 'ethnie,' a French term was 

also used for ethnic community but having an extra feature as compared to 'ethno.' The extra 

characteristic an 'ethnie' carried laid stress on a sense of ‘historical community’ besides putting 

emphasis on ‘cultural similarities,’ making the term 'ethnie' more comprehensive. 

Besides cultural similarities—ethno—and cultural similarities as well as a sense of historical 

community—ethnie, other factors that distinguish an ethnie from other collectivities in the 

antiquity were: a collective name, a common myth of descent, a shared history, a distinctive 
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shared culture, an association with a specific territory and a sense of solidarity.  

 

As perennialists believe that ethnie/ethnic community existed in the pre-modern era, 

they refer to three important factors that helped in formation of ethnicity in the antiquity. 

Firstly, they believe that early human beings were nomads and as and when they started 

getting sedentary it was their first step towards formation of customs, rites and, in fact, religion 

to pave way for getting more localised as a result of new local economic ties. As a result of 

sedentarization once get localised, the second consequence of being sedentary is that the 

group started developing folk rhythms that included local myths, legends, patois, dialect, rites 

as well as customs. The third social development taking place after a group got sedentary was 

that it developed specific nostalgia for many things when they were nomads with the nostalgia 

focusing on either plains or mountains.  

Second boost for ethnic formation came in shape of emergence of religion with the 

perennialists believing that priests being literate stratum disseminated common symbols, led 

religious ceremonies and promoted myths about heroes besides spreading religious laws. And 

then came the third stimulus for ethnic formation in the antiquity i.e. inter-state warfare which 

not only helped in ethnic formation but kept it ignited in several ways.15 

According to Smith, ethnie or an ethnic community in the pre-modern era usually 

remained intact through ethnicism which is a sort of defensive and restorative movement in 

connection with the maintenance or revival of an ethnic group. Stimuli for ethnicism may either 

be military threat, socio-economic challenge or cultural contact.16 Movement for the 

restoration or revival of an ethnic group usually shaped up when either there was a military 

threat to a group or there existed socio-economic challenge in shape of a rapid changeover 

from one mode of production to another in the wake of contact with an economically more 

developed society.  Besides, the threat may be in shape of conversion to commerce-based 

mode of production from peasant and domestic mode of production. The other factor that may 

spur the ethnicist movement for revival of an ethnie or ethnic group is the crises of confidence 

often existing in a less developed community that comes into prolong cultural contact with a 

more developed ethnie. 17 

Furthermore, ethnicism usually depends on two types of 'myth-symbol complexes' to 

remain sharpened. They are the ‘dynastic myth-symbol complexes’ nurtured by the privileged 

group or state institution while the other type being ‘communal myth-symbol complexes’ 

meaning a system or combination of myths and symbols promoted by the lower strata and 

focus on image of the whole community.18  

Getting down further to the nitty-gritty of the concept of ethnie,19 it is very much 

instructive to note relationship between ethnie and class. While modernists strictly believe that 
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in the pre-modern times ethnie or ethnic community was very much linked to class meaning 

that there used to be only 'aristocratic ethnie,' perennialists like Smith and others strongly 

disagree with the above modernist notion, saying warfare between the states and concomitant 

myths played a great role in formation of an ethnic community in the pre-modern times. 

Countering another modernist approach that there was no cultural unification at lower level 

and only elite culture existed to exploit peasants and other lower classes  in the pre- modern 

times, perennialists come up with two types of ethnie namely 'lateral ethnie' and  'vertical 

ethnie.' 20 As per perennialists' point of view, warfare is having huge impact on ethnie and war 

in the antiquity may have fought either against invader(s) or for dynastic succession. The ethnie 

emerging from military engagements of elite professionals in connection with dynastic 

succession has been termed as 'lateral ethnie' while the one that developed from military 

engagements  of 'conscript mass' – a warfare involving whole of community – is 'vertical 

ethnie.'21 

 

According to perennialists, when the modernists say that there is cultural heterogeneity 

and only 'aristocratic ethnie' exist in the pre-modern times, they actually take cognizance of the 

'lateral ethnie' while ignoring the other type of ethnie in 'vertical ethnie' also known as 

'demotic ethnie' that permeates most of the strata of population which has their own 

indigenous culture that though may have transmitted from a particular elite stratum, is no 

more elite class preserve.  

 

Shedding light on survival of ethnicity in the pre-modern eras to pave way for ethnie's 

journey (from pre-modern era) to nation (in modern times), it seems imperative to note that 

geo-political location (location and sovereignty) of an ethnie is an important factor in its 

survival. Nonetheless, it doesn't mean that an ethnie with a poor geo-political location cannot 

survive as we have many instances in history whereby ethnie had a very poor geo-political 

location but they managed to survive with Poland being the prime example in this regard. 

Likewise, diasporas usually don't even posses their own land but they have historically been 

able to survive with chief examples being Jews and Arminians. So, the all important question 

arises as to what is that important thing if hit may lead to dissolution of an ethnie in the pre-

modern eras. It was 'ethnic forms and traditions.'22 

 

According to Smith, as long as 'ethnic form and traditions' of an ethnie is intact, it will 

easily survive, no matter how hard is it hit or deprived of its geo-political location. Even 

diasporas go on to be intact despite not having their own land and the reason is that their 

'ethnic form and traditions' are intact. On the other hand, an ethnic group may easily be 
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vanished without external threat if it is faced with internal decay with the rot having been set in 

the 'ethnic forms and traditions' that pass from one generation to another.  

It is this concept of survival of an ethnie through which perennialists seek to see ethnie's 

journey from pre-modern times to a ‘nation’ in the modern eras strongly believing that 'lateral-

aristocratic ethnie had finally been able to transform itself into a ‘nation’ in the modern times 

first through 'aristocratic myth-symbol complex' and then by means of vigorous 

bureaucratization of an aristocratic ethnie.  But an important question arises here as to what 

happens to the 'vertical' or 'demotic ethinie.' The perennialists' reply is: "...the aristocratic 

ethnie and its rulers use their state power to establish incorporating bureaucratic institutions 

which will penetrate down the social scale ..."23 Moreover, it's is not necessary that the 

aristocratic ethnie would always be successful in integrating the 'vertical ethnie' which, 

according to perennialists, has no state of their own and thus becomes ethnic minority having 

their own 'communal myth-symbol complex' further pushing it towards getting into conflict 

with 'aristocratic ethnie' in a polyethnic state whereby 'lateral-aristocratic ethnie' dominates 

with the state belonging to it while 'vertical' or 'demotic ethnie's' status is no more than an 

ethnic minority (without a state). 

Nonetheless, there usually exists equilibrium in the state dominated by a dominant 

ethnic group and an ethnic minority or minorities (without a stat) with the latter not opting to 

go to the extreme of undermining foundation of the state by having an autonomous and self-

governing entity while the state also usually goes for nation-building, considering it wise to 

tolerate some forms of cultural diversity by granting some rights to ethnic minorities or by 

relegating some symbols to private sphere as has happened with religion in the developed 

world. In a nutshell, the relation between the state and ethnic minority is a two-way traffic 

whereby both the stakeholders seek to avoid confrontation if they want to coexist.  

One important phenomenon emerging from the above discussion is that it is now crystal 

clear that an ethnic minority doesn’t have their own state that in turn prompts us to look at the 

ethnic question from another angle by comparing it with ‘communalism’ which is usually 

substituted for ethnicity. Actually, sometimes both overlap as both are deeply related to 

ascreptive identities meaning both communalism and ethnicity rear head when people are 

mobilized on the basis of language, religion, culture etc. Nonetheless, ethnicity is something big 

as compared to communalism for ethnicity focuses on “nation-state level thematic such as 

those of sovereignty and territory”24 while communalism focuses on 

government/administrative handling of resource distribution instead of sovereignty and 

territory. 

Now that we have closely observed that perennialists believe that ethnicity has always 

remained integral part of human history with the aristocratic ethnie being transformed into 
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nation in the modern times, it is instructive to shed light on some other angles ethnicity may be 

looked through particularly in the modern eras. The other angle may rightly be that of 

instrumentalists who believe in decisive role of elites in ethnic conflicts. Rejecting primordialists 

claim that ethnic identity is a given, 25instrumentalists believe that elites being at the heart of 

ethnic conflicts manipulate specific cultural and religious symbols to advance their agenda and 

in the process help ethnic movement gain momentum.  

An ethnic movement comes of age in two stages as per instrumentalists’ claims. Firstly, there 

exists an 'ethnic category' and then 'ethnic community,' though it is not always necessary that 

the former would be transformed. But at the same time it is also possible that an ethnic group 

make transition repeatedly as was the case with Han Chinese and Jews. So, what are the 

conditions under which an ethnic category wishes to make transition to an ethnic community?  

But before going further ahead, it's high time to keep in mind some of the features of an 

ethnic category that will in turn help us understand an ethnic category's journey to an ethnic 

community if the phenomenon is seen in context of the view advocated by instrumentalists 

who believe in the manipulation of symbols on part of the elites who want to safeguard their 

own interests and thus mobilize people as would be discussed in the coming lines. 

In mere ethnic category, members of the group are usually loosely connected through some 

cultural symbols that may be language, diet, dress, race or religion. However, when it comes to 

ethnic community, members' connection through language, race, religion, diet or dress with 

each other becomes intensified as they now get involved in demands for their rights through 

entrance into the system or institutions. At this stage, this particular ethnic group transforms 

into a self-conscious ethnic community which is actually the first stage in the development of 

nationalism, as per instrumentalists.  

Getting back to preconditions for ethnic category's transformation into ethnic community and 

conditions under which ethnic competition and ethnic conflicts take place, they may precisely 

be divided into two eras, namely modern and pre-modern or modernizing eras.  

As for modern era, ethnic communities are often created by elites desperate to take 

advantage if economic imbalance brought in by uneven industrialization put them in a 

precarious situation. The fact of the matter is that industrialization has a huge role to play in the 

modernizing society for industrialization brings about uneven development in a country due to 

which some groups having particular cultural traits may be at loss while others may be 

benefitted a lot. Nonetheless, even at this stage the ethnic consciousness of an ethnic category 

cannot get intensified unless elites of the group are at peace with external authority. However, 

clearly if elites go the other way round, major step in creation of ethnic community is taken. 

Instrumentalist authors like Brass have also shed light on preconditions under which 

ethnic category's transformation into an ethnic conscious community takes place during the 
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pre-modern eras. Here also, as per instrumentalism, elites’ ambitions are at play to advance 

their interests. In the pre-industrialized societies, creation of an ethnic community may be 

triggered by several sources of elite conflicts with first among them being the confrontation 

between local aristocracy and alien conquerors triggering creation of ethnic community. 

The other source of conflict helping form ethnic community in the modernizing society is the 

confrontation between different religious elites and dominant external group. And another 

source of elite conflict resulting in creation of ethnic community is the face-off between native 

aristocracy and religious elites with a foreign dominant group also being involved.26 

Besides, language and religion often converging may also well be discussed as basis for 

ethnic movement but ahead of discussion on congruence of language and religion let's have a 

look at the clash of interests between local aristocracy and alien conquerors. 

In the pre-modern era, invaders eyed foreign lands aiming to give boost to their revenue and 

for the purpose they either collaborated with the local aristocracy or replaced them with a new 

one. Nonetheless, it had never been an easy task with the local aristocracy usually going for all 

out war by aligning the peasantry with themselves before exploiting their religious and cultural 

sentiments to coax them into fighting war against the alien aristocracy and thus triggers 

creation of an ethnic community. 

 

Then comes inter-ethnic competition between religious elites to counter proselytizing 

activities launched by foreign dominant elite. The ethnic categories in the modernizing society 

may be soon converted into ethnic communities in the wake proselytizing activities on the part 

of alien dominant group. The classic example here may be the British rule in India and strong 

reaction by both Muslim and Hindu religious elites against proselytizing activities on part of the 

British. 

 

The other condition under which ethnic community may be created, of course, 

with elite struggle being at the heart of the conflict is the intra-ethnic (within an ethnic group) 

competition between native aristocracy and religious elites. The role of foreign aristocracy in 

this particular situation is also of utmost importance with it being in the saddle while the native 

elites collaborate with them to promote their culture and lifestyle usually dealing a blow to the 

luxurious lifestyle of religious elites. The example fitting here is the clash between Ulema of the 

united India and native aristocracy represented by Sir Syed's collaborationist attitude towards 

the foreign aristocracy in colonial British rule that was striking at Ulema’s interests of, for 

example, teaching children of native aristocracy.  
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Getting down to the role of congruence between language and religion in creation of 

ethnic community out of ethnic category, it is imperative to note that deliberate efforts are 

made by both aristocracy and religious elites to make language and religion congruent and thus 

founding an ethnic conscious community.27  

Having hinted at elites manipulation of specific cultural and religious symbols before 

shedding light on conditions under which ethnic communities are created by elites in pre-

modern and modernizing societies, it is high time to have an insight into how actually elites 

manipulate cultural and/or religious symbols to found ethnic conscious community. So to 

comprehend as to how elite manipulate symbols it is imperative to look at the concept of 

primordialism. Hence, first primordialism and then elite manipulation of cultural/religious 

symbols to come under light in the coming lines. 

One question that immediately comes to mind while expounding on ethnicity and 

nationalism is: are groups 'natural,' 'given' or, as primordialists claim, 'primordial'? Or are 

groups created by interested leaders in shape of elites, conflicts between various groups or 

between groups and the political arena in shape of the state? The primordialists’ perspective is 

that there are some attachments every human being carries throughout life in shape of place of 

one's birth, kinship relationships, religion, language etc.  

One of the explicit agreements among spokesmen for primordialism is also the claim to 

the common origin. While not denying the fact that people do have some attachments in terms 

of common language, religion, place of birth and so on that help them intermingle with people 

having the same background but these aren't bonds which cannot be changed or manipulated 

as people do change religion not only in the modern society but we do have examples in the 

pre-modernism. Likewise, some people are simply unaware of their language while others seek 

to learn other languages and even educate their children in language other than their mother 

tongue so do have people had tendencies to migrate to some other lands. 

 

Confining our discussion on primordialism to only what can help us understand ethnic 

identity, another primordialists' perspective is that a primordial group does have core cultural 

or religious values that persist since long that in turn helps the group to press ahead with the 

same identity for a long period of time. The example being cited in this regard is the existence 

of Judaism spanning over millennia.28 

Nonetheless, instrumentalists including Brass think the other way round while rejecting 

primordialiats' viewpoint, saying that not only groups with core religious/cultural values have 

pressed ahead with their identity for long time but there also have been many groups who 
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simply lack such core values but have been able to successfully form basis for ethnic or 

nationalistic movement. 

Coming up with yet another argument, primordialists also believe that knowledge about 

core cultural/religious values help in prediction about future development of an ethnic group. 

But instrumentalists simply silence them when example of rabbis and pre-partition Ulema are 

cited with both having knowledge of core values but the result was not the same as expected 

by them since Pakistan was created against wishes of Ulema and rabbis don't approve of the 

state of Israel.  So, is it that we have finally discarded primordialists' view? No, it's not like this 

as author Brass has easily navigated through rigid primordialists' views, saying that the long-

standing core values may not be helpful in predicting the course of ethnic movement, they 

definitely suggest that the group is likely to be mobilized on the basis of specific appeals and 

not others and that when those particular ethnic appeals are made the pre-existing institutions, 

if present, provide an effective means for mobilization.29 

Now while aiming to gain some more insight into how elites manipulate 

cultural/religious symbols, it's is instructive to note that elites symbols manipulation is simply 

highly dependent on the content of the core cultural/religious values that have lasted since 

long. And when elites opt to manipulate the core values/symbols they may even change the 

self-definition of the group to the extent that it may be totally different from its progenitor. 

What would result if the group has a particular identity with the traditional elites being in the 

saddle, controlling core cultural values and then some new elites kick in, manipulating the 

persisting core values and finally succeed in mobilizing the group? As per Brass instrumentalist 

claims, the group in question will definitely have conflicting definitions of self-identity.30  So, in 

a nutshell, unlike perennialists’ claims that aristocratic ethnie in the pre-modern eras usually 

gets transformed into a nation in the modern times through 'aristocratic myth-symbol complex' 

and bureaucratization of an aristocratic ethnie, instrumentalists believe that ethnicity is the 

study of the process in which elites and rival elites selects aspects of the culture, attach new 

value and meaning to it and use them as symbols to mobilize the group to defend its 

interests.31 In other words it can also be easily stated that ethnic identity is neither given, 

natural or primordial as primordialism claims but in fact 'malleable' as also claimed by Gupta 

saying that cultural identities or differences are malleable as they adjust to the dynamic and 

shifting world while drawing parallel between European and Indian nationalism.32 

Besides perennialists, primordialists and instrumentalists, there are also authors who 

believe in the ‘situational nature’ of ethnic identity arguing that race, language, colour and 

other primordial factors are important but become decisive only when a particular situation 

arises. These authors instead of falling hook, line and sinker for primordial approach consider 

ethnic identity as a fluid concept. For instance, Donald L. Horowitz mentions the presence of 
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ranked and unranked groups/systems. According to him, a ranked system is one where ethnic 

and social origins coincide while in an unranked system there exists the reverse. The important 

question is that of the presence of a ranked group in unranked system where there exist one 

superordinate group and the other subordinate group. In this type of situation, the ranked 

group usually seeks greater equality to eliminate vertical differences so that the ranked group 

can move up. As for existence of unranked group in an unranked system to understand 

situational nature of ethnic identity, there is always a problem of superiority between two 

unranked groups in an unranked system which can be very problematic if both the unranked 

groups have to interact on regular basis. As regard the state in this situation, the more it is 

decentralized the better it facilitates the inter-ethnic cooperation and the more it is centralized 

the reverse occurs. 

Further consolidating position that ethnic identity is flexible, it is imperative to note first 

that one of the conspicuous features of ethnicity is its 'subjective rationality' performing two 

functions: to be against the state discrimination and to draw line between the ethnic group and 

others. Secondly, ethnic identity is a product of 'objective differences' and 'situational factors.' 

According to Ahmed, ethnic identity needs to be understood as a multidimensional concept 

containing 'objective characteristic' that only gains relevance in particular circumstances and 

become 'objective differences' which are employed to mobilize those who share these 

characteristics. Ethnic identity, as Ahmed claims, "is situational, contextual and in terms of basis 

for collective action constructed."33 In this regard, author Ahmed has also given a very suitable 

example of the British South Asian society where under normal conditions immigrants from 

India, Bangladesh and Pakistan usually enjoy cordial relations in the face of racism in the white 

British society. 

Nonetheless, the immigrants have a certain degree of hostility while living in their 

homelands if not actual which is usually propagated by their respective states. Lest we move to 

relation between ethnic group (s) and the state, one final attempt is to make readers 

understand that ethnicity is not a given or primordial but, in fact, it varies depending on the 

circumstances. Actually, identity is contextual and people do have choices to be associated to 

any identity they want though they are straitjacketed in some respects. Sen categorically 

disagrees with those arguing that identity is a matter of discovery rather than choice, saying 

that we do have choices regarding our choice to attachment to any particular identity. Further 

explaining his point, the author has given the example of Australian citizen of Indian origin who 

himself has to decide whether to support India or Australia in Test match between the two 

nations. Stating the following words in his ‘The Argumentative Indian: Writings on Indian 

Culture and History,’ the noble laureate further clarified that identity is contextual. 
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“The same person can be Indian origin, a Parsee, a French citizen, a US resident, a 

woman, a poet, a vegetarian, an anthropologist, a university professor, a christen, a bird-

watcher, and an avid believer in extraterrestrial life and of the propensity of alien creature to 

ride around the cosmos in multicoloured identity UFOs.”34 

The abovementioned identities can easily co-exist in any normal personal life as well as 

in routine life activities peculiar to the state provided the state is a secular one, guaranteeing 

basic equal rights to all religious and ethnic groups, of course, with a democratic set-up in 

power. But identity problem start rearing its ugly head when the state either favors one group 

or having religion institutionalized that in turn make ethnic and religious groups feel squeezed 

since the state requires every group/citizen to adopt a particular lifestyle which usually become 

cumbersome.35  Nonetheless, where it is important to note flexibility of ethnic identity, it is also 

imperative to bear in mind both immutable and mutable elements of ethnic identity. As for 

immutable elements in ethnic identity, author Ahmed expresses the view that “biologically 

fixed characteristics” cannot be “acquired, transferred or abandoned.”36 On the contrary, at 

individual level, objective identity markers like language and religion can be changed. However, 

at collective level, objective identity markers like language and religion cannot be changed on 

voluntary basis. “Objective identity markers therefore need to be conceptualized as both fixed 

and flexible.”37 

Ethnic identity is also very much related to the state and its existence with the latter 

having huge impact on identity formation. Actually, it is more of a rule than exception that the 

state attitude is differential towards various ethnic groups in a polyethnic state. Even a 

multiethnic state sees to it that recruitment of armed forces and their deployment to strategic 

position are screened on ethnic lines. These and other state discriminations usually don't go 

well with ethnic minorities who opt to protest against discrimination on part of the polyethnic 

state dominated by an ethnic group. To run the affairs of a multiethnic state smoothly, 

employment is given on the basis of qualification rather than ethnicity besides encouraging 

affiliations peculiar to political parties rather than amplifying ethnic ideology to leave space for 

some adjustments. Furthermore, usually the ethnic minorities feel suffocated while residing in 

a polyethnic state and usually come up with strong reaction which may not be necessarily 

articulating primordiality. The politics of the African National Congress (ANC), being the prime 

example, "transcend (ing) ethnic differences and seek a universal democratic basis" to fight the 

white colonial racist government.38  

On the other hand, ethnic groups' response may be a reflection of primordialism as was 

the case with Quaid-i-Azam Jinnah's All India Muslim League that objectified ethnic/communal 

identity to counter the colonial state discrimination as compared to the All India Congress' 

inclusive politics.39 

Gaining more insight into ethnicity-state relationship, it is important to note that the state is 

usually dominated by the largest ethnic group and where it's not the case crises abound. 
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Uganda, Iraq under the Saddam regime and Syria are the prime instances where ethnic 

minorities have ruled owing to which ethnic tensions have always simmered. As regards 

democratic set-up, ethnic majority group may come to power democratically but it rarely 

happens and ethnic minority ruling a polyethnic state opts to promote an ideology which is 

simply above any kind of ethnic identity. The best example in this regard may be that of Iraqi 

Bathist Party which promoted pan-Arabism while ignoring the ethnic identity based on a sect of 

Islam.40 

Another relevant example may be the minority Punjabi-Mohajir nexus in the pre-1971 

era against the majority ethnic Bengalis on whom the former had imposed pan-Islamism. 

Summing up the above discussion on relation between ethnicity and the state, it can easily be 

stated that ethnicity serves as an emotional role in social life and can be basis for collective 

actions but concrete needs and aspiration of a group very much influence the choice of identity 

as also claimed by author Ahmed in the following words in 'State, Nation and Ethnicity in 

Contemporary South Asia': "The multidimensionality of ethnicity usually enables people to 

make adjustments in their self-definition as they interact with others in the pursuit of their 

goals."41 

 

NATIONALISM  
 

"The history of modern times is the history of nationalism. Nationalism has been tested in the 

people struggles and the fires of battle and found to be the only antidote against foreign rule and 

modest imperialism. It is for that reason that the great imperialistic powers feverishly endeavor with all 

their might to discourage and eradicate all nationalistic tendencies among their alien subjects; for that 

purpose huge and enormous sums of money are lavishly expended on propaganda against nationalism 

which is dismissed as 'narrow,'  'barbarous,' 'devilish ,' etc. Some alien subjects becomes dupes of this 

sinister propaganda and consequently becomes tools or instruments of imperialism, for which great 

services they are highly praised by the imperialistic powers and showered with such epithets as 'culture,' 

'liberal,' 'progressive,' 'broadminded' etc."42  

Whether seen from the nationalists' perspective or that of theorists’, it is all crystal clear 

that nationalism has always mattered both in the developing and developed worlds particularly 

during the recent times, making it 'the world of nations' which is both a reality as well as 

aspiration. It's is a reality, for there are hundreds of nation-states across the world and it’s an 

aspiration since majority of the states contain mixed ethnic population. In some cases there are 

ethnic minorities in a state, and that too deeply divided, while an ethnic group in other case is 

content in a state but in many cases it wants to become a 'nation' and hence struggle for it. The 

prime examples being the Kurds, Sikhs, Pakhtuns, Sindhis, Baloch etc who at one time or the 

other have shown resentments against their particular states. Experts cite many reasons behind 
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the instability which usually exists at the heart of the term nation- state but the one that cannot 

go unnoticed easily is that of the presence of a dominant ethnic group in a nation-state that 

always make it 'nation (s) in hope' rather than 'nation in being' that usually ends up as 'a nation 

in failure.'43 

Talking in the context of modernity, nationalism as per modernist authors is very much 

related to Europe particularly the Western Europe and has spread in both developed and 

underdeveloped words from there. Yet the story of nationalism in Asia and Africa is very much 

different from that of Europe where as per modernists, nationalism got strengthened as a 

result of class struggle to make the absolute state more responsive while the state and 

concomitant nationalism were introduced by European colonizers in both Asia and Africa. 

Putting aside temporarily debate on nationalism in the developing world or more 

precisely in the South Asian region, this section aims to understand nationalism in the European 

context since, as also many authors believe, it has emerged from the Western Europe. We will 

see as to why do an ethnic group seek to become a 'nation' as most of the perennialists believe 

that ‘ethnie’ in the pre-modern eras transformed into 'nation' in the modern eras. This section 

also aims to dissect claims of modernist authors like John Breuilly, Ernest Gellner, Benedict 

Anderson and many others before gaining insight into instrumentalists' claims regarding 

nationalism. 

Though modern nationalism could easily trace its roots to the French Revolution and 

American Declaration of Independence when the word ‘subject’ was replaced by citizen which 

was collectively called nation, the perennialists think the other way round, saying that the 

gradual unification of territories by Saxon and Frankish kings (which latter on came to be known 

as England and France, respectively) in the early Middle Ages signifies the very early traces of 

the nation-state or nationhood. In this regard, existence and then growth of unified Spanish, 

Swedish and Polish state during first half of the second millennium cannot be ignored. And 

when centrality takes center stage then centralized states also existed in the Islamic world in 

Fatimid Egypt, Safavid Iran and to a lesser extent the Ottoman Empire. Even the Mughal Empire 

boasted about central administration. So, is centrality or central administration all that 

nationalism demands as stimulus to be triggered? As per perennialists' claims, it's not like this 

but centrality and unification of territories provide the shell as well as framework for 

subsequent emergence of nationalism. Nonetheless, the above reasons are simply not 

adequate to make the cause of nationalism in Europe.  

Besides, there may be many other factors that may have helped trigger nationalism. For 

instance, in the Renaissance Europe any number of political units could be found ranging from 

city-states like Florence and Geneva to cantons, ecclesiastical principalities, empires and a few 

genuine emergent modern states. But one cannot say for sure that the above are stimuli for 

nationalism. In this regard, Smith in his 'Ethnic Origins of Nations' cites another perennialist 

authority as saying many factors like protected European geo-political position, early capitalism 
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and trade, a fairly uniform culture area (Christendom), decentralized political structure and a 

landlord-peasant social base may have contributed to the European nationalism. However, 

Smith cites three factors which he says has made formation of nation desirable not only across 

Europe but throughout the world. Precisely, these factors contributing to triggering of 

nationalism are:  

 

1. Revolution in the sphere of the division of labour. 

2. Revolution in the control of administration.  

3. Revolution in culture coordination. 

Discussing the above one by one which are collectively called the triple Western revolution, 

it should be mentioned that heightened state activities enabled various economic centers to be 

linked to each other within a territory under the control of a particular state that in turn 

connected various regional and urban elites in a common economic fate. All this led to the 

gradual formation of single territory-wide occupational system besides erosion of persistent 

regional divisions. Speaking in practical terms, 'legally recognized occupational system' having a 

mobile workforce in a state territory came to be known in the 19th century Europe, economic 

activities connecting various regions and peoples in a single territory even though theoretically 

was, in fact, a stride towards nationalism. 

As for revolution in the control of administration, it is also one of the most important 

steps European nations particularly the Western Europe take towards nationalism. 

Advancements in the central administration were actually pressed into service for European 

armies who greatly expanded the territorial and political dominions of the European dynasties. 

Complex bureaucracy was established to help the armed forces manage their affairs with 

advancements in technology enabling the European states to hire employees in the field of 

engineering etc to assist their armies. This not only led to the growth in staff colleges and 

military academies but also encouraged development of higher education scientific societies, 

technical academies and expansion of high level posts in central administration as well as 

finance. Actually, this was the emergence of a modern centralized bureaucratic state which 

though started in the late 15th century took its refine form in the modernizing European 

society. This bureaucratization of the states in Europe did impress the non-European territories. 

Getting down to the third leg of the triple Western revolution which is revolution in 

cultural coordination, nationalism in Europe got a boost through technological advancements 

including breakthroughs in printing press which further helped monarchs’ policies of creating 

'loyal citizen' as now administrative languages of the centralized bureaucratic state was the 

norm of the 19th century Western Europe. Smith states on page 134 of his  'The Ethnic Origin of 

Nations:' "...it was only with the growth of mass conscription and mass education that most 

French men came to feel their 'Frenchness' and began to place loyalty to the state—or rather 

nation-state—above their various local and regional allegiances. Only then, too, was it possible 
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to complete the process of secularization in politics through the disestablishment of the church 

and place education firmly under the control of state bureaucrats bent on homogenizing the 

population into consciously French citizens."44 

By early 20th century the whole European continent was divided into a network of 

'national states' having their own bureaucracies with concept of 'territorial nationalism' being 

planted overseas mostly by European colonizers. With economy booming, coherent cultures 

spreading amid development in printing press and communication technologies and high level 

of bureaucratization in place due to rapid industrialization, time was not only ripe to promote 

nationalism in European but European nations ventured out to other continents to further 

expand their economic and political influence by colonizing several states in Asia and Africa. 

The Europeans might have many strong credentials for subordinating other nations 

across Asia and Africa but the one that cannot go unnoticed in connection with their rapidly 

increasing conquests is their impressive development in industrialization which the Asians and 

Africans simply could not catch up with. It is not that Asians and Africans could not match up to 

the 'courage and spirit' of Europeans since the former sometimes fought gallantly to defend 

their land against European invaders but their 'tribal cohesiveness' at one time or the other 

faltered against the large and disciplined European colonizers' armies heavily armed to the 

teeth in wake of European industrialization. Afghans fought gallantly in the 1839 first Anglo-

Afghan War and even drove out the mightiest British military from Afghan capital Kabul in 1842 

with the British colonizers being subjected to one of their heaviest defeats in history but 

Afghans never prevailed even in their remaining Afghanistan after the British succeeded to 

divide Afghanistan by drawing the still persisting Durand Line between Afghanistan and 

Pakistan at the start of the 20th century.45 The 1857 War of Independence may well be cited 

and so does the colonizers' subsequent crackdown on Indian fighters and concomitant Britain's 

expression of brutal power in whole of India. It is also instructive to note that various European 

nationals particularly in shape of traders were residing in India even before and after the era of 

Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb but until then they had always been very much subdued both in 

terms of their business endeavors as well as expansionist intentions. However, in the wake of 

the 19th and 20th centuries’ rapid industrialization, European nations have always dominated 

in terms of both trade and warfare.46 

Now that we have briefly observed Europe's journey to nationalism and nation-state, it 

would be appropriate to shed light on distinct forms of nationalism that emerged after the 

triple Western revolution with both Eastern and Western Europe having their distinct form of 

nationalism though sometimes overlapping. 'The territorial concept of nation' through which 

nation came into being is very much peculiar to the Western Europe while 'ethnic concept of 

nation' through which many nations saw their rise is very much associated to the Eastern 

Europe.  
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The territorial concept of nation or statist concept of nation as termed by Ishtiaq Ahmed 

in his 'State, Nation and Ethnicity in Contemporary South Asia' define nation in terms of 

citizenship which is a relationship between the state and the citizen through which both state 

and citizens have mutual rights and duties. As per this approach anyone could be a member of 

a nation if s/he has citizenship rights.47 On the contrary the advocates of ethnic concept of 

nation/ethnicists reject the statists' viewpoint, saying when groups sharing primordial ties are 

politically or socially threatened the members organize themselves and become a nation. 

Before going against or favoring any of the above concepts, it seems important to shed light on 

some of the important features of both concepts in context of both Eastern and Western 

Europe to help readers gain insight into nationalism. 

Dwelling on the territorial concept of nation or statist concept, roots of this kind of 

nationalism traced its roots in interactions taking place within certain geographical limits with 

Encyclopedists correctly asserting that when a particular territory is inhabited by a group of 

people with their own laws and government, the situation resembles that of a nation. The other 

feature of the territorial concept of nation is its legal aspect. As per this approach, a nation is a 

community of laws and legal institutions. Its members are bound by a common code and have 

uniform rights and obligations. Precisely, in such kind of nationalism, there are no exceptions 

on the grounds of 'race, color or creed,' sex or religion. It is also important to mention that the 

two characteristics—territoriality and legal concept of nation—of territorial concept of nation 

lead to nationhood. 

The territorial model also contains the feature of 'citizenship.' This is far more than the 

matter of passports, oaths and legal identity as it has a 'leveling influence' as referred by Smith, 

to connect various strata and classes into a larger community besides giving a sense that 

members are 'insiders.' Also, if common culture exists, it gives further boost to the nation based 

on territoriality. Nonetheless, territorial nation can always cement various cultures through 

concerted efforts to create common myths and symbols and above all language.  

As mentioned earlier that the statist concept is peculiar to the Western Europe, it is 

imperative to note that nation-making in the Western Europe took place through basic 

components of the territorial concept of nation through which various ethnic groups in 

different parts of the Western Europe were amalgamated in one territory. According to 

perennialists, until the advent of modern nationalism in states like England, France, Spain, 

Holland etc of the Western Europe there existed a core ethnic group having a dominating 

position in a state which also contained other peripheral ethnic groups/minorities accepted by 

the core ethnic group up to some extent. However, advancements in technology and 

subsequent dependence on the raw material produced by countryside ethnic groups compelled 

the core ethnic group to align itself with ethnic minorities having distinct culture, language and 

history through one or the other components of territorial nationalism as a result of which the 

'nation-state' came into being in the Western Europe. Polemically speaking, it was a nation-
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state but in reality the state(s) in Europe contained several ethnic groups having their distinct 

cultures, languages and histories.48 

Getting down to the ethnicist approach towards formation of nation or ethnic concept 

of nation, this approach fundamentally believes in transformation of an ethnic group in the pre-

modern eras into nation in the modern era. Actually, Eastern European states like Poland, 

Hungary etcetera attained nationhood through the ethnic concept of nation as per 

perennialists' views. Before, we see the Eastern European nationalism in context of ethnicist 

approach, it is imperative that we note some important features of the ethnicist approach.  

They are genealogy, populism, customs and dialects, and nativism. 

As regard the first element of the ethnic concept of nation through which a nation can come 

into existence—genealogy, there is special emphasis on common origin or descent in 

communities seeking to become nations or want to be seen as nations. In such communities, 

ancestral ties, genealogical myths are considered very much important. Populism is another 

feature of the ethnicist approach with emerging status groups like lesser nobility, lower clergy 

traders, minor officials, clerks, shopkeepers, teachers, writers, artists, doctors, journalists, 

lawyers etcetera getting mobilized by the 'new middle class intelligentsia of nationalism' which 

invite the masses into history, making the ethnic concept of nation a demotic one. Ethnicist 

approach's third feature comprises customs and dialects which usually make their way to state 

institutions to become part of legal codes. Ethnicists convert customs into rules and laws with 

various dialects being turned into languages. The fourth and final component of ethnicist 

approach is nativism which is a kind of belief in the unique inwardness of ethnic nations. Also, 

indigenous rootedness and native values are transformed through history which becomes 

counterpart of culture in the territorial concept of nations.49 

Smith cites examples of Poland and Hungary while expounding on the ethnic concept of 

nation in the Eastern Europe where nationhood was achieved through the ethnicist approach. 

In the Polish case, the court, clergy and Szlachta formed an ‘aristocratic ethnie’ ruling over a 

culturally mixed peasantry with significant Germans and Jewish traders and artisan minorities in 

the towns constituting semi-autonomous enclaves. In this situation, the elites through a mass 

education program sought to turn the aristocracy into a full political nation. Hungarians, 

Romanians, Greeks etcetera attained nationhood through the ethnic concept of nation.  

Modern nations are actually all product of the territorial concept of nation, which is also 

called civic nationalism with territory being cornerstone of the concept, though some are not as 

successful as ones in the Western Europe. Nonetheless, non-Western political elites did seek to 

emulate the Western European nationalism in their own lands particularly in Asia and Africa but 

in the process the non-Westerners could not remain insular to other related developments in 

the shape of bureaucracy, capitalism, machine-power technology etcetera. Now that the non-

Western states particularly in Asia and Africa adopted the Western territorial concept of nation, 

it was not easy to have the same favorable results the Western European states achieved 
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despite the fact that many states in Asia and Africa and other regions applied coercive 

measures through centralized state institutions. And this is the juncture where the ethnic 

concept of nation with its all important components—common descent, populism, vernacular 

culture and nativism—comes to light. Actually, the political elites of the non-Western region 

adopted alternative to the Western territoriality by embracing ethnicist approach to make the 

state-making more successful. In this regard, Smith cites the example of India which having 

copied the Western territorial concept of nation opted for the ethnic concept of nation after 

experiencing disharmony among various groups.  

Having studied both the concepts of civic nationalism and the ethnicist approach, it is 

now possible for us to weigh both and decide which one could be a better option. Actually, it is 

not like this as we cannot choose any one with no nation-to-be survives without components of 

both civic nationalism as well as the ethnicist approach. Talking historically once again, the 

earlier Western 'territorial nations' in order to realize sentiments of various ethnic groups 

incorporated through the 'territorial concept of nation' loosen their grip and came to terms 

with various ethnic groups existed in England and France by embracing some elements of the 

ethnicist approach. On the other hand, the ethnic concept of nation through which nations in 

the non-Western territories came into being loosened its grip and components of territorial 

concept of nation was adopted up to an extent.50 

Having said that the two concepts of nation-making—territorial concept of nation or 

civic nationalism or statist approach, and ethnic concept of nation or ethnicist approach—could 

not and have never been absolute in nature in any part of the world with states around the 

world applying a mix of both concepts to attain peace within the state but amid all these 

measures instability exists at the heart of the term 'nation' which oscillates between the two 

poles of  ethnie (ethnic group/minorities) and state (dominated by an ethnic group) and intends 

to subsume both ethnic minorities and the state to become a 'nation-state.' Sometimes the 

nation is successful in doing so (subsuming ethnic minorities and the state) and sometimes not. 

And when not then comes a stage for the ethnic minority to decide about its future with the 

state dominated by a core ethnic group. For an ethnic minority to become a nation having its 

own state it is necessary that it has outgrown the ethnic category, whereby a group is loosely 

connected by some cultural symbols including language, diet, dress, race or religion, to become 

an ethnic community from where, as per instrumentalists' claims, it can become a full-fledged 

nation. But how, is the million dollars question? 

 

Seeing things in context of nationalism emerging from community consciousness, it is 

important to shed light on theory of deprivation as well as logic behind 'status discrepancy' as 

quoted by Brass while referring to arguments of Glazer and Moynihan.  

Explaining the existence of abject inequality, as per the theory of deprivation, it is not the 

abject deprivation that triggers nationalism but it is actually the frustration or more 
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appropriately the relative deprivation that a group feels leads to nationalism. Its leading 

example is the rise of Croatian nationalism in the face of real economic advancement. As 

for status discrepancy argument, its advocates believe that nationalism is triggered when non-

dominant groups fail to achieve success according to norms established by the dominant group 

which may lead to the persistence of status inequality even in the face of economic 

development. However, instrumentalists, including Brass, rejects both theory of deprivation as 

well as status discrepancy argument while emphasizing 'existence and the perception of the 

existence of inequalities' constantly cited by nationalists.51 

The existence and the perception of the existence of inequalities, according to 

instrumentalists, is not an explanation per se but nationalist movements always justify 

themselves by referring to deprivation or anticipated deprivation. Actually, most ethnic 

conflicts leading to nationalism fall somewhere between existence and perception of existence 

of inequalities with ethnic groups being either located in ethnically heterogeneous urban areas 

or may be residing in a rural-urban set-up besides being scattered across the country.  

Talking in context of existence and perception of existence, nationalism is usually triggered 

when new elites arise to challenge a system of ethnic stratification. The elite arousal may get 

intensified when industrial development and political centralization have led to concentration 

of job opportunities in key urban centers and the need for trained personnel to fill up new 

positions. According to Brass, it's at this point in multiethnic societies that the issue of language 

comes to head. 

As per instrumentalists, nationalism may also be caused by the sectoral divisions of 

ethnic groups in terms of rural and urban areas as communal consciousness may be converted 

into nationalism if the rural groups move into urban centers already dominated by a culturally 

distinct urban group. Here the issue of language will be at the centre of ethnic conflict where 

either the newly mobile group is taught the language of the ruling group or it replaces the 

culturally distinct urban ethnic group. In such kind of a situation, either a compromise is 

reached or nationalist movements get boost. It’s also important to note that control over 

schools and colleges, and state institutions assume great importance in such kind of situation.52 

Control over schools and colleges enables an ethnic group to make its language medium of 

instruction that will in turn made its members capable of easily getting prestigious jobs besides 

helping them maintain their cultural distinctiveness.53 

Having discussed causes of nationalism we may now focus on the structure of the 

political groups that seeks to assert nationalism. Firstly, it should have the ability to generate 

resources to achieve its goals. Secondly, the group must be ‘ethnic exclusivist’ identifying itself 

only with the community it represents. The nationalist group must have also the ability to 

shape identity of the group it leads besides being a true institution in terms of survival in wake 

of change in leadership.  
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Besides, the movement from ethic community to nationality/nationalist movement is 

also highly influenced by government policies of dealing with different ethnic groups/minorities 

in a polyethnic state. On the one hand, the government policies may range from deportation of 

ethnic minorities to genocide while on the other, it may opt to establish a pluralistic structure 

by adopting a system of federation guaranteeing ethnic minorities all possible rights including 

granting official status to their mother tongue(s). Besides, the government may influence ethnic 

conflict by distribution of state resources. 

Before we move to see nationalism through the lens of modernist authors to further 

understand the concept of national identity, the author deems it necessary to finally shed light 

on the role of elites in the transformation of an ethnic community to nationality/nation. 

Besides, alternative political arenas have also great impact on ethnic conscious community to 

become nationality. But first the role of elites; if the elites from the dominant ethnic group(s) 

are ready to share political power with the ethnic conscious community then the latter’s 

transformation into a nationality can be averted but if the core ethnic group dominating the 

state arena is not willing to allow the aggrieved ethnic community to be part of the power 

structure then the state or more specifically the polyethnic state may well be heading for 

conflict ranging from civil war to secessionism. As regard political arenas, here it precisely 

means availability of various political forums/outlets to the ethnic conscious community. So, 

talking in context of availability of political arenas available to the ethnic conscious group in a 

polyethnic state, ratio of conflict will be minimal provided the ethnic conscious community is 

provided with alternate political arenas. The possible channels available to the group may be in 

the shape of federal government, provincial government(s) and local body system. 

Notwithstanding, ethnic conflicts in a polyethnic set-up get deepened with usually most of the 

political arenas being powerless.54 

Digressing a little from our path of seeing nationalism in perspective of industrialism 

/modernism, it is also extremely imperative to gain insight into Marxist authors' views 

regarding nationalism. Though Marxists differ with modernists authors regarding the 

emergence and prevailing of state with the latter having the view that state comes into being 

after consensus between the state and society while Marxists deem the state as a controller of 

dominant mode of production for the purpose of which it promotes interests of ruling classes, 

when it comes to nationalism Marxists agree that a 'nation' is assimilation of diverse cultural 

groups in wake of modernization. Furthermore, Marxists relate development of communities 

and nationalities to the level of economy, arguing that when capitalism starts dominating 

modes of production, "less advanced nationalities move to become nation."55 

Notwithstanding that likes of modernist authors including Benedict Anderson, John 

Breuilly, Ernest Gellner besides Adeel Khan, Ishtiaq Ahmed and many others contributed a lot 

to the theory of nationalism by taking it to a new height, it's, of course, not for the first time 

that they expressed their modernist views regarding nationalism and subsequent ethnic 
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nationalism. Actually, Harold Innis is one of the early modernist authors who connected 

modern nationalism to modernity by linking rising nationalism to development in 

communication which per se is concomitant with industrialization. And it's exactly what Youichi 

has hinted at in one of the research articles compiled in the book Mass Media and Cultural 

Identity: Ethnic Reporting in Asian. As per Youichi's views, modern communication system 

enabled vernaculars to get solidified as a result of which nationalism rose. Quoting Innis, the 

author states: "…communication industries hastened the consolidation of vernaculars, the rise 

of nationalism, revolution, and new outbreaks of savagery in the twentieth century."56 

It seems instructive at this stage to shed light on one of the other controversial 

modernist authors Marshal McLuhan also known as 'media prophet' to further pave our way 

towards understanding modernist approach towards nationalism. As per McLuhan, popular as 

well as controversial for his 'medium is the message,' nationalism as such never existed before 

the sixteen century in Europe that saw industrialization in the wake of modernity in the later 

centuries. 

Also, Youichi has the same view while quoting the 'media prophet' as stating: "There 

cannot be nationalism where there has not first been an experience of a vernacular in printed 

words... There was no nationalism in the modern sense before the sixteenth century when the 

modern state system of Europe emerged."57 

Adding in the same breath while shedding light on whether nations are modern, of course, 

having discussed in detail perennialists and instrumentalists' views besides other related 

theories of nationalism, as per another modernist author Karl Deutsch, more developed 

communication leads small units to become a people who if organized for political action 

become a nationality. 

According to Deutsch, the small units or group of people organized for political action 

may get the status of a full nation if the group/nation in question achieves its own state. 

Anderson, another modernist author, linking nationalism to modernity in shape of print 

revolution which we will be discussing while shedding light on relation between nationalism 

and communication, has termed the modern nation as an 'imagined political community' where 

members get no chance to get to know other members of the same nation and yet they share a 

sense of belonging to each others. 

Also, despite the large size of the group or more specifically modern nation, there is a 

sense of limitation beyond which there are other nations. Explaining that the modern nation is 

not a bed of roses and is faced with a lot of problems like unequal distribution of wealth and 

exploitation on part of the ruling classes, Anderson, as referred to by author Ishtiaq Ahmed, 

expresses the view that 'communitarian feelings' among members of the 'imagined community' 

forces them to become like a lamb to the slaughter for a 'national cause.' From the above 

discussion it's amply clear that the nation is both a universal as well as particularistic group. It is 
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universal since it transcends immediate emotional ties aiming for larger unity while it is 

particularistic because it emphasizes group boundaries that exclude others. 

If one really takes into account the modern day nationalism, it actually centers on the 

concept of nation-state, whether one agrees or disagrees. And from here research on 

nationalism and concomitant issues could lead in a logical direction, though not towards final 

conclusion. Seemingly, the more there is harmony in the state and nation, the more the nation-

state is successful. And talking in the modern context, the more there exists disharmony, the 

more there will be issues rising in shape of ethnic nationalism. Modernist authors like Gellner 

also talks in the same fashion when he presents his theory of nationalism in his authentic and 

detailed work in the shape of 'Nation and Nationalism.' 

Gellner’s focus regarding modern nationalism also remains on congruence between the 

state and nation as a result of which a successful modern nation-state will emerge. Gellner's 

theory due to its controversial claims has taken researchers peculiar to identity politics on 

storm as he has rejected all perennialists and instrumentalists' claims regarding ethnicity and 

nationalism, saying that nationalism never existed in the pre-modern age as the modernist 

author divides human history into three main epochs, namely pre-agrarian society, agrarian and 

post-agrarian or industrial society.  

Men were dependent on hunting and no one could think of literacy in the pre-agrarian 

society followed up with the agrarian society witnessing literacy among some of its members 

but, of course, not all members. It is exactly what Hegel has once said as also quoted by Gellner: 

"We may say that at first none could read (pre-agrarian society); then some could read 

(agrarian society); and eventually all can read (industrial society).”58 It seems important to shed 

more light on some of the features of both agrarian and industrial society to pave way for our 

understanding of nationalism in modern eras as per Gellner’s views.  

Firstly, agrarian society being in the spot light, there existed low level of literacy that 

made the society agro-literate as Gellner termed, since literacy in such society led to a 'class of 

literate specialists.' Besides, there existed no cultural homogeneity in the agro-literate society, 

since the society was not only cloven between ruling elites and 'communities of lay members' 

but it also witnessed cleavages at both the top as well as lower levels that in turn militates 

against a common culture shared by all and sundry. With the agrarian society being faced with 

horizontal cleavages at the top level, there never existed cultural homogeneity even at the 

lower level. Likewise, there remained no connection between communities at the lower level 

with the agro-literate society simply failing to connect the idiosyncratic cultures at the lower 

strata. Furthermore, the ruling elites usually had their own culture(s) with the upper classes 

stressing liturgical language as compared to vernaculars further deepening the cultural divide. 

In a nutshell, the agrarian society, as per Gellner, is a fragmented one and a far cry from the 

industrial society in terms of cultural homogeneity which in turn leads to slow cultural 
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proliferation but not to 'cultural imperialism' that means "efforts of one culture or another to 

dominate and expand to fill out a political unit (state)." 59 

As for the state or political unit in the agrarian society, it was either in the shape of self-

governing semi-autonomous communities or large empires that didn't bother to harmonize 

cultural differences. There usually was only coexistence between semi-autonomous local units 

and dominant central authority and nothing beyond this as usually happens in the modern 

state—political unit—that always seek convergence of culture with the polity which according 

to Gellner is the essence of nationalism. Hence, Gellner expresses the view that there was less 

chances of nationalism in the agrarian society due to the state ambivalence towards fusion of 

culture and polity on the one hand while on the other there existed cultural differences both at 

upper and lower social strata. 

Unlike the agro-literate society witnessing perpetual disconnect, Gellner while referring 

to Max Weber expresses the view that the modern industrial society is all about 'coherency or 

orderliness' and 'efficiency.' Actually, the agrarian society was always faced with autonomous 

systems like “the language of hunt, of harvesting, of various rituals, of the council rooms, of the 

kitchen or harem,” but no such compartmentalization exists in the modern society since it 

centers not only around the concept of 'orderliness' but also 'efficiency' as Gellner borrowed 

the term from Weber that is solely based on perpetual growth and constant improvement 

taking place in the modern industrial society.60 

The perpetual growth taking place in the modern society leads to higher productivity 

which is not only due to a complex division of labour but also due to the rapidly changing roles 

taking place in the division of labour something unimaginable in the agrarian society. 

Furthermore, notwithstanding that there persists complex division of labour in the modern 

industrialized society, members in the modern society are usually given general training for a 

long time with specialized training being imparted for a short period at the end of one's 

educational career. Modern society in a sense as also Gellner points out is like a modern army 

that imparts training to recruits for a long time and then send various groups to different 

specialized lines. So far we have been able to grasp two important features of the modern 

industrial society in complex division of labour and their rapidly changing roles with the next 

important feature to be discussed here is the 'context of most professional activities' which is, 

of course, no more bound to ‘ploughing, reaping, thrashing.’ “Work, in the main, is no longer 

the manipulation of things but meaning” in the modern society.61 There is also no question of 

sub-communities in the modern industrial society like they sustain themselves in the agro-

literate society which also harbors an environment fully conducive to hereditary occupation. 

Both existence of sub-communities and hereditary occupation simply go vanished in the 

modern industrial society since the very existence of the national education system only 

provided by the modern bureaucratic state militates against sub-communities and local units 

encouraging hereditary occupation. 
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And this is how modernist author Gellner describes imperativeness of modern 

education system which assumes greater importance than the state authority to monopolize 

violence in the following words: "The level of literacy and technical competence, in a 

standardized medium, a common conceptual currency... is so high that it simply cannot be 

provided by the kin or local units, such as they are. It can only be provided by something 

resembling a modern 'national' educational system..." No other organization however big 

except for the state itself can have monopoly over the education system which most 

importantly in turn promotes a particular culture not bound to limited context of the agrarian 

society and that modern culture becomes "the necessary shared medium, the life-blood or 

perhaps rather the minimal shared atmosphere, within which alone the members of the 

(modern) society can breath and survive and produce." 62 

With education being no more a 'cottage industry' due to exo-socialization—‘the 

production and reproduction of men outside the local intimate unit’—and state focus being 

more on monopolizing education than having monopoly of violence, it's easy to understand the 

roots of nationalism which, according to Gellner, cannot be traced in human nature but in the 

social conditions brought about by the era of industrialization.63  

Shedding more light on nationalism in the modern era, modernists like Gellner don't 

believe in the traditional causes of nationalism usually cited by nationalists and traditional 

authors alike. As per Gellner, if we fall to arguments of success of some nationalisms and 

failures of others we would be tacitly endorsing nationalist ideologues' viewpoint that "nations 

are there, in the very nature of things, only waiting to be 'awakened' (a favorite nationalist 

expression and image) from their regrettable slumber, by the nationalist 'awakeners'." 64As 

mentioned earlier that roots of nationalism have never been lied in human nature but 

nationalism should be understood as a consequence of social organization brought about by 

the modern industrialized era, it has now been even more clarified that neither is nationalism a 

'dormant force' needed to be awakened nor had it existed in the pre-modern era that simply 

was not able to achieve congruence between political unite (state) and culture.  

Before we move towards criticism of modernist author Ernest Gellner's viewpoint, it seems 

highly important that the term 'nation' be seen through modernist lens to further pave our way 

towards understanding identity politics in the modern era. In this regard two phenomena in 

'will' and 'culture' must be kept in mind with the group, as per Gellner' theory, being formed on 

the bases of will and culture. 

Firstly, taking will into account to move towards definition of nation in the modern era, 

as per modernist authors like Gellner, will, loyalty, voluntary adherence, identification could be 

as much important as coercion and compulsion in formation of the group. Coercion and self-will 

are both extreme cases and group formation can rarely take place on such extreme grounds 

with usually both hope and fear playing important role in making of a group. However, a 

pertinent question arises that when any group like 'clubs, teams, gangs, parties' etc can be 
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formed on the basis of will, what's so special about the nation? And here it could be easily said 

that will alone cannot be the basis for nation formation. As regard culture, if seen through the 

lens of modernization, human history has always had cultural differentiations and hence 

concomitant cultural boundaries with such boundaries sometimes being sharp and sometimes 

absurd while sometimes simple and sometimes complicated. Nonetheless, cultural boundaries 

usually neither converge with political units nor with "boundaries of units blessed by the 

democratic sacraments of consent or and will." 65 And going by modernist author Gellner's way 

of thinking, convergence of cultural boundaries with political unit is simply not possible in the 

agrarian society. As for industrial society, it also cannot be so tidy but it certainly goes that way 

to witness more congruence between culture and political units. But how, is the million dollars 

question?  

Will as discussed earlier may finally be able to represent political unit in the modern 

industrial era while the culture in the industrial era, of course, remains no more the same amid 

“standardized, literacy-and education-based system of communication,” which simply seeks to 

fill out the political unit up to a great extent which may easily reflect congruence between the 

state (political unit) and culture.  And thus a nation as per Gellner's view can only come into 

existence and thus defined in the 'age of nationalism' that is not "a mere summation of the 

awakening and political self-assertion of this, that, or the other nation. Rather, when general 

social conditions make for standard, homogeneous, centrally sustained high cultures, pervading 

entire populations and not just elite minorities, a situation arises in which well-defined 

educationally sanctioned and unified culture constitute very nearly the only kind of unit with 

which men willingly and often ardently identify."66 

Notwithstanding that the Gellner's theory of nationalism has shook everybody peculiar 

to the research on nationalism in one way or the other, its assertion regarding congruence of 

state and nation contains some dangerous implication for both developed and developing 

worlds. As for developing world, "how should the plurality and diversity of culture which are 

likely to survive partial industrialization be handled by the state?" asks Ishtiaq Ahmed while 

attacking Gellner's approach towards congruence between the state and nation.67  

Furthermore, the state homogenization drive may not have basis in the rapid industrial 

expansion. Rather, the state-led homogenization may have basis in some sort of security fears 

or ideology. And this is what has been happening in the South Asian region particularly 

Pakistan, Sri Lanka and even India witnessing separatist movements with the state usually using 

the carrot and stick policy to contain them out of fear of losing them but not due to rapid 

industrialization that, as per Gellner's views, brings coherence to such a degree that state and 

nation converge.  Likewise, the case of the developed world is not only not much different but 

moving rapidly towards deterioration in wake of settlement of migrants and political refugees 

there which has further complicated the question of congruence as referred to by Gellner.68 
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If we see the issue of congruence between the state and the nation, lying at the heart of 

nationalism as can be grasped from whatever so far we have gone through ranging from 

perennialism to instrumentalism and modernism, in historical context of the South Asian 

region, notwithstanding that several differences exist in the South Asian states ranging from 

size, level of socio-economic development, ethno-cultural mix to elite ideology and 

idiosyncratic status of each nation in the global political order, they all are in one way or the 

other attempting to make the state and nation congruent as they have been engaged in the 

process of 'nation-building' since their independence. Nevertheless, neither nation-building has 

been an easy task as also pointed out by Ishtiaq Ahmed nor has it been out of rapid 

industrialization but indeed out of other many other reasons like security fears or ideology. 

It is also important to mention that modernist author Gellner's main concern is 

industrialization which is at the heart of modern nationalism. Gellner's approach in this regard 

may be correct up to some extent but connecting industrialization and nationalism in 

generalized terms is, of course, something that is bound to create problem even in the now 

developed world let alone the developing one. There are a number of regions which saw 

nationalism rise, notwithstanding that there never existed industrialization. For instance, 

nationalistic sentiments existed in Sindh even before the creation of Pakistan despite the fact 

that there was no industrialization in the province.  Also, nationalistic sentiments in NWFP (now 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa) even before partition of 1947 cannot go unnoticed. And similar is the 

case with Baloch nationalism seeing rise despite the fact that Balochistan even now severely 

lags behind in industrialization let alone in the pre-partition eras.  

This is what modernist author Adeel Khan is also saying that if researchers only focus on 

link between industrialization and nationalism they are bound to escape several nationalists 

movements instigated by factors other than uneven industrial development as some modernist 

authors also argue that nationalism is brought by uneven development of industrial capitalism 

due to which certain groups take advantage of the state intervention and expanding 

industrialism while others remain deprived of both the state intervention and the expanding 

industrial capitalism. Examples of Sindhi, Baloch and Pakhtun nationalist movements, started 

before partition when there were no traces of industrialization, can be appropriate.69 

For understanding nationalist movements rising without the influence of industrialism 

irrespective of the above-mentioned nationalist movements particularly in context of 

modernism that started in the 16th century Europe, it is important that we understand state 

and issues related to it in general and South Asia in particular since the region saw colonization 

on part of European powers. Firstly, state being in spot light, it must be mentioned that state 

deeply related with the society is a political entity having definite boundaries whereas the 

society pertains to interaction between people "sustained by customs, tradition, belief and 

values inherited by a common past and include the division of labour, production process and 

wider social order." 70 
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Hence the concept of society is fluid in nature while that of the state is fixed particularly 

in terms of territory with the state usually very powerful controlling the society which exists in 

its boundaries. Notwithstanding, it's not always the case with the state usually succeeding in 

those cases to control the society when the "inter-penetration between the state and society 

has proceeded with some depth over fairly a long period of time."71And if seen in context of 

modernity, the state is a societal organization which usually comes into existence after 

consensus with it usually using force, though not arbitrarily, within the parameters of statutory 

laws. The consensus between the state and society varies and is dependent upon "cultural 

heritage and prevailing norms and values."72 

Unlike modern western theorists, Marxists don't see the state as an arbitrator solving 

problems of various groups. Instead, they view it as a controller of dominant mode of 

production that in turn makes it take care of the interests of ruling elites. Usually, it's believed 

that the state is very powerful and if its 'coercive organizations' remains powerful it cannot only 

survive but remains stable with some authorities even opting to argue that loss of popular 

legitimacy is not a big deal if the state is militarily coherent and strong. Nonetheless, it may not 

be always the case particularly in wake of dismemberment of the former Soviet Union which 

was, of course, militarily very strong. 

Furthermore, all states in one way or the other are reflection of power. Comprehending 

the concept of power in context of the state, it is important to mention that power existence 

starts getting noticed when any two people come into contact and establish relationship which 

concomitantly alter their positions both physically and mentally. If agent A, for instance, 

influences another agent B, we may say that A will have power over B. But the relationship, 

according to one point of view, would be very weak if A terrorizes B into submission. Thus a 

powerful relationship is one whereby agents A and B agree on fundamentals defining their 

unequal equation. Hence, we may say that power as a relationship based on consent "is the 

ability to influence in a legitimate manner so that the complying agent accepts to change 

position peacefully though not necessarily happily." In other words, "power exists when 

compliance can be exacted." 73 

Seeing things in this context, the state as an expression of organized power is usually 

dominated by ruling classes whose power abuses even in a democratic state can be controlled 

through various devices to pave way for 'power as a relationship based on consent,' 

notwithstanding that power cannot be equally distributed. One of the important devices to 

have checks on power abuses is the constitution of a particular state which as a mutual social 

contract bind various groups in a state.74 As for exacting compliance, the state in this regard 

does two things: A. The state concentrates on "ideology, political socialization, political 

participation, the distribution of socio-economic benefits." B. It also focuses on having "punitive 

intelligence gathering and military capacities to exact compliance." 75 
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Summing up the discussion on state for the time being, it must be clearly stated that 

usually the state is a reflection of consent and tension besides collective will and reason of 

dominant elites. People may be accustomed to peacefully living in a state that facilitate them in 

the day-to-day transactions besides maintaining the law and order situation but bad 

governance can earn government wrath of the people. Also, classes/minorities oppressed by 

the state may stand up in arms against it. As for collective will and reason of dominant elites, 

they may have a pluralistic attitude or a regimental view or may have any other approach 

towards running the state. Whatever, approach the dominant classes take depends on 

interpretation of history and ideology of the country. 

 

Having shed light on state in a bit of detail, we are now in a position to get back to our 

discussion on causes of nationalism other than ones connected with industrialization. 

Notwithstanding that we have shed light on industrialization as one of the main causes of 

nationalism and elucidated the concept of state, we are yet to connect nationalism to the 

emergence of state in the modern industrial context. Hence, talking in the modern industrial 

context, nationalism may have always existed in every kind of society irrespective of its socio-

economic development and modernity as referred to by Anthony D. Smith as well as it might 

have been triggered by rapid industrialization in some regions as argued by modernist author 

Gellner and these authors may be correct in their approaches up to a great extent but one thing 

is crystal clear that nationalism cannot go ahead at one place and that is it simply doesn't arise 

in stateless societies as aptly argued by author Adeel Khan in his authentic work on identity 

politics. 

As mentioned earlier that the very existence of state is in one way or the other a 

reflection of power, some modernist authorities believe that there is always a tug of war 

between the state and ethnic and /or linguistic groups for power with the state seeing any 

dissent as provincial, tribal and disruptive as a result the groups feel alienated and launch their 

struggle either for a separate state or to make the existing one more responsive. As per this 

modernist school of thought, the nationalist movement in this context may be elitist since it 

lays claims to power in the existing state or want a new state, but it is also a populist in nature 

as everyone in the fold of a particular ethnic group comes to support the movement. 

Talking in the same modernist context, it is also instructive to note here that all 

nationalist groups are not for creating their own state neither are they all for preserving their 

ethnic, linguistic or religious identity. However, all of the nationalist movements do want to 

make the state behave as if it is their own.76 Likewise, as per modernist author Adeel Khan, all 

nationalist movements don't necessarily arise from the feelings of deprivation with Catalans 

and Sikhs— being relatively prosperous groups than others in their respective state arenas— 

being prime examples. But, of course, that doesn't mean that the deprived wouldn't launch 
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ethnic or nationalist movement. Hence, the question is not about privileged or deprived groups 

but it is, of course, about the state as neither Catalans nor Sikhs saw the state as their own.  

Having discussed relationship between nationalist movement and the state amply 

clarifying that nationalism never existed in stateless societies, it is high time we also shed light 

directly on ethnic nationalism as we have hinted at it in one way or the other. Actually, ethnic 

nationalism in the modernist context is also nothing but the efforts of ethnic, linguistic or 

religious groups to make the existing state more responsive or demand another state if their 

cries fall on deaf ears.  Again, the state is at the heart of the issue which as mentioned earlier is 

a reflection of power which everybody wants to grab. And this is what Breuilly is also of the 

view when he traces roots of modern nationalism neither to cultural identity nor 

industrialization but to the very existence of the institution of state. As per Breuilly, 

nationalism, power and the state are all connected in the modern world. Ishtiaq Ahmed while 

quoting Breuilly states: "Nationalism is above all and beyond all else about politics and that 

politics is about power. Power in the modern world, is primarily about control of the state." 77 

Also, Adeel Khan while agreeing to Breuilly's viewpoint regarding modern nationalism 

criticized likes of Anthony D. Smith for needlessly philosophizing the concept of nationalism by 

referring to several of Smith's works. If seen in this context of deep relationship between the 

state and nationalism, we must be crystal clear that nationalism is neither brought about by 

cultural identity and elite conflict nor industrialization but the behavior of the state. And if we 

see the Sindhi nationalism, Baloch and Pakhtun nationalisms or any other irrespective of 

regions, it is all about behavior of the state which has always mattered in nationalism or ethnic 

nationalism. Whether it is Sindhi nationalism, Mohajir or Pakhtun nationalisms as we would be 

dealing with them as we progress, it is in this context of the state behavior that we will see 

nationalism throughout the thesis. 

 

 

 

PART  II 

UNDERSTANDING NATIONALISM IN PRE-PARTITION INDIA 

“It was a confused Iqbal, who '*a+fter rejecting modern theories of nationalism, constructed his 

own theory of Islamic nationalism. For him, the Islamic community [Millat] founded in faith of oneness 

of God could be the only legitimate principle of integration among the Muslims.’”78 
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To understand nationalism in context of Pakistan which is of course very much linked to 

the emergence of state as already discussed in the previous section, it is instructive that we 

expound on emergence of state in the Indian subcontinent. According to modernist authors, 

the British colonizers actually brought the concept of modern bureaucratic state with them that 

further got strengthened in the aftermath of the 1857 Indian Mutiny when the British 

colonizers succeeded to quell the Indian rebellion. Actually, as also mentioned by Mubarak Ali 

and many other prominent authentic authors, it was this defeat of the Indians at the hands of 

the mightiest British colonizers that not only sealed the British victory but also led to heavy 

state bureaucratization in India that in turn had had huge impact on every group in the 

colonized India. But how was India before the British arrival is an important question without 

which neither would one comprehend emergence of state in India nor the nature of the current 

Pakistani state arena. It's, of course, not an easy question considering the rich Indian history 

dawning since the start of the Indus Valley Civilization almost some 5,000 years ago, as per 

several indispensable authorities, with the ancient region going through socio-economic and 

socio-political changes umpteen times. 79 However, as our main concern is to understand the 

concept of state in the subcontinent our discussion is bound to be confined within perimeters 

of only comparing power structure prevailing during the Mughal and the British eras. Talking in 

context of power structure in Mughal India, most of indispensable authorities while associating 

Mughal era's peak with the rein of Emperor Akbar express the view that feudal system was in 

fashion.80   

On the contrary, many authors like Adeel Khan term the Mughal emperor supreme 

landlord who collected land revenue from the occupants of the land through appointed 

landlords who were just go-between the occupants of the land and the Mughal emperor(s) and 

were not given any property rights. Thus it was a vertical structure of power but the Mughal 

Empire in order to maintain the law and order situation did actively participate in solving the 

local disputes. This was actually the 'Jagirdari system' as termed by Taimur Rehman while 

differentiating between ‘feudalism’ and the ‘Jagirdari system’ which according to Rehman are 

often wrongly used interchangeably. Feudalism being a medieval European phenomenon is 

based "on serfdom, private ownership of land, and rent as the principal form of surplus 

exaction."81  

On the other hand, the Jagirdari system existing in the pre-colonial South Asia was 

"based on the village community organized along the lines of a caste system. The Jagirdar, a 

representative of the state, appropriated land revenue from village communities. However, 

neither the Jagirdar nor the Muzaras (peasants) were property owner." 82 It is also instructive to 

note that the Jagirdari system is what Marx called the Asiatic Mode of Production (AMP) 

existing in the pre-capitalist subcontinent. Nevertheless, whether it was feudalism or Asiatic 

Mode of Production in the pre-British era, one thing is for sure that the modern bureaucratic 

state, which is an instrument of capitalism that was brought to India by the British, never 

existed in the Mughal India which was fragmented and ruled by segmented authorities due to 
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lack of development in communication and transportation at the time of British arrival. As per 

modernist authors, for India it was altogether a new experience which completely changed the 

old power relations.  

These new changes the British brought were in shape of the centralized bureaucracy 

and giving of ownership rights to the landlords. In the process, the British colonial government 

became largest employer since it recruited people for its largest bureaucracy and largest 

standing army to defend the colonial India. To run affairs of the colonial India internally smooth 

as well as to defend it from other colonizers besides dealing with other internal security 

threats, the British launched multi-pronged strategies. The chief among them was to introduce 

the concept of self-rule in India and to induct a large number of Indians into its largest army and 

disciplined bureaucracy. These British policies of course launched in keeping with their own 

interests, was having huge impact on Indians and the concomitant Indian nationalism and the 

communal Muslim League’s struggle. 

The religious movement of the All India Muslim League starting at the turn of the 20th 

century was simply a response to the policies the British introduced in connection with self-rule 

of India. Though the British introduced many political reforms from time to time in connection 

with self-rule with the early among them being the 1861 Council Act, 1893 Council Act and the 

Minto-Morley Reform of 1909, neither were they directed at the betterment of India nor they 

introduced with the intentions of giving powers to masses. 

As mentioned earlier, it was this environment of 'political reforms' and colonial state's 

policies of inducting more Indians into military and bureaucracy at lower levels in which the 

Muslim League as well as the All India National Congress designed their political strategies. As 

for the Muslim League, like the British imperialists, its concern had never been the Muslim 

masses neither were its roots lied in Muslim masses both in the Muslim minority as well as 

majority provinces of the united India. As per several indispensable authorities, in the minority 

provinces, collaborationists Muslim League's main aim was to enter into deals with the colonial 

British government to safeguard interests of Muslim elites particularly those of the minority 

province UP who later on steered the supposedly Pakistan movement on religious lines.   

Whether seen in context of British-introduced political reforms or through the lens of 

Muslim League's nemesis mainly the secular Congress and Bacha Khan-led Khudai Khidmadgar 

movement who always considered Leaguers as collaborationists as also termed by Wali Khan in 

his 'Facts are Facts,' 83 it is crystal clear that the Muslim elites in the Indian minority provinces 

were at no cost ready to coexist with Hindus and thus left no stone unturned in dividing India 

on religious lines. These Muslim elites, first led by Syed Ahmed—a collaborationist with the 

British Raj—who always urged Muslim masses to stay away from inclusive politics of All India 

Congress and then by Quaid-i-Azam Jinnah in the lead-up to the partition, despite being a tinny 

minority had prestigious jobs which they felt would be lost in a true democratic polity 

particularly after departure of British. It was this prestigious position due to which they always 
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struggled to maintain official status of minority Urdu language and always felt threatened when 

majority Hindi language was given the same status. 84 

Actually, it was this politics on the part of Muslim elites of the minority provinces who 

after suffering humiliating defeat at the hand of the Congress in 1937 elections started thinking 

penetrating into the Muslim majority provinces comprising current Pakistan where until 1940 

collaborationist Leaguers stood nowhere, a fact that had far greater repercussions for the 

current Pakistan which was later on ruled by the Leaguers mostly migrated from North India. 

"In other words, the Muslim League members from outside the future areas of Pakistan were 

far more powerful in both policy formation and establishing leadership patterns than their 

compatriots from the majority provinces. This skewed pattern of provincial representation in 

the central Muslim League from 1906 onwards brings out the structural anomalies of the 

Pakistan movement." 85 

Having observed background of Muslim separatism in India, it would be no more easy to 

see the Pakistan movement through the lens of two-nation theory, propagated by the 

religiously ideological  Pakistani state, which according to many is a reflection of primordialism 

as author Mohammad Waseem refers to in context of Muslim separatism in India while 

disagreeing with primordial approach: "The primordial ties of religion act upon individuals in 

such a way that they not only acquire a new identity but also share it with other members of 

the community."86  

Rejecting notions of both the two-nation theory and primordialism, author Mohammad 

Waseem expresses the view that it is self-deceiving if we accept the logic of giving a 

"deterministic role to such permanent categories as rituals, symbols and historical milestones 

of Islamic civilization  in specific political, economic, ethnic and regional situation." 87 Muslim 

separatism, states Mohammad Waseem while agreeing with Brass instrumentalist views as 

discussed in detail in the previous section in context of British era politics, must be seen "within 

a specific structure of political authority." 88 

Having discussed Indian politics particularly the Muslim League's communal struggle in 

the light of the British-introduced political reforms in connection with self-rule and rejected 

primordialism in the garb of the two nation theory, it's high time to move forward to see the 

pre-partition Indian politics and ensuing nationalism in context of bureaucratization of the 

colonial state of India by the imperialist British. Between the two world wars a sizable number 

of Indians made it to both the British bureaucracy as well as imperialist army89 with the Indian 

Public Service Commission being fully operational by 1926 that in turn paved way for Indians to 

get government jobs. 

 Before we move to shed light on consequences of Indians joining the British 

bureaucracy and military, it is important to clarify once again that the state in the shape of 

highly centralized bureaucracy was introduced by the British in the colonial India and not came 
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into being as a result of modernization as happened in Europe where capitalism and 

industrialization led to plurality in status groups due to which various classes struggled to make 

the existing state which was under complete domination of the Church and Estate more 

responsive and responsible. On the contrary, the state in India was introduced by colonizers as 

part of modernization drive due to which there is more authoritarianism and militarianism in 

Asia and Africa unlike Europe where the state became more penetrative into individual lives as 

a result of developed and diverse status groups, market forces, capitalism and development in 

communication and transportation.90 

Getting down to induction of Indians into British bureaucracy and military, it is difficult 

to go ahead without referring to author and social scientist Hamza Alavi who expresses the 

view that Indian nationalism had its roots in establishment of a salaried class whose main 

concern was to have more representation through jobs in the colonial British India rather than 

achieving independence.  

Notwithstanding, as per Alavi, soon fissures started appearing in the Indian salaried 

class in terms of ethnicity. As for the Muslim salaried class, they mostly belonged to the Muslim 

minority provinces of India in UP and Bihar. As long as their prestigious jobs were intact during 

the British rule Muslim minority, accounting for 13 to 15 per cent of the UP population, didn't 

complain but when they saw gradual decrease in jobs acquisition in the British India they 

started further hijacking the collaborationist Muslim League. It was in 1913, the same year 

Muslim elites' jobs dwindled to 35 per cent as compared to 64 per cent in 1857, when the 

Muslim salaried class invited the-then member of Congress Jinnah to be part of the Muslim 

League. It is instructive to note that though Muslim nationalism in India had roots in politics of 

the salaried class, as per Alavi's view, it was simply not possible for them to steer their 

nationalism to final destination with defeat in the 1937 election being reflection of their 

limitations.91  

And that is why the Muslim League later on in a much changed political environment 

contacted landlords in the Muslim majority provinces to strengthen their communal struggle 

for Pakistan which yielded ‘positive results.’ It may be mentioned here that there also existed a 

sizable salaried class in Punjab who also wanted more representation in the British Raj. Talking 

about other provinces of the current Pakistan, neither had Sindh got major representation in 

terms of jobs in the Raj nor the then NWFP (now Khyber Pakhtunkhwa) and Balochistan except 

for a few rare exception. Also, Sindhi Muslims were bound to their rural set-up with Sindhi 

Hindus dominating urban centers like Karachi.  

As per Alavi, communalist Quaid-i-Azam Jinnah while assessing his chances in the wake 

of defeat in 1937 elections made forays into Muslim majority provinces but not through mass 

mobilization campaign but shaking hands with landlords in the Muslim majority provinces. The 

Punjabi landlord politicians who were earlier part of the secular Punjab Unionist Party—having 

Muslim and Sikh landlords besides Hindus—while seeing the changed political environment 
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jumped on Muslim League bandwagon. What were repercussions of communal Muslim league's 

such strategy would be seen after we shed light on secular Congress politics in the light of Alavi's 

salaried class phenomenon.  

Congress politics, which later on converted into massive Indian nationalism with 

Congress leaders, as per many indisputable authorities, standing their ground in connection 

with independent India, had had also roots in the steadily increasing number of Indians in 

government jobs and unlike Muslim League the Congress was supported by the Indian 

bourgeoisie who wanted minimum British role in the Indian politics. Besides, Mahatma Gandhi-

launched movement to streamline untouchables in wake of British tactics to divide Congress 

by giving untouchables separate electorate bore fruits with more people belonging to lower 

classes supporting inclusive politics of Congress. The support of salaried class, Indian 

bourgeoise class coming into Congress fold, its roots in downtrodden Indians including 

untouchables and support from other ethnic/religious groups like Sikhs etc made the Congress 

movement very comprehensive and well connected from top to bottom in terms of varied 

Indian classes/ethnicities. 

On the contrary, the Muslim League consisting mainly of UP Muslim elites and landlord 

politicians from the Muslim majority provinces had never been in contact with the masses with 

the landlord party mainly being introduced in the Muslim majority provinces now comprising 

Pakistan by the local landlords and, as per indisputable authorities in intellectual Ishtiaq Ahmed 

and author Adeel Khan, by the British to advance their imperial interests particularly in the then 

NWFP (now Khyber Pakhtunkhwa) where the Congress-allied Khudai Khidmadgar movement 

had been very strong. While on the one hand, the Muslim League was a mere representative of 

UP Muslim elites in the minority provinces, on the other, it had no roots in the Muslim majority 

provinces where it had to whip up Muslim religious sentiments to promote their agenda of 

Pakistan.  

According to the author of 'The Punjab Bloodied, Partitioned and Cleansed,' the 

communal Muslim League in the lead-up to the partition used the slogan of 'Islam in Danger' in 

Punjab not only triggering fear in non-Muslim Punjabis but also scaring Punjabi Sikhs to death 

who later on migrated to the Eastern Punjab.92 The case in the syncretic Sindh was not so 

different with the landlord party being involved in stirring religious communalism. The prime 

example is League’s communal role in violence erupted on the heels of Masjid Manzilgah tragic 

communal incident.93 

Whether seen in context of self-rule, through which the imperialist British in line with 

their own imperialist interests gave natives limited representation, or salaried class 

phenomenon, the Pakistan project was a failed one and thus triggering losses in both property 

and life in the partition disturbances due to myopic vision of the Indian leaders particularly 

those elites associated with the communal vision of Muslim League.  
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The Muslim League used the religion card extensively in both the Muslim majority and 

minority provinces to promote its communal agenda of Pakistan and was planning to unite 

diverse peoples in its domain through religion. But the astute lawyer Quaid-i-Azam Jinnah who 

was of course not a political scientist and the supposedly national poet Iqbal whom the author 

while quoting an authority has already referred to as confused Iqbal completely ignored the 

practical aspects of their communal movement as well as disregarded modern day challenges 

mostly tackled by modern theories on nationalism.  

It's their religious approach to understanding and solving issues related to the state due 

to which today's Pakistan—mostly referred to as 'Jinnah's Pakistan' in the jingoist media 

including prestigious dailies like Dawn—has been faced with all sort of problems including 

nihilist violence unleashed in Pakistan in general and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and adjacent 

Pakhtun areas in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata) and Provincially Administered 

Tribal Areas (Pata) [Swat, Dir, Buner and Chitral] in particular by Taliban terrorists besides 

powerful secessionist movement in Balochistan which is up in arms against the state. The very 

religiosity whipped up by the landlord party namely the Muslim League to achieve its 

communal ends has taken on storm the religiously ideological state of Pakistan as also 

mentioned by Babar Ayaz in his recently-published work 'What's Wrong with Pakistan?' stating 

in a section titled 'The Genetic Defect of Pakistan:’ "What most politicians, who usually have 

short-term gains in sight, do not understand is that the 'end' does not always justify the 

'means'; same 'means' that are used to achieve an 'end' mostly tend to dictate the subsequent 

'end.' Pakistan is today being consumed by the religiosity that was whipped as a 'means' to 

achieve a separate homeland." 94 

As for the salaried class approach in context of Indian nationalism and the 

concomitant Muslim League communal movement, it is very easy at this stage to comprehend 

that by the time of partition two groups among the Muslims of the united India were closely 

associated with the imperialist British by having major chunk of government jobs in the British 

military and bureaucracy. The one group in shape of Punjabi elites, belonging to the Muslim 

majority province, were British loyalists and thus had got jobs in the British complex hierarchy 

in military and civil bureaucracies. The other group in shape of Muslim elites belonging to the 

Indian minority provinces of the UP and Bihar was also a British loyalist and subsequently got its 

booty in shape of jobs in the British military and civil bureaucracies. 

Though these Indian Muslims were at lower level in the British bureaucracy and military, 

after 1926 there presence was a sizable one and had grown very powerful on eve of partition 

particularly as compared to limited powers of even landlord politicians let alone middle class 

political representatives. It was the power scenario of the newly-created Pakistan where the 

British successor bureaucracy and military, dominated by Punjabis and Upites who later on 

migrated to the new state, was highly intolerant of Muslim Leaguers who belonging to the 

landlord class and having no roots in masses were equally opportunists. And this is what author 
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Mohammad Waseem hinted at in his 'Politics and the State in Pakistan' while stating on page 

61: "Especially Punjab including NWFP (now Khyber Pukhtunkhwa) was the epitome of a 

bureaucratic stronghold. No doubt its governmental structure was to prove rather intolerant of 

any non-bureaucratic activity in future." 

Having discussed pre-partition politics in context of both Indian nationalism led by 

secular Congress as well as Muslim League’s exclusionary politics from different angles 

including instrumentalism, salaried class phenomenon and Indians' response to British self-rule 

agenda, it's high time to shed light on relevance of the state in the pre-partition India to cap our 

discussion by strong theoretical framework. As mentioned earlier that the pre-capitalist India 

was fragmented and run by segmented authorities with huge Mughal Empire being on top 

mainly for revenue purpose as well as acquisition of troops in war times. The Europeans had 

been in India since long but not as imperialists but as traders. However, with the emergence of 

industrialism in the European content their power equation changes not only with India but 

majority of the regions including Africa. The major leap taken by the British in connection with 

their Indian colony came when the colonizers sealed victory against Indians in the 1857 Mutiny 

with the British opting to maximize benefits from raw materials produced by the Indian colony. 

For the purpose the colonizers had to undertake umpteen 'development projects' to facilitate 

themselves in connection with their exploits, not common Indians.  

And to deceive common Indians the colonizers introduced 'orientalism' that in theory 

and practice believes that the colonizers were racially superior than the people in the colonies 

with formidable communalist and representative of Upite Muslim elites Syed Ahmed 

advocating orientalism as author Adeel Khan quotes the Upite collaborationist in the following 

words: "Pathans, Syeds, Hashmi and Koreishi [whose] blood [smelt] of the blood of Abraham," 

and would thus "appear [great] in glittering uniforms as colonels and majors in the [British] 

army... provided [they did] not give rise to suspicions of disloyalty [to the British]."95 

The gigantic task of building infrastructure in shape of roads, railway tracks and other 

developmental projects in the colonial India was only possible in presence of the state that the 

colonial power had strengthened by introducing complex hierarchy of bureaucracy and other 

institutions besides strong colonial army not only to defend the colonial India but to help 

maintain India's internal cohesiveness. The other institutions included economic and education 

institutions with the help of which the colonizers sought to 'educate' native Indians to help the 

British occupiers administer the country smoothly.  

Education in this scenario was not standard as the British only wanted better 

coordination in the administration and as an occupying power had never desired to educate 

native Indians. Notwithstanding, the institution of education opened an array of opportunities 

for the local Indians which enabled them to stake claims to various government jobs that in 

turn, up to an extent, made them partners in the affairs of the British colonial state. From here 

the Indian salaried class developed, as mentioned earlier, which, as per the salaried class 
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phenomenon, later on wanted their fair share in jobs, a demand that having taken shape of 

Indian nationalism and Muslim League's communalism culminated in unfortunate partition of 

India. With enough details already given in connection with the salaried class phenomenon, we 

need to move ahead to understand Indian nationalism in context of the prevailing British 

(colonial) state. 

As expounded on the palpable relationship between the modern state and nationalism 

in the earlier section, according to Adeel Khan's modernist approach inspired from John 

Breuilly’s authentic theories on nationalism, the anti-colonial Indian nationalism was no 

exception with the local Indians wanting either fair share in the state, their own state or to 

make the then colonizer state more responsive to their demands96. It was this framework, as 

per modernist author Adeel Khan, through which the anti-colonial Indian nationalism shaped up 

with the secular congress making its own set of demands while the communal Muslim Leaguers 

used the religion card extensively and hence made ‘Pakistan a phantasmagoria par excellence’ 

to various classes including elites in shape of landlords and other status groups besides 

commoners who thronged Muslim League bandwagon, everyone wanting to fulfill their 

‘dream.’ 97 

As mentioned earlier in context of modernist view, it's not always the case that 

nationalists want their own state but it is also always not the case that nationalist sentiments 

are whipped up for preserving groups' language and culture. Notwithstanding, it's always been 

the case that nationalist groups do want the state to behave as if it is their own. If seen in this 

context, the anti-colonial nationalism, which later on among other factors toppled the British in 

India, were simply to achieve the existing (colonial) state and when the natives succeeded in 

doing so both India and Pakistan followed the British legacy of centralization through state 

nationalism alienating several ethnic groups in both the countries giving rise in turn to ethnic 

nationalisms in India and Pakistan. 

 

 

PART III 

NATIONALISM AND ETHNIC NATIONALISMS IN PAKISTAN 

Though we have already discussed the concept of state in context of ethnicity and 

nationalism in detail in previous sections, it seems important to shed light once again on it but 

from a different angle to understand nationalism in context of Pakistan. As mentioned earlier 

that the very existence of state in India traces its roots to the arrival of British colonizers when 

they introduced centralized bureaucracy in the Indian colony besides initiating scores of other 

projects through their disciplined institutions and hierarchical supervision. It was, first, this very 
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introduction of the state on the part of the British in India and, later on, its prevalence that had 

had huge impact on the Indian nationalism as discussed earlier in detail. Talking in the 

modernist context, the anti-colonial nationalism was actually based on the agenda of achieving 

the very state run by the British colonizers rather than formation of the state as a result of class 

struggle. The way the colonizers imposed the state from atop as part of the modernization 

drive the newly-created state of Pakistan did the same as a result of which there is, like any ex-

colonized state, more authoritarianism as well as militarism in Pakistan. 

 The state came into being in the newly-created Pakistan cannot be seen in isolation 

from its predecessor the British Indian state that in accordance with its own colonial interests 

included various groups while excluding others from affairs of the colonial India. As ‘divide and 

rule’ had always been the British policy besides rewarding their loyalists, it must not be any 

mystery that among the ethnic groups currently existing in Pakistan Punjabis and the Indian 

Muslim refugees who migrated to the newly-created country on the heels of partition 

disturbances had always been in collusion with the imperial British. The Punjabi landlords’ 

relations with the imperial British started getting stronger when the former helped the 

imperialists in quelling the 1857 unrest. 

And since then their relations had always been warmer with the colonizers getting more 

and more assistance in terms of procuring more and more Punjabi soldiers for the imperial 

British military and bureaucracy to defend the colony from external threats and to run internal 

affairs of the Indian colony smoothly. And this is the main reason that today’s praetorian 

Pakistan military contained 60 per cent Punjabis on the eve of partition which has steadily 

ballooned to around 75 per cent.98  On the contrary, the British always suspected ethnic Sindhis 

and had never provided job opportunities to them, though Sindhis had traditionally been more 

attached to their rural set-up with the urban centers like Karachi and other Sindh cities being 

dominated by Sindhi Hindus and other urbanized Muslims like Gujratis and Memons who 

migrated from the-then Bombay (now Mumbai) to Karachi in connection with their businesses. 

Similar is the case with Baloch who had less representation in the affairs of the British 

India for they had rarely been able to acquire government jobs in the British era. Balochistan for 

its inability to give agricultural benefits due to its barren lands   never attracted British attention 

in terms of generating government revenue, notwithstanding that both the British and Baloch 

chieftains entered several agreements in connection with the British need for having safe 

passage through Baloch areas to the colonial India. From this we can easily comprehend that 

the Baloch area though barren had had strategic importance for the colonial British Empire 

which has also fought several times with Boloch for their strategic interests in the region.  

As for Pakhtuns\Afghans now residing in the current Pakistan state in the wake of the 

British decision to divide Afghanistan through the illegal Durand Line, unlike Sindh and Punjab 

their land was also unfertile and never attracted the British attention in terms of generating 

agricultural revenue, claims Adeel Khan while ignoring the fact that the British had got an eye 
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on the fertile Peshawar Valley when they attacked Afghanistan in 1839.  Whatever the reason, 

the British always sought to keep their influence on both sides of the colonial era controversial 

Durand Line to safeguard their strategic interests against ‘ambitious Russia.’ It was this strategic 

interest of the British India that led the British to the unwise decision of attacking Afghanistan 

in 1839 to counter the Russian influence in the mountainous state of Afghans. Without going 

into the details of one of the British heaviest defeats in Afghanistan, the point is that until the 

unfortunate partition of India and even now in the current scenario when the US-led NATO 

forces are planning to withdraw from the mountainous state of Afghanistan, the British in the 

colonial period despite the fact that Afghan\Pakhtun lands were barren always kept their 

influence for strategic purposes. In the process, Pakhtuns belonging to the-then NWFP (now 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa) had been inducted into the colonial army to serve British interests but 

never in huge number as Punjabis.  

Besides, many Pakhtun landlords and princely states run by British stooges like Swat’s 

Bacha Sahib and other Dir and Chitral’s royal families had always been in connivance with the 

powerful British raj. Notwithstanding, it had never been an easy task to run affairs of the-then 

NWFP and adjacent Pakhtun lands in shape of Fata and Pata with the British unlike Punjab and 

the rest of India facing stiff resistance from self-welled Pakhtuns/Afghans.99 

Though there exist dozens of ethnic and linguistic groups in current Pakistan and 

everyone had their own story of interaction with the British raj, the author deems it fit to 

discuss only those who had either cordial relations or fought the imperial British to understand 

the nature of the Pakistani state. Having discussed the prominent ethnic groups belonging to 

the Muslim majority provinces in the pre-partition era and their interaction with the imperial 

British, we need to shed light on Muslim minority provinces of UP and Bihar whose Muslim 

minority having migrated to Sindh and Punjab as refugees had dominant role in the post-

partition eras.  

As discussed earlier in detail the collaborationist politics of Muslim elites in the Muslim 

minority provinces, it’s once again summarily put that there always remained deep 

collaboration earlier between Syed Ahmed-led Muslim elites and the British imperialists and 

later on the landlord Leaguers of the UP and the British imperialists. It was this deep 

collaboration between minority provinces’ Muslim elites and the British imperialists that 

ensured the former their prestigious jobs despite being a tinny minority in the United India. 

From the above discussion it is amply clear that the two groups in shape of Punjabis and Indian 

Muslim refugees having hands in glove with the British had greater representation in the affairs 

of the colonial India. And the Pakistani state as a successor of the British colonial state was also 

dominated by the same two groups.  

Talking in context of the early post-partition eras, two dominant 

platforms\organizations in shape of Pakistan military and Pakistan Muslim League was having 

huge impact on the politics of the newly-formed state. And both Pakistan army and Pakistan 
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Muslim League were dominated by ethnic Punjabis and Indian Muslim refugee leaders, 

respectively to suppress every other ethnic group in the newly-created state. Most of the 

refugee leaders were the ardent supporters of the supposedly two-nation theory and had come 

to the newly-created country with the belief of imposing the ‘true Islam’ on the indigenous 

peoples. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier,  their background was neither truly political nor 

had their roots lied in masses since most of them had aristocratic background and had deeply in 

connivance with the imperialist British to advance their self-interest.  

 Also, the refugee leaders had no constituency in the newly-created Pakistan and hence 

no roots or connection with the indigenous people particularly ethnic Sindhis whose provincial 

capital in shape of Karachi was transferred to Hyderabad while the newly-arrived Pakistani 

central government dominated by Indian Muslim refugees declared Karachi the federal capital! 

On the contrary, local leaders like Ghafar Khan and others having strong connection with the 

indigenous peoples were in majority and deserved full rights to run the country on democratic 

lines. Notwithstanding, while sensing indigenous leaders’ strong connection with natives as well 

as their majority strong position, the refugee junta led by prime minister Liaquat Ali Khan 

presented the Objective Resolution in the Constituent Assembly on March 7, 1949 which was 

adopted on March 12, 1949 to the dismay of both religious and ethnic minorities.100 

And this is what the first prime minister of Pakistan had to say on the occasion of the 

passage of the Objective Resolution: ‘[Passage of the Objective Resolution is] the most 

important occasion in the life of this country, next in importance only to the achievement of 

independence.’ The refugee leaders’ main concern was to stop native leaders from coming to 

power and thus trapped them in the Objective Resolution laced with Islamic jargons which 

were simply intractable when it comes to affairs of the state. Having established the ‘Islamic 

emirate’ and shutting out the native leadership, the refugee junta for almost a decade failed to 

give the country its first constitution and when finally the first social contract was signed in 

1956 it was extremely repressive in nature and fully mirroring the Objective Resolution to the 

dismay of both religious and ethnic minorities. The same Objective Resolution was appended to 

the 1962 Constitution as well as the 1973 Constitution militating against emergence of a truly 

secular polity in Pakistan. 

As for the dominant ethnic Punjabis, as discussed earlier in detail, powerful politicians 

belonging to the Pakistan Muslim League, which had now changed its name from the All India 

Muslim League after the unfortunate partition of India, had aristocratic backgrounds since most 

of the Punjabi landlords had jumped on the Muslim League bandwagon having seen the 

changed political environment. Furthermore, the party namely the Muslim League the Punjabi 

landlord politicians belonged to had no roots in the masses and had just been involved in local 

politics since 1940 by extensively using religion to attract attention of the masses in the Muslim 

majority provinces in general and in Punjab in particular. Without digressing from the issue at 

hand, it is instructive to note that the goons of the Muslim League even used highly abusive 
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slogans against anti-Pakistan groups in Punjab further alienating Punjabi religious minorities in 

Sikhs and Hindus.101 So, while on the one hand the Punjabi Leaguers had no roots in masses and 

had vested interests in making it to the power corridors through the Muslim League on the 

other the Punjabi-dominated bureaucracy as a successor British organization was only trained 

in running the state affairs on imperial lines. Plus, though League’s landlord politicians had poor 

track record in making contact with local masses, they were indeed late comers on the 

governance front as compared to the British-trained bureaucracy who as mentioned earlier had 

been inducted by the imperialist British in large number between the two world wars. But the 

bureaucracy had always been involved in power aggrandizement instead of working within the 

limits of the Constitution. 

Ironically, if seen in the pre-1971 context, both dominant Punjabis and the Indian 

Muslim refugees had been in minority and the Bengalis had been in majority but were kept out 

of power by the nexus of minority Punjabis and refugees. It is also a fact that both had no 

linguistic and cultural similarities as Punjabis speak the Punjabi language while most of the 

refugees speak different languages including the Urdu language. Notwithstanding, Punjabis 

have no problem with the Urdu language and indeed since long as Dr Tariq Rahman mentions 

preferred to speak the North Indian Urdu language. Besides, both Punjabis and refugees’ 

interests in terms of grabbing more state resources coincided and thus preferred to keep other 

groups particularly the Bengali majority out of the power corridors.  

And this is how the state nationalism was also shaped up under the iron fist of Punjabi 

and refugee elites. Both the minority groups—Punjabis and refugees—started the nation-

building in the newly-created state on their own terms and never took on board other ethnic 

groups including majority Bengalis and minorities like Sindhis, Pakhtuns and Boloch. The nation-

building initiated by the Pakistani state dominated by minorities Punjabis and Indian Muslim 

refugees was based on the supposedly two-nation theory which the founder of the nation 

Quaid-i-Azam Jinnah himself rejected in his popular Aug 11 speech signaling at secularism in the 

newly-created state. However, confusion still persists among the Pakistani intelligentsia as to 

whether Jinnah was secular, and did he want a secular Pakistan?  

And thus confusion still abounds the process of nation-building in Pakistan which never 

co-opted other ethnic and linguistic groups except for dominant ethnic Punjabis and the Indian 

refugees owing to which the process of nation-building is still hitting snags. It was actually the 

Muslim League very myopic vision that even before the partition they had adopted a stance 

regarding the princely state that smack of sheer compromise on democratic principles. Unlike 

the All India National Congress that has categorically stated that all British princely state 

totaling over 500 will be annexed to the independent India and their citizens will be given full 

constitutional rights, the Muslim League following in the imperialists’ footsteps had a stance 

that in future Pakistan ‘sovereignty’ of the princely states would be respected. Due to this 

policy, the refugee junta-led Pakistani state was simply unable to decide about the princely 
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state and thus the process of nation-building hit rock. A vey pertinent example may be that of 

the princely state of Swat where British puppet Bacha Sahib and then his son ruled for decades 

in connivance with the imperialist British. Instead of giving Swati Yusufzias complete 

constitutional rights in wake of partition and bringing them into the mainstream, the Pakistani 

state which itself remained without constitution for almost a decade just signed the 

‘Instrument of Accession’  with the Swat state which was aimed to guide their future relations. 

The agreement enabled the Swat ruler to retain his authority over Swat but surrendered to 

Pakistan his authority over defense, external affairs and communication. 

Likewise another agreement ‘the Supplementary Instrument of Accession’ was signed 

between the newly-formed Pakistani state and the princely Swat state in 1954 but the Swati 

Yusufzais still remained deprived of their due constitutional rights with the Swat ruler agreeing 

to surrender his authority to any future legislature of Pakistan.102 Similar was the case with 

other Pakhtun lands in shape of Fata where the new Pakistani state pressed ahead with the 

British era draconian laws and thus deprived Pakhtuns of their due constitutional rights and 

stopped them from becoming part of the process of nation-building and the situation is still the 

same in both Fata and Pata and thus over 66 years on the process of nation-building in Pakistan 

is in the doldrums. 

The unsuccessful state nationalism or nation-building is also massively reflected in all 

three constitutions which only depict Punjabi and refugee elites’ interests. Throughout its 

constitutional history, as per Rajagopalan’s authentic work, the Pakistani state identified itself 

with Islam and the Urdu language denying both religious and ethnic minorities their due rights 

and still remains the ‘Islamic emirate’ as envisaged by refugee prime minister Liaquat Ali Khan. 

Considering the special status of the Urdu language and Islam, according to author 

Rajagopalan, basically all the three constitutions of Pakistan guarantee rights to only Urdu-

speakers (majority of the Indian Muslim refugees) and Muslims while absolving itself of any 

binding commitment in terms of guaranteeing rights to non-Urdu speakers and non-Muslims 

besides failing to help them promote their cultures and religion. Likewise, authors of 

‘Indigenous Peoples and Ethnic Minorities of Pakistan’ have also arrived at the same conclusion, 

saying that neither the founding fathers nor the latter leaders sought to give ethnic and 

religious minorities their due rights with the drafters of the Constitution (s) not only failing to 

define the term minority but also creating hierarchy of citizenships in the same country.103 The 

authors Shaheen Sardar Ali and Javed Rehman while detailing problems of ethnic minorities 

and distinct cultures in legal and constitutional framework say that on the one side the 1973 

Constitution declares equal citizenship rights for all Pakistanis but through various other clauses 

the Constitution contradicts the same equal citizenship rights declaration. For instance, the 

1973 Constitution clearly declares that Fata is out of the scope of the Constitution. One thing 

that needs special attention here is that the rightist lobby which has usually been in connivance 

with dominant ethnic Punjabis and refugees adopt the stance that Bengali language was also 
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declared the national language along with the Urdu language (which roots exists outside of 

today’s Pakistan) in the 1956 Constitution.  

Actually, as mentioned earlier, the ethnic Punjabis and the Indian Muslim refugees 

always shut out the majority Bengalis from power corridors to advance their own socio-

economic agenda and their behavior traces its roots even before the creation of the country 

and when it came into being the founder Jinnah categorically stated that only and only Urdu 

would be the national language of Pakistan. Expressing his views, as per authentic work of Tariq 

Rehman, the founder of the nation during a huge gathering said that only and only the Urdu 

language can keep Pakistan united that sowed early seed of ethnic nationalism in then Pakistan 

containing two wings—East and West Pakistan—separated by ‘enemy country’ India.  

Since then the issue of language had always simmered in the-then East Pakistan and 

now Bangladesh with the Bengali language activists taking to streets in 1952 to demand for 

making the Bengali language also the state language. According to Tariq Rehman, the repressive 

Pakistani state used brutal force against the Bengali language activists killing several among 

them which further worsened the situation in the-then East Pakistan. As a result of brutal force 

used by the repressive Pakistani state, later on, the United Nations declared February 21 as the 

‘International Mother Language Day’ to mark brutal repression of the Pakistani state on Bengali 

language activist besides giving the world the message of equally respecting and promoting all 

languages. 

Having understood background of the Bengali language movement, which the rightists 

often glossed over, as a result of which the Bengali language was given status of the national 

language along with the Urdu language in the 1956 Constitution and which later on became 

base for the Bengali nationalist movement, it is high time we move ahead to see the state 

nationalism and the process of nation-building in the light of state’s efforts to integrate various 

groups. This is what is called political socialization which, as per various indispensible 

authorities, is usually done through various channels of socialization like the school system and 

mass media.  

Notwithstanding, such efforts on part of a multi-ethnic state are not bound to produce 

favorable results since, as also mentioned by Aftab A. Kazi, there is always dominant and 

dominated groups in a multi-ethnic state making the state’s efforts to integrate various groups 

more troublesome. Considering this, the state nationalism may take two paths: either it may 

opt coercive ways to integrate various peoples or it may go for ‘unity in diversity’ policy with 

the former going to the extent of genocide of dissenters while the latter acknowledges 

differences among peoples while exacting loyalties from them. However, developing multi-

national states like Pakistan usually resort to coercion while imposing state nationalism since, 

to barrow Rajagopalan’s word, the modern state believes in the centrality of history and the 

multi-ethnic Pakistan is no exception. This is the stage where author of ‘State and Nation in 

South Asia’ Rajagopalan questions as to what is the national (central) history of a multi-ethnic 
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state. Actually, this is the enigma the modern bureaucratic (multi-ethnic) state including 

Pakistan is faced with and to solve this riddle most of the time it ends up in violence against 

dominated groups.  

Seeing things in this context, the Pakistani state nationalism mostly promoted by 

dominant ethnic Punjabi and Indian Muslim refugee elites has also tried to centralized the 

history of the Pakistani state which has not only been persona non grata with the dominated 

groups but shrunken the history to only the fake Pakistan movement and events happened a 

few centuries ago when, as per the state version of history, the first Muslim stepped on the 

Indian soil. It is this policy of centralization of history on the part of the Pakistani state through 

its education system that besides obscuring the real history of the indigenous peoples of 

Pakistan has left no stone unturned in Arabization of the indigenous cultures104 in shape of 

Sindh, Balochistan, Punjab, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Fata, Pata, Gilgit Baltistan and AJK which are 

very much connected to the historic Indus Valley Civilization about which J. Hussain writes:  

“By 2500 BC when most of the people in the world were still hunters, food gatherers and nomadic 

herdsmen, a vast civilization had sprung up in the area which is now Pakistan, spelling over its present-day 

boarders into much of the North-West India as well. This was the largest civilization in the whole of ancient 

world.”
105

 

The state nationalism promoted by Punjabis and refugees while seeking to Arabize the 

indigenous cultures in order to unite the indigenous peoples in the name of Islam always shied 

away from adopting the policy of ‘unity in diversity,’ as mentioned by author Aftab A. Kazi, as 

well as failed to promote ‘comparative literature’ involving study of various literatures of 

different cultures/nations, as was done in the European continent,106 due to which there 

remains severe hatred among ethnic groups. It is also a fact that only ethnic Punjabis and the 

Indian Muslim refugees have been more educated even before the creation of the state of 

Pakistan. The reason as mentioned earlier in the detailed analysis on the previous pages is that 

during the British era the imperialists only rewarded loyalists with both ethnic Punjabis and 

Indian Muslim refugees being close to the British due to their collaborationist role getting more 

education facilities. And the same continued in the British successor Pakistani state that 

witnessed the same inequality in the education sector.  

Now there appears neo-colonialism with the dominant groups not only being ensconced 

on major military and bureaucratic posts to grab socio-economic resources but also teaching 

only the dominant groups’ history which is becoming a major source of tension between the 

Centre dominated by Punjabi elites and small provinces in shape of Pakhtunkhwa, Balochistan 

and Sindh. The important thing to be worried about is that the curriculum-making instead of 

being reformed over the decades in terms of inclusiveness has gone more awry despite the 

passage of the 18th Amendment in the PPP tenure with Imran Khan’s PTI-led provincial 

government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa   opting for more Islamist and Arabized curriculum instead 

of one that connects peoples with the Indus Valley Civilization.  
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Aftab A. Kazi, in this regard, has conducted a very detailed research concluding that only 

North Indian social/political movements have been given place in text books while ignoring 

events and movements launched in the current four provinces, for instance the anti-British Hur 

movement in Sindh and the Bacha Khan-led anti-British Khudai Khidmadgar movement in the-

then NWFP (now Khyber Pakhtunkhwa)  with the Zia era curriculum laying more emphasis on 

religion and the Urdu language instead of native languages in shape of Pashto, Sindhi, Balochi, 

Punjabi and scores of other indigenous languages.  

The indispensible authority in Aftab A. Kazi has divided Pakistan checkered history 

spanning over some four decades (until he completed his research) into four time periods 

witnessing different curriculum-making tendencies. The first era from 1947 to 1958, according 

to Aftab A. Kazi, was the era of cultural pluralism that emphasized the ‘consensus approach.’ 

The second time period starting from 1958 and ending in 1968 was the era of religious 

homogeneity while the third time period, from 1968 to 1977 was again the era of cultural 

pluralism when the first Sindhi prime minister Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto took over.  

This was the time period when the remaining Pakistan in the wake of dismemberment 

in 1971 saw a cultural resurgence with native languages and cultures being given more time on 

state-run television. Native languages along with the Urdu language were made media of 

instruction but the local cultural euphoria soon ended as the general once again struck ending 

all hopes about native languages revival. This was the start of the fourth era when extensive 

use of religion in curriculum made a comeback and continues even today with ethnic minorities 

feeling sidelined while religious ones feel threatened since the curriculum ignores native 

languages and spew hatred against religious minorities in Hindus, Christens, Ahmadis and 

others.107 

Having studied the concept of state in context of Pakistan, linguistic groups dominating 

the state particularly in the immediate post-partition era, state nationalism in context of both 

Constitution(s) as well as political socialization in school system and mass media, we need to 

move ahead to see whether the concept of nationalism and identity is static in context of 

Pakistan. As mentioned earlier that in context of modern theories on nationalism, the 

nationalist groups don’t always want to achieve their own state but they also don’t always 

launch their ethnic nationalist movement to seek to preserve their culture. Notwithstanding, 

the nationalist groups do want the state to behave in a way as if it is their own. 

 In the pre-1971 Pakistan, the state of Pakistan only behaved in accordance with the 

wishes of minority Punjabis and the Indian Muslim refugees and the nexus of these two groups 

while refusing to accept majority Bengali position and respect autonomy and other 

political/provincial rights of other small provinces promoted the state nationalism. In the 

process, these two dominant minority linguistic groups did everything to grab socio-economic 

resources and keep majority Bengalis out of power corridors.  
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The Punjabi-refugee nexus made Urdu and Islam axis of Pakistani nationalism through 

various constitutions and means of political socialization like school system and mass media. 

Ethnic Punjabis had been dominant in the military while the Indian Muslim refugees had 

autocratic and collaborationist Muslim League in hands besides being in large number in 

bureaucracy as well as occupying top military posts. There was in short a symbiotic relationship 

among the minority Punjabis, refugees and the state of Pakistan in the pre-1971 Pakistan to, 

putting it summarily, shut the majority Bengalis out of the power structure. On the contrary, 

the state never behaved the way the majority Bengalis wanted it to in the pre-1971 East and 

West Pakistan and thus Bengalis felt alienated which in turn gave rise to Bengali ethnic 

nationalism.  

As mentioned earlier that despite being in majority the Bengali language was not given 

the same status as that of the Urdu language in the immediate post-partition era which 

remained without a proper social contract in constitution paving way for further dictatorial 

attitude on part of the refugee-led Muslim League. The League members were not even ready 

to concede Bengalis their right to speak in their mother tongue in the constituent Assembly 

urging Bengalis to talk in the Urdu language. The refugee junta was also not even ready to give 

the Bengali language the status of national language in the 1956 Constitution but they were 

forced to declare it as the national language along with the Urdu language in wake of language 

riots in the-then Bengal and now Bangladesh where several Bengali language activists were 

killed by Pakistan law enforcement agencies. 108 Mubarak Ali in his ‘Pakistan in Search of 

Identity’ has rightly pointed out that in order to suppress/counter the Bengali ethnic 

nationalism the oppressive Punjabi-refugee dominated Pakistani state made the Urdu language 

and Islam their prime tools. Tariq Rehman in his ‘Language and Politics in Pakistan’ mentions 

that the way more and more Arabic words were included in the Hindi (Urdu) language to make 

it more peculiar to the Muslims, the Bengali language in the pre-1971 era also met the same 

fate since more and more Urdu language words had been included in the Bengali language to 

make it more Urdunized.  

Notwithstanding, the more the Punjabi-refugee nexus sought to make the Bengali 

language obscure by such highhandedness, the more the Bengali ethnic nationalism based on 

the Bengali language movement got stronger and went on to become so vociferous that the 

oppressive Pakistani dictatorial regime had to resort to using force against majority Bengalis. 

The situation never took positive turn with the Punjabi-refugee nexus being not ready to budge 

on their stance about Pakistani state nationalism giving all undue importance to the Urdu 

language and Islam. Finally, the ethnic nationalism started by the Bengali language activists 

succeeded to achieve their own state in shape of Bangladesh with the Pakistani repressive 

regime led by the Punjabi-refugee nexus suffering massive defeat at the hands of Indians 

against whom the Bengalis sided with the Muslim nationalism led by communalist Jinnah’s 

Muslim League. One thing that is now crystal clear in connection with shifts in nationalism is 
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that identity and nationalism as discussed in the previous sections in detail have never been 

static.  

In fact, talking in context of modern nationalism, both nationalism and ethnic 

nationalism revolve around policies of the stat with groups closer to the state advocating (state) 

nationalism while those in conflict with the state launch ethnic nationalism to either achieve 

their own state or make the existing one more responsive to their needs. In case of the Bengali 

ethnic nationalism, the Bengali language movement failed to make the repressive Pakistani 

state more responsive to their needs and finally culminated in achieving their own state in 

Bangladesh, of course, after genocide of thousands of Bengalis and rape of thousands of 

Bengali women by soldiers of the repressive Pakistani state. 

Similar is the case with other ethnic minorities who had been seeking to make the 

ethnic Punjabi-and refugee-led state more responsive to their political and linguistic need but 

the repressive state never reciprocated particularly in the pre-1971 Pakistan. Baloch ethnic 

nationalism traces its roots to the day when the so-called Shahi Jirga signed Balochistan 

annexation deal with successive military operations being launched even by political leaders 

like Z.A. Bhutto in the wake of 1971 dismemberment of the country, let alone by military 

dictators, worsening situation in the province which still continues unabatedly. With Baloch 

ethnic nationalism being out of the scope of the thesis, it is appropriate to indicate that in both 

the pre- and post-1971 eras the state of Pakistan has never been responsive to the political and 

linguistic needs of Balochs who in turn have waged a war against the state which has been 

involved in forcible disappearances of thousands of Balochs for the last so many decades. 

Getting down to the Sindhi ethnic nationalism which would also be discussed in the next 

chapter in more detail, it is important to note that Sindh is the most diverse province  and 

highly polarized in terms of ethnic divisions. Sindh war is on two fronts. While on the one hand, 

it has been fighting for provincial autonomy on the other it has been grappling with the new 

Sindhis in shape of the Indian Muslim refugees who having challenged the sovereignty of India, 

since they were not ready to accept the Hindu majority, are not only up in arms against one of 

the most oppressed ethnic groups in shape of Sindhis but the state of Pakistan they once 

steered and vociferously advocated for before partition and here again we should easily 

conclude that identity and nationalism are fluid, not static. Besides, the conflict between 

various ethnic groups in Pakistan is neither civilizational nor linguistic but is simply a war for 

attaining more and more socio-economic resources for which the ethnic elites exploit ethnic 

and linguistic differences to mobilize people for launching ascreptive movements that in turn 

either seek to achieve their own state or make the existing one more responsive to their 

political and linguistic needs.  

Both Sindh and Mohajir ethnic nationalism trace their roots to the foundation of state 

nationalism in Pakistan which is the two-nation theory with both the linguistic groups earnestly 

seeking to achieve Pakistan to fight the so-called Hindu dominancy in the United India. With the 
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Indian Muslim refugees’ struggle antedating that of Sindh’s in connection with the Pakistan 

movement besides being more entrenched in the Indian minority provinces to keep their 

presence intact in the power corridors, both groups in one way or the other were in favour of 

the Pakistan state nationalism before the partition. The prime example in case of Sindh is its 

legislative assembly’s passage of the first resolution among the pro-Pakistan provinces in favour 

of Pakistan. Until both linguistic groups had hopes from the state of Pakistan both were 

advocating the state nationalism, though Sindhi leaders had sensed what the state nationalism 

would do to them on the eve of partition. Refugees took some time as until the 1971 break-up 

they were ethnic Punjabis’ junior partners in power corridors to fight Indian aggression on the 

external front and to block majority Bengalis from power corridors on the internal front.  

Notwithstanding, the Pakhtun ethnic nationalism had been different from all other 

ethnic nationalisms in Pakistan due to its history of nationalism in both the pre-and post-

partition eras.  Pakhtun ethnic nationalism as would be discussed in detail in coming chapters 

also traces its roots to the colonial era when the imperialists brought with them the concept of 

state to the Indian subcontinent. However, the Pakhtun nationalist movement was in clear 

conflict with the foundation of the state nationalism in shape of the two-nation theory and 

unlike linguistic groups in Sindhis and UP Muslim elites who were later on termed as Mohajirs 

vociferously opposed the creation of Pakistan and communalist Mohammad Ali Jinnah. And as 

per author Dr. Feroz Ahmed, Pakhtuns since being in opposition to the state nationalism had 

been clear in their ethnic nationalism since Aug 14, 1947 unlike Sindhis who had still hopes 

from the state of Pakistan and unlike Mohajirs who vociferously advocated the state 

nationalism until 1971.109  

However, the situation changed as the new state was not able to give the country an 

acceptable social contract in shape of constitution for almost a decade. As mentioned earlier, 

both the politicians belonging to the Muslim League and the civil bureaucracy had no roots in 

masses as well as both had been opportunists. Besides, the landlord politicians of Punjab 

belonging to League and refugee Leaguers had been late on governance front as compared to 

British successor civil bureaucracy as well as military which in turn entrenched bureaucracy as 

well as military’s role in politics in the formative eras. According to indisputable authorities, 

though the refugees held sway in affairs of the state for long but it started declining in Ayub era 

who belonging to Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, though non-Pakhtun, “began to pull Pakhtuns into the 

mainstream areas of economy and politics.”110  

Besides their huge arrival in the mainstream economy and politics, Pukhtuns along with 

ethnic Punjabis had already had large presence in the armed forces since both the groups were 

termed as ‘martial races’ by the British imperialists and thus inducted them into the British 

imperialist army. And since the founding leaders failed to establish universal democratic norms 

in the newly-created country, role of the military earlier dominated by Punjabis and the Indian 

Muslim refugees was augmented with the passage of time particularly in earlier two-odd 
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decades which could not witness any elected prime minister. Finally, when an elected prime 

minister in Z. A. Bhutto took over, it happened in the bloodiest way as the country was 

dismembered and the military is yet to be grilled for genocide in Bengal.  

In the remaining Pakistan, Bhutto’s Pakistan People’s Party took over but his way of 

governance and dealing with other political groups had not been exemplary which dawned on 

all and sundry in 1977 when opposition parties and the PPP were locked in allegations and 

counter-allegations of rigging. Notwithstanding, a deal was cut between the PPP and the 

opposition parties but the general once again struck killing all hopes of revival of democracy 

and proving that the only potent protagonist in the power corridors is the Pakistani military. By 

1977, according to Adeel Khan, the refugees influence in the military substantially decreased 

and they had been restricted to the civil bureaucracy.  

According to Adeel Khan, by this time the Indian Muslim refugees or the Mohajirs were 

replaced by ethnic Pakhtuns in the military due which it was no more possible for the Mohajirs 

to be actively involved in power corridors and hence a new equation of power relation came 

into existence. According to Adeel Khan, for all practical reasons today’s Pakistan is run by 

ethnic Punjabis and ethnic Pakhtuns due to their huge presence in the military and they are the 

ardent supporters of state nationalism of Pakistan.  

Adeel Khan terms it the irony of power politics when he says that until mid 1970s the 

refugees had been advocates of the state nationalism and against any other identity in conflict 

with the state nationalism but now they are back to square one demanding secession from a 

state dominated by majority ethnic Punjabis and up in arms against Sindhi majority at the 

provincial level like they had been against the Hindu majority in the pre-partition eras.  

Nevertheless, refugees’ behavior during their dominancy until 1970s was never 

exemplary and did the same to other ethnic and linguistic groups for which they held 

responsible the Hindu majority in the united India. It is how power reflects which the state 

embodies. When one group dominates the state it is the advocate of the state nationalism and 

when it is dominated in the state the same group get involved in ethnic nationalism to either 

achieve their own state or to make the current one more responsive to their political and 

linguistic needs. That is what happened with the Indian Muslim refugees.  

On the contrary, Pakhtuns being against the creation of Pakistan and considered a 

potent threat to the existence of the very state for a long time started integrating into the state 

by carving out a niche in the military which due of weak democratic dispensation prevails in the 

power corridors.111  
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Chapter 3 

Sindhi Ethnic Nationalism 

 

“The whole province of Sindh presents a marvelous mosaic of different races, peoples and tribes 

that came from several areas and settled here. According to the recent theories of the ancestors of 

modern humans, Homo Sapiens of the anthropologists, and more ancient ancestors, Homo Erectus of 

the scientists began their life in Africa. It, then, would have been from there that some of them, while on 

the move to other places came to Sindh many a millennia ago. As such the region of Sindh may be taken 

as the land of immigrants right from the beginning.”1  

 Before shedding light on the Sindhi ethnic nationalism it seems highly plausible to 

mention that the line taken by the author regarding nationalism in the earlier chapter will be 

religiously adhered to, meaning that the main perspective of the current chapter would be to 

link Sindhi (ethnic) nationalism with the concept of the state as we have already discussed in 

detail in the earlier chapter. Notwithstanding, the current chapter won’t gloss over the history 

of Sindh which dates backs to thousands of years without which modern Sindhi nationalism 

linked with the arrival of the British in Sindh cannot be understood. So, before comprehending 

modern Sindhi nationalism particularly after the conquest of the province by the British, it 

deems fit to shed light on the pre-British era that could be better comprehended if first 

geography of the Sindh province is taken into consideration. 

GEOGRAPHY: 

Cursorily looking at the present geography of the province, Sindh being the gateway of 

Pakistan to the world is the second largest province of the country having an area of 140,908 

square kilometer. It borders the province of Punjab (Pakistani Punjab) in the North, India to the 

East with the restive province of Balochistan, the Arabian Sea and the Ran of Kutch lying in the 

South.2 According to the 1998 census, total population of Sindh is  29.991 million out of total 

country’s population of 130.580 million making Sindh population to be around 23 per cent of 

the total population.3  

It is also important to mention that the province of Sindh is the economic life-line of 

Pakistan with the province status being not only important due to its port city Karachi but the 

fact of the matter is that province has an important position due to agriculture, industry and 

energy resources. As for agriculture, the province of Sindh produces all four major agricultural 

crops with wheat standing at 18 per cent, rice 52 per cent, cotton17 per cent and sugar 24 per 
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cent. Of 4,047 industrial units of the country 1,967 units are located in Sindh, signifying 

importance of Sindh in terms of industrial development.4    

Speaking in geographical terms, the present day Sindh ‘lies between 23 to 35 and 28 to 

30 North Latitude and 66  42’ and 71  1’ East longitudes.’5 Though Sindh boundaries, as also 

mentioned by Shaheen Sardar Ali in his authentic work,  was at one point in time extended to 

the present-day Qandahar, the present-day Sindh as mentioned by Ihsan H. Nadiem has always 

historically been divided into three regions since time immemorial. This division of Sindh has 

been made by taking into account the different life style of people, their language accent and 

dialects within the province. Broadly, Sindh can be divided into the following three regions: 

1. Lar (Southern Sindh) comprising the southern region of Sindh South of Hyderabad. 

2. Wicholo (Central Sindh) comprises the area located immediately around Hyderabad. 

3. Siro (Northern Sindh) contains the areas like Sehwan, Larkana, Khairpur etc. 

LAR:  

Without going into unnecessary details, Lar or the Southern Sindh’s principal towns are 

Karachi, Thatta, Banbhore (Deybal) and Badin. Shedding light on Sindh provincial capital Karachi 

which is the main city of the Southern Sindh, it is important to note that Karachi before the 

arrival of British in Sindh was a tinny settlement. However, it gained importance during the 

British era during and became one of the major port cities of the South Asian sub continent. 

‘Under the British rule it became the chief outlet for Indus Valley cotton and grain exports.’6 

The other main city of Southern Sindh is Thatta located 100km from Sindh provincial capital 

Karachi. Thatta prospered when it stood on the bank of the River Indus and lost importance in 

trade and other affairs when the River Indus shifted course during various stages of history. It is 

also important to note that Thatta remained capital of Sumras and Samma dynasties details 

about which would be discussed in latter part of the current chapter.   

Getting down to another important place of the Southern Sindh, famous port of Debal is 

located 65km away from the provincial capital. The site besides being the locale of famous 

Sindhi legend Sassui and Punhu is the first to have fallen to the Arab invader Mohammad Bin 

Qasim in AD 711 becoming gateway to the new religion in addition to Arab culture which later 

on influenced lifestyle, art and craft of the South Asian sub continent. 

Another important city of the Southern Sindh is Badin which is said to have been 

founded by a Hindu namely Sawalo in 1750. Notwithstanding, it was destroyed by Madad Khan, 

an Afghan General, after around 12 years. 

WICHOLO: 
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 Wicholo or the Central Sindh contains important cities including Hyderabad, Hala, 

Nasarpur, Bhit Shah, Mansurah, Quba Mir Shahdad, Mirpurkhas, Nawabshah, Rani Kot. As for 

Hyderabad, it lies on the East of the River Indus and Northerly hill of the Ganju Takkar ridge. 

Founded in 1768 on the site of ancient town of Nirnkot, the city’s first ruler Ghulam Shah 

Kalhora named it after prophet Muhammad’s son in law, Ali, also known as Hyder. The city was 

the capital of Sindh under the Talpur rulers besides being served as the provincial headquarters 

after the British conquest of Sindh in 1843. After the creation of Pakistan, the city once again 

served as the provincial capital of Sindh from 1947 to 1955. 

Located around 20km North of Hyderabad the present town of Hala is around 200 years 

old with. It is said about Hala that it was founded by Makhdum Mir Muhammad under the 

name of Murtizabad during a time period when the old Hala was threatened by the River 

Indus.7 

As for the town of Nasarpur, it is located northeast of the Hyderabad City. It remained 

one of the prominent places of the Eastern Sindh until it was connected with the Indus River 

but lost its importance in the middle of the eighteen century when the River Indus changed its 

course and moved away from it. 

‘About Sindh it is said that ‘there is nothing more remarkable then the number of holy 

men which it has produced, and the extent to which that modification of Pantheism called 

Tasawwuf throughout the world of Islam, spread among the body of the people.’’8 The old city 

of Bhit Shah located in the North of Hyderabad around six kilometers East of Hala contains the 

tomb of one of the most revered Sufi saints of Sindh Shah Abd-ul-Latif who was also a  poet. 

Mansurah is one of the ancient sites of Sindh which lies in the Shahdadpur Taluka of 

district Sanghar. According to Ihsan H Nadiem: ‘It is situated along the old bed of the Indus and 

represents the remains of the earliest known fortified city which was founded by an Arab 

governor, Amar Saqafi,… sometimes between 728 and 737. It was founded in the vicinity of the 

Arab cantonment of Al Mahfuzah, created to give shelter to the Muslims found scattered in the 

region earlier.’9 

In the Central Sindh or Wicholo another important place is that of Quba Mir Shahdad 

containing historic graveyard belonging to the period of the Talpur Mirs. 

Then comes Mirpurkhas now having the status of divisional headquarters was once the 

capital of the branch of Mirs. ‘In this region also lies Umerkot, famed for being the birthplace of 

the Mughal Emperor Akbar the Great (1542-1605). The place had also been serving stronghold 

of the princes of Sindh and was an important seat of the Rajput rulers of Thar. It is now a 

headquarters of the district of the same name.’10 
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Nawabshah district, another important place of the Central Sindh, was formed in 1912 

and is situated on the left side of the River Indus while Rani Kot is located on the northwestern 

boundaries of the Wicholo or Central Sidh. 

 

SIRO 

Siro or the Northern Sindh starts upward of the Sehwan region having totally different 

climatic conditions as compared to Southern and Central Sindh. The reason behind the changed 

climatic condition in the Northern Sindh is the diminishing impact of breeze usually found in 

Southern and Central Sindh due to geographical proximity to the sea. The Northern Sindh 

contains both ancient as well as modern cities. 

Shedding light on the historic Sehwan, the ancient town makes a sort of boundary 

between the Central and Northern Sindh. Before falling to Mahmood of Ghazna in the 11th 

century AD, Sehwan, also known as Sharusan, Sadusan, Sadustan and Sindustan, was captured 

by Mohammad bin Qasim in the 8th century AD. Later on Humayun also sought to capture it 

when he was on his way to Umer Kot after being defeated by Afghan leader Sher Shah Suri at 

Qanauj. Notwithstanding, Sehwan was captured by Mughal Emperor Akbar having besieging it 

for seven months. 11 

Khairpur lying along the Mir Wah Canal and on the left side of the River Indus is another 

historic city of the Northern Sindh. ‘It was founded in 1783 by Mir Sohrab Khan who established 

the Khairpur branch of the Talpur family. The former princely state, Khairpur, was recognized in 

1832 by the British who allowed it to retain its political existence after the British annexation of 

Sindh in 1843. In October 1955 the Khairpur State acceded to Pakistan.’12 

Another important place of the Northern Sindh is Kot Diji which lies 25km South of 

Khairpur. Actually, it is an archeological site revealing ruminants of Pre-Harappan/Indus Valley 

civilization (c. 3000BC). Though the Indus Valley Civilization is the much talked about site among 

historians, the fact of the matter is that the Kot Diji Civilization preceded the Indus Valley 

Civilization and as per Ihsan H. Nadiem’s work, ‘It was a well-settled community with structured 

society familiar with stone tools and pottery.’    

Another important Sindh city in terms of being historical is Rohri, also known as Lohri. It 

is located on the left bank of the River Indus. According to Ihsan H Nadeim, Rohri was inhibited 

by man belonging to the early Stone Age. ‘The Neolithic man had a flourishing settlement at 

this place. A number of stone-tool factory areas have been recorded over these hills by 

archaeologists.’  
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Sukkur is another important city that cannot go unnoticed. Located on the right bank of 

the River Indus, it contains both the district as well as divisional headquarters with the railway 

embankment distinguishing between the old and new Sukkur. One of the important features of 

Sukkur is the Sukkur Barrage completed in 1932 which ‘crosses the Indus River 5km below 

Sukkur Gorge and feed irrigation canals. The system serves an area of wheat, cotton, rice 

oilseeds, and fruit cultivation.’13 

Another ancient place of Sindh province is the town of Khudabad which remained as 

capital of the first ruler of the Kalhora dynasty namely Mian Yar Mohammad Khan who ruled 

from 1701 to 1718. Notwithstanding, its importance started declining when the capital was 

shifted in 1768 to Hyderabad in 1768 by Ghulam Shah Kalhora. 

Dadu, another important city of the Northern Sindh is located North of Khudabad and 

lies on the West of the Indus River. According to the author of ‘Portrait of Sindh’ Ihsan H 

Nadiem, the Dadu area is one of the fertile areas of the Sindh province which is irrigated by the 

Dadu Canal System. 

Lying on the right side of the River Indus, Larkana is situated on the Dadu Canal. Being 

incorporated as municipality in 1855, ‘it is the seat of the famous Chandka Medical College.’14 

‘Larkana district, formed in 1901, occupies the Kohistan or the hill country and the low land 

which lies between the Kohistan and the Indus.’15 

The Northern Sindh or Sira also contains one of the two important cities namely Moe-jo-

daro (literally meaning Mound of the Dead) of the Indus Civilization which existed between 

2800BC to 1500BC. The other city of the Indus Civilization, which according to Ihsan H Nadiem, 

‘covered an area more extensive than Mesopotamia and Egypt put together,’ is Harappa 

located in the present-day Sahiwal district of Punjab.16 

Shikarpur located around 32km northwest of Sukkur enjoyed a considerable reputation 

in terms of ‘mercantile speculation and extensive banking influence of its adventurous 

natives.’17 Notwithstanding, its status has now been reduced to that of a district headquarters. 

It is instructive to note that Shikarpur become prominent during the reign of Daudpotras who 

founded it in 1617 with the district being the bone of contention between Daudportas and 

Kalhoras for century. Later on, Afghan invader Ahmad Shah Abdali made it part of the Sibi 

province and gave it under the supervision of an Afghan governor. 

Jacobabad known for its sweltering heat is located about 480km North from the sea. 

This town of the Northern\Upper Sindh\Siro was founded by the district’s first deputy 

commissioner Jacob in 1847. 
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PART I: PRE-BRITISH SINDH 

Having studied geography of Sindh, it is time we turn attention to the history of the 

province which is now part of the plains of the Himalayan Mountains. The plains of the 

Himalayan Mountain also known as the Indus basin comprises most of the present day Pakistan 

containing four federating units in Sindh, Punjab, Balochistan and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. 

Actually, the present-day Pakistan belongs to one of the most remote antiquities of the world. 

Author of ‘A History of the Peoples of Pakistan: Towards Independence’ J Husain describes the 

remotest antiquity of the area in the following lines: “In one warm period between Ice Ages 

(500,000 to 3,000,000 years ago), there were primitive men living near the Soan River in what is 

now Rawalpindi Division.”18  The present-day Pakistan also contains remotest antiquities which 

gives strong signals to the era of ‘modern man’ who by the end of the Ice Ages had survived 

owing to which he is also called ‘the true man’ or Homosapien. The cave dwellings of the early 

modern man or Homosapien have been found in the Sanghao Valley near Mardan in Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa. ‘The stone tools found there (Sanghao Valley) dates back to 70,000 years ago.’19 

Getting down to the history of Sindh which is of course an important part of the Indus 

basin, Ihsan H Nadiem mentions that the early man belonging to the Old Stone Age thrived in 

and around the Rohri hills. Though remains of the man belonging to the Old Stone Age are yet 

to be found in this part of the world, his stone-tools which he used for the purpose of hunting 

have been found. This phase of the history is followed by the Middle Stone Age in Sindh with a 

major shift in man’s dwelling being under spot light as in this phase he lived in deserts unlike 

the first one whereby he lived on the Rohri hills. The New Stone Age or the Neolithic period, 

mentions Ihsan H Nadiem, might also have also occurred in the desert. 

The invention of farming is called the Neolithic Revolution which became the basis for 

the man to settle down at one place. The oldest Neolithic settlement found so far in Pakistan is 

located ‘in Mahrgarh in Dhadar District about six miles south of the Bolan Pass in Balochistan.’20 

According to J. Hussain, the author of ‘A History of the Peoples of Pakistan: Towards 

Independence,’ this settlement started in Balochistan around 6000 BC. As for the earlier 

urbanization in this part of the world, J. Hussain mentions: ‘Rahman Dehri, fourteen miles north 

of Dera Ismail Khan (NWFP) is the site of earliest urbanization discovered up to now in this area. 

It dates from about 4000 BC and seems to have been a fortified city of 10-15000 people.’21 

By 3200 BC until 2600 BC there appeared three different cultures which were 

differentiated through their distinguished pottery styles. These three distinguished cultures 

namely the Kot Diji cultre, the Sothi Siswal culture and the Amri-Nal culture are called the early 
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Indus cultures. Settlements of the Kot Diji culture, according to Saiyed Ali Naqvi, author of 

‘Indus Waters and Social Change’ have been found in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan’s Punjab 

and northern Sindh. The Sothi Siswal culture covered the area comprising northern Rajasthan, 

India’s Punjab and Haryana while the Amri-Nal culture has been found in Bolochistan, central 

and southern Sindh in addition to some parts of Gujarat. 

Important factor that deserves mention is that Sindh remained home to both the Kot 

Diji Culture as well as Amri-Nal culture signaling to its remote antiquity. Ihsan H Nadiem in this 

regard expresses his views as follows: ‘After man learnt to live a social life in houses 

constructed by him, we find him at Kot Diji, Amri and other place in Sindh. This was the earliest 

period of the organized society that preceded the much-famed Indus Valley Civilization.’22 

Connecting the earlier Kot Diji culture and the subsequent Indus Valley Civilization, Ali Naqvi, 

author of ‘Indus Waters and Social Change’ argues: ‘… only the Kot Diji culture survived the 

onset of the Indus civilization in a substantial area covering much of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and 

north-western Punjab.’23 

Historians and archeologist failed to agree on the exact time period the Indus Valley 

Civilization existed but roughly the Indus civilization remained from 2500 BC to 1700 BC. The 

Indus Valley Civilization was that of farming communities that inhabited the now Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa, Balochistan, Sindh, Punjab and north-west India. It cannot be confirmed that 

whether there existed a particular political system or ‘empire’ but uniformity in various things 

related to everyday life like the system of weight shows that there was a sort of governance 

structure. There is also a possibility that a priest-king might have ruled this area since some 

sculptures show bearded men.24 

So, by all standards the Indus Valley Civilization was a developed one containing all signs 

of a developed civilization like economy, political organization (they have a system of weight 

etc), trade, seals, script, art and leisure and religion. Ali Naqvi quotes Irfan Habib about 

development of the Indus civilization, arguing: ‘The Indus culture not only gave India (the 

subcontinent) its first cities in Harappa and Mohenjodaro, but also the first peasantry.’25 

Comparing the developed Indus Valley Civilization with the rest of the world in the 

antiquity, J. Hussain weaves words into the following praise of the Indus civilization: 

‘By 2500 BC when most of the people of the world were still hunters, food gatherers and 

nomadic herdsmen, a vast civilization had sprung up in the area which is now Pakistan, spelling 

over its present day boarders into much of the north-west India as well. This was the largest 

civilization in the whole of the ancient world.’26 
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As for religion of the Indus civilization, they seemed to have worshipped a male god as J 

Hussain argues: ‘Perhaps a Sea God like Neptune who eventually evolved into the Hindu god 

Siva.’27 

 According to Ali Naqvi, the two important cities of the Indus Valley Civilization namely 

Harappa and Mohenjodaro were faced with administrative issue while the roads got 

dilapidated in addition to drainage system being in shambles. One of the popular views in 

connection with the destruction of the Indus civilization is that the Aryans attacked and 

subsequently destroyed it. 

 It is said about the Aryans that they were cattle breeding people who lived in central 

Asia. They belong to various tribes but spoke a common language. According to J Hussain, the 

Aryans migrated to the present-day Pakistan around 1800 BC and 1000 BC. Though remnants of 

their living were found in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Balochistan, the real center of the Aryan 

culture was in Punjab. J Hussain on page 34 of his ‘A History of the Peoples of Pakistan: Towards 

Independence’ argues:  

 ‘So the Aryans were not just a group who passed through this land on the way to 

northern India where they established the caste system and early Hinduism. A rough, merry 

tribal people who still boast of their military prowess they learned a bit of civilization from the 

earlier farmers and then settled down in this land to add one more ingredient to the rich mix 

which form the people of Pakistan.’ 

 Notwithstanding, the popular view that the Aryans destroyed the Indus civilization has 

also been challenged and a view has been adopted that a combine disaster of earth quake and 

flood might have destroyed the Indus society. Ali Naqvi argues about destruction of 

Mohenjodaro in Sindh by natural calamities in the following words: ‘As regards the skeleton 

found at Mohenjodaro, it seems more likely, according to this theory, that they were of the 

people who were fleeing the disaster caused by a combined earthquake and flood. This view 

appears to apply to Mohenjodaro in Sindh where strong evidence has been produced to show 

that the city decayed owing to frequent disastrous floods.’28  

However, if seen in the light of Vedic text containing references to the war god Indra and 

destruction of cities, it can safely be assumed that the ancient city of Harappa may have 

destroyed by the Aryans. 

 Also, in the wake of the Indus Valley Civilization a number of distinct non-urban 

chalcolithic cultures appeared. For instance, as per Ali Naqvi, ‘In Swat Valley… ‘Gandhara Grave 

culture’ has been carbon-dated to c. 1800 – 1400 BC.’ Similarly, at the end of the Indus Valley 

Civilization Jhukar culture was found in areas of Sindh particularly at Jhukar, Chanhu Daro, Amri 

and Mohenjodaro.29 
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By 700 BC there were almost 16 kingdoms in the north India with Gandhar being one of 

the major powers in the north-west of the Indus River. After a century or two in northern India, 

there came religious reforms particularly in Hinduism. According to J Hussain, thoughtful people 

were not happy with the caste system of Hinduism and this was the time period when they 

sought to reform Hinduism. And thus they developed a new set of Hindu teachings in shape of 

Upanishads. As per the Upanishads, man is born into particular caste in line with his actions he 

committed in his past life. 

 Notwithstanding, many were still unsatisfied with the Upanishads since they wanted 

equal participation in religion and their desire of equality was fulfilled by Buddha and Mahavira. 

Around 566 BC Prince Siddharta was born in Nepal who lived a very shattered life and married 

his cousin. The prince was also unaware of sufferings of people and when he knew about their 

miseries he left palace and wandered for six years and finally felt that he had attained the truth 

or nirvana. The prince who became Buddha or enlightened one started preaching in the Prakrit 

language instead of the Sanskrit language which was only understood by Brahamins. Due to its 

egalitarian nature Buddhism quickly spread with the Buddha being dead at the age of only 22. 

 Similar was the case with Mahavira who born in a family of Kshatriya chief in north India 

in 527 BC started wandering at the age of 30 for 12 years, leaving his wife and daughter for 12 

years. Like Buddha, Mahavira also felt that he had attained the truth and it was that the man 

should be pure. After attaining the ‘truth’ Mahavira was termed Jina (conqueror) and his 

followers as Jains and the religion later on became Jainism, which like Buddhism was embraced 

quickly.30 

 According to J Hussain, while the northern India was undergoing experiences of religious 

reforms, the present day Pakistan area, of course, including Sindh was under rule of the Persian 

Empire. In about 520 BC, Punjab was conquered by the Persian Emperor Darius I. Ali Naqvi is of 

the view that territories near the Indus annexed by the Darius might contain the present-day 

Sindh and Punjab provinces. He quotes an authority as saying: ‘The first date in Sindh’s history 

which can be fixed within narrow limits is that of annexation to the Persian Empire in the reign 

of Darius Hystaspes (Darius I).’31 

 It is important to mention that the Indus territory was fertile as well as populous turning 

out to be a ‘jewel’ in the Persian Empire as also mentioned by Ali Naqvi saying: ‘The territory on 

the Indus was one of the jewels of the Persian Empire—one of the most populous, and one of 

the riches, too. The province produced an annual tribute of 360 Euboic talents in gold dust, a 

vast sum.’ 32  

 The Persian domination in the region came to an end when it was conquered in 330 BC 

by Alexander of Macedon who before subduing fierce resistance in valleys of Swat and Bajaur 
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had crossed the Hindu Kush mountains in mid-327 BC. Getting down to invasion of Sindh by the 

young King, author of the ‘Portrait of Sindh’ Ihsan H Nadiem argues that Sindh at the time was 

not a single entity but split into many ‘nation states’ whose rulers were hostile to each other 

thus easily falling prey to invasion by outsiders this time Alexander. At the time of young 

Macedonian arrival in Sindh, its northern part was ruled by Musicanus who failed to resist and 

subsequently surrendered his capital Alor. On the other hand, Alexander had an easy sail too in 

the southern Sindh since its ruler Sambus of Sindimana (Sehwan) ran away.33Notwithstanding, 

it must be mention here that the Upper Sindh was more prosperous when it came out of the 

clutches of the Persian Umpire as also argued by Ali Naqvi while quoting an authority in this 

regard. Ali Naqvi argues: ‘It (Sindh) seems to have emerged from Persian rule in a flourishing 

condition, for we have Alexander’s testimony that the dominions of Mascicanus in the Upper 

Sindh were the most prosperous part of India.’34 

 Meanwhile, Muscicanus while seeing an opportunity to reclaim his lost territory when 

army of Alexander marched on Persia, modern Iran, rebelled against the Macedonian king but 

the rebel was soon crushed. Before leaving on his journey, Alexander gave Punjab in 

supervision of Porus and ‘appointed Peitho as governor over the southern lands up to the sea. 

After the appointment of Peitho Gandhara in 321 BC Porus found it convenient to extend his 

rule to Sindh.’35 

 According to Ihsan, H Nadiem, all territories including Sindh ruled by Porus came under 

direct of rule of Chandragupta Mauria in 303BC in wake of the murder of the former. Ashoka, 

the illustrious grandson of Chandragupta Maurtia, whose rule continued for 37 years, 

converted Sindh into Buddhism. Before Ashoka’s ascendance to the throne Sindh was deeply 

linked with Mauryan Empire rule by his grandfather, and father of Bindu Sara, Chandragupta 

Maurya. About this connection between Sindh and the Mauryan Empire, Ali Naqvi quotes an 

authority as saying: ‘In all probability they (Sindh and Lasbela) became feudatory states of the 

Magadhan kingdom, retaining their own rulers and forms of government, though there may 

also have been resident viceroys on behalf of Chandragupta.’36 Ali Naqvi also mentions that 

work on the irrigation system was under way in Sindh and Punjab during the reign of the 

Mauryan Empire. 

 Seeing things in Sindh in context of the post-Mauryan Sindh, it is plausible to mention 

that Yuch-chi which was a federation of tribes who expelled Scthians from Central Asia 

defeated Bactrians and subsequently took over Kabul and Kashmir which also paved way for 

occupation of Punjab and Sindh. Actually, Kadphises II one of the Yuch-chi kings occupied Sindh 

and Punjab. Notwithstanding, it was Kanishka the third Yuch-chi king who rose to prominence 

in c. 120, founding the great Kushan Empire that contained Central Asia, Afghanistan, Kashmir, 
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Punjab and Sindh while the present day Peshawar which was then called Purushapura was its 

capital.   

At the onset of the first millennium that is in 100 AD when the Kushan Empire was 

vibrant, Sindh remained agriculture since 90 per cent of its population in one way or the other 

was associated with agriculture. In this regard, Ali Naqvi quotes an authority as saying: ‘It is a 

region which produces abundantly corn and rice and the oil of Sesamum, butter, muslins, and 

the coarse fabrics which are manufactured from cotton. It has also numerous herds of cattle. 

The natives are men of large stature and coloured black. The metropolis of the district (Sindh) is 

Minnagar from which cotton cloth is exported in great quantity to Barygaza. In this part of the 

country there are preserved even to this day memorials of the expedition of Alexander; old 

temples; foundations of camps and large wells.’37 

The Indus region including Sindh saw revival of Persian once again during the middle of 

the fifth century AD when the Persian King Bahram V also known as Bahram Gur , who himself 

was faced with challenge of White Huns, challenged the sovereignty of the region by reaching 

the borders along with his army. However, no war ensued as treaty was negotiated as a result 

of which the provinces of Debal and Markran were included in the satrapy of Kamran.38 

To shed light on the pre-Arab Sindh ruled by the Rai d ynasty it is important we refer to 

Chachnama from where Ali Naqvi quotes the boundaries of Sindh in the following words: ‘On 

the east, to the limits of Kashmir; on the west to Makran, on the south, to the coast and Debal; 

on the north to the mountains of Kardan and Kaikanan.’39 Ali Naqvi also refers to Tuhafat-ul-

Kiram40, Ali Sher Kani’s work in three volumes, while shedding light on Rai dynasty that ruled 

Sindh from 489 AD to 652 AD. As per Ali Naqvi’s authentic work, Sindh remained very peaceful 

during the rule of Diwaji the first ruler of the Rai dynasty who made alliances with many rulers 

belonging to Hindh. Similar was the case with his son Sahiras and his grandson Sahasi. 

According to Ali Naqvi who refers to Chachnama, it was during the reign of son of Sahasi 

namely Sahiras II who established in the kingdom of Sindh a system of delegated authority. 

The Rai dynasty in Sindh came to end when a Brahamin employee Chach usurped 

powers of the last Rai, Sashi II. Chach brother Chandar remained in power in Sindh from 671 AD 

to 679 AD after the death of the former. Notwithstanding, power returned to Chach’s sons-- 

Dahir and Dahirsiya—in wake of the death of Chandar. Alor was the place from where Dahir 

ruled while Dahirisiya ruled from Brahmanabad with the death of the latter bringing Dahir to 

power to rule whole of Sindh.41 

Then came the Arab rule in Sindh which subjugation was being eyed by Arabs even 

before eighth century AD since Arabs wanted to secure western coast of the south Asian 

subcontinent and for the purpose they had already controlled some areas of the 
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abovementioned western coast even before their formal attack on Sindh in the early eighth 

century AD. It was Arab invaders efforts to strengthen their earlier ‘achievements’ in Sindh that 

they invaded Sindh during the reign of Ummayad dynasty (661AD-750AD) under young military 

general Mohammad Bin Qasim and overpowered Dahir after severe resistance. 

‘Now came the most difficult part of the Sindh campaign…. Here they (Arabs) had to 

camp for fifty days while supplies of food and fodder ran out. The horses began to die of 

disease and the men became weak. Muhammad Bin Qasim had the sick horses slaughtered for 

food, and sent request to Hajjaj bin Yousuf for reinforcements and supplies… After several days 

of fighting between Arabs and massed Hindu forces, Raja Dahir finally came out to face 

Muhammad bin Qaism in June AD 713 for the decisive battle over Sindh future… The Brahmin 

ruler (Dahir) himself was seated on an elephant in the midst of his army. The elephant’s trunk 

was struck by a burning arrow and its silk covering caught fire. The elephant panicked and fled, 

throwing fear and confusion into Raja Dahir’s forces. Dahir switched to horseback but was soon 

beheaded by a swordsman. In the meantime, the Brahmin’s army was surrounded and 

defeated by the joint Arab and local forces.’42 

At the advent of Arabs in Sindh, Hinduism and Buddhism prevailed in the region but 

were very hostile to each other. When author J Hussain refers to the joint forces of Arabs and 

locals against Dahir, he actually means an alliance between Arab invaders and local Buddhists 

since the latter, as also mentioned by Ihsan H Nadiem, were hostile to Hinduism and hence 

combined forces with Arab invading armies against Dahir. After the occupation of Sindh, Arab 

invaders like any imperialist imposed the Arabic language on Sindh and made it compulsory for 

all government functionaries to be well-versed in the Arabic language thus dealing a huge blow 

to the native language (s) of the colony. 

Having remained a colony of the Arabs for over a century, Sindh finally came out of the 

clutches of the Arab colonizers, whose tribes most of the time fought with each other over 

control of Sindh, after Caliph al-Mutawakkil’s murder in 861 AD. In wake of his death, the then 

governor of Sindh namely Umar al-Habbari finally succeeded to make the governorship 

hereditary affairs. According to Ihsan H Nadiem, two dynasties in wake of Arab departure rule 

Sindh: Banu Asad ruled Upper Sindh from Multan while Bannu Habbar ruled Lower Sindh from 

Mansurah.  

When the Arabs’ power vanished, as mentioned earlier, Sindh split into several 

kingdoms ruled by various Arab tribes with Sumras ‘claiming their descent from Arabs of 

Samarra who came to Sindh with members of the Tamim tribe,’ also being able to rule a part of 

Sindh.43 Meanwhile,   Sultan Mahmud pressed ahead with his ‘holy wars’ on the South Asian 

subcontinent after his ascendance to the throne in 988 AD. As for his attack on Sindh, most of 

the historians agree that invader Mahmud never annexed Sindh but marched through the 
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region on his way back from Somnath in 1025 AD. However, J Hussain expresses the view that 

Mahmud came back to Sindh next year to sought revenge on Jats who created difficulties for 

him during his journey back home from Somnath. According to J Hussain, while Sultan failed to 

conquer the lower Sindh, the Upper Sindh which was governed from Multan was in a constant 

state of rebellion against Mahmud. 

Once again Sindh was ruled from outside with foreign governors sitting here only to 

secure the trade route running through the region. Also, the natives of Sindh found it 

appropriate to be content with being ‘river-folk and boatmen or desert dwellers and camel 

drivers.’ Also, it is believed that the earliest Sindhi’s oral literature belongs to this era. Keeping 

these circumstances in view when Sindh political and administrative situation was in disarray, 

the Sumras, whose first ruler Khafif I assumed power in wake of the death of the last ruler of 

Banu Habbar in 1010 AD, convened in Thari and elected Sumar as their leader in 1026 AD. 

Historians agree on the fact that from 11th century AD onwards, Sumra dynasty 

remained in power in parts of Sindh, but they also express the view that Sumras’ power 

remained in the Lower Sindh. The same fact is described by Collinet in the following words: ‘It 

was difficult to know how Sindh was divided between the local Sumra dynasty and the 

Ghaznawid and later Ghurid empires. It seems that the Sumra were centered on the Lower 

Sindh and the strategic city of Sehwan may have escaped their rule, being on the boundary of 

the Ghaznawid and Ghurid dynasties.’44  

Before moving ahead, it is important to mention that the Sumra dynasty had over 20 

rulers who ruled until 1351 AD while the last of them namely Hamir was removed by Sammas 

establishing their rule. It is said that Sammas are the oldest inhabitants of Sindh who inhabited 

the lower bank of the River Indus during the time period when Alexander passed through the 

region. Historians also express the view that Sambus might have been a Samma who ruled from 

Sindhimana (Sehwan).45 Though being owner of land throughout Sindh and in majority, 

Sammas were faced with oppression since the time of Sumras’ rise to power due to which they 

were bound to migrate to Kutch where they were welcomed and given land for cultivation by 

the Kuch rulers. Notwithstanding, Sammas deceived the Kuch rulers and occupied the castle 

before assuming power through deceit. With the passage of time the Sammas gained more and 

more power and finally made their way back to Sindh.46 Author Ihsan H Nadiem attributes 

Summas descent to Noah but at same time presents another theory which links Sammas’ 

ancestral lineage with Prophet Muhammad. On the other hand, J Hussain expresses the view 

that the Sammas who according to Hussain, emerged with the shift of the flow of the Indus 

water to Central Sindh took charge from the Sumras in 1349 AD. According to Hussain, both 

Sammas and Sumras were Rajputs who had converted to Islam but retained their pre-Islamic 

names. 
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As for relationship between Sumras and the Delhi Sultanate, it is instructive to mention 

that Mohammad Shah Tughlaq come to Sindh (Thatta) in 1351 AD to chase Taghi, a Turkish 

slave who rebelled against the Sultan, having risen to power, and took refuge in Sindh. 

However, the Sultan failed to pursue Taghi since he fell ill and died in surroundings of Thatta. 

However, the Dehlli Sultanate this time run by Firoz Shah succeeding Mohammad Tughlaq 

attacked Sumras as well as Mughals who were trying to utilize confusion created in wake of the 

death of Mohammad Tughlaq. Later on, the Delhi Sultan succeeded in appointing of governors 

for various Sindh areas with the exception of the Upper Sindh which was still controlled by the 

Sumras.47 In the meantime, the Sammas led by their chief Jam Unar while taking advantage of 

the tug of war between the Delhi Sultanate led by Firoz Shah and the Sumras attacked the 

latter and defeated the Sumra chief Hamir in 1351 AD. 

Although the Sammas were earlier at peace with the Delhi Sutlnate, complaint were 

continuously received by the Sultanate led by Sultan Firuz Shah who after planning to attack 

Thatta in 1365 AD but had returned had finally attacked in 1367 AD as a result of which war did 

not pursue but the Samma chief this time Jam Bambhina surrendered. Later on, Jam Bambhina 

along with his uncle Jam Juna was taken along to Delhi by the Delhi Sultan while son of Jam 

Unar named Jam Tamachi was entrusted with running affairs of Thatta. However, Jam Tamachi 

was later on replaced by Jam Juna in wake of incessant insubordination complaints against the 

former who once again rose to prominence in Sindh with the decline of the Delhi Sultanate in 

1389 AD ‘and started an effective rule.’ And Sindh finally got independent of any foreign rule 

particularly the Delhi Sultanate when the latter was dealt a blow by Amir Taimur 1398 AD with 

Jam Unar II being on the helm of Sindh affairs.48 

Around 14 Samma chiefs ruled Sindh in wake of decline of the Delhi Sultanate. During 

this time period Sindh remained peaceful and prosperous. However, this time period soon 

ended when the last Samma chief namely Jam Firuz’ power was usurped by Jam Salah al-Din 

with the help of Sultan Muzaffar Shah of Gujerat and Rao Khengar of Kutch in 1512 AD. 

Nevertheless, Jam Firuz was reinstated when Jam Salah was forced to flee to Badin with the 

help of Mubarak Khan. Jam Firuz received active support from Mughals whom he had settled in 

‘Mughalwara’ during his effort to regain his throne.49 

Connecting Afghanistan, Sindh and the Delhi Sultanate, Shah Shuja Beg ruling Qandhar, 

was the one who disturb on the ongoing peace in Sindh, attacking it in 1518 AD. Having 

occupied some areas in the Upper Sindh, Shah Shuja was finally able to defeat the Samma army 

as a result of which Samma chief Jam Firuz fled to Pir Ar and surrendered. However, later on, 

some areas of Sindh were given in supervision of Samma chief Jam Firuz.50 

With Sindh politics kept on getting murkier, Jam Salah al Din once again appeared on 

the scene this time around challenging Jam Firuz for grabbing power in 1521 AD. Jam Firuz fled 
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to Sehwan and sought help from Arghuns who provided the help when Shah Shuja’s son Shah 

Hasan came for the rescue of last Samma chief Jam Firuz and another battle ensued as a result 

of which Jam Firuz was restituted at Thatta. Notwithstanding, when Shah Hasan came to power 

after the death of his father Shah Shuja Beg, he attacked Thatta as a result of which the last 

Samma chief Jam Firuz fled to Gujerat where he was killed in a night ambush by Mughal 

Emperor Humayun in 1536 AD, bringing an end to the Samma dynasty in Sindh.51 

Expounding on Mughal interference in Sindh, it is important we start from Shah Shuja 

Beg Arghun, who, according to Ihsan H Nadiem, had always feared from Babur due to which the 

former had fled to Balochistan and Sindh with the latter place being one of his final refuges. 

Notwithstanding, sensing that Mughal Babur was about to knock at the doors of the South 

Asian sub continent, he wanted to invade Gujerat but he could not do so and died having fallen 

ill. On the contrary, Shah Shuja’s son Shah Hasan accepted the overlordship of Babur ever 

before the latter assumed power in Delhi. However, Shah Hasan gave tough time to Babur son 

Humayun when the latter came to Sindh for refuge and who was finally welcomed at Umerkot, 

where Akbar was born on Oct 15, 1542 AD, by Shah Hasan nemesis Rana. 

Shah Hasan had no son and when he died Sindh was divided between his loyal 

commanders and Mirza Isa Khan, a Tarkhan which was a branch of the Arghun tribe. However, 

peace could last longer in Sindh and hostilities started between them. Isa Khan having ruled for 

18 years and died in 1572 AD was succeeded by one of his cruelest son Mohammad Baki 

against his father wish. Mohammad Baki committed suicide in 1584 AD having blackened his 

face, as is said, after offering his daughter with huge dowry to Emperor Akbar who returned 

her. Mohammad Baqi was succeed by his son Mirza Jani Beg who having shown early resistance 

to the Mughal Empire finally agreed to become part of the Delhi Empire with the Mughals 

confirming him their governor in Sindh and thus starting the long list of Mughal governors in 

Sindh. Mirza Jani Beg died in 1599 and was succeeded by his son named Mirza Ghazi Beg and 

was also confirmed as Sindh governor by the Mughal Empire.52 

The year 1612 AD saw the murder of Mirza Ghazi Beg which brought end to Tahrkhan 

rule in Sindh since the hereditary governorship ended with the death of Ghazi Beg who left no 

issues in connection with governorship. And thus the Mughals were finally able to appoint their 

governor in Sindh with their own discreet and had appointed about 40 governors until Nadir 

Shah annexed Sindh in 1739 AD. 

Seeing politics in Sindh in post-Mughal context, the next prominent rulers in Sindh after 

Arghuns and Tarkhans with the latter mostly Mughal-appointed governors, the next prominent 

name who influenced Sindh politics are the Kalhoras who started exerting themselves when 

Arghuns and Tarkhans reign came to end and nominal Mughal governors started getting 

appointed by Delhi emperors. Though prominence of the first Kalhora namely Adam Khan who 
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was killed in Multan dates back to the 16th century AD, it was Mian Din Mohammad who 

fought not only with Panwhars and Daudpotras but also the imperial governors as a result of 

which he became unbearable for Mughals. To tame Mian Din Mohmmad, the Mughals through 

prince Muiz-ud-Din attacked the former and carried him as a prisoner to Delhi. 

Notwithstanding, his brother Mia Yar Mohammad fought gallantly but had to flee to 

Balochistan only to return to Sindh after two years with his Baloch allies. Though Mughals once 

again succeeded in attacking Yar Mohammad, the latter also succeeded in using diplomacy as a 

result of which he was installed governor of Siwi (Sibi) besides giving him the title of  Khuda Yar 

Khan. 

Khuda Yar Khan died in 1718 AD and was succeeded by his son Mian Nur Mohammad 

who was also given the title of Khuda Yar Khan. Though Kuda Yar Khan II extended his rule to 

Thatta and Sukkur, he was no more able to stretch his rule since a more strong invader in Nadir 

Shah in 1739 AD invaded Delhi and was able to cut a favourable deal with Mughal king 

Mohammad Shah. On his way back, Nadir Shah was greeted by opponents (Sadiq Mohammad 

the Daudpotra) of Khuda Yar Khan II while the latter had to retreat to Umerkot only to be held 

by Nadir Shah. Notwithstanding, besides other strict conditions imposed by Nadir Shah on 

Sindh ruler Khuda yar khan II, one important condition the shah forced Khuda yar khan II to 

agree on was the tribute he had to pay to the shah. 

Khuda Yar Khan II paid tribute to Nadir Shah until his death after which the former 

stopped paying any tribute due which Ahmed Shah invaded Sindh in 1752 or 54 as a result of 

which Khuda Yar Khan ran to Jaiselemer and died there in 1775 AD. 

Later on, one of the sons of Khuda Yar Khan namely Ghulam Shah was finally able to 

succeed his father in 1762 AD after much confusion and fights with his brothers Athur Khan and 

Mohammad Murad Yar Khan. It was during the time of Ghulam Shah that the East India 

Company was finally able to set foot in Sindh maybe at the invitation of Ghulam Shah 

establishing a factory at Thatta. In 1768 Ghulam shah abandoned Khudabad and established 

Hyderabad as his capital. Ghulam Shah died in 1772 AD.53 Later on he was succeeded by his son 

Mia Sarfaraz Khan but his rule was short-lived since he murdered an ageing Talpur Baloch 

namely Bahram. Actually, Talpur Balochs had been influential in the Kalhora dynasties since the 

days of Mian Yar Mohammad Kalhora as they had been councilors besides occupying top 

military posts in the Kolhora dynasty. Finally, after much intrigues and fuss Mian Sarfaraz was 

succeeded by his brother named Abdul Nabi. Notwithstanding, internal strife continued among 

Kalhoras and Talpurs which led to war as a result of which Abdul Nabi was defeated and was 

compelled to take refuge with the Raja of Jodhpur. 

Meanwhile, Afghan king Taimur Shah sided with Mir Fateh Ali Khan against the Kalhoras 

which is considered as the onset of direct rule of Talpurs in Sindh in 1783 AD. However, peace 
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was still elusive in Sindh as the next two years once again saw attacks on Sindh from Afghans 

who later on imposed their condition of paying regular tribute along with arrears on Talpurs 

with becoming a confederacy containing three units with three capitals namely Hyderabad, 

Mirpur and Khairpur. 

Though Afghans continued attacks on Sindh to settle their tributes the Talpur Mirs, the 

latter had finally been able to take Karachi back from Khan of Kalat in 1795 AD. Also, the Talpur 

Mirs were finally able to recover Umerkot from the possession of Jodhpur in 1813 AD besides 

annexing Shikarpur. 

By the time the imperial British had made appearance in Sindh having appointed Nathan 

Crow as political and commercial agent in Sindh who was however later on expelled causing 

huge losses to the British. Notwithstanding, an alliance with Hyderabad was established in 1808 

AD with another representative in shape of N H Smith forcing the Mirs ‘to reconstruct their 

ideas of the relative importance of themselves and the British Government, and a short treaty 

was concluded providing for the exclusion of the French from Sind and for the mutual dispatch 

of vakils between Bombay and Hyderabad.’54 

Diplomatic relation between the imperial British and Sindh got further intensified 

particularly when neighboring Punjab shown more hegemonic behavior to Sindh in wake of the 

former’s advance on Kashmir and Hirat and Sindh. The Mir not able to compete with Punjab 

militarily succumbed to the imperial British by accepting the latter’s offer of meditation 

between Punjab and Sindh in return for British agent in Sindh and hence a tripartite treaty was 

signed which more or less benefitted the imperial British and Ranjit Singh.55 In this situation the 

imperial British started forcing the Talpur Mirs to give it safe passage to Afghanistan for which 

the former needed to take temporary control of Shikarpur and some other areas in Sindh.56 To 

execute their plans in Afghanistan, in connection with installment of deposed Afghan king Shah 

Shuja, through strategically important Sindh, an article of the 1832 AD treaty was revoked by 

the imperial British which according to Sara Ansari eyed Sindh particularly after the ignominious 

defeat of the mightiest British forces in the mountainous state of Afghanistan.57 

Not to digress from the main point, according to Sara Ansari, the British had their eyes 

on Sind and had justified its annexation through various publications like the one written by 

James McMurdo arguing that the Talpur Mirs were despotic and had no proper revenue system 

to develop Sindh particularly its canal system which according to the imperial British help in 

producing fine quality cotton and bumper crops. 

Getting back to the cancellation of 1832 AD treaty which enabled the British to pass 

safely through Sindh, the latter was not very satisfied and things started changed after 1839 AD 

when the British was bruised due to defeat in Afghanistan and looking for a sort of ‘conquest’ 
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and Sindh was not happy with British dubious role that European imperialists locked horns with 

Talpur Mirs, whose force mainly contained Balochs, Pakhtuns and a few Sindhis, in the battle of 

Miani where  Mirs were defeated decisively on February 17, 1843 AD. The Talpur Mirs 

surrendered to the British led by Sir Charles Napier the next day. 

The purpose of dwelling on the history of Sindh was not only to understand the land in 

its historical context until the British arrival in the province but to educate readers about 

several historical facts which the repressive state of Pakistan wants to make obscure. The 

biggest example in this regard is the state’s effort to put emphasis on the history of Sindh after 

arrival of Arabs which is of course manifested in text books not only in Sindh but other small 

provinces including Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Balochistan with both of them struggling against 

the repressive nature of the Punjabi-dominated Pakistani state. Moreover, in one way or the 

other, it was sought to shed light not only on the ancient history of Sindh but also to hint at 

overall ancient history of the present-day Pakistan which will in turn help in understanding 

small provinces struggle for autonomy an effort which in other words is termed as ethnic 

nationalism. 

Also, the aim was to see the present-day territory depicting Sindh in a historical 

perspective since the sovereignty of Sindh in wake of partition has been challenged many times 

particularly by the Urdu-speaking Indian Muslim settlers. Besides, Sindhis had always been 

faced with invasions but this never resulted in their total elimination as also mentioned by 

Muhammad Salahuddin in the following lines on page 25 of his ’Sindh: A Time Capsule of 

Heritage.’ 

‘…the people of Mohan-Jo-Daro did encounter intruding forces repeatedly, which 

resulted in ‘Diaspora’ of MJD (Mohan-Jo-Daro) people about two and a half thousand years B.C, 

but this did not result in their total elimination from the soil of Sindh.’58   

 

   

PART II: SINDH DURING THE BRITISH ERA: 

The imperial British annexed Sindh in 1843 AD having squarely defeated the Talpur Mirs, 

but the European imperialists had already occupied Karachi in 1838 which was in fact a prelude 

to the annexation of Sindh. Having annexed Sindh in the middle of the 19th century AD, the 

British started implementing its imperialist designs which it had worked out before occupation 

of Sindh. The aim of the colonizers was maximum exploitation of resources the province had 

had at the time. And to ensure that resources are exploited fully of course for the benefit of the 

colonizers, not the native Sindhis, the imperialists started work on two-prong strategy. Firstly, 
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they developed plans for fully tapping the resources to benefit themselves and then started 

work on the so-called development projects in shape of building roads, railways lines etc for the 

purpose of logistics. One thing that should be kept in mind is that due to development in 

industrialization the British during this era was easily capable of carrying out these so-called 

development planes and the imperialists did it very easily through their bureaucracy which they 

introduced in the South Asian subcontinent for the first time and hence the concept of state. 

Shedding light on the British development work of course for their own benefits, the 

imperialists were able to develop rail links within Sindh. Besides, by 1870 AD Sindh was 

connected with Punjab through rail links and subsequently rail linked the province with 

Balochistan as well as Khyber Pakhtunkhwa with the present-day Pakistan being well-connected 

through rail links by 1907 AD. The same was done within Sindh with the last track being laid 

down in 1930 AD to cope up with the development in irrigation.59 

 As for sea routes, through the Karachi port the distance to north India was shortened 

with the British government being finally able to deal financial blow to other railway 

companies. The Karachi port was so developed that in the 1857 disturbances in India, it was the 

only port that rivaled that of Calcutta now called Kolkata. The British Indian government took 

further steps in 1870 AD by developing the harbor facility at the Karachi port with the port 

finally being able in 1886 AD to be one the important ports of India. And by 1920 AD Karachi 

port was the third most important port of the Indian subcontinent. Also, the Karachi port 

benefitted Karachi during the World War II since it was the major British port for logistics and 

launching various operations with the city well depicting diversity in term of various 

communities living in the city.60 

Likewise, by 1920 AD Karachi became one of the important cities of the subcontinent in 

terms of having an airport with an air mail services linking Karachi and Bombay now called 

Mumbai during the same era. An agreement was signed in 1927 AD with the Imperial Airways 

as a result of which Karachi was made only eight-day away from London. 

Notwithstanding, the picture, of course, is not that rosy since the remaining Sindh was 

all the way in shambles with the countryside of the province mostly infused with 'traditional 

institutions' being deprived of even basic infrastructure like roads, rail links, provision of clean 

water etc. Actually, Sindh was part of the Bombay Presidency but the colonial power always 

treated it as an outpost of the Presidency. Though Karachi being the port city of the province 

was given importance in terms of development, it was never at par with the Bombay port. Also, 

the rest of the province was never treated fairly by the colonizers since even the enactments of 

the Bombay Legislative were not extended to Sindh.61 
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The reason behind disparities between parts of the Bombay Presidency—Bombay and 

Sindh—and between Karachi and the rest of Sindh was: '...a system (colonial rule) that aimed at 

gaining maximum control and profit with minimum change in the status quo; a system that 

judiciously exploited the productive sector, while consciously neglecting the social services 

sector.'62 

As for maintaining status quo, the imperial British always did so since their arrival. Going 

deep into the matter, when the British took over as imperial power in India, it was faced with 

the problem of identifying owners of land since the Mughal Emperor used to be the supreme 

landowner. Nevertheless, the case of Sindh was different as Sindh had most of the times 

remained autonomous particularly during the Mughal era due to which the latter could not 

extend its revenue system to Sindh in line with which the Mughal King used to be the supreme 

landowner collecting revenue from peasants through appointed people in shape of Jagirdars. 

However, no such system was in practice in Sindh with local elites in landlords being very 

powerful. It is instructive to mention that at time of British arrival in Sindh in 1843 AD, the local 

elites under Talpurs rule were very strong and the British made them stronger through 

legalization of owning of lands by Waderos and Pirs.63 

Though Talpur Mirs as mentioned by James McMurdo had never ruled Sindh judiciously 

and were always interested in strengthening themselves, the imperial British had plans for 

Sindh particularly for its agriculture even before its annexation.64 And when the imperialists 

finally succeeded in annexation of Sindh one of their first priorities was to focus on its 

agricultural development, of course, to advance their imperialist designs. For the purpose, 

detailed surveys were conducted by the British to build inundation canals to minimize 

dependency on rain. This step by the imperialists brought Sindh at par with Punjab and other 

agriculturally developed areas like Madras and UP of India. For instance, the opening of the 

Sukkur Barrage in 1932 AD also boost the agricultural produce of Sindh, since around seven 

million acres of land came under cultivation. 

However, development in agriculture never helped the local population come out of 

economic gloom, despite the fact that Sindh was given the status of 'agriculture hinterland' 

providing food grain to the deficit region of India in addition to raw cotton to the textile mills of 

Bombay, Ahmedabad as well as those in England. Though development in agriculture could not 

mitigate sufferings of local population nor did it help empower them, market economy, 

proliferated a bit in wake of British-introduced capitalism and state-building, finally did make 

inroads as now cash crop was preferred to be sold in urban centers. So, though in a very limited 

way, the market economy in addition to urban-rural interaction in the post-British era 

started effecting economic and power relation in Sindh. 
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But market economy, frequent urban-rural interaction in wake of establishment of the 

centralized bureaucratic state by imperialist British did not help Sindhis particularly Sindhi 

Muslims come out of economic gloom and social oppression. This is amply reflected by the fact 

that only 1.4 per cent of the 78 per cent of the Sindhi Muslims were literate owing to which 

Sindhi Hindus were predominantly in the government jobs. There was no Muslim magistrate in 

Sindh in 1895 AD and in 1917 AD the Hindus share in the high judiciary was almost 80 per cent. 

And as late as 1947, only one Sindhi Muslim could make it to the Sindh secretariat.65 

Sindhi Muslims plunged into deeper crisis during the late 19th century AD when whole of 

India was faced with economic recession and natural disaster in shape of famine. In this 

situation Sindh could not remain isolated leading to peasants’ dependence on Hindu 

moneylenders as the former had to pay heavy land taxes to the imperial British. In this scenario, 

many rural Sindhi Muslims lost their land to Hindu creditors as the British laws allowed the 

creditors to charge the ultimate interest. 

Before moving further ahead, it's instructive to take our first step towards 

understanding the Sindhi ethnic nationalism which as discussed in the earlier chapter is deeply 

linked to the behavior of the colonial state and in case of Sindh it was the British who 

introduced the centralized bureaucratic state. Actually, Sindhi nationalism as also mentioned by 

author Adeel Khan was not launched by Sindhi elites as a response to Sindh annexation to the 

Bombay presidency since the Sindhi nationalist sentiments came to forefront in the early 20th 

century AD while the province was made part of the Bombay Presidency in the first half of the 

19th century AD.  

Shedding more light on the deep link between nationalist sentiments in Sindh and 

behavior of the colonial state, it is important to keep in mind two factors to go ahead. Firstly: 

emergence of social classes in Sindh in wake of arrival of the colonial British. Secondly: political 

and administrative reforms brought by the European imperialists. As for emergence of social 

classes, at the turn of the 20th century AD, there had been five discernable social groups in the 

province of Sindh. They were: i. landlords (Waderos and Pirs), ii.cultivator landowners, iii. Hindu 

absentee landlords (moneylenders and traders), iv.state employees and v.peasants and landless 

labours. 

With the arrival of the imperial British and subsequent introduction of their centralized 

bureaucratic state (which had great impact on both social and political aspects of India) the 

traditional landlords were the least effected group. But the cultivator landlords were burdened 

with heavy land taxes imposed by the British. Likewise, Hindu moneylenders (absentee 

landlords) were benefitted by the arrival of the British and their introduction of administrative 

reforms particularly the land revenue laws brought and imposed by the colonial British. 

However, the British central bureaucratic system and ensuing market economy adversely 
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affected the economically most vulnerable social class of peasants and landless labours. 

Notwithstanding, position of Hindu traders and state employees became precarious due to 

rapidly increasing competition in trade and job market.66 

It was in this scenario that the demand for the separation of Sindh from the Bombay Presidency 

was first made in 1913 AD by a Hindu trader politician namely Harchandra Vishindas. According 

to Adeel Khan, his demand was simply wrapped up in nationalistic rhetoric that Sindhi culture, 

language etc are distinct but at the roots there lied concerns of the comparatively fragile class 

(traders) which was worried about the more powerful and prosperous Bombay traders. 

Vishindas was soon joined by a Sindhi Muslim politician Gulam Mohammad Bhurgri who being a 

Wadero was also a successful London-educated lawyer, representing Muslim urban interests. 

Having raised slogans of nationalism by traders (Hindus) and state employees in wake of 

their precarious economic position (after arrival of the British), the landlord class supported by 

the British started supporting the Sindhi nationalistic sentiments.67 It is instructive to note that 

the British supported provincialism since it sought to offset the challenge to its authority in 

centre. In this regard, they already in 1909 AD adopted a strategy to encourage provincial 

ambitions particularly those of Muslims. The Morley-Minto Reforms containing elected 

elements to provincial councils was also introduced during the same time period.68 

So, Sindhi nationalism was triggered by the precarious position of Hindu traders and 

state employees (irrespective of their religion) which was further endorsed by the British-allied 

landlords. 

Getting down to the year 1936 AD when Sindh was finally able to come out of the 

clutches of the Bombay Presidency, it is highly plausible to mention that what the Sindhi Hindus 

had expected in the separate province of Sindh did not happen, though they did away with the 

dominant Bombay traders. In fact, the Sindhi Hindu in the separate province of Sindh started to 

be on the receiving end since they had now become a religious minority in Sindh in an overall 

Indian environment which was swiftly descending towards religious nationalism. It was also 

Sindhi Muslim majority status in Sindh that finally shaped its attitude towards the politics of 

Muslim League. 

After separation of Sindh from the Bombay Presidency and before partition Sindhi 

politics remained a spectacle of squabble particularly due to the influx of migrant from all over 

the subcontinent to the province. During the ten-year time period the Sindh Legislative 

Assembly spent considerable time to decide who is a Sindhi and who is not a Sindhi.69 On the 

other hand, the Sindhi landlords and elites had been involved in a tug of war but they were 

short of time since they had to immediately decide about the fate of Sindh in wake of British 

departure. In this scenario, the Sindhi elites and landlords formed the Sindh Itehad Party on the 
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lines of Punjab’s Unionist Party to protect the interests of Sindhi elites. During the 1936-37 

elections, Muslim League stood nowhere in Sindh due to the dominant electoral position of 

Sindh Itehad Party, winning majority of seats. 

 

Sindh After Partition  

Getting down to Sindh politics in the lead-up to the partition of the India, it is almost 

next to impossible to gauge real desires of common Sindhi oppressed in the clutches of 

landlordism besides being gripped by sway and power of Pirs. In this situation, argues author 

Adeel Khan, we are left with the politics and preferences of Waderos and Pirs whose politics 

had always been less than issue-oriented. Nevertheless, they had always desired to have an 

autonomous status due to bitter experiences with the Bombay Presidency. And to put their 

message across the Sindh elites in shape of Waderos and Pirs had two platforms—the All India 

National Congress and the All India Muslim League. The following reasons made the Sindhi 

landlord politicians abstain from Congress 

1. Congress was anti-imperialist and the confrontational politics didn’t suit interests of 

the Sindhi elites. 

2. Hindus were already dominant in the province and any alliance with the Congress 

could result in further boost of the Hindu minority in all walks of life. 

3. Congress promise of land reforms was huge irritant to the Sindhi landlord politicians. 

4. Centrist approach of the Congress took the Sindhi elites further from the former. 

5. Congress politics of mass mobilization was not in keeping with the traditional elitist 

politics of Sindhi Waderos and Pirs who did not want to come into contact with poor 

masses of Sindh. 

On the other hand, there were similarities of views between Muslim League’s ‘constitutional 

politics’ and politics of Sindhi landlords. The similarities were 

1. Muslim League elitist and communalist politics was more acceptable to Sindhi elites 

(Muslim League’s focus on Muslims while Sindhi politicians were afraid of Hindu 

minority which was more prosperous). 

2. Most of the Sindhi elites were the recipients of official honours and titles and the 

Muslim League’s so-called constitutional politics, rather than confrontational politics 

suited the Sindhi elite politics. 

3. Also appealing for the Sindhi politicians was the Muslim League’s demand for 

sovereign Muslim states. 
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Notwithstanding, the Sindhi elites were still not in favour of Pakistan since in that case they 

would have been under dominant Punjabi majority.70 Even the Sindhi leaguers had expressed 

their apprehensions in connection with being federating part of any future Pakistan as 

mentioned by Sara Ansari: ‘…the province would literally and figuratively find itself under the 

heel of the Punjab in any federated Pakistan and there was much talk of a future independent 

sovereign Sindh.’71 

 As early as 1945 there emerged differences between the Muslim League and G M Syed 

in connection with the upcoming 1946 election over distribution of seats. ‘The provincial 

Parliamentary Board was suspended by Jinnah and the Central Parliamentary Board gave only 

three seats to Syed’s nominees out of the ten he wanted.’72 The differences between Sindh and 

the Muslim League continued to simmer and even before partition Sindh enthusiasm started 

faltering in July 1947 when only four seats were allotted to Sindh in Pakistan first Constituent 

Assembly that contained 69 members. Sindh population at the time was 4.5 million against 

total Pakistan population of 70 million. In the words of Sara Ansari on page 51 of her detailed 

work: “To observers at the time, it seemed that, while Pakistan was on the verge of becoming a 

reality, future relations between the province of Sindh and the rest of the country were likely to 

be far from harmonious.”73 

 According to Sara Ansari, even before Aug 14, 1947, newspapers articles expressed 

apprehensions over Sindh position regarding possible influx of migrants from the rest of 

Pakistan, particularly Punjab. And even the decision of the Muslim League to appoint 

Hidayatullah as new governor of Sindh despite his age and falling health was seen as 

encouraging officers brought in from the United Provinces of India. 

 Politics of ethnicity is a complex process of interaction and intermingling of various 

ethnicities that need greater attention particularly in a multi-ethnic state like Pakistan which 

has been dominated by Punjabis and Urdu-speaking Indian settlers with the latter in one way or 

the other being subdued in the post-1971 Pakistan in terms of domination in the state 

apparatus. Any such effort to build an identity that is based on single religious, linguistic or 

regional arrangement is bound to fail, since various identities surface at different points in time 

under various political, social, economic and cultural pressures that can be coped with only in a 

truly secular and democratic dispensation whereby no one identity for instance religion is 

imposed on various identities.74 India in this regard has succeeded up to an extent by at least 

adopting a secular constitution which guarantees equal citizenship rights unlike Pakistan where 

constitutionally speaking only Muslims and Urdu-speaking Indian settlers’ right have been 

guaranteed.75 

Getting back to Sindh politics vis-à-vis the newly-created state of Pakistan particularly in 

the early days after partitioned, Sindh apprehension about the central Pakistan government 
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proved correct since no attention was given to community building process and settlers from 

north India succeeded to impose themselves on the indigenous Sindhis in every walk of life 

paving way for more ethnic tensions in Sindh particularly in its provincial capital Karachi. 

Punjabi and Mohajirs (Indian settlers) dominance in the newly created country proved Sindhi 

nationalist Allah Bux Soomro’s apprehensions he expressed to G M Syed regarding the latter 

advocacy of Pakistan correct. Allah Bux had told G M Syed: ‘You will get to know that our 

difficulties will begin after Pakistan has come into being… At present the Hindu trader and 

moneylender’s plunder is worrying you, but later you will have to face the Punjabi bureaucracy 

and soldiery and the mind of the UP… After the creation of this aberration *Pakistan+ you will 

have to struggle to fight its concomitant evils.’76 

Linking Sindhi ethnic nationalism with the state of Pakistan to which Sindhis have little 

access as compared to dominant Punjabis causing nationalist sentiments among the deprived 

Sindhis, the latter in absence of any true democratic dispensation, secular constitution and 

community-building process felt threatened in the newly created country. The threat was not 

only from dominant Punjabis at the federal level but at the provincial level Sindhis in their own 

province were pushed to the wall by the Indian Muslim settlers who came in post-partition era 

in droves to Sindh to settle in Sindh capital and most prosperous city Karachi and ultimately 

challenging the very sovereignty of Sindh in the post-1971 Pakistan. 

As mentioned earlier in chapter 2 and in this chapter in one way or the other that 

nationalism or ethnic nationalism in the modern world of course containing hundreds of nation-

states, nationalism is linked with the behavior of the state. And as Sindhi nationalism was linked 

to the behavior of the colonial state, it is once again deeply linked with the behavior of the 

Pakistani stat. The way the Pakistani state behaves the Sindhi nationalism and for that matter of 

any province will shape up. Seeing things in this context in the early post-partition era, the 

central Pakistani government took such repressive steps in connection with the political and 

administrative rights of Sindh that only sharpened the Sindhi ethnic nationalism. 

Firstly, when the first Constituent Assembly of Pakistan after much heated debate in 

May 1948 resolved to make Sindh capital Karachi a centrally administered area, Sindhi 

politicians including the Sindh Muslim League bitterly protested the decision in the Sindh 

Legislative Assembly by calling it beheading of the province. Notwithstanding, Governor 

General Jinnah ignored the protests and asked Sindhis to accept the decision ‘willingly and 

gracefully.’ And hence Karachi was declared the centrally administered area on July 23, 1948. 

The second thing that further instilled in Sindhi minds the belief that the state does not 

belong to them was the central government failure to materialize the promise of compensation 

it committed with the province. Actually, prosperous Hindus were departing the province while 

poor Indian Muslim settler were coming in bulk to be a burden on the scarce provincial 
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resources due to which the province of Sindh was faced with acute economic crisis.77 Keeping 

the situation in view, the central Pakistani government promised to help the province of Sindh. 

However, the central government’s aid turned out to be a brutal joke, since the province was 

only paid six million against estimated loss of around 600 to 800 million rupees. 

Thirdly, the draconian laws promulgated by the central Pakistani government head by 

Governor General M A Jinnah further pushed Sindh province to ethnic nationalism. Actually, the 

reason behind the undemocratic step by Governor General Jinnah of removing then Chief 

Minister Ayub Khuhra was not only his opposition to the separation of Karachi but also his 

refusal to take more settlers from Punjab. But his ouster did not quell Sindh protest against 

refugees coming from Punjab since the Sindh Legislative Assembly was not ready to be 

burdened by more destitute Indian Muslim refugees. So, to cope with the situation, the newly 

created central Pakistani government headed by Governor General Jinnah decided to 

promulgate more draconian laws to silence any dissenting politician particularly from Sindh 

which was deadly against any arrival of Indian settlers. Jinnah-led central government on Aug 

1948 “issued a proclamation under section 102 of the Govt of India Act 1935, and declared a 

state of emergency on the grounds that ‘economic life of Pakistan is threatened by the 

circumstances arising out of the mass movement of population from and into Pakistan.’”78 

And the central Pakistani government had had more draconian laws in the pipeline 

when it saw that the Sindh Muslim League and other politicians were openly expressing views 

against the influx of Indian settlers in Sindh, and other coercive measures the central 

government had just started taken. Actually, the Sindhi politicians felt more threatened and 

pushed to the wall when they saw a replica of colonial era draconian laws being enacted by the 

newly created Pakistani state after the division of the United India. And this time around the 

constituent assembly passed PRODA—the Public and Representative Offices (Disqualification) 

Act—in 1948 which gave governor general/governor more arbitrary power to disqualify those 

politicians who ‘incurred the displeasure of the central government.’79  

Meanwhile, when the court declared the appointment of Jinnah’s handpicked chief 

minister Pir Illahi Bux illegal, an unelected politician named Yusuf Haroon was given the task. 

Notwithstanding, the province of Sindh did not stop short of expressing its grievances against 

the central government due to which governor rule was imposed on Sindh. This scenario is 

described by author Adeel Khan in the following words: ‘The Pakistani government itself had 

adopted the old pattern of colonial coercion, control and imperious tactics in dealing with the 

provinces.’80  

And the repressive politics initiated by the father of the nation Jinnah in the early post-

partition era finally culminated in the announcement of the One Unite scheme in 1954 which 

while amalgamating all the four provinces of the western wing to counter the Bengali majority 
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in the eastern wing was destructive for non-Punjabis and non-Mohajirs, since it just ended 

whatsoever little democracy in the country by dissolving the constituent assembly and four 

provincial governments after seven years of the creation of the country through an amendment 

(by means of ordinance) in the Government of India Act 1935. 

According to an indispensable authority, the One Unit scheme had always been on the 

cards but owing to Bengali majority in the constituent assembly the Punjabi-Mohajir nexus had 

never been able to push the act through.81 Notwithstanding, Punjabi-Mohajir domination was 

finally able to sabotage the nascent democratic set-up depriving Bengalis, Sindhis, Pakhtuns 

and Baloch of any say in their own lands.82 

After the implementation of the One Unit the real highhandedness on part of Punjab got 

into action when all the agendas initiated for the development of Sindh were put aside and all 

resources diverted to ‘national projects’ under the Punjabi-Mohajir nexus. For instance, rural 

Sindh was ignored as Rs30million were diverted to Punjab to counter balance Punjab’s Rs1 

billion deficit. Also, of the Rs2,000 million for the Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation 

for Development schemes, the province of Sindh received only Rs200m.83 

Then came the era of military dictator Ayub Khan who himself being a Hazarwal was 

sympathetic towards Pakhtuns, Punjabis and Balochs since the dictator encouraged huge influx 

of migrants particularly Pakhtuns and Punjabis in Karachi which further complicated the 

indigenous-migrant equation. Nevertheless, the 1962 Constitution by Ayub Khan only went in 

favour of Mohajirs while the military was monopolized by Punjabi-Pakhtun alliance.84 As for 

ethnic Sindhis, they were still reeling under the unending state repression mostly carried out by 

Punjabi-Mohajir dominated bureaucracy who in addition to Pakhtun bureaucrats and military 

personnel grabbed huge tracts of state land in Sindh. Actually, the British initiated this act in 

Sindh after development of barrages by giving state land to Punjabi military personnel who in 

turn encouraged more Punjabis to come to Sindh.  

However, Sindhis’ fears turned into nightmare when Ayub for the first time ‘stopped the 

teaching of Sindhi in schools,’ and replaced it with Urdu. It is instructive to note that even 

during the early post-partition era Urdu was promoted at the cost of Sindhi, which as a medium 

of instruction existed since 1851 AD, by banishing it from the Karachi Municipal Corporation 

and the University of Karachi, and by rewriting road signs, signboards, voters list in the Urdu 

language.85  

Seeing political dynamics in Sindh in the post-One Unit scheme era, on March 30, 1970 

the One Unit scheme was revoked and provinces in the West Pakistan were given their original 

status besides Balochistan being given the status of a province. Having done so, the first general 

election of the country was held after a little over two decades. But results of the elections 
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instead of doing good to the country did harm to it since they failed to boost the weak bond 

between the East and the West Pakistan in wake of the latter refusal to transfer power to the 

East despite the fact that eastern wing had got majority in the elections which in turned 

disillusioned the Bengali majority. 

‘In one year’s time, after a bloody civil war and the armed intervention of India, the 

eastern wing separated to become a separate state, Bangladesh.’86 

The defeated and humiliated Pakistan military handed power to Zulfikar Ali Bhutto who 

was not only the first elected prime minister but also a Sindhi who won 62 out of 82 seats in 

Punjab, 18 out of 27 in Sindh, one in then NWFP and now Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and none in 

Balochistan. The highest number of seats in Punjab meant that the prime minister could not go 

against the wishes of the largest province of the country which was now the largest 

constituency of the Sindhi prime minster. Bhutto was a Sindhi and Sindh had many conflicts 

with Punjab which Bhutto could not afford to provoke. However, Bhutto had never been in such 

a dilemma since according to author Adeel Khan Z A Bhutto was a centralist and had distaste 

for decentralization of power and thus for provincial autonomy owing to which he played the 

Punjabi game. The same views are expressed by author Babar Ayaz, saying: ‘Bhutto, who played 

a major role in the anti-Ayub movement, was shy of supporting the demanding to undoing the 

One Unit because he wanted to carry Punjabi leaders with him.’87 

  Notwithstanding, the first elected Sindh prime minister couldn’t remain aloof from 

problems of Sindh and thus without hurting Punjabi interests he initiated policies at central and 

provincial levels that benefitted Sindhis. However, some of the policies at the provincial level to 

benefit Sindhis now started hurting another hitherto dominant group—Mohajirs—who after 

the separation of Bengal had been hit hard by the now sole majority of the country Punjabis in 

the post-1971 Pakistan. According to Adeel Khan, Z A Bhutto was not an anti-Mohajir prime 

minister. In fact, according to Adeel, he only took power at a time when the Mohajir downslide 

in the power structure of the country had already begun which was only accelerated by 

Bhuttos’ pro-Sindhi policies that were long overdue since Mohajirs got dominancy at the cost of 

the rights of Sindhis. 

Moving ahead, finding a stronghold in shape of Z A Bhutto’s Pakistan People’s Party 

(PPP), the oppressed Sindhis fighting at both federal and provincial levels against Punjabis and 

Mohajirs respectively, started asserting themselves particularly in their own province. Sindhi 

nationalists demanded that the Sindhi language should be restored as the medium of 

instruction and the status it had before 1958 should be reestablished. However, it was not 

acceptable to the Indian Muslim settlers and when Mohajir students protested against the 

move, the Sindhi students burned the pictures of Punjabi poet Mohammad Iqbal who is a major 
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symbol of state nationalism. In response, the Mohajir students retaliated by burning Sindhi 

books in the institute of Sindhology. 

In the post-1971 Pakistan, while there only remained the western wing, it also saw 

resurgence in cultural activities on part of native peoples particularly Sindhis who in the pre-

partition era had been faced with repressive policies of the British under the Bombay 

Presidency and in the post-partition era non-indigenous ideology in two-nation theory which 

retarded the cultural growth of indigenous peoples including Sindhis. For instance, instead of 

showing only Urdu language programs, the state-run Pakistan Television started giving time to 

native languages besides promotion of native cultures through state-run PTV. Also, some of the 

most prolific work in PTV was done during the Z A Bhutto era as the prime minister gave 

complete freedom to the institution.88 Citing an event during Z A Bhutto’s era, Herald columnist 

Zohra Yusuf says that when an authority in PTV asked the prime minister about the ‘holy cows’ 

in the-then PPP government, the PM replied that except himself there was no holy cow and the 

channel can take anybody to task.89   

Also, within a year of coming into power of the first elected prime minister Z A Bhutto, a 

bill was moved in the Sindh Assembly to make the Sindhi language medium of instruction. ‘The 

bill clearly stated that Sindhi and Urdu should be compulsory subjects for studies in class IV to 

XII in all institutions in which such classes are held but the pro-Urdu lobby interpreted it as a 

funeral of Urdu, which led to Mohajirs violence against Sindhis in Karachi and the burning of the 

department of Sindhi at Karachi University.’90 

According to author Addeel Khan, the situation in Sindh worsened when the two groups 

in shape of Sindhis and Mohajirs came up with bizarre demands in a committee appointed by 

the-then central government. 

Shedding light on Bhutto’s PPP efforts to bring oppressed Sindhis at par with dominant 

Indian settlers, the Sindhi prime minister launched a revised quota system. Actually, the quota 

system was introduced in 1948 to correct regional inequality in representation in employment. 

Notwithstanding, the early quota system was highly biased in favour of Indian settlers since 

during the one-and-a-half-decade of the One Unit scheme Karachi was mentioned separately 

while all the other provinces were cobbled together in the category of ‘All other provinces and 

princely states of west Pakistan.’   

During the days of One Unit scheme Karachi’s share was 50 per cent more than its share 

in population with the former capital being given an additional 15 per cent share for potential 

migrants from India. Besides, Indian settlers got major chunk in jobs allocated to merit 

category, since when the quota system was revised in 1949 and 20 per cent jobs were allocated 
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to merit category, Indian settlers became natural beneficiaries as they belonged to the most 

developed city of Karachi. 

Moreover, before Bhutto’s government in 1969 Yahya Khan having taken over from 

Ayub Khan worked out a new formula of giving government jobs at federal and provincial levels 

at a ratio of 60:40 to rural and urban areas, respectively. However, when Z A Bhutto took over 

and the One Unit act was revoked more changes were made to the rural-urban ratio of 

employment. The first step the Bhutto government took in this regard was that he scrapped 

Karachi’s separate status. Secondly, the merit category was reduced from 20 per cent to 10 per 

cent. Besides, all four provinces were allotted a share on the basis of their population. 

However, in Sindh considering the rural-urban gap, its share was further sub-divided as 11.4 per 

cent rural and 7.6 per cent urban.91 

While Sindhis saw it as an acknowledgement of their long due share, Indian settlers took 

it another setback to their already declining power which was actually dealt a blow by Yahya 

Khan in 1969 when a new job ratio of 60:40 for rural and urban areas, respectively was 

introduced. However, according to author Adeel Khan, despite Bhutto’s government conscious 

effort Sindhis under-representation in the state arena could not be addressed, since it needed 

concerted efforts for a long time period. Among many reasons, discrimination committed by 

the state dominated by Punjabi-Mohajir nexus did not let Sindhis reach top positions with the 

Punjabi-Mohajir nexus being busy stereotyping Sindhis as backward, lazy and inward looking. 

Getting down to military dictator Gen Zia era, Sindh got further stuck in clutches of 

oppression since it has always been noticed that Sindhis have never been happy in dictatorial 

regimes after partition. The main reason behind Sindh dissatisfaction is that the Pakistani 

military comprises mainly Punjabis and Pashtuns which is considered direct oppression of 

Sindhis by other dominant ethnic groups. And that’s is why when the military led by Zia struck 

for the third time Sindhis strongly reacted which not only made the dictator realize Sindhi 

sentiments but also shocked leaders of the Movement for Restoration of Democracy (MRD). As 

mentioned earlier that Sindhis in Pakistan never get satisfied politically in dictatorial regimes, 

the reason behind their behavior is their bitter experiences in military governments since while 

the first military dictator not only deprived Sindhis of their mother tongue Sindhi but also 

awarded vast tracts of land to Punjabi and Pashtun military officers, the third military dictator 

in Zia took the life of their most revered leader Zulfikar Ali Bhutto. 

It is also pertinent to mention that Z A Bhutto’s efforts to help Sindhi come out of the 

clutches of repression could not bear fruits since the military ruler left no stone unturned in 

oppressing Sindhis which is well reflected in Sindis under-representation in top posts. For 

instance, as per the 1981 census, Sindhis were 11.7 per cent of the total Pakistan population 

but their share in the gazette posts was only 2.7 per cent which rose to 5.3 per cent in 1983. 
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Likewise, at the officer level Sindhis were 4.3 per cent which went up to 6.1 per cent in 1989. 

Similarly, in 1984 the chief martial law administrator secretariat had 1445 officers out of which 

only two were Sindhis.92 

After the mysterious death of Gen Zia in a plane crash, the Pakistani state establishment 

decided to go for the general elections. In Nov 1988, despite military’s all out effort to bring the 

Islami Jamhuria Ithihad to power, Z A Bhutto’s daughter young Benazir Bhutto was able to 

sweep the general elections emerging as the largest seats winner in the national assembly. 

However, it was certainly not in a position to form government at the federal level, since it won 

93 out of 207 national assembly seats with other groups having large number of seats being the 

IJI with 55 seats and the MQM with 13 seats. On the other hand, the PPP had swept in rural 

Sindh winning 67 Sindh Assembly seats while the MQM was able to put their stamp on the 

urban Sindh winning 26 out of 141 total Sindh Assembly seats.93  

In these circumstances and in the light of the above calculations, the PPP and MQM 

seemed natural allied partners in the Sindh assembly but the MQM was virulently an anti-Sindh 

group while the PPP represented Sindh.94 Author Adeel Khan says that whether it was the 

recognition of the fact that Sindhis and the Indian settlers had to live together in Sindh or 

political expediency on part of the both parties, the MQM and the PPP reached a compromise 

deal with the refugees’ party supporting the PPP in its bid to form government in Islamabad. 

However, it was never an easy sailing for the PPP since the paramount role of the military was 

yet to be brought under the civilian supremacy besides the fact that the arymy’s ISI succeeded 

in creating an opposition – the IJI—to the government of the PPP. 

As for the province of Sindh, there was severe bitterness in the seemingly allied 

parties—the PPP and the MQM—with the rural Sindh taken on storm by dacoits while urban 

terrorists left no stone unturned to create law and order situation. With Punjab led by Nawaz 

Sharif being almost out of bounds of the PPP, Sindh in grip of lawlessness created by rural 

dacoits and urban terrorists besides the hostile generals who had already entrenched the 

secretive agency ISI into almost every sector of the country, it was getting difficult for the PPP 

government to have smooth sailing. Moreover, the political ineptitude of young Benazir and her 

coterie made PPP case further weak due to which she was sent packing in August 1990 mainly 

by all the powerful military generals and their blue-eyed civil bureaucrats.95 

The country in general and the province of Sindh in particular saw more instability in 

wake of dismissal of the PPP government since the Mohajir party entered into alliance with the 

IJI in Sindh with the latter also forming government in centre. However, once again the MQM 

proved hard nut with the IJI government in Sindh being faced with instability brought about by 

rural dacoits and urban terrorists in Sindh. The situation in Sindh further worsened when the 

dacoits-created disturbances were further fuelled by acute problem of 70 per cent jobless 
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youth of Sindh which also included doctors and engineers who were terminated by the military 

regime. 

The situation was no different in the MQM dominated urban areas of the province with 

Sthe settler party also being joined by jobless urban youth who wreaked havoc on Karachi 

through their terrorist activities. In these circumstances, the IJI government launched a military 

action, Operation Cleanup, against both Sindhi dacoits and Mohajir terrorists to control the 

situation. However, the military was only able to control the Sindhi dacoits, though a large 

number of arrests of MQM leaders and workers were made. 

The game of musical chair continued in the 90s since the PPP was once again voted to 

power in 1993 with the law and order situation in Sindh still far from being ideal due to which 

the PPP government had to resort to military operation in Sindh particularly in Karachi against 

the urban terrorists under the command of interior ministry. However, terrorism in Sindh urban 

centers subdued only temporally. Since the decade of 1990 saw many governments coming and 

going, the PPP government was once again dismissed. The Pakistan Muslim League of Nawaz 

Sharif came to power in 1997 for the second time. Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif used violence in 

Sindh as an excuse to dismiss the elected provincial government of Sindh in 1998 by imposing 

direct rule with the appointment of one of Sharif’s advisors as centre representative. This 

continued until another military takeover in October 1999 by General Musharraf under whose 

dictatorial rule Sindhis had had no respite from the state oppression with the PPP being up in 

arms against the dictatorial regime of General Musharraf. However, the MQM as usual in 

alliance with other pro-military parties like PML-Q remained in power in the province of Sindh. 

Notwithstanding, the gloomy era of General Musharraf ended after much political 

turmoil in the country in wake of movement for restoration of then deposed chief justice of 

Pakistan Iftikhar Mohammad Choudhary and imposition of emergency by military dictator 

General Musharraf. Once again the military dictator was succeeded by the PPP in wake of 

mysterious killing of its charismatic and bold leader Benazir Bhutto who had returned from self 

exile after almost a decade. This time the PPP was led by late Benazir Bhutto’s husband Asif Ali 

Zardari who later on became the first democratically elected president of Pakistan. Despite 

scores of disagreements and shortcomings of the PPP led by president Zardari, the party was 

able to pass the 18th Amendment to the Constitution which besides giving name to NWFP in 

shape of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa gave unlimited rights to the constituent units particularly small 

provinces which have always fought for their rights against the centre dominated by Punjabi 

military and civil bureaucracy who are yet to be brought under civilian supremacy. 

Concluding the chapter on the Sindhi ethnic nationalism, suffice it to say that 

nationalistic sentiments in Sindh is actually a response to the modern state system which was 

introduced by the British through colonization of the sub continent. Sindh was given the status 
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of agricultural hinterland by the British colonialists who exploited resources of Sindh but always 

neglected its social sector. After partition, the Pakistani state was no different since it: 

--made Sindh a refugee centre 

--gave away Sindh’s land to outsiders—Punjabi and Pashtun military officials 

--channeled Sindh resources to serve the centre and Punjab 

--eliminated its regional identity though One Unit act 

--replaced the Sindhi language with that of the Indian Muslim refugees’ Urdu. 
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Chapter 4 

Mohajir Ethnic Nationalism 

 

INTRODUCTION: 
 

'... Amir Khusrau (1252-1325) sang praises of Hind, 'the land of my birth, my refuge and my 

motherland.' He held that 'a beggar with some skill was better than a worthless prince,' 'that to 

adore false idols with true love is pure faith' but 'to worship true God without love, was nothing 

but dust and ashes'-- that to die of love was far more virtuous than 'to kill an infidel in battle.'  

 

--Faiz Ahmed Faiz1 

 

 

 

The Mohajir elites rejected the populist, folk and earth-bound culture of the region 

promoted by likes of Amir Khusrau by simply rejecting the inclusive politics of the All India 

National Congress and demanded division of the United India on religious lines. The Mohajirs 

succeeded in dealing a huge blow to social egalitarianism, humanistic mysticism and racial and 

national integration propagated by Sufis and poets like Amir Khusrau.  

The present-day Pakistan which history in one way or the other has already been 

discussed in detail in the previous chapters had always been served as borderlands of great 

empires in history but egalitarianism as compared to elitism had always kept oscillating among 

the central imperial domains according to the inclination of the emperor. Nevertheless, dividing 

the United India on religious lines and demanding Pakistan was a deviation from the centuries-

old tradition of populism and egalitarianism. And Mohajir elites, of course among several other 

groups and factors, succeeded in doing so by achieving Pakistan after dividing the United India 

on religious lines. It must be kept in mind that after 1857 when the British formally established 

themselves by colonizing India and introducing the modern bureaucratic state the Indian 

Muslim minority felt squeezed from all sides but instead of associating themselves with the 

Indian land, its egalitarian culture and rich history that saw secular emperors like Ashoka and 

Mughal Akbar among others, they looked outside India by referring and connecting themselves 

to distant previous and then Muslim kingdoms which was sheer reflection of their belief in 

transnationalism.2 
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Notwithstanding, the secular Indian nationalist historian mainly Hindus tried to look 

inside India by writing and associating themselves as well as Muslims to the Indian land and 

history. The Indian Muslim minority in the 19th and 20th centuries particularly after the arrival of 

the British imperialists tried to write history in terms of religion and ideology which did great 

harm to them by not only cutting them off the rest of Indian communities but also making 

themselves aliens in the land of their birth.3 It was this religious and communalist ideology 

which played pivotal role in the division of the United India particularly in the lead-up to the 

partition. 

The Indian Muslim minority not only adhered to their belief in transnationalism but 

wrote the history in religious and ideological context in the pre-partition India while the same 

continued after achieving Pakistan. And in the post-partition era it was mainly done by the 

Indian Muslims who later on migrated to the newly-created country and became to be known 

as Mohajirs. The Mohajirs along with the minority Punjabis (in pre-1971 era) were the 

dominant group that had great influence on writing of history in the newly-created Pakistan. 

 ‘To build Pakistan it was necessary to cover up India history, to deny that Indian 

centuries lay just beneath the surface of Pakistani Standard Time. The past was rewritten; there 

was nothing else to be done. 

Who commandeered the job of rewriting history?—the immigrants, the Mohajirs. In what 

language?—Urdu and English, both imported tongues, although one travelled less distance than 

the other. It is possible to see the subsequent history of Pakistan as a duel between two layers 

of time, the obscure world forcing its way back through what-had-been-imposed.’4 

 The Indian Muslim refugees belonged to different ethnic groups like Punjabis, Memons 

and Gujaratis. Notwithstanding, it was the Urdu-speaking Indian refugees from the United 

Provinces (UP) of India and Bihar who came to be known as Mohajirs. Moreover, a huge bulk of 

the Indian refugees got settled in the Western Punjab but mostly the Urdu-speaking refugees 

came to Sindh and got settled in its capital and most prosperous city Karachi. 

The Indian Muslim refugees particularly those who got settled in Sindh in general and its 

capital Karachi in particular had been harbinger of the state nationalism when they migrated 

after the 1947 partition disturbances. They adhered to the state nationalism in shape of 

boasting their Muslim and newly-achieved Pakistani identity while looking down upon other 

ethnic groups as provincial and ‘parochial.’ However, the Mohajirs started extreme ethnic 

politics after 1971. The reason for the change in their stance will be discussed in detail on the 

coming pages but to put it summarily it can be easily argued that when they were over 

represented in the power structure they were advocates of the Pakistani state nationalism and 

when they felt excluded from the power echelons both at federal and provincial levels at the 
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hands of Pakhtuns and Sindhis respectively they got involved in extreme ethnic nationalism. 

Before the era of 1970 they had simply been unable to cast any doubtful eye at the two-nation 

theory which they advocated in the pre-partition era saying that Hindus and Muslims are two 

different ‘nations’ and dominant Hindus would never let Muslim minority prosper in India.5 

However, seeing themselves being expelled from the power corridors the Indian Muslim 

refugees’ representative party the Muttahida Qaumi Movement (MQM) for the first time dared 

to speak against the two-nation theory and termed the creation of Pakistan a mistake. 

 ‘MQM leaders courageously exposed the hypocrisy of the Pakistan movement’s basic 

argument. They said that if Muslims were one nation there was no reason why the Muslims 

from anywhere in the world and particularly from India should be denied entry into Pakistan at 

any time. They were courageous enough to refer to the analogy of Israel where Jews from 

anywhere in the world can go and acquire Israeli nationality. It was courageous because any 

comparison of Pakistan with Israel is deplored by the majority of the people in Pakistan. It was 

on the basis of this thinking that Altaf Hussain ‘has on several occasions said that the creation 

of Pakistan was a mistake.’6 

 Before we move to shed light on politics of Indian Muslim minority in the pre-partition 

era to understand Mohajir politics in Pakistan both before and after 1970s when their huge 

representation was dealt with a huge blow at both provincial and federal levels, it is important 

that we shed light on MQM politics which was altogether a very different experience in 

Pakistan. According to author Adeel Khan, unlike other groups in Pakistan fighting for their 

rights, the MQM was not led by traditional elites—landowners, or other propertied groups. It 

was led by predominantly lower middle class having support base of urban-based middle class 

group. 

 Unlike other ethnic groups locked in battle with the state, the MQM supporters were 

relatively privileged since it only started when the Mohajirs started getting less from the state 

after 1970s. On the other hand, MQM nationalist rhetoric was not far different from the rest of 

the groups. However, its organizational structure and modus operandi of urban terrorism was 

in sharp contrast with the rest of ethnic groups as was the MQM’s urban middle class support 

base. 

 Moreover, MQM violent, populist and semi-fascist politics is directly linked to its class 

composition—predominantly young, urban middle class and lower middle class students and 

professionals. 

 

PART I:  
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   MOHAJIR POLITICS IN PRE-PARTION INDIA 

Majority of the Mohajirs belong to the United Provinces of India which was the power 

base of landed gentry of Mughal Empire. The elites in the form of landed gentry were not 

deprived of their privileges even when the British formally took over in 1857, since the elites 

maintained their status in shape of having their land ownership intact. Notwithstanding, the 

situation did not persist long as the British-introduced bureaucracy expanded with the passage 

of time. Though the UPites—elites in particular—had no problem in adjusting with the new 

system of modern education, since the British-introduced modern education put more 

emphasis on skills and training instead of cultural refinement and etiquettes, competition in 

jobs in the British bureaucracy made the UPites feel more insecure.7 

So serious was the challenge that the Muslim Upites’ share in the high-ranking 

subordinate judicial and executive jobs declined from 63 per cent in 1857 to 45 per cent in 

1886-87 and the ratio further reduced to 34 per cent by 1913. The UPites accounting for only 

13 to 14 per cent felt threatened and despite being a tiny minority started campaign for 

acquiring more government jobs. As discussed in detail in chapter 2 that the UPites demand for 

out of proportion jobs was the basis of their communal struggle, the Muslim minority launched 

exclusionary communal movement against the inclusionary Indian nationalism of the All India 

National Congress. Two main reasons for their communal struggle were: firstly to weaken the 

inclusive Indian nationalism led by the All India National Congress and secondly to prove their 

loyalty to the British to get prestigious jobs followed by higher representation in the legislative 

assembly. Muslim UPites’s strategy to be in alliance with the British imperialists paid them off 

particularly in 1916 when the minority Muslims were given 50 per cent representation in the UP 

assembly against mere 14 per cent of the total UP population.8 

According to author Adeel Khan, the leading personality behind Muslims’ reformist, 

educational as well as communal movement was an aristocrat from Delhi named Syed Ahmed 

Khan (1817-1898). To understand Mohajir politics in Pakistan, it is important to shed light on 

the politics of Indian Muslim minority led by Syed Ahmed Khan who is considered by the Indian 

Muslim refugees in Sindh their spiritual leader. 

Moving ahead, Syed Ahmed as a prolific writer wrote on almost every social and 

religious issue and was very liberal with regard to religious and social issues but very much 

conservative about political issues. And that was the reason that he always did communal 

politics and sought to secure the interests of Muslim UPite elites, not that of Muslim masses. 

On the contrary, Congress leaders despite all their shortcomings believed in inclusive politics 

that in turn pit them against the mighty British imperialists whose main agenda was to create 

more and more factions to advance their imperialist interests.9 In this scenario, the communal 
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politics of Indian Muslim minority led by Syed Ahmed looked at every change in the existing set-

up with suspicion and hence strived to take the imperialists into confidence. 

Also, Syed Ahmed was very impressed with the British colonizers. In this regard, he 

wrote to a friend: “The native of India, high and low, merchants and petty shopkeepers, 

educated and illiterate, when contrasted with the English in education, manners and 

uprightness, are like them as a dirty animal is to an able and handsome man.”10 And showering 

more praise on the British colonizers, the landlord representative Syed Ahmed termed the 

colonial rule as “the most wonderful phenomenon the world has ever seen.”11 

Syed Ahmed main task was to prove to the colonizers that the Muslim minority was not 

their enemy. As a representative of the Muslim landlords, Muslim salaried class and himself 

being one of the functionaries in the British administration, Syed Ahmed for the above 

mentioned purpose denied that Islam was an advocate of independence. Besides, he presented 

a modern rationalist version of Islam that was more ideological in nature and dismissed folk 

syncretic Sufi Islam of the countryside. 

Syed Ahmed was also self-contradictory. Until the All India National Congress was 

formed in 1885, he was in fovour of Hindu-Muslim unity but after formation of the Congress 

the Hindu majority became Syed’s adversary, arguing: “We don’t want to become subjects of 

Hindus instead of the subjects of the ‘people of the Book’.”12 Secondly, Syed Ahmed opposed 

British encouragement of vernaculars particularly Urdu arguing that it was unfit for higher 

education. However, later on, his main motto was to make Urdu the language of higher 

education.13 

Moreover, initially, he was supporting Bengalis, saying: “It was only due to them that 

knowledge, liberty and patriotism progressed in India.” But later on, he turned about and said: 

“Bengalis can in no way assist our progress” and warned that if “we join the political movement 

(the Congress) of Bengalis, our nation will reap loss…”14 

As an aristocrat Syed Ahmed was only obsessed with the interests of Muslim elites of UP 

with the impoverished lower classes among the Muslims failing to attract his attention. It was in 

this context that the formidable communalist demanded a special quota for the Muslim 

minority in the Indian civil service and favoured communal rather than joint electorate, thus 

opposing the All India National Congress demand for representative rule on the ground that it 

will detrimental for Muslim interests and only benefit Hindu majority. 

Syed Ahmed’s ideas were so rigidly organized ‘along cast birth, class and status lines’ 

that he denounced “the Congress for basing itself on the principal of social equality among the 

‘lowly’ and ‘highly’ born.”15According to author Adeel Khan, Syed Ahmed went so far in his 
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class-based ideas that some of Hindus were to him as superior as some class and races among 

Muslims were inferior. 

Summing up the discussion on Mohajir politics in the Untied India, it is instructive to 

note that the All India Muslim League was formed in 1906 by ‘men of property and influence’ 

from UP who had graduated from Syed Ahmed’s Aligarh Muslim University. Since Syed Ahmed’s 

modernist approach had made Islam an ideology which provided justification for the colonial 

rule and which was instilled in those ‘men of property and influence’ who formed communal 

Muslim League, he became one of the main pillars of the ideological state apparatus of 

Pakistan. Through this pillar, Syed Ahmed’s ideological Islam, the traditional syncretic Islam was 

discouraged by the newly-created ideological Pakistani state and which later on became a tool 

in the hands of Punjabi-Mohajir dominated Pakistani state to repress native ethnic identities of 

various groups.16 

Before we move ahead to shed light on dominancy of Mohajirs which was reflected in 

their slogans of the state nationalism in the pre-1971 era when the country contained two 

wings in East and West Pakistan, it is important we shed light on the history of Sindh capital 

Karachi. Besides understanding dynamics of Mohajirs’ politics, it will also help dwell on socio-

economic history of the city since the version of history taught by the government schools text 

books confines Karachi to partition disturbances and subsequent events. Its reason is of course 

the dominance of Mohajirs, who always sought to see history through an ideological lens, not 

only in Sindh capital but in overall national life. Due to failure of government schools text book 

to present Sindh and its capital Karachi beyond partition disturbances and inability of dominant 

Mohajir elites to promote philosophy of comparative literatures, the city has become a volcano 

which erupts now and then. These few lines are aimed to present Sindh capital in a perspective 

that not only challenges the state version of the history but also puts it in its true context up to 

a great extent. 

Though ‘the British believed that ‘Kurrachee can hardly be said to possess a history,’’17 

the simple fact cannot be denied that the area of Karachi was known to different ancient 

peoples by different names. For instance, Alexander stayed at Krokola to prepare his fleet for 

Babylonia having completed his campaign of the River Indus. Morontobara port another name 

which the history mentions. About this place, which may be the modern-day Manora Island, it 

is said that admiral of the young Macedonian king namely Nearchus sailed for his home from 

here. The same area was known to Arabs as the port of Debal from where the young Arab 

occupier, Mohammad bin Qasim, started his campaign towards the rest of the South Asian 

subcontinent.18 The late 17th and early 18th centuries also saw Karack Bunder as a crucial port 

on the Arabian Sea. 
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Both rulers of Balochistan and Sindh in shape of Khan of Kalat and Talpur Mirs 

respectively realized the strategic importance of Karachi since the area changed hands several 

times between 1729 and 1783. “Finally, in 1783 the city fell to the Talpur Mirs after two 

prolonged sieges. The Talpurs constructed a fort at Manora point, the entrance to the harbor, 

and mounted it with cannons, thus making Karachi impregnable.”19 

Though the British had annexed Karachi before the annexation of Sindh in 1847, it was 

formally declared capital of Sindh by the imperialist British after complete occupation of Sindh. 

Having been made capital of Sindh, Karachi got developed leaps and bounds with infrastructure 

and other development being undertaken after establishment of the city municipal committee. 

During the 1857 Mutiny the 21st Native infantry based in Karachi joined the rebels but the 

British swiftly quelled the rebellion and did not allow Karachi to slip into the hands of rebels. 

Shedding further light on the history of Sindh capital, ‘in the 1860s, Karachi economy 

benefitted from the American cotton crisis, and with the opening of the Suez Canal, ‘Kurrachee’ 

became India’s closest port to Europe, 5918 sea miles away from Southampton.20’ Opening of 

European firms and banks in the 1870S on the Mc Leod Road reflected economic importance of 

Sindh and its capital Karachi with 1885-86 seeing more European firms being opened followed 

by more economic activities brought about by connection of Punjab with port with Sindh which 

made transportation of wheat to port city more easy. As a result the Karachi port outshined the 

Bombay port as wheat exporter. And by the end of the 19th century Karachi as a port city 

Karachi had become serious rival to likes of Bombay and Calcutta with the city’s Impress Market 

being second largest vegetable market in the world after Bombay. 21 It is also important to note 

that all the above mentioned activities brought about population increase which doubled 

between 1872 and 1901 with the city population during 1881 being 73,056.22 

 Besides being serving as the main port for the British imperialists during the First World 

War, the port city was also made the capital of Sindh when the latter was separated from the 

Bombay Presidency. Besides establishment of all government offices, the new capital city of 

Sindh also attracted the Sindhi landed aristocracy to build homes in the city. Also, merchants 

who had earlier had their head offices in Bombay had to relocate their set-ups to the new 

capital. 

The city once again remained centre of attention during the Second World War due to 

its strategic location and even at the end of the war it remained the center for supplies for the 

allied forces stationed in South and Southeast Asia. “This again increased its importance and 

between 1911 and 1941 its population increased by 133 per cent. It is estimated that 90 per 

cent of Karachi’s growth between 1921 and 1941 was the result of migration.”23 
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Speaking in general terms, on the eve of partition, Karachi was divided in two main parts 

with the one portion housing the European city while the other contained the native city. The 

European city was inhabited by Europeans, Europeanized and people serving them. Most of the 

cantonments and civil lines fell into the European city while the native city was dominated by 

Hindu and Muslim merchants besides their working classes. The native city consisted of the 

areas lying near the port, an area densely dotted by Hindu temples, dharmshalas, mosques, 

imambaras and shrines. Mostly Hindu and Muslim festivals were celebrated here unlike the 

Christmas and Nouroz which were observed in the European city by Christians and Parsis. The 

Karachi district also contained over 1200 Goths or villages inhabited by fishermen and 

agriculturalists who were mainly SIndhis and Balochs.24  

Though the Sindhi politics has already been discussed in the earlier chapter, it is highly 

important we shed light on some important event in the lead-up to the partition particularly in 

the Sindh capital Karachi. Two important issues the-then Sindh and its capital faced. Firstly, as 

mentioned earlier in the second chapter that Punjabi Hindus and Sikhs were extremely scared 

in Punjab about the Islamic state of Pakistan with Muslims being in majority and due to which 

most of the Punjabi Sikhs and Hindus migrated to India, the situation in Sindh and its capital 

was not far different since after the separation of Sindh from the Bombay Presidency the 

position of Sindhi Hindus had become very precarious in shape of being a minority in Sindh. 

Moreover, the Sindhi Hindu of Karachi were extremely worried about a Muslim majority 

state and their fear got aggravated when on June 2, 1947 the British announced plans to 

partition India before Aug 15, 1947. In wake of the British decision to partition India as soon as 

possible, the Sindhi Hindus who were the most prosperous and politically aware community of 

Sindh and its capital Karachi started transferring funds to areas not joining the new constituent 

assembly of Pakistan. The situation got further worsened in Sindh when its legislative assembly 

through the June 26, 1946 resolution decided to join the new state of Pakistan. Actually, due to 

Sindhi Hindus fear the panic baton was already pressed in Sindh even before partition since 

huge flight of capital from Sindh to other areas forced authorities to ban transferring of capital 

on June 21 promulgating an ordinance.25 The other issue about which situation in Sindh was 

quite tense was the arrival of the new central Pakistan government. Actually, the Sindh capital 

had already been struggling to keep pace with the already rapidly increasing population of 

400,000 in 1947 and was in no way to house further 7000 officials and their families coming 

from India. However, later on due to migration of huge number of destitute Indian Muslim 

refugees the figure was mammoth that put huge burden on Sindh resources.  

 

PART II 
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  RISE OF MOHAJIRS AND THEIR BELIEF IN STATE NATIONALISM 

 

 Getting down to events happened during the immediate post-partition situation, author 

Sarah Ansari expresses the view that during the immediate post-partition period Sindh 

‘remained a heaven of relative calm,’ though Karachi authorities were forced to declare curfew 

once ‘for the first time in living memory in early September (1947) that resulted in a handful of 

deaths. However, by early September 1947 around 10,000 destitute Indian Muslim refugees 

reached the city with the city administration housing them in three large camps and was 

worried about larger influx of Indian immigrants.26 

 Earlier, though the influx of Indian Muslim settlers was not as large in Sindh as seen in 

Punjab, the former was faced with the dilemma of mass exodus of Hindus from the province 

and the authorities were fearing that Sindh would collapse financially as Hindus were the 

backbone of Sindh economy with governor general Jinnah terming it a well-organized plan to 

cripple Pakistan economy. This was time when Jinnah and Liaquat Ali Khan reiterated their 

stance of protecting religious minorities in Pakistan.27  

 The month of January 1948 didn’t bode well for the Sindh capital with arrival of 

destitute Muslim settlers starting picking up in the province in general and the capital city in 

particular. The situation worsened when more Indian immigrants arrived in the city as a result 

of which riots occurred killing around 200 people. And the other sad aspect was that the rioters 

targeted the already frightened Hindu minority by destroying their shops and homes that 

further reinforced their fears regarding living in Karachi. It is instructive to note that in the early 

January 1948 around 21000 Hindus departed for India while another 40,000 were suppose to 

leave by the end of the month.28 

  In this situation, the Muslim Sindhi politicians were in quandary as on the one 

hand they could not clearly denounce arrival of destitute Muslim settlers while on the other 

they couldn’t see lose prosperous Sindhi Hindus. Against this backdrop soon the Sindh 

government came into conflict with the newly-arrived central Pakistani government with regard 

to the arrival of Muslim settlers as well as the status of Karachi. The central authorities wanted 

Sindh to absorb more refugees from Punjab to relieve the latter while Sindh was faced with 

double-edge sword with regard to migration since besides the incoming Muslim refugees the 

Sindhi Hindus were leaving for India in droves which in turn was inflicting socio-economic loss 

on Sindh as destitute foreign refugees with less chances of integration was coming while Sindh 
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own people in Sindhi Hindus who were economically more prosperous were leaving their 

motherland for India. 

 On the other hand, Punjab was also faced with the same problem of refugees coming 

from the Indian Punjab and desperately wanted to relocate some of them but Sindh provincial 

authorities were reluctant to absorb more refugees. Sindh reluctance was taken as ‘unIslamic.’ 

Despite Sindh reluctance to take more settlers, the Pakistan-Sindh Joint Refugee Council 

reported that by the end of May 1948 around 700,000 Muslim settlers from India entered into 

Sindh with three quarters of these newcomers had to settle in the Sindh capital Karachi. And 

when then Sindh chief minister made it clear that Sindh was no more in a position to absorb 

more migrants, the words generated great deal of ill-feelings directed personally against him. 

Pro-refugee daily Dawn, as termed by author Sarah Ansari, published article by Pakistan 

Minister for Refugees Rehabilitation which took the stance that there could be no limitation 

imposed by any province on the intake of refugees. He termed Khuhro (Sindh chief minister) 

and Sindh government remarks reflection of narrow spirit. 29 

 Also, when the Sindhi Muslim student federation launched campaign ‘Sindh for Sindhis,’ 

the pro-refugee Dawn published response from a refugee student organization. Author Sarah 

Ansari pens the response on page 70 in the following words: “…while the people of Sindh 

should enjoy a predominant position in the life of the province, they should not forget that the 

country was established primarily because of the efforts and suffering of people forced to leave 

their homes and take asylum in Pakistan.”  

Before moving ahead to shed light on failure of refugees to integrate into the larger 

Sindhi society, it is important to note that most of the refugees migrating to Sindh were 

economic refugees since they had come to the newly-created state for having better life 

opportunities. In the process of coming to the new country and getting settled they were faced 

with immense problems and thus suffered a lot but the way the ideologues of the perceived 

two-nation theory paint a picture of their perceived sacrifice for Pakistan is totally unjustifiable. 

Most of the Indian Muslim settlers were actually burden on the scarce resources of both the 

central and provincial governments and both faced immense hardships to resettle them in the 

new country. Likewise, most of the settlers faced immense difficulties due to government 

failure to resettle them in the new country but it doesn’t mean that they rendered sacrifices for 

Pakistan. Moreover, most of the settlers were faced with great deal of suffering during their 

journey to Pakistan besides killing of hundreds among them on the way to Pakistan and the 

reality thus is that they suffered either during their own struggle to get better opportunity in 

the new country or were killed in riots. Therefore, Mohajirs’ sacrifice mantra is baseless up to a 

great extent.30  
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Getting down to refugees’ failure to integrate into the larger Sindh society, it is highly 

important to note that instead of using the existing political forums, the refugees started to 

look out for their own. In this regard, the first organization that came into being in June 1948 to 

pursue Mohajirs agenda was the Jamiat-ul-Muhajirin which was an all-Pakistan refugee 

organization. Later on this organization was renamed as Jamiat-ul-Muhajirin-o-Ansar which 

used to hold conferences in Hyderabad regarding refugee issues. One such conference on June 

8, 1948 was also held in Hyderabad where several resolutions were adopted that clearly 

depicted a possible clash between Muhajireen and Ansars (refugees and native Sindhis). 

Though problems also abounded in the process of integration in Punjab, it was quite 

smooth as compared to Sindh where integration process hit snags due to difference in language 

and life-style between the native Sindhis and Indian Muslim refugees. Also, Punjab received far 

more migrants than Sindh but the successful integration in Punjab may be due to the large 

Punjab population as compared to Sindh. Also contour of Sindh province in terms of urban-rural 

population changed as migration to Sindh after partition accentuated the migration-induced 

changes in Sindh. Between 1901 and 1951 Sindh rural population grew by 40 per cent while its 

urban population increased by 130 per cent. It is also instructive to note that after partition 

Sindh’s Muslim population increased by 38 per cent while the non-Muslim population fell by 

staggering 84 per cent of what it had been before partition.31 

In 1950, when the province of Sindh was dealing with the influx of Muslim settlers, 

chinks between communities started widening in Sindh politics with the Indian settlers pursuing 

different agenda on different forums. This was the time period when the newly-arrived central 

government realized the power of refugees, since besides being aware of the fact that the 

provincial government was in the hands of old inhabitants, it was worried of opposition 

exploitation of refugees sentiments of ‘discontent and nostalgia.’32 Hence the central 

government was very careful in handling refugee issues that actually lay foundation of 

centralization in Pakistan and reinforced the refugees view to see themselves as Pakistanis first 

instead of integrating into the new homeland of Sindh.  

The integration was also difficult in Sindh due to mismatch of skills of Sindhi Hindus 

leaving for India and Muslim settlers entering Sindh. The vacuum created by Sindhi Hindus after 

their panic departure to India was filled by the Muslim settlers but it was almost impossible for 

the latter to fully compensate for the loss of Sindhi Hindus since the Muslim settlers were 

simply destitute and had no capital to run the businesses left by the Hindus. Also, most of the 

refugees were not skilled in agriculture due to their urban background owing to which the 

integration process hit snags. Moreover, the Sindhi Hindus leaving for India were far well-off 

than the India Muslim settlers coming to Sindh. 
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Superiority complex of the Indian Muslim refugees was another problem due to which 

the integration process in Sindh has always been in the doldrums. Before partition during the 

Pakistan movement the Muslim League leaders consumed all their energies counting 

differences between the Hindus and Muslims besides assuring the Indian Muslim minority 

about achieving a piece of land which would be a laboratory for testing Islamic principles. With 

the partition of India and arrival of Indian settlers, they thought they had attained their aim of 

achieving a separate state and they would now live in their own land. However, the reality was 

altogether different since the present-day Pakistan area has its own long history spanning over 

thousands of years with historians claiming that the area constituting Pakistan remained one of 

the oldest and developed civilizations in shape of the Indus Valley Civilization in the ancient 

history. Anyhow, the refugees adhered to their perceived belief of having achieved the separate 

land inhabited for ages by Punjabis, Pakhtuns, Balochs, Seriekis and Sindhis and looked down 

upon others mentioned earlier. In this regard, author Dr Feroz while shedding light on failure of 

Mohajirs integration into the larger Sindh society has drawn analogy between Jews and the 

Indian Muslim settlers saying both considered themselves ‘chosen people for the chosen 

land.’33 

By and large syncretism has always been found in the present-day Pakistan area in 

general and Sindh province in particular which has been discussed at the onset of the chapter 

but the Indian settlers took along ideological Islam to the country in general and Sindh province 

in particular thus introducing terminologies like Mullahas and Maulvis beside blurring the sharp 

line between religion and politics which later on created more problems in shape of entrance of 

religion into politics. And the situation keeps on getting worst day by day particularly during the 

ongoing war on terror with the state earlier determining the role of religion but now the latter 

has become so dominant that it deciphers as to what direction the state must go.34 

With differences abound between the native Sindhis and Indian Muslim settlers besides 

political frictions between central and Sindh governments in the early 50s particularly over the 

status of Karachi as the federal capital, heated views were produced in the Sindh Assembly 

about the status of Karachi. On the occasion, G. M. Syed slammed the loss of Karachi to the 

central government, lack of compensation for the city and interference of central government 

in affairs of the province. In response to expression of views by G. M. Syed, several thousand 

people demonstrated on Oct 18, 1953 outside the Muslim League council meeting demanding 

Karachi to be made a separate political unit. And when it was attempted to clarify that the city 

was only taken for the purpose of using it as capital of the country and any other arrangement 

in this regard would be harmful for the interest of Sindh, the Karachi Suba Mahaz on Oct 24, 

1953 held a protest meeting under the leadership of M. H. Usmani who also addressed the 

meeting and sought to rally refugee support, thus sowing the seed of formal discord and 

friction which the capital city is faced with today. 
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On the other hand, even before 1950s efforts were going on to resettle the huge influx 

of Indian settlers in Sindh capital and as the newly-arrived central government was very careful 

in handling the refugees, it also initiated some housing projects for the Indian settlers. In this 

regard, the new Pakistan government in 1950 gave a city plan by hiring services of Swedish 

planners led by Merz Rendall Vatten (MRV). As per the MRV plan the refugees migrated from 

India had to be settled in 10 storey apartment blocks within the city near their places of work. 

However, the plan never saw the light of day since after the 1950s anti-government protests, 

the central government had to review its decision of settling refugees within the city. And the 

situation remained in the doldrums until 1958, though the civilian government before General 

Ayub Khan military regime gave other plans of relocating the capital to Gaddap. However, 

nothing of this sort happened and when Ayub took over, he cleared the city of refugees by 

relocating them to the new housing society away from the city.35 It is also instructive to note 

that the settlers from India wanted to live in the centre of the city which was a huge problem 

for the new government since it earnestly wanted to clear the squatters from the inner city. 

According to author Sarah Ansari, two main schemes were in focus of the Ayub 

regime—the Korangi Township and the New Karachi—to help refugees get settled besides 

integrating them into the mainstream. The Korangi Township forming a part of the Greater 

Karachi Resettlement Plan (GKRP) was designed by a Greek firm. Also, the military regime 

wanted to shift the capital from Karachi. The GKRP which was to absorb 500,000 people was 

aimed at clearing the city from the squatters and the Ayub regime succeeded in doing so as his 

government was finally able to bulldoze the inner city refugee settlements.36 

However, there were still unmet demands for housing due to which squatter 

settlements were created along the roads (linking the main city to the GKRP) on the natural 

drainage channels with the help of middlemen who in later years had to become the city’s main 

suppliers of land for housing the poor and a powerful interest group in the city.37 The other 

chief reason for the failure of the housing projects was that Korangi was far away from 

workplace of refugees. Also, those who settled in the new houses failed to pay the nominal rent 

which led to government failure to build additional houses for the Indian refugees.38 

Also, the GKRP caused transport problems besides converting high-density multi-class 

city into a low density sprawl with poor living away from the city and rich in its vicinity. “Much 

of Karachi’s ethnic problems are directly related to this aspect of the GKRP.”39 

Getting down to Mohajirs’ belief in the state nationalism—in the post-partition era until 

1971—it is important to note that despite government effort to help refugees settle in Sindh in 

general and its capital city in particular, neither had they been satisfied with the government—

both central and provincial governments—nor had they been able to integrate into the larger 

local culture chiefly because of their misleading belief that they were founders of the country. 
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Despite refugees’ dissatisfaction with the government, Mohajir elites like before partition was 

very much entrenched in the power structure of the country which was the chief reason that 

they were advocates of the Pakistani state nationalism until 1971. However, after 1971 when 

Mohajirs were no more in the power structure of the country they started ethnic politics. 

Several indispensible authorities like authors Adeel Khan and Mohammad Waseem have 

enumerated several facts and figures which show Mohjirs over-representation in the power 

politics of the country due to which they always advocated the Pakistani state nationalism and 

looked down upon other groups’ ethnic politics as provincial. 

Shedding more light on minorities Mohajirs and Punjabis’ dominance in the pre-1971 

era, it is instructive to note that the Muslim League—founding party of the country—was 

founded in the UP and was dominated by the people of UP and other Muslim minority 

provinces of India. It is also a fact that at the Muslim League council meeting in December 1947, 

160 out of 300 members were immigrants.40  

After Governor General Jinnah’s death in 1948, an aristocrat from Lucknow Chaudri 

Kahliquzzaman became president of the Muslim League. And though Mohajirs were dissatisfied 

with the government as already discussed in detail in the above lines, they enjoyed important 

ministerial portfolios between 1947 and 1958. For instance, ministerial portfolios of education, 

information and refugee rehabilitation besides various provincial governorships were held by 

Mohajirs. Also, refugees were over-represented in high-ranking posts in the administrative 

structure of the new state despite the fact that they were only 3 per cent of the total 

population of the country.41 

Mohajirs dominance in the new country was also reflected in the fact that at the time of 

partition there were 101 Muslim officers in the Indian Civil Service (ICS) as well as in the Indian 

Political Service (IPS) out of which 95 (83 ICS and 12 IPS) opted to leave for Pakistan with 49 out 

of 83 ICS being Urdu-speakers belonging to the Muslim minority provinces of the United India.42 

Actually, in the post-partition period when the Mohajir elites departed for the newly-

created country and got perched on top positions in power politics of the country they took 

every step to stop locals at both provincial and federal levels from coming to power with 

minority Punjabis an exception since they too in connivance with their partners Mohajirs were 

in power. From the passage of the Objective Resolution to the introduction of the quota system 

(September 1948), most of the steps were aimed at preventing the locals like secular Pakhtun 

nationalist leader Ghaffar Khan and Sindhi nationalist leader G. M Syed and other dissenters 

from coming to powers. Its main reason is that Mohajir elites like former prime minister Liaquat 

Ali Khan had even no constituency in the newly-created country while on the other hand local 

leaders like Ghaffar Khan etc were very strong and had roots in the masses.43 
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 In this regard it is important to mention that when Mohajir prime minister Liaquat Ali 

Khan introduced a quota system for the civil service to increase the share of majority Bengalis it 

was manipulated in a way that it did not effect the over-representation of Mohajirs and 

Punjabis. According to the quota system, population of East Pakistan was 56.7 per cent but its 

share in the quota was 42 per cent. Punjab population was 28 per cent and its share in quota 

was 24 per cent while Karachi received 2 per cent share though its population was only 1.5 per 

cent. Besides, an additional 15 per cent allocation was made exclusively for potential migrants 

from India.44 

Situation remained the same when the revised quota of November 1949 further helped 

Mohajirs get ensconced on high positions since it allocated 20 per cent to merit category.45 

Getting down to Mohajir dominance in the military bureaucracy, it is important to note 

that though Mohajir share in the non-officer rank was marginal, it was disproportionately high 

in senior positions (above the rank of brigadier) with as much as 23 per cent of 48 positions 

being held by Mohajirs in 1968. 

With such high representation in both the civil and military bureaucracy the Indian 

settlers along with other dominant group Punjabis who also had high representation in the 

Pakistani state apparatus were advocates of Pakistani state nationalism. These two dominant 

groups in Mohajirs and Punjabis together counter the oppressed majority Bengalis. And as both 

groups knew very well that any representational rule will deal a huge blow to their dominance 

in the state apparatus, both never opted for democratic rule in the country. In fact, both groups 

always created hindrances in the way of genuine democratic rule. And it was in this context 

that the Mohajir-Punjabi nexus opted for the One Unit scheme in 1954 only to neutralize the 

Bengali majority and that too at the cost of other regional identities in shape of Sindhis, 

Pakhtuns, Balochs and Seriekis. 

To strengthen their nefarious designs of being in power despite being minorities they—

Mohajirs and Punjabis—projected Islam and Urdu the two bases of unity and repressed 

regional identities which finally surfaced in the 1970s general elections when the Punjabi-

Mohajir nexus refused to hand over power to majority Bengalis. 

Talking in context East and West Pakistan and the dominance of the latter which itself 

was dominated by Mohajirs and Punjabis, it is worth mentioning that the main culprits who 

allowed economic disparity between the East and West wings were Mohajir and Punjabi elites 

who over represented the civil and military bureaucracy. During all these years every effort was 

made on part of both the partners to secure as many economic activities as possible and that 

too in the Western wing particularly Punjab and Hyderabad and Karachi with the latter two 

cities being Mohajir hubs. Most of the ‘robber barons’ from the Western wing treated the 
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Eastern wing whose jute export earned 60 to 80 per cent of Pakistan foreign exchange as 

colony and utilized most of jute earnings for the development of their industries.46 

In these circumstances when the country was dismembered of course after a civil war 

claiming thousands of lives and seeing Bengli women being raped by Pakistani soldiers besides 

other atrocities the Pakistani military committed in connivance with the country’s right wing 

parties with the Jamaat-i-Islami being on top, the first Sindhi prime minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto 

came to power to lead the remaining demoralized country. Notwithstanding, the power politics 

was no more the same as it used to be before the dismemberment of the country with Punjabis 

gaining more power in wake of becoming the sole majority of the country. But Punjabis 

partners erstwhile dominant group Mohajirs’ position was not the same since they were almost 

out of power corridors. Who knocked Mohajirs off the perch, when their decline actually 

started and who replaced Mohajirs in the ethnically-structured Pakistan state apparatus are the 

questions the following section deals with in detail. 

 

 

 

PART III 

    MOHAJIR ETHNIC NATIONALISM  

 

   As already dwelt upon while elucidating nationalism in theoretical framework in 

chapter 2 that nationalism in the modern world is highly linked with the behavior of the state, 

Mohajirs ethnic nationalism is not a different case, since the more they were near the state in 

the pre-1971 era the more they were advocates of the Pakistani state nationalism while on the 

hand when they started less from the Pakistani state arena in the post-1971 era they started 

extreme ethnic nationalism. Having discussed their belief in the state nationalism when they 

had been over represented in the ethnically-structured Pakistani state, it is important we shed 

light on their ‘fall’ from the power corridors which in turn made them pursue extreme ethnic 

politics. But before we move ahead it is important that we shed light on internal rifts in the 

Mohajir politics. 

It is a known fact that the two revered personalities for the Indian refugees have been 

the founder of the nation Quaid-i-Azam Jinnah and the country’s first prime minister Liaquat Ali 

Khan. Both were powerful leaders representing the newly-arrived central government which 
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was hell bent on providing Mohajirs with every socio-economic resources and they did so with 

Mohajirs’ over-representation in the Pakistani state arena being at all-time record peak in state 

apparatus until 1949 when the Mohajir prime minister was assassinated. 

Notwithstanding, the fact cannot be denied that their always remained rifts between 

the father of the nation and the first prime minster even before partition of India which reared 

ugly head in the post-partition period. According to author Zahid Choudhry, Jinnah belonged to 

the bourgeoisie class while Liaquat Ali Khan was associated with the landed class with the 

former being anti-landlord while the latter wanted to secure interests of the landed class. Such 

conflicts between the two All India Muslim League leaders emerged during the 1936 elections 

when Jinnah wanted to give dual membership of Congress and Muslim League to Muslim 

League members to remain in coalition government with the Congress but Liaquat Ali Khan was 

not supportive.47 The same differences in one way or the other continued after the creation of 

Pakistan. However, it apparently never did any harm to refugees’ interests with the central 

government being very supportive of Mohajirs.  

The same support to Mohajirs by the central government continued even after the 

death of the father of the nation Quaid-i-Azam Jinnah with prime minister Liaquat Ali Khan 

being in the saddle further promoting Mohajir interests. The quota systems in 1948 and 1949 

which helped Indian refugees further tighten grip on the state apparatus despite being tiny 

minority are glaring examples of the first prime minister’s shenanigans. So, it can be easily said 

that regional identities particularly native Sindhis faced more repression during the life of the 

aristocrat of Meerrut and first prime minister of Pakistan Liaquat Ali Khan. However, native 

ethnic groups took a sigh of relief after death of the first prime minister which also paved way 

for the first time to Mohajirs decline in the Pakistani state arena. 

“After Liaquat Ali Khan, they (Indian Muslim refugees) were gradually ousted from the 

power centre and with the general assuming power, their position in the power structure 

further declined. After 1951, the Mohajirs were represented in the power centre mainly 

through the civil bureaucracy and the migrant capital.”48 

However, until 1958 when the general struck for the first time in the country’s 

checkered history, Mohajirs continued to dominate civil bureaucracy as well as all white collar 

jobs went to both Mohajirs and Punjabis particularly until 1951 in the then federal capital 

Karachi. However things started rapidly changing after 1958 when military general Ayub Khan 

took over. First jolt to Mohajirs interest came during his dictatorial regime when the general 

started screening bureaucracy. Though the military general, belonging to the Hazara Division of 

then NWFP and now Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, suspended a very few Mohajir officers, the latter 

considered it an action against Mohajirs.49  
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The shifting of the capital to Islamabad and Mohajirs belief that the “Ayub government 

looked at this group with some disdain and contempt”50 made Mohajirs think that would not be 

in the decision making of the country once the existing Mohajir officers retire and the capital 

was shifted. The author of ‘Instant City’ Steve Inskeep seemingly endorses the above view of 

Ayub government being disdainful to the Indian refugees with the military dictator aiming to 

shift “the government beyond the range of mob.”51 

With the Punjabi-and Pakhtun-dominated military taking centre stage in the affairs of 

the state arena, state priorities changed particularly the decision to relocate the capital to the 

boarders of Punjab and NWFP (now Khyber Pakhtunkhwa) reflected interest of both ethnic 

groups which further dealt a huge blow to Mohajir interest in the state arena.52 

Also, from 1958 onwards, the military dictator encouraged Pakhtuns, who had already 

fair share in the military since British era for being ‘marshal race’ along with Punjabis, both in 

political and economic fields due to which they sped up their migration to Karachi, Lahore and 

Pakistan new federal capital Islamabad. Pakhtuns arrival in the mainstream of politics and 

economy besides being in dominance in the military was their first step towards replacing 

Mohajirs in power structure of the country and that’s why in the early 1960s Mohajirs started 

agitating against military dictator Ayub Khan.53 

Though usually it is argued that Mohajir downfall in the ethnically-structured Pakistani 

state arena was prompted by the first democratically elected Sindhi prime minister Z. A. Bhutto 

since he was a pro-Sindhi prime minister, the fact of the matter is that Mohajir downfall as 

mentioned earlier had already started and further got accelerated even before the Sindhi prime 

minister was perched on the powerful seat of the prime minister. According to author Adeel 

Khan, the military government of general Yahya Khan introduced a new system of 60:40 ratio of 

jobs which gave 60 per cent jobs to rural Sindh and 40 per cent to urban Sindh. General Yahya 

step to give more jobs to people belonging to rural Sindh was aimed at appeasing rural Sindhis 

under represented for years.  

Before we move ahead to discuss as to what policies Z. A. Bhutto undertake which 

further alienated the already disgruntled Mohajirs, it is important that we note that the post-

1971 Pakistan contained a complete changed state arena with minority Punjabis becoming the 

sole majority which no more needed any other linguistic group support to pursue their agenda. 

Hence, the Punjabi elites for the first time after the creation of the country sidelined Mohajirs 

who felt further squeezed after emergence of new partnership between Punjabi and Pakhtun 

military officers in wake of Ayub bloodless coup in 1958.54 It is also instructive to note that 

during the days of One Unit interests of the Punjabi and Sindhi elites coincided making them 

natural ally in the power centre.55 
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Having discussed the overall changed political and ethnic environment in the post-1971 

ethnically-structured state of Pakistan where Mohajir elites had lost all chances to remain in 

power centre, a Sindhi prime minister came to power of course after the dismemberment of 

the country which was mainly caused by refusal of the Punjabi-Mohajir nexus to hand over 

power to the Bengali majority. As mentioned earlier in chapter 3rd, the Sindhi prime minister 

had won more seats in Punjab than Sindh owing to which he could not afford to alienate his 

strong constituency in the country’s population-wise largest province Punjab for achieving 

rights of Sindh and Sindhis. However, the first elected prime minister did adopt at federal and 

provincial levels (in Sindh) which was an attempt to address Sindhis under-representation that 

negatively affected Mohajirs’ interests who in absence of democracy were enjoying absolute 

over-representation. 

Some of the Bhutto government policies which Mohajirs perceived damaging their 

interest were nationalization of private sector enterprises, reformulation of the quota system 

and the reintroduction of the Sindhi language in Sindh. Though the private sector enterprises 

were generously compensated by the Bhutto administration and most of the private sector 

enterprises were owned by Punjabis,56 it was the lower middleclass workforce making up 

predominantly Mohajirs that felt squeezed, since “entry for employment had to be made 

through a quota system regulating employment57.”  

As for the reformulation of the quota system, it was in existence since 1948. 

Notwithstanding, its reformulation by the Bhutto government irked Mohajris with the Yahya 

government already making it in favour of the rural Sindhis. Besides, the Bhutto administration 

abolished the special status of Karachi under the 1973 Constitution and brought down the 

percentage of merit seats from 20 to 10 per cent forcing Mohajirs to be confronted with the 

specter of representation based on population rather than special status.58 

The other perceived blow to Mohajirs’ interest was the reintroduction of the Sindhi 

language in Sindh as a medium of instruction in 1972 an year that saw frenzied ethnic violence 

in shape of Sindhi-Mohajir clashes that crippled the province of Sindh as well as its capital. 

According to author Dr. Feroz Ahmed, no sooner did the Sindh Assembly pass the Sindhi 

language bill in 1972 that Mohajirs took to roads and resorted to violence demanding an 

unchallenged status for the Urdu language that was in fact the language of a minority in Sindh. 

Back to square one. Mohajirs locked horn with the Sindhi majority the way they had been at 

draggers drawn over Hindi-Urdu controversy with the Hindu majority in the United India with 

the refugees in both cases being unable to accept majority rule like civilized world. 

It is also instructive to note that the reason behind Mohajir assertiveness in connection 

with the Sindhi-Urdu controversy was the opportunities of jobs the Urdu language was 

producing for Urdu-speakers. The Mohajirs were getting prestigious jobs in UP in the United 
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India due to dominance of the their mother tongue Urdu language and the same was expected 

in Sindh with the Urdu language being the language of minority in both the United India as well 

as in Sindh but its speakers wanted absolute dominance in shape of prestigious jobs.59 

When the Bhutto administration was in power the Mohajir were faced with their worst 

nightmare of representational rule while the same situation prevailed during the dictatorial 

regime of general Zia-ul-Haq. To counter the adverse circumstances the Mohajirs were faced 

with particularly after their fall from the power centre, they started ethnic politics and took it to 

extreme level by taking a very humble start in shape of launching the All-Pakistan Mohajir 

Student Organization (APMSO) on June 11, 1978 with Altaf Hussain, son of a junior government 

officer who was earlier affiliated with Islami Jamiat-e-Talba, being its first chairman and Azeem 

Tariq first General Secretary.60 

The establishment of the APMSO in 1978 was a time period when the Bhutto-initiated 

quota system and other pro-Sindhi policies to help oppressed and under-represented Sindhis 

had started bearing fruits with Mohajir desire to become ruling minority once again finding no 

channel even in the Zia dictatorial regime since the military dictator pursued the Bhutto’s 

policies in connection with government jobs. Besides, Zia dictatorship was for the first time a 

pure Punjabi rule where Mohajirs had no chance to get into the power structure. Some of the 

following figures may help understand Mohajirs frustration particularly during the Zia 

dictatorship. 

According to author Adeel Khan, by 1983 all top positions in the military were held by 

Punjabis with many civilian departments and institutions also being brought under direct 

military rule. Also, during the Zia regime an allocation of 10 per cent job quota was made for 

military personnel. On the other hand, during the same time, Mohajirs saw gradual decline in 

their share of government jobs with Sindhis share in government jobs picking up which further 

alienated Mohajirs.  For instance, Mohajirs’ share of 46.8 per cent in senior positions dropped 

to 31.5 per cent in 1983 with share of Sindhi getting double in the same category shooting up 

from 3.6 per cent in 1974 to 6.8 per cent in 1983. Likewise, Mohajirs feelings of being knocked 

off the perch is reflected in the fact that they lost over 50 per cent of their share in the officer-

level posts between 1974 and 1989.61 The same feelings of getting less from the ethnically-

structured Pakistani state arena have also been expressed by Altaf Hussain in ‘My Life’s 

Journey,’ stating: “… We respect all communities. Our struggle was never against a particular 

community, whether Punjabis or Pakhtuns or anyone else. We were struggling only for our 

rights. We wanted only to retrieve our rights that had been snatched from us.”62  

Hence, it was the situation when the APMSO formed in 1978 was converted into the 

Mohajir Qaumi Movement (MQM) with the Mohajirs formally launching their struggle for their 
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rights against the ethnically-structured Pakistan state which they had until now not only 

dominated but had claimed to have founded it. 

Like majority of Mohajirs, earlier, the leader of the MQM—Altaf Hussain—was also in 

the fundamentalist Jamat-e-Islami student wing Islami Jamiat-e-Tulba. However, he soon gave 

up after closely observing the organization. Apparently, the main reason behind making the 

APMSO and later on the MQM was the hurdles Altaf and his Mohajir friends faced in getting 

admission in the University of Karachi.63  Besides, the MQM chief experienced hostilities at 

school level during a short military service.64 

According to ‘My Life’s Journey,’ the MQM young leadership seems to have consumed 

their energies in strengthening the party throughout the 1980s due to which the party was 

finally able in Aug 1986 to hold an impressive public gathering at the Nishtar Park Karachi. 

However, the exclusivist ethnic party shot to fame after ethnic violence between Mohajirs and 

Pashtuns in the city during the same year which signaled to another fact that the MQM was not 

only struggling against the state or native Sindhis but had also been embroiled with other 

ethnic groups like Pashtun and Punjabi settlers.65    

Shedding light on MQM formation, it is important to mention that when the Zia regime 

hanged the first elected prime minister Z.A. Bhutto, the rural Sindh through opposition alliance 

Movement for the Restoration of Democracy (MRD) vehemently protested in 1983 the act of 

military government which had to call in troops to put down the unrest particularly in the rural 

areas of the province. On the other side, the urban centers of Sindh remained calm and 

peaceful in wake of the hanging of Z. A. Bhutto. The calm in the urban centers could not have 

gone unnoticed by the military government of general Zia. Author Adeel Khan in this regard 

argues that during the same time period (1984) the MQM was launched which, he says, may be 

a coincidence “but a curious one nevertheless because at that time Altaf Hussain was ‘very 

close to the deputy martial law administrator of Sindh.’”66   

On the other hand, though erstwhile supporter of Zia regime fundamentalist Jamat-e-

Islami’s student wing Islami Jamiat Tulba was agitating against the military government for 

lifting ban on students unions, the real thorn in the military government’s side was the Pakistan 

People’s Party which forced the champion of Islam and ideology of Pakistan general Zia to visit 

one of the vehement opponents of Pakistan ideology and a staunch Sindhi nationalist leader G. 

M. Syed. General Zia relation with G. M. Syed and the latter’s relation with MQM chief Altaf 

Hussain indicate that the exclusivist MQM was created with consent and assistance of the 

military regime of Zia.67 

To understand clearly the above triangle of relationship among the Zia government, 

Sindhi nationalist leader G. M. Syed and the MQM chief Altaf Hussain, it is important to bear in 
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mind that initially the MQM was very pro-Sindh due to strong bond between the Sindhi 

nationalist leader G. M. Syed and the MQM chief with the relationship being so cordial that 

Altaf Hussain bowed to the G. M. Syed’s party Jiye Sindh anthem at Ayesha Manzil and Liaquat 

Medical College functions. During these days both parties rhetoric was anti-Punjabi and anti-

Pashtun. However, both parties seemed to have been playing in the hands of Punjabi-Pakhtun 

dominated military which was pampering both G. M Syed and Altaf Hussain for fear of and 

hatred against the Bhutto’s Pakistan People’s Party.68 

The reason for the Sindhi nationalist leader G. M. Syed to support MQM was to mobilize 

the urban centers of Sindh for his cause. Similarly, the exclusivist refugee party didn’t make 

alliance with the Sindhi nationalist leader out of conviction for fight for the cause of Sindh but it 

was a tactful move to escape a post 1971-like situation when the Indian settlers had sided with 

Punjabis and subsequently suffered.69 So, with the Sindhi-Mohajir alliance not being natural, it 

was bound to break and it did happen since the anti-Sindhi lobby in the MQM became more 

dominant by 1988, as by then several Sindhi-Mohajir clashes occurred in the city.70 

Before moving ahead it is important to mention that not all scholars agree with the 

notion that the MQM was solely created by secretive agencies of the Zia-led military with many 

like Nadeem Paracha and others arguing that the ethnic exclusivist party may have been 

encouraged by the secretive agencies but the fact of the matter is that “this experiment soon 

backfired when the MQM quickly spun out of the agencies orbit and became an aggressively 

independent entity.”71 Columnist Nadeem Paracha expresses the view that the most 

overlooked angle of the MQM formation is the economic one, arguing that during the Zia era 

‘Punjabi economic hegemony’ peaked in Sindh due to which Karachi’s leading business 

communities—Memons, Gujaratis and other non-Punjabis—were negatively affected. To 

counter Punjabi business hegemony in Sindh, the leading business communities along with 

Urdu-speaking Mohajirs formed an organization namely the Maha Sindh to protect their 

interest. It was the Maha Sindh, according to Nadeem Paracha who has quoted Sindhi scholars 

Ibrahim Joyo and Khaliq Junejo, which “encouraged and financed the formation of a ‘street 

strong’ Karachi-based party” which soon became to known as MQM.72 

Going by the above logic of deep connection between MQM formation and insecurity of 

Karachi-based leading businessmen due to ‘Punjabi economic hegemony’ in Sindh, it is 

important to mention that when the APMSO was formed in 1978 the party faced severe 

economic constraints due to which it was not able to carry on with its routine political activities 

at the campus of Karachi University. In this situation, the APMSO leader Altaf Hussain and his 

colleagues used to visit markets and shops to collect party funds. However, as per Altaf 

Hussain’s ‘My Life’s Journey,’ they got meager amount on most occasions due to which the 

party sought to seek help from leading Mohajir businessmen. Though Altaf in his book denies 
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that the leading Karachi-based businessmen helped the party, he does say: “Some 

(businessmen) told us, ‘If you follow our directions and do as we say, we will finance you. The 

planning will be ours and you will do the work as you have been doing so far.’” 73 

The MQM rise to prominence was extra-ordinary with its founding leader Altaf Hussain, 

like Shiekh Mujib who commanded great respect among Bengalis, enjoying widespread support 

among Mohajirs who voted the MQM in the 1987 local bodies elections as well as during the 

1988 general elections in which the ethnic party was the third largest party in National 

Assembly and second largest seat-winner in the Sindh Assembly. With this result the Mohajirs 

who had so far adhered to Muslim nationalism and Islamic identity abandoned their erstwhile 

Muslim identity and started to make demands on the state as a fifth ethnic identity in the 

ethnically-structured Pakistani state.74 However, its result was the foundation of exclusionary 

politics in Sindh in general and its capital Karachi in particular which later on created more 

problems for the provincial capital where today no party whether secular or religious could not 

dare to disagree with the fascist MQM let alone defeating it electorally. It was actually the 

beginning of exclusionary politics in the province of Sindh with the PPP controlling the rural 

Sindh while the urban fascists in shape of MQM being in command of the urban Sindh.75 The 

MQM cadre was so devote as well as fascist in nature that it even did not shy away from 

shooting dead young Mohajirs who failed to call their leader Altaf Bhai  who ‘was transformed 

into a cult figure.’ Notwithstanding, after Mohajirs said goodbye to Muslim nationalism, one 

thing that became crystal clear was the fact that the MQM relation with the Punjabi 

establishment was not the same as it was in the pre-1970 era when both groups refused to give 

share to Bengalis in the state apparatus by misusing Pakistan ideology (based on religion).76 

Despite widespread popularity of the MQM, the refugees’ party got involved in every 

sorts of urban terrorism, harboring hard-core criminals in its ranks who in connivance with the 

party leaders terrorized, tortured and murdered with impunity. It was the time when the ethnic 

exclusivists introduced the Bhata system in the city and any refusal to pay the Bhata resulted in 

the death of industrialists, businessmen and other well-off people. The practice still continue in 

the city with MQM power earlier challenged by Pakhtun settlers’ representative party—the 

Awamy National Pary—and more recently by Taliban which will be discussed in detail in the 

next chapter. 

Though at the time of the establishment of the APMSO in 1978, the young leadership of 

the refugees’ party toiled hard to put their message across to masses through newspapers for 

which they had to provide press releases etc to the newspapers but later on when the party 

was transformed into the Mohajir Qaumi Movement—the MQM—it not only started 

intimidating journalist but also got involved in killings of several of them. Altaf in ‘My Life’s 

Journey’ explains tough times he had to go through in the following words: 
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“Even today there are people who are witness to the fact that I personally picked up the 

tables and take them to the place where they had to be chained. Having done that I would 

check all the items to make sure everything was there and nothing left behind. I would then 

prepare a press release and personally deliver it to the offices of all the newspapers.”77 

Notwithstanding, it is a known fact that after the mid 1980s particularly when the 

exclusivist MQM popularity graph rose violence by political parties particularly the MQM 

against newsmen increased mainly in MQM’s stronghold Karachi. The fascist MQM, according 

to author and researcher Zamir Niazi, not only harassed and killed journalists but assaulted 

newspapers offices including prominent Urdu language daily Jang and largest-circulated daily 

Dawn.78 

Getting down to the main agenda, after 1988 elections the MQM priorities and the 

subsequent incidents including two military operations against the violent MQM as well as the 

Mohajir-Pakhtun clashes reflected that the exclusivists after getting knocked of the perch in the 

post-1971 Pakistan had not only been in conflict with the state and Sindhi majority but had 

locked horns with Pakhtun migrants from Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Afghan refugees who had 

migrated in the city in wake of the Afghan war in 1979. Squeezed from all sides, the violent 

MQM leaders instead of showing maturity by taking some steps towards integration into the 

larger Sindh society and accommodating at least the ‘sons of the soil’ in Sindhis went for all-out 

antagonistic attitude which caused more problems for the Sindh in general and its provincial 

capital in particular. 

The PPP majority in parliament in wake of elections was slim due to which it had to rely 

on support of the MQM which before joining the PPP presented a 25-point list of demands 

which came to be known as the Charter of Resolution.79 Some of the points of the charter were 

self-contradictory. For instance, on the one hand, the MQM demanded a separate identity for 

Mohajirs arguing that Mohajirs should be treated as the fifth nationality but on the other it 

showed eagerness to take Sindhis into confidence, trying to form a collective regional identity 

with them by asking the government to issue to both Sindhis and Mohajirs arms licenses 

besides allotting plots to ‘all local residents of Sindh.’ The charter also contained a clause 

demanding the PPP to end inter-provincial migration as well as allotment of local lands to non-

locals.80 

According to author Adeel Khan, the other demand was the appointment of ‘locals’ in 

government offices with specials emphasis being put on induction of locals into police and 

intelligence departments which showed MQM reliance as a violent group on both police and 

intelligence. Another demand made by the exclusivists on the coalition partner PPP was that an 

‘honest census’ be conducted about which author Adeel Khan says that MQM’s ‘honest 

consensus’ actually means one that acknowledges that Mohajirs are half the Sindh population. 
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In these circumstances, both the PPP and MQM entered into alliance at both federal 

and provincial levels with the PPP leader late Benazir Bhutto going on to say: “75 per cent of 

the points mentioned in the MQM charter of demands are actually from the theme of the PPP’s 

election manifesto.”81 However, the ‘two-way flirt’82 between the two parties could not 

continue long since on the one hand though MQM demands were accepted by the PPP it was 

never implemented while on the other, “dozens were killed at an MQM congregation by Sindhi 

nationalists.”83 So, the MQM broke its alliance with the PPP in 1989 and after the 1990 

elections the exclusivists entered into alliance with Nawaz Sharif’s Islami Jamhuri Ittehad. 

Despite having powers in shape of having ministerial portfolios at both federal and 

provincial levels, the refugees’ party was not satisfied with provincial capital of Sindh sliding 

into political and ethnic chaos with every passing day while at the same times fingers were 

pointed out at the militant wings of the MQM which had already started setting up ‘units’ 

across the city isolating the Mohajir population and converting it into a barricaded community 

which resulted in a disaster since it further made them insular due to which they “expressed 

itself (themselves) in an awkwardly violent manner attracting the concern and then the wrath 

of the state and two governments.”84 

In 1992, the military launched ‘Operation Clean up’ which was though able to dismantle 

terror networks established by the MQM, the military was never successful in arresting the 

MQM leaders and badly failed to erode MQM support among Mohajirs. The reason for the 

military’s failure to eliminate support base of the party was the nature of the military 

operation, since the MQM torture cells were replaced by secretive agencies investigative teams 

for whom every MQM sympathizer and sympathizer’s family deserve ‘humiliation, arrest and 

even torture.’85 

The MQM once again came up with a revised charter of demand in 1994 when the PPP 

was in the government for the second time with late Benazir Bhutto leading the party while 

Nawaz-led Muslim League was in the opposition. Both the PPP and Muslim League sought to 

lure the ethnic exclusivists to treasury and opposition benches respectively but both were faced 

with immense difficulties since the revised charter of demands was such that both government 

and opposition could not accept them to strike any deal with the MQM. 

In the initial charter of demands, the MQM contradictorily put Mohajirs and Sindhis 

together in the list for demanding certain rights but in the revised charter Sindhis were only 

mentioned in competition of Mohajirs. Secondly, the Upites fear of representational rule 

continued and harped about on exaggerated claims of Mohajir population in Sindh. Against this 

backdrop the ethnic exclusivists came up with demand that the office of governor and chief 

minister of the province must be held by Sindhis and Mohajirs on rotation basis.86 
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Interesting, the Mohajirs’ representative party in MQM gave up their demand to be 

recognized as the fifth nationality since perhaps they became aware of the fact that the 

Constitution does not recognize any identity other than ‘Pakistani.’ Keeping this in mind, the 

Upites came up with demand of separation of Karachi and other Mohajir-dominated urban 

centers from Sindh. 

In these circumstances, the law and order situation in the city continued to get worst 

with 1, 113 people being killed by snipers in 1994. By 1995 the number of people killed in the 

metropolis shot up to 2,095 with the city becoming ‘the most dangerous city of Asia’ and being 

termed ‘the city of deaths.’87 Hence, the same year once again a military operation under the 

command of interior ministry was launched which was more brutal and ‘successful’ than the 

previous one as a result of which more questionable peace was restored in Karachi. 

“The MQM allegations of state-sponsored genocide of Mohajirs may well be an 

exaggeration, but the killing of numerous Mohajirs by security personnel cannot be denied,” 

argues author Adeel Khan on page 180. 

Having emerged from the turbulent era of the 1990s, the MQM which by now was a 

force in Sindh capital to look after economic and political interest of Karachi88 saw ray of hope 

when the general once again struck on Oct 12, 1999 dealing a huge blow to all political forces 

hoping for strengthening of democracy in the country. Though the MQM, as mentioned earlier, 

did not get what they wanted from the Zia dictatorship, the ethnic exclusivists who had 

historically been afraid of representational rule finally entered into a love relationship with 

general Pervez Musharraf-led military government and thus became partners with Choudhries 

of Punjab in a rubberstamp parliament that elected the military dictator as president. This was 

the time period when the MQM “had struck a productive working relationship with Musharraf 

and was able to preside over the deghettoization of the Mohajir community and revive its 

status as the community’s leading political expression.”89 

With assumption of power by general Musharraf, the war on terror got momentum in 

connection with which the military government sent army to the tribal areas euphemistically 

called Fata bordering neighboring Afghanistan which was attacked by the US in wake of 9/11 

attacks on the World Trade Center. With Nato forces led by the US failing to control Taliban in 

Afghanistan, situation in Fata got complicated despite army’s presence and violence spelled 

over first to settled areas of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and then the rest of the country including 

Karachi. In this situation when the country was a frontline state in the war on terror some 

parties sided with military government’s apparent policy of owning the war on terror while 

others opposed it and refused to clearly condemn Taliban and their brutalities. The MQM in this 

case while keeping in view huge Taliban presence in Pashtun-dominated suburbs of Karachi 

went against Taliban and stood by the military government of general Musharraf due to which 
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many columnists and TV anchors declared the MQM as a secular party which has clearly 

denounced Taliban. 

Though, as mentioned earlier in the chapter, the MQM has questioned the two-nation 

theory and repercussions and sufferings it has inflicted on the people of the region, it is still a 

known fact that the MQM like several other groups still adheres to the two-nation theory. It 

may have questioned validity of the two-nation theory, it has never demanded separation of 

religion from affairs of the state which is the base of secularism. In fact, no prominent political 

group in the country has ever asked for separation of religion from affairs of the state due to 

which they may be liberal but not secular.90 Long story short, the MQM may have liberal 

outlook in connection with the war on terror but it has never been a secular party that has 

demanded a secular constitution for the country. Moreover, the MQM may have a liberal 

outlook but it is yet to satisfactorily answer about allegations of hard-core criminals in its ranks 

besides accusations that the party—like other groups chiefly the ANP—has militant wings that 

collect Bhata besides silencing voice of dissenters in the city.    

Getting down to the post-Musharraf situation, the MQM pressed ahead with its ethnic 

politics after once again entering into a troublesome alliance with the PPP at both federal and 

provincial levels with law and order situation in the provincial capital most of the time being 

very precarious while fingers were pointed at the ethnic exclusivists for chaos and mayhem in 

the city which several times resulted in deaths of scores of Karachiites. 

Summing up discussion on Mohajir politics and Mohajir ethnic nationalism, it is 

important to link Mohajir ethnic nationalism with existence of the state. When the Mohajirs 

were near the British colonizers in the United India in shape of having prestigious jobs at top 

level despite being a tinny minority, they were ready to live in the United India but when after 

the mid 19th century they saw their acquirement of government prestigious jobs dwindle they 

got engaged in ethnic/separatist politics to do away with representational rule. Hence they 

started struggle for the formation of an ‘Islamic state’ to safeguard their own interests in shape 

of acquiring greater proportion of government jobs which was necessary to have more control 

of the socio-economic resources. 

In the post partition era, the Mohajirs after ‘realizing their dream’ in shape of achieving 

an ‘Islamic state’ were perched on top posts in both military and civil bureaucracy besides 

having greater say in political affairs of the newly-created state with refugee leadership in the 

immediate post-partition period leaving no stone unturned in promoting their own agenda of 

establishing aristocracy in the new state to maintain their hegemony despite being a minority. 

Before the creation of Bangladesh, the Mohajirs were harbingers of the state nationalism and 

sided with minority Punjabis in the pre-1971 era to repress the Bengali majority by misusing 

ideology of Pakistan which put special emphasis on only Muslim identity. 
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However, after dismemberment of the country in 1971, situation changed to the dismay 

of erstwhile powerful Mohajirs with Punjabis becoming sole majority of the country needing 

not any other linguistic group besides the fact that military dominated by Punjabis and 

Pakhtuns had final say in affairs of the ethnically-structured state of Pakistan. Plus, Yahya-

initiated quota system in 1969 had already started preventing Mohajirs from getting top posts 

with Pakhtuns encouraged in the late 1950s by the Ayub government being now partners of 

Punjabis instead of Mohajirs thus not only replacing Mohajirs in the power structure but also 

became harbinger of the state nationalism. On the other hand, the erstwhile harbingers of the 

state national (Pakistanism) in Mohajirs after having felt being knocked off the perch started 

extreme ethnic politics, thus departing from their early conviction in the Muslim nationalism on 

the basis of which they strived to divide United India on religious lines.  

In the current situation, though Mohajirs have been locked horns with almost all 

linguistic groups in Sindh in general and its capital in particular, the crux of the matter is that 

Mohajir leadership has been both anti-Punjabi and anti-Sindhi which make them unacceptable 

to both Pakistani state (Punjabi-dominated administration) and victims of the Pakistani state in 

oppressed Sindhis (and Baloch) with refugees dilemma being that they are now pitted against 

the state they contributed the most to.91 
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Chapter 5 

Pakhtun Ethnic Nationalism 

 “The Pathans occupied Bengal early in the thirteen century. . . . The Pathan Emperors learned 

Bengali and lived in close touch with the teeming Hindu population. . . . The Emperors heard of the far-

reaching fame of the Sanskrit epics, the Ramayana and Mahabharata, and observed the wonderful 

influence they exercised in moulding the religious and domestic lives of the Hindus, and they naturally 

felt the desire to be acquainted with the contents of those poems. . . . They appointed scholars to 

translate the work into Bengali which they now spoke and understood. The first Bengali translation of 

the Mahabharata of which we hear was undertaken at the order of Nasira Saha, the emperor of Gauda 

[in Bengal] who ruled for 40 years till 1325 A. D. . . . ”1 

 

PART I: Pakhtun Ethnic Nationalism 

 

Introduction:  

 

Though many contemporary authors and historians complain that the main impediment 

to understanding the Pakhtun issue is the efforts of researchers—both contemporary as well as 

past—to present Pakhtuns/Afghans2 in a larger than life image, it is worth mentioning that 

mostly researches in this regard see the Pakhtun conundrum through a stereotypical lens 

mostly promoted by non-Pakhtun dominated print and electronic media. If Pakhtuns, on the 

one hand, emerge as ‘a pack of wolves’ as per authors/historians subscribing to the ‘larger than 

life’ Pakhtun image, on the other, for those seeing them through their stereotypical lens they 

are ‘very unpredictable’ and ‘quick to take offense.’ In this situation, for one set of researchers, 

Pakhtuns are brave, self-willed and headstrong, and thus beyond any worldly affairs while for 

the other set of researchers, subscribing mostly to the state version of history that except for 

Mohjirs presents every other ethnic/indigenous group in a stereotypical way, Pakhtuns emerge 

as either ‘aborigines’ with no history of their own or tribesmen steeped in Islamic fanaticism. 

Besides being brought into this status either overlaid by epithets beyond worldly affairs 

or steeped in negative stereotypes casting them as savage tribal community by academics, 

Pakhtuns are mostly researched by non-Pakhtuns resulting in someone else telling their story 
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which further overlays important facts about them.  

Hence, firstly, the aim of the chapter, which is the cornerstone of the thesis, for it will 

not only seek to shed light on Pakhtun ethnic nationalism to specify Pakhtuns’ status in the 

current Pakistani state arena like we did in case of Mohajirs by studying Mohajir ethnic 

nationalism but will also pave way for presenting a critique on the third linguistic group in 

Pakhtun in context of the turmoil in Karachi and concomitant newspapers coverage of ethnic 

issues. 

Secondly, it would not be sought to present Pakhtuns in the larger than life image which 

makes them beyond worldly affairs nor would a stereotypical attitude be adopted to present 

Pakhtuns either as an aboriginal community or uncouth and uncultured tribesmen. On the 

contrary, the pattern of this research would be to present Pakhtuns in a socio-economic 

perspective besides seeing them in a chain of events that occurred on their land as well as 

those places they occupied and their reaction to those events. 

Moreover, adhering to the original disposition of the thesis to avoid unnecessary 

digression, Pakhtun ethnic nationalism will be seen in context of the emergence of the state 

which was introduced by the colonial British in the South Asian Sub continent. However, to fully 

understand the Pakhtun ethnic nationalism we will have to shed light on the British era in the-

then NWFP and now Khyber Pakhtunkhwa for which we will also be in need for fully 

understanding the pre-British era. To understand the pre-British era it would be important for 

us to shed light on the origin of Afghan race, which has always been subjected to controversy, 

and other related facts and figures. 

Administrative Division: 

 

However, before moving ahead, it seems important to shed light on the administrative 

division of Pakhtun lands in Pakistan which contains the renamed province of Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa and areas bordering Afghanistan, which remain out of the domain of the province 

of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and are directly administered by Islamabad owing to which these areas 

along the Pakistan-Afghanistan boarder are called the Federally Administered Tribal Areas also 

known as Fata. Besides, there is also Pata which stands for the Provincially Administered Tribal 

Areas and they come under the direct control of the provincial government of Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa but are still inhabited by ‘tribesmen’ who are out of bounds of several of the 

clauses of the Constitution. 
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Besides four Frontier Regions (FR) -- F.R Peshawar, Kohat F.R, F.R Bannu and F.R Dera 

Ismail Khan— which are connected with settled areas in shape of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa as well 

as Fata there exist Pakhtun population in Balochistan living side by side with Baloch population 

of the province. 

Though the British influence had started in the Pakhtun lands even before the 

annexation of Peshawar before the middle of the 19th century when Sikhs were ruling the 

present-day Peshawar, the imperialist British formally started contact with the present-day 

tribal areas particularly Fata in 1879 through the establishment of the agencies to advance their 

imperial interests in the Pakhtun areas particularly Fata.3 In 1879, the British set up the Khyber 

Agency for the first time to have contact with the powerful Pakhtun tribes like Afridis, Shinwaris 

and Mullagoris. 

After over a decade, the British established the Kurram Agency in 1892 just a year 

before the establishment of the Durand Line in 1893 separating the present-day Pakistan and 

Afghanistan. Then comes the all-important Malakand Agency which was established by the 

imperialists in 1895 to have formal access to the region for securing the British strategic 

interests vis-à-vis Russia. Due to important as well as precarious position of the Malakand 

Agency it was given in direct control of the Government of India instead of the Government of 

Punjab4 of which the-then NWFP (now Khyber Pakhtunkhwa) was part until 1901.    

North and South Waziristan Agencies were also established on the Pakistan-Afghanistan 

border the same year (1895) with the-then new government of Pakistan following in her 

predecessor’s footstep establishing the Mohmand Agency in 1951. The Pakistan government 

also formed two more agencies in shape of Bajaur and Orakzai Agencies in 1973.5 

With the exception of the Malakand Agency mainly containing former princely Dir, Swat 

and Chitral states which comes under the control of the provincial government of Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa, most of the other agencies are still directly controlled by the federal government 

from Islamabad through the draconian Frontier Crime Regulations (FCR) introduced by the 

imperialist British in context of its Afghan policy vis-à-vis Russia and to press ahead with their 

‘peaceful penetration’ into the areas euphemistically called Fata. As for Pata, presently as 

mentioned earlier it is in direct supervision of the province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and 

comprises several districts like Swat, Chitral, Upper Dir, Lower Dir, Malakand district, Shangla, 

parts of Kohistan, the former Amb state and the tribal areas adjoining Mansehra district.6 

 

Geography: 
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Before we move ahead towards the application of Constitution in both Fata and Pata, it 

is important that we shed light on the geography of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa which is generally 

regarded as the western border of the Indian sub continent and was a trade route to India. 

According to the authors of ‘Indigenous Peoples and Ethnic Minorities of Pakistan: Constitution 

and Legal Perspectives,’ high mountains of Hindu Kush lie in the north of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

while the Indus plains surround the province from the south containing in between a highly rich 

and diverse ecological system having forest-covered and snowy mountains besides barren hills 

in the tribal areas as well as plain areas in shape of Peshawar Valley and adjacent areas.7 

Speaking a bit in detail, Afghanistan lies on the western boundaries of the province while it 

shares a short border with Balochistan in the far south. Also, it is separated from Central Asia 

and China by a narrow corridor in the north.  

Likewise, Fata borders Afghanistan with most of the seven agencies being contagious to 

each other8 and while being located between the high mountains of Koh-e-Suleman and Hindu 

Kush it is inhabited by Pakhtun tribes like Afridis, Shinwaris, Mullahgoris, Shilmanis or 

Shalmanis, Mohmands, Wazirs, Mahsuds, Urmars, Daurs, Orakzais, Bangash, Turis, Tarkanris or 

Tarkolanris, Bhittanis and Shiranis.9 

 

Legal Framework: 

 

 

As for the legal frame work through which the Pakistani state deals with the tribal 

Pakhtuns, it has never been different from the one introduced by the imperialist British which 

simply meant to keep the Fata and Pata Pakhtuns subdued to advance British imperial designs 

in the region. Instead of giving equal constitutional rights to both Fata and Pata Pakhtuns in 

order to streamline them, the Pakistani state while absolutely following in her predecessor’s 

policy of only taming and ‘civilizing’ tribal Pakhtuns merely opted for some minor changes in 

the British-era draconian laws in the shape of FCR to deal with Fata Pakhtuns while giving only 

selected constitutional rights to the Pata Pakhtuns. 

Tribal areas10 are ruled by the president of Pakistan through his agent in governor of the 

province with no act of parliament being applied to Fata ‘unless the president so directs.’11 

Similar is the case with Pata. ‘No act of Parliament or Provincial assembly applies to PATA, 
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unless the governor of the province in which the Tribal Area is situated, with the approval of 

the president, so directs.’12 The role of the Supreme Court as well as High Courts is also limited 

in tribal areas with the president holding sway in both Fata and Pata. 

 

Pakhtun Code of Honour or Pakhtunwali: 

 

It is also important to mention that the Pakhtun society comprises both the settled and 

tribal areas including both Fata and Pata with the rest of the tribes in the settled areas except 

for Yusufzais, Mohammadzais and Khalil tribes having deep links with Fata. Usually, the Pakhtun 

conduct in the society is guided by a ‘code of honour’ which is called ‘Pakhtunwali.’ Some of the 

important commandants as per some indispensible authorities are Melmastya or hospitality 

which must be shown equally to both a guest as well as an enemy. The second commandant is 

Badal or revenge for some wrong and to neutralize the impact of revenge, there is the third 

commandant namely Nanawati or acceptance though which ‘the weaker party throws itself on 

the mercy of its enemy.’13 Other basics of Pakhtunwali are Paighor or taunt and Hujra or 

meeting place. 

The Hujra is simply a meeting place for men only with Pakhtun women mostly confined 

to their houses particularly in the tribal areas. Mostly they observe Purdah and have no role in 

public life of Pakhtuns. However, sometimes at home they hold sway particularly in arranging 

marriages as also mentioned by Javaid Rehman on page 81, saying: ‘They play an important role 

in arranging marriages and alliances between families.’ 

 

The Genealogies: 

 

The Pakhtun society is well connected by the Pashto/Pakhtu/Pukhtu language which is 

spoken by around 68 per cent of the people while 18 per cent are Hindko-speakers with the 

Saraiki language being spoken by four per cent. Other local languages like Kohwar (in the Chitral 

district) account for eight per cent.14 As depicted from the highest ratio of Pashto-speakers the 

Pakhtun society is well weaved by the Pashto language but it is also a fact that the Pakhtun 

society is divided into various tribes and sub-tribes and clans with the main divisions of tribes 

being based on genealogies.  
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As mentioned earlier that the goal of the chapter is to shed light on the Pakhtun ethnic 

nationalism for which it would be important to dwell on the British era in the province of 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa as well as other Pakhtun lands in shape of both Fata and Pata, since the 

British introduced the concept of the state in the Indian sub continent and our concept of 

nationalism and ethnic nationalism is deeply connected with the emergence and existence of 

the state. So, it would also be important to shed light on the arrival of the imperial British which 

in turn needs cursorily look of the province of Khyber Pakhtunkha in the pre-British era. And to 

deal with the pre-British era one option is to make way through the genealogies of the Pakhtun 

race which is actually based on traditions and legends prevailing in various parts of the Pakhtun 

land but not much authentic. 

On the other hand, the other option which is, of course, the most suitable method is to 

shed light on the Pakhtun land in the antiquity which will in turn not only hint at the Pakhtun 

origin but will also enable us to dwell on the ancient history of the Pakhtun land besides helping 

us understand the pre-British era in present-day Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Fata and Pata.  

Getting down straight to the genealogies of Pakhtun race which are dominated by 

Pashto/Pakhtu legends prevailing in the Pakhtun lands, the Pakhtun race trace itself to the 

seventh century AD an era when Islam came into being. These Pakhtun legends hardly go 

beyond the seventh century AD and are highly dominated by the influence of Arabs and religion 

of their land Islam. It is this domination of Arabs/Islam on Pakhtun legends and traditions that 

gave rise to claims of Semitic origin to the Pakhtun race which, if seen in the light of standard 

research, is not only dubious but unnatural.  

According to the author of ‘The Pathans,’ it is not unnatural for good Muslim Pakhtuns 

to see themselves only in context of Islam since the dominance of religion was so overwhelming 

that even if Pakhtuns tried to see themselves beyond Islam /Arabs they could only succeed in 

connecting themselves with early monolithic religions and hence the way for Semitic origin of 

Pakhtuns was paved, of course, in a very unnatural way particularly keeping in mind the history 

and overall environment of the region. In this regard, it would be suffice it to say that even after 

four hundred years after Qais alias Abdurrashid, who as per the Pakhtun legends has founded 

the Pakhtun race in the seventh century AD, the Kabul province was not Islamized as it was 

done so under the Ghaznawids in the 11th century AD.15 Bellew weaves savagery by Mehmud of 

Ghazna in the words as follow: “It was at this time, about 1004 A.D., that the religion of the 

Hindus received its death blow in these parts. It was, indeed, completely annihilated, for 

Mahmud’s ruthless soldiery only spared the lives of their victims on an immediate and 

unconditional adoption of Islam, whilst, with untiring exertions, they strove to wipe out every 

trace of heathenism from the country by a general sacking, burning and razing of the temples 

and monasteries, and a complete destruction, or, where this was impracticable, the 
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disfigurement of the idols and implements of worships.”16 

According to Javaid Rehman, “The (Pakhtun) race was founded by Qais in the seventh 

century, and the three main branches trace their origin to his (Qais) three sons. The Sarbanri 

Pukhtuns claim their descent from Sarbanr (Qais’ elder son), the Ghilzai Pukhtuns are the 

descendents of Baitan (Qais’ second son) and the Gurghusht Pukhtuns are descendent of 

Gurghusht (Qais’ third son).”17 

 Keeping in mind the abovementioned three sons of Qais alias Abdurrashid, there must 

be three lines of the three sons—Sarbanr, Bitan and Ghurghusht—of Qais but according to the 

Pakhtun legends it is not like this since we see four lines of the three Qais sons in shape of an 

addition of Karlanri tribes to which we will return later on after shedding light on the three 

main lines of the descendents of Qais alias Abdurrashid about whom the legends say: 

“…dismissed by the Prophet, he (Qais) returned to Ghor successfully to propagate the new 

faith, and died there in the forty-first year of the Hijrat, aged eighty-seven, leaving three sons, 

the eldest, Sarbanr, the second Bitan (or Batni), the third Ghurghusht, these three being the 

ancestors of the various branches of the Pakhtu- and Pashto-speaking peoples.”18 

According to the legends, Sarbanr the eldest son o f Qais had two sons namely 

Sharkhabun or Sharkbun or in some accounts Sharjyun and Kharbashun or Krishyun with 

western Afghans mainly the Abdalis (also known as Duranis) being descendents of the 

Sharkhabun while eastern Afghans comprising Yusufzais, Daudzais, Mohammadzais and the 

Khalils and inhabiting the Peshawar Valley and near mountains to north claim to be 

descendents of Kharbashun. In short western Afghans mainly Duranis’ ancestors are 

Sharkhabun while eastern Afghans mainly Yusufzais’ ancestors are Kharbashun.19 

As mentioned earlier that the legends do not have any authenticity and since the history 

tells us that in ancient history of the region either Pakhtun/Afghans occupied India or the latter 

enjoyed great influence over Afghanistan20 which was both dominated by both Buddhism as 

well as Hinduism in the ancient history, it will be easy to correspond the name Sarbanr (elder 

son of Qais alias Abdurrashid) with that of Hindu Rajput Suryabans which means the solar or 

royal race.21 

As for Qais alias Abdurrashid’s second son namely Bitan, it is believed that Bhitanis 

descended from Qais second son Bitan’s male line while the rest including Ghaljis, Lodhis and 

Surs are said to have descended from the female line of Qais’ son Bitan line. Ghurghusht is Qais 

third son whose family tree is shorter and as per Olaf Caro ‘less entertaining.’ Kakars belonging 

to Zhob, Loralai and parts of Sibi claim their descent from Ghurghusht. And here the 

genealogies of Qais’ three sons end “but where are such famous tribes as the Afridis, the 
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Khataks” asks author Olaf Caroe of ‘The Pathans,’ and continues:   

“the Orakzais, names which the world Pathan conjures up even to the newcomers? Where are 

the Bangah; above all, where are the Mehsuds and the Wazirs? What of the Khaiber, and Waziristan, 

and the hills of Kohat, and the Khatak dancers, whirling, sword in hand, around the fire beneath the 

stars? Are these all forgotten?”22 

 Without going into detail for fear of digression, Caroe, while quoting Elphinstone as 

saying that Qais alias Abdurrashid had four sons with addition of ‘Kurle,’ rejected the view of 

Qais having four sons and argued that their common appellation was Karlanri. Though the 

Pakhtun legends fail to specify Karlanri position in the genealogies of the Pakhtuns, the Delhi 

scribes have often called them ‘wild mountaineers of Roh’ while others “link them to the 

Ghurghusht branch by inventing another son to Ghurghusht named Burhan, and making him 

the father of Karlanr or Karlanri.”23 

Most of the Fata tribes are Karlanris and interestingly these tribes have always 

maintained their tribal cohesion particularly during the war time which helped them against 

invading imperialists as also mentioned by Caroe on page 22 saying: “This is because, 

miraculously, their tribal cohesion has so far preserved them form subjection to any 

administration, whether Persian, Turk Mugal, Afghan, Sikh or British—all  have found it wise to 

deal with a light hand—and the tribes show in their pride of speech and bearing.” 

History of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (Pre-British Era): 

 

 Though ancient history of the present-day Pakistan has extensively been discussed in 

chapter third of the thesis to understand the province of Sindh in historical perspective, the 

author is yet to shed light on the history of the Pakhtun land particularly Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

and areas geographically and politically connected with it in the Pakistani state arena. Like the 

provinces of Sindh and Punjab, which is basically India since the Indus flows here,24 of course, 

besides Balochistan which has its own importance in the antiquity, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa has its 

own status in the antiquity which would be briefly discussed in the following lines for fear of 

digression from our original plan of seeing Pakhtun nationalism and subsequent ethnic 

nationalism in context of the British-introduced state system in the South Asian subcontinent. 

 As discussed in detail in chapter third the earlier three Indus cultures existing from 3200 

BC to 2600 BC in the shape of the Kot Diji culture, the Sothi-Siswal culture and Amri-Nal culture, 

the present-day province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa was connected with the Kot Diji civilization as 

also mentioned by the author of ‘Indus Waters and Social Change’ in these words: “The Kot Diji 
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culture, covering the largest area, embracing NWFP (Khyber Pakhtunkhwa), Pakistan’s Punjab 

and northern Sindh...”25  

 By 2500 BC there had sprung up the most developed civilization of the ancient history in 

the shape of the Indus Valley Civilization which was a social set-up of ancient farming 

communities inhabiting the present-day Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Balochistan, Sindh, Punjab and 

north-west India.26 Mohenjodaro which was one of the cities of the Indus Valley Civilization was 

attacked by Aryan invaders and by 1700 BC most of the people of the Mohenjodaro were 

killed.27 Aryans continued to migrate into the present-day Pakistan from 1800 BC to 1000 BC 

with their remains being found in parts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa like the scenic and fertile Swat 

valley, and Balochistan. In this regard, the author of ‘Swat State: 1915-1969’ says: “We know 

that the Aryans settled in Swat, as the mention of Suvastu, the modern Swat, in the Rigveda 

testifies to ‘Aryan settlements in the beautiful valley.’”28 Notwithstanding, according to J. 

Hussain, the real centre of the Aryan culture was in the Punjab. 

 Getting down further in the annals of history to the middle of the sixth century BC when 

this part of the world seemed to have recovered from incessant invasions of the Aryan tribes 

descending on the Indian plains from Central Asia, the first notable organization of peoples in 

terms of governance and politics and which had an impact on the present-day Pakhtun lands is 

the Achaemenian Empire of Persia founded by Cyrus the Great in 559 BC which was “stretching 

from Greece to the Indus River” within a period of thirty years.29 

 Before going further to gauge the impact of this huge Persian Empire on the Pakhtun 

lands it must be clear from the onset that the present-day Afghanistan and Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa came under the control of the Persian Empire with Cyrus conquering Gandahara 

which included present-day Taxila and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa region before 530 AD.30 Ruling 

their Indus province comprising, the present-day Punjab and Sindh, the Persians used to call it a 

jewel in the crown of their Empire which had annexed Punjab by 520 BC followed by the 

annexation of Sindh after some four to five years.31  

Also, it is a known fact that Taxila besides Peshawar was a great city of Gandahara32 

which was an outlying province of the Persian Empire which remained for almost two hundred 

years with India—Punjab and Sindh—or ‘Hindush’ being its another province33. The important 

point to mention here is that Taxila was not only the great city of Gandahara but also very much 

connected to the ‘Hindush,’ Punjab and Sindh which collectively made up a province (in shape 

of India) of the Persian Empire besides that of Gandahara/Peshawar Valley. 

 Getting down to the influence of the Persian Empire on the present-day Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa and adjacent areas within the perimeters of Pakistan as well as beyond it, it could 
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easily be said that the Persian Empire had influenced the Pakhtun lands far more than Islam 

with connection between them being quite deep and above the level of conqueror and 

conquered. The same connection between the Persian Empire and the Pakhtun lands also put 

the latter in the stark contrast to the peoples of the subcontinent. The connection between the 

Pakhtun lands and the Persian Empire and difference between inhabitants of 

Gandahara/Pakhtun lands and India or subcontinent has been weaved by Caroe into the 

following lines:  

“No one who enters, say, Peshawar or Bannu from the Punjab or mounts the hills west 

of them, can fail to remark that he has left one region of the world for another, and he is on the 

verge of the Iranian plateau, to him the mountains are different, the plants burgeon, the 

seasons revolve, the willow, the plane, the cypress appear, the rivers flow bright and gay as if 

alive, the birds recall the west, the sun and wind have an uplifting keenness—the men are the 

men of Central Asia, not of the subcontinent he has left behind.” 

Shedding further light on Khyber Pakhtunkhwa during the Persian Empire to help 

readers understand that Pakhtuns have no Semitic origin and have deep connections with the 

land they have been living on, it is important that we refer to the work of Greek historian 

Herodotus which has been quoted by Caroe in his detailed work. Two important passages from 

the Herodotus work which the author is going to copy in the following space will not only make 

readers understand about Gandahara or Peshawar Valley but will also clarify that inhabitants of 

the area were in one way or the other present-day Pakhtuns. Before copying the passages of 

Herodotus work, it is important that we clarify the meaning of some of the appellations used 

for Pakhtun lands and Pakhtuns by the Greek historian. Actually, these appellations have been 

corresponded with Pakhtun lands and Pakhtun themselves by Olaf Caroe through extensive 

research work which must be duly acknowledged. According to Caroe, the appellation of the 

present-day Peshawar in Greek was Kaspaturos while Paktuike was used by the Greek historian 

for Gandahara or Peshawar Valley with Paktues being inhabitants of Paktuike or Peshawar 

Valley. In the light of the above reconciliation between the Greek words and modern 

appellations used for Pakhtuns and their land we may now proceed to copy the passages of 

Herodotus work. Here it goes: 

A: “Of the greater part of Asia Dareios was the discoverer. Wishing to know where the 

River Indos—the only river save one producing crocodiles—emptied itself into the sea, he sent 

a number of men on whose trustfulness he could rely, and among them Skulax of Karuanda, to 

sail down the river. These started from the city of Kaspaturos (Peshawar) and the country of 

Paktuike (Gandahara/Peshawar Valley) and sailed down the river to the east and the sunrise of 

the sea. Here they turned westward, and after a voyage of thirty months arrived at the place 

from which the Egyptian King sent the Phoenicians to circumnavigate Libua (Africa). After the 
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voyage was completed, Dareios conquered the Indians, and made use of the sea in those 

parts.”34 

B: “In addition, there are other Indians who border on the city of Kaspaturos (Peshawar) 

and the country of Paktuike (Gandahara/Peshawar Valley); these live to the north and in the 

direction of the north wind as compared with the remaining Indians, and their way of life is 

almost the same as that of the Baktrians. They are the most warlike of all the Indians.”35 

C: “The Gandarioi and the Dadikai had the Baktrian equipment in all respects … the 

Paktues (inhabitants of Paktuike) wore cloaks of skin and carried the bow of their country and 

the dagger.”36 

The third passage of the Herodotus work amply clarify that the inhabitants of Paktuike 

were the present-day Pakhtuns who of course has passed through many ages and have adopted 

their present shape but the resemblance is still plausible. The abovementioned connection is 

more amplified by J. Hussian on page 36 of his extensive work in the following words:  

“‘Hindush,’ with its capital city Taxila, now became the richest and most populous 

province of the Persian Empire. It sent vast quantity of gold dust in tribute to the Persian 

emperor and Gandahara mercenary soldiers (most probably Pakhtuns) often fought for the 

Persians. They were noted for their white cotton robes and iron-tipped arrows.”37  

Between the Persian rule existing for almost two centuries and the Mauryan Empire 

founded by Ashoka’s grandfather Chandragupta Maurya there came a short-lived disruption in 

Gandahara/Peshawar Valley/present-day Khyber Pakhtunkhwa brought about by the young 

Macedonian invader Alexander in the fourth century BC. According to the author of ‘The 

Pathans,’ Alexander stay in the frontier region was even less than 12 months which was mostly 

spent in fighting inhabitants of the area. For instance, one such area was the fertile valley of 

Swat in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. 

In his campaign to occupy India he invaded and passed though Swat, albeit with great 

difficulty since the inhabitants of the fertile valley fought tooth and nail. Notwithstanding, areas 

of the Swat valley in Massaga, Bazira and Ora fell to the young invader after which he departed 

Swat for fulfilling his goal of invading India. As for the three locations—Massage, Bazira and 

Ora—situated in Swat, historians and researchers don’t agree on any particular reconciliation 

between these ancient names and their modern appellations, it is generally considered that 

Bazira is the present-day Barikot and Ora is Udigram located in the modern-day Swat valley.38 

The influence of Alexander on the Gandahara was minimal and if there was any it was 

that of disruption and destruction which continued for less than one year after which his 
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generals took over but they also failed to prolong their rule over the Gandahara as well as India 

the way they did in Syria and Babylonia which continued for almost 150 years. The successor 

generals of Alexander were defeated in 305 BC by Mauryas who took the Gandahara from the 

Greeks. Neither Alexander remained in memories of the inhabitants of the Gandahara as 

compared to the Persian rule which had great influence on the peoples of Gandahara nor had 

the Mauryan empire felt the need for learning from the Macedonian invaders. This is how 

Caroe argues about the deep influence of the Persian rule on the Gandahara and Mauryans’ tilt 

towards learning from the great Persian empire: “They (Chandragupta and Ashoka) had had 

before them for two centuries the stately fabric of the Persian monarchy, and it was that 

empire which impressed their imagination and served as a model for their institutions.” The 

plain areas must have come under the Mauryan rule if the hills tribes of the Gandahara did not 

come under the Mauryan administration, argues Caroe while stating that “for one hundred 

years the Mauryas ruled the Peshawar Valley, the Frontier region and beyond, probably as for 

as Lamghan in the upper Kabul River Valley.”39 

Three centuries after the death of Ashoka, the Kushan empire was established in the 

Gandahara/Peshawar Valley in the beginning of the first millennium. The Gandahara was ruled 

by Graeco-Bactrian, the Sakas and the Indo-Parthian dynasty until the start of the first 

millennium. All these rulers belong to Central Asia with the Gandahara being remained under 

the influence of the Central Asia for three centuries.  

The Sakas, “diverted by their Parthian cousins from Iran,”40 arrived in the 

Gandahara/Peshawar Valley at the start of the first century BC and ruled the area for about one 

century. Four Saka rulers worth-mentioning are: Maves, Azes I, Azilises and Azes II. Maves made 

Taxila his capital city and after his death the Saka tribes struggled for power for almost two 

decades which ended in 58 BC with the declaration of Azes I as the ruler who established the 

Saka power in the region. Ganahara flourished during Azes I era which was followed by his son 

Azilises and his grandson Azes II. Also, the origin of Pakhtu/Pashto traces its roots to the Saka 

era in the Gandahara, according to Caroe.41 

By 5 AD the Parthian rule had peaked in the region while during 19 AD one 

Gondopheres, a Parthian ruler, was ruling the Gandahara and the northern Punjab. 

Gondopheres died in 48 AD while Parthians seems to have vanished by 75 AD. Notwithstanding, 

they contributed to the Pakhtun make-up as also argues Caroe, saying: “These Parthians of the 

Suren family were men of great splendor. If indeed, along with their Saka cousins, they 

contributed to the Pathan make-up, they bequeathed something magnificent.”42   

Then came the Kushans in the Gandahara/Peshawar Valley/Khyber Pakhtunkhwa who 

ruled magnificently. Kushans first leader was Kujula Kadphises who according to Caroe might 
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have annexed both the Kabul Valley as well as Gandahara up to the Indus in 60 AD after 

defeating Parthian Gondopheres. The most famous Kushan leader who might have started his 

rule in 128 AD was Kanishka “whose succession starts a new era. Under Kanishka the Kushan 

Empire was extended far into the Ganges Valley, and a capital city of the Indian province 

established at Mathura… His northern capital was at the central point of the empire, 

Purushapura or Peshawar,”43 which also become an imperial capital of the Kushan dynasty for 

the first time. 

The era of Kahnisha ended with his death in 151 AD but the dynasty continued to rule 

until 225 AD with three Kushan kings namely Vasishka, Huvishka and Vasudeva following 

Kanishka the great. Two important things happened in the Kushan era were the beginning of 

the emergence of Pakhtu-speakers and spreading of Buddhism in the Pakhtun land in shape of 

Gandahara.44 

In the 226 AD, The Kabul Valley and the Gandahara came under the control of princes 

associated with Persia proper which was occupied by Sassanian kings Ardashir and his son 

Shahpur who not only destroyed the Kushan empire but also turned their attention to the 

Roman empire and subsequently defeated it. Before formal succession of Shahpur, Ardashir 

was finally able to capture Peshawar in 230 AD. The Sassanids were dominant in Gandahara, 

Derajat and Sindh besides Afghanistan until 365 AD when pressure from the north in shape of 

White Huns or Ephthalites started to dismantle the Sassanids.45 

Cursorily speaking, the White Huns pressure could no longer be sustained and they had 

finally been able to humble the pride of Sassanian Persia in 484 AD with the Gandhara already 

being in their control since 455 AD. The White Huns had huge impact on Punjab and Gandahara 

with their third irruption overwhelming Gandahara, breaking all its ties with the history of 

Mauryas, Sakas and the Khushans. Despite all this, except for adopting a few words in their 

language from Huns, inhabitants of Gandahara remained under the influence of east Iranian 

tongue with some addition from the Indian group.46 

Notwithstanding, the Sassanians once again came to power in Persia after finally being 

able to defeat White Huns with the help of Turks in 568 AD. This time round, the Sassanian 

Persia stretched to the Indus as well as modern-day Afghanistan which implies that Gandahara 

also once again came under the influence of Sassanian Persia. The Persian influence on 

Gandahara remained until 628 AD when Khusrau II was assassinated by his own son which gave 

rise to rebellion in the Persian empire which finally fell to the Arabs in 642 AD. However, Iran 

survived the influence of its invaders and in the words of Caroe “Iran was able to take captivity 

captive.”47 
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As for influence of Arabs in the Gandahara in the post-seventh century AD, the fact of 

the matter is that neither Arabs nor their religion had been able to enter the region until the 

eleventh century when Mehmud of Ghazna took over and took the area on storm by forcibly 

converting the peoples of the region to Islam. In this regard, Olaf Caroe is of the view that Arabs 

influence on the Gandahara was minimalist but their conquest of Transoxiana had great bearing 

on the Gandahara and the Indus since the conquest of Transoxiana helped in providing a 

northern Muslim base as a result of which influx of Turkish chieftains, slaves, and soldiers 

started to India. It is also important to mention that when it was expected that Islam would 

rapidly spread in the Gandahara and the Indus, the opposite in shape of spreading of 

Brahmanism happened in Peshawar and Swat.48 

So, who ruled Gandahara until the cruel advent of Mahmud of Ghazna in the eleventh 

century AD is the question which merits pondering in the following lines. The author of ‘Swat 

State’ talks about Turkishahi and Hindushahi dynasties existing in the region until Mahmud 

invasion while writing in context of the ancient Swat Valley. According to Sultan-i-Rome, the 

author of ‘Swat State,’ the Turkishahi dynasty (of Kabul) was established in 745 AD which 

expanded from the boarders of Sistan to Northern Punjab.49 

The Turkishahi kings ruled both Gandahara and Kabul until ninth century when Yaqub 

bin Lais overthrown the Turkishahi kingdom of Kabul. Then there came the era of Hindushahi in 

the region, which was founded in 870 AD by Kallar, who was a Brahmin. Kashmir lied to the 

north of the Hindu kingdom which was bounded by Rajput kingdoms in the east with Muslim 

Emirates of Multan and Mansura being situated in the south while there lied Abbasid Caliphate 

in the west of the Hindu kingdom. Also, it is instructive to mention that the Hindushahi dynasty 

“was swept away by the Muslims under Mahmud of Ghazna” in the eleventh century AD.50 

Having shed light on the Pakhtun/Afghan land in context of the ancient history with 

particular reference to influence of the early 6th century BC Persian Empire on the Pakhtun land 

and understood the chain of almost all important events happened on the Pakhtun land in the 

first millennium besides dwelling on contradictions present in both Pakhtun genealogies and 

legends tracing Pakhtun roots to the Jewish origin by drawing upon the detailed work of Olaf 

Caroe, it is high time to move forward to shed light briefly on the Islamic era to prepare a 

groundwork for the arrival of the British imperialists in the Pakhtun land which in turn would 

enable the readers to understand the Pakhtun ethnic nationalism. 

 Before picking up the thread from where it was left, it is important to note that the first 

Afghan kingdom on their own land was founded in the mountains of Ghaur which remained 

one of the principal seats of power of Afghan race. Before the invasion by the Turk destroyer 

Mahmud of Ghazna and making Ghazni his principal seat of power to spread his power, there 
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remained the Ghaurid kingdom administered by kings of the Suri Afghan line. It is also 

important to note that as per the revelations of the famous Pashto book namely Pata Khazana, 

the Pashto language was the court language of Ghaurid kingdom where heroes like Amir Karore 

shot to prominence.51  

In these circumstances, it was simply natural for the Turk conqueror and destroyer to 

attack the Afghan Ghaurid kingdom and he did so. However, it was not possible for the Turk 

invaders led by Mahmud to completely obliterate Ghaur “owing perhaps as much to the 

forbidding nature of its terrain and the fierce resistance put up by the Ghaurid Afghans as to 

Mahmood’s own unceasing military pre-occupation elsewhere.”52 It was this reason that after 

Turk invasion by Mahmud and heavy losses inflicted on Afghans/Pakhtuns, the Ghaurids for 

almost one hundred and fifty years lay dormant but since they escaped complete obliteration 

on part of Ghaznawids, they were finally able to reassert themselves. 

The Ghaznawids led by Mahmud never stayed permanently in the present-day India 

despite the fact that they kept on attacking the land. However, they had been able to annex the 

present-day Punjab with the city of Ghazni in Afghanistan being their capital. The Ghaznawid 

rule ended in 1186 AD and thus the harsh treatment meted out to Afghans on their own land 

also ended “when the Ghaurid Afghan prince, Shahabuddine Mohammad Ghauri, forced 

Khusrau, the last ruler of the line of Mahmood, to capitulate, took him prisoner at Lahore and 

sent him to Ghaur.”53 

Notwithstanding, Afghan Ghaurids’ resurgence in the late 12th century AD was very 

short on their land, though Afghan Ghaurid ruler Shahabuddin Mohammad Ghaurid dared to 

cross the Indus and engage Rajputs in 1192 AD in the decisive battle of Tarain. Shahabuddin 

Mohammad Ghauri is the first Ghaurid Afghan ruler who ruled Delhi from the mountains of 

Ghaur through his vicegerent namely Qutubuddin Aibak.54 To put it precisely to move ahead, 

successors of Shahabuddin Ghauri were defeated in 1215 AD with the stage on the Afghan land 

set for one of the destructive invasions in the history of the region by Chengiz Khan who 

invaded the Pakhtun/Afghan land in 1219 AD, “perpetuating a cataclysmic tide of carnage and 

devastation, which effaced the remains of the original kingdom of Ghaur and left behind a trail 

of woe, traces of which can be seen in the life of the Afghans to this very day.”55 

Getting down to the 14th century AD, the Afghan/Pakhtun land between 1379 AD and 

1383 AD once again saw destruction and savagery at the hand of another Turk known to history 

as Taimur the Lame or Tamerlane. During the 14th century, the Afghan/Pakhtun land was in the 

clutches of Chughtai Mongols, “who had inherited the sovereignty of Afghanistan as a part of 

their share in the vast domain of Chengiz Khan.”56 The only noticeable power on the Pakhtun 

land was that of a clan of the Ghalji Pakhtuns namely Karts who were based in Herat and 
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stretched up to Kandahar. Despite resistance Karts were demolished by Taimur. 

Notwithstanding, other independent Pakhtun tribes showed protracted resistance which 

attracted more wrath of Taimur who left no stone unturned in destroying the Pakhtun land. 

However, it is also worth the mention that despite Taimur savagery, like Mahmud, he was also 

able to take along Afghans as mercenaries to Hindustan. 

Until the arrival of Babar—who was also a direct descendent of Taimur—in Kabul 

Taimur descendents held sway in Afghanistan which faced destruction at the hands of Chengiz 

Khan in 1200s AD and Taimur in 1300s AD which resulted in their political disarray for the next 

three centuries. Author Basheer Ahmad Matta weaves his argument into the following words in 

this regard: “For full three succeeding centuries, their overriding fate in their native land was to 

be ruled, whether actually or nominally by foreign overlords, and to subsist as a congeries of 

tribes enjoying varying degrees of independence, determined by chance and circumstances, 

without a national flag, or a ruler from their own stock.”57 

One thing meriting mention here is that Mongolicized Turks or Turkicized Mongols 

never effectively ruled Pakhtun lands and had had influence in cities like Kabul, Ghazni, Herat 

and Kandahar. Notwithstanding, during these three centuries, Pakhtuns had never been able to 

collectively put up a strong resistance against savaged invaders from North in shape of Chengiz 

and Taimur and later on their descendents to subvert their rule on their land, since Afghan 

concerns were only tribe-centric.58 The Pakhtun disarray and their tribe-specific thinking 

remained in both Temurid period as well as the Mughal era which started at the death of Ulugh 

Beg59 after whom a Mughal—Babar—from Transoxiana came to Kabul to take care of 

Afghanistan. According to author Basheer Ahmed Khan Matta, it was a golden opportunity for 

Pakhtuns to get rid of the Mongol/Mughal yoke by drawing up on the disturbances caused by 

Ulugh’s death but Pakhtuns tribe-centric concern, which could only lead them to form a tribal 

confederacy to deal with inter-tribal issues, never allowed them to organize themselves at a 

national level besides preventing them from consolidation of their mountainous state.60 

Shedding little light on Babar’s stay in Kabul, when the Mughal invader was perched on 

the seat of Kabul he started thinking about invading India. However, the main impediment to 

his intention of invading Hindustan to achieve the seat of Delhi was the presence of strong 

Afghan dynasty in Delhi led by Sikandar Lodhi. In these circumstances, Babar with the help of 

Safawid monarch of Persia recaptured Samarkand in 1511 AD but could not retain it and lost it 

for the third time and thus resorting to ruling the present-day Afghan capital Kabul. Meanwhile, 

the Mughal ruler of Kabul tried to bring as many Afghans under his authority as his 

circumstances allowed. Mughal rule on the Pakhtun/Afghan land was almost the same as that 

of the Taimurids with their writ only extending to specific areas particularly cities like Kabul, 

Kandahar and Peshawar but not beyond that. 
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The 18th century AD while marking the decay of both Mughal rule in India and Safawid 

reign in Persia not only saw the emergence of Afghan rule on their own land after the 

occupation of their cities by Mughals and Taimurids for centuries but also gave way to the rise 

of the kingdom of Sikhs. Getting straight to the emergence of the Afghan empire, the chain of 

events happened after the rise of Nadir Shah as the ruler of Persia in 1736 AD and later on his 

assassination in 1747 AD gave more solid reason to the Afghan Abdali commander of Nadir 

Shah namely Ahmed Khan to rebel against Nadir’s successors and subsequently succeeded in 

laying foundation of the indigenous Afghan rule. Notwithstanding, even Ahmad Shah Abdali 

failed to bring Pakhtuns of the present-day Khyber Pakhtunkhwa mainly containing Yusufzais 

and Karlanri tribes—Fata tribes— under his administration. The Afghan king not only pressed 

ahead with paying tolls to the Afridis and Shinwaris but also gave away Jagirs to leaders of the 

tribes like Yusufzai, Orakzai, Khalil and Mohmand.61 

Also, the Yusufzais were independent of the Durani government as also mentioned by 

Olaf Caroe saying: “… Yusufzai proper, except for a few dwelling in the Chachh east of the Indus, 

were entirely independent of the Durani government, were under no obligation to furnish 

troops, and acknowledged no allegiance but to their own chiefs. As for the Mandanrs of the 

Samah, the same authority affirms that neither were they subject to Timur’s (Ahmad Shah 

Abdali’s son) taxes, though in time of war the King would dispatch a party of ‘Ulema to rouse 

their patriotism and induce them to enlist a small force as a contingent to the royal family.”62 

When Abdali died after ruling for 26 years, his son Taimur Shah took over as Afghan 

king. It was during Taimur’s era that the Afghan capital in Kandahar was relocated to Kabul 

while Peshawar was made the winter capital of the Durani government. It is in this context that 

the present-day Afghan government stakes irredentist claims.63 

Talking in the historical context of happenings in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in general 

and Peshawar and its surrounding areas in particular, the start of the 18th century though 

heralded the rise of the Afghan empire stretching to Sindh, the Derajat, Kashmir, the Punjab, 

Balochistan and parts of Persia, the early 19th century did not auger well for Afghans in terms of 

their expansions across the historic Indus since not only had there been a powerful Sikh 

kingdom in Punjab but also the imperialist British had started taken interest in areas lying on 

both sides of the Indus besides eyeing happening in the trans-Indus Afghanistan. 

In fact, it won’t be illogical to say that on one hand the Afghan ruler Abdali’s invasion of 

Delhi exposed to the British weakness of the Mughal rule and on the other when there started 

bitter rivalries among local rulers in the region in the wake of toppling of Mughal empire, the 

British was the first to give necessary ‘stability’ to the region by spreading tentacles which even 

extended to Kabul to have a check on invaders from north. On the arrival of the British on the 
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Indian stage, author J Hussain has quoted Karl Marx which beautifully sums up the situation on 

the eve of British arrival and subsequent events. Here goes author J. Hussain while quoting 

Marx as saying: “The paramount power of the great Moghul was broken by the Moghul 

Viceroys. The power of the Viceroys was broken by Mahrattas. The power of the Mahrattas was 

broken by the Afghans, and while all were struggling against all, the Briton rushed in and was 

enabled to subdue them all.”64 

So, the British arrival in India and its extension to the present-day Pakistan particularly 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and beyond the Khyber Pass complicated the situation for Pakhtuns on 

the one hand while on the other the inappropriate handling of the situation by the self-seeking 

Durranis further compounded their situation vis-à-vis the fast emerging Sikhs and their wily 

leader Ranjit Singh who by 1818 was not only able to advance to Peshawar but by 1819 he 

captured Kashmir from Afghans finally almost depriving them of any territory lying on the east 

of the Indus.65 

Meanwhile, the imperialist British which was in alliance with the Sikh ruler Ranjit Singh 

mainly in a bid to keep check on aggression from north, had already been eying situation in 

Afghanistan to remain informed of any possible Russian advance. In this regard, it is important 

to mention that though formal relation between the British and Afghanistan started in 1937 

just two years before the 1839 British debacle in Afghanistan, the imperialist British had sent its 

first envoy namely Mountstuart Elphinstone to Kabul in 1809 to counter the Russian threat 

from north.  

The Durranis also known as the Peshawar Sardars besides being bitterly entangled in 

fratricidal conflicts and having no cordial relations with Yusufzais in Peshawar and surrounding 

areas had already made Peshawar a tributary of the Sikh kingdom but the wily Ranjit Singh was 

still unhappy and thus launched an attack on Pakhtun land. With the Durranis simply showing 

their back, when Yusufzai tribes already alienated by the Durranis for neither taking them into 

confidence nor defending Peshawar and the surrounding areas, shown courage and faced the 

well-disciplined Sikh army they too were defeated but after a hard-fought battle in Nowshehra 

in 1823 after which the Sikh army made its way to Peshawar and devastated the historic city. 

“That Peshawar contains no architectural monument of any value is due mainly to the 

devastation of 1823,” seconds the author of The Pathans.66 

With Yusufzais of the present-day Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in general and Peshawar and its 

surrounding areas in particular being at loggerheads with both the self-seeking Durranis as well 

as powerful Sikhs, there appeared a Hindustani Mujahid named Sayyid Ahmed Shah Brelwi on 

the Pakhtun land in 1826-27 who, having frowned at Durrani Peshawar governor Yar 

Mohammad Khan’s allegiance to Ranjit Singh saw ‘spirit of revolt’ in the Yusufzai plains and hills 
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against Sikhs, launched his campaign against the Sikhs of course with the help of a Yusufzai 

religious figure namely Sayyid Akbar who was a descendent of Pir Baba of Buner. Though the 

Yusufzais and the ‘Hindustani fanatics’ were not able to permanently expel either Durranis or 

Sikhs from Peshawar, the city and its surrounding areas had once come under the control of 

Ahmed Shah Brelwi for two months in 1830 before isolating areas from the Sikh-ruled Peshawar 

in 1829.67 

Notwithstanding, despite all heroics on part of Yusufzais, Sikhs ruled Peshawar and 

surrounding Yusufzai plains with the fair city being main bone of contention between Sikh 

occupiers and Durranis who had left no stone unturned in alienating Yusufzais and making the 

fair city a Sikh tributary to earn fratricidal gains. On the other hand, Sikh ruler Ranjit Singh was 

no more satisfied with his overlordship over Peshawar and wanted to convert his suzerainty 

into permanent occupation of the fair city and surrounding areas which he did after the battle 

of Jamrud in 1834 and ended up expelling the Peshawar Sardars (Durannis). After the formal 

annexation of Peshawar “Hari Singh became the first Sikh governor, Sultan Muhammad and his 

brothers (Peshawar Sardars) being compelled unwillingly to take refuge with the Dost in 

Kabul.”68 

Meanwhile, the imperialist British having developed deep interests in the region 

particularly eying economic benefits in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa’s fair districts at local level and 

influence of Russia across the Central Asia at the international scene was playing the role of a 

mediator between the Sikhs and Durranis on the issue of fair province of Peshawar. It was this 

time period—1838—during which the tripartite Treaty of Alliance and Friendship was signed 

between Maharaja Ranjit Singh, former Sadozai king Shah Shuja, now residing in India under 

British tutelage, and the British. And it was this tripartite Treaty of Alliance through which the 

former Durrani (Sadozai) King Shah Shuja “surrendered all claims and title on the part of 

himself, his heirs and successors, and all the ‘Saddozies’ to Kashmir, Attock, Chachh, Hazara, 

Khabbal, Amb, with its dependencies, Peshawar with the ‘Eusufzaee’ territory, the Khataks, 

Hashtnagar, Michni, Kohat, Hangu and all places dependent on Peshawar as far as the Khaiber 

Pass, Bannu, the ‘Vuzeeree’ territory, Daur-Tank, Gurang, Kalabagh and Khushhalgarh with their 

dependent districts, Dera Ismail Khan and Dera Ghazi Khan (under different names), ‘the three 

Kutches’ of Upper Sindh, and the province of Multan…”69 

Now that the British not being satisfied with the conduct of Afghan monarch Dost 

Mohmmad Khan in connection with Russian interference and subsequent influence in 

Afghanistan and having secured good relations with the Sikhs and gained confidence of the ex-

Sadozai king Shah Shuja, who was eager to ascend the Kabul throne with the British aid, 

through the tripartite Treaty of Alliance and Friendship, the European imperialists seriously 

started thinking about removing the Barakzai Afghan king Dost Mohammad Khan and replacing 
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him with their puppet in shape of Sadozai Shah Shuja. Also, diplomatic relations between Amir 

Dost Mohammad Khan and the British failed and the main reason behind the failure of 

diplomatic relations between the Dost regime in Kabul and the British was their disagreement 

on the terms related to the British legation in Kabul. “The terms,” agues the author of Story of 

the North West Frontier Province “on which the reigning Amir, Dost Muhammad, Barakzai, was 

ready to accept a British legation were rejected (by the British) and the resolution was taken to 

replace him on the throne by Shah Shuja, the last survivor of the Saddozai branch of the 

Durranis, who was living as a refugee in India.”70 

The subsequent 1839 Anglo-Afghan war and the unexpected mightiest British defeat at 

the hands of disorganized and ragtag Afghans and the ensuing destruction of Kabul on part of 

the British imperialist forces and later on their withdrawal from the Afghan capital are all 

historical events and happenings which are out of the scope of this research project. But since 

the events happened in this part of the world are interlinked, it is impossible to understand the 

history of Peshawar and adjacent Yusufzai plains and hills besides the land of Karlanri tribes and 

their relations with the Sikh kingdom in the post-Maharaja Ranjit Singh era when Sikhs and the 

British fell apart leading to the first Anglo-Sikh war in 1846. 

Anyhow, after peaceful occupation of Kabul by the ‘Army of Indus’ in 1839, the English 

envoy in Kabul Sir William Macnaghten proposed to nullify the tripartite Treaty of Alliance and 

Friendship through which the reinstalled Shah Shuja himself had ceded Peshawar and other 

Frontier districts, besides Kashmir and other areas on the east of the historic Indus to Sikh ruler 

Ranjit Singh. Actually, Macnaghten wanted to give Peshawar province to the reinstalled Shah 

Shuja to make the latter more secure. According to the author of The Pathans, Macnaghten was 

under the influence of Alexander Burnes who at the time of the occupation of Kabul was at the 

Afghan capital and had earnestly been urging the British high-ups to give Peshawar under the 

control of Durranis instead of Sikhs. The same views of Burnes, which he expressed before the 

first Anglo-Afghan war, have recently been reproduced more explicitly by William Dalrymple in 

his detailed work on the first Afghan war against the British in 1839. “He (Alexander Burnes) 

also decided to breach protocol and, bypassing Wade and Macnaghten, wrote an impassioned 

letter directly to Lord Auckland pleading with him to understand what was at stake,” writes 

Dalrymple:  

and telling him clearly that a deal was still easily within his grasp, one which without effort or 

expense could achieve all British aims, and which at one stroke would head off the designs of Russia and 

Persia. He blamed the Sikhs for their aggression in taking Peshawar and building the fort at Jamrud, and 

reiterated how much Dost Mohammad still longed for a British alliance, despite suffering multiple 

rebuffs. He also pointed to the Sikh seizure of Peshawar as the reason why Dost Mohammad had been 

forced to look elsewhere for allies. Most of all, he emphasized the immediate danger represented by 
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Vitkevitch (Russian envoy) and stressed that the unresolved state of Peshawar ‘while it hangs over, 

brings intrigues to our door, and if not checked may shortly bring enemies instead of messengers.’ He 

concluded that ‘much more vigorous proceedings than the Government might wish or contemplate are 

necessary to counteract Russians and Persian intrigue in this quarter, than have been hitherto exhibited. 

It is indubitably true that we have an old and faithful ally in Maharaja Ranjit Singh but such an alliance 

will not keep these powers at a distance, or secure to us what is the end of all alliances, peace and 

prosperity in our country and our frontiers.’71 

Though the Indian British government hardly paid heed to Burnes’ importuning before 

the 1839 debacle in Afghanistan, Macnaghten proposal to nullify the tripartite Treaty of 

Alliance and Friendship with Sikhs to give in turn Peshawar and other surrounding areas in 

control of Durranis strained the British-Sikh relations. Thus the Sikhs resorted to war in 1846 

against the British with the main contention between them being Peshawar which Macnaghten 

proposed to be given to Durranis in contravention of the tripartite Treat of Alliance through 

which Sadozai Shah Shuja himself renounced Peshawar and adjoining areas. It was actually 

against this background that the war between the British and Sikhs ensued in 1846 on the heels 

of 1839 British debacle in Afghanistan with the British this time being able to reduce the Sikh 

kingdom to areas around Lahore and Multan and that too “in subordination to the British 

government, with an agent to the Governor-General, or Resident, at the capital, Lahore.”72 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa during the British Era: 

However, before the dust of the first Anglo-Sikh war could have settled down, events 

occurred in the Punjab turned out to be more brutal which later on constituted a Sikh rebellion 

against the British. The situation took a turn for worst in 1848 when high British officials were 

killed by Sikhs which alarmed the European imperialists and gave them an opportunity to wage 

war on the Punjab. Seeing this situation wherein the British and Sikhs were pitted against each 

other, the Afghan Durrani monarch Dost Mohammad Khan once again crossed the Khyber Pass 

and took side with the Sikhs in the battle of Gujrat. However, to cut the story short, the British 

imperialists proved too good for both Afghans and Sikhs, first pushing the Dost army to cross 

the historic Khyber Pass and then formally annexing the Punjab, becoming successors to the 

Sikhs in the present-day Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.   

Before moving ahead, two things must be kept in mind. One, before the formal arrival of 

the British, the Yusufzais of Peshawar and the surrounding areas detested both Sikhs and 

Durranis whether Sadozais or Barakzais for the latter had left no stone unturned in Yusufzais’ 

exploitation and even, as mentioned by Caroe, had not shied away from selling them to the 

Sikhs to advance their own fratricidal gains. And hence at least the Yusufzai plains initially, as 

per Olaf Caroe, thanks to a refined breed of British officials, did not put up resistance against 
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the British. Secondly, according to the author of The Pathans, the Pakhtunistan theme when 

propagated by the Afghan rulers mainly Sadozais and Barakzais (particularly before 1970s) was 

nothing but a step towards revival of exploitation of the Peshawar Valley and adjacent areas at 

the hands of Durranis.73 

With this we have finally been able to enter into an era in the history of the present-day 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa that besides several other important things marks the formal colonization 

of the land by a power that was for the first time in the history not only industrialized but also 

introduced the Pakhtun land to an administration highly inspired by its development in 

industrialization. This colonization of Peshawar and the adjacent Yusufzai plains who had 

welcomed the British as deliverance from both Sikhashahi and self-seeking Durranis was 

characterized by the introduction of the centralized bureaucratic state which had for reaching 

effects on the Pakhtun land particularly the Pakhtun nationalism which was stirred for the first 

time in the British era under the leadership of secular Pakhtun nationalist leader Abdul Ghafar 

Khan also known as Bacha Khan due to the introduction of the concept of the state by the 

British on the Pakhtun land particularly the Peshawar Valley. 

Leaving this discussion here only to return to it in a latter section of the same chapter, it 

is important to note that after the formal annexation of Peshawar in 1849 the Yusufzai tribes of 

the plains didn’t resist much with the colonial British being able to constitute five districts of 

Hazara, Peshawar, Kohat, Bannu and Dera Ismail Khan. However, the British arrival in Peshawar 

cautioned the hill tribes particularly the ever-independent Swati Yusufzais and other adjacent 

areas. Being conscious of their independent status in wake of British arrival in Peshawar, the 

Yusufzai chiefs of Swat convened a Jarga in 1849 “and eventually proclaimed Sayyad Akbar 

Shah as the king of Swat.”74 On the other side, the British being well aware of the fierce hill 

tribes consumed their resources in securing the settled districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. 

By and large the initial decades after the arrival of the colonial British remained 

unadventurous with the colonizers being able to swiftly tame rebels of the 1857 mutiny on the 

Pakhtun lands. The subsequent two decades were also of relative peace, though year 1863 saw 

the colonizers confront Yusufzais of Buner and Swat as the British wanted to proceed to Ambela 

Pass but failed to proceed militarily and ended up cutting a truce with the Yusufzais who later 

on dispersed peacefully.75 The other major event of the same era happened when the British 

decided in 1868 to send troops to the Black Mountains to control the tribesmen.76 

This era of relative peace which Olaf Caroe attributes to a few fine officers of the 

imperial British soon ended with situation in neighboring Afghanistan particularly the second 

Anglo-Afghan war in 1879 which is out of the scope of this dissertation having deep impact on 

the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in general and the Karlanri tribes in particular. According to Ewart, 
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between 1877 and 1881 the imperial British remained busy securing the borders of Peshawar, 

Dera Ismail Khan and Kohat, a time period wherein the colonizers had to resort to undertaking 

at least 12 military operations ‘of a punitive nature’ against the tribes.77 

In the post-second Anglo-Afghan war in 1879 when the colonial power was finally able 

to cut amicable deals with Afghan ruler Abdur Rahman as a result of which the former was for 

the first time able to have clear boundaries with Afghanistan which in turn also for the first time 

emerged as a clearly defined state particularly vis-à-vis the British India, internal situation 

particularly in the tribal areas including both present-day PATA and Fata was a far cry from 

normal. The reason for the volatile situation in the both Pata and Fata in the post-second 

Afghan war was the reaction of the hill tribes to the British strategic advancement towards 

these areas since after cutting deals with Amir Abdur Rahman the colonial government 

earnestly wanted to make moves in the tribal belt to secure settled districts as well as the 

British India as a whole.78 

It was against this background that the British in 1891 decided to occupy the edge of the 

Samana to get control of the Orakzais to bring the Miranzai Valley under their control. This was 

followed by the peaceful occupation of the Kurram Valley in 1892 with the imperialists finally 

being able to make advance to Waziristan in 1894 one year after 1893 when both the British 

and Afghan rulers agreed on drawing the Duran Line.79 It was at this stage that the British got 

embroiled with the hill tribes in a fight that not only extended well into the close of the 19th 

century but also inflicted heavy losses on both sides. “A strong brigade of column arrived at 

Wana in October 1894 to establish a permanent station there,” goes Alan Warren into details of 

the British and Karlanri tribes war, 

“and to escort Bruce and his Afghan counterpart as they formally drew the Duran Line behind 

Waziristan. There had been severe fighting with Wazirs in both 1860s and 1879, and there was no 

knowing how they would react to the British incursion. News was received that a hostile group of 

Mahsud tribesmen, led by Mullah Powindah, were assembling nearby. On 2 November, the Mullah sent 

Bruce a message demanding that the troops not enter Mahsud country in central Waziristan. Bruce 

refused to reply, and before dawn on 3 November the camp at Wana was attacked.”80 

As for the Yusufzai hill tribes, the imperial British was finally able to have established 

contacts with them in 1895 when the British succeeded in subduing fratricidal conflicts in 

Chitral being fired by a Pakhtun chief Umara Khan form Jandul, and subsequently appointed a 

Political Agent “to conduct, directly under the orders of the Government of India, relations with 

Dir, Swat and Chitral.”81  

With the pendulum taking another turn this time towards the country of Karlanri tribes, 

the British decided to build a levy post at a suitable place in a Madda Khel Wazir village located 
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in the Upper Tochi Valley. According to Ewart, “first the Wazir behaved in a friendly manner and 

the visitors were hospitably received.”82 However, the situation took a turn for worst with most 

of the British officers being either killed or wounded by the Wazirs thus inflicting heavy losses 

on the colonizers who were soon able to get revenge on the obstinate Wazirs but the fire this 

time soon spread to the Yusufzai hill tribes and in 1897 the Swati Yusufzais being more 

suspicious of the colonial government had finally been able to get together under the 

leadership of Sartor Faqir who appeared in the Upper Swat in July 1897 “and claimed that his 

mission was to turn the British off the Malakand and out of Peshawar.”83 

The Sartor Faqir started his march from Landakay for Malakand and Chakdara on July 

26, 1897. Heavy fighting ensued at both Malakand and Chakdara until both the places were 

relieved on Aug 2, 1897. Keeping this in view, the British Governor General sanctioned the 

dispatch of the Malakand Field Force on July 30, 1897 to punish the tribes and hold the 

Malakand. Launching the first and the last punitive expedition in Swat valley, the British troops 

reached Mingawara on Aug 19, 1897 “after facing stiff resistance at various places in the valley 

and with heavy losses including H. L. S. MacLean and Lieutenant R. T. Greaves.”84 

The severe nature of the uprising can be gauged from the fact that the British 

government awarded Victoria Cross—the highest military award—to Lieutenant-Colonel Adams 

and Viscount Fincastle with the Swat revolt turning the “year of the Diamond Jubilee 

celebrating Queen Victoria’s sixty years reign, into surely one of the most troublesome years in 

all Indian history.”85 

On the other hand, the central government had been persuaded from time to time 

particularly after 1877 that the Frontier should be directly administered to improve relations 

with the Pakhtun tribes living on the west of the Indus. Some proposals in this regard were 

given but the second Afghan war in 1879 forced the imperialists to shelve such plans. However, 

such plans were considered once again particularly after bitter experience of 1897 when hill 

tribes including Yusufzais and Karlanris were up in arms against the imperialists. Nevertheless, it 

was not immediately possible for the colonizers but the situation took a turn in 1901 when 

NWFP as a separate administrative unit was created under a chief commissioner with the new 

province containing five (settled) districts while efforts were underway to control gateways of 

Malakand, Kurram, Tochi, Khyber and Gomal.86  

It must be mentioned here categorically that until this time there seemed no Pakhtun 

nationalistic sentiments and the decision to carve out a separate Pakhtun province from the 

Punjab was purely an administrative one with the colonizers seeking to see the issue of Frontier 

from a new administrative angle. Notwithstanding, it was for the first time in history that at 

least the settle areas were put under administration and that too was inspired by development 
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in European industrialization. “Ist January, 1901, on which day Lord Curzon ordered the 

formation of a new province of N.W.F.,” argues author Mohammed Said Khan, “was, therefore, 

a red letter day in the history of Pakhtun people.” The author of ‘The Voice of the Pakhtoons’ 

further says:  

“Whatever be the motives of Lord Curzon in creating the new province, presumably to 

have a more effective administration and military control over the settled district of the 

Pakhtoon province and the adjoining Pakhtoon tribes on the border—it proved to be the 

renaissance of Pakhtoon nationalism and helped to free the native inhabitants from the 

economic and political bondage of the people of the neighbouring province of Punjab.”87 

Before moving further ahead, it is highly important to note that when the Pakhtun areas 

had been part of the Punjab, their remained both political and economic exploitation with the 

imperialist British taking along “Muslims, Hindus and Sikhs, as soldiers, subordinate civil 

officials, contractors, tradesman and “Babus” and others who acted as meddlemen between 

the British rulers and their Pakhtun subjects. In a short time they took complete control of the 

economic, social and cultural life of the province, especially in the urban areas, exploiting the 

local inhabitants and the province resources for their own benefits, leaving to the natives only 

agriculture (which was in hands of a few rural feudal landlords), manual labour, service in the 

army as soldiers, chowkidars and domestic servants.”88 

However, the NWFP after becoming a separate administrative unit in the early 20th 

century not only ended the Punjabi domination on the Pakhtun land but also helped in 

“recognition of the Pathan conception of one-ness.”89 Moreover, some fine breed of British 

officers with aid of local elites while capitalizing on the achievement of a separate Pakhtun 

entity helped in establishing some prestigious educational institutions like Islamia College etc in 

1913 which in turn enabled the Pakhtuns to compete on equal grounds with other provinces. 

Meanwhile, the situation in the hill tribes was quite fragile, though a little calm, with the 

imperialists resorting to punitive expeditions in the present-day Fata against Zaka Khel Afridis 

and Mohmands in 1908. By 1913 when Mullah Powinda died the British colonizers heaved a 

sigh of relief while their policy of induction of Pakhtuns from the Karlanri tribes had also started 

paying off. However, the Karlanri tribes remained a thorn in the British side particularly in the 

lead-up to the World War I when public opinion in the tribal areas including both Fata and PATA 

kept on swinging particularly after Turkish appearance as opponent to the British in the war 

which gave tantrums to the imperialists for they were very conscious about the border province 

of their Indian colony. 

On the other hand, situation in the Yusufzai hills particularly Swat Valley started going 

towards stability when a Jarga comprising Swati Yusufzai chieftains convened on Sept 2, 1917 
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and asked Sayyad Abdul Jabbar Shah who was installed as Swat King in 1915 to quit his seat. A 

Jarga comprising the clans of Upper Swat – Nikpi Khel, Sebujni, Shamizai, Maturizai and 

Babuzia—was held “in the fort of Nal in Shamiza (Shamizi) in which the question of the future 

government of Upper Swat was discussed. As a result of deliberations, Abdul Jabbar Shah was 

informed that the people had no further need of his services and subsequently, on the 4th 

instant he left Swat.”90 “So it was the second week of September 1917 that the turban of ruler 

was wound around (Mian) Abdul Wadud’s head by the Jarga in the grassy ground at 

Chindakhwara, now generally known as Kabal, the seat of Abdul Jabbar Shah as ruler of Swat 

State. The remaining clans later acknowledged his status also,” author of Swat State gives 

details of the event in his detailed work.91 

Without going further into the details of Swat situation for fear of digression, it is 

important to note that the second ruler of the Swat Valley Mian Abdul Wadud accepted the 

Jarga’s offer only after getting go-ahead from the British who while giving Swat the status of a 

princely state accepted Abudul Wadud’s rule in the mid 1920s. Hence, with the situation going 

towards normalcy in the Yusufzai hills and being very fragile in the Karlanri country, the British 

was yet to get relax in that the Peshawar Valley and the surrounding areas, which remained 

under active British administration for almost over 60 years, saw political unrest about which 

the British was cautious, for the imperialists didn’t want its spillover to the hills inhabited by 

Yusufzais and Karlanri Pakhtuns. 

PAKHTUN ANTI-COLINIAL NATIONALIST MOVEMENT: 

Though the author has shed light extensively on nationalism, ethnic nationalism and 

their relationship with the emergence and existence of the modern centralized bureaucratic 

state in chapter two concerning theoretical framework regarding important concepts related to 

the ongoing thesis, it is highly important to practically put Pakhtun nationalist movement in 

context of relationship between emergence/existence of the modern centralized bureaucratic 

state and nationalist movement. Through this effort the plan that Pakhtuns should not either 

be seen in the ‘larger than life image’ nor as stereotypical uncouth tribals would come to 

fruition besides the fact the how a particular politico-economic situation gave rise to critical 

pedagogue like Bacha Khan who for the first time in the Pakhtun history not only disarmed 

them but gave them political awareness about their consolidation at national level instead of 

tribal one. 

With the arrival of the imperialist British on the Pakhtun lands particularly in the settled 

areas in shape of the Peshawar Valley and surrounding areas, the landscape of the Pakhtun 

areas in terms of politico-economic disposition changed. The British changed the existing land 

revenue system by giving ownership rights to the local landlords. With the British regarding the 
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Pakhtuns as ‘marshal race’ as well as to pacify the Karlanri country, the Pakhtuns found their 

way to the British army. Meanwhile, since the settled areas were under active control of the 

British administration, they also experienced flourishing of market economy which saw further 

boost due to development in roads and railway links in the province.92 

It was the changed land revenue system that further strengthened the local Pakhtun 

landlords, since they got ownership rights due to which their equation with the peasants 

completely changed with the strength of the landless peasants increasing many folds. After 

their induction into the British army for reasons mentioned above, there started emergence of 

a salaried class on the Pakhtun land which saw more diversity in status groups when Pakhtun 

bourgeois class started getting strengthened as result of the prevailing market economy which 

was further facilitated by developed roads and railway links. And this way, new relations 

emerged among new and diversified status groups during the British era. 

Nevertheless, with the formation of new status groups/classes there also started 

conflicts between them that led to the patronage of powerful landlords by the British to 

maintain the existing power structure. On the other hand, however, the British patronage of 

powerful landlords or big Khans created resentment among the small landholders or small 

Khans triggering in turn conflict between Pakhtun elites in shape of big and small Khans. 

The small Khans’ alienation against the colonial power for patronizing the big Khans 

ended up in the former’s contact with other emerging classes including “peasants resentful of 

high taxes that had led to their landlessness, among traders who were unhappy with the 

influence of the landlords, among the educated searching for jobs, and among the state 

employees seeking promotions.”93 This way small Khans being part of the local Pakhtun elite 

succeeded in assembling various classes in shape of peasants, traders, educated youth and 

state employees against the colonial power for patronizing the powerful elites in shape of big 

Khans and thus the Pakhtun nationalist movement on the basis of anti-colonialism took shape. 

 Seeing Pakhtun nationalism in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in the perimeters of 

industrialization set by modernist author Ernest Gellener, it is very important that we put the 

Pakhtun nationalist movement in perspective of agro-literate society. In this regard, author 

Adeel Khan says that it is not possible to see the Pakhtun society of the second half of the 19th 

century through the lens of the agro-literate polity, arguing that the Pakhtun society of the 

1880s onwards was, in fact, an agro-illiterate and semi-tribal set-up. The logic of Gellener vis-à-

vis agro-literate society seems to be correct in a feudal set-up where a ruling class in form of an 

agro-literate polity distances itself from the majority peasants which led to alienation among 

the latter but not the Pakhtun society of second half of the 19th century.94 
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  Nevertheless, it is also important to mention that though the Pakhtun society of the 

second half of the 19th century was a semi-tribal one, there existed a sort of caste system in the 

Pakhtun society wherein some classes – Mullah, blacksmith, goldsmith, barbers artisans 

(occupational class) etc—were outside the tribe or community. This important phenomenon 

vis-à-vis the Pakhtun society is also highlighted by Fedrik Barth, saying: “Practically all land is 

owned by a dominant aristocracy of Pakhtuns, numbering, in different areas, from one half to 

one tenth of the population. These Pakhtuns trace patrilineal descent from ancestors who 

conquered the area in the sixteenth century. Title to land entails, in the manner of a feudal 

organization, jurisdiction over persons residing on this land. Except for certain persons of holy 

status, who may be disregarded in the present context, only the land-owning Pakhtuns have 

independent political status; tenants, craftsmen, traders, and all other non-landowners are the 

political dependents, or clients, of the Pakhtun on whose land they reside.”95 

Keeping the above social context in mind, it could easily be said that Pakhtun nationalist 

movement was triggered by imperialist British manipulation through the centralized state 

bureaucracy to replace the semi-tribal agro-illiterate set-up with patronage of big Khans and 

imposition of the new land revenue system on peasants who in turn were alienated (against the 

British) and with the aid of small Khans (also part of alienated local elite) started voicing their 

concerns against the colonial power.96 

With the Pakhtun land providing a politico-economic environment which was prone to 

triggering nationalist movement, developments in Afghanistan and anti-colonial movement 

launched by the All India National Congress spearheaded by Gandhi also contributed to the 

emergence of Pakhtun nationalist movement. Dealing with Afghanistan, sense of Pakhtun 

identity was created in the Afghan ruler’s reign of Abdul Rehman (1880-1901) by introducing 

national day and national parade in Afghanistan. The next Afghan ruler namely Habibullah Khan 

who ruled from 1901 to 1919 introduced national anthem in Afghanistan. This was the time 

period when printing press and the country’s first newspaper appeared. The Afghan land saw 

more development in nationalist sentiments when King Amanullah took over in 1919 and made 

Bosakshi the national game and Atan the national dance besides giving the country its first 

constitution and equal citizenship rights. The first constitution of Afghanistan was written in the 

Pashto language which was later on given the status of the national language in 1936 which was 

hitherto the Persian language. 

According to author Adeel Khan, though king Amanullah was having true modernist and 

nationalist credentials, he was also a centrist and sought to erode the local power base of the 

Afghan tribal chieftains which in turn triggered alienation among them who were on the other 

hand supported by the British to weaken the Afghan monarch. The patronage of the local 

Afghan chieftains by the British was bitterly resented by Bacha Khan as a British attempt to 
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destabilize the Afghan government.  

Summing up the discussion, better relations with king Amanullah’s nationalist 

government and subsequent interference of the British within Afghanistan through support of 

tribal chieftains, on the one hand and on the other, the anti-colonial nationalist movement in 

India led by Gandhi made Bacha Khan, himself a small Khan, look at Afghanistan’s king 

Amanullah and India’s Mahatma Gandhi for support.97 It was this context in which Pakhtun 

nationalist leader Bacha Khan launched the Khudai Khidmadgar movement in 1929 to unite the 

Pakhtuns against the British colonial rule and to remind them their ‘glorious past.’ 

Moving ahead, the next important question regarding the Pakhtun nationalist 

movement is that as to whether secular Pakhtun nationalist leader Bacha Khan was a politician 

or a social reformer. Academicians like Adeel Khan and others have seriously questioned Bacha 

Khan’s credentials as a politician saying that the Pakhtun nationalist leader had always been 

dependent on Gandhi and after the partition of India Bacha Khan’s arrest on part of the newly-

created repressive Pakistani state never let him openly announce his political agenda. Author 

Adeel Khan has even categorically said that the arrest of Bacha Khan by the repressive Pakistani 

state in the post-partition era was actually a blessing in the disguise for the nationalist leader as 

it prevented him from airing his clearing-cut agenda. 

As for the question that whether the secularist leader was a social reformer or a 

politician, the Pakhtun leader was earlier a social reformer which he himself has referred to in 

one of his speeches, stating it emphatically that his movement was only to give Pakhtuns uplift 

and make them aware of their ignorance and poverty. However, later on, since the British, 

according to Bacha Khan, was afraid of even the Khudai Khidmadgar spirit of social work, they 

started creating hurdles in the way of Red-Shirts comprising the “only group which was aware 

of the British duplicity…”98 About his shift from being a leader of a reformist movement to a 

politician, the leader of the Khudai Khidmadgar movement argues in one of his speeches: “This 

is our social movement. This is not a political movement. But they (the British) are not satisfied. 

They sent this message: ‘when these Afghans are organized —who will guarantee that they 

(Afghans) will not be used against the British Government. ’”99 

So, to counter the British and their propaganda against the Khudai Khidmadgars, the 

Red-Shirt movement had to plunge into active politics. And for the purpose the Bacha Khan-led 

Red-Shirts had to make contacts with any of the hinterland party which had to be 

comparatively more resourceful than the Red-Shirts particularly in terms of publication of news. 

Also, it is a fact that both secular Congress and collaborationist Muslim League were more 

resourceful than the Red-Shirts particularly in terms of ownership of the press. 
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According to one of Bacha Khan’s 1931 speeches, it was actually the coverage of the 

massacre of the Khudai Khidmadgars at the hands of British which the Muslim League refused 

to carry while the Congress covered it that led the Red-Shirts to combine forces with the All 

India National Congress. In fact, it was the dependence of the Red-Shirts on the mainland 

parties that made Bacha Khan dependent on Congress which extended a welcoming hand to 

the Pakhtun leader as compared to the Muslim League which even refused to carry news of the 

massacre of Khudai Khidmadgars. An excerpt of the Pakhtun secularist leader Bacha Khan’s 

speech makes it amply clear:  

“I want to tell you that the government deceives our poor brethren. We have amalgamated 

ourselves with the Congress because the government wishes to crush our movement. When I went to 

Simla, Khan Bahadurs and other big persons invited me to Cecil Hotel. I told them that I regard all people 

all my brethren—not regarding if they be Hindus, Musalmans or from some other nation. I was asked to 

exchange views with them. I said: ‘I am always ready at all times.’ I went to the hotel. They said: ‘you 

have amalgamated yourself with the Congress.’ I said: ‘I want two things. If you can do that, I join with 

you. Firstly, I want to liberate my country and with this I want that as long as I have not reached that 

stage and whenever the English crushes me, then my movement should be saved from it. If the 

Musalmans can save it I am along with them.’”
100 

In a nutshell, this was the situation in the British India and then NWFP (and now Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa) when the 1937 elections approached which was won by the secular Congress as 

a result of which the Congress government was installed in then NWFP which alarmed both the 

collaborationist Muslim League and the British colonizers who of course wanted the 

strategically most sensitive province of the British India in control of their stooges in shape of 

the Muslim League. To counter the anti-Muslim League and anti-British environment in the 

present-day Khyber Pakhtunkhwa the imperialist British resorted to orchestrating politics in the 

province by strengthening Muslim League to give the alliance of Red-Shirts and Congress a run 

for their money. And to do so the British colonizers arrived at a conclusion that they must 

better use their stratagem in shape of patronage of big Khans in the province. On the other 

hand, one of the main reasons for the staunchly anti-British Congress win in 1937 election in 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa was the presence of the big Khans in the secular party. However, the big 

Khans were miffed in wake the Congress government installation in the Pakhtun province, for 

the big Khans were stripped of all perks and privileges in the form of honorary magistracy etc. 

As a result, the big Khans were already no more in favour of the Khudai Khidmadgars. So, 

interests of big Khans and the British colonizers converged when on the one hand the 

colonizers in their bid to make their patronage of big Khans fruitful encouraged them to join 

Muslim League, while on the other, the League landlord leaders were also annoyed with the 

Congress and had been in search of a party that could safeguard their vested interests.101 
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The reason for the British colonizers to support the Muslim League in the present-day 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa was League’s anti-Hindu stance rather than anti-colonial one. And 

through their anti-Hindu stance the collaborationist Muslim League always helped the 

colonizers achieved their vested interest not only in the Pakhtun province but also in north 

India. Anyway, the nexus of British colonizers, the Muslim League and the big Khans who joined 

the Muslim League in droves tried their level best of course in connivance with the British-paid 

Mullahs and Pirs to persuade Pakhtuns against the Congress by calling it a Hindu party. The 

following paragraph from Adeel Khan’s work could better elaborate the abovementioned 

nexus:  

“The British Governor, Cunningham, instructed the big khans to meet each mullah on an 

individual basis and tell him to serve the ‘cause of Islam’, for which he would be duly paid. The mullahs 

were told that in case of good progress they would also be considered for government pensions. A 

Cunningham policy note of 23 September 1942 reads: ‘Continuously preach the danger to Muslims of 

connivance with the revolutionary Hindu body. Most tribesmen seem to respond to this.’ In another 

paper he says about the period 1939-43: ‘Our propaganda since the beginning of the war had been most 

successful. It had played throughout on the Islamic theme.’”102  

However, all efforts and manipulations on part of both the British colonizers and 

landlords-led Muslim League which was also supported by Mullahs and Pirs failed as the 

staunchly anti-colonial Congress and the Red-Shirts succeed in the 1946 elections as a result of 

which Dr Khan Sahib was made chief minister of the then NWFP. According to author Adeel 

Khan, the main reason for the defeat of the Muslim League in then NWFP and present-day 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa was the hallow anti-Hindu rhetoric by the British-paid Mullahs and 

collaborationist Muslim League, since the Pakhtuns residing in the heavily Muslim dominated 

province took anti-Hindu slogans as something ‘laughable.’103 

Notwithstanding, the British effort to wipe up religious sentiments in the Pakhtun land 

through paid Mullahs and Pirs for their strategic interests was bound to pay off, though not to 

the British. The Muslim League took advantage. Before we shed light on this, it important to 

state that the relation between the Congress and the Khudai Khidmadgars was a two-way 

traffic for both were in need of each other. The Khudai Khidmadgars were in dire need of a 

mainland party to have their political philosophy propagated through a vibrant mainland press 

and the need was fulfilled by the secular congress which in turn made the Pakhtun leadership 

attracted to anti-British Congress rather than the collaborationist Muslim League. Secondly, the 

Khudai Khidmadgars were staunchly anti-colonial which in turn attracted the anti-colonial 

Congress for the latter categorically wanted to unite all Indians irrespective of their religion, 

language and caste for the purpose of driving the British colonizers out of India. 

Getting down to the situation prevailing in the lead-up to the partition which had 
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repercussions for the Pakhtun land felt and debated even today, the Khan Brothers—Ghafar 

Khan and Khan Abdul Jabbar Khan popularly known as Dr. Khan Sahib—were easily sailing 

through the tumultuous politics of Hindustan until the early half of 1947 totally believing in 

politics of the secular Congress and thus highly depending on it. However, their boat was 

rocked and that too by their own secular anti-colonial partners in shape of the All India 

Congress when the latter accepted the Partition Plan in June 1947 which came as a shocker to 

the Pakhtun leadership in shape of Khan Brothers. 

According to author Adeel Khan, Ghafar Khan was stunned when he heard the news of 

the partition of the United India and remained silent for several minutes, for he considered the 

acceptance of the Partition Plan by the Congress as ‘act of treachery.’104 Adeel Khan says that 

Bacha Khan’s surprise over the partition plans shows his high dependence on the Congress 

leadership without whom he had no alternative. In this regard, author of What’s Wrong with 

Pakistan? Babar Ayaz has presented a noteworthy point saying that Bacha Khan’s main fear in 

any future Pakistan was the domination of Punjab and this fear had perhaps roots in abusive 

Punjabi Sikh rule of the southern Pakhtunkhwa in the first half of the 19th century when the 

colonizers had finally been able to annex Punjab and the present-day Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.105 

Anyway, the Partition Plan had plebiscite in store for the Pakhtuns in general and their 

leadership in particular who earlier resisted referendum in the-then NWFP, which, as per Babar 

Ayaz work was offered by the Congress, validly pointing out that win in the 1946 elections 

showed people belief in Congress and Khudai Khidmadgars but the Muslim League was 

adamant on holding the referendum in the heavily Muslim dominated Pakhtun province. It is 

here that the Muslim League cashed in on the religious sentiments wiped up by the British for 

their strategic purpose when option in the referendum was given whether they wanted to join 

India or Pakistan.106 It was this occasion when the Pakhtun nationalist leadership coined the 

term Azad Pakhtunistan with Bacha Khan starting clamouring for inclusion of third option of an 

Independent Pakhtunistan in the referendum which was rejected forcing Khudai Khidmadgars 

to boycott the referendum. 

Author and columnist Mohammad Said Khan is of the view that Pakhtun had two 

options on the eve of partition, not three, saying that one option was to join Pakistan as an 

autonomous province on the basis of the 1940 Resolution while the second option was to have 

an Azad Pakhtunistan which eventually was to join Afghanistan. And while talking about the 

third option, Mohammad Said Khan says:  

“To impose a third alternative of joining with India at the time was an act of gross political 

mischief. That was why Dr. Khan Sahib was perfectly right when he said in his usual blunt honest way 

that if plebiscite were to be held at all it should have been on the above two factual basis...”107 
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Lest the scribe is carried away by events of history, it is highly important to remind 

readers about relationship between emergence and existence of the centralized bureaucratic 

state and nationalism which has been hinted at earlier in this chapter and discussed in detail in 

chapter two. Getting to business, when Bacha Khan started insisting on inclusion of third option 

of Independent Pakhtunistan in wake of the acceptance of the Partition Plane by Congress, 

there were two reasons behind his demand. Firstly, he was not ready to join a country that he 

thought would be dominated by ethnic Punjabis. And the second reason, which is important in 

terms of understanding the Pakhtun issue in a theoretical perspective of nationalism, behind 

the demand for an Independent Pakhtunistan instead of joining a neighboring Pakhtun state in 

Afghanistan was that the nationalist leadership didn’t want to end their nationalist movement, 

for their merger in Afghanistan would have neither yielded them a state of their own nor could 

they pursue a nationalist movement revolving around preservation of Pashto language and 

culture in Afghanistan with mountainous state already being a Pakhtun state. 

Adeel Khan while shedding light on deep relationship between nationalism and state 

expresses the view that was nationalism only concerned with preserving language, culture and 

identity of a group, Bacha Khan would have never demanded an independent Pakhtun state. 

Instead, adds Adeel Khan, nationalism is all about gaining political power—state— through 

slogans of preserving common language, culture and traditions of a particular group and that 

was what the Pakhtun nationalist leadership in shape of Ghafar Khan did.108 

PAKHTUN ETHNIC NATIONALISM 

“Pakistan is built on the basis of empty slogans. It will prove to be a castle in the air, founded on 

sand foundations.” “Pakistan was founded on hatred, on malice, on spite and hostility. Pakistan is 

unable to think in terms of peace and friendship. She wants to keep the Pakistani people under control 

for making them live a nightmare of riots, assaults and hold war.”109    

--Ghafar Khan  

The Pakhtun nationalist leader Ghafar Khan had to resort to such bitter and strong 

expressions against the newly-created repressive state of Pakistan which within almost a week 

of its coming into being proved even more repressive and autocratic than its colonial 

predecessors in British by opting for dismissing the democratically elected Congress 

government on Aug 22, 1947 in the-then NWFP and present-day Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The new 

Pakistan autocratic government removed the Congress ministry in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa despite 

the fact that chief minister of the Pakhtun province Dr Khan Sahib had assured the new state 

managers led by the founder of the nation Quaid-e-Azam Jinnah of full support.  

In this regard, though author and columnist Babar Ayaz expresses the view that earlier 
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Dr Khan Sahib had expressed his unwillingness to the-then British governor that he won’t work 

with the Muslim League leadership due to which bad blood was already created ending up in 

the dismissal of Congress ministry in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, author Adeel says that Dr Khan 

Sahib was a conformist and a political opportunist who could hardly pose any danger to the 

Pakistani state since later on he was the one who expressed his willingness to become chief 

minister of the West Pakistan in the notorious one unit scheme that amalgamated all four 

linguistically different provinces into West Pakistan. Adeel Khan says that there were two 

reasons behind dismissal of Dr Khan government in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa: (a)—the autocratic 

style of governance of Jinnah and (b)—the state managers’ insecurity regarding the newly-

created state that was already termed unnatural.110 

Amid mistrust between managers of the new state and Pakhtun nationalists, Ghafar 

Khan finally accepted the newly-created state of Pakistan by declaring his allegiance to the new 

state during his attendance at the first session of the Pakistan Constituent Assembly held on 

Feb 23, 1948. Besides, he reinterpreted his concept of Pakhtunistan, saying that by 

Pakhtunistan he meant an autonomous Pakhtun province within Pakistan. On the occasion, he 

had several friendly meetings with Quaid-e-Azam Jinnah who met the Pakhtun nationalist 

leader again in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in April the same year. However, the-then Muslim League 

chief minister and English governor warned Jinnah against cooperation with the nationalist 

leader. It was on this occasion when the Quaid-e-Azam asked Ghafar Khan to amalgamate 

Khudai Khidmadgars into the Muslim League but Bacha Khan “invited Jinnah to be head of the 

Khudai Khidmatgars, but refused to merge, stating that many of the Muslim League leaders 

were not good people.”111 

With the newly-created state of Pakistan being clearly miffed, the founder of the nation, 

as per J Hussain, ordered to crush the Khudai Khidmadgars thus paving way for more problems 

both political and administrative for both parties and forcing the Pakhtun nationalist leader to 

complain more against the new repressive Pakistani state, saying: “…there was no real 

difference between the new Pakistan government and the old British administration, that in 

fact there were now more British governors than before Independence.”112 However, the 

nationalist Bacha Khan didn’t give up and started organizing a secular and non-communal party 

namely Jamiat-ul-Awam to help make the country a liberal and progressive one. “Bacha Khan 

announced his intention of extending the Khudai Khidmatgars to all of Pakistan as a volunteer 

corps for the new party which would be non-communal, progressive, liberal and democratic, 

working to make Pakistan a union of Socialist republics in which there would be regional 

autonomy and which would have good cultural relations with India and the neighboring 

states.”113 

However, the early refugee leadership declined to be helpful in such venture. In fact, the 
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Mohajir prime minister Liaquat Ali Khan and other pro-refugee lobbies working constantly 

against the local leaders for fear of sharing power with them not only condemned the new 

party but also denounced its members as Hindus and traitors.114 With Bacha Khan becoming a 

thorn in the new government’s side, for he now had started criticizing the autocratic rulers and 

governor general Jinnah for failure to make constitution, the central government arrested him 

on June 15, 1948 on sedition charges and when the nationalist leader “refused to guarantee 

three years of ‘good behavior,’” he was sentenced to three-year vigorous imprisonment,115  

which further strained relations between the Pakhtun province and the central government 

dominated by refugee leadership who had migrated from India. 

With the central government being dominated by refugee leadership with no electoral 

roots in the present-day Pakistan due to which dilly-dallying tactics were adopted in giving the 

country its first social contract in shape of Constitution, the new state managers led by the 

founder of the national Mr Jinnah instead of strengthening democratic institutions focused on 

giving powers to individuals and (British-trained) bureaucrats to fix the problem of political 

dissidents in the new country. As part of this undemocratic attitude, the new state granted 

more powers to the NWFP governor on July 8, 1948 who later on arrested and jailed around 

one thousand Khudai Khidmadgars in the Pakhtun province. In wake of their arrest, peaceful 

demonstration was held for the release of Khudai Khidmadgars but the protesters were bathed 

in blood by operatives of the new repressive state. J Hussain narrates the story on page 471 in 

the following words:  

“On 12 August 1948, at Babra in Charsadda District, a large crowd, including forty women with 

Qurans and many children, gathered outside a mosque with the announced purpose of praying for the 

release of the imprisoned Khudai Khidmatgars. The police fired on the demonstration. Official figures 

listed fifteen dead and fifty injured, but many considered these figures to represent a tenth of the actual 

casualties. After the firing, the village was looted, some men were stripped and others were half shaved. 

The press was not allowed to report fully on this incident.”     

  With the state not only denying Pakhtuns their rights and doubting their national spirit 

vis-à-vis the newly-created Pakistani state but also inflicting violence on people in the province, 

Pakhtun ethnic nationalist sentiments were bound to surge, since, in the light of the theoretical 

framework we have already discussed, the Pakhtuns at least did not consider the (Pakistani) 

state their own and resorted to another nationalist movement in the post-partition era. Once 

again the pre-partition Pakhtunistan mantra came to fore with the new state getting more 

paranoid which in turn not only alienated Pakhtun nationalists but also Pakhtun intelligentsia 

including Pakhtun literary figures who had close contacts across the colonial era Durand Line, 

for 40 per cent Afghan population also speak the Pashto language. During the fifties and sixties 

when the Pakhtunistan movement was at peak particularly after the notorious one unit scheme 
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that not only butchered the provincial rights given by the British but was also the foulest 

betrayal of provincial autonomy promised in the 1940 Pakistan resolution, the deep 

establishment in Pakistan was worried about Khyber Pakhtunkhwa deep linguistic connections 

with Afghan co-ethnics. Quoting Tariq Rehman, author Babar Ayaz expresses the view that 

during these eras the Pashto language, which is the main identity marker of Pakhtuns of both 

sides of the Durand Line, played the role of main symbol of ethno-nationalism.116 

Before we move ahead to see the other side of Pakhtun nationalism wherein an effort 

would be made to critically analyze the Pakhtun ethnic nationalism in terms of its failure to 

pose any serious threat to the ethnically-structured Pakistani state, it is highly important to 

note down the nationalists’ position on the Pakhtunistan conundrum. According to Mohammed 

Said Khan, there are three brands of Pakhtunistan. One is the Kabul brand, the second is a 

separate and independent state while the other is a ‘Pakhtun Suba.’ As per Mohammad Said 

Khan’s assertions, the Kabul brand is actually the Afghan government’s desire to annex the 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Pakhtun areas of Balochistan given up by the Afghan ruler Amir 

Abdur Rahman in line with the Durand Line agreement of 1893. 

The Independent Pakhtunistan as its name depicts of course means an independent 

Pakhtun land roughly comprising the Pakhtun land within Pakistan. This brand envisages a 

Pakhtun state independent of both Pakistan and Afghanistan. The third brand namely the 

Pakhtun Suba, as per Mohammed Said Khan, is all about an autonomous Pakhtun province 

within Pakistan in accordance with the spirit of the 1940 Pakistan Resolution. The first and the 

second brands, argues Mohammed Said Khan, are actually the same, for an independent 

Pakhtun state is bound to merge in Afghanistan already inhabited by half of Pakhtun race. 

Stating that the first two brands are actually the same and based on secessionist attitude which 

is not only repugnant to the Pakistani people but also the Pakhtuns of Pakistan, Mohammed 

Said Khan maintained that the third brand of a Pakhtn Suba based on linguistic lines truly 

represents the Pakhtun sentiments. “The third brand, the demand for an autonomous 

Pakhtoon Suba on linguistic basis, within Pakistan, in the terms of Pakistan resolution of 1940, is 

the legitimate brand and represents the true sentiments and aspiration of the overwhelming 

majority of the Pakhtoons living in Pakistan.”117 

Getting down to flip side of Pakhtun ethnic nationalism, author Adeel Khan argues that 

initially there was sympathy for the Pakhtun nationalist movement against the highhandedness 

of the Punjabi-Mohajir nexus for several reasons. The chief among them are the facts that 

geographically and historically Pakhtuns and Balochs are not part of the South Asia and both 

these groups have even little physical commonalties with their South Asian counterparts. 

Besides, both ethnic groups are linguistically different from the rest of the South Asians and 

despite the fact that Urdu has always been dominant in the present-day Pakistan both groups 
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hardly speak it while Pashto and Balochi languages on the other hand are unintelligible to 

people of Sindh and Punjab. Such differences, coupled with the notorious nexus between 

Punjabi and Mohajir elites who never allowed other linguistic groups to come into the power 

structure by not only seeking incessantly to delay elections but also dominating military and 

civil bureaucracies besides huge representation in the autocratic Muslim League, could easily 

have become groundswell of a successful ethno-nationalist movement but nothing of sort ever 

happened on the Pakhtun land. “Under the circumstances, had there been a strong political 

organization behind the separatist sentiment, it had the potential to become a serious threat. 

But the ineptitude and the ambivalence of the nationalist leadership precluded the possibility 

of any such eventuality.”118  

   Notwithstanding, the deep establishment in Pakistan was not only conscious about 

Pakhtun nationalism but considered it a threat to the very sovereignty of Pakistan. But 

definitely it was not due to the ‘directionless Pakhtun nationalism,’ but the support it was 

drawing from neighboring Afghanistan and India which in turn made Pakistan’s central 

government as well as establishment conscious about the Pakhtun land. Author Adeel Khan, 

nevertheless, argues that despite support from neighboring countries particularly Afghanistan 

which was the first one to oppose Pakistan membership in the United Nations Organization, 

there always and still remains vagueness on part of both Pakhtun nationalist as well as 

neighboring Pakhtun state in shape of Afghanistan. With the Pakhtun nationalist hanging in the 

balance sometimes their pendulum goes towards Afghanistan and sometimes Pakistan, the 

neighboring mountainous state of Afghanistan has also never been come out clean on the issue 

of Durand Line vis-à-vis Pakhtun ethnic nationalism, for the Afghan state on the one hand 

stakes irredentist claims to Khyber Pakhtunkhwa not believing in the colonial era Durand Line, 

on the other, it support an Independent Pakhtunistan state which, as per author Adeel Khan, 

will of course further strengthen the Durand Line.119 Author Adeel Khan’s views stand in stark 

contrast to that of author and columnist Mohammed Said Khan who as discussed earlier 

categorically has stated that any Independent Pakhtunistan state is bound to merge in the 

larger Afghan state inhabited by 50 per cent Pakhtuns. 

Despite all difference that always marred relations between the Pakhtun nationalists 

and the central Pakistani government, the common Pakhtuns had already started integrating 

into the larger Pakistani state system. Author Adeel Khan categorically states that Pakhtun land 

had little to offer them in terms of agriculture and urbanization arguing that the British has 

always treated the former NWFP as a strategic province and thus developed it in strategic 

parameters due to which the Pakhtuns opted to look southwards which helped in Pakhtun 

integration into Pakistan. But the fact of the matter is that the former NWFP/Peshawar 

Valley/present-day Khyber Pakhtunkhwa is simply located on the west of the Indus and has 

almost the same agricultural capacity as any other area connected to the Indus. In fact, as per 
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Olaf Caro, when the British started dealing with Afghanistan to counter Russia, the colonizers 

had had eye on the fertile Peshawar valley. Caroe also argues that there always persisted the 

myth of ‘hungry Pathan,’ overlooking the fertile plains. Countering this perception, the author 

of The Pathans argues that the Pakhtun land has even more ‘smiling mountains’ than Kashmir 

Valley by citing examples of the scenic and fertile Swat, Tirah and other valleys even in rough 

mountains of Waziristan.120 The author of Taliban and Anti-Taliban Farhat Taj expresses views 

about some of the thick Orakzai mountains in the following words: 

“Kalaya is a Shia area of Orakzai inhabited by the Shia tribes, Bar Mohammad Khel, Sepoy and 

Mani Khel. With lush green mountains on both its flanks, the river Mastura, one of the two rivers of 

Orakzai, flows across Kalaya along a narrow road linking the area to Upper Orakzai and district 

settlements of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa. From a scenic point of view, Kalaya is beautiful. Densely thick 

forests on mountainsides, waterfalls, springs, and apple and walnut orchards are in abundance.”121 

So the Pakhtuns might have looked southwards rather than northwards (Afghanistan) 

due to urbanization and other state development programs in Sindh and Punjab but not due to 

this stereotypical concept of ‘hungry Pathan.’ Author Adeel Khan also ignores the fact that 

though the Pakhtuns are not South Asians when it comes to physical and linguistic 

commonalities but the fact is that historically the Pakhtun land on the West of the historic 

Indus River has always been very connected with peoples living on the east of the Indus River. 

As discussed earlier in the chapter, Gandahara/Peshawar Valley and India—Punjab and Sindh—

have always had deep political and economic relations since the earlier Persian Empire which 

ruled both Gandahara and India (Punjab and Sindh) as its outlying provinces. So, again, it was 

natural for Pakhtuns as peoples of Indus to have deep connection with people inhabiting the 

east of Indus. 

Moreover, by 1960s the Pakhtuns had finally been able to integrate both ‘militarily and 

politically’ into the Pakistani state system. The Pakistani state earlier dominated by Punjabis 

and Mohajirs was not welcoming to other groups but since the state was also not ready to hold 

elections and governments until 1970s were mostly run without the formal passage of 

Constitution due to which the power structure of the country was dominated by both civil and 

military bureaucracies. Fortunately or unfortunately, the Pakhtuns as a ‘martial race’ had 

already been in the military since the British era and had a dominant share in the military after 

Punjabis who also dominated the military since the British era. In this context, the Pakhtuns 

were finally able to make their way to the power structure through military and their induction 

and subsequent domination were further facilitated by General Ayub Khan. Due to large 

presence in the military the Pakhtuns were also able to make way to the civil bureaucracy 

which in turn alienated the hitherto dominant Mohajirs who were finally replaced by Pakhtuns 

in the power structure completely dominated by the military. 
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Moreover, while there remained a strong tendency in the 60s and 70s in Punjab, Sindh 

and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa to migration from rural to urban areas,122 the rural Pakhtuns 

following the same trend left their homeland for main urban centers including Karachi, Lahore 

and Islamabad. Becoming either laborers or transporters in Sindh, Punjab and the federal 

capital, the Pakhtuns were not only in perpetual contact with their homeland but their lands 

back home were completely intact. In fact, Pakhtun military officers owned large tracts of land 

in Sindh along with their Punjabi partners. On the other hand, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa has been 

ruled by local Pakhtuns unlike Sindh and Balochistan whose inhabitants have been complaining 

of outsiders.123 

With all these factors contributing to their integration, the Pakhtuns never felt 

reluctance to show their support for centrist parties including Pakistan Muslim League (N), 

Pakistan People’s Party, Jamaat-e-Islam and Jamiat-e-Ullema Islam. Author Adeel Khan argues 

in this regard that in 1971 elections the Pakhtuns voted for centrist parties instead of Pakhtun 

nationalists. The combined votes of the centrist parties were 69.4 per cent while Ghafar Khan’s 

son Wali Khan got only three per cent of the total vote cast.124 And the same trend continues to 

date with Pakhtuns voting in centrist religious parties in shape of Mutahida Majlis-e-Amal 

(MMA) in 2003 election before showing preferences for both PML-N and PPP in the turbulent 

90s. And though they voted in the nationalist Awami National Party led by Ghafar Khan’s 

grandson Asfandyar Wali Khan in 2008, they did not shy away from voting it out to give chance 

to the new party of cricketer-turned-politician Imran Khan’s Pakistan Tehrik-e-Insaaf (PTI) in the 

May 2013 elections. 

One of the reason behind Pakhtun integration into the Pakistan state system is the 

directionless politics of both Ghafar Khan and his son Wali Khan who, as per author Adeel 

Khan’s assertions, had never been radical in their approach with the author of Politics of 

Identity: Ethnic Nationalism and the State in Pakistan, arguing that Ghafar Khan for a long time 

failed to specify whether he was a politician or a social reformer, and when the Congress 

Ministry took action to strip landed gentry of their privileges, it was not to the liking of Bacha 

Khan for he thought that it would antagonize the big Khans. 

Similar was the case with Ghafar Khan’s son Wali Khan, argues Adeel Khan, saying that 

Wali Khan unlike his father rarely tried to be in contact with the masses that made the National 

Awami Party more like an ‘elite pressure group’ which could only helped in making or breaking 

alliances. “Never in his long political career has Wali Khan elaborated his political objectives. 

Instead he has tried to distance himself from goal-oriented politics and programmes that could 

lead to confrontation.”125 

Cutting the story short, the Pakhtuns due to their dominance in the military and civil 
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bureaucracies, their migration southwards to the main urban centers of Sindh and Punjab 

besides the federal capital which is located at a few hours’ drive from Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, 

their improved NFC Awards share, passage of the 18th Amendment which promises maximum 

provincial autonomy and owing to their success in achieving their identity in shape of 

succeeding in renaming their province as Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and last but not the least due to 

their slowly developing belief that they own the stat of Pakistan have not only helped them 

shun ethnic politics but they have started integrating into the Pakistani state arena. 

However, Pakhtuns are yet to come out victorious against their most serious problem in 

shape of terrorism which has just bathed their land in blood for the last one-odd decade due to 

the ongoing war on terror in Afghanistan which has affected Pakhtuns/Afghans on both sides of 

the colonial era Durand Line. 

The ongoing war on terror is out of the scope of this research work, but it is important 

to note that despite their dominance in the powerful military bureaucracy which instead of 

civilian leadership still holds sway in the country’s foreign affairs, common Pakhtuns belonging 

to settled districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Fata and PATA are yet to see any fruits of their 

dominance in the military, for Taliban onslaught on one hand and military operations on the 

other have made common Pakhtuns’ lives miserable forcing them to leave their homeland as 

IDPs (internally displaced persons) for other parts of the country. 

Moreover, the Karlanris—Fata—and Yusufzai hill tribes in shape of PATA are yet to get 

political rights even at par with settled districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa with the Karlanris being 

controlled through the draconian FCR laws from Islamabad and PATA with limited political 

rights controlled from Peshawar. It is in this context that reviewer of the recently-written book 

‘The Pashtun Question: The Unresolved Key to the Future of Pakistan and Afghanistan’ has 

aptly pointed out that peace in the region would be elusive unless and until Pakhtuns on both 

sides of the colonial-era Durand Line are fully incorporated into the state structure by both 

Islamabad and Kabul.126 

Also, though Pakhtuns get larger share in the army than their population and authors 

like Babar Aayaz and Adeel Khan rightly blame tribal arm and drug dealers who made huge 

profits through clandestine support by the US of Afghan Mujahideen in the 1980s for the 

precarious situation not only in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa but across the country besides the fact 

that Pakhtun officials have been involved in all the ‘dirty works’ against the Afghan government 

irrespective of communists and Mujahideen,127 the fact of the matter is that Pakhtuns on both 

sides of the colonial-era Duran Line are subjected to the notorious strategic depth policy 

pursued by the Punjabi-dominated Pakistani establishment. 
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An example of the Pakistani military shenanigans in Fata (and PATA) to pursue its 

infamous strategic depth policy in Afghanistan by not only not taking obligatory action against 

Taliban terrorists in Fata (and PATA) but in fact supporting them could easily clear the mystery 

surrounding the Pakhtun/Afghan conundrum on both sides of the colonial-era Durand Line. 

Author of Taliban and Anti-Taliban Farhat Taj quotes a tribal leader from Darra Adam Khel 

regarding ISI backing of Taliban terrorists as saying:    

“I have been sending desperate messages to my friends to desist from making anti-Taliban 

lashkar. They (the ISI) could not even tolerate our jirga. We humbly requested the Pakistani army and 

the Taliban not to fight in Darra Adam Khel as it was killing innocent people. We requested them to take 

their fight to any other part of Pakistan outside Darra Adam Khel. We said nothing against the army or 

the Taliban. There was no plan for anti-Taliban lashkar in the tribal jirga in Darra Adam Khel. And yet our 

jirga was bombed. Our tribal leaders were killed. I myself was injured in the suicide attack on our jirga. 

The Ali Khels had anti-Taliban lashkar. The lashkar had killed the Taliban and destroyed their centres. 

How could they (ISI) tolerate the Ali Khels up in arms against the Taliban! I kept warning them that your 

jirga will be bombed. The Ali Khels are stupidly stubborn people. They ignored my pleas. They said they 

would teach a lesson of life to the Taliban. Look what has happened! The Ali Khels have been taught a 

lesson of their life! You can control some of your wayward boys in the ranks and files of the Taliban. But 

you cannot control the state power behind those Taliban.”128 

Notwithstanding, it won’t be enough to only adhere to geo-strategic factors contributing 

to the Pakhtun/Afghan conundrum particularly when the thesis heads towards Pakhtun-

Mohajir conflict in Sindh capital Karachi before which it is important to also shed light on socio-

cultural and socio-politico dynamics in PATA in general and Swat in particular vis-à-vis the 

ongoing terrorism to, at least, counter the perception that violence is not inherent in the 

Pakhtun culture but, sticking to our original framework of understanding the Pakhtun problem, 

a reaction to a particular socio-economic and socio-politico situation. 

Getting straight to the point to understand socio-economic dynamics in Swat in 

evolutionary perspective, before the formal emergence of state in Swat in 1917 there remained 

the Pukhto era which had had its own social, cultural and legal bindings on Pakhtuns. Plus, even 

during the Pukhto era, which started in the 15th century when the Yusufzais conquered Swat, 

the society in valley had never been harmonious, for there remained schisms in shape of 

internal caste system which we have already hinted it. 

According to the author of The Militant Discourse Khadim Hussain, divisions existing 

before the state era in the society of the valley were not only between landed class (Dautari) 

and landless peasants (Paqir) but these differences were also based on ethnicity and religiosity 

(Mia, Mula and Ami) with the Paqirs mostly being ethnic Gujars and Ajars. These divisions were 

actually formalized by the Swat state when it emerged in 1917. However, divisions in the 
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society never came to the fore in the state era for the landless Paqirs had mostly been culturally 

absorbed in the society of the valley with the quick justice dispensation by the state also being 

helpful in keeping the ethnic Gujars subdued.129 Nevertheless, they had never been recognized 

socio-politically in the state era staring in 1917 and ending in 1969. Author Khadim Hussain 

argues in this regard:  

“It was observed that besides exclusion from the Jirgas and the lashkars, very few, if any, 

intermarriages took place between ethnic Yousufzais with the landless and mullas, mainly due to the 

socio-politically stigmatized status of the mullas and the Faqir. According to Zabardast Khan, a Yousufzai 

Khan, “it was considered against the code of Pukhtunwali to sell one’s land to a Gujar and Ajar.” This 

norm effectively kept the landless class on the periphery of the society in the valley within an otherwise 

inclusive socio-cultural fabric.”
130

 

And when the Swat state was finally merged in 1969, “the dormant frictions started 

making itself visible in the society of the valley” while “confusion and chaos prevailed. The 

litigants did not know where to turn for justice. Quick and cheap trials and decisions, whether 

just or unjust, and there proper execution and implementation came to an end. The prolonged 

procedures, undue delay, great expenditures, high bribes, misuse of riwaj (customs) and further 

deterioration of PATA (Provincially Administered Tribal Areas) highly aggravated almost all the 

people of Swat.”131 

 With frictions coming to fore with the merger of Swat state, the central Pakistan 

government failed to cater to the needs of marginalized classes of the marginalized Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa province when the central government promulgated the PATA Regulation in 1975 

depriving PATA Pakhtuns of regular laws extended to them in 1969. During all this time the 

socio-economic landscape of Swat had changed extensively with Swatis having the propensity 

to migrate to the mainland province and country besides capitalizing on Swat state era 

education opportunities in the larger Pakistani state. But PATA Regulation being a reflection of 

authoritarianism simply ignored the changing social structure of Swat besides marginalizing the 

already sidelined classes by giving judicial powers to the deputy commissioner with Tehsildar 

(revenue officer) being given the power of holding Jarga which must have been comprised of 

the traditional elites in shape of landed gentry.132 

As the social dynamics were changing with the educated middle class in shape of 

lawyers, doctors, businessmen, teachers etc getting bulkier, the valley had had some positive 

impact in terms of not only having awareness about their political rights but achieving them, for 

Swati lawyers pleaded in the Peshawar High Court against the PATA Regulation in late 1980s. In 

Feb 1990, the Swati lawyers were finally able to win the case in the Peshawar High Court which 

was then challenged by the federal government in the Supreme Court which after four years 

gave its verdict in favour of Swati lawyers and thus the PATA Regulation was termed 
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unconstitutional by the country’s highest court. 

Summing up the discussion, on the one hand, historical divisions in the valley amid 

highhandedness of the traditional elites in shape of landed gentry who remained subdued up to 

an extent in the Swat state era came to fore in the post-state era in 1969, and on the other, the 

central Pakistani government, not only failed to cater to political and administrative needs of 

PATA people but helped the landed gentry in shape of giving powers to Tehsildar (revenue 

officer) and deputy commissioner which marginalized the landless classes, thus paving the way 

for chaos in the valley. 

Getting down to the present turmoil in PATA in general and Swat in particular, the 

Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) Swat chapter attracted two marginalized sections in shape of 

landless peasants and landless labourers “whose confrontations,” according to Akbar S. Ahmed, 

“with the landlords and elite had been simmering for the last decades, and emboldened 

criminal elements in the society.”133 Hence it was this socio-politico situation of course along with 

many factors including geo-strategic and many more causes that led to a severe turmoil in valley where 

“95 per cent of the Taliban… belonged to the (landless) Gujar community who had lived in the valley 

centuries ago and felt dispossessed by the Pashtun Yousufzai Khans. They now wanted their 

ancestral land back and were prepare to kill for it. When the Gujar combined with the Taliban in 

Swat, they set out, according to the brigadier, to destroy its economic base by wiping out the 

rich forest reserves in the area and even removing the copper from the wires of ski lifts.”134  
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Chapter 6 

Mohajir-Pakhtun Conflict in Karachi 

 

Someone puts a clump of burrs 

under a donkey’s tail. The donkey doesn’t know 

what’s wrong. He just starts jumping and bucking around. 

An intelligent thorn-removing  

doctor must come and investigate.   

     --Rumi1 

 

Having done with efforts to shed light on the concept of state, the Pakistani state arena, 

provinces’ struggle particularly Sindh and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa to assert themselves in the 

federation of Pakistan against a strong centre earlier dominated by Punjabi-Mohajir nexus 

against the majority Bengalis, Mohajir and Pakhtun ethnic nationalism and the latter’s 

replacement of Mohajirs in power structure of the post-1971 dismembered Pakistan, the stage 

has finally been set for the Pakhtun-Mohajir conflict in Karachi which will further smoothen our 

way to the next section of the thesis wherein the main effort would be to decipher whether 

newspapers’ coverage of ethnic issues in the provincial capital of Sindh has improved over the 

years. 

 Though details will be given in the next section exclusively dealing with the coverage of 

ethnic issues in the Sindh capital, it is instructive to note that though after partition of the sub 

continent, causing huge influx of refugees in the Sindh province in general and its capital in 

particular, Karachi never remained the same with communal strife keeping hitting it incessantly 

in shape of Sindhi-Mohajir conflict and ensuing Mohajir ethnic nationalism, it was the year 1985 

when a refugee girl was run over by a supposedly ethnic Pakhtun minibus driver, which exposed 

the city’s hitherto largely hidden ethnic fissures. It was this accident which not only led to 

incendiary rhetoric on part of leaders of Pakhtun and Mohajir communities but also fermented 

a large scale ethnic violence which started being committed on regular basis changing almost 

completely the face of the erstwhile ‘city of lights.’ 
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Of course, media’s kernel ingredient newspapers, both English and Urdu languages, 

cannot escape the turmoil the metropolis was undergoing. It is this scenario that the thesis will 

attempt to study in on scientific lines whether present-day coverage of ethnic issues of 

newspapers has improved particularly in comparison with the one given to ethnic issues after 

the Bushra Zaidi case. To reach any logical conclusion in connection with newspapers’ coverage 

of ethnic issues in the Sindh capital, the thesis, among other important issues, will first attempt 

to deal with the Pakhtun-Mohajir conflict in the city before venturing into any media-specific 

details which would not only help understand things in a logical sequence but culminate the 

effort to understand in socio-political context the three communities in the Sindh capital in 

shape of Sindhis, Urdu-speaking Mohajirs and Pakhtuns. 

With ethnic Sindhis, Urdu-speaking Mohajirs and Pakhtuns of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, 

Pata and Fata having been discussed in detail in context of their respective ethnic nationalism, 

it is time to finally shed light on the Mohajir-Pakhtun conflict in the city which will once again 

come under discussion this time in context of two migrant linguistic groups vying with each 

other for resources  of the city sometimes by using linguistic sentiments while sometimes 

religious sentiments are mixed up with ethnic ones. Also, adhering to our linchpin strategy of 

understanding linguistic groups in a particular socio-political context, efforts would be made to 

understand the Pakhtun-Mohajir clash in a socio-political disposition besides connecting the 

ethnic conundrum to the newspapers’ coverage of ethnic issues in the same socio-political 

connotation. 

The first step towards understanding the Pakhtun-Mohajir conundrum in the Sindh 

capital would be to understand Pakhtun migration to the provincial capital for which the kernel 

idea would be to shed light in detail on Pakhtun migration and its history. 

History of Pakhtun Migration: 
Most of the contemporary scholars usually see Pakhtun migration to Karachi, Sindh in 

context of economic benefits migrant Pakhtuns have been getting from here. This connection 

carries credence but seeing things in such a simplistic perspective without connecting it to 

other historical and political facts lands researchers nowhere when more complex questions 

arise in future. Putting the economic-centric perspective aside for the time being, 

Pakhtuns/Afghans had been connected to India when the ancient Persian Empire in the sixth 

century BC only knew about Sindh and Punjab and considered these two provinces as India due 

to the flow of historic Indus River. During this time period the Peshawar Valley/Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa was an outlying province of the ancient Persian Empire besides India—Punjab 

and Sindh. 
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The relation lasted during the reigns of powerful Hindu kings like Ashoka etc when the 

aggression was directed towards northwest instead of being seen in the plains with powerful 

Hindu kings ruling the region including Afghanistan. However, after the arrival of Islam situation 

changed with aggression being directed towards the plains while Afghans/Pakhtuns also 

became part of the ongoing dynamics, for sometimes their own land came under attack which 

forced them to leave for India as hapless migrants while at times they were attracted to the 

lure of the Indus thus arriving in India as rulers and mercenaries. The same situation continued 

in the early centuries of the second millennium with Pakhtun kings like Lodhis and Suris 

thronging the plains of India while the Mughal era was no different for the Mughals also sought 

to accommodate Afghans in the power structure of the empire in one way or the other.  

With the arrival of the British, though power dynamics changed in the region, Pakhtuns 

continued to make their way to the power structure this time again through their martial 

abilities as they were again inducted into the British Indian army. Basheer Ahmad Khan Matta 

writes about Pakhtun migration to India which may help in understanding migration of 

Pakhtuns to India holistically: 

In addition to other causes, like the eternal lure of India and the periodical loss and injury 

inflicted by foreign invaders and conquerors on the Afghan land itself, the influx of the Afghans 

into India during the Islamic period was encouraged by the general expansive wave of Islam in 

that direction (which itself was greatly facilitated by the concomitant decline of the once highly 

ascendant Hindu power). Coming in intermittent waves, the Afghans entered India during this 

period in varying number and capacities at different times. They came as mercenaries, as 

warriors chained to yoke of mighty alien captains, or as conquerors and invaders under their 

own generals and princes. Some came to avoid hardship and injury that threatened them in 

their own land while others were tempted by the special patronage available to them in India. 

Sometimes, they came in pursuit of sheer sustenance; sometimes, in pursuit of power, riches; 

and land; and sometimes, to satisfy their religious zeal martial ardour, and urge for fame and 

glory. Often, they came in response to a combination of diverse, yet intricately interwoven, 

causes and impulsions. Many of those who came returned to their homeland, but many others 

stayed on as settlers and colonizers, constituting, in due course, once of the most important and 

potent martial elements in the social fabric of India.2 

Though the relation between Pakhtuns and India is as old as the history of both lands, it 

was during the early centuries of the second millennium AD that Afghans/Pakhtuns not only got 

prestigious positions in the power structure of India but ruled India for years with Afghan 

Ghaurid kings, the Lodhi dynasty and Sher Shah Suri’ rule among others being the prime 

examples of Afghan reign in India. It was during the era of Mahmud Ghaznawi that Afghans 

entered into India in large number as mercenaries of a foreign invader despite the irony that 

the Turk invader had already destroyed the Afghan land.  
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However, even before Ghaznawid rule, the Afghans in shape of Sheikh Hameed Lodi did 

not only entered India in the 10th century AD but also successfully ruled parts of it. “The first 

prominent Afghan to establish himself on the Indian soil during the Muslim era was Sheikh 

Hameed Lodi, who held the governance of Laghman and Multan from Jaipal, the Hindu king 

who ruled Kabul and Peshawar during the simultaneous reign of Alaptagin in Ghazni, in the 

latter half of the tenth century AD. When Sabuktagin, Alaptagin’s successor, defeated Jaipal 

around AD 990, he appropriated Laghman, but was forced to accept Sheikh Hameed Lodi’s 

status as the independent ruler of Multan. Sheikh Hameed Lodi’s was succeeded first by his 

son, and then by grandson. The latter was dislodged from power by Sabuktagin’s famous son, 

Mahmood.”3 

Though Afghans entered India as mercenaries under an alien invader in Mahmud, 12th 

century AD saw them enter India under their own ruler in shape of Sultan Shahabuddin 

Mohammad Ghauri who after being defeated in 1191 AD at the hands of a brave Rajput king 

was finally being able to once again assemble Afghans to take on Prethvi Raj—a Rajput king—in 

1192 AD in the battle of Tarain which finally saw the Afghan invader emerge victorious against 

valiant Rajputs.  

Besides entering India as invaders under their own ruler in shape of Shahabuddin 

Mohammad Ghauri, the Afghans for the first time reached the top echelons of the power 

structure of India. According to Basheer Ahmed Matta, whether the Pakhtuns/Afghans were, 

later on, able to ensconce themselves on the throne, they had by all means able to entrench 

themselves in the power structure of the India after the conquest of India by Afghan Ghaurid 

prince Shahabuddin Mohammad Ghauri.4  

The Afghan Ghaurid rule continued in India through Aibak, a Turkish slave appointed by 

the Afghan Ghaurid ruler Shahabuddin Mohammad Ghauri as vicegerent in north India. 

However, Aibak soon became an independent king in 1206 AD after the death of his master 

dealing a blow to Afghans dreams of ruling north India from the mountains of Ghaur. On the 

other hand, the Turkish slave of Afghan Ghaurid ruler while getting independence started 

turbocharging his dominion with more Turks being encouraged at the time. Aibak was also able 

to choose his successor in shape of Altamush. Notwithstanding, as hinted in the above lines, 

even during this time period when Afghans had not got their own ruler in north India their 

steady flow continued to throng the Indian plains. And the chief reason was the fact that Turks 

being less in number were simply not able to replace Afghans in military elite of the state which 

was fully dominated by Afghan soldiery.5 

The Afghan journey to India was not limited to the Sultanate of Delhi for besides the 

Afghan Ghaurid rulers, the Ghaljis also ventured into the Indian plains but this time their target 

was not north India but the rich soil of Bengal and Bihar. “With a small band of followers, he 
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(Bukhtiar Ghalji) travelled first to Bihar in 1193, and subsequently, to Bengal. Both these 

territories fell under his rule without any resistance, and by 1202, he had established a 

dominion dictated from Ghaur.”6 Until 1226 AD, when the kingdom of Ghaur fell into disarray, 

Afghans/Pakhtuns migration to the riches of Ghaur continued for almost 26 years with Afghan 

settlements in Bihar and Bengal being on the rise which was not only a testament to their 

increasing population in India but their dominance in the ruling elite as well as influence on the 

chain of events occurred in the history of Hindustan. 

In this regard, Basheer Ahmad Khan Matta further argues in the following words on 

page 11 of his detailed work on Sher Shah Suri: “Even during the periods when they (Afghans) 

were not in possession of the throne of Delhi, their conspicuous presence in position of power 

and authority testifies to their impact on Hindustan’s history.”7 

Talking specifically in context of Pakhtun/Afghan migration to India, it is important to 

note that besides invasions of India by Pakhtuns as conquerors or as mercenaries of a foreign 

invader which helped them ensconced themselves on powerful seats in the Indian politics, they 

also entered India in large number due to destruction of their own land by mighty foreign 

invaders. One such example is the destruction of Ghaur, which earlier escaped total devastation 

by invader Mahmud Ghaznawi, at the hand of Chengiz Khan who not only obliterated Ghaur 

between 1221 AD and 1222 AD, one of the most important Pakhtun power seat, but left no 

stone unturned in destroying most of the Pakhtun/Afghan land while he was on his way to India 

as well as on his return. It was this destruction of the Afghan land in general and one of the 

most powerful Afghan nucleuses in particular by a foreign ruthless invader in Chengiz that 

forced common Pakhtuns make their way to the Indian plains as migrants. Basheer Ahmad 

Khan Matta writes about the flow of Afghans to India in the following words: 

 “The harsh consequence of Chengiz Khan’s passage through the Afghan land persisted 

for centuries and his name is permanently imprinted as a symbol of wanton barbarity on the 

memory of the Afghan people. One particularly noteworthy outcome of this calamitous visit to 

the region was the complete uprooting and dispersal of the Afghans centered around Ghaur. 

Many embarked for India to join their kinsmen who had gone there under happier 

circumstances. The flow of Afghan immigrants to India in search of new lives and opportunity 

would, in all probability, have occurred under peaceful circumstances as well, but the arrival of 

Chengiz certainly accelerated the process. Hence, through strange irony, the very destruction of 

the Afghan hearths and homes in their own land contributed to the increase of their strength in 

a foreign land.”8 

 The 13th and 14th centuries saw more Afghans on the Indian soil with Ghaljis and Suris, 

mostly being uprooted by devastations inflicted by mighty Chengiz on their homeland, not only 

thronging the Indian plains but ruling the land. Prior to the devastations brought about by 
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Taimur the Lame on the Indian soil in 1398 AD before obliterating the Afghan land on his way to 

India, the Ghalji Afghans had been able to rule from Delhi from 1290 AD to 1320 AD with their 

dynasty’s most powerful ruler being in shape of Alaudin who ruled from 1296 AD to 1316 AD.9  

With Afghans being in power, their migration to India was bound to strengthen. 

Notwithstanding, when Taimur the Lame descended on  India, Afghans were not ruling the 

subcontinent but their migration to India increased for Taimur the Lame did what Chengiz had 

earlier done. The Turk invader not only obliterated the Afghan land while on his way to India 

but faced off Ghiasuddin, who had founded a dynasty which was capable of ruling India from 

1321 to 1398,10 and ravaged Delhi which saw destruction of such a magnitude that “for ten 

years…, no influential government could be established in the city.”11 

 “One unpremeditated consequence of Taimur’s devastating incursions into the Afghan 

land, however, was the augmentation of Afghan strength in India. Finding little hope and 

opportunity in a land struck by disaster and pervaded by chaos and oppression, the Afghans 

repaired to India in large numbers, yet again, to try their luck there. The perennial trickle of 

Afghan immigrants gained momentum, and the more frequent arrival of the newcomers 

compounded the number and revitalized the morale of their fraternity already present in 

India.”12 

 The 15th century AD saw more Afghan migration to India but this time it was the lure of 

the Indian plains, ruled by Afghans in shape Lodi and Suri dynasties, which attracted common 

Afghans who turned up in droves to get prestigious jobs and become part of the ruling elites. 

Actually, to cut the story short, the Afghan Lodi ruler in Bahlol Lodi, who had succeeded his 

father Islam Khan as governor of Sirhind13during the era of Taimur’s incapable successors in 

shape of Syeds, was finally able to topple the Syeds in 1450s and ensconced himself on the seat 

of Delhi. 

 According to Basheer Ahmad Matta, it was during the era of Sultan Bahlol Lodi who 

genuinely wanted Afghan supremacy in India14 the Afghans not only migrated to India in large 

number but also got prestigious positions. Also, this era of the illustrious Afghan ruler proved 

very conducive for future Afghan rulers like Sher Shah Suri who became one of the most 

important Afghan rulers having great impact on the history of Hindustan. The reason behind 

Afghan prosperity during this era was the fact that it was actually Bahlol Lodi who turned 

Afghans into a ‘feudal-military aristocracy’ of India that not only helped Afghans in general to 

reach top positions but also gave rise to future Afghan rulers like Sher Shah Suri who later on 

gain prominence, for he was also part of the Afghan feudal-military aristocracy specifically 

developed by Bahlol Lodi. As per Basheer Ahmed Matta, Bahlol Lodi, in fact, had forbidden 

Afghans to join any profession but military besides giving them grants, lands and other 

facilities.15 
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 “It was he (Bahlol Lodi) who first recognized the need to organize Afghans in India into 

an exclusive and close-knit ruling elite, and laid the systematic foundation of that powerful and 

extensive body which may be described as the Afghan feudal-military aristocracy. This 

governing class was restricted to the profession of arms, amply provided with fiefs and state 

offices, and strongly bound together by a common identity and a sense of exclusiveness vis-à-

vis the rest of the populace. Not only did this body serve as the mainstay of the Afghan rule in 

India, but also protected the Afghans in that land against want and indigence, and ministered to 

preserve and protect the customs, traditions, manners and consciousness of their collective 

entity in an otherwise overwhelmingly foreign atmosphere.”16  

 It was in this context that Afghans migrated to India during the era of Lodi dynasty 

which genuinely wanted to give more space to incoming Afghans. Basheer Ahmad Khan Matta 

further argues: “Bahlol was particularly eager to attract more Afghans from their native land 

and assimilate them within the Afghan fraternity in India. To that end, he extended an open 

invitation to native Afghans to flock to India and take up the military profession for the defence 

of the Afghan monarchy established there. In return, these migrants were promised privileges 

under the Afghan rule. The Afghans who arrived as a result of this invitation were received with 

open arms and promptly added to the feudal-military order already in existence. Bahlol’s first 

letter of invitation to them read: …’The lands of Hind are broad and rich, and can afford 

maintenance to many. Come, then, to this country; the name indeed of sovereignty shall 

remain with me, but whatever countries we may conquer shall be shared between us as 

brothers.’”  

 Then came the era of administrative genius in shape of Afghan Suri emperor Sher Khan 

also known in history as Sher Shah Suri in the 16th century AD after successors of Bahlol Lodhi 

proved incapable of not only defending what the illustrious Afghan Lodi king had bequeathed to 

them but miserably failed to give due respect to their co-ethnic Afghans in India of which 

Pakhtuns’ archrivals Mughals led by Babar took full advantage of and defeated Pakhtuns 

ironically through Pakhtuns.17 Khushal Khan Khattak, the Pakhtun poet with a deep 

understanding of Pakhtun history, says in a couplet: 

 Bia lah pasa da Dihli badshah Babur shuh, 

Chih ye kar da Pukhtanah puh barkat wuh18  

 

Translation: 

 Afterwards Babar became the king of Delhi, 

 who owed his success to the support of the Pakhtoons 
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 Cutting the story short for fear of digression, the Mughal era established by Babar 

proved very short, for Sher Khan who was an obvious product of the Afghan feudal-military 

aristocracy developed by Bahlol Lodhi soon became able to defeat Babar’s son Humayun in the 

mid 16th century AD by not only taking full advantage of Mughal king Humayun’s failures but 

also assembling the Afghan elites in shape of the feudal-military aristocracy, and common 

Afghans by giving them respect unlike Bahlol’s successors. Without going into details of the 

Sher Shah Suri’s succession to the throne, his achievements in shape of his swift conquests in 

north India which is simply unparallel in terms of magnitude and quality administration 

particularly considering the short time of his rule, the main thing connected with this section is 

the Suri Pakhtun ruler’s encouragement of Pakhtun migration to India. 

 Actually, Pakhtuns went to India in droves during the Sher Shah era for the Suri Afghan 

king policy revolved around two themes: to encourage and take great care of Afghans in India 

and give best possible administration to his subjects. Both the themes were apparently 

contradictory but it was the axis around which the successful Suri Pakhtun rule in north India 

had always revolved and which in turn enabled more Afghans to leave their homeland for 

Hindustan to join their imperialist kinsmen who had by now had their own settlements and 

colonies in India. Basheer Ahmad Khan Matta further elaborates in the following words: 

 “Sher Shah’s north Indian empire was, above and before anything else, the rule of the 

elite Afghan minority. Its cardinal aim was to preserve and perpetuate the domination, and 

defend and promote the special interests and privileges of the Afghans. All else was in the end 

secondary and subordinate to this overriding purpose. And one of the greatest rulers of India as 

he was Sher Shah’s role in this capacity was, in the ultimate analysis, subservient to his role as 

the paramount custodian of the Afghan supremacy and interest in India. The driving force of 

Sher Shah’s life was not so much to be a great and famous king of India as it was to be a true 

champion and leader of the Afghans. He ruled a large portion of India thoroughly, efficiently, 

and justly because he was by nature thorough, efficient, and just; but he essentially and finally 

regarded India as a great prize, which the Afghans must hold under a tight control, 

perpetually.”19 

 After Afghan emperor Sher Shah Suri’s demise Afghan migration to the Indian plains did 

not stop but it was also not encouraged during the Mughal era for most of the Mughal scions 

always doubted Afghans particularly on the Indian plains. Notwithstanding, one of the greatest 

Mughal emperors in terms of promotion of secularism and integration of Indian communities 

namely Emperor Akbar whose revenue system had for-reaching implications for Hindustan 

could not help adopting the ‘agrarian revenue administration’ of the Pakhtun emperor Sher 

Shah Suri. “In the great (Mughal) empire he (Akbar) built upon Sher Shah’s agrarian revenue 
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administration and road network,”20 argues author Robert Nichols in ‘A History of Pashtun 

Migration (1775-2006). 

Getting down to Mughal emperors’ reign and their relation with Afghans, it is important 

to note that Mughals, who were either Mongolicized Turks or Turkicized Mongols, and Afghans 

never enjoyed cordial relations for both had had relationship of conquerors and conquered on 

the Afghan land as discussed in the previous chapter and had been imperialist rivals on the 

Indian plains for centuries before and after Afghan emperor Sher Shah Suri. According to 

Nichols, Akbar had recruited a few Mansabdars, for the Mughal emperor had always been very 

suspicious about the local Afghan elites. “Though Babur had taken a Yusufzai Pashtun wife to 

build his Kabul area political network, Akbar remained suspicious of regional Afghan political 

figures, and recruited relatively few as mansabdars. Afghans were involved in a major rebellion 

against Akbar, but many continued to accept service at different level.”21 

As for Akbar’s successor Jehangir was concerned, though he trusted Afghans but was 

later on skeptical about them particularly after Khan-i Jahan Lodi, whom the Mughal king had 

given prominence, revolted against him. In this scenario, when Shah Jehan took the power he 

also sought to remain aloof from Afghans. However, the trend of being skeptical about Afghans 

on the Indian soil was broken in the era of conservative Mughal king Aurangzeb who did not 

press ahead with erstwhile Mughal religious egalitarianism vis-à-vis majority Hindus and 

Muslim minority sects like Shias. Nichols’ writing on the subject makes it amply clear:  

“Before gaining the throne, the young Aurangzeb had actively commanded in the field, 

building strategic alliances with Afghans throughout the Mughal provinces. In his final 

confrontation with his brother over the succession to Shah Jehan, Aurangzeb had a decisive 

edge in elite Afghan support. At the battle of Samurgarh, where Aurangzeb had support from 

one hundred twenty-four mansabdars of the highest ranks, twenty-three were Afghans. His 

brother and opponent Dara Shikoh rallied only eighty-seven high mansab holders, with just one 

an Afghan.”22 

Before we move ahead to see Pakhtun migration during the post-Mughal India before 

the British turbocharged themselves on the Indian soil, it would be suitable to mention that 

although during the Mughal era Pakhtuns were hardly encouraged officially to migrate to India, 

the Mughal power politics did remain dependent on the Afghan elites while inducting many 

Afghan soldiers who like Rajputs were ‘soldier identity’ in the Mughal services. Hence, it amply 

indicates that Pakhtuns remained in a sizeable number in India during the Mughal era not as 

elites but also as common soldiers.  

Getting down to the 17th and 18th centuries when the Indian Mughal rule ran into 

disarray, Pakhtuns continued to migrate to Hindustan for better opportunities. Robert Nichols 
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writes comprehensively in this regard: “In the seventeen and eighteen centuries, Pashto-

speaking Pashtuns continued to circulate throughout the Indian subcontinent. After the 1657 

treaty between Bijapur and Aurangzeb, ‘700 Pathans’ left Bijapur for services with Maratha 

ruler Shivaji. Those who pursued season or short-term labor, trade, or military service returned 

to home villages or districts after shorter or longer terms. Others never crossed back westward 

across the Indus, or returned to intermediary location, finally settling in distant imperial 

capitals, provincial or district town centers, grain market towns, or the countryside. Elite sons of 

the prominent lineages and political influence travelled along with horse traders, soldiers, 

artisans, and farmers. Those finding niches of opportunity often recruited others to follow and 

participate as partners or dependents. In this process, over generations, the composition of the 

local landlords or zamindari class could be transformed. Irfan Habib documented that in 1662, 

Diler Khan, one of Aurangzeb’s Afghan mansabdars, was given a permanent (al-tamgha) jagir in 

Pargana Pali. A generation later, in 1689, his son Kamaludddin referred to ‘the villages of 

pargana Pali that are in this person’s zamindari and ijara (revenue farm)’. In 1732 Diler Khan’s 

grandson gifted the rights to a village from the holdings that he said were his ‘by purchase and 

inheritance.’”23 

   One important thing that needs mention at this stage that Pakhtuns had not only been 

in circulation in Hindustan after the Mughal control collapsed but like others Pakhtuns/Afghans 

were able to have their own sphere of influence in the Rohilkhand districts of India which 

flourished under Pakhtun leadership in the post-Mughal era. Pakhtun migration to Rohilkhand 

districts had continued for almost two centuries and after the 1750s when the Mughal control 

had almost collapsed the Rohilkhand districts got more prosperous under Pakhtun leadership. 

However, the Rohilkhand districts, according to Nichols, lost their independence after 

1774 and were finally incorporated into British India in 1801. Nevertheless, the Rampur princely 

state under Faizullah Khan not only survived but also prospered. “In 1774 the independent 

Rohilla (Pakhtuns/Afghan) state were defeated and absorbed into the territories of the Nawab 

of Awadh and the sphere of influence of the rising British-Indian empire based in Calcutta,” 

details author Nichols and goes on to say: “Though a nominally independent princely state of 

Rampur survived, the defeat symbolized the beginning of a new structuring of Pakhtun 

circulation.”24 

In wake of the disintegration of the Rohilkhand states and their subsequent annexation 

by the British, most Pakhtuns with their quintessential martial skills fanned out to other 

princely states either getting themselves hired in their armies or making their way to private 

armies. There were nearly 1000 Pakhtuns in the army of the princely state of Hyderabad. 

Nevertheless, their presence, states Nichols, was resented by both the Nizam and the British 

imperialists, for both harbored deep suspicions about Pakhtuns regarding ‘embezzlements’ in 
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the collection of agricultural revenues which the princely state used to collect through different 

agents including the Rohillas or Pakhtuns. 

Pakhtuns’ martial skills and their warlike attitude didn’t help their cause with the 

Rohillas increasingly becoming a thorn in the side of the British imperialists particularly during 

the 1857 Mutiny wherein the European imperialists harbored intense suspicions against them. 

Notwithstanding, the situation started getting improved for Pakhtuns in India particularly after 

the British formally took charge of India after successfully quelling the 1857 Mutiny and 

subsequently announcing amnesty on Nov 1, 1858 for rebellious soldiers which of course 

contained Pakhtuns/Afghans/Rohillas. 

As per Nichols, the 1858 amnesty generated a windfall of ‘service’ for Afghans/Pakhtuns 

living west of the Indus River as well as the militant North Indian Pakhtuns who were now being 

documented as ‘Puthan’ by the British colonialists.  

 

Internal Pakhtun Migration and Their Interaction with Indian 

Muslim Refugees 
 

 Though Pakhtun internal migration has already been dwelt upon in the previous 

chapter, it is important that their migration is briefly put to context once again to understand 

the Karachi conundrum in a better way.  Notwithstanding before shedding light on Pakhtun 

migration to Karachi, it is important to note the migration phenomenon in general terms. 

Talking in context of external migration, Nichols states in his work namely ‘A History of the 

Pashtun Migration— 1775-2005’that the biggest wave of migration to Sindh and Punjab was 

triggered by the division of India in 1947, giving around 20 per cent of the whole population 

refugee status in 1951. Even specific urban areas such as Karachi had higher ratio of migrants 

with the estimated refugee population being as high as 57 per cent. On the other hand, 

peripheral cities like Peshawar also received a huge chunk of refugees from India with 

estimation of the migrant population hitting 10 percentage points.25 

 As for internal migration, Pakistan never lagged behind in it with the country undergoing 

higher rates of internal migration in Asia triggered by the economic development of the 1950s 

and 60s. “For the decade 1959-1969, a study of 23 villages recorded a population turnover of 

23 per cent as labour migrants, primarily individual men, married or unmarried, left homes or 

entered from outside in search of employment.”26 
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 By 1970s, economic development and urbanization had made it possible for almost 1.5 

million residents of then NWFP (now Khyber Pakhtunkhwa), mostly Pakhtuns, to migrate to 

other provinces within Pakistan with the outflow mostly irreversible and often one way, states 

Nichols. And by 1980s apparently temporary migration of Pakhtuns to Karachi had assumed a 

permanent status as families moved to the Sindh capital to be with the wage earners. 

 Before we move ahead to shed light on the Pakhtun-Mohajir conundrum in the Sindh 

capital, it is important that we talk about some other historic communities of Karachi in a bid to 

prove that Pakhtuns or for that matter the Indian Muslim refugees were not the first ones in 

the post-independence period to have settled in Karachi but the Sindh capital had had a history 

of welcoming other peoples from different parts of the region. For instance, besides Silawats, 

who migrated to the new capital of Karachi in the 19th century having been lived in the then 

Sindh capital Hyderabad for centuries, Ismailis (or Khojas) Jewish community, Bahai community, 

the Roman Catholic community, Parsis, Bohras, Memon and Hindus in addition to itinerant 

groups like Bhils, Brahuis, Pakhtuns and Kolhis also migrated to the Sindh capital to make their 

fortunes. Hamida Khuhro and Anwar Mooraj in introduction of ‘Karachi: Megacity of Our Times’ 

have encapsulated Karachi communities living cheek by jowl in the following words:  

 “Ismailis (or Khojas), followers of the Aga Khan, live in communities around their Jamaat Khanas 

on Britto Road, and in the old town near Khadda Madressah and more recently in Clifton area. Ismailis 

whose ancestral villages are mostly in Thatta and Badin in lower Sindh and Lasbela in the coastal region 

of Sindh, gravitated to Karachi for business and commerce. 

“The small Jewish community of the western coast of the subcontinent had their synagogues on 

the Lawrence Road and lived around it and on the edges of the Karachi zoo otherwise known as Gandhi 

Garden. The Bahai community that had come from Iran was among the more prosperous communities 

of the town. The Bahais owned the ubiquitous and inexpensive but excellent cafes, the Irani restaurants, 

so characteristic of Bombay and Karachi. The Roman Catholic community of Karachi (of Portuguese 

Goan descent, migrated from Goa which was part of Portugal until well after independence), lived 

around St. Patrick’s Church in Saddar and the Catholic Colony on Bunder Road and were mostly involved 

in education and government service. Here also was the upper middle class Parsi Colony, with its well 

built and good looking houses bordering on Amil Colony and the minuscule upper middle class Muslim 

Colony. Parsis also came to Karachi from Surat in Gujarat and Bombay in nineteenth century and were 

mostly in trade and business. They had a number of Government monopolies such as salt, and were 

soon among the leading business communities of Karachi. The Bohras came to Karachi in the nineteenth 

century and were mainly a trading community, living in the city around Civil Hospital, where they had 

their beautifully built mosques and spacious apartments around Bunder Road and Burns Road. These 

neighbourhoods of the city, unlike the new ‘colonies’ of Bunder Road Extension, were not exclusive, and 

the Bohras, Khojas, Memons and Hindus lived cheek by jowl, as near as possible to their place of 

business. There were also itinerant groups of labourers, the Pathans, Brahuis, Bhils and Kolhis, the latter 
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two permanent ‘scheduled caste’ communities. Apart from these many others came to this city to 

improve their lives and make their fortunes.”
27

 

Though it is widely believed that the Pakhtun-Mohajir conflict mainly started after the 

killing of a refugee girl student Bushra Zaidi in a road accident involving a Pakhtun bus driver, 

and the thesis revolving around the Bushra Zaidi incident also implies that the cracks at the 

city’s political level not only became widened after the road accident but also well-known giving 

way to an ethnic frenzy involving Pakhtuns and Indian migrants in the city which never 

remained the same, the harsh reality is that community identity was established much before 

1980s making communal disturbances a real possibility in a metropolis of a state which was a 

few years old and was yet to work for communal integration. Indian Muslim refugees’ arrival in 

the city has already been discussed and sufficient light has been shed on their relationship and 

interaction with the old inhabitants of Sindh. Now it seems important to hint at the early 

Pakhtun-Mohajir interaction in the Sindh. 

That both Pakhtuns and Mohajirs are migrant communities has never been nebulous, 

with different linguistic and cultural backgrounds, the former being a traditional migrant from 

the northwest descending on the plains while the latter in a rare attempt have migrated from 

India westwards. Both the linguistic communities may take more time to integrate in the Sindh 

capital as has often been the case but the current situation of incessant violence in the Sindh 

metropolis make for a gloomy picture with every passing day seemingly bringing more 

differences between both the groups. In this regard researcher Zia has quoted Dr Marvin 

Weinbaum as saying: “Here we have two different cultures coming into contact with one 

another and again fighting over scarce resources, fighting for turf.” “And a lot of it, then and 

now, continues to be in the category of simple criminality, which gets an ethnic patina on it.”28 

That the Sindhi-Mohajir interaction had never been exemplary—the refugees being 

negatively assertive and unwilling to integrate—is a known fact with both communities still not 

being ready to bury the axe. To the city’s utter dismay, the same happened when another 

migrant group in shape of Pakhtuns started infiltrating from the northwest into Karachi with the 

Urdu-speaking Mohajirs harbouring the same fears once old inhabitants in Sindhis had about 

the new Sindhi in the Indian Muslim refugees.  

Though author Sarah Ansari in her detailed work in ‘Life After Partition: Migration, 

Community and Strife in Sindh 1947-1962’ has mapped the early interaction between the old 

and new inhabitants of Sindh in detail, the author has also dwelt briefly on the interaction 

between the two migrant communities in Pakhtuns and Urdu-speaking Indian refugees. 

According to author Sarah Ansari, community identities were established during the 1950s 

instead of their integration with the Urdu-speaking Mohajirs extremely unsatisfactory with the 

government regarding their resettlement.  
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It was the overall situation of the city when a violent clash between migrant Pakhtuns 

and the Indian Muslim refugees took place on March 4, 1958 in Nazimabad in North Karachi, 

killing 12 people and resulting in the arrest of some 800. The reason offered for the violent 

clash was a heated argument between an Urdu-speaking refugee shopkeeper and a Pakhtun 

costumer after a proactive speech by a prayer leader of a mosque used by Pakhtuns. The clash 

was condemned by both Pakhtun and refugee leaders calling for peace and harmony in the 

city.29 

However, all sane voices fell on deaf ears with the Pakhtun-Mohajir clash, as is the 

quintessential trend now, being followed by a fire in the Bohri Bazar and other violent clashes 

including the murder of a prominent businessman and his wife forcing the-then Federation of 

Chambers of Commerce and Industries to hold a conference on April 2, 1958 to discuss ways 

and means to deal with the worsening law and order situation in the city.30 

It was the time when talk of imposing martial law was in the air with Karachi’s law and 

order situation giving more credence to the suggestions regarding imposition of martial law at 

that time.31 In these circumstances, one thing was for sure that the Sindh capital even in the 

1950s was not crisis-free with issues of identity in absence of a clear-cut integration policy at 

the state level surfacing now and then. On the other hand, the martial law suggestions were 

materialized and the scheduled national elections were put off with political parties being 

contented with the scheduled municipal elections in April 1958 regarding it as a ‘trial run’ to 

gauge their popularity. According to author Sarah Ansari, the local bodies’ elections highlighted 

the increased popularity of Jamat-i-Islami among the Indian refugees. The Jamat during this 

time period was more vocal about refugees’ issues.  

 

Pakhtun-Mohajir Conundrum in Socio-Politico and Socio-

Economic Context 
 

 The Urdu press and electronic media have simply been failed to have their readers and 

audiences understanding the Sindh conundrum in general and its capital in particular with 

journalists being mostly untrained when it comes to the coverage of multi-ethnic Karachi 

wherein the media scene is dominated by only one linguistic group in Urdu-speaking refugees 

making in turn coverage of ethnic news more slanted.  

Usually, the electronic media tend to not only give more space to news related to 

Karachi but also hold talk shows on the ethnic and other issues of the city which of courses 

augers well for the Sindh metropolis but the problem is that the electronic media only shows 
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superfluous details regarding ethnic issues and that too when some ethnic clash occurs. Hardly 

documentaries or other detailed works related to Karachi’s ethnic problems are presented to 

the viewers who could easily gauge for themselves the real causes of the ethnic tension in the 

Sindh metropolis. The way the text books taught in schools have failed to have the next 

generations loving and integrating, the electronic media has also been directionless with most 

of the expressions and narrations containing ‘they’ and ‘us’ making the already troubled Karachi 

society more polarized.  

 The print media with the exception of a few quality English language dailies have also 

been more or less clueless with journalists particularly columnists belonging to the Urdu 

newspapers scribbling their own theories without proper research about various communities 

residing in the city. Most of these columnists are having no expertise in identity politics or 

related fields and usually hinting in the dark and thus ending up promoting stereotypes against 

one or the other community. This way the press not only polarizes the society but fuels hatred 

among communities. Karachi press is the epitome of such journalism.  

 The above preface is aimed to clarify that the thesis instead of targeting a particular 

community or getting involved in promoting stereotypes against one or the other linguistic 

group will seek to put the Pakhtun-Mohajir conundrum in socio-politico and socio-economic 

perspective to have readers understanding the main bone of contention between the two 

linguistic groups. The Mohajir ethnic nationalism in one of the previous chapters has already 

been put into the socio-political context with particular reference to the nature of the state 

wherein the dominance of any particular linguistic group has already been shed light on. 

Dwelling very briefly on the Mohajir ethnic nationalism to see their struggle against the 

repressive Pakistani state in the socio-political dynamics and to further understand their 

interaction with migrant Pakhtuns in the Sindh metropolis, the Urdu-speaking refugees after 

the partition of India had been one of the dominant groups along with minority ethnic Punjabis 

in the pre-1971 Pakistan which simply refused to give the majority Bengalis their due political, 

economic and linguistic rights. During this time period both minority Punjabis and minority 

Urdu-speaking refugees were the staunch supporters of the state nationalism. As mentioned in 

the early chapters, it was the minority Punjabis and Mohajirs’ refusal to give majority Bengalis 

their due rights which resulted in the dismemberment of the country after a bloody genocide 

committed in the-then East Pakistan by the Pakistani military dominated by ethnic Punjabis. 

 Nevertheless, situation changed in the post-1971 Pakistan which saw Pakhtun 

dominance in the Pakistan state apparatus with the ethnic Punjabis who had now become 

absolute majority no more in need of support from the Urdu-speaking refugees. With Pakhtun 

dominance in the military along with ethnic Punjabis having them dominating the Pakistan state 

arena, the rise of a Sindhi Prime Minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto further paved the way for the 
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emergence of erstwhile repressed ethnic Sindhis that in turn further squeezed the Urdu-

speaking Indian settlers in the Sindh capital who further saw decline in their power when 

General Zia struck after staging a bloodless coup sending the first elected prime minister in Z. A. 

Bhutto home. 

 When Mohajirs saw their declined position in the new power structure of Pakistan 

which was erstwhile dominated by them along with ethnic Punjabis, they started agitation in 

one way or the other and thus ending up in forming their representative party in the Mohajir 

Qaumi Movement (MQM) which was the first of its kind in the history of Pakistan to have 

started a violent (Mohajir) ethnic nationalism to regain their past ‘glory’ in the Pakistan state 

arena. To suffice it to say, it was indeed the political clout the Mohajirs enjoyed in the Pakistani 

state arena that have them advocating the state nationalism and when they saw their ouster 

from the state power structure and diminishing political clout in the post-1971 Pakistan they 

gave up on state nationalism and took to violent ethnic nationalism. On the other hand 

Pakhtuns whose representative party in Khudai Khidmadgars remained ‘anti-Pakistan’ in the 

pre-partition era started not only integrating into the Pakistan state arena but also became an 

ardent advocate of the state nationalism. Here also the reason is political clout which now the 

Pakhtuns had had after 1971 dismemberment of the country. 

 The way the roots of Mohajir ethnic nationalism and ensuing Pakhtuns’ state 

nationalism lie in the socio-political context as discussed in the above lines, Karachi’s Pakhtun-

Mohajir conundrum is deeply associated with socio-political and socio-economic dynamics both 

communal groups are going through in one way or the other. The Bushra Zaidi incident which 

occurred in the mid 1980s was apparently a mere road accident but it changed the communal 

landscape of the city. All this did not occur overnight. Since partition until this road accident the 

Sindh metropolis saw consistent social and demographic changes besides other shifts in socio-

economic landscape in the city effecting both Pakhtuns and Mohajirs having them reacting in 

their own ways which in turn took the city on storm.  

  

Early Housing Project for Mohajirs and the Pakhtun-Mohajir 

Clash  
 

Dwelling on the Pakhtun-Mohajir conflict in socio-economic context, it must be 

categorically stated that the day the early managers of the state started envisaging housing 

schemes for the Indian Muslim refugees in the-then capital Karachi, it was in one way or the 

other the start of today’s ethnic conflict between Pakhtuns and Mohajirs of the Sindh 

metropolis. The early managers had had a huge task of resettling the Indian Muslim refugees 
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who were extremely unsatisfactory about their resettlement particularly in the capital which 

“population grew by 432 per cent (between 1941 and 1961), a rate of growth ‘no other city 

anywhere else in the world at any time in human history has ever experienced.’”32 

In this regard Laurent Gayer further states: “All the muhajirin could not be properly 

accommodated in the city and a great number of them had to make do Katcha housing for a 

while. In 1953, 250,000 of them were to be ‘resettled’, i.e. provided with decent 

accommodation, and in 1958, 100,000 refugees were still in this situation. In the following 

decades, Karachi bastis grew in size and in number with the arrival of in-migrants from Punjab, 

Balochistan, and the Frontier province.”33 

The sole purpose of initiating the housing projects in the then capital was to resettle the 

Indian Muslim refugees who were extremely dissatisfied with both the Sindh as well as central 

government which even before the Ayub Khan’s martial law had started not only thinking about 

the resettlement of the Mohajirs but also taken steps in shape of asking Swedish planners to 

give government plan regarding resettlement of the Indian Muslim refugees. However, the 

government became extremely conscious in the wake of anti-government protests in 1950s 

lodged by the Mohajirs and never gave go-ahead to the Swedish planners, who had plans to 

resettle Mohajirs in ten-storey apartment blocks within the city, to continue with their plans. 

With the government dilly dallying in resettling Mohajirs, there seemed no end to the miseries 

of the metropolis until 1958 when General Ayub took over and initiated another housing 

project for the refugees under the supervision of Greek planners. 

Like his predecessors, Ayub Khan also wanted to clear the city of the refugees and his 

Greek planers helped him in doing so by envisaging two main projects (outside the main city) in 

the Korangi Township and the New Karachi projects with the former forming a part of the 

Greater Karachi Resettlement Plan (GKRP) which was to house around 500,000 people besides 

helping in clearing the city from the squatters. Though there remained problem in complete 

rehabilitation of Mohajirs, the Ayub Khan government was finally able to clear the city of 

squatters. 

As discussed in chapter 4 in the light of oeuvre of Sarah Ansari and Steve Inskeep, the 

origin of land mafia, argues also renowned architect and author Arif Hasan, traces back to 

Doxiadis plan in the Ayub era when squatting was difficult in the city and houses remained 

scarce in the new housing projects the government initiated under the Greek planners. As a 

result, informal settlements or katchi abadis sprang along the roads linking the city to New 

Karachi or Korangi where the Greek planners started the new housing projects for the 

squatters. Arif Hasan states that most of the illegal settlements were built by middlemen and 

were located on the natural drainage channels. The illegal development of houses during this 

era was the beginning of land grabbing by land mafia in Karachi.34 
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The issues of illegal encroachment and subsequent land grabbing have its roots buried 

in the post-partition era when squatters in shape of the Indian Muslim refugees, of course due 

to absence of proper residential facilities, started illegally occupying state land before building 

informal settlements. With these individual acts of illegality lasting long, the land grabbing 

scene took an ugly turn in the 1960s “when peripheral land was developed and sold by 

‘independent’ private persons who lack*ed+ the property rights over it. These informal 

entrepreneurs, who came to be known as dallals (patrons), were in close contact with police 

officers, politicians and bureaucrats, these connections offering a certain degree of security 

against eviction to basti dwellers.”35 

Currently, the illegal encroachments and land grabbing have become Karachi’s most 

ominous problem involving not only simply dallals but also political parties with militant wings 

who in one way or the other seek to expand their influence by illegally occupying lands 

particularly in the peripheries of the city. Not only peripheral lands are being occupied illegally 

but, as mentioned earlier, the natural drainage systems have also been illegally built upon, 

causing huge problems for the citizens with the start of the first drop of rain in the city. Says 

Steve Inskeepe while referring to the detailed work of Perveen Rahman who was a protégé of 

rural development work pioneer in Pakistan Akhtar Hameed Khan and associated with the 

Orangi Pilot Project- Research and Training Institute (OPP-RTI) for more than two decades 

before being killed in 2013 apparently by land grabbers36: “What happened to all the water that 

the city piped in from the Indus River? (Pereen) Rahman wrote a paper documenting that much 

of it was stolen with tanker trucks and sold to citizen at premium prices. Why did monsoon rain 

cause such floods in the city? Rehman showed me a massive wall that the OPP-RTI had 

prepared, illustrating how many storm drains and sewers emptied into marshland that was now 

being clogged with developments.”37 

Before we move ahead to see as to what is at stake for Pakhtuns and Mohajirs in 

Karachi’s land grabbing and how an apparently housing problem got the patina of ethnicism, it 

must be mentioned that all the sane voices have so far fallen on deaf years with the Sindh 

government and other authorities concerned being not ready to take the much-need actions 

against land grabbers, for much big fishes have now got involved in the illegal development 

which has now gone beyond government control and that’s what Inskeepe has to say in his 

Instant City: Life and Death in Karachi: “‘Everybody says land mafia, land mafia,’ Rahman told 

me with a characteristic smile. ‘We call them land suppliers.’ Why be judgmental? The 

government officials who attacked “land grabbing” were often grabbing land themselves.”38  

Notwithstanding there is another side to the land grabbing sage as hinted by Inskeep by 

quoting Perween Rehman as saying: “’We are looking at it (land grabbing issue) from the point 

of view of the poor—where can they settle? We have seen that, for the poor, this land is the 
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only option they have in this city.’ At the same time she appeared startled by the many square 

miles of public land being chopped up into little plots for sale, beginning around 2006. ‘Now 

everybody is a land supplier,’ Rahman said. ‘The government, the political parties, the police, 

the members of national assembly, the member of provincial assembly, the councilors, the 

nazims’ – that was the word used for the leaders of the eighteen municipalities , or 

subdivisions, of a city. ‘Everybody is a land supplier.’” 39 

Drawing close to our target of what, in context of land grabbing, pitted Pakhtuns and 

Mohajirs against each other in the Sindh metropolis, the first step to reckon is that most of 

Dallals used to be Punjabis and Mohajirs until the 1980s but afterwards the situation, in wake 

of the Afghan war, changed with the metropolis attracting more Pakhtuns migrants. During the 

same time period, the existing Mohajirs or Punjabi Dallals associated with land development 

were replaced by Pakhtuns who besides being financially fattened by money earned from drug 

and arm trafficking during the Afghan war had also made huge investments in Karachi’s real 

state in addition to heavy investment in Karachi’s transport and posts in the police department 

and thus having Mohajirs and Punjabi Dallals letting go of the supposedly land development 

business. “Within a few years, Punjabi and Mohajir dallals had lost control of Karachi’s informal 

housing market to the Pathans, who imposed a new modus vivendi in squatter settlement: 

after land was seized by gunmen, plots were developed and rented to tenants who could be 

evicted at will.”40 Now the real Pakhtun-Mohajir clash, which was actually a housing conflict but 

unfortunately, got an ethnic patina, occurred at time when Pakhtun gunmen “were trying to 

extend their influence to mohallas ( of Bihari dwellers) situated at the margins of their 

(Pakhtuns) recently consolidated ‘territory .’”41 

It was in this context rather than other stereotypes and hallow theories presented by 

armchair analysts of the Urdu press that the Pakhtun-Mohajir clash in the Sindh metropolis 

started and got worsened with other changing economic , political and social change brought 

by various factors including the city’s worsening transport system which brought both the 

communal groups once again to conflict and like that of the land grabbing issue it once again 

took several precious human lives when ethic riots erupted in the mid 1980s in the erstwhile 

city of lights. 

Karachi’s Shabby Transport System and the Bushra Zaidi 

Incident 
 The Sindh metropolis of estimated 22 million has got innumerable problems from 

congested roads surfeited with ever unmanageable traffic, dilapidated sewerage system and 

rapidly degraded environment to ethnic and religious terrorism but the problem which has kept 

on churning out more problems is the city’s ever neglected transport system which failure is 

deeply associated with the housing projects initiated by the early state managers. Today 
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Karachi transport system is on the verge of collapse, if not totally crumbled, with the 

transporters being caught up between limited or, in fact, no government support and rising fuel 

costs, on the one hand, while on the other, the public is faced with the double-edged sword of 

high prices and limited number of available options. 

 Before moving ahead to see as to how the longstanding Karachi transport issue has 

brought the Pakhtun-Mohajir conundrum into context and to shed light on the history of 

incessant failures the Sindh metropolis saw on the transport front, the important thing to 

mention here is that recently a report titled ‘Karachi: the Transport Crisis’ while giving details 

about the collapse of the city’s transport  has in no ambiguous words stated that the 

government neglect of the transport system over the years besides other factors has resulted in 

letting go of transport business by bus owners, who have been left to their own devices by the 

government and thus operating in a largely unregulated environment.42  According to the 

report, parts of which have been carried by Dawn, the number of operational mini-buses has 

slashed to 9,527 in 2014/15 as compared to 22,313 in 2011 with the existing buses plying only 

on 111 routes out of a total number of 329 which in turn causes huge problems for commuters. 

 One of the many reasons, cited by the report compiled by author and renowned 

architect Arif Hasan along with Mansoor Raza and staff members at the Urban Resource Centre, 

behind transporters’ reluctance to operate in the city is the lack of income which the business 

once used to generate besides the high maintenance costs amid great stress for the bus owners 

caused by lack of government protection, absence of regulations and unavailability of fuel. 

 That the Karachi transport has almost crumbled is a known fact but the very recent blow 

it has received has come in shape of shortage of the Compressed Natural Gas (CNG). For many 

issues the city bus system has been faced with in government negligence etc, it did make do 

with them in one way or the other but now when almost 70 per cent of the city’s buses were 

being run on the CNG it became just beyond control having the bus owners leaving the 

transport business which made the transport system simply crippled. With commuters demand 

for transport on ever rise, on the one hand, and non-availability of it, on the other, there is a 

huge gap between demand and supply in the transport market which has recently been bridged 

in shape of emergence of motorcycles having six seater cabin known as Qinggis. The Dawn 

news story citing the report has pointed out: “Karachi has seen the introduction of about 

50,000 Qinggi carriers—a motor cycle carrying a six seater cabin—in recent years. There are 

also about 60,000 rickshaws running on the city roads. Finally, those who can afford it have 

invested in motorcycles: in 1990, there were 450,000 motorcycles registered in the city, and by 

2013 that number has jumped to 1.65 million.”43 

 Delving further into the transport issue this time in historical context, the issue of 

resettlement of the Urdu-speaking Indian Muslim refugees is at the heart of Karachi’s transport 
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problem with the early state managers earnestly wanting to clear the city of squatters in 

Mohajirs for which they had to be resorting to having housing projects outside the city. The 

target was achieved but plethora of problems started haunting the Sindh metropolis. The one 

immediate problem, among many others like the issue of land grabbing etc, hitting the city in 

wake of the housing projects initiated by the Ayub Khan regime was the transport conundrum, 

for the new residential areas were not able to generate jobs and people had to travel long 

distances to go to their work places located in the main city, port areas as well as peripheral city 

areas like Sindh Industrial Trading Estate (SITE). Moreover, there was no ‘rational road 

network,’ resulting in most of the transport passage through the city center in Saddar which 

unfortunately ended up in destruction of the city’s culture centre by converting it into a transit 

area.44 

 The Sindh metropolis meanwhile saw further deterioration in term of environmental 

degradation and inner city congestion due to surfeited traffic on the roads when port activities 

expanded due to development in both industrialization and agriculture, for both had to heavily 

rely on the road network which failed to cope with the burden particularly in absence of a 

proper rail network which the state couldn’t develop for transportation of goods with main 

reason being the support the state gave to oil and automobile lobbies. In addition, the 

metropolis became more congested when supporting transport and service sector propped up 

with the passage of time having more affluent residents leaving the city centre for the newly 

developed suburbs.45  

 The decade of 1960s was one of an apparent development but the Sindh metropolis had 

by then became unmanageable in terms of its demography and rapidly increasing population 

particularly the informal settlements or katchi abadis with estimated 1.3 million residing in 

them.  With sprawling informal settlements, traffic congestions and inadequate road 

infrastructure among a myriad of problems, when the metropolis was getting messier day by 

day the government of Pakistan in 1967 formally asked the United Nations Organization to help 

it in settling its main commercial hub’s multitudes of problems. The UNDP while formally 

accepting government request for helping solve Karachi problems agreed in 1968 to set up the 

Karachi Master Plan Department at the KDA with the department being tasked with preparing 

the Karachi Master Plan (KMP) 1974-85.46 

Arif Hasan writes comprehensively about the KMP vis-à-vis Karachi transport problem: 

“The KMP also accurately identified Karachi’s transport needs and stressed the development of 

an appropriate bus system, since the vast majority of Karachiites would always have to depend 

on road transport. It also identified the need of the services sector to the transport, and 

identified locations for bus terminals, depots and workshops. The plan also proposed the 

upgrading of the circular rail system. Studies were undertaken and proposals developed to 
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expand the rail system into the suburbs and develop a light rail corridor through the city, so as 

to serve Saddar and various locations in the business districts. 

“A road network along with a number of bridges on the Lyari River was proposed. This proposal 

aimed at linking various areas of Karachi to each other, so as to reduce distances and prevent 

unnecessary movement through Saddar and the inner city. In addition southern bypass was 

planned which would make it possible for all port traffic to bypass the city through the National 

Highway. A northern bypass was also envisaged and planned to link with the Super Highway. It 

was foreseen that much of the port and inland trade related activities would move from the 

inner city to these bypasses. This would reduce traffic, decongest the inner city, and make its 

rehabilitation possible.”47  

 As is happened in quintessential Pakistan environment, most of the aims and goals of 

the UNDP never materialized even at the end of the stipulated time period of the mammoth 

project. Notwithstanding, some project aims which could see light of the day were the 

construction of road network, availability of water supply besides construction of bridges on 

the Lyari River.  

  It was actually the failure of the KMP that resulted in the transport disaster in the Sindh 

metropolis wherein migration from other provinces particularly Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and 

Punjab had by now increased manifolds with the city becoming an ethnic volcano with the 

passage of every day. Of course, the absence of state integration policy and clear-cut vision for 

the city were the main reasons behind the eminent ethnic strife. Before moving ahead to see 

the Pakhtun-Mohajir conundrum in the parameters of transport issue, it is worth mentioning 

that for all problems the city transport was faced with, it was still far better in the pre-1972 era, 

for fairly comfortable buses plied on the city roads by the joint venture of government and 

transport companies. During this era, proper terminal, workshops and depots for buses were in 

operation.48 

 However, as mentioned earlier, the city population was posting a mammoth growth 

making the government and transport companies’ joint venture insufficient, for there was more 

demand in the transport market. As a result, the government had to give permission to private 

individuals to ply buses on the city roads. Unfortunately, the privately-owned mini-buses got 

currency and slowly and gradually became the dominant mode of transportation in the Sindh 

metropolis. Then a time came that the transport companies were simply unable to compete the 

mini-buses in the transport market. The last nail in the coffin was hit in the 1990s when the 

government decided to completely withdraw from plying any sort of vehicles on the city roads 

thus paving the way for the virtual collapse of Karachi transport which has recently received 

another blow in shape of severe shortage of the CNG having owners of the mini-buses 
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abandoning the business and leaving commuters at the mercy of extremely uncomfortable and 

uncivilized Qinggis. 

 When the government allowed private individuals to ply buses on the city roads in wake 

of increasing demand for transport facilities in the city, ethnic Pakhtuns became dominant in 

ownership of mini-buses which by 1980s had become the dominant mode of transportation in 

the metropolis. The government had not only allowed private individuals to operate mini-buses 

for public transport, it had also left the already shabby transport system to its own devices by 

withdrawing itself from the business thus paving the way for the mini-buses to operate in 

absence of any regulation with the transport companies already winding up due to failure to 

compete with the mini-buses. 

 The situation got worsened when the mini-bus drivers, who are mostly ethnic Pakhtuns, 

in connivance with the police started breaking laws by illegally crossing signals during the same 

era by which time bus terminals and bus stations in the city had almost vanished amid 

government sheer negligence giving another reason to the mini-bus drivers to drive recklessly. 

One thing must be mentioned here that the mini-buses are usually privately-owned and are 

bought through funds acquired from money lenders on high interest rates with the owners 

usually being conductors and drivers themselves who fear for default of payment owing to 

which they not only work overtime but drive recklessly in order to earn more to avoid default of 

payment which may result in loss of their mini-bus.49 

 It was in this context that the mini-bus drivers were driving not only recklessly but 

sometimes, while violating all sorts of traffic rules, drove on pavements to pick up and drop off 

as more commuters as possible causing immense problems for passengers besides, of course, 

ending up in road accidents which “claimed two lives daily (in 1984 and 1985), in a city where 

the number of vehicles had more than tripled in ten years.”50 

The infamous Bushra Zaidi accident which took the city on ethnic storm was a part of 

the dynamics discussed in the above lines. There are many accounts of the killing of the refugee 

girl in the road crash on April15, 1985 at the hands of a ‘Pakhtun mini-bus driver’ with each one 

having its own details. Anyhow, as per the account adopted by Laurent Gayer in his research 

work, a Pakhtun mini-bus driver while violating all traffic rules in his attempt to outrun a 

competitor not only rammed into a group of girl students of the Sir Syed (Girls) College in 

Liaquatabad killing one of them named Bushra Zaidi but also collided with another vehicle.51 

The reaction to the incident was intense not only in its immediate aftermath which saw a group 

of angry young students protesting at the incident but also in the long run when a sheer 

transport problem turned into ethnic rivalry that still haunts the city. 
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With the unforgettable incident which was the last straw to break a camel’s back in 

terms of disturbing the city’s ethnic equilibrium pitting migrant Pakhtuns and Mohajirs against 

each other, the Sindh metropolis in the immediate aftermath of the accident was in a daze with 

no one knowing as to what was exactly going on in the erstwhile relatively peaceful city. The 

same confusion also struck one of the-then focal women at the Sir Syed Girls College namely 

Mrs. Amna Kamal who now living a retired life remained principal of the girls college before and 

after the controversy-ridden accident. “Everybody at the college premises was in a daze after 

the incident,” reveals the former principal while elaborating that the college staff and other 

people concerned thought that several other girls had been killed when they saw injured girls 

being brought to the sickroom at the college premises.52 

The day which had already saw an intense drama became more fateful when the crowd 

containing worried and enraged parents of the girl students started thronging the college 

premises. “People thronged the college premises by 10:45am which further complicated the 

scene, for the college authorities were indecisive about allowing the girls to leave for their 

homes,” said the septuagenarian while recalling the incident with her characteristic demure 

smile.53 With all this confusion in the city as well as on part of the college authority which later 

on decided to let girls go home in batches, no government official waded through the crowd to 

take control of the situation at least at the college premises forcing the Edhi Foundation and 

student wing of the fundamentalist Jamaat-i-Islami to help in treatment of the injured girls. 

“Ghous Ali Shah was the Chief Minister of Sindh at the time but nobody came to us; not even an 

SHO of the local police station turned up at the college premises let alone the CM or his 

representative,” the lady while lamenting the government apathy at the time also expressed 

her sheer confusion over the firing going on outside the college premises.54 “The firing to which 

we were unused to at the time shook us all,” stated Mrs. Amna Kamal who never once drifted 

to the ethnic complexities of the city during our talk but lamented the administrative gaucherie 

on part of both the Sindh and federal governments.55  

Indeed, the poor administration due to which there was no rule of law in the city 

allowing drivers to operate in an almost lawless environment had given way to ethnic rift 

whereby the city’s migrant Pakhtun community was subjected to intense hatred mostly by all 

other linguistic groups not due to their ethnicity but the profession they had adopted, though 

the ethnic Pakhtuns have always been faced with negative stereotypes for their militant nature. 

This is summarized by Laurent Gayer this way: “The 1985 riot thus erupted in ‘a context of 

general public grievances, which included the transport problem’, as well as the informal 

housing crisis. The urban crisis only took an ‘ethnic’ tone due to the communal division of work 

in the city and to the ethnic affiliations of the main protagonists in Karachi’s new real estate 

politics. In other words, all inhabitants of Karachi came to see the Pathans as factors of 

nuisance and insecurity not because of their ethnic origin but because of their professions, and 
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the clashes which occurred between Pathans and Biharis in April 1985 and December 1986 had 

less to do with ethnicity than with the new politics of real estate development in the city’s 

squatter settlement.”56 

 Gayer is correct up to a great extent in bringing to a context affiliation of a particular 

ethnic group in this case the Pakhtuns to a particular profession—transport—which became 

troublesome for other groups mainly due to government’s slackness in enforcing the traffic 

laws and the situation reached to a point of no return after the Bushra Zaidi incident with 

others blaming Pakhtun drivers despite the fact that the mini-bus driver who ran over the 

refugee girl student was not, in fact, a Pakhtun. Researcher and journalist Zia Ur Rehman while 

quoting Karachi Transport Ittehad president Irshad Hussain Shah Bukhari states: “Bushra Zaidi 

killing was committed by a Punjabi-speaking driver, who later spent 10 years in jail, and not a 

Pashtun.”57 

 

Consolidation of Communal Politics in the Sindh Metropolis  
 

 The ethnic riots involving migrant Pakhtuns and the Indian Muslim refugees occurred in 

the wake of the infamous Bushra Zaidi incident had no role of the-then Mohajir Qaumi 

Movement and the current Mutahida Qaumi Movement despite the fact that communal 

identities had already been established with communal frenzy in the Sindh metropolis taking 

scores of lives. Though details have already been given in Chapter 4 about formation of the 

APMSO and the MQM, it is important to go through the historical facts briefly. As the MQM 

supremo Altaf Hussain states in his autobiography, MQM mammoth public meeting occurred in 

1986 at the Nishtar Park which was in fact the formal introduction of the Mohajir politics into 

the Pakistani state arena. It was actually after the Nishtar Park public meeting that the MQM 

formally started advocating the rights of a new ethnic group in the Pakistani politics. Steve 

Inskeep has put it this way: 

 “Some Pakistanis regarded Mohajirs as a fake ethnicity, which was not quite fair. Their identity 

had been manufactured, but so were other identities. Racial and ethnic groups were defined by blood, 

culture, and heritage, but of course blood is commonly mixed, and so is culture. Heritage is a matter of 

stories we choose to tell about our past, as well as the stories we overlook. Rather than exposing the 

Mohajirs as fraudulent, a comparison with older ethnic groups illustrated the blurry, overlapping, and 

strangely plastic nature of collective identities around the world.”58 

 After the 1986 Nishtar Park gathering, the-then Mohajir Qaumi Movement decided to 

have another public gathering in Hyderabad. So arrangements were made and on Oct 31, 1986 

the MQM held a huge public meeting in the country’s second largest MQM stronghold after the 
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Sindh capital in Karachi. However, things hardly went in favour of the MQM for two incidents of 

firing in Sohrab Ghot area of Karachi and Hyderabad Market (in Hyderabad) made the situation 

tense with the Sohrab Ghot firing allegedly  indicating rival Pakhtun involvement and thus 

paved further way to Mohajir-Pakhtun conflict in the Sindh metropolis. With the Sindh 

metropolis getting ethnically tense with every passing day in the late 1980s and the 90s, the 

MQM saw itself become more exclusivist in nature by demanding solution to only Mohajirs’ 

problems.  

 On the other hand, steady influx of Pakhtun to Karachi continued with the migrants 

from the northwest wielding more power in transport and other menial jobs, besides becoming 

a sizeable middle class of the Sindh largest city. Before we shed light on Pakhtun politics and 

their answer to MQM exclusivism, it is important for the sake of better understanding of the 

Karachi issue to dwell on the MQM formation on an angle different from the one discussed in 

detail in chapter 4. As has already been discussed in chapter 4, the MQM politics at its early 

stage had deep association with the martial law of General Zai. Also, researcher and journalist 

Zia Ur Rehman has categorically stated that the Zia martial law led to the patronage of the 

student wing—Islami Jamiat-i-Tulba (IJT)—of the fundamentalist Jamaat-i-Islami which in turn 

prompted several ethic groups particularly in Karachi’s educational institutions to counter the 

Islamist party. It is important to note that these ethnic groups including Pakhtun, Sindhis and 

Baloch had leftist inclination. 

 Zia in his ‘Karachi in Turmoil’ writes comprehensively in this regard: “These groups saw 

the Zia regime as manifestation of the Punjabi ethnic domination in the country. Their 

connection with the rural hinterland, particularly in the Pashtun tribal areas, allowed the ethnic 

groups to also acquire weapons in order to stand up to match the IJT on the campuses. The 

formation of All Pakistan Muhajir Students Organization (APMSO) claiming to represent the 

interest of Karachi’s Urdu-speaking Muhair community completed the picture.”59  

 Getting down to Pashtun politics in order to understand their response to the MQM, it is 

important that we first shed light on some important facts related to the migrants from the 

northwest. Though it has so for been argued that the Pakhtun dominated transport of the Sindh 

metropolis, it is also a known fact that they are also associated with skills related to 

construction work besides being in large number in the city’s textile industry in addition to 

taking up any jobs shunned by the locals. Moreover, labor, petty jobs, and small trade are some 

sections of the economy Pakhtuns never shied away from participating in.60 

 As for their demography, Zia states that Pakhtuns “resides in the eastern and western 

parts of the city including Sohrab Goth, Mingopir, SITE Town, Qasba Colony, Landhi Industrial 

Area, Korangi Industrial Area, Kemari, Baldia Town, Sultanabad and Pipri. Majority of them 
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belongs to South Waziristan, Bajaur, Momand and Khyber tribal agencies of FATA, Malakand, 

Hazara and Mardan Division of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Pashtun districts of Balochistan.”61  

 Due to lack of income resources, poverty and unemployment on their own land the 

Pakhtuns have migrated to the Sindh metropolis in order to find better opportunities for 

earning livelihood. However, the pattern of their steady migration over the years has changed, 

for their occurred both nature calamities and man-made disasters on the Pakhtun land with the 

earthquake of 2005 and counter insurgency operation by the military being prime examples in 

addition to the 2010 disastrous floods.62 

 According to 1998 census carried out by the government of Pakistan, there resided 

around 1.3 million Pakhtuns in Karachi, accounting for around 14 per cent of the total Karachi 

population. However, in wake of the calamities occurred on the Pakhtun land, the city 

demography has changed to a large extent with author Zia while referring to some new 

estimates arguing that the Pakhtun population in the provincial capital has risen manifold over 

the years. According to his estimation, Pakhtun population is between four and six million 

accounting for around 25 per cent of Karachi total population and 15 per cent of Sindh. 

  On the contrary, Mohajir population is between seven and nine million making up 45 

per cent of the Sindh metropolis and 23 per cent of the province of Sindh. Mohajir politics 

pursued by the MQM has always boasted about the educated Mohajir middle classes and 

subsequently demanded solution to the problems of the middle class Mohajirs. 

Notwithstanding, a significant change in this respect has also been seen on the Pakhtun side of 

the conundrum, for not only a sizeable middle class among the Pakhtuns has emerged in 

Karachi posing another challenge to the exclusivist MQM but Karachi Pakhtuns have become 

part of the city elites.  

 As per Zia Ur Rehman research, Pakhtun over the years have been in transport and 

trade besides other section of the Karachi economy due to which they became financially 

strong and as a result they made it to the Karachi Chambers of Commerce and Industry (KCCI). 

Zia encapsulates Pakhtun ascendance in monetary terms this way: “Getting success in 

industries of public transport, NATO supplying truck industry, heavy machinery, governmental 

contracting and trading, large number of Pashtuns also become affluent. According to a trader, 

more than 300 Pashtuns involved in heavy machinery business only in Sohrab Ghot area, are 

members of Karachi Chambers of Commerce and Industry (KCCI).”  

 The Mohajirs in the post-1986-87 era have always been represented by the MQM with 

no other party being able to penetrate into Karachi politics despite the fact that several other 

political parties have vied for national and provincial assembly seat from Karachi but to no avail. 

As a result, where this trend has deprived Karachi citizen of having a choice in election, it has 
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also earned the MQM the exclusivist and fascist tags, though the party has also been involved 

in terrorism and other illegal activities like target killings and extortionism. 

 However, the way Pakhtuns have been able to vote for various political parties including 

the secular Pakhtun nationalist ANP in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, their options in politics, except for 

a few occasions when ANP rose in Karachi, have never limited to any linguistic party. After the 

Bushra Zaidi case when the city was taken on storm in terms of ethnic disturbances, the 

Pakhtuns were represented by the Punjabi-Pakhtun Ittehad led by Malik Sarwar Awan and 

Irfanullah Marwat. However, the Pakhtuns shunned the alliance in the 1990s with their 

inclination now being towards religious parties.  

 “… Pashtuns of Karachi had voted for religious parties in 2002 general elections and 

MMA had four Pashtun members in Sindh Assembly and one in the National Assembly from 

Karachi, said Qari Osman, Karachi president of Jamait-e-Ulema Islam-Fazal (JUI-F).”63  

 Given media’s extensive coverage to Pakhtuns’ affiliation with the ANP, it would be 

astonishing for many that the party came to have been able to build strong connection with 

Pakhtuns in Karachi only after 2006 when ANP leader Shahi Syed succeeded in forming an 

alliance of various political groups—the Pashtun Loya Jirga—in reaction against Sindh 

government decision to raze katchi abadis and ban two-stroke rickshaws. It was after the 

formation of the Pashtun Loya Jirgan that the ANP rose to prominence in Karachi politics, for 

the party was able to win two provincial assembly seats in the 2008 elections.64 

 With the Pashtun Loya Jirga losing influence for several political groups including JI and 

Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party quitting it, the communal politics in the Sindh metropolis which 

was already intense took an ugly turn when the MQM and the ANP started ethnic politics, 

though both had militant wings and strong connections with the city land mafia besides being 

involved in targeted killing and extortionism. Now the war was on for the city precious 

resources with the MQM leaving no stone unturned in inflicting losses on the rival ethnic 

Pakhtuns to grab more power.  

 According to Steve Inskeep, the typical modus operandi in ethnic rivalries like one in 

Karachi is to inflict more losses on the rival group and this is what the MQM did. Giving an 

example of the killing of two MQM workers by members of the Pakhtun land mafia and ensuing 

ethnic riots in the city to prove his point as to how the MQM tried to inflict loss on common 

Pakhtuns to weaken them, the author of ‘Instant City: Life and Death in Karachi,’ says that after 

the death of the MQM workers, miscreants—read MQM activists—took to streets to torch 

passenger buses, coaches, loading trucks and dumpers all owned by Pakhtuns.65 

And this is what happened on May 12, 2007 when Karachi was bathed in blood with the 

city dominant parties including the MQM, ANP and the PPP vying to show their street muscles 
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though only the MQM succeeded of course at the cost of dozens of lives on the day when the-

then deposed chief justice Iftikhar Mohammad Chaudry’s attempt to address the local bar was 

thwarted by the MQM vandalism in the city. In his ‘Instant City: Life and Death in Karachi,’ 

author Steve Inskeep has brought all the three parties in the PPP, ANP and MQM into a 

perspective wherein all vied for controlling the Sindh metropolis with the MQM trying to help 

the-then president General Musharraf while PPP and ANP—both MQM rivals— seeking to help 

the deposed justice come out of the airport to attend the function in the city.  

The MQM main aim on May 12 was to show its strength to the ANP, representing 

Pakhtuns and the PPP mainly representing Sindhis, on the streets of Karachi. Had the MQM 

failed to do so, it would have been failed to control Karachi streets and thus could have 

conceded the street power to the ANP or PPP or in other words to Pakhtuns and Sindhis 

apparently supporting the deposed justices. So, in a nutshell, it was all about controlling the city 

and show of power in the multi-ethnic Sindh metropolis.66 

One thing must be mentioned here that though the Sindh metropolis saw the May 12 

carnage during the Musharraf era, the fact is that after Musharraf staged a bloodless coup on 

Oct 12, 1999, he took Karachi’s street strong MQM on board and through the local body 

ordinance gave it more powers. During this time period the people of Karachi heaved a sigh of 

relief besides seeing several development projects in the city being completed through the-

then city Nazim Mustafa Kamal. One possible reason behind MQM involvement in the 

development work of the city was to lure other communities of Karachi, for the MQM 

leadership wanted to expand their support base. Nonetheless, neither the MQM had any solid 

ground in connection with extending their support base nor other communities in the Sindh 

metropolis were ready to repose trust in the fascist linguistic group. 

In this regard, it is also important to note that MQM has for long been pursuing the 

middle class mantra but due to its ethnic exclusivist policies it has never been a party of 

Karachi’s middle classes and thus failed to extend it power base beyond ethnic lines. According 

to Dawn columnist Nadeem Farooq Paracha, in the post-1999 Pakistan the middle and lower 

middle classes of Punjab and Karachi have not been able to reconcile their aspirations with the 

existing electoral system. This incompatibility between the established electoral system and 

aspiration of the middle classes – in Punjab and Karachi—was sensed by both the Pakistan 

Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) and the MQM with the former being the first one to spread the 

middle class ideals/aspirations  in Punjab through private channels. On the other hand, the 

same stratagem with one exception was applied by MQM in Karachi.67 

The exception, argues Nadeem Paracha, was the MQM eschewal of the ‘bourgeoisie 

morality’, for it believes that if it does so it will have to bring Punjabis and Pakhtuns into the 

middle class folder of Karachi. On the other hand, the MQM has replaced the ‘bourgeoisie 
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morality,’ which means a belief in the welfare of middle classes or downtrodden irrespective of 

their linguistic and religious background, with attack on landlord class.68 So, this is where lies 

the inherent contradiction in MQM philosophy of serving the middle classes of Karachi, since it 

does not bring Pakhtuns and Punjabis and others into middle class folder, which makes the 

MQM an ethnic exclusivist party, serving only the interests of Urdu-speaking Mohajirs. 

 

Taliban Appearance on Karachi Stage 
 

“You know Pashtun means like fundamentalist, religiously fundamentalist, religiously extremist, they are 

coming here,”… “They are coming. And when it comes to ethnicity they all are, they all are the same.”—

Karachi Nazim Mustafa Kamal69 

 The MQM and its Nazim Mustafa Kamal supported by General Musharraf through his 

local body ordinance during the 2000s tried a lot to present a soft image of their party as well 

as that of the city, hit hard by ethnic schism and violence, besides promoting their hollow 

claims of representing the middle classes of Karachi. Nevertheless, their claims of middle class 

party having the support of Karachi’s middle classes got further exposed when the -then MQM 

city Nazim Mustafa Kamal while talking to Steve Inskeep said that “the entry of Karachi” was in 

possession of people (Pakhtuns) who were not “civilized.”70 

 With the city being already crisscrossed by fissures among various linguistic groups vying 

for the control of the city and its precious resources, the people of Karachi woke up to another 

ominous question of religious sectarianism and militancy when a Wall Street journalist Daniel 

Pearl was brutally  killed in February 2002 in the Sindh metropolis by a sectarian Pakistan-based 

outfit.71  The event was reflective of both the presence of religious outfits in the city as well as 

the commencement of the terrorist activities now also having involvement of international 

terrorist organizations like Al-Qaeda. Though the presence of religious organizations in the 

Sindh metropolis is not limited to the Musharraf era since they have started spreading their 

tentacles in the Sindh metropolis as well as across the country after Zia pursued his culpable 

islamization policies during the 1980s, the audacity shown by them in achieving their nefarious 

designs just came to be known in 2000s when “on 14 December 2003, the President of 

Pakistan, General Pervez Musharraf came under attack when a powerful bomb went off just 

minutes after his heavily-guarded convoy drove over a bridge in Rawalpindi.”72 

 The Islamists didn’t stop and pressed ahead with their aim of attacking the most 

powerful person in head of state—president of Pakistan—and Chief of the Army Staff General 

Musharraf when another failed assassination attempt only after 11 days was made on him on 

Dec 25, 2003. Though all this happened in the twin cities of Islamabad and Rawalpindi, the heat 
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of religious fundamentalism and extremism was felt across the country including the Sindh 

Metropolis wherein the High Church Taliban presence was felt with a bang in the wake of death 

of PPP activists after suicide attack on entourage of two-time prime minister late Benazir 

Bhutto.73  

 

Background of Sectarianism and Religious Fundamentalism 
  

 To understand sectarianism and religious fundamentalism and the ensuing Taliban 

presence in the Sindh metropolis, it is highly important that we first make an effort to 

understand the Deobandi-Brelvi schism in Pakistan in order to comprehend the Sunni-Shia rift 

which has these days taken the country on storm with Shia minority besides other religious 

minorities being targeted every other day. The Sindh metropolis being the largest economic 

hub of the country giving shelter to people of every caste and creed has been no exception 

when it comes to sectarian killings with the city witnessing the death of 450 people by 2002 “in 

cases of sectarian violence since General Musharraf took over the government in October 

1999.”74   

 Delving into the detail, Pakistani state connection with religious ideology has never been 

unknown with the communalist Muslim League always basing their communal movement on 

the two-nation theory through which politics of the secular All India National Congress was not 

only rejected but the United India was finally divided on religious lines as a result of which an 

independent state of Pakistan came into being. The newly-created state started its journey with 

two groups in Deobandis and Brevlis who both are Hanafites being on board, for the Hanafi 

school of jurisprudence was applied. The provinces of Punjab and Sindh have been dominated 

by the Brelvi Islam which is more populist in nature and is also called the Low Church Islam 

while the Deobandis have been dominating the province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Pashtun 

built of Balochistan. The Deobandi Islam, according to Khaled Ahmed, is more literalist in nature 

and is thus called the High Church Islam which has also been in dominance in Afghanistan. 

 Due to their belief in the Hanafi school of thought, both sects have somehow been able 

to coexist after the country came into being with the common people knowing very less about 

the difference between the Deobandi and Brelvi Islam due to which their remained a peaceful 

environment particularly until Zia takeover when the cracks started widening after his support 

for the Deobandi seminaries. The fissures which had started widening during the Zia era had 

finally bursted in 1996 when “the rise of Taliban brought to fore a ‘definition’ of jihad as 

Deobandi. Afghanistan was always Deobandi-dominated, but the rise of Mullah Umar put the 

Deobandi stamp on it.”75  
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 With all the international games going on in Pakistan and its leadership unwillingness to 

establish the state on secular lines, when the Pakistani state apparatus not only started tilting 

to the Deobandi sect but started supporting it through its institutions, it was the Brelvi school of 

thought which was Low Church Islam came under attack. Actually, it was the extreme schism 

between Brelvi and Deobandi Sunnis that resulted in Karachi’s Nishtar Park blast in 2006. 

Though the late chief of the fundamentalist JI blamed the US for the Nishtar Park blast in 

Karachi, the fact of the matter is that the blast was the result of the divide between Sunnis, i.e. 

Brevlis and Deobandis with the former being targeted for their soft corner towards Shias who 

are already being targeted by the literalist Deobandis or Wahabis.76  

Cutting the story short for fear of digression, Deobandis/Wahabis believe in Puritanism 

while Brelvis believe in the Sufi Islam which is more syncretic in nature and thus give space to 

not only sect like Shias but other people believing in other religions. It is this basic contradiction 

between the Sunni sects in Brelvis and Deobandis that has put them in conflict while the clash 

between the Sunni Deobandi and Shias is historic and well-known with the fact being more 

apparent is that Shias are not literalist in their approach and have many common grounds with 

Sunni Brelvis. One thing which clearly needs mention here is that the Taliban are Deobandis 

supported by the Pakistani state apparatus which in turn has been supported by Saudi Arabia a 

country that wants to build a Sunni wall around the Shia Iran which also wants to fuel hatred 

between Sunnis and Shias in Sunni majority states like Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait with 

sizeable Shia population, to name a few. It is in this context, besides many other factors, that 

the Deobandi Taliban are after the Shia population of Pakistan, of course, besides being 

involved in killing of Brelvis and destruction of their mosques. 

 

Deobandi Dominance, Sectarianism and the Sindh Metropolis 
 

 Talking in context of Karachi, before the arrival of the Taliban and their representative 

banned outfit in the Pakistan Tehreek Taliban (TTP) in the Sindh metropolis, there remained 

steady proliferation of Deobandi seminaries in the city particularly after partition of the 

subcontinent on religious lines which brought two groups believing in the High Church Islam—

Deobandi Islam—into the city. These two groups are the Urdu-speaking Mohajirs who migrated 

from India to the Sindh metropolis and the Pashto-speaking Pakhtuns who migrated from the 

High Church Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.77 Though both the linguistic groups contain people having 

affiliations with other sects, there remains a sizeable number in the both the groups belonging 

to or believing in the High Church Islam/Wahabism against the syncretism of Sindh and Punjab.  
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 Punjab contains the largest number of Deobandi seminaries and thus largest number of 

Deobandi Madrassa students. However, Karachi has got the largest Deobandi seminary in Darul 

Ulum at the Banuri Town. According to Kahled Ahmed, the author of ‘Sectarian War: Pakistan’s 

Sunni-Shia Violence and its Links to the Middle East,’ there are two accounts about the 

establishment of the Banuri Town seminary with the one arguing that the High Church seminary 

was established by Khyber Pakhtunkhwa’s Allama Yusuf Banuri after 1947 while the other 

account states that it was established by him much later. “The headquarters of what is certainly 

the largest Deobandi Madrassa in the country is in Banuri town spread over more than six 

acres. Jamia Banuria can accommodate2,000 pupils, while all its 12 branches in the city 

accommodate 3,000 pupils. The amount spent on its upkeep comes to Rs. 3.7 crore annually. 

The seminary has secular subjects in addition to religious courses, but its graduates have 

figured prominently in jihad. Its most well known pupil was Maulana Masood Azhar who also 

taught here before becoming a jihadi hero and leader of the banned Jaish-e-Mohammad.”78   

 Besides Allama Yusuf, Maulana Mufti Raheed Ahmed is considered as co-founder of the 

Banuri seminary which has seen three important heads among others. They are Allama Yusuf 

Banuri, Mufti Rasheed Ahmed and Mufti Nizamuddin Shamzai. It is important to note that while 

Allama Yusuf remained a member of the Council of Islamic Ideology, Mufti Rasheed launched a 

weekly Zarb-e-Momin in 1996 a time period when Al-Qaeda chief Osama Bin Ladin returned to 

Afghanistan. Mufti Rasheed also established a trust in Karachi with dozens of braches in the 

name of Al-Rasheed Trust which besides being involved in other incendiary activities also gave 

around Rs 20 million to the Taliban government in Afghanistan.79   

 As for the third important head of the Banuri seminary namely Mufti Nizamuddin 

Shamzai, he remained the most powerful person in Pakistan when Taliban leader Mulla Umar 

was ruling Afghanistan with author Khaled Ahmed while quoting an authority stating that the 

Al-Qaeda chief Osama bin Ladin utilized the Banuri Town seminary as his base in Karachi for 

some time during a time period when Mufti Shamzai was heading the seminary. According to 

Khaled Ahmed, the issuer of 2000 fatwas Mufti Shamzai along with Maulana Samiul Haq of 

Akora Khattak was widely respected in Taliban ranks including Mullah Umar.80 Besides issuing 

Fatwa against the US after the latter attacked Afghanistan, Mufti Shamizai also issued Fatwa 

against the Shias with the irony being that the press promoted the Mufti as a moderate one. 

 Having discussed the seminary proliferation and their activities besides the promotion 

of Deobandi Islam in Karachi, there was no difficulty for the Taliban extremists to easily base 

themselves in the city with the Deobandi seminaries giving them full shelter. Before shedding 

light on the rise of the Sunni Tehreek which represents Karachi’s Brelvis mainly to protect them 

against increasing Wahabism, it seems highly plausible to refer to Time report highlighting 

Karachi seminaries dominated by Deobandis in the context of the war on terror.  
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“Islam doesn’t get more radical than the version taught at the Banuri town mosque and 

seminary, which educates more than 9,000 students at branches across the city. There, in the 

feverish days after Sept, 11, sermons reviled President George W. Bush as a decadent Pharaoh 

and lauded Osama bin Laden as an Islamic hero. The school counted top Taliban commanders 

as alumni and served for years as a favourite rendezvous for al-Qaeda men passing through 

Pakistan en route to Afghanistan. In response to 9/11, the US denounced these schools or 

Madrassahs as terrorist-training academies and called for strict controls on their incendiary 

teachings. The US hoped the newly cooperative regime of President Pervez Musharraf would 

rein them in.”81 

 With Wahabism or the High Church Islam being proliferated in the Sindh metropolis 

amid all national and international support, the group which was rubbed the wrong way was 

the city’s Brelvis who being associated with the Low Church Islam started to be up in arm 

against the Deobandi/Wahabi zealots when the latter started not only targeting them for 

having soft corner for the minority Shias but also demand extortion money from Karachi’s rich 

businessmen who were having Brelvi background. According to Khalid Ahmed, it was actually 

the Deobandi dominance in Karachi against which the Sunni Tehreek was launched in 1990 by 

Salim Qadri who was killed by Sepah-e-Sahaba attackers. Salim Qadri’s successor was Abas 

Qadri (now dead) under whose supervision the party influence increased with the rich business 

community of Karachi granting the Sunni Tehreek fund to protect themselves against ‘rival 

jihadi-sectarian organization.’82 

 

TTP Alliance with Local Militant Outfits and Crisscrossing of 

Ethnic and Sectarian Fissures 
 

 As mentioned earlier, the seminaries proliferated in the Sindh metropolis after the 

creation of the country was largely dominated by the Deobandis or Wahabis who have mostly 

been supported by the state apparatus in wake of the ongoing international games in the 

country. The burgeoning of Deobandi seminaries across the country in general and the Sindh 

metropolis in the particular is the manifestation of the state tilt towards the Deobandis whose 

fresh recruits in shape of Taliban easily made their way to Karachi which had already got a 

strong network since the establishment of the Banuri seminary. 

 On their arrival in Karachi, the banned TTP, according to researcher Zia Ur Rehman, 

further came in  close contact with the now banned Deobandi sectarian outfits who had strong 

roots in the city nurtured during the 1990s and planted during the Zia era. The banned 

sectarian outfits like Lashkar-e-Jhangvi (LeJ), Jaish-e-Mohammad, Jamaatul Furqan, Harkatul 
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Mujahideen, Lashkar-e-Taiba and Harkatul Jihad-e-Islami among others have been active in 

Karachi since 1990s but now they have been further turbocharged by the presence of the 

banned TTP who act in coordination with the abovementioned. Besides, the presence of Afghan 

Taliban and international terrorist groups like Al-Qaeda has further entangled problems in 

Karachi wherein the TTP’s strategy is to work in small groups in order to escape action with 

other unknown groups connected either with the TTP in Karachi or operating independently 

being Punjabi Taliban, Al-Mukhtar group, Kharooj, Al-Furqan, Badar Mansoor and Jundullah.83  

 Though there remain no doubts about the banned TTP presence in the Sindh 

metropolis, it is also a known fact that the recent years have seen more Taliban militants 

infiltrate into the city particularly after being squeezed in Fata in wake of effective drone strikes 

and controversial military operations conducted in the tribal areas as well as other parts of the 

troubled Pakhtunkhwa province including Dir, Buner and Swat. Having descended on the Sindh 

metropolis and made alliances with local criminal and local outfits, the banned TTP within no 

time started “recruiting people, generating funds through bank heists, robberies and 

kidnapping for ransom, and hunting down their rivals (mostly Brelvis and Shias)…”84 

 Many Taliban terrorists have recently been arrested by the security apparatus in the city 

with their activities being on the rise, for the city besides being in quagmire of ethnic issues also 

saw killing of 740 people in the first five months of 2012 on the sectarian and ethnic grounds 

besides politically-motivated violence. Moreover, many Taliban have been recently arrested 

with suicide jackets and other sophisticated weapons being recovered from them.85 

 Though the Taliban ideology is beyond any linguistic affiliation, the fact of the matter is 

that most of them in the Sindh metropolis are ethnic Pakhtuns who besides the ANP are also 

represented by JI, Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party, PPP and other political and religious parties 

vying for national and provincial assembly seats from the city. These Taliban, as mentioned, 

earlier, have come to the city in the wake of military operations in the up-country. However, 

besides being associated with the strong Deobandi network in shape of burgeoning Deobandi 

seminaries in Karachi86 they also maintain strong affiliation with the TTP and thus operate in 

the city some time being involved in bank heist while some times in killing their enemy 

belonging to the up-country after tracking him down. 

 “The militants group involved in the killings of pro-government elders of Swat in Karachi 

is mainly led by Ibn-e-Aqeel alia Khog and Sher Muhammad alias Yaseen,” Zia quotes a well-

informed elder at Swat Matta area as saying with another Swat militant belonging to Charbagh 

also confessing “we have nothing to do with killing common people. We just target our rivals 

who helped the security forces in the operation against us in Swat.”  
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 With ambitions of targeted killings at the back of the minds of jihadis and sectarian 

volunteers, the Sindh metropolis and its massive make-up giving shelter to millions of peoples 

irrespective of their linguistic and religious affiliation just start imploding when the media runs 

headlines of targeted killings which are also committed on ethnic lines by parties like the MQM, 

PPP and ANP having militant wings. Sometimes, there also remains confusion as to whether 

someone is targeted on religious/sectarian ground or ethnic one besides the fact that whenever 

there is ethnic tension in the city the religious/sectarian groups including the Taliban take 

advantage of it by killing their own targets.  

 Zia succinctly writes: “’Taking advantage of the ongoing ethnic violence in the city, the 

(religious/sectarian) militants kill their rivals and in most cases the police consider these killings 

as result of ethnic violence’ says a Karachi-based ANP leader, requesting anonymity. He added 

that the number of such killings is not more than 30 but all the killed were members of the anti-

Taliban peace committees, leaders of the ANP or ‘informers’ to the law enforcement 

agencies.”87 

Now the city is faced with both religious sectarianism as well as ethnic exclusivism which 

either operate separately taking the city on sectarian or ethnic storm, or sometimes get 

entangled with each other having the law enforcement agencies running from the pillar to the 

post. 

With the addition of religious sectarianism to Karachi issues and Taliban arrival in the 

Sindh metropolis, the apparently secular MQM has been threatened the most, for earlier the 

MQM was, for example, in conflict with Pakhtun land grabbers supported by the ANP, but now 

the refugee party is faced with double-edged sword of the ANP as well as the most dreaded TTP 

also dominated by the High Church Pakhtun Taliban who are not only challenging the inherently 

secular nature of Karachi but defy more vehemently the Mohajir exclusivists and other groups 

in general and Karachi’s ever-thriving land mafia business having shares of several political 

parties with militant wings in particular. 

Conclusion 
 The conclusion is the role of the state. The way Mohajir ethnic nationalism, as 

mentioned earlier, revolved around the response Mohajirs got from the state, the Karachi 

conundrum is also deeply linked to the role of the state apparatus. Progressive politician and 

one of the founding members of the National Awami Party (NAP) late Ajmal Khattak in one of 

his interviews expressed the view that Karachi problem is deeply linked to the Mohajirs’ sense 

of deprivation after the partition of the United India.88 The veteran politician is correct if seen in 

context of the post-1971 dismembered Pakistan but not before, for Mohajirs were the 

harbingers of the state nationalism in the pre-1971 Pakistan when minority ethnic Punjabi in 
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connivance with Mohajir elites and military generals didn’t only challenge the Bengali majority 

but refused to hand over power to Bengalis until 1971 when the country saw a civil war and 

both Punjabis and minority Urdu-speaking Indian Muslim refugees had to transfer power to 

majority Bengalis, of course, at the cost of killing of thousands of Bengalis and rape of as many 

women in Bengal. In the pre-1971 Pakistan, though Mohajirs were faced with numerous 

problems with their resettlement and rehabilitation being the main issue, the fact of the matter 

is that Mohajir elites were active part of the state arena along with ethnic Punjabis despite the 

fact that they were the tinniest minority. So, when Mohajirs were active part of the Pakistani 

state arena they were the harbingers of the state nationalism but the moment they saw their 

decline in the state arena they started agitation which converted into a violent ethnic 

nationalism against the state they say they sacrificed the most for. 

 Ajmal Khattak’s reference to Mohajirs’ sense of deprivation is relevant in understating 

the Karachi issue but their deprivation is linked to the role of the Pakistani state wherein when 

they had had more than their share they advocated the cause of the Pakistani state and the 

moment more representational rule started taking roots particularly after the late prime 

minister Z.A Bhutto was ensconced, their great and disproportionate power share started 

dwindling and thus the refugees started agitation which still continues.   

 As for the current dismal situation of Karachi wherein various linguistic groups have 

been pitted against each others, its roots also lie in the role of the state which is unfortunately 

still not willing to work for the welfare of people of the country in general and Karachi in 

particular. Land grabbing issue has pitted Mohajirs/Biharis and Pakhtuns against each other. 

Had the state been active in implementing stringent laws in this regard, the issue would have 

never reared its ugly head. Transport problem has also brought Pakhtun and Mohajirs into 

conflict in wake of the infamous Bushra Zaidi case. Again, the issue is a socio-economic one 

which has unfortunately got ethnic patina. Had the state been able to have been implemented 

strict traffic laws besides establishing a viable transport system in the city, the Pakhtun-

Mohajirs conundrum would have been subdued up to a great extent. 

 The emergence of state and its presence in itself is the manifestation of power and thus 

every group wants more and more representation in the state or in other words more power. 

MQM deputy convener Dr. Khalid Maqbool Siddiqui alleges that Karachi’s mandate has been 

stolen for the last 20 years or so89 while ANP general secretary Sindh Bashir Jan demands that 

Karachi constituencies must be delimited anew.90 Both statements reflect sheer power struggle 

which ends up in violence of course in absence of an appropriate power-sharing formula which 

could only be guaranteed in a secular democratic polity towards which the only path is the 

conduct of elections. “Karachi needs a true representative party” was the reply of senior 

journalist Habib Khan Ghouri when asked as to what he thought could be the solution to 
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Karachi conundrum.91 Habib Ghouri categorically stated that the Sindh metropolis has 

remained disenfranchised over the years as a result of which more anarchy in every sphere of 

life has spread. The senior journalist also laid emphasis on the rule of law in the city which sees 

violence every other day in one way or the other due to sheer apathy on part of the 

government.92 Lamenting the lack of merit-based policy in the country in general and its largest 

economic hub in particular, he said that Karachi is the biggest city where everyone comes for 

better opportunity so everyone must compete for every kind of job irrespective of his linguistic 

background. The journalist also suggested the establishment of model areas in the city to start 

development work with while elaborating on steps which could help in solving problems of the 

Sindh metropolis. 
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Chapter 7 

Evolution of Press and Nationalism in Historical 

Perspective 

 

“… The typographic explosion extended the minds and voices of men to reconstitute the human 

dialogue on a world scale that has bridged the ages. For, if seen merely as a store of information, or as a 

new means of speedy retrieval of knowledge, typography ended parochialism and tribalism, physically 

and socially, both in space and time.”
1
 

 

History of Writing and Printed Words   
 

For a starter it may seem very strange to even think about any link between 

nationalism, particularly the modern nationalism emerged in the European continent, and 

media/newspapers. Nevertheless, it is not strange to think on these lines since there has always 

existed strong connection between the present-day modern nationalism and newspapers. 

However, to understand the link between modern nationalism and the newspapers, it is 

imperative to expound on the relation between printed words and nationalism for which the 

first step must be to shed light on the history of printed words which would in turn enable us to 

have a deep insight into the history of writing and medium. If seen from the evolutionary point 

of view, development of writing and medium are interrelated with the one spurring the other 

and vice-versa. 

The present shape of writing and reading is actually the end product of extensive efforts 

made throughout millennia by human in order to store and exchange information which was a 

huge challenge particularly for the early human being. The need for putting the message across 

was even felt by cave man thousands of years back when cave painting was in vogue to perform 

two functions of writing in storing and exchanging information. Notwithstanding, it was the 

most difficult task, for the cave paintings were simply not able to either work as storing 

information or exchanging them. And thus the need arouse to standardize the cave painting to 

help in performing both the functions of writing in storing as well as exchanging information. In 

this regard, the first thing to do was to standardize the cave paintings and make some rules for 

interpreting them which was a gigantic task for the early human being who as per indisputable 

authorities took around ten thousand years to standardize paintings. 
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It is also instructive to shed light on the importance and evolution of the medium which 

helped early as well as today’s modern man move information ‘through time and space.’ 

According to Dennis, “It (medium) can be any object or arrangement of objects used to 

accomplish those goals while enabling human beings to create parallel meaning. Media that 

function to store information for later recovery depend on some ‘representation’ of thoughts 

and ideas, either by ‘pictures’ or other kinds of graphic symbols that are associated with 

agreed-on meanings. The earliest known attempts to represent ideas with pictures—the first 

step towards the development of writing—were cave paintings.”2  

Besides, the medium is very much linked to writing unlike speaking since writing always 

needs a medium. It is this deep connection between the medium and writing which has made 

development of writing and the required medium interconnected and both historically 

developed side by side. 

Getting back to the history of writing, according to Dennis, record keeping or any shape 

of writing that a modern man could understand traces its roots to around 4000BC with the 

present-day writing passing through many phases spanning over thousands of years of human 

history. At an unknown point around 5000BC and 4000BC people started using drawings for the 

sole purpose of representing ideas to convey their message. These were agricultural people 

who needed record keeping etc for which they used drawings. When the early human being 

was finally able to connect their drawings which with the passage of time got ‘standardized,’ a 

major step was taken towards ‘thought writing’. 

 Thought writing is also called pictographic writing since such writing used pictures 

which represented various ideas and thus the system of writing is also called ideographic 

system. ‘Characters’ used in pictographic/ideographic system are called ideograms. This system 

prevailed for a long time but as the culture got complex with the passage of time more and 

more flaws emerged in the system triggering more problems for the early human being who 

had to shun this system since it was very difficult to link graphic symbol of ideas and thoughts. 

In this regard, one of the main efforts the early human made was the introduction of 

sound writing that in fact made writing and reading, borrowing the word from Dennis, a ‘child’s 

play.’ Sound writing was a system which was to link graphic symbol of sound, instead of ideas, 

and thoughts. Through a phonogram, (which) “is a graphic symbol linked to a specific sound by 

a convention or rule that prevail among those who speak a particular language,” ideographic 

system was replaced and hence writing and reading was made very easy. 

Actually, the Greeks developed the phonetic writing while the Egyptians failed to do 

great deal in this regard since they were stuck in the ideographic system for long. 

Notwithstanding, the Greeks were also not inventors of the phonetic writing since they refined 
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the work of Sumerians who were agricultural people and lived from 3000BC to 1700BC in the 

present-day Israel, Jordon, Syria, Turkey, Iraq and Iran.3 According to the author of 

‘Understanding Mass Communication,’ “The Greeks gradually adopted their alphabet 

(introducing vowels along the way) beginning around 500BC.”4 

Writing had become a little common in the Greek society by 300BC where importance 
was given to writing and education due to ethnocentrism. Regarding the art of writing, Greek 
philosopher Aristotle maintains: “Writing served four useful purposes in society: it was critical 
not only for learning things but for making money, for managing one household and for 
conducting civic affairs.”5 
 

Besides Greeks, Romans also contributed to writing and reading thus helping the 
ancient man move information through time and space. Dennis writes on page 44: “It was the 
Romans that Western society owes its greatest debt for developing the book into the form that 
we know today.” 

 
After the destruction of the Roman Empire in 476AD at the hands of illiterate Germanic 

tribes that there came Dark Age for Europe paving way for stifling of knowledge. 
Notwithstanding, during this time of destruction monks hand copied thousands of manuscripts. 
For almost 1000 years Europe never recovered from destruction of the Roman Empire at the 
hands of the illiterate Germanic tribes.  

 
The Dark Age came to end in the middle of the second millennium AD when wealthy 

students in various urban centers started buying books. During this time period most of the 
literate work was done in the Latin language with other languages including French, German, 
and English etc being considered as ‘vulgar.’ It was actually at the end of Dark Age when people 
started getting interests in reading and writing, setting the platform for the print revolution in 
shape of invention of the printing press which began in 1455 when finally Johannes Gutenberg 
was able to “develop *ed+ movable type with individual letters caste in mettle.”6 

 
More and more books were available in vernacular to those who were literate after 

Gutenberg’s effort to develop movable type which in itself was a revolution in the era of 
printing. The main advantage of Gutenberg’s invention was that for the first time it was 
possible that books were now available to comparatively large number of people in Europe 
since it just minimized the cost of books as compared to handwritten ones.  

 
It is also instructive to note that from 1455 onwards there was no concept of having a 

check on book publishing and circulation. However, the ruling elites started getting irritated by 
the books having opinion against that held by the ruling classes. And by 1529 book publishing 
and circulation started seeing increased censorship.  
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Books took over two centuries to get penetrated into the US in 1800 onwards when 
book readership grew in the US which saw more boost in 1840s when the US was finally able to 
surpass England in book publishing with first book being published in the US was in 1640. 

 
Before we get down to the history of newspapers in context of print revolution, it is 

important to shed light on the characteristic of the modern-day newspaper. Dennis quotes a 
distinguished historian of journalism as saying: 

1. Newspaper is published at least weakly. 
2. Is produced by a mechanical printing process. 
3. Is available (for a price) to people of all walks of life. 
4. Prints news of general interests than items on specialized topics such as religion and 

business. 
5. Is readable by people of ordinary literacy. 
6. Is timely. 
7. Is stable over time. 

 
Though there appeared several ‘publications’ in the early 1600 but none of them fulfilled 

most of the above characteristics of a newspaper. On the other hand, the one newspaper that 

contained most of the abovementioned qualities was the Oxford Gazette which was later called 

as London Gazette. It was published in 1665 under authority of King Charles II. The London 

Gazette was published twice a week and kept on publishing well into the twentieth century. It is 

instructive to note that this newspaper was an authorized one, meaning it was ‘controlled and 

screened’ by the Crown.7 The early censorship policy by the British had a huge impact on the 

thinking of American leaders who included a provision for freedom of the press in the Bill of 

Rights.’ 

As for the first daily, it was published in London on March 11, 1702 which was a high quality 

newspaper but failed to become a mass medium because it had a high literary level and catered 

to the educated elite only. The other reason behind failure of newspapers to become a mass 

medium is the cost incurred on its publication which was partly overcome in the US due to 

industrialization started by this time and work in one way or the other was underway to make 

newspaper a mass medium.  

‘Screw type press’ was common in the US in the 1800 which was only able to produce 200 

sheets per hour at most. The early second quarter of the nineteenth century saw first ‘power’ 

press in the United States which was put into action in Boston. Notwithstanding, the ‘power 

press’ was able to produce 500, 600 sheets per hour. And then in 1830s came the steam-

powered rotary press which was able to produce 4000 sheets per hour. The technological 

advancement paved the way for large circulation of newspapers and thus helped newspaper on 

its way to becoming a mass medium since it was the penny press that revolutionalized  the 

newspaper industry by truly making the medium of newspaper a mass medium.8 
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Against this backdrop appeared ‘a strange little newspaper’ named the New York Sun on 

Sept 3, 1833 in New York which was published by Benjamin Day. The paper with its masthead 

carrying somewhat misleading slogan ‘It Shines For All’ carried many human interest stories and 

other stuff non-elites could easily associate with. Day also succeeded in hiring reporters for the 

newspaper who were able to write “lively stories about local happenings with an emphasis on 

crime, human interest, incidents, and humorous anecdotes.”9 

However, the different thing about this newspaper was that it was sold on the New York 

streets by newsboys for only a penny which worked very well. “The newsboys bought the paper 

in lots of a hundred for 67cents. If they sold the whole hundred, they earned 33 cents.”10 

Besides, advertising also played an important role in making the newspaper financially sound as 

it was not possible for the publication to recover its cost from selling the paper with the New 

York Sun giving space for ads of numerous products to earn profit.  

All these different techniques made the paper a success story and soon the New York Sun 

was able to sell more than 8,000 copies per day which after three years shot up to 30,000 

copies per day and thus the newspaper truly became a mass medium. 

Having studied the history of writing which passed through different evolutionary phases of 

human history and reached printing or typography in the middle of the second millennium, it is 

important to note that the manuscript culture which started in Europe before the destruction 

of the Roman Empire in 476AD had no power to sharpen linguistic boarders and homogenize 

people belonging to the same linguistic group. Actually, typography transformed the language 

to a mass medium that in turn helped eliminate parochialism and led to national cohesion.  

And this is what Marshal McLuhan quoted by indispensible authorities has referred to 

saying: “Manuscript culture had no power to fix language or to transform a vernacular into a 

mass medium of national unification.”11 The language before typography was not fixed and 

most of the vernaculars had never been crystal clear with the printing being the only source 

which made the vernaculars more clear and solidified. “Typography arrested linguistic drifts, 

enriched as well as standardized vernaculars, and paved the way for more deliberate 

purification and codification of all major European languages.”12 

In simple words, printing and publishing technologies sharpened distinctions among various 

languages/vernacular and transformed them into a medium of national unification. Before 

printing distinction among various vernaculars, particularly among those spoken in the border 

areas, was not clear. For instance, in the pre-typographic era when one moved from central 

Germany to central Holland, the German language would change gradually to the Dutch 

language. Similar was the case with India and China where before emergence of printing 

technologies vernacular changed gradually as one travelled. But it is not the case in the post-
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printing era as also referred to by one of the authors of ‘Mass Media and Cultural Identity: 

Ethnic Reporting in South Asia’ saying: “Publishing industries made linguistic boarders clear 

which later helped form and solidify nation states and maintain nationalism all over Europe.”13 

Having established that printed words and nationalism have deep links, it is also important 

to mention that modern nationalism has always been associated with communication as has 

also referred to by one of the indispensible authorities saying: “Communication industries 

hastened the consolidation of vernaculars, the rise of nationalism, and new outbreak of 

savagery in the twentieth century.”14 This view has further been augmented by Marshal 

McLuhan as quoted in ‘Mass Media and Cultural Identity:’ “There cannot be nationalism where 

there has not first been an experience of a vernacular in printed form… there was no 

nationalism in the modern sense before the sixteenth century when the modern state system in 

Europe emerged.”15 

Also, it is important to shed light on nationalism in Europe and Asia in connection with 

emergence of the same. Actually both the continent went hand in hand with regard to 

emergence and prevalence of large empires and according to several authorities the main 

reason behind their compatibility was the prevalence of manuscript culture in both the 

continents. However, Asia and Europe parted ways in connection with political development 

which was linked to nationalism in Europe with Asia lagging behind in every kind of other social 

and economic development and its main reason is the invention of printing press in the 

European continent where publication and education became common particularly in the 19th 

century which also heightened nationalism particularly in wake of typography which could not 

get the same pace in Asia resulting in delaying of nationalism in Asia.  

 

History of Press in Indian Context 
 

 Before we move ahead to shed light on the relationship between the press and 

nationalism in the Indian context which is extremely important in connection with the topic of 

the thesis, it is imperative to briefly understand the ancient Indian history regarding 

communication and news gathering   which would in turn help us easily comprehend the 

foundation of modern journalism laid in the British India in the second half of the eighteen 

century almost over 150 years after the arrival of the British imperialists in India in shape of the 

East India Company in 1600.  

 Though history of printing and writing has already been discussed in the above section, 

to put things in context it is important that we formally hint at the ancient dissemination of 
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news which traces back to 60BC “when he (Julius Caesar) became consul of Rome,” issuing 

orders “that the Senate’s activities be chronicled in the ‘Acta Diurna’, or the Daily Acts, as it 

may be called. This was a bulletin board and it lasted for many years in diverse forms.”16  

 Major steps towards movable type was taken in China in the first millennium with the 

Tang Dynasty seeing the establishment of the Peking Gazette in the seventh or eighth century 

which was in fact a major step towards the foundation of the modern journalism, for it not only 

paved way to invention of paper, ink type and xylography, which centuries later were taken 

effective advantage of in the European content, but also led to the development of movable 

type even in 1045 AD in China.17 It was, however,  Johann Gutenberg who developed printing 

with movable type as discussed in the earlier section which being independent of Chinese 

invention “set off a spark which spread all over Europe and then over the whole world. It 

revolutionalized the whole idea of dissemination of information.”18 

 Getting down to the ancient Indian history in connection with news dissemination, the 

two main centers of the Indus Valley Civilization—Mohenjo-Daro in Sindh and Harappa in 

Punjab—had a well-organized system of news-collection.  Quoting Dr Abdu Salam Khurshid, the 

authors of ‘Journalism for All’ says: “It can be safely presumed that the ‘highly evolved 

bureaucratic machine’ of the Indus Valley Administration included a department for the 

collection of information.”19 

 In the recorded Indian history, there of course had a well organized system of news 

gathering in the Mauryan reign which was established by Chandragupta Maurya in the fourth 

century BC with his grandson Ashoka’s administration also being well-equipped in connection 

with a well-knitted news-gathering system.  

 The system of newsletter in India came much later in the period of Ghaznawids in the 

eleventh century AD with the Delhi Sultanate consolidating the institution of the newsletter in 

the early second millennium while the system got highly mature during the Mughal era. “It was, 

however, during Aurangzeb’s reign that the system of newsletter was at its peak and the news-

writers or “waqai-Nawees” as they were called, earned the epithet of the ‘eyes and ears of the 

Emperor.’ Newsletter existed in the Mughal courts in India till as late as 1857”20after which the 

British imperialists, who had earlier only limited to Calcutta, Madras and Mumbai having 

established the East India Company through which the said areas were governed, ensconced 

themselves on the seat of power to rule the length and breadth of Hindustan. It was actually 

the reign of the British who brought capitalism and industrialization to India that the 

foundation of the modern journalism was laid in the capital of Bengal Calcutta which was the 

leading Indian city in terms of seeing modern journalism flourish. 
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Modern Indian Journalism in Eighteen Century 
 

 The 18th century was one of the important time periods in the Indian history in terms of 

development of modern journalism, for the century saw for the first time in India the 

establishment of printing presses with the East India Company also having set up a printing 

press in 1779 to help its cause of understanding the local languages. For the purpose, Governor 

General Warn Hastings established a printing press under the supervision of the East India 

Company, though the technology in printing press had come to Calcutta, Madras and Bombay 

in the first decade of the 18th century much before the Company’s decision to have its own in 

the second half the same century.21 

 As the printing presses existed in Calcutta, Madras and Bombay even at the start of the 

18th century, it helped in publishing of books which in fact encouraged the East India Company 

to have its own printing press in order to understand vernaculars. However, until this time 

there was no newspaper in India nor the Company government wanted any such thing which 

could have easily land it in troubles by publishing its involvement in corrupt practices in the 

three Indian presidency towns of Calcutta, Madras and Bombay. It was in this context that the 

Company government in 1766 thwarted an attempt by an estranged company employee 

William Bolts to bring a newspaper. The East India Company was so cautious about the 

propagation of its malpractices that when Bolts gave ad in connection with the launch of his 

paper the Company sent him back to England by the first available ship.  Bolt gave the following 

ad: 

 “Mr Bolts takes this method of informing the public that the want of a printing press in 

this city being a great disadvantage in business and making extremely difficult to communicate 

with intelligence to the community, as is of importance to every British subject, he is ready to 

give the best encouragement to any person or persons who are versed in the business of 

printing, to manage a press, the types and utensils of which he can produce. In the mean time, 

he begs chance to inform the public that having in manuscript things to communicate, which 

most intimately concern every individual and person who may be induced by curiosity or other 

more laudable motives, will be promoted at Mr. Bolts house to read or to take copies of the 

same. A person will give due attendance at the hours from ten to twelve any morning.”22 

 

Launch of First Indian Newspaper Amid Reluctance by 

Imperialist Administration 
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Before we move to shed light on the launch of the first formal newspaper in India, it is 

highly important to come to know as to why the Company government was so reluctant to 

allow the press in the presidency towns of Calcutta, Bombay and Madras. According to Dr. Tahir 

Masood, there was severe conflict of interests between the governor general and the 

governments of Madras and Bombay with no contact being in existence between them which 

had led to poor governance. Besides the fact that top military and civil officials of the Company 

were involved in corruption in order to become millionaires and billionaires, Company’s top and 

other posts were filled with inappropriate people without the approval of the Court of 

Directors. The Company government had also started dealing harshly with Indian rulers and 

princes without taking the Court of Directors into confidence. Punishing notable Indians and 

putting them behind bars had become a routine matter under the nose of the East India 

Company which had miserably failed to deal in a better way with the skyrocketing food items’ 

prices which had led to famine. The Company government in one way or the other tried its level 

best to cover up the abovementioned problems and controversies, and wanted no one in India 

as well as in England to come to know about the malpractices it had been involved.23 

 Though almost one and a half decades passed without much ado since William Bolts was 

sent packing, 1780 was finally the year which saw the establishment of an English newspaper by 

an eccentric Englishman James Augustus Hicky who had come to Calcutta in 1775 as a trader 

but suffered heavy losses there which led to his arrest in October 1776 before he was delivered 

to his creditors. Hickey was, in fact, behind the bars when the idea of launching a journal hit 

him and the main reason behind Hicky’s launch of the paper was to expose the malpractices of 

the East India Company as well as the misdeeds of the English Church which had had hands in 

glove with the Company government. When Hicky was released he materialized his planning by 

successfully launching a weekly journal on March 29, 1780 namely Hicky’s Bengal Gazette or 

Calcutta General Advertiser.24  

 Hicky’s Bengal Gazette was a small 12x4 size paper comprising only four pages but it had 

greatly affected the social and political life of Calcutta, for the weekly publishing news about all 

and sundry from common people to the governor general had left no one untouched in its 

coverage. In fact, the weekly had no moral, ethical or legal limitations in its coverage of news, 

for sometimes it carried news about private affairs of the Company’s employees besides 

breeching privacy of common people. Dr. Tahir Masood reckons that it won’t be wrong to say 

that Hicky’s journal was the first representative of yellow journalism in India25 which landed 

him in trouble at a time when, besides making damaging attacks on top Company’s officials, he 

“he exposed some ‘shady’ deals of Mrs Warren Hastings.”26 

 Though the Company government had already denied him services of the postal 

addresses, now the former had to take swift action against the eccentric editor and it did so by 
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arresting him in June 1781 but it did not deterred the businessman-turned-journalist for the 

paper continued with Hicky sending his articles containing more ‘stings and bites’ from the jail. 

It was in early 1782 that the owner-cum editor of the first journal of India was sentenced to a 

19-month prison term after which his printing press was seized and with this came to an end 

the journalistic career of James Augustus Hicky.27 

 After Hicky’s journal, there started a few newspapers in Calcutta with journalism in 

Calcutta and other presidency towns of Madras and Bombay picking up momentum as only 

after 10 months of the launch of Hicky’s weekly, another journal namely India Gazette was 

brought out under the editorship of a salt trader Peter Reid and another person who was 

associated with a theatrical company. Earlier, the paper was in competition with the Hicky’s 

journal and its standard was almost the same as that of the Hicky’s weekly. However, after the 

closure of the Hicky’s journal, it also ran into financial losses due to which the paper had 

requested the Company government for waiving off postal charges and other financial help. 

However, in return the paper had to express open loyalty with the Company government which 

it did after which the Company government helped the paper in its financial affairs. 28 

 By this time the Company government had realized the advantages of having 

mouthpieces in terms of conveying its message to the masses and hence it had no qualms in 

supporting the Calcutta Gazette which was in fact launched on March 4, 1784 under the 

supervision of the Company government. The newspaper was brought out under the editorship 

of Frances Gladwin who was well-versed in English and Persian languages. The masthead of the 

paper was inscribed with ‘Published Under Authority’ which reflected that it was in fact the 

Company government’s newspaper to which the Company furnished editorial material also.29 

 Until now, Calcutta had emerged as the center of modern journalism in India as 

trailblazer English journals were brought from here but 1875 saw another Presidency town 

Madras join Calcutta in journalistic activities, for another newspaper namely Madras Courier 

was launched from Madras. The year 1789 also gave birth to another newspaper Bombay 

Herald in the presidency town of Bombay which had become third center of journalism till this 

time.30 

 

Press Laws during Eighteenth Century 

 
  Before we move ahead to shed light on English and Indian-owned newspapers in the 

19th century, it is important that we look at the press censorship policy of the imperialists which 

will in turn help us in comprehending the struggle launched by journalists for freedom of the 
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press. In the last two decades of the 18th century there hardly were any formal laws in 

connection with newspapers continent. In fact, due to absence of any formal laws for 

controlling the press, the easiest way to deal with it was to send the editor back to England, for 

most of the editors in these two decades were Europeans. However, with the passage of time, 

things got complicated as non-Europeans had also started joining the rapidly growing 

newspaper industry besides the fact that some newspapers had published content that was 

directly damaging the interests of the Company government.  

 It was against this backdrop that the first press laws were introduced in May 1799 to 

gage the freedom of press which still continues to haunt journalists with the laws sometimes 

getting relaxed while sometimes get even stricter against which journalists still struggle. 

 The press laws enacted by the imperialist administration in 1799 were now the main 

impediment to the development of press as the strict press rules discouraged several 

newspapers with the time period spanning from 1801 to 1818 seeing amendments to the 

existing laws in order to make life for pressmen more difficult. One of the reasons behind the 

Company’s strict laws was the ongoing war between the British imperialists and Tipu Sultan 

with the former extremely unwilling to see any news revealing Company’s war secrets to the 

enemy as well as the British parliament, for the Company’s own affairs were not clean. 

 

Indian-Owned Newspapers in Early Nineteenth Century 

 
However, the year 1818 proved watershed in the history of Indian journalism, for the 

year saw dissolution of censorship department by a more liberal Governor General in Lord 

Hastings who was appointed in 1813. Though new instructions were issued in connection with 

regulation of newspapers, the fact of the matter is that the newspaper industry developed 

leaps and bounds with several new newspapers appearing after revoking of the previous press 

laws. One such newspaper was Calcutta Journal which was one of the fine newspapers of the 

19th century. According to journalism historians, Calcutta Journal under the editorship of James 

Silk Buckingham was the first paper of its kind which set precedent for the upcoming 

newspapers in terms of fine journalism.31 

 In this regard, Zamir Naizi quotes the former editor of ‘Statesman’ as saying: 

“Buckingham, a wig in politics, soon fell foul of the (East India) Company: indeed he set out to 

tell the truth. So popular did his paper become that he made an income of 80, 000 pounds a 

year and enemies of all his fellow editors. He carried on a continuous snipping campaign against 

authority—including sharp attacks on the Church—and was several times saved from 
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deportation by the tolerance of Lord Hastings. Indeed… when he (Hastings) went, the forces 

that had been held in check triumphed and Buckingham was deported in 1823. It is interesting 

to note that it was two years before Buckingham on the scene that G. Bhattacharya had 

established the Bengal Gazette which in its brief life made history as the first Indian-owned 

(English) newspaper.”32 

 Before we dwell on the Indian-owned newspapers of the early 19th century, it is 

important to hint at the development of press through missionaries who in order to proselytize 

had launched several newspapers in vernaculars. Dig-Durshan and Samachar Darpan were the 

missionary papers launched in 1818 with the Serampur missionaries launching a monthly 

periodical The Friend of India in April 1818.33  

 Getting down to the Indian-owned newspapers, according to Mehdi Hasan and Abdu 

Salam Khurshid, the propagation of ideas by Indians through their own newspapers only came 

in 1816 through the English language Bengal Gazette which was launched by Gangadhar 

Bhattacharya who is considered to be the first Indian owner of a newspaper in India.34 

According to the above authors, it was Bhattacharya’s Bengal Gazette to which one of the icons 

of Indian journalism and Father of Indian Resistance Raja Rammohan Roy was also associated. 

Dwelling more on the newspapers owned by Indians during this time period, one can’t help 

mentioning the name of Raja Rammohan Roy who owned three newspapers. The year 1821 

gave birth to a Bengali weekly Sangbad Kaumudi while 1822 saw the launch of Persian language 

weekly Mirat-ul-Akhabar. Besides, Rammohan Roy also launched an English periodical the 

Brahmanical Magazine.35 

 Raja Rammohan Roy launched the Persian language daily Mirat-ul-Akhbar on April 20, 

1822 with the trailblazer advocate of freedom of press arguing, while explaining the aim of the 

paper, that the British laws gave the concept of the promotion of equality and justice due to 

which everyone has the right to express his views. An individual could criticize anyone without 

doing other any harm, he argued. Raja Rammohan Roy, who established ‘Brahmu Samaj’ and 

earned the wrath of religious fanatics, struggled for the elimination of the inhuman religious 

ritual of Satti. Hardly a year passed since the launch of his Mirat-ul-Akhbar when the imperialist 

administration struck again by imposing the first Press Ordinance in December 1823 which 

made permission for newspapers mandatory before their publishing. Raja Rammohan Roy 

started his struggle against the British law by filing a petition against it in the Supreme Court. 

According to Dr Tausif Ahmed Khan, Mohan Roy’s appeal, which is now considered the 

manifesto of the freedom of press, was rejected by the Supreme Court after which he sent his 

appeal to the Queen but to no avail, since it was rejected by her as well.36 In this situation Raja 

Rammohan Roy shut down his Mirat-ul-Akhbar for which he offered three reasons. 
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 Firstly, he said that for starting a newspaper the procedure of taking permission from 

the government was difficult besides arguing that journalism was a noble profession but the 

government had made it extremely difficult for journalists to enter into the profession by 

making them go through the path of insult and possible dishonesty. According to Dr Tausif, the 

third reason Raja Rammohan Roy offered for closing his paper was that the new laws had 

deprived journalists of their professional peace of mind which in turn had given them 

consistent feeling of insecurity.37 

 

First Urdu Newspaper Jam-e-Jahanuma  
 

 Before we move on to shed light on other newspapers of the 19th century particularly 

those published before the 1857 war of mutiny, it is high time to dwell on the first Urdu 

newspaper. Though it is a fact that Hindustani or Urdu has always been one of the dominant 

languages of Hindustan in terms of being a lingua franca, it was not until the second decade of 

the 19th century that a newspaper in Hindustani emerged with the name Jam-e-Jahanuma. 

According to Gurbachan Chandan, controversies abounds in connection with the start of the 

Urdu newspaper Jam-e-Jahanuma, for some researchers argue that there was also an Urdu 

language weekly Fauji Akhbar launched by Tipu Sultan through his press with the weekly, 

besides being limited to Tipu Sultan’s military, containing praise for the French army and 

extreme hatred for the British.38 Gurbachan Chandan argues that some journalism historians 

have presented an argument that the paper remained for almost five years and all its copies 

were destroyed by the imperialist British having defeated Tipu Sultan in 1799.39 

 Notwithstanding, researcher Gurbachan Chandan argues that the argument that the 

supposedly Fauji Akhbar’s copies were destroyed by the imperialist administration seems 

implausible, for had the British got such tendency to destroy journals or other records, it would 

have laid to waste eccentric Hicky’s first English journal of India, for the journal had exposed 

several misdeeds of the Company’s officials.40 The researcher further argues that if the Fauji 

Akhbar continued for five years, the possible 250 editions of the paper must have made it to 

any government or private record but he remarks that no one had got any copy of the 

supposedly Fauji Akhbar.41 

 Rejecting the arguments in favour of the Fauji Akhbar, Gurbachan Chandan argues that 

the Persian language was the official language of Maisur during the reign of Tipu Sultan, not the 

Urdu language or Hindustani with all government orders, instructions and correspondence 

taking place in the Persian language. That is why, argues Gurbachan Chandan, if any newspaper 

was launched during Tipu’s era it must have been in the Persian language. However, the said 
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researcher maintains that there is hardly any record of even a Persian newspaper belonging to 

the reign of Tipu Sultan.42 

 Finally, Gurbachan Chandan quotes an authority in this regard which further 

consolidates his valid reason that Jam-e-Jahanuma was the first Hindustani/Urdu paper not 

Fauji Akhbar: “People hold martyr Tipu Sultan in such a high esteem that sometimes either they 

are involved in exaggeration or they hide facts. Neither did he get a printing house nor was any 

Fauji Akhbar published (during his reign). However, orders were issued in Persian, Kannada and 

Marathi and possibly these (orders) might have been taken as a newspaper.”43  

 Without going into the details for fear of digression from our main theme, Gurbachan 

Chandan in his detailed research work has bided to prove that only Jam-e-Jahanuma was the 

first Hindustani/Urdu newspaper launched in Calcutta on March 8, 1822 which was in fact a 

weekly and started getting published as a bi-lingual in Persian and Urdu from its eighth 

edition.44  

 

Pre-1857 Vernacular Press  
  

Getting down to the next decade of the 19th century to dwell upon Urdu newspapers 

and others, according to Bol Chand, Urdu language first newspaper was Sayed-ul-Akhbar which 

was launched in 1837 by Syed Ahmed’s elder brother Syed Mohammad Khan. However, the 

newspaper could not last long and another newspaper namely Delhi Urdu Akhbar was launched 

in Delhi in 1838 this time by Maulana Mohammad Hussain Azad’s father Maulvi Mohammad 

Baqir. The Delhi Urdu Akhbar was shut down in wake of the 1857 mutiny.45  

Another Urdu newspaper of the same time period namely Fawaid-ul-Nazrin was 

launched by a Delhi professor Ram Chandar while Urdu language Quran-ul-Adin was launched 

in 1846 which saw closure after 12 years.46 Besides, Maulvi Baqir launched another paper 

Mazhar-ul-Haq which used to publish sectarian content in 1843 with Sadiq-ul-Akhbar being 

another newspaper which used to be published in Urdu language in 1853 (The newspaper was 

launched for the second time). Other two important newspapers of the mid 19th century were 

Koh-i-Nur and Daryaye Nur which were Punjab-based newspapers.47 Zia-ul-Akhbar, Akhbar 

Delhi, Wahid-ul-Akhbar, Nur Maghribi and Nur Mashriqi were some other important 

newspapers which were published from Delhi before the War of Independence in 1857.48 

According to Dr. Tausif Ahmed Khan, 126 Persian language newspapers appeared in the 

subcontinent from 1822 to 1899 with Calcutta being the main centre of Persian journalism 

producing 13 Persian language newspapers. Persian journalism was developed by the Christen 
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and Hindu missionaries while Muslims also contributed actively to its flourishing. While the 

Christen missionaries used it for proselytizing, Raja Ram Mohan Roy took advantage from it in 

connection with social and educational reforms. On the other hand, brave Muslim journalists 

used it as weapon against the imperialist administration.49  

Syed-ul-Akhbar was one of the prominent Persian language newspapers which had 

mostly got news about Bahdur Shah Zafar’s palace. The paper was a weekly and started 

publishing in 1841 from Delhi with a total of 34 copies being published every Sunday. Most of 

the copies were distributed among guards of the king while others were given to the officers of 

the Company.50 The important thing to be noted about the Persian language newspapers is that 

they were resistance newspapers fighting against the imperialist administration before and 

after the 1857 War of Independence with three newspapers namely Sultan-ul-Akhbar, 

Gulsahan-e-Naubahar and Doorbeen being simply the reflection of resistance literature in 

shape of Persian journalism.51 

Gujarati newspapers had had their own role in the political and social life of the 

subcontinent particularly in promoting religious harmony. It is interesting to note that a 

Gujarati language newspaper namely Bombay Samachar was published for the first time in 

Bombay in 1822. The newspaper being published in the Samachar Press was brought out under 

the ownership and editorship of Mazarban Ji. The newspaper having content for followers of 

various religions became the first Gujarati language daily in 1833 with the pleasant fact being 

that the paper still exists.52 On the other hand, the first Hindi language newspaper appeared in 

1826 under the editorship of Manu Thakur. 

Repressive Measures in Post-1857 British India 
 

Before moving ahead to dwell upon the post-1857 situation, it is plausible to shed light 

on the environment prevailing in India in connection with press regulation, for, as mentioned 

earlier, the imperialist administration had promulgated the first press ordinance in 1823 which 

was a huge setback for the Indian journalism and against which one of the icons of the Indian 

journalism Raja Rammohan had protested in shape of closing down his Persian language Mirat-

ul-Akhbar.  

The same situation continued with the newspapers being subjected to the harsh laws 

enacted in 1823. However, the situation took a turn for good in 1838 with the efforts made by 

Raja Rammohan Roy starting bearing fruits. “These efforts were crowned with the success, 

when Sir Charles Metcalf, the news Governor-General, revoked the Press Laws in 1838. The 

Calcutta editors of all vernacular papers gave a ‘Free Press Dinner’ to felicitate Sir Charles for 
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the bold step. Though (Raja Ram Mohan) Roy was away in England, his ‘valiant fight for the 

freedom of the Press was remembered in the toast that was raised in the dinner.’”53 

According to Bol Chand, the Urdu press in the 19th century pandered to the aristocracy 

in addition to indulging in damaging attacks on each other which did harm to the press as well 

the readers in general. The Urdu newspapers, maintains Bol Chand, also carried unnecessary 

ads which, of course, reflected badly on them.54 Notwithstanding, it is also a fact that the 

relaxation in the press laws introduced by the more liberal Governor General Sir Charles 

Metcalf in 1838 made the newspaper industry flourish in the post-1838 British India with many 

Persian language newspapers and others succeeding in making opinion of the Indian masses 

particularly bringing them on one page against the British imperialism. Besides the 

abovementioned Urdu and Persian newspapers/journals other newspapers/journals also made 

public opinion against the imperialist administration in the lead-up to the 1857 War of 

Independence. These were: Jalali (Lucknow 1844), weekly Kareem-ul-Akhbar, monthly Gul-e-

ra’na (1845), Sadiq-ul-Akhbar (Delhi 1844), Umdat-ul-Akhbar (Madras 1845), Mohammadiya 

(Lucknow 1845) and Asad-ul-Akhbar (Agra 1847).55 

Without going into the details of the 1857 War of Independence and its causes, for they 

are outside the scope the thesis, the important thing to mention here is that the war and the 

ensuing situation changed the political landscape of the British India which went hard on the 

Indian freedom fighters as well as journalists propagating views of the freedom fighters. In the 

post-1857 situation, the British imperialist formally ensconced themselves on the seat of power 

in Delhi by toppling the last Mughal king Bahadur Shah Zafar on Sept 20, 1857 and with this 

came the ban on all Delhi-based newspapers which was, in fact, the start of the worst 

repression the Indian newspapers ever saw in shape of the promulgation of the Press Act of 

1857.56  

While introducing the Press Act of 1857 after the collapse of the movement, Canning 

argued: “I doubt whether it is fully understood or known to what an audacious extent sedation 

has been poured into the hearts of native population of India… by the native newspapers. Facts 

have been grossly misrepresented—so grossly that with educated and informed minds the very 

extravagance of the misrepresentation must compel discredit… In addition to perversion of 

facts there are constant vilification of the Government, false assertions of its purpose and 

unceasing attempts to sow discontent and hatred between it and its subject.”57  

Canning’s above observations amply clarifies that the colonizers were not satisfied with 

Indian newspapers on the one hand while on the other Indian newspapers despite all their 

shortcomings had succeeded in spreading their anti-imperialists message among the masses. 

The imperialists were so pissed off in wake of the collapse of the movement that they held the 

‘Press and Palace’ responsible for the mutiny during the trail of the last Mughal king Bahadur 
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Shah Zafar. Two newspapers in Delhi Urdu Akhbar and Sadiq-ul-Akbar in particular faced the 

wrath of the colonizers.  

The editor—Maulvi Mohammad Baqir—of Delhi Urdu Akhbar the last edition of which 

was published on Sept 13, 1857 was gunned down by the colonizers after allegations that he 

was involved in killing of a Delhi College principle was heard in a hearing. And with this Maulvi 

Mohammad Baqir became the first journalist in recent modern journalism who was hanged by 

the state.58 On the other hand, editor of Sadiq-ul-Akhbar Syed Jamil-ud-din while being faced 

with the wrath of colonizers was given three-year jail term besides closing down his paper.59 

 The repressive measures by the colonizers did a great deal of harm to the vernacular 

press particularly Urdu and Persian language newspapers with the journalistic landscape of the 

British India remaining completely barren for almost over a decade since the freedom struggle 

collapsed when Sayed Ahmed launched the bilingual Institute Gazette in March 1866 which 

helped advance the Muslim cause in British India.60 In 1868, Shasar Kumar Ghosh launched a 

bilingual—English and Bengali—namely Amrit Bazar Patreeka in a village Amrit Bazar located in 

Maisur. The paper was brought out from Calcutta in 1872.61 

The second half of the 19th century also saw the emergence of Mohammadan Social 

Reformer or Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq (December 1870) about which Maulana Azad commented while 

addressing a prize distribution ceremony at the Aligarh Muslim University on Jan 20, 1949: 

  “The impact and influence of Tehzib-ul-Akhlaq on the Indian masses was unique and 

immense… No other magazine can claim this driving force… The launching of this journal was 

the starting point of the history of Urdu literature. The language became rich and powerful 

through the efforts of this paper. Muslim writers of that era were highly influenced by it. All the 

great writers of that age were attracted and magnetized by the style and content of the Tehzib, 

which opened new paths of intellectual insight and creativeness.”62 

Other newspapers which were launched in the same decade were Statesman and Civil 

and Military Gazette while Tribune was launched in 1881 from Lahore. While Statesman was 

launched in 1773, 1772 had given birth to Civil and Military Gazette which became a daily 

having relocated to Lahore in 1876. British literary figure Rudyard Kipling was also associated 

with the paper which was earlier brought out form Shimla. On the other hand, Tribune which 

was run under a trust and a pro-Congress newspaper having nationalist viewpoint was a weekly 

and started getting published thrice a week after five years and became a daily in 1906.63 

The year 1878 saw the emergence of The Hindu which was launched by teachers of two 

schools and three students of a law college. The Hindu which was launched from Madras was 

one of the top newspapers of Hindustan due to its nationalist policy, balanced editorials and 

better management of news. It is still one of the best English newspapers in India.64 Another 
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newspaper was launched in 1881 by nationalist Congress leader Geo Tilak . The paper was 

critical of the British government which charged Tilak with sedition in 1908. Young Barrister 

Mohammad Ali Jinnah defended Tilak in the case.65 Also, the year 1923 gave birth to another 

English newspaper Hindustan Times launched by those Congress leaders who had formed 

Surajia party. The editor of the paper was Sardar K M Panikar with Gandhi Ji’s son among other 

editors of the paper which is still a famous newspaper in India.66 

One of the late 19th century newspapers was weekly Muhazzab which was launched by 

Maulana Abdul Halim Sharar in August 1890. The weekly was a refined one in terms of 

publishing and content which mostly comprises editorials and essays. The year 1883 gave birth 

to Hindustani which was early a weekly but started getting published twice and then thrice a 

week. The paper was pro-Congress having a high standard in terms of its reflection on current 

affairs.67 Some of the vernacular newspapers published in the late 19th century were: Qaisar-ul-

Akhbar-1877, weekly Ahsan-ul-Akhbar-1878, Rafiq-i-Hind-1884 and Aftab-i-Punjab-1873.68 

 

Press and Nationalism in Indian Context 
 

 Two scissor blades make one cut. 

 And watch two men washing clothes. 

 One makes the dry clothes wet. The other makes 

 wet clothes dry. They seem to be thwarting each other 

 but their work is a perfect harmony. 

 Every holy person seems to have a different doctrine  

 and practice, but there is really one work. 

       --Rumi69 

 

 That the printed words have got deep association with the early European nationalism 

which led to the emergence of several nation-states in the continent, it also holds the truth in 

the Indian context but in a very different way, for one of the chief reasons is that 

industrialization did not emerge on the Indian soil but the colonizers brought it to their Indian 

colony. The invention of the printing press in Europe was a part of the ongoing process of 

industrialization which as discussed in the earlier chapters led to technological advancement in 
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the European content. One of the results of this technological advancement was the successful 

culmination of European states’ effort not only to educate their people but also to unify them 

which were materialized by the invention of press which made publishing not only easy but for 

the first time connected masses. On the one hand, the printed words solidified languages which 

were simply intermingled in the pre-industrial era while on the other they strengthened 

community identity which in one way or the other led to the emergence of nation-states in the 

European continent. 

Author of ‘Imagined Communities’ namely Benedict Anderson expresses the view that 

typography or printed words are deeply connected with the emergence and existence of the 

modern ‘nation,’ with Europe witnessing the fixation of languages in the wake of print-

capitalism which mostly took place after the middle of the second millennium. Anderson 

while connecting language and the concept of nation in order to make a point for ‘the origin 

of national consciousness,’ argues that “print-capitalism gave a new fixity to language, which 

in the long run helped to build that image of antiquity so central to the subjective idea of the 

nation.”70 Anderson’s view of fixation of language by printed words is endorsed by Ito arguing 

that distinction among languages in the pre-print Europe was very difficult but not after the 

emergence of typography, “making linguistic boarder clear, which later helped form and 

solidify nation-states and maintain nationalism all over Europe.”71 

 Seeing things in the Indian context, when printing press arrived in India in the 18th 

century after the East India Company had successfully spread its tentacles a century earlier, 

though books were published through the new technology, the idea of bringing out newspapers 

came quite late due to reasons discussed in the above sections. Even when the first newspaper 

was launched in the second half of the 18th century no Indian had been able to bring out a 

newspaper in the local language. Though Indians started participation in publishing newspapers 

after almost four decades since the first newspaper was launched in India in 1780, the Indian 

Muslims stayed away from the modern printing press, for they did not want to get acquainted 

with the Nasta’liq block printing. 

 According to Moinuddin Aqeel’s research work, Muslims in India used the Persian 

language and were fond of calligraphy, decoration and designing in their books due to which it 

was difficult for them to have work published in the Nasta’liq printing. However, the main 

reason behind their hostility towards the new style of printing was the injuries inflicted on them 

by the inventors of the Nasta’liq printing, that is, the British who had toppled the Muslim rulers 

of India and had thus changed the game of politics wherein Muslims being the minority were at 

the receiving end. On the other hand, the Hindus were getting the benefits of the litho press 

due to which Muslims being in competition with them had no other choice but to jump into the 

publishing industry. And when they did so in 1823 they excelled as “promotion of Persian 
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printing through litho presses was widespread in the North India, particularly in Kanpur… Then 

there was a chain of presses established in Lucknow and its outskirts continued. These presses 

played a pivotal role in publishing Muslim’s classics or religious literature in South Asia.”72 

 This was the time period when divisions and the subsequent conflictive politics 

simmered in the British India which was at the cusp of old and new ideas with the Muslims 

being faced with the difficulty of reconciling with the new ideas brought by the colonizers due 

to which the British India abounded by various groups was in a political turmoil. This whole 

conflictive situation led to the launch of movements by various groups including the Muslims. 

At this stage of the history, besides language, the printing press was the only other medium 

which was available for launching and running a movement. “For all movements in the scarcity 

of other media, language is the most effective medium and its takes support from 

communication media. Now this support was available everywhere in the existence of the litho 

presses.”73 

 It was against this background that the Muslims became attracted to the litho press and 

took advantage of it during their movements more than any other Indian group particularly in 

the 19th century. The 19th century saw a monopoly of Muslims on the business of religious 

books which made it to the educated Muslim men, women and even children who were earlier 

not exposed to such a gigantic source of their religious literature. This development of the 

Muslim press and the subsequent access of Muslims to their religious literature among other 

factors led to the Muslim communalism in India. Moinuddin Aqeel succinctly put it:  

“According to the administrators of the British Indian Government, Muslims had a 

monopoly on the business of religious book publishing in the 19th century. It is attested by the 

version of Aloys Sprenger (1803-1893), a renowned Orientalist and scholar that the books 

published in the litho presses in Kanpur till 1854 were almost 700 but it extended the class of 

religiously educated Muslims. This circle even extended to the women and common Muslims 

who were away from their initial religious sources, they were now reaching towards their basic 

books and text. At this time, printed texts of Qur’an and Hadith were the first of any kind for 

the Muslim world. That was the time when the movements for religious reforms and Islamic 

nationalism started.”74   

 Now we are in a position to argue on solid ground as to how the printing press 

sharpened and solidify the nation-states in the European continent and how it led to 

communalism and polarization in the United India. Actually, the basic difference between the 

changes brought about by the press in the United India and Europe is that the latter used the 

press and other technologies in educating their masses particularly in a specific language in 

order to unify peoples and thus promoted (state) nationalism whereas the promotion of 

printing presses in the United India not only saw further communalism but also orthodoxy 
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promoted particularly by the Muslim Ulema who used printing presses in the 19th century for 

their religious purpose due to which Islamic nationalism rose manifolds.75  In short, European 

states used printing presses for unifying peoples of a nation-state while the United India, where 

there was a colonial government having nefarious designs which were often anti-natives to put 

it mildly, saw more polarization in wake of development in the printing press. 

 

 Indian Press in Twentieth Century 
 

 The first half of the twentieth century, seeing huge political tumult, is one of the 

important time periods in the history of the subcontinent which finally saw a bloody division at 

the end of the first half of the century leading to the carving out of a new state of Pakistan from 

India. While the beginning of the century saw many important events like annulment of the 

partition of Bengal, the Russian Revolution, the third Afghan War, the Khilafat Hijrat, the Non-

Cooperation Movement, the Kanpur Mosque riots besides usurpation of a big chunk of the 

Turkish Empire, the Indian press in general became more boisterous in terms of criticizing the 

alien rulers and propagating their views in favour of their respective groups. However, 

observing more aggression in the local press, the British also did not shy away from laying siege 

around the press, as the imperialist administration slapped the notorious 1910 Press Act. 

 According to Zamir Niazi, politician-editors started putting their message across against 

the alien rulers, rival groups and in favour of their demand in the first decade of the 20th 

century which made the imperialists uneasy. It was against this backdrop that the imperialist 

administration slapped the repressive Press Act in 1910.  On the occasion of the introduction of 

the 1910 Press Act in the Viceroy’s Council, Sir Herbert Risely argued:  

 “Everyday the Press proclaims openly or by suggestion or allusion that the only cure for the ills 

of India is independence from foreign rule, independence to be won by heroic deeds, self-sacrifice, 

martyrdom on the part the young—in any case by some form of violence. Hindu mythology, ancient and 

modern history and more specifically the European literature of revolution are ransacked to furnish 

example that justify revolt and proclaim its inevitable success. The method of guerrilla warfare as 

practised in Cireassis. Spain and South Africa: Mazzini’s gospel of political assassination, Kossuth’s most 

violent doctrines;  the doings of Russian Nihilists; the murder of the Marquis Ito; the dialogue between 

Arjuna and Krishna in the Gita, a book that is to Hindus what the Imitation of Christ is to emotional 

Christians—all these are pressed into the service of inflaming impressionable minds… We are at the 

present moment confronted with a murderous conspiracy whose aim is to subvert the government of 

the country and to make British rule impossible by establishing general terrorism. Their organization is 

effective and far-reaching, their numbers are believed to be considerable: the leaders work in secret and 
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are blindly obeyed by their youthful followers. The method they favour at present is political 

assassination—the method of Mazzini in his worst mood.” 

 However, the Indian newspaper pressed ahead with their anti-imperialist approach with 

the first two decades of the 20th century seeing many a formidable voice against the British in 

shape of Maulana Hasrat Mohani’s Urdu-e-Moalla, Abul Kalam Azad’s Al-Hilal and Al-Balagh, 

Maulana Mohammad Ali’s The Comrade and Hamdard and Maulana Zafar Ali Khan’s 

Zamindar.76 On the other hand, Partap (1919), Band-e-Matram (1920), and Milap (1923) were 

some of the other Indian newspapers which openly endorsed the inclusive politics of the All 

India National Congress besides proliferation of the anti-British views.77 The same was the case 

with Urdu-e-Moalla launched at the start of the 20th century by Maulana Hasrat Mohani who, 

according to Dr Tausif Ahmed Khan, was the first Muslim who was the supporter of the Indian 

secular nationalist leaders like Arbind Ghosh, Bal Gangadhar Tilak and Canderpal and used to 

give space to essays of these leaders in his staunchly anti-British newspaper. Hasrat was also 

arrested in 1908 by the imperialist administration which further strengthened his anti-

imperialist views.78 

 The first two decades of the 20th century saw a seemingly unified front against the 

British imperialists with the Indian politics not being so polarized due to the Khilafat Movement, 

since members of the All India Muslim League and Congress were allowed until 1923 to have 

membership of the both the parties at the same time which in turn made newspapers adopt a 

somewhat unified stand against the imperialist administration.79 With the press presenting a 

unified stance against the alien rulers until 1928 as Dr M Shamsuddin maintains, newspapers 

like Al-Hilal, Al-Balagh, Zamindar and Comrade made life for the British difficult in the early 20th 

century.  

 Maulana Azad who started his journalistic career from Armaghan-e-Rukh in the late 19th 

century came up with Al-Hilal on July 13, 1912 after being associated with several other 

newspapers/journals. However, the weekly Al-Hilal which struck a “new line in journalism by 

including pictorial illustrations as permanent feature”80 was closed down in 1914 with the 

British administration harassing the paper since Sept 18, 1913 by demanding security of Rs2000 

from Azad.81 Nevertheless, Azad launched another newspaper in Al-Balagh on Nov 12, 1915. 

Quoting the first Prime Minister of India Jawaharlal Nehru, Zamir Niazi writes about the early 

20th century journalism of Maulana Azad: 

  “The year 1912 was notable… because of the appearance of two new weeklies, The Al-

Hilal in Urdu and The Comrade in English. The Al-Hilal was started by Abul Kalam Azad, a 

brilliant young man of twenty-four. Azad spoke in a new language to them (Muslim 

intelligentsia) in his weekly Al-Hilal. It was not only a new language in thought and approach, 

even its texture was different, for Azad style was intense and virile, though sometimes a little 
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difficult because of its Persian background. He used new phrases for new ideas and was a 

defining influence in giving shape to the Urdu language as it is today.”82 

   On the other hand, a newspaper namely Hindustan came into existence on Aug 26, 

1904 under the editorship of Lala Dina Nath who got training in Maulvi Mehbub-ul-Haq’s Paisa 

Akhbar. Earlier, Hindustan struggled but later on it proved its mettle by continuously publishing 

against the imperialist administration which resulted in the arrest of Lala Dina Nath in 1907.83 It 

was during this time period, that is, when Lala Dina Nath was in jail that Zamindar shot to 

prominence after being founded in 1903 due to its staunchly anti-Congress views. The paper, 

which became the first one in the region to have subscribed to Reuters and other agencies,84 

besides criticizing the Indian princes, focused on extra-territorial nationalism/issues including 

the Balkan War embroiling Turkey.85   

 The earlier 20th century also saw the birth of another Muslim mouthpiece the Comrade 

which after being founded in 1911 ceased to exist in 1914. However, the way it influenced the 

educated Muslim class can be gauged from the following paragraph which is actually a 

reflection of views expressed by Nehru about the Comrade: 

 “The Comrade… influenced specially the younger English-educated generation of Muslims. It 

was edited by Maulana Mohammad Ali who was an odd mixture of Islamic traditions and an Oxford 

education. He began as an adherent of the Aligarh tradition and was opposed to any aggressive politics. 

But he was far too able and dynamic a personality to remain confined in that static framework, and his 

language was always vigorous and striking. The annulment of the partition of Bengal in 1911 had given 

him a shock and his faith in the bonafides of the British Government had been shaken. The Balkan wars 

moved him and he wrote passionately in favour of Turkey and the Islamic traditions it represented… A 

famous and enormously long article of his in The Comrade entitle ‘The Choice of the Turks’ put an end to 

the Comrade, which was stopped by the Government.”
86   

 With the politics getting more divisive particularly between 1928 and 1937, Muslim 

communal demands started taking clear-cut shape which led to a clear division between the 

Muslim Press. One group comprised those newspapers that supported the inclusive politics of 

Congress by proliferation of the view that Muslim should take part in the Indian politics on the 

basis of their support to the Indian nationalism. However, the other group was more communal 

in nature for they wanted Muslim demands to be met first before joining the Congress-led 

Indian nationalism.87 

 With divisive politics being at its peak, in wake of the movement launched by opponents 

of Gandhi Ji’s philosophy of non-violence, and Indian newspapers towing their respective lines, 

the imperialists unnerved by the law and order situation caused by the young revolutionaries in 

1927-28 struck again at the freedom of newspapers in shape of promulgation of the Public 

Safety Ordinance.88 However, newspapers like Inqilab continued to lead the anti-Congress 
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rhetoric of the Muslim press with newspapers of the same period including Ihsan, Siasat, Al-

Aman, Wahdat-ul-Haq, Hamdam, Khilafat, Asr-e-Jadeed and others supporting Inqilab. These 

newspapers also published each other’s content to adopt a unified stand against the secular 

Congress.89  

 And in the late 1930s, Quaid-i-Azam Jinnah started collecting funds for launching English 

language Dawn (1944) and Urdu language Manshur (1938). It was during this time that two 

newspapers published from Delhi started supported the Muslim League after being launched. 

One was Anjam under the editor ship of Umar Farooqi while the other was Jang whose founder 

was Mir Khalil-ur-Rahman.90 
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Chapter 8. 

Role of Dominant Ethnic Groups and Press Constraints 

as Frameworks Affecting News Publishing 

 

 “I don’t want my house to be walled on all sides and my windows to be stuffed. I want the 

culture of all lands to be blown about my house as freely as possible, but I refused to be blown off my 

feet by any of them. Mine is not a religion of the prison house. It has room for the least among God’s 

creations but it is proof against the insolent pride of race, religion or colour.” –Mahatama Gandhi—1 

 

 The final news item appearing before us in the newspaper we read early in the morning 

is not as ‘accurate’ as they are considered and subsequently taught even at university level. In 

fact, there is a comprehensive process through which every news item goes through. This 

process includes the establishment of a newspaper organization wherein dozens of journalists 

besides other support staff work. Plus, the organization also exists in a particular state with its 

own rules and regulations which might not always be democratic. In fact, the polity may be a 

repressive one.  

 Speaking simplistically, the process through which a particular news item goes through 

includes a reporter who first generates the news item which then comes into possession of a 

subeditor before a decision is made as to which desk—national, city, business and sports desks 

to name a few—the news item actually belongs to. On the way to its final appearance in the 

newspaper, this particular news item also passes through various other hurdles/frameworks 

including the deadline, space, picture and short staff issues, of course, inter alia.     

 Yes, many a news items either fails to make it to the desired place in the newspaper or 

are simply shortened due to space and deadline issues. On the other hand, the desk is 

sometimes at loss for a proper news story which deserves to be a lead as it is not always the 

case that something extraordinary happens every day. In this particular situation, the desk 

decides to splash some big pictures on the page only to cover more space which is also filled by 

more news items when there is a dearth of pictures or quality pictures.  

Newspaper organization like any other workplace has got its own share of problems in 

terms of workforce (besides other financial issues) including journalists who might simply fail to 
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attend office at a particular day. And it happens more often in cities like Karachi wherein law 

and order situation, heavy rains and traffic inter alia do easily prevent journalists from 

attending the office well on time, if not forcing them to stay away from their workplace. This 

situation does have an impact on the final appearance of a particular news story which may 

well pass through subeditors/reporters who have had their own biases/ideological leanings 

besides having a particular ethnic/religious background which in turn prevent a news story from 

becoming the traditionally ‘accurate’ one on which our traditional teachers put so much 

emphasis.  

 The newspaper or for that matter the press system works in a particular polity which 

does have its own implications for the press freedom which in turn effect the appearance and 

style of a particular news story. Also, the press system like the one in Pakistan may be catering 

to a small group (s) of literate people forcing editors to design a particular news item for the 

small target audience only.2 Similarly, the final news item appearing in the newspaper is greatly 

affected by the laws of the land which may be either democratic or despotic.  

Compare the press in the Ayub or Zia era in Pakistan wherein strict laws were imposed 

to muzzle the press and the generally free Indian press working under the watch of the press 

council which as an important organ of a viable democracy keeps an eye on the press as a 

watchdog. Both situations do have an impact on the coverage of various issues which again 

proves the fact that there is no traditional news accuracy but a news story emerges in the 

newspaper after passing through various frameworks. The above discussion is succinctly put by 

the author in a research article: 

 “Sometimes, the environment is conducive to the production of a particular set of news 

while sometimes due to legal restrictions—for instance in a dictatorial regime—the (political) 

environment might not be conducive for particular news. Also, the confines (or framework) the 

news goes through may include the dominance of a particular ethnic/sectarian group in the 

newsroom who might present the news as per their own tendencies.”3 

 As discussed above, while there might be many frameworks a particular news item or a 

set of news might be passing through which greatly affect their accuracy, the two frameworks 

which the author is going to discuss in detail are dominance of a particular ethnic group (s) in 

the press and the press laws in Pakistan which will in turn help readers understand up to a great 

extent ‘newspapers’ coverage of ethic issues in Karachi.’  

Among many other things, these two particular frameworks—domination of press by a 

particular ethnic group (s) and laws related to freedom of press/speech—will also lead us to an 

in-depth insight into how the ethnic composition of the national press has played its role in 

resolving conflicts among various ethnic and linguistic groups of Sindh capital Karachi about 
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which much has been discussed in the previous chapters, besides the evolution of press in 

Pakistan and its long struggle against the chains it has been fettered in over the years. 

 

Ethnicity as a Framework in News Publishing 
  

  Several chapters have been dedicated to understanding the concept of ethnicity in 

general and theoretical terms as well as in the context of Pakistan with special attention given 

to ethnic issues of the province of Sindh and its capital Karachi. So, ethnicity as a concept needs 

not any more explanation but it does need more elaboration when the national newspapers in 

general and Karachi’s press in particular are connected to it. And to understand how the 

Karachi press treats ethnic news or how it covers ethnic issues, it is of utmost importance to 

connect ethnicity with the press by shedding light on ethnicity as a framework in the news 

publishing.  

But before doing so we need to expound on the dominance of linguistic/ethnic groups in 

the press in Karachi newspapers for which we need to shed light on the British era’s socio-

politico and socio-economic conditions of various groups living in Pakistan and the provincial 

capital of Sindh Karachi.  

As discussed in detail in chapter 2 while laying theoretical foundation for understanding 

the concept of ethnicity in the undivided India, the concept of state and modernity and thus 

capitalism were brought to India by the British colonizers to run their Indian colony smoothly 

and according to their own wishes to advance their imperialist interests, and of course, not 

those of the Indians. Though the British had set their foot in the subcontinent much before 

their dominance, it was actually the establishment of the East India Company through which 

the British imperialists started advancing their interests by manipulating the overall Indian 

politics while being in possession of Calcutta, Madras and Bombay.  

By 1857, the imperialists had not only been able to extend their tentacles to the far-

flung boarders of India but also finally able to formally initiate governance of India after 

defeating the Indians overwhelmingly in the War of Independence occurred the same year. It 

was the British development in industrialization which helped it a great deal in organizing the 

Indian affairs, for the imperialists introduced not only the industrialization-driven centralized 

bureaucratic state in India but also the modern education which actually changed the face of 

India. 
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 By this time the local press was past its embryonic stage having experienced all the 

brutalities of the British imperialists in the wake of the 1857 debacle before passing through all 

hurdles put up by the British in shape of draconian laws to muzzle the press freedom about 

which the details have already been given in the previous chapter.  However, it was not that all 

the press or for that matter all Indians were against the British imperialists. In fact, there were 

many in the press who were towing the British line while there were also groups among the 

elites in the undivided India who were actually British loyalists through whom the Europeans 

had succeeded in furthering their interests. 

To smoothly run the affairs of India, the British were highly dependent on their 

bureaucracy, and to defend the Indian colony, the alien rulers’ main tool was their highly 

disciplined military. And to further smoothen their way towards governing India, the British 

decided to educate the Indians. Though this step by the British was only meant to better 

administer the Indian affairs, it actually led to the emergence of a salaried class of Indians who, 

as per Dr. Hamza Alavi’s work as discussed in detail in the earlier chapters, led to the Indian 

nationalism which later on split into two movements one led by the secular All India National 

Congress and the other by British collaborationists in the All India Muslim League.  

Speaking in context of the Muslim salaried class to put into perspective dominancy of 

various linguistic groups in the current Pakistan power structure as well as the press that 

emerged in the post-partition era, the salaried class, as discussed in chapter 2, mostly belonged 

to the Muslim minority provinces of India particularly UP and Bihar. As long as their prestigious 

jobs remained intact during the British rule, this Indian Muslim minority, accounting for only 13 

to 15 per cent of the total UP population, did not complain but when they saw gradual decrease 

in their job acquisition in the British India, they started further hijacking the collaborationist 

Muslim League. It was in 1913, the same year the Muslim elites’ jobs dwindled to 35 per cent 

against over 60 per cent in 1857, when they invited the then member of the secular Congress 

Mohammad Ali Jinnah to be part of the All India Muslim League. 

Getting down to the Muslim majority provinces of the United India which mostly 

comprised the present-day Pakistan, a sizeable salaried class was of course present in Punjab 

who were eager to have their share in the British Raj. As for the other Muslim majority 

provinces of the undivided India, neither had Sindh major representation in terms of jobs in the 

Raj nor the NWFP (now Khyber Pakhtunkhwa) and Balochistan except for a few rare exceptions. 

Also, Sindhi Muslims were bound to their rural set-up with Sindhi Hindus dominating urban 

centers like Karachi and other cities of the province. 

It could now be easily grasped that in the lead-up to the partition, two linguistic groups 

among the Muslims of the united India were closely associated with the imperialist British by 

having major chunk of government jobs in the British military and bureaucracy. The one group 
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in shape of Punjabi elites, belonging to the Muslim majority province, were British loyalists and 

thus had got jobs in the British complex hierarchy in shape of its military and bureaucracy. The 

other group in shape of Muslim elites belonging to the Indian minority provinces of UP and 

Bihar was also British loyalists and subsequently got their booty in shape of jobs in the British 

bureaucracy.  

Though these Indian Muslims were at lower level in the British bureaucracy and military, 

after 1926 there presence was sizable and had grown very powerful on eve of partition 

particularly as compared to limited powers of even landlord politicians let alone middle class 

political representatives. It was the power scenario of the newly-created Pakistan where the 

British successor bureaucracy and military, dominated by Punjabis and Upites who later on 

migrated to the new state, was highly intolerant of even Muslim Leaguers who belonging to the 

landlord class and having no roots in masses were equally opportunists. 

Getting down to the post-partition era when India was divided on religious lines causing 

cataclysmic changes in the region as result of which millions were not only displaced but also 

killed, some in religious riots in both the countries while others lost lives on way to their 

respective destinations. On this part of the extremely unfortunate divide caused by myopic 

leadership of both Muslim League and Congress, not only Sindh and Punjab received a large 

number of destitute Indian Muslim refugees but they also spilled over to other far-flung areas 

including Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.  

However, a major chunk of the Indian migrants descended on Punjab and Sindh with the 

provincial capital of Sindh failing to escape the huge influx of refugees who as discussed in the 

earlier chapters created numerous problems not only in terms of integration into the larger 

Sindhi society as a result of which identity issues came into existence but also became a gigantic 

burden on the meager provincial resources. As discussed in detail in chapters on Sindhi and 

Mohajir ethnic nationalisms, while the migration affected almost every aspect of life in Sindh in 

general and its capital city in particular by changing the face of the city in terms of traditions, 

food preferences, sports and even sign boards on the roads, other important traits of the 

society like language and culture also never remained the same.  

With the national life in the newly-created Pakistan being completely dominated by 

Punjabi elites, owing to their huge dominance in the military and bureaucracy, and the Urdu-

speaking Mohajirs due to their domination of the founding party the Muslim League, Karachi 

landscape was overwhelmed by Mohajirs who soon not only became the point of attention due 

to their mostly self-created miseries but also succeeded to be ensconced on top posts in the 

bureaucracy. 
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That the Urdu-speaking Mohajirs permeating the city is a fact also acknowledged by the 

author of ‘Life After Partition,’ stating that though thousands of West Indians migrated to Sindh 

and Karachi, the latter became virtually a ‘north Indian transplant,’ for the refugees as stated 

earlier were not only dominant in the affairs of the state due to the Muslim League dominance 

but also brought their culture and habits in terms of eating and recreation to Karachi.4 By 1951, 

the Urdu language had become the lingua franca of the Sindh capital due to the large presence 

of the north Indians who were slightly more than half of the city population of which two-thirds 

comprehended Urdu.   

The dominance of the Urdu language even in the early 1950s could be gauged from the 

fact that 60 per cent of those who were literate could read Urdu as compared to 27 per cent 

reading the English language and nine per cent reading the Gujarati language. On the other 

hand, Saddar area of the city started getting permeated by shopkeepers catering to Urdu 

readers with airwaves of the All-Pakistan Radio also being dominated by programmes in the 

Urdu language. In this situation, it is of course not absurd to say logically that the Urdu 

language newspapers also induced manifolds, though the English language newspapers 

continued to cater to Karachi’s urban elites and those Indian refugees who were government 

officials. However, it is worth the mention that there were still some newspapers in Sindhi and 

Gujarati languages in 1951.5 

With the Urdu language dominating the literary scene in the Sindh capital about which 

ethnic/linguistic composition in the pre-partition era much has already been said in the 

previous chapters, the early 1950s saw around 34 publications mostly Urdu emerging from 

Karachi against only two belonging to Hyderabad. Besides three English language dailies—

Dawn, Civil and Military Gazette and The Sindh Observer—and two Eveningers in Evening Times 

and Evening Star, nine other vernaculars—two Sindhi, four Urdu and three Gujarati 

newspapers—were also published in Karachi in the same time period with their total circulation 

approximately standing at 50,000 per day.6  

A number of Urdu publications and their owners also migrated to the Sindh capital 

further deepening the overwhelming influence of the Urdu language on the city and its press. It 

was not only the Urdu language Jang or the English language Dawn which were transferred to 

the Sindh capital but several other publications particularly in the Urdu language that were 

relaunched in Karachi after their owners migrated to Sindh. One such example among many 

others is that of the Urdu language monthly ‘Economics’ which was relaunched from Karachi 

after Maulvi Abdul Haq migrated to the Sindh capital in wake of partition disturbances. It is 

instructive to note that ‘Economics’ was originally launched in Aurangabad before being 

relocated to Delhi from where it was finally shifted to the Sindh metropolis Karachi.7 
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On the other hand, many other Urdu magazines of diverse varieties catering to different 

categories of Urdu readers relocated to the capital of the newly-created state with magazines 

like ‘Urdu,’ ‘Nigar,’ ‘Saqi,’ ‘Naya Dawar’ and ‘Afkar,’ to name a few, being the prominent ones.8 

Also, the Urdu press saw meteoric rise in Karachi immediately after partition with a large 

number of Urdu magazines catering to a diverse variety of refugee readers sprang up during the 

same time period. Uzma Farrukh in her detailed research work on Karachi’s Urdu magazines has 

given details of the following Urdu magazines established in 1947 with many still existing in the 

provincial capital of Sindh: Qaumi Zaban, Mah-i-Noor, Talu-i-Afkar, Sareer, Aqdar, Sukhanwar, 

Agahi, Dunya-e-Adab, Zarafat, Usloob ka Takhliqi Adab, Alfaz, Ayenda, Ghalib, Armaghan, Aaj, 

Tashkeel and Rasai Adab.9 

As for the dailies in the post-partition era in the Sindh capital, Urdu newspapers Jang 

and Anjam were the prominent ones among others with the former being the one to have been 

relocated to Karachi from India. Shedding light on Jang, it was also relocated to the Sindh 

metropolis in August 1947 and started work as an eveninger. It was on Feb 10, 1948 that Jang, 

whose editor Mir Khalilur Rahman being a leading member of the Central Press Advisory 

Committee with close links with the government,10 started getting published as a morninger.11 

According to Dr. Nisar Zuberi, Jang saw its tough competitor in Anjam, which enjoyed more 

importance than it until 1962, and Hurriat which gave tough time to the Urdu daily after 1963 

and 64.12 

Says Nisar Zuberi that Anjam and Jang competed nick and nick in the pre-1962 time 

period since hawkers would yell Anjam-Jang on Karachi roads and streets but Jang circulation 

shot up in wake of change in its layout as it adopted a new style in 1962 against its traditional 

litho size of 20x30/2.13 Notwithstanding, it’s not only the change in layout, argues Nisar Zuberi, 

that gave boost to Jang prominence but many other factors which are out of the scope of this 

research. 

Notwithstanding, having shot to prominence in the early 1960s, the Urdu language daily 

Jang had to face another tough competition from daily Hurriat which, having a circulation of 

43,000 against that of Jang’s 50,000, had not only challenged the dominance of Jang but had 

the honour to become an Urdu daily in the history of Pakistan’s Urdu journalism which reached 

so close to Jang in terms of circulation.14 However, Nisar Zuberi says that daily Jang outdid 

Hurriat due to its bigger size while arguing that he himself heard owner and editor-in-chief of 

Hurriat Fakhar Matri say that Huriat would have surpassed Jang had he succeeded in publishing 

his paper in 23x33/2size instead of 20x30/2.15 

On the other hand, the English language Dawn was also relocated to the provincial 

capital of Sindh from Delhi. The paper’s tilt towards refugees in the provincial capital of Sindh 

would be discussed in this section but for now the important thing to note is that Dawn became 
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noticeable in the undivided India under the highly competent editorship of Pothan Joseph 

having been established in the early 1940s under the tutelage of Quaid-i-Azam Jinnah’s Muslim 

League. T. J. S. George in his biography of Pothan Joseph—the first editor of Dawn—namely 

‘Pothan Joseph’s India’ writes: “Dawn would owe its journalistic success to Joseph, because 

Jinnah’s journal was scarcely noticed until Joseph became its editor.”16 

According to an indisputable authority, Joseph was a ‘loner’ at Dawn, for he had got 

nationalist credentials very much resonating with the secular All India National Congress and 

that’s why when he decided to join Muslim League’s mouthpiece Dawn, many in the journalistic 

circles frowned at his decision. “He (Joseph) never approved of the notion of a divided India. He 

favoured separate representation, guarantees to the minorities, a full measure of provincial 

autonomy, even a confederation. But he always drew a line at partition. Joseph, in fact, 

believed that the Muslim League call for partition was only a posturing of purposes of 

bargaining and through rational arguments it could be talked into assuming a more balanced 

position in conformity with the integrity of India. He believed too that he could take a role in 

this influence.”17 

However, he took the Muslim League wrong and soon realized it having visited Lahore in 

1944 and within months of his Lahore visit he decided to quit Dawn. Though the authors of 

‘Dawn The History’ in the quintessential Muslim League apologists’ style argue that the first 

editor of Dawn might have seen how the Pakistan movement progressed in the province of 

Punjab which led to his resignation from the post of editor, the fact is that the slogans like 

‘Islam in danger’ fully endorsed by the communalist Muslim League as a result of which Punjab 

was plunged into communal frenzy allegedly made him leave the Muslim League mouthpiece.18 

And that is what happened later on: “By December 1944, Joseph made up his mind to leave 

‘Dawn’ and in the early 1945, told Jinnah that he had reached the limit in stretching the logic of 

the Two-Nation Theory. Jinnah, always the upright man, understood.”19 

Having very briefly expounded on the British loyalists’—Punjabi and Mohajir elites--role 

in the pre-partition era and their subsequent domination in the newly-created Pakistan in 

general and Karachi—the-then federal capital—in particular, the influx of the destitute Indian 

Muslim refugees as well as those in power in the Sindh metropolis, the subsequent domination 

of the Urdu language in addition to the transfer as well as rise of Urdu publications in the city, 

we are now in a better position to understand the ‘ethnic framework’ effecting the news 

publishing in the city. As discussed in the above lines, the news item is not as ‘accurate’ as is 

considered, for there remain various frameworks it has to go through with the dominance of a 

particular linguistic group (s) in the newsroom being one of the most important factors.  

So, speaking in the context of the ethnic framework phenomenon, as per Sarah Ansari’s 

work, most of the press in Karachi in the wake of partition was dominated by issues related to 
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the newly-migrated Indian Muslim refugees.20 The reasons might be, of course, their severe 

plight in the post-partition era among scores of other arguments but one of the most important 

motivations, if not the most, behind high coverage of refugees’ issues was their overwhelming 

dominance in the press. It was the meteoric rise of the Urdu press that of course attracted not 

only the Indian refugees as readers but also as employees in the press which in turn led to their 

complete domination of the Urdu press in Karachi naturally leaving very little space for other 

native languages and their presses to operate. 

However, the more the Urdu press was dominant the more it was communalist in 

nature which can be gauged from the fact that one of the most important Urdu language 

newspapers daily Jang was only championing the ‘refugee cause’ in matters of employment and 

housing in the post-partition era instead of bringing balance to its coverage of issues by 

publishing more content emanating the paper’s policy towards integration of various 

communities in the highly disturbed city battered recently by one of the history’s huge influxes 

of refugees.21 On the other hand, as the city was just overwhelmed by the Urdu-speaking 

settlers, it was natural for the Urdu press to cater to a huge population of refugees in Karachi by 

highlighting their issues which mainly comprised their resettlement in the new country. 

However, one important phenomenon that needs mention here is that often illiteracy in the 

countryside is blamed for restricted readership of Urdu language newspapers. The fact of the 

matter is that the Sindhi language remained medium of instruction in the province since the 

British era and the Sindhi press has always been a vibrant one in terms of catering to its readers 

in a better way. So, failure to understand the Urdu language newspaper must not be confused 

with illiteracy. 

Also, the Urdu press at the time, gave vast space to issues/events occurred in India and 

related to the refugee readers in one way or the other,22  instead of bridging the gap and 

bitterness between the new and old inhabitants in the city in particular and the province in 

general by designating more space to news items more useful in integration of various 

communities particularly Sindhi Hindus and the Urdu-speaking Indian Muslim refugees who 

later became to be known as Mohajirs and are striving till this date to be recognized as the fifth 

sub-nationality of Pakistan. 

Though there is hardly any concerted effort in shape of any recognized research work 

highlighting how the Mohajir-dominated press in Karachi has dealt with various issues, the fact 

is that several authentic researches have shed light on the phenomenon in one way or the 

other with most reaching the conclusion that the role of the Urdu press particularly in the post-

partition era was extremely negative. Cartoons and editorials besides news items and 

comments of the all-important Urdu daily Jang were not only communalist in nature but 
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extremely contemptuous towards the local population including the Sindhi Hindus who borne 

the brunt at the arrival of the destitute Indian Muslim settlers.  

The refugees in the post-partition era were annoyed with the departing Sindhi Hindus 

over the housing issues, which have already been discussed in the previous chapters, on the 

one hand while on the other they were at draggers drawn with the Sindh government for its 

aptly sympathetic attitude towards hitherto prosperous Sindhi Hindus. The Urdu press 

particularly the daily Jang went on to lash out at the beleaguered Sindh government instead of 

making readers understand the predicament of the provincial government which was faced 

with a double-edged sword, with the prosperous Sindhi Hindus leaving for India resulting in the 

mammoth flight of capital while destitute Indian Muslim refugees were coming in large 

numbers to become a burden on the meager provincial resources besides creating linguistic 

and cultural differences. In one such comment daily Jang while presenting completely specious 

arguments to criticize Sindh government’s ‘Hindu-appeasing policy’ said: “Sind’s Hindus are so 

lucky that although the rest of the country is on fire Sindh is safe… and they (Hindus) are able to 

sell their ten-year old and small houses for double, triple the price.”23 

On the other hand, highly slanted views about settlement of refugees were presented 

through cartoons, siding with the ‘poor Mohajirs’ and showing in bad light the beleaguered 

Sindhi Hindus who were in fact leaving their motherland out of fear of not only communal riots 

but also the religious agenda the new state of Pakistan dominated by Mohajirs brought with it. 

The Urdu press, showing extreme immaturity and high spirit of communalism in terms of failure 

to explain to refugee readership the history and ground realities of Pakistan wherein four main 

ethnic groups in addition to scores of others lived since centuries besides completely failing to 

guide the refugee readership on how to live as migrants in a foreign land, audaciously 

questioned the loyalty of Sindhi Hindus24 the way Hindu extremists used to question Muslims’ 

loyalty in the undivided India due to the latter’s interest in extraterritorial nationalism. In fact, it 

was the Urdu press, as some comments, editorials and cartoons published in Jang in the post-

partition era show, which speciously reinforced the refugees’ misconception of a trouble-free 

Pakistan.   

Not surprisingly, Dawn which was also transferred from India and dominated by refugee 

journalists also followed in Jang’s footsteps by failing to publish content emanating the paper’s 

efforts towards integration between various communities. According to researcher Sarah 

Ansari, though Dawn claimed a small measure of national stature, it was no doubt a pro-

refugee paper in the post-partition era.25 Though Dawn saw several top professional editors at 

its helm, hardly any editor made giving voice to linguistics groups of Pakistan the cornerstone of 

their prestigious newspaper except for the left-leaning Mazhar Ali Khan who “never in his 

whole career did ever flinch in his commitment to social, democratic, egalitarian, pacifist, 
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patriotic and internationalized ideals.”26 His belief in the provincial autonomy reflected his 

desire for unity in diversity which the multi-ethnic Pakistan and multi-ethnic Sindh capital have 

always been in need of. This is what the authors of ‘Dawn The History’ have to say about the 

great Khan of Dawn: 

“The great Khan remained steadfast; from fighting for the cause of liberation from 

British colonialism to pioneering democratic movement for more than four decades; from 

raising the banner of disarmament and peace to opposing Pakistan’s inclusion in the military 

blocks; from supporting Non-Aligned Movement and national liberation struggles to pleading a 

just international economic order; from advocating provincial true autonomy and true 

federalism to opposing all kinds of human rights violations; from challenging bigotry and 

sectarianism to demanding equal rights for the minorities and women.”27 

The important question arising here is that why the reaction of the Urdu press and 

those newspapers dominated by Indian settlers was so skewed. The communalist nature of the 

Urdu press is what is at the root of the problem. The Urdu press as discussed in the previous 

chapter was communalist in nature in the pre-partitioned India and always discouraged any 

efforts at promoting harmony between various communities of the undivided India. The secular 

politics of the All-India National Congress was always doubted by the Urdu press which was 

adamant on dividing India on religious lines. The politics of jobs had always been in full swing in 

the Muslim minority provinces of India and when the Muslim minorities of UP and Bihar saw 

their job ratio dwindle, it started the movement against the integrity of India which ended up in 

the creation of Pakistan. Except for a few newspapers/journals like Urdu-e-Mualla etc, most of 

the pro-Muslim League press in the United India was anti-congress and used to term the pro-

congress secular newspapers as Hindu press reflecting their communal mindset which 

prevented the Indian Muslims from integrating into the Hindu majority.28 

On the other hand, when India was divided on religious lines as a result of which 

Pakistan came into being, the influential Muslim press dominated by the north Indians shifted 

to the Sindh metropolis and started work on the old communal lines, though this time it was 

not the Hindu but Sindhi majority which earned their wrath. The north Indians also started their 

campaign for Urdu in the Sindh metropolis—the way they struggled for their language to be the 

official one in the United India despite being a minority language—with their dominant press 

fully supporting them at the cost of highlighting the issues of Pakistan’s indigenous peoples and 

their issues.  

Again, they soon sowed the seed of discord in the Sindh politics, as they did in the 

undivided India disowning the Congress-led anti-colonial freedom movement, by expressing 

their desire in 1949 through Municipal Advisory Committee’s acceptance of a resolution 

seeking the introduction of Urdu language as the official language of the Karachi Municipal 
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Corporation.29 And here was the hydra-headed monster that reared its ugly head with the 

Indian settlers and their dominant press having no qualm in not only replacing the English 

names of various roads and places with Urdu ones but also supported the argument that the 

Urdu language should be the sole national language. The first Urdu conference held in April 

1951 under the auspices of the Anjuman Taraqqi-i-Urdu centered its discussion on the desire to 

replace English and other languages with the Urdu language as soon as possible with the pro-

Urdu sentiments reaching its peak when agitation in favour of Urdu took place in the late 1953, 

for the refugee activists formed the Urdu Mahaz30 about which much has already been said in 

the chapter on Mohajir ethnic nationalism. 

It was not only the press which was dominated by the Indian Muslim settlers but the 

bureaucracy and other state institutions through which a concerted effort was made to distort 

the history and to present the distorted version to schoolchildren through text books. It won’t 

be wrong to say that it was in fact the Mohajir (and Punjabi) easy access to the socio-economic 

means that in turn enabled them to be dominant in the press system of Pakistan. Anyway, their 

main aim was to promote the narrow Pakistani nationalism by eroding the base of other 

linguistic groups and identities in shape of Sindhis, Baloch, Pakhtuns and Punjabis in addition to 

plethora of other languages and groups within the provinces.  

The Mohajir-dominated press has its own services in shape of struggle against various 

dictators and mobilizing people in connection with their rights but the fact of the matter is that 

it hardly stood for other linguistic groups in the multi-ethnic Karachi, multi-ethnic Sindh and 

multi-ethnic Pakistan, and in fact worked as a labour of love—maybe in an unfelt way—for the 

forces of monism hell bent on promoting state nationalism—Pakistanism—which simply means 

one religion—Islam—and one language—Urdu. Against this backdrop, one can hardly expect 

from the refugee-dominated press to play its due role, in context of a multi-ethnic Karachi, 

multi-ethnic Sindh and multi-ethnic Pakistan, by giving space to news items, comments, 

cartoons and editorials that are helpful in resolving the issues of various communities. 

Talking once again in the context of ethnicity as a framework in the process of news 

publishing, it is important to note that when we opt to study as to how the ethnic factor affect 

the publication of a particular news item or a set of news in context of Karachi press, we will 

have to take into consideration the abovementioned historical facts which concretely give the 

evidence that the Karachi press scene in the post-partition era was dominated by the Indian 

Muslim refugees who instead of running the press affairs on non-communal grounds opted for 

a highly communal approach which in turn give ample credence to the logic that ethic 

background of the newsroom staff do have an impact on the final publication of a news item or 

set of news. To drive the ethnic factor or any ideology of newsroom staff home, it seems better 

to refer to researcher Khaled Ahmed who while shedding light on Sunni and Shia identities in 
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Pakistan has briefly referred to the coverage of the religious schism by Urdu and English 

newspapers. 

Interestingly, researcher Khaled Ahmed is of the view that neither the Urdu language 

nor the English language press gave importance to the sectarian strife in the post-1986 Pakistan 

when the repressive laws were removed as a result of which “a deluge of information on the 

functioning of the state and the state of religion”31 flooded both English and Urdu language 

presses. Before quoting his exact words, it is important to categorically state that, as per Khalid 

Ahmed, the English press failed to properly cover the Sunni-Shia schism because its journalists 

were not well equipped with the essential vocabulary for understanding the phenomenon while 

on the other hand the Urdu press was well aware of the situation but their newsroom staff 

mainly comprised the workforce drawn from the Sunni seminaries. This is how researcher 

Khaled Ahmed has argued in his ‘Sectarian War’ about newspapers’ coverage of sectarianism in 

Pakistan:  

“There was, however, a sharp dichotomy between the Urdu and English-language press. 

The Urdu press understood the sectarian strife better than the English press, but it abstained 

from offering information and analysis on it for two reasons: because the newspapers were 

mostly owned by Sunnis affiliated with the Sunni religious parties and ran their newsrooms with 

the help of a young manpower drawn from the seminaries; and because of the general trend of 

not discussing sectarian violence out of ‘sense of shame.’ On the English side, journalist who 

came from liberal backgrounds and lived in the secular spaces still existing in the country, 

lacked knowledge of the schism and did not possess the vocabulary in which to report and 

analyze sectarian developments.”32 

Getting down to the Karachi press in the context of newspapers’ coverage of ethnic 

issues, the dominance of Mohajirs still continues in the press, with Sindhi and Pakhtun 

journalist making their way to the Karachi press scene albeit in less number. On the other hand, 

the national press is dominated by both the Indian Muslim refugees and Punjabis with the 

Karachi press completely dominated by the Urdu-speaking Mohajirs having a significant role in 

the national press which in turn lead to a more pro-refugee and pro-Punjabi content in the 

national press instead of news items or set of news which represent a truly national perspective 

or representing all ethnic groups including Sindhis, Baloch, Pakhtuns and other ethnic 

minorities within the provinces like Hindko-speaking people of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and 

Seraikis within Punjab province among others. 

Though there is no hard data available on the ethnic origin of journalists working in the 

newspaper industry, two groups in Urdu-speaking Mohajirs and Punjabis, as per the authors of 

‘The Press and Sindhi-Mohajir Ethnic Relations in Hyderabad: Do the Newspapers Cultivate 

Ethnicity?’ are in abundance in the national newspapers with no senior or middle-ranking 
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journalist from among the Sindhi as well as Baloch ethnic groups in the press. Similarly, apart 

from a few exceptions hardly any Pakhtun journalist can be seen at the national level.33 The 

authors of the abovementioned research paper are of the view that though the emergence of 

daily The Frontier Post helped some Pakhtun workers besides a few Sindhi journalists come on 

the national horizon, the gigantic imbalance in the ethnic distribution of journalists still exists 

with the Urdu-speaking Indian Muslim refugees and Punjabis still dominating the press system 

in Pakistan.34  

However, before we move ahead towards presenting possible solutions to the skewed 

coverage of issues in the national press in general and Karachi press in particular, it is important 

to note that the dominance of ethnic groups in Urdu-speaking Indian refugees and Punjabis, as 

per the authors of ‘The Press and Sindhi-Mohajir Ethnic Relations in Hyderabad,’ is not due to 

any conspiracy but “it is associated with the distribution of other socio-economic factors in the 

country.”35 And this is what has already been referred to at the start of the section that the 

Urdu-speaking Mohajirs and Punjabis being the British loyalists were favorably placed in the 

post-partition era in terms of having access to more education and job opportunities which in 

turn made their access to socio-economic means easy unlike Sindhis, Pakhtuns, Baloch and 

others who had hardly been British loyalists in the pre-partition era. 

 

Measures to Overcome Ethnicity as a Framework in News 

Publishing 
 

 Measures to overcome slanted news/views appearing in the national press as a result of 

dominance of a particular linguistic group (s) or due to the lack of cultural sensitivity reporting 

exercise is not as a big deal as the acknowledgement of the fact that the process of news 

publishing does get affected by the dominance of a particular linguistic group (s) which needs to 

be rectified. Most of the media academics as well as print media journalists have hardly realized 

that there is a need for training for journalists beyond institutional journalism education to 

cover the multi-ethnic Sindh and its multi-ethnic capital in Karachi which being an ethnic 

flashpoint usually erupts into ethnic violence about which much has already discussed in detail 

in the previous chapters. The reason behind the ambivalence among the academics as well as 

journalists in connection with their training on cultural reporting is again the dominance of a 

particular linguistic group (s) in the national press as well as other institutions, for they have in 

fact never been placed in circumstances wherein their cultural values, traditions, convictions 

and principles are threatened or challenged.36 
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 Though Pakhtun, Sindhi and Baloch journalists are joining the mainstream press, there 

number is still very small which in turn leads to the dominance of ethnic Punjabis and the Urdu-

speaking Mohajirs in the national press. This is in fact this dominance of both these linguistic 

groups which is a stumbling block in understanding the issue of ethnic factor in the national as 

well as Karachi presses. Putting aside the presses operating in other parts of the country as they 

are outside the scope of this research, the important point to be noted here is that the Karachi 

press scene has been dominated over the years by the Urdu-speaking Indian Muslim refugees, 

though a small number of Pakhtun, Sindhi, Baloch, Punjabi and journalists belonging to other 

linguistic groups have recently made forays into both Urdu and English language newspapers 

operating in Karachi.  

The Mohajir dominance in Karachi press in shape of an overwhelming majority of Urdu-

speaking journalists working in both Urdu and English languages newspapers has actually 

impeded any research on coverage of a multi-ethnic Karachi. And the reason as discussed in 

detail in the above lines is that the cultural values, traditions and principles of the group have 

hardly been challenged. Now that the minority journalists are joining the profession of 

journalism, it is expected that things would change in terms of conducting research work on the 

coverage of ethnic issues of the city, for the minority journalists are the ones whose cultural 

values and traditions are frowned at if not challenged in the multi-ethnic capital of the Sindh 

province. 

 What usually the ‘majority journalists’—Mohajir reporters in Karachi—do is that they 

write a news story on ethnic issues or anything related to another linguistic groups of Karachi 

through phone instead of going to the site themselves to at least gain a true perspective on any 

communal issue. However, even if the ‘majority journalists’ go to the site like they do so on 

Christmas, Devali and other festivals, it simply cannot help them do an ethnically-balanced 

news story/feature, for they write about the ethnic issues of the minority community while 

keeping in mind the majority readers. This is the problem with not only journalists all over the 

world covering various issues related to minority communities but novelists and other authors 

also sometimes fail to cope up with the issue and this what intellectual Edward Said has argued 

about while writing critique on the works of various English authors who, as per Said, on many 

occasions wrote about the British colonies but having in mind their English readers.37 

 Getting down to solutions to the problem of the ethnic factor in the process of news 

publishing, let’s start with majority journalists covering festivals like Christmas, Nawroz, Devali 

etc in a multi-ethnic city like Karachi. As mentioned earlier that while covering such festivities of 

ethnic minorities the majority journalists—Mohajir reporters in case of Karachi—usually keep in 

mind the majority readers—Urdu speaking Mohajirs—inhibiting them from writing ‘ethnically-

balanced’ news stories/features. The solution to this problem is that the majority journalists—
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Urdu-speaking media persons—should be well-read in terms of understating comparative 

cultures which will in turn help them write an ethnically-balanced news story/feature. But 

expecting that the Urdu press will write a news story/feature meeting all standards of ethnicity-

related issues on ethnic Pakhtun minority of Karachi, for instance, will be actually crying for the 

moon, for the dominant Mohajir press cannot be expected to do so regarding even the 

indigenous Sindhis since the refugee journalists have hardly any idea of the history, cultures 

and literatures of Sindh and other provinces due to their poor understanding of the concept of 

comparative cultures which is deeply rooted in their superiority complex that they achieved 

Pakistan through their sacrifices. 

However, according to Eric Loo, one of the indisputable authorities on ethnic reporting, 

only understanding of comparative literatures/cultures won’t resolve the issue, for the 

researcher is of the view that covering ethnic communities and their issues is a complicated 

process and needs a comprehensive strategy to cope with. According to Eric Loo, a journalist 

covering ethnic/linguistic minorities must “be culturally aware, empathetic and well-informed 

of the values, ‘set of rules, regulations, mores and methods of interaction’ of the people who 

are affected by the issues the journalist is writing about.38”  

Loo also suggests to majority journalists to first understand the cultural framework of 

issues before filing the news story, stating: “In a plural society, journalists must firstly 

understand the cultural framework of issues in order to portray a situation realistically.”39 

Talking about a rapidly fast changing world permeated by global migration, Loo argues that 

journalists should be trained in a way that helps them cover any ethnicity-related issue not as 

ethnicists but culturally aware journalists. This is what Loo has to say about the issue at hand: 

“As communication technology and global migration supersede our ability to absorb and 

contain these changes student journalists should be taught new tools to observe, describe, 

analyze, interpret, and explain their world, not from an ethnocentric viewpoint but from an 

educated culturally aware perspective.”40 

 As hinted at in the above lines on the coverage of ethnic issues, the conflict between 

various ethnic/racial groups is not a new phenomenon. Plus, there can be numerable solutions 

to this problem and the press can play its due role in minimizing the conflict between various 

linguistic groups. According Rodney Benson, whose work in shape of ‘American Journalism and 

the Politics of Diversity’ has much to do with newspapers’ coverage of ethnic issues in Karachi, 

the conflict among various groups in the US has been addressed by the efforts on the part of an 

American organization namely ‘Unity: Journalists of Colour.’ As per Benson, ‘Unity’ has so far 

succeeded in pointing out two major goals: “… increasing the number of journalists of colour to 

better reflect the actual composition of the American population and improving the 

‘representation’ of people of colour in the news.”41 
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 Diversity journalism which the ‘Unity’ advocates has also succeeded in improving the 

language of race reporting in the United States of America. For instance, instead of using the 

word ‘quota,’ the ‘Unity’ suggested various terms like ‘hiring outreach’ etc just not to irk the 

majority/white readership. Instead of ‘illegal aliens’ the use of the term ‘undocumented 

immigrants’ has been suggested and so on. And fortunately many American media outlets 

added these terms to their style guides.42 

 Benson also advocates inclusion of more minority journalists in the national press while 

referring to the proposals of ‘Unity’ and this is what has already been argued in this section in 

the context of Pakistan and Karachi that the more minority journalists from ethnic groups like 

Pakhtuns and Sindhis in Karachi and the national press, the more the news stories in the multi-

ethnic Karachi will be representative and the more the press in the multi-ethnic capital of the 

multi-ethnic Sindh would move towards an integrated coverage of issues.  

However, the institution of the press is not only deeply linked to the politics of the 

country but is a reflection of the polity. Unfortunately, the polity in Pakistan has never been 

democratic in nature and the situation continued the way it remained in the colonial period. 

And as mentioned earlier, only the British loyalists in Punjabi and Mohajir elites enjoyed easy 

access to socio-economic means--which also helped them a great deal dominate the press--in 

the post-colonial era the way they did in the undivided India.  

After the independence no serious measures were taken in connection with making the 

Pakistani polity stronger by giving its peoples and linguistic groups equal rights through the 

supreme law of the land in constitution which remained elusive for almost over two decades. 

Notwithstanding, when the constitution was passed in 1973 it hardly fulfilled the identity needs 

of various linguistic as well as religious groups in Hindus, Christians, Parsis etc for it was all 

about Urdu-speakers and Muslims of Pakistan, since it declared Urdu the national language of 

Pakistan and Islam the state religion making non-Urdu speakers—Pakhtuns, Sindhis and Baloch 

in addition to plethora of others within the provinces—and non-Muslims run from pillar to post 

for their linguistic and religious needs. In a nutshell, for integrated coverage of issues in the 

press in general and Karachi in particular, the Pakistani polity as a starter must have to give all 

linguistic and religious minorities equal rights through a secular constitution which of course in 

turn will have a positive impact on the newspaper industry besides encouraging minority 

journalists to join the main stream Urdu/English press.  

  Besides, Pakistan’s journalists and their newspaper organizations must seriously start 

working on the lines of ‘Unity’ to compile specific rules in their style guide regarding ethnic 

coverage of issues which will definitely help the press overcome its stereotypical coverage of 

ethnic minorities in Karachi. By the way, Karachi newspapers particularly the Urdu language 

dailies must first start the trend of keeping a style book before deciding on adding rules related 
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to ethnic coverage of issues in Karachi. Dawn does have a style guide but hardly mentions any 

comprehensive program regarding coverage of ethnic issues in the multi-ethnic Karachi—

despite the fact that the city every now and then plunges into ethnic frenzy—or for that matter 

across the country except for urging its subeditors not to use Pathan for ethnic Pakhtuns and a 

few other things. 

 Getting down to discussing more measures in connection with overcoming ethnic 

biasness in coverage of ethnic issues in a multi-ethnic city/country besides helping future 

researchers have an in-depth view about the coverage of ethnic issues, one important step that 

must be taken in this regard is the introduction of a body of ombudsmen in the newspapers 

organizations. Though the course offerings at journalism schools dealing with the news 

coverage beyond the traditional journalism education will definitely help the press see the 

ethnic issues at a broader level as mentioned by researcher Loo, the in-house accountability 

body will keep journalists at toe with regard to the coverage of ethnic issues.43 

 Considering the enormity of ethnic issues particularly in a multi-ethnic city like Karachi 

which often now and then erupts into ethnic frenzy claiming scores of precious lives, another 

in-house system in shape of rewarding journalists for doing ethnically-balanced news story may 

also be introduced to help newspapers play their due role in mitigating Karachi ethnic 

tensions,44 which can also be addressed through the internet editions of various newspapers if 

they make all-out efforts in shape of providing web readers links to websites of minority 

organizations, declaration of minority spokesmen etc .45  

 On the other hand, another appropriate and a much-needed step in the shape of self-

regulation in a country like Pakistan, wherein the press is usually subjected to the capricious 

attitude of undemocratic forces, can not only forge awareness among various newspapers 

about coverage of ethnic issues but also help them cover communal problems in a better way. 

Press council in any democratic set-up can do wonders in connection with the question of 

freedom of press/speech. The press council being a self-regulatory body could also easily keep a 

check on the newspapers’ coverage of ethnic issues and is in a better position to propose steps 

for a more balanced coverage of communal issues in the multi-ethnic capital of the multi-ethnic 

Sindh.46 

 Notwithstanding, the abovementioned suggestions in connection with an integrated 

coverage of issues in a multi-ethnic society including Karachi are of course not final in any way 

and subject to change keeping in mind the best other available options which can help mitigate 

concerns of ethnic/religious minorities. For instance, it has already been mentioned in the 

above lines that ethnic coverage could possibly be also improved through induction of more 

and more minority journalists into the national and Karachi press but the decision of induction 

of more minority journalists can backfire if journalists belonging to minority ethnic/linguistic 
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groups are confined to coverage of ethnic minority while majority journalists are given beats of 

health, business, sports etc. According to a Journalism and Mass Communication Quarterly’s 

research article Race and the Media, confining minority journalists to only coverage of minority 

issues might not server the purpose of the integrated coverage of issues in a multi-ethnic 

society.47  

Press Constraints as Frameworks Affecting News Publishing 
 

 As mentioned earlier that the press does not work in a separate silo but in fact many 

factors/frameworks do affect the final output appearing in shape of various news items besides 

other views in form of editorial/comment/column any newspaper carries. There are many 

frameworks affecting any news item or a set of news to impede the traditional accurate news 

but a country’s laws and regulations are such framework/constraint without which neither is it 

possible to understand the press of a country holistically nor would it be possible to shed light 

on the other important framework in press laws news items usually go through besides, of 

course, the ethnic framework which has already been discussed in detail in the above section. 

 However, the press in a developing country like Pakistan cannot be understood only in 

the light of constraints it faces from usually a repressive polity which enacts draconian laws to 

muzzle the freedom of speech, since other constraints which are now rightly being termed as 

socio-economic constraints also stop the press from reaching its panicle of keeping an eye on all 

state institutions. The socio-economic constraints, like the impediments in shape of repressive 

laws and the ethnic factor, is also a framework through which news item or set of news or for 

that matter editorials and comments pass through. We would do well to keep in mind the 

socio-economic constraints in mind in the context of a violence-hit city like Karachi wherein 

news and views are highly influenced by socio-economic constraints particularly strong-arm 

tactics used by various political/ethnic and religious groups. Attempts to understand the 

abovementioned frameworks would not only help readers understand the history of the press 

in Pakistan and its evolutionary nature but also enable them to easily comprehend the final 

results of the content analysis of editorials of four national newspapers—Dawn, Jang, Nawa-e-

Waqat and Jasarat—to be presented in the next chapter.    

 To start with, it must be mentioned at the earliest that laws if not misused are not 

always exploitative and, in fact, some regulations not only bring smoothness and peace into life 

but, if being depictive of the collective will of the people, facilitate smooth functioning of the 

state institutions including the press. However, laws promulgated in our part of the world 

particularly regarding the press are usually a far cry from being the collective will of the people, 

since either they are mostly the remnants of British colonizers’ desire to muzzle the freedom of 
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speech or reflect the myopic vision of the forces of monism prevailed in shape of various 

dictatorial as well as democratic regimes in the post-partition era. 

 Though details about the draconian laws in the British era have been given in the 

previous chapter, it is important that we just allude to the press laws promulgated by the 

British colonizers whose main aim was to continue their plunder in their Indian colony wherein 

the alien rulers considered the slightest dissent a danger to their illegitimate rule. Talking in 

context of press freedom, the British imperialists only sought to promulgate press laws which 

were beneficial in terms of perpetuating their rule. For the purpose, during their long rule they 

enacted the following laws among others related to the press: the Registration of Books and 

Newspaper Act 1867, The Press (Emergency Power) Act 1931, The State’s (Protection Against 

Disaffection) Act 1922, The Foreign Relation Act 1932, The State’s (Protection) Act 1934, The 

Criminal Law (Amendment) Act 1932, The Post office Act 1932, The Official Secret Act, The 

Telegraph Act, The Sea Customs Act. 

 Unfortunately, the same colonial laws were adopted by the newly-created Pakistan in 

1947 to continue with its colonial legacy. In fact, the elite clique of the newly-created state 

further curbed the press freedom through more strict laws in shape of The Public Safety 

Ordinance 1949, The Security of Pakistan Act 1952, the Public Maintenance Order 1960, The 

Press and Publication (Amendment) Ordinance 1963 and The Registration of the Printing Press 

and Publication Ordinance, 1988 and The West Pakistan Maintenance of Public Order 

Ordinance48 besides the British era laws—The Official Secret Act, for instance—which were 

made applicable in the post-partition era.49 

 To help readers comprehend the implications of the abovementioned press laws, it is 

high time they be put into a perspective by seeing them in the context of muzzling of the press 

by various regimes—both dictatorial as well as democratic—through these laws. Though press 

historians like Zamir Niazi and others attribute the bad press in the immediate post-partition 

era to the undemocratic attitude adopted by successors of Quid-i-Azam Jinnah, the fact as 

discussed in detail in the first section of the thesis is that the rot was set not only when 

Governor General Jinnah was alive but he was also equally responsible for the undemocratic 

values prevailed at the time. Alluding to the early political gaucherie in the post-partition era to 

set a perspective for the press development during the so-called early democratic era, the early 

Pakistan managers led by the Father of the Nation amended the 1935 Government of India Act, 

through which the new state was being run in absence of any constitution, only to make it more 

repressive, depriving peoples of the right the British colonizers had given them. According to 

Adeel Khan, who has extensively been quoted in the early chapters, the amendments made by 

the first constituent assembly of the newly-created Pakistan even deprived the provinces of the 

rights the British imperialists had given them. 
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 It was this undemocratic attitude which saw Quaid-i-Azam Jinnah ensconcing himself at 

one time on three top posts in being the Governor General, president of the first constituent 

assembly besides heading the Muslim League. The same autocratic attitude not only ended up 

in the removal of the elected chief ministers of Sindh and NWFP (now Khyber Pakhtunkhwa) 

but led to the deaths of hundreds of activists of Khudai Khidmadgar movement besides other 

common Pakhtuns who had taken to streets to lodge their protest against the removal of the 

Congress Ministry in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The highhandedness on part of the early managers 

also continued in the Eastern wing of the country with Quaid-i-Azam being adamant on giving 

only the Urdu language the national status despite the fact that Bengalis were in majority who 

earnestly wanted the Bengali language to be the national language of Pakistan along with Urdu. 

 After the disastrous contributions made by the Father of the Nation to the nation-

building, the post-Jinnah period was equally undemocratic with the British successor 

bureaucracy looking down upon politicians who were equally opportunists, for the founding 

party, unlike the All India National Congress, had hardly had any democratic credentials which 

unfortunately led to incessant failures on part of the constituent assembly to formulate a 

constitution for the new state. On the early era’s dirty politics of Pakistan and the dominant 

role of the British successor bureaucracy, Zamir Niazi has quoted Hamza Alavi as saying: 

 “The actual manner in which Nazimuddin Ministry was dismissed was itself quite remarkable 

and demonstrated once again the cavalier fashion in which the bureaucracy treated constitutional law, 

conventions and practice. In fact, only a few days before Nazimuddin’s dismissal, the Assembly had 

approved his budget by an overwhelming vote. The Nazimuddin Cabinet was dismissed by order of the 

Governor General leaving aside the question of its constitutional propriety, this order clearly 

demonstrated where power actually resided. The subservient role which the Assembly had come to 

accept is revealed by the fact that when it met again soon after, it did not raise a word of protest. 

Instead, it dutifully voted support for the new Prime Minister who had been nominated and installed in 

office by the Governor General. The team of ministers too had been chosen for the new Prime Minister 

by the Governor General, who had also assigned to them their respective portfolios. Thus, at last the 

bureaucracy in Pakistan had unambiguously manifested its political supremacy.”50 

 The early political wrangling of course reflected badly on the press, with the elite clique 

led by the founding party Muslim League being very apprehensive about the press due to both 

real and perceived threats the nascent state was faced with. The forces of monism during the 

post-partition era while forgetting that the Muslim League’s struggle in the pre-partition era 

was all about minorities’ rights were extremely reluctant in giving the provinces their due 

rights. It was against this backdrop that the Muslim League being in power in all five provinces 

always discouraged ‘ugly provincialism.’ It was the ‘internal threat’ that haunted the ruling 

Muslim League to the extent that it felt irked whenever the press published anything regarding 

the ‘ugly provincialism.’51 
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 On other hand, the nascent Pakistani state also  felt external threats from India and the 

‘North,’ forcing it neither to give rights to provinces like Khyber Pakhtunkhwa which had close 

linguistic, cultural, historic and geographical links with then hostile neighboring Afghanistan, 

nor freedom to the press to write on the country’s foreign policy issues. Instead, the press was 

encouraged to instill in readers the state nationalism which has seemingly snowballed into the 

current jingoistic attitude of most of the present-day Urdu press. 

 Exceptions are always there but the country’ press is the reflection of its politics with 

the analogy fitting the early era’s juxtaposition between the dirty politics and bad press 

prevailing at the time. With the press in general being faced with innumerable weaknesses in 

the late 1940s like its failure to work for communal integration in Karachi in particular and 

across the country in general, for instance, one of its disastrous contribution to the legacy of 

press freedom in Pakistan is its lack of a unified stance on promotion of democratic and human 

rights values. The most appropriate example to refer to in this regard is the extremely 

undemocratic stance of the Urdu language Nawa-e-Waqat regarding the tussle between 

politician Prime Minister Nazimuddin and rogue British successor bureaucracy, with the Urdu 

paper siding with the latter led by Governor General Ghulam Mohammad. Hamid Nizami’s 

Nawa-e-Waqat went on to advise the prime minister to resign and what is more the paper even 

asked the Governor General to sack the prime minister as well as abrogate the constitution, if 

Nazimuddin failed to oblige. This is what the Nawa-e-Waqat wrote:  

 “Even the enemies of Khwaja Nazimuddin will agree that he is a gentleman, sincere and 

religious. He also served the country according to his intellect, capacity and in his own style. For that the 

nation is indebted to him. He will now be doing a last and a great service if he would resign along with 

his entire Cabinet and give the Governor General a chance to ask a more talented, intelligent and 

courageous man to put together a new Cabinet. If a new Cabinet cannot be formed then let it be so. The 

Governor General should suspend the constitution and till the new election should run the Government 

through permanent Government servants (bureaucracy). We can assert with full confidence that the 

people would prefer a government by hard working and honest government servants than that of 

incompetent and corrupt politicians.”52  

 On the other hand, journalists like Altaf Hussain did not baulk at playing into the hands 

of powerful anti-press lobbies in Pakistan who were hell-bent on using journalists for their 

nefarious designs. Its glaring example is Altaf Hussain’s extremely anti-press speech in Canada 

in 1950 during a meeting of the Common Wealth Press Union wherein he emphasized that 

Pakistani press didn’t need to be free. This is how Zamir Niazi has quoted him as saying: “The 

press in Pakistan has no use of freedom in her present stage of development” because “we are 

skating on thin ice.”53   
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However, for all shortcomings the nascent press was suffering from in the early 

democratic era spanning until 1958, there still was a luminary in shape of papers working under 

the umbrella of the Progressive Papers Limited (PPL) with one of its newspaper namely Pakistan 

Times being established in February 1947. The 1950s also saw some good journalism giving 

hope to believers in the press freedom, seeing the left-leaning papers—like Imbroz edited by 

Ahmad Nadeem Qasmi, weekly Lailo Nahar edited by Sibte Hasan, Pakistan Times brought out 

under the editorship of Faiz Ahmad Faiz—published under competent editors which took 

journalistic standards to a new high.  

On the other hand, it was not that the PPL had not been faced with the issue of press 

constraints in shape of repressive laws promulgated by the early managers of the nascent state. 

The press during the early so-called democratic era was in fact faced with draconian press laws 

but fortunately most of the papers having independent stance used to do away with repressive 

laws through a considerate and independent judiciary. According to press historian Zamir Niazi, 

the liberal interpretation of the constitution helped the press continue its agenda. “With the 

‘liberal interpretation of the constitution in favour of the citizens’ and safeguarding ‘the 

freedom of conscience’ by the independent judiciary, the Press despite many hurdles and 

hardships played its assigned role of protecting the rights of the people. Newspapers continued 

to publish ‘facts of dereliction of duty by and the conduct and character of public officers 

however highly placed they may be without fear or favour.’”54 

However, the oasis of fragile press freedom around which the noose in the ever-rising 

undemocratic forces kept on getting tightened with every passing day was finally destroyed by 

General Mohammad Ayub Khan when he “clamped Marshal Law on October 8, 1958, dissolved 

the National Assembly and the Noon ministry, abrogated the constitution, banned all political 

parties and prohibited all Press criticism of his regime.”55 

The Ayub’s Marshall Law, which was the first formal political interference which still not 

only exists but has been transformed over the years into a military-industrial complex in 

Pakistan, opted to arrest editors—Faiz Ahmad Faiz, Ahmad Nadeem Qasmi and others—of the 

newspapers published under the umbrella of the PPL owned by Mian Iftikharuddin. However, 

unsatisfied with his act of arresting the prominent journalists, who were later on released on 

the orders of ‘fragile figure’ M.R Kiyani in the judiciary, the Ayub raj not only prohibited all 

criticism of his regime through draconian laws but what was more undemocratic in store was 

his measure to take over the press besides muzzling of the press through pre-censorship which 

was followed by a more ‘special treatment’ in the advisory system, meaning the journalists had 

to discuss news with government advisors before going to the press.56 

When the Ayub government took over the PPL many journalists were extremely anxious 

about their duty towards press freedom, for there was now a severe conflict of interest 
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between what they want to write as journalists and what they were supposed to write. Such a 

conflict has been referred to by I. A. Rehman while giving introduction to the autobiography of 

Ahmad Ali Khan who remained the longest-serving editor of Dawn which shameful editorial on 

PPL conversion to the National Press Trust (NPT) will be discussed in the coming lines. Anyhow, 

I.A Rehman quotes Ahmad Ali Khan who later on became editor of the prestigious Dawn as 

saying about his dilemma over PPL takeover: 

“The dilemma, which I mentioned earlier and which I had apparently resolved by 

deciding not to quit (The Pakistan Times) in the wake of the take-over, long continued to be a 

source of personal unhappiness. I had joined The Pakistan Times in my capacity as a 

professional journalist, political sympathy with the paper’s broad policy being wholly incidental. 

Like other journalists I had developed the habit of having two separate comportments in my 

mind with virtually no mutual symbiotic relationship—one devoted to thinking related to the 

given editorial policy and the other preoccupied with my independent process of thought. 

Indeed, as a leader writer I had sometimes found myself at variance with the paper’s policy on 

some important matters. To give just two instances—the apologetic and rather equivocal 

approach the paper adopted to the dismissal of Khwaja Nazimuddin in 1953 and to the 

imposition of One Unit. However, the fact remains that the paper stood generally for liberty, 

democracy and an independent foreign policy.”57 

Getting down to more details on the PPL, as if that were not enough, the Ayub raj in 

1964 came up with a new idea of converting the PPL into the National Press Trust which was 

even a bigger blow to the free press which the military government had already made short 

shrift of by taking over the PPL papers. And what is more Dawn which had somehow managed 

to remain outside the government-owned PPL/NPT diabolically endorsed the shameful act on 

part of the Ayub-led rouge army. The English language Dawn wrote:  

“The occasion demands that the rest of the National Press should hail the ideological 

rebirth of the Pakistan Times and its allied publications. They will no longer ‘strangers in the 

house.’ We send them our greetings and felicitations on their liberation from ‘distant orbit and 

alien horizons.’ The revolutionary regime has rendered a signal service to the cause of a free 

press in Pakistan.”58 

However, there still remained a ray of hope at the end of the tunnel with journalist 

unions across the country working vigorously against the Ayub’s draconian press laws to help 

the cause of press freedom in Pakistan. Both Yasmin Aftab Ali and Zamir Niazi have categorically 

stated that the only torch-bearer of press freedom during the most difficult times of Ayub raj 

and other despotic regimes was the Pakistan Federal Union of Journalists (PFUJ) which through 

its branches across the country worked tirelessly to help the cause of freedom of speech. A 

little more about PFUJ’s struggle against Pakistan’s despotic governments in the following lines: 
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“The struggle of press under the auspices of the PFUJ has been arduous and long. PFUJ 

grew up facing odds—never once giving up! Whether it was the hunger strike led by the PPL 

(Pakistan Times and Imroze) workers union and joined by the PUJ for the reinstatement of the 

four lower grade employees in January 1977, the historic 10-day countrywide strike for the 

implementation of the interim award by the second Wage Board in April 970, and over 45-day 

long hunger strike movement in 1974 for the reinstatement of arbitrarily sacked journalists and 

other employees of the daily ‘Musawat,’ Lahore or it was fighting against draconian laws like 

the RPO—PFUJ has stood fast for freedom of expression in Pakistan.” 

With Ayub being no more able to rule the country in the late 60s, General Yahiya’s term 

saw a bit of relaxation in connection with the strict implementation of press laws, since the 

General vowed to hold elections which were going to be held for the first time in the over two-

decade history of the country which was without any parliament-approved constitution since 

the very controversial independence in the late 1940s. However, the hard-earned press 

freedom proved a short-lived venture with the country seeing the much-expected civil war in its 

eastern wing which was up against the Pakistani troops, dominated by ethnic Punjabis, for their 

political and linguistic rights. With the war in the East Pakistan, which resulted in the 

dismemberment of country as well as ‘drowning of the Two-Nation Theory in the Bay of 

Bengal,’ the press was once again subjected to draconian laws in shape of the reintroduction of 

a formal system of prior censorship which was finally lifted by Z.A. Bhutto in 1972 when he 

became the president of Pakistan before finally being perched on the seat of the first elected 

prime minister of Pakistan. 

The arrival of the first Sindhi prime minister in Z.A. Bhutto on the political horizon of 

Pakistan was no less a controversy amid PPP’s tug of war with Shikh Mujeeb’s Awami League in 

the wake of the country’s first elections but  hopes were pinned on the first democratically 

elected prime minister of the remaining Pakistan. The PPP manifesto as well as the Foundation 

Principles Bhutto avowed before the elections strengthened peoples’ confidence in democracy. 

Bhutto promised ‘genuine freedom of speech’ and ‘free association’ in the Foundation Principal 

of the Pakistan People’s Party besides lamenting “that ‘the controlled press’ was being ‘ordered 

to tell lies, to misinform and to slender.’”59 However, nothing happened of the sort when 

Bhutto came to power with the PPP leadership led by Z.A. Bhutto giving the lie to the promises 

of ‘genuine freedom of speech’ and ‘free association.’ 

Precisely, the Bhutto government not only backed off his promises of press freedom but 

also went ahead of his successors in muzzling the press freedom despite the fact that he was 

the first democratically elected prime minister who instead of fulfilling his promise of doing 

away with the NPT, which had by then expanded with every passing day taking 12 newspapers 

into its fold in six cities of East and West Pakistan, perpetuated the monstrosity by giving it 
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constitutional cover after pushing the National Press Trust (Appointment of Chairman) Bill 

through parliament.60 Hence the Bhutto administration used the NPT against the opposition 

parties in the 1977 abortive elections the way his successors had used it for their political 

designs.  

On the other hand, the Bhutto administration did have a comprehensive cultural policy 

during the five-year PPP rule particularly for electronic media in shape of the state-run Pakistan 

Television which was earlier used by military dictator Ayub Khan for his political purposes 

besides stifling local cultures on the TV. The PTV during the Ayub’s era saw ban on India’s first 

noble award winner Robendranath Tagore’s songs as well as female newscasters putting on 

Bindiya on their foreheads. The PPP government with a clear-cut cultural policy, however, 

started for the first time the promotion of indigenous cultures by giving special time slot to all 

linguistic groups on PTV. According to Zohra Yusuf, some of the most prolific work in the state-

run television is done during the Z.A. Bhutto era with the prime minister giving complete 

freedom to the institution of Pakistan Television.61 However, Zia’s Islamizing policies simply 

reversed the process started by Z.A. Bhutto with the PTV once again being in the clutches of 

moral police preaching their version of religion while more draconian laws were promulgated 

by the Islamist dictator to muzzle the print media.  

According to the authors of ‘The Press and Sindhi-Mohajir Ethnic Relations in 

Hyderabad: Do the Newspapers Cultivate Ethnicity?’ the relationship between General Zia-led 

military dictatorship and the press grew worse in the 1980s with the General apparently not 

coming hard on the press mainly to destroy the credibility of the Bhutto government. However, 

the Islamist dictator did not annul the anti-press laws either. In fact, the dictator who had 

toppled the government of the first democratically elected prime minister of Pakistan treaded 

carefully while dealing with the press.62 

However, the Islamist regime showed its true colour by initiating a two-pronged 

strategy regarding the press which in turn divided the journalist fraternity. On the one hand, 

the regime sought to woo the right-leaning newspapers by restoring their publications banned 

by Z.A. Bhutto besides giving easy licenses to publications favourable to his regime while on the 

other hand it moved against the PPP-owned newspapers—Musawat, Hilal-e-Pakistan and 

Nusrat. These papers were published by the Bhutto Trust but the Zia regime renamed it the 

Shiekh Zayed Bin Sultan Trust with its officers being replaced by government nominees. 63 

Zia’s hostile attitude towards the PPP-owned newspapers continued ending up in the 

arrest of the editor of Musawat with the newspaper being closed down by the Islamist regime 

for no apparent reason. The incident, according to the authors of ‘The Press and Sindhi-Mohajir 

Ethnic Relations in Hyderabad: Do the Newspapers Cultivate Ethnicity?’ led to by far the most 

serious confrontation ever between the press and the government in the country. 
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Notwithstanding, protests supported by the Pakistan Federal Union of Journalists and the All 

Pakistan Newspaper Employees Confederation were finally brought to bear to force the Islamist 

regime to allow Musawat to resume publication, though under a new management. 

Considering press perseverance against the odds it was faced with, the Zia regime came 

up with more drastic press regulations imposing full censorship on the press in 1979 which was 

applicable to all printed content including that was copied by hand. “Section 499 was amended 

1) to make libel an offence—even when the libel was actually true and in the public interest—

and 2) to empower the government to arrest editors and publishers without warrant.”64 In the 

wake of such strict measures, the printing shop of Musawat was sealed by the Islamist 

government in defiance of the High Court orders with the paper not being allowed to be 

published.  

Without going into the details of how General Zia got separated from the power as well 

as the political situation emerged in the post-Zia period since it lies outside the scope of the 

research work, it must be mentioned that the departure of the Islamist General brought a 

marked improvement in the press freedom of the country with the-then president Ghulam 

Ishaq Khan replacing the Press and Publication Ordinance 1963 with a by far more liberal 

Registration of the Printing Press and Publication Ordinance 1988 (RPPPO).  

The far more free status of the press was widely recognized with the authors of ‘The 

Press and Sindhi-Mohajir Ethnic Relations in Hyderabad’ quoting Nisar Zuberi as saying that the 

press was now free to the extent of criticizing the prime minister, the president and the army 

chief. Additionally, the system of ‘press advice’ was no longer in vague and the newsprint quota 

was no more used as levers.65 Perhaps this was the reason that the sedition case filed against 

the-then newly-launched English daily The News in September 1992 was promptly withdrawn 

under the spontaneous pressure of the national legislature, public opinion and the press. 

 

Socio-Economic Constraints as Frameworks Affecting News 

Publishing 
 

 That the dominant ethnicity/ideology prevailing in the newsroom besides the nature of 

existing laws and regulations are hurdles/constraints inhibiting the traditional accuracy of news, 

the other framework which must be highlighted in detail at this stage in context of a violence-

hit city like Karachi is the socio-economic constraints through which news content of any 

newspaper passes through. The socio economic constraints usually include the government-

imposed newsprint quota through which the government seeks to influence whatever the 
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newspaper publishes; newspapers’ dependence in Pakistan on government advertisements 

with government controlling over 60 per cent of all advertisements; government control of the 

Associated Press of Pakistan (APP) which as the country’s major news agency feeds newspapers 

with news as well as pictures; and finally the government-imposed system of press advice 

through networks of federal and provincial information departments. 

 With the departure of Islamist General Zia and the subsequent relaxation in the press 

laws in shape of enactment of the RPPPO 1988, the overall environment in terms of freedom of 

speech, of which freedom of press is an important element, started getting conducive and led 

to curtailment of the abovementioned constraints. Notwithstanding, some of the constraints 

still exist in the present-day Pakistan with the APP still being in control of the government, for 

instance. While the overall environment in terms of annulment of draconian laws improved at 

the fatal fate the Islamist General suffered in the controversial and mysterious plane crash, the 

press in general did not take a sigh of relief for their propped up another challenge in shape of 

violence against the press which had already started in the late 1970s and turned into 

monstrosity in the last two decades of the 20th century the end of which saw more challenges 

for the press freedom in Pakistan. The socio-economic constraints emerging in 1977 in shape of 

attacks on newspaper offices and all kind of violence against journalists crippled almost all 

national dailies—both Urdu and English languages—across the country in general and the Sindh 

capital in particular. 

 Dwelling in detail on violence perpetuated against newspapers, the authors of ‘The 

Press and Sindhi-Mohajir Ethnic Relations, Hyderabad’ are of the view that violence on part of 

the ‘non-state actors’ started in the first PPP rule from 1971 to 1977 when activists of the ruling 

PPP started getting embroiled in violence against various right-leaning newspapers who also did 

not baulk at responding in the same coin. Times (Rawalpindi) as well as the right-leaning Urdu 

language daily Jasarat came under attack from the ruling PPP hooligans who were equally 

countered by Jamaat goons when Jasarat was attacked. Likewise, the Pakistan National Alliance 

(PNA) was also involved in hooliganism against the newspapers, leveling charges against the 

press that it was not giving proper coverage to their anti-Bhutto movement.66 

 Before we move ahead to shed light on violence perpetuated against the Karachi press, 

it must be mentioned at this stage that the attacks carried out mostly during the last two 

decades of the 20th century were in all major cities of Pakistan targeting all major national 

dailies—both Urdu and English—including Jang, Nawa-i-Waqat, Dawn and Frontier Post. It must 

also be kept in mind that the violence committed against the national dailies had got the 

blessings of all major political/religious parties. Also, the violence against the press which had 

got more complicated after 2000s in the wake of Pakistan’s ‘active participation’ in the war on 
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terror had earlier got an ethnic patina during the 1980s and 90s particularly in the Sindh capital 

Karachi. 

   Getting down to the Karachi press which, without a speck of doubt, borne the brunt of 

violence against almost all the national dailies, it is important to note that earlier in the post-

partition era it was the dominance of refugee journalists in the press of the nascent country 

and its capital which had hindered the traditional accuracy of news items and later on it was 

sheer violence and other strong arm tactics used by the refugee party in the MQM which forced 

newspapers to publish whatever they wanted. With the Mohajir dominance in the Karachi press 

being discussed in the earlier section, the MQM strong arm tactics, of course along with other 

groups, though less powerful as compared to the refugee party, against the press seems 

important to understand the violent party’s eagerness to make headlines as well as the overall 

environment wherein the Karachi press succumbed to attacks by terrorist MQM activists and 

others.  

 According to press historian Zamir Niazi, almost all major newspapers of Karachi were 

subjected to MQM ire, besides that of other parties’ skirmishes with the press, regarding 

coverage of the refugee party which had a devastating impact on the press in the Sindh capital 

which saw more violence against the press in the late 1980s. In one such event, the MQM 

hooligans laid a siege to Dawn offices on May 27, 1989. Quoting correspondent Abbas Nasir of 

the now defunct The Muslim, Zamir Niazi says:  

“Hundreds of activists of the All-Pakistan Mohajir Student Organization (APMSO)… reached the 

building housing the offices and the printing presses of the English daily… and blocked all entry points, 

for over two hours.” 

“While hundreds of activists surrounding the Haroon House lodging the offices of Dawn and The 

Herald (also of Star, Hurriyat, Gujrati Dawn and Watan), some of the leaders walked into the building to 

talk to the editor (Ahmad Ali Khan) and the management regarding their respective grievances.” 

“The leaders asked the editors as well as key members of the management not only to print 

their stories prominently but also to block the items of other groups who, they felt, were not 

representative.” 

“One of the leaders according to an eye witness, asked: ‘Whose city is this?’ When an 

intimidated management answered that it was predominantly inhabited by Mohajirs, he was told, in 

that case, ‘only print our stories. Why do you entertain others?’” 

“When the deputy chief executive of Dawn (Hameed Haroon) asked the student leaders not to 

threaten the paper in order to force their views, they unleashed a torrent of verbal abuse. The presence 

of women staffers in the corridors did not deter them.” 
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“At this stage they broke off the talks and went out of the building threatening to set it on fire, 

but they returned latter to hold a dialogue with the deputy chief executive.” 

“They were asked after a 90-minute meeting to return on Sunday (May 28), so that they could 

examine the files containing the back issues and see for themselves whether they were being provided 

adequate coverage.” (The Muslim, May, 89).
67

 

As mentioned earlier that the violence by political groups particularly the ethnic 

exclusivists MQM was directed at all the national dailies, the Urdu language daily Jang being 

one of the most important Urdu newspapers across the country as well as in the Sindh capital 

was no exception with the Urdu daily seeing itself in MQM’s crosshair just a few months back 

during the same year (March 10, 1989) when the refugee party did a forced boycott of the 

embattled daily through its terrorists activists who besides laying siege to office of Jang stopped 

people forcibly in the MQM-dominated from purchasing Jang.68 The motive behind MQM 

violent enforcement of boycott against Jang was, of course, to browbeat the Urdu daily into 

giving favourable coverage in term of publishing the party’s press statements and events to it. 

Zameer Niazi in his ‘The Press Under Siege’ has elaborated scores of such violent incidents 

against the press but the researcher due to shortage of space will be contented to provide a 

table depicting violence against the press from 1980  to 1990. 

 

Table 1.  
   

    Violence against press from 1980 to 
1990.—69 

    Years 
 

incidents 
 1980 

 
8 

 1981 
 

7 
 1982 

 
10 

 1983 
 

           nil 
 1984 

 
6 

 1985 
 

7 
 1986 

 
14 

 1987 
 

13 
 1988 

 
23 

 1989 
 

28 
 1990 

 
11  
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Does violence against the press have any impact on the coverage of issues? This 

particular issue of violence against the newspapers and their subsequent slanted coverage has 

adequately been dealt with by the author in a research paper wherein it was found that both 

Jang and Dawn give more space to statements than events but the Urdu daily percentage of 

statements is way higher than Dawn. And one possible reason among several other factors 

might be the hostile environment, including the violence against journalists, the press has to 

work in. Some of the observations made in the paper about Jang and Dawn coverage of the 

May 12, 2007 violence follow as:    

“Giving space to press releases is the most striking dissimilarity between Dawn and Jang 

with the reporters of the former giving reference to a press release only to substantiate or 

balance their news story while the Urdu daily without any qualms publishes whole of the press 

release issued by various parties/stakeholders which besides showing the falling standards of 

Urdu journalism also depicts the Urdu daily’s slant towards various political groups... Even on 

one occasion, Jang carried one news item made up of a press release as a city page lead with 

such news items regularly figuring even on front and back pages of the Urdu daily.” 

Talking about violence against the press, owner and founder of the Jang group the late 

Mir Kahlil Ur Rehman expressed the views that as violence was permeated in the society the 

press could not escape it since it is an important institution of the state/society. Shedding light 

on press statements and violence against the press, the illustrious owner of Jang Group which 

has expanded over the years by launching several English and Urdu publications besides making 

forays into the electronic media in the 2000s, admits that his newspaper has been under 

pressure from almost all political parties regarding their coverage by his influential Urdu daily. 

Says the owner of the group, which has unfortunately been notorious in connection with rights 

of employees in terms of giving them proper salary raise and other emoluments, that today’s 

journalism is all about publishing statements of various political groups instead of carrying 

various views point which in turn has got a close relation with violence against the press.70 

Before we move ahead, it is important to expound on the violence against the press in a 

bit more detail, for the next chapter, dealing with editorials and news published in four national 

dailies—Dawn, Nawa-i-Waqat, Jasarat and Jang— through content analysis method, will also 

focus among other things on the violence occurred in 1980s between various communities as 

well as against the press. To start with, it must be mentioned that undemocratic culture breeds 

violence, with the aggression against the press being no exception, which the country has 

inherited from its background of landlordism. Says the longest serving editor of Dawn Ahmad 

Ali Khan in this regard:  

“All political parties of Pakistan believe in such a democracy which ensconces them on 

power of seat. These parties don’t believe in two opposite views nor do they believe in 
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democratic values and they have inherited all this from landlord propensity. Even our urban-

based parties reflect landlord behavior in their structure and methods of work.”71 

On the other hand, it is also important to mention that the behavior of the press 

including top national dailies has not been exemplary with most of the owners having hands in 

glove with the political groups across the country as well as the Sindh capital. While quoting a 

former subeditor of Dawn, Mohammad Hanif argues: what could a journalist do when the 

owner of a newspaper himself hands him a particular news item for publishing in the paper? 

The role of journalists has taken a backseat in publishing particular news, says Mohammad 

Hanif while stating that usually the political group concerned contacts the owner of the paper 

who just hands the news item over to the journalists to publish it.72 The same was observed by 

the researcher when I was working in English daily The News International wherein three kinds 

of news items used to come into the folder of the news editor. One type was called X, the other 

XX and the third type of news used to fall in the XXX category which were the most important 

news not because something important had happened in the country/city but the XXX category 

news items were sent by owner Mir Shakil Ur Rahman or other top management of The News 

International to the news editor for publishing them on the front page of the English daily. 

There seemed a ray of hope in connection with the press freedom in the early period of 

General Musharraf who got himself ensconced on the power of seat by toppling the-then 

democratically-elected Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif who is once again the premier after 

sweeping the 2013 elections to the National Assembly. The hopes from General Musharraf 

regarding press freedom were bound to be false, for the usurper of power could hardly be 

expected to deliver in connection with press freedom. Nevertheless, things regarding press 

freedom started changing particularly in the early 2000s which also saw the establishment of 

the Press Council of Pakistan through the promulgation of the Press Council of Pakistan 

Ordinance 2002. But the challenges to the press freedom even after the establishment of the 

Press Council of Pakistan which was the first experience of its kind in the country did not 

diminish, for now the Islamist militants (along with militant wings of political parties), who  

wanted the national dailies to carry their narrative, changed the landscape of journalism in 

Pakistan particularly after the progenitor of the so-called enlightened moderation General 

Musharraf announced that Pakistan was a US ally in the war on terror axis of which was the 

neighboring mountainous state of Afghanistan.  

Before moving ahead to dwell upon the current challenges to the press freedom 

particularly those emerged in the wake of the US invasion of Afghanistan, it is highly plausible 

to shed light on the Press Council of Pakistan which was set up as an autonomous body through 

an ordinance promulgated by the military dictator-cum-president Pervez Musharraf to deal 

with the press issues, including freedom of press, instead of the government. To start with, the 
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independent body was supposed to have 19 members including a chairman who would be 

appointed by the president from among retired judges of the Supreme Court or a person 

qualified to be a judge of the Supreme court. The other members shall be as follows: four 

members to be nominated by the APNS, four by the CPNE, four by professional bodies of 

journalists, the vice chairman of the Pakistan Bar Council, the chairperson or nominee of the 

Higher Education Commission, one member each to be nominated by the leader of the House 

and the leader of the Opposition in the National Assembly, one mass media educationist to be 

nominated by the council and one female member to be nominated by the National 

Commission on the Status of Women in Pakistan.73 

   With the head office of the council being established in the national capital in addition 

to four sub-offices in all the provincial capitals, the council is to perform the following functions: 

1. To maintain the highest professional and ethical standards of newspapers and news agencies with a 

view to making them more responsive to the issues and concerns of society. 

2. To help newspapers and news agencies to maintain their independence. 

3. To keep under review any development likely to restrict the dissemination of news of public interest 

and importance. 

4. To revise, update, enforce and implement the Ethical Code of Practice for newspapers, news agencies, 

editors, journalists and publishers as laid down in the schedule to the ordinance. 

5. To receive complaints about violations of the Ethical Code of Practice. 

6. To appoint an inquiry commissions to decide complaints at the head office, provincial sub-offices and 

regions, as the case may be, necessary for its proper functioning. 

7. To manage the funds and properties of the council. 

8. To levy and collect fees as prescribed. 

9. To control and audit council funds 

10. To exercise such control and disciplinary powers over the members and employees of the council as 

may be prescribed. 

11. To make regulations. 

12. To undertake all research relating to newspapers, including studies off foreign newspapers, their 

circulation and impact. 

13. To undertake any additional studies entrusted to the council by the government and 

14. To do such other acts as may be incidental or conducive to the discharge of above functions. 
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"The Council shall also act as a shield for the freedom of the press. It may receive a 

complaint by a newspaper, a journalist or any institution or individual concerned with a 

newspaper against the federal government, provincial governments or any organization 

including political parties for interfering in the free functioning of the press," the Press Council 

of Pakistan Ordinance adds. 

According to the ordinance, the council can constitute as many inquiry commissions as 

may be necessary and at regions other than the provincial sub-offices. 

An inquiry commission shall consist of three members to be appointed by the council: 

one retired High Court judge or a person qualified to be a judge of the High Court as chairman, 

one nominated by APNS and one nominated by CPNE. 

The document lays out procedure for inquiries and complaints, appeals to the council, 

declaration by complainants, powers of the council to censure, and so on.74 

According to a report carried by Daily Times, the ordinance also formulated the 17-point 

‘Ethical Code of Practice’ to ensure the press functions in line with the principles of decency, 

professional conduct and freedom and responsibility to serve public interest by ensuring an 

unobstructed flow of news and views to the people. It envisages honesty, accuracy, objectivity 

and fairness as being guidelines for the press in any form such as news items, articles, 

editorials, features, cartoons, illustrations, photographs and advertisements.75 The 17 points 

are: 

(1) The press shall strive to uphold standards of morality and must avoid plagiarism and publication of 

slanderous and libellous material. 

(2) The press shall strive to publish and disclose all essential and relevant facts and ensure that the 

information it disseminates is fair and accurate. 

(3) The press shall avoid biased reporting or publication of unverified material, and avoid the expression 

of comments and conjecture as established fact. Generalization based on the behaviour of an individual or a small 

number of individuals will be termed unethical. 

(4) The press shall respect the privacy of individuals and shall do nothing tantamount to an intrusion into 

someone's private family life. 

(5) Rumours and unconfirmed reports shall be avoided and if at all published shall be identified as such. 

(6) The information disseminated, including pictures, shall be true and accurate. 

(7) The press shall avoid originating, printing, publishing and disseminating any material, which 

encourages the discrimination or hatred on grounds of race, religion, caste, sect, nationality, ethnicity, gender, 

disability, illness or age of an individual or group. 
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(8) The press shall not lend itself to the projection of crime as heroic and the criminals as heroes. 

(9) The press shall avoid printing, publishing or disseminating any material that may bring into contempt 

Pakistan or its people or that undermine its sovereignty or integrity as an independent country. 

(10) The press shall not publish or disseminate any material or expression that violates Article 19 of the 

Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan. 

(11) The press shall promptly rectify any harmful inaccuracies, ensure that corrections and apologies 

receive due prominence and afford the right of reply to persons criticized or commented upon when the 

issue is of sufficient importance. 

(12) While reporting on medical issues, care must be taken to avoid sensationalism that could arouse 

baseless fears or false hopes in readers. Early research findings should not be presented as though they were 

conclusive or almost conclusive. 

(13) Sensationalism of violence shall be avoided. All reporting shall be accurate, particularly when court 

proceedings are covered. An accused person must not be presented as guilty before judgment has been 

pronounced. 

(14) In cases of sexual offences and heinous crimes against children, juveniles and women, names and 

identifying photographs shall not be published. 

(15) Confidentiality agreed upon at briefings and background interviews must be observed. 

(16) The press, while publishing findings of opinion polls and surveys, shall indicate the number of people 

polled, the geographical area at which the polls and surveys were conducted and the identity of the poll-sponsor. 

(17) Any kind of privilege or inducement, financial or otherwise, which is likely to create a conflict of 

interest and any inducement offered to influence the performance of professional duties and is not compatible 

with the concept of a reputable, independent and responsible press, must be avoided.
76

 

Nevertheless, the situation has not been as rosy as was expected in the wake of the 

promulgation of the ordinance by the military dictator in the early 2000s. In fact, the situation 

seems grim for press freedom in Pakistan. Not only has the lackluster attitude of the Press 

Council of Pakistan been unhelpful in the press freedom cause but the space for media and 

other dissenting voices over the years has further shrunk with the watchdog on the press in the 

press council having even no established premises in Karachi until a year or so before let alone 

voicing concern for freedom of press, as per Rishad Mahmood who being one of a few 

remaining unionized journalists heads workers’ union at Dawn.77 

As for the activism of the Press Council of Pakistan, which according to its official 

website, is being headed by Dr. Rana Mohammad Shamim, there only seems mere lip service in 

connection with the press freedom on part of the so-called independent and autonomous 

body. One glaring example is its own press statement posted on its website only condemning 
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the attack on the Express TV office in Karachi by armed person besides urging the Sindh 

government to take steps for protection of journalists. 

But perhaps the Press Council of Pakistan might not be in a position to do anything 

beyond paying lip service in connection with violence against the press, which as mentioned 

earlier shot up further in the 2000s, particularly due to the vicious political dynamics wherein 

the highly powerful and secretive military has the upper hand. Two things must be mentioned 

here clearly regarding the violence against the press in the post-2000 era. They are: the military 

and Islamist militants. The military whose modus operandi regarding controlling the press has 

changed over the years wants to remain obscure but definitely exerts pressure on media 

including the newspapers to make them tow its line, while the Islamist militants want 

newspapers to carry their narrative. As for the nefarious designs of the praetorian military, its 

glaring example is the almost death of the renowned TV journalist Hamid Mir who miraculously 

escaped attack on his life in the Sindh commercial hub Karachi. This is what The Washington 

Post has to write about attack on journalist Hamid Mir: 

“In Mir’s case, some elements in the country’s most-feared intelligence agency, Inter-Services 

Intelligence, or ISI, despise him for his exposés of their double-dealings and secret influence on politics, 

he (Hamid Mir) says. The Pakistani Taliban and local terrorist networks hate him for his outspoken 

criticism of their tactics and ideology and for his support of girls’ education. Various political parties 

revile him for finding corruption in their ranks and for his more tolerant view of India, which they would 

rather blame for Pakistan’s many ills.”78 

On the other hand, as mentioned in the above quoted lines of The Washington Post, the 

Islamist militants in the country too are unhappy with journalists for the latter simply cannot 

afford giving their obscurantist views space in the media. The newspapers and journalists faced 

with the double-edged sword of threats from the notorious ISI as well as the Islamist militants 

mainly represented by the Tehreek-e-Pakistan Taliban (TTP) have been bearing the brunt of 

violence of late as a result of which there has occurred a loss of space for newspapers. A recent 

Dawn editorial while taking an amenable view of the grim situation argues that after the 

Musharraf era’s ‘media revolution’ media have been faced with violence on two fronts: state 

actors (military and ISI) and non-state actors (Islamist militants in shape of dreaded Taliban). 

Says the editorial of prestigious Dawn the state actors want to keep some subjects no-go zones 

while the non-state actors in shape of terrorists, militants and extremists “want to use the 

media’s reach to manipulate the national discourse in their favour.”79 

The same editorial written in connection with the World Press Freedom Day falling on 

May 3 (2015) further highlights the challenges the media in Pakistan are faced with in the 

following words: “Consider the gamut of threats that reporters and other media personnel 
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must face today: the possibility of assassination; frequent harassment; threats and 

intimidation; and virtually no chance of the culprits being identified and punished.”80  

The views expressed in the abovementioned editorial have, of course, their roots in the 

incessant violence committed against journalists over the last almost 15 years, if one goes by 

the recent record of violence against the press, with Reporters san Frontier ranking Pakistan 

128th in the list of 166 countries “in terms of how free its media is” in a 2003 report.81 The 

situation instead of moving towards improvement further deteriorated as a US-based media 

watchdog declared Pakistan in 2007 among top 10 offenders of press freedom82 which took 

another hit in 2012 when Pakistan was declared below the war-ravaged Afghanistan in the 

World Press Freedom Index by the Reporter san Frontiers (RSF). “With 10 deaths in 2011, 

Pakistan was the world's deadliest country for journalists for the second year in a row,” the 

Paris-based RSF said in press statement issued in January 2012 while stating that “violence 

remained the main concern for journalists, under constant threat from Taliban, religious 

extremists, separatist movements and political groups.”83 The dismal situation painting a 

gloomy picture of freedom of speech also saw a near fatal attack on child rights activist and 

Noble Peace laureate Malala Yousafzai in October 2012 with the space for free speech and civil 

liberties shrinking further as of late human rights activist and social worker Sabeen Mahmud 

was killed by unknown assailants in her Karachi-based café The Second Floor.84 

On the other hand, the state actors as mentioned earlier continue to harass journalists 

to press ahead with their designs of stopping journalists from entering into the no-go zones. In 

one such recent case, Geo News bureau chief Faheem Siddiqui was assaulted and kidnapped by 

plain clothes policemen. The Independent writes on Aug 19, 2015: “Plain clothes armed 

policemen pulled over the journalist in what he believed to be a routine security check but 

instead, they corralled him, beat him and ditched him, hands tied, 40 km away near the Hub 

Dam on the outskirts of Karachi.”85 However, amid incessant violence against the press, the 

media in general which of course have their financial stakes seem to have decided to come to 

terms at least with the state actors if not the non-state actors in Islamist militants. This is how 

Foreign Policy puts the collusion between media barons and the notorious state actors who 

have their own agenda with no accountability to the elected governments:  

“Yet there is also a more elusive problem within the country’s press landscape: the collusion of 

Pakistan’s powerful military and the nation’s media outlets. I experienced this first-hand while I worked 

as a journalist at the Express Tribune during the recent protests led by Khan, the populist cricketer-

turned-politician, and Qadri, a Pakistani-Canadian cleric and soapbox orator. During this time, the 

owners of Pakistani media powerhouses — namely ARY News, the Express Media Group, and Dunya 

News — allegedly received instructions from the military establishment to support the “dissenting” 

leaders and their sit-ins. The military was using the media to add muscle and might to the anti-

government movement in an attempt to cut Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif down to size.”86 
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Conclusion 
 

Now that most of the frameworks—from ethnic/ideological leaning of journalists to 

constraints in repressive press laws and violence against journalists to government control over 

newspapers ads—having impact on the final news item appearing in the newspaper being in 

the palm of our hand, the stage is finally set to refer of course on solid grounds to the work of 

Anura Goonasekera who argues that “news is the social construction of reality passed through 

several cultural and organizational screens.”87 

Making readers further understand the fact that emergence of a news item is “a 

confluence of cultural, political, legal, technical and commercial interests,”88 Goonasekera has 

elaborated the viewpoint through a diagram clearly demonstrating frameworks/screens which 

do have an impact on the final news. The diagram is reproduced with a view to making readers 

understand the confluence of various frameworks, which have already been discussed in the 

above sections, in the context of Karachi press. 

 

Organizational Frame: law     Social Frame: culture, norms,  

(press laws in Pakistan, government ad policy etc),  values (e.g. violence against press) 

technology, 

commerce. 
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General News Values:     Individual Frame:  

 objectivity, fairness,       attitude/ideology/  

neutrality, timeliness       ethnic background.—89 
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Chapter 9. 

Comparative Analysis of Newspapers’ Coverage of 

Karachi’s Ethnic Issues in Mid and Late 1980s, and late 

2000s: Content Analysis of Dawn, Jang, Jasarat and 

Nawa-e-Waqat 

 

“A call for unity in a region, or in the world, need not be a call for homogeneity.”1 

 Before we shed light on the abovementioned lines in one of the upcoming sections, it is 

important to mention at the outset that readers during the course of this section will come to 

grips with questions basically raised in the synopses submitted for the research work. Hence, a 

perusal of this section will help the readers clear their mind on the following questions. 

1. What trends news and opinionated content published during 1985, 1986 and 1987 show 

in comparison with years 2007, 2008 and 2009 in connection with communal tension in 

the city?  

2. Have our newspapers made any progress in covering communal issues in Karachi? [After 

drawing parallel between the two selected time periods we may then be in a position to 

argue about improvement or decline in coverage of ethnic issues by both English and 

Urdu dailies.] 

3. How much national newspapers in Sindh capital project the voice of ethnic minorities 

through their news stories and opinionated content like editorials, opinion columns and 

letters to the editor?   

4. Are our national newspapers covering ethnicity-related news in view of the same old 

standards or have they started adopting new standards for writing/projecting of 

ethnicity-related news? 

5. How ethnic violence promoted or demoted emergence of new media/newspapers 

outlets?  

6. How owners met the challenge of violence targeted against their offices? 

Simmering ethnic issues in Sindh capital  
 

The seemingly unending Karachi’s ethnic issues have been discussed from every angle in 

the previous sections with the last chapter specifically dealing with communal issues of Sindh 
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capital and its relationship with the press. However, having done with textual analysis of 

newspapers namely Dawn, Jang, Jasarat and Nawa-e-Waqat published during the two time 

periods—1985, 86, 87 and 2007, 2008, 2009—the researcher has selected to reach any 

conclusion regarding improvement or decline in the coverage of ethnic affairs in the national 

press, the need arose that the simmering ethnic problems and its coverage by the national 

newspapers be seen from a different prism.  For this purpose, apart from gaining an in-depth 

insight into the issue at hand and to consolidate the argument regarding ethnic affairs in 

Karachi and their coverage by the national newspapers in the light of more recent knowledge, 

the researcher has opted to conduct extensive interviews with journalists associated with some 

of the major English and Urdu national dailies published in the metropolis as well as prominent 

authors having in-depth views on ethnic affairs and their coverage. 

 Talking in more generic terms to deal with the ethnic fissures in Sindh capital before 

shedding light on their coverage by the national dailies, it emerges that ethnic issues are 

generally deeply linked with the availability of scarce resources. In fact, it is the limited 

resources against high demand on part of rapidly burgeoning population that lead to communal 

tensions. With resource distribution being at centre of the problem, it is not only socio-

economic means which scarcity causes animosity between individuals/groups, “but, in fact, it is 

resources of livelihood including jobs, land, water resources, cultural resources, artistic 

resources, the environment of the city, roads of the city and even nullahs and sewerage system 

to which citizens stake their claims,”2 argues Herald editor Badar Alam who says that citizens 

simply try to be entitled to these resources/facilities. 

However, in a city like Karachi, there is a severe imbalance between supply of ‘means of 

livelihood’ and demand for them on the part of rapidly increasing population which in turn 

need to be some rationing wherein comes the political economy meaning which individual is 

more powerful in the existing political system and social set-up in order to get more 

resources/facilities.  

As far society which usually organizes itself in shape of groups/communities, it is 

actually the group leaders who mobilizes community members in order to get their booty since 

an individual on his own cannot do so.  “There are, of course, several groups in Karachi and now 

when the fact is established that the battle is being fought for the resource allocation, the 

individual(s) cannot secure his rights on his own due to which he is bound to join any 

(communal) group to secure his economic/political interests,”3 maintains Herald editor. 

And since the resources are limited, says Badar Alam, various communities represented 

by various communal leaders start fighting for more economic benefits which ultimately leads 

to communal/ethnic tension in the city. Notwithstanding an individual feels secure by joining 

communal/ethnic group, it is actually the communal elites, the editor of the English monthly 

succinctly put it, which succeed in drawing maximum benefits in the true sense of the word but 

the elites do portray their ‘struggle’ as something waged for the entire group. It’s the elite class, 
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argues Badar Alam, which uses various symbols to either create a group or consolidate the 

existing one to achieve their own designs. 

What the editor of Herald magazine articulates is echoed by Dawn Readers’ Editor and 

senior leader writer at the English daily Muhammad Ali Siddiqi, saying when Pakistan came into 

being only half a million people resided in Sindh capital which saw a huge influx of migration to 

Karachi in the late 1940s which did put a huge burden on the meager provincial resources 

which were further strained when in-migration from Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Punjab started 

to the largest city of Sindh. “As a result, there came a huge gap between supply and demand for 

wherewithal in terms of services, jobs, accommodation and water resources among many other 

means which resulted in tension that in turn led to ‘we’ and ‘they’ which actually became the 

basis of communal conflict in the city,”4 succinctly argues the experienced leader writer who 

has recently authored ‘Pakistan From Religion to Fascism: Memoirs of a Journalist.’ 

Talking in the context of amalgamation of various linguistic groups in the largest city of 

Sindh, while the post-partition era saw a huge out-migration in shape of arrival of Indian 

Muslim refugees straining meager provincial resources, in the 1960s massive industrialization in 

the city lured economic migrants from Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Punjab into its fold with the 

same era witnessing settlement of Pakhtuns migrants in the city who mainly comprised labour 

class. Migration to Karachi did not stop even after the 1960s, maintains Dawn editor Zaffar 

Abbas, who goes on to say: “We saw (external) migration even in the 1970s as there was huge  

influx of Bengalis to Karachi along with Biharis and other Urdu-speakers belonging to the 

former East Pakistan, making the city their permanent abode.”5 Actually, it was Karachi’s 

cosmopolitan nature, offering a great deal of economic opportunities, that attracted migrants 

of all strains, maintains editor of the prestigious English daily. 

Notwithstanding the city attracted scores of linguistic groups, one cannot lose sight of 

the fact that the journey of amalgamation of these ethnic groups was not only bumpy but also 

punctuated by flashpoints which on one occasion or the other erupts into an all-out ethnic war 

in the city claiming precious innocent lives. One reason, among many other factors, behind 

hurdles in the process of integration in the city might be the constant arrival of migrants who 

start dominating any field/business in the city at one time or the other.  

“The Indian Muslim migrants, or mohajirs, who were mostly Urdu speakers, dominated 

the city before the 1960s which later saw a big influx of labour from up North, mainly 

comprising ethnic Pakhtuns. With them they brought their own culture and started opting for 

any profession they found opportunity in. There was a vacuum in the transport system, for 

instance, so they started plying buses and as these Pakhtun migrants had got a Dera/Hujra 

culture through which they had easily got access to moneylenders to finance them to buy buses 

on interest, they started dominating the city’s transport system,”6 Zaffar Abbas elaborated 

concisely while mentioning the fact that various linguistic groups in various time periods 

succeeded in finding their niche as well as domination in various fields and businesses in the 

city. “The fact that we see a number of cities in one city is deeply linked with the phenomenon 
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that various linguistic groups in Karachi dominate various businesses, fields and professions,”1 

Dawn editor succinctly puts it before answering the question as to what actually leads to 

friction among these groups that sometimes results in the loss of innocent lives. 

“Look, friction among groups is natural, considering the fact that resources in terms of 

jobs are scarce. These frictions sometimes take the shape of class conflict while sometimes 

religion comes into play and of late ethic conflict has come into action,”7 says Mr. Abbas. While 

delving into the ever-widening Karachi’s ethnic fissures Dawn editor aptly says that earlier there 

was incessant sectarianism in the city but later on ethnicity-related differences dominated 

conflicts amid a blame game, which took the metropolis by storm. According to him, one 

complaint of the earlier settlers is that while a large number of jobs and business have gone to 

those who have migrated from the North, they are the ones who end up paying taxes. 

With ethnic conflicts starting taking roots in the immediate post-partition period when 

the Urdu-speaking Indian Muslim refugees after their arrival in Sindh capital started pursuing 

their interests through separate platforms thus sowing the seed of discord in Sindh as discussed 

in the previous chapters, the situation in Karachi reached a boiling point in the post-Bangladesh 

liberation era bringing the Punjabi-Mohajir nexus to an end which was mainly forged to keep 

majority oppressed Bengalis out of the power structure. On the other hand, a Sindhi in Zulfikar 

Ali Bhutto got perched on seat of the prime minister after the 1971 elections which also led to 

the dismemberment of the country in the wake of the Western wing’s failure to reach any 

amicable power-sharing deal with the Eastern wing which finally parted its ways to become 

Bangladesh. Not only that minority Mohajirs’ partnership with Punjabis, who became an 

absolute majority in the post-1971 era, ended after the dismemberment of the country, the 

Urdu-speaking Mohajirs were replaced in the power structure by ethnic Pakhtuns who had had 

the second largest share in the military which ethnic composition had great repercussions for 

the country’s politics into which the powerful secretive military had already plunged after the 

bloodless coup by the first military dictator General Ayub Khan in 1958.   

 On the one hand, Pakhtuns replaced Mohajirs in the ethnically-structured state of 

Pakistan now dominated by ethnic Punjabis in partnership with ethnic Pakhtuns, the resurgence 

of oppressed Sindhis, on the other hand, whose rights were advocated by the first 

democratically-elected Sindhi Prime Minister Z. A. Bhutto, further alienated the Urdu-speaking 

Mohajirs who saw their interests supposedly being dealt a blow when the Sindh Assembly 

moved a bill titled ‘The Sind Teaching, Promotion and Use of Sindhi Language Bill, 1972’ on July 

3, 1972 and passed it on July 7, 1972 with 50 votes in a House of 62. 

 According to the columnist of Urdu daily Express and former chairman of the 

Department of Mass Communication at the Federal Urdu University Dr. Tauseef Ahmed Khan, 

who is now part of the faculty at Karachi University’s Department of Mass Communication, 

Sindh capital saw the first major identity crisis in 1972 when the Sindhi Language Bill was 
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passed in the Sindh Assembly. “Urdu daily Jang played a very negative role in the ensuing 

ethnic violence in the city,”8 maintained Dr. Tauseef Ahmed Khan in his quintessentially candid 

style while stating that Jang splashed Rais Amrohvi’s verse Urdu ka janaza hai zara dhoom se 

nikle—“It is the funeral of Urdu thus should be a flaunting one”— as its lead headline which 

actually covered the papers’ whole front page. The sensational journalism on part of the 

largest-circulated Urdu daily played into the hands of miscreants who exploited the situation 

across the province which saw hundreds of people die for the first time in such a colossal ethnic 

mayhem. 

Before we move ahead to further delve into the ethnic fissures in Sindh and its capital 

Karachi, it is important to read through a few lines of the Sindhi Language Bill which will help in 

understanding the fact that the Sindhi Language Bill was not any anti-Urdu bill. According to 

Dawn 2012 column penned by Shiekh Aziz, this is what the bill actually said: “Whereas Article 

267 of the Interim Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan provides that without 

prejudice to the status of national languages, provincial legislature may, by law, prescribe 

measures for teaching, promotion and the use of a provincial language in addition to a national 

language.”9 Dawn columnist further says: “The bill’s paragraph titled “Statement of objects and 

reasons” concludes with the sentence: “… This would naturally be without prejudice to the use 

of Urdu.””10 

With identity crisis in Sindh in general and its capital in particular simmering, the 

situation further got flared up amid a bumpy integration process which since the unfortunate 

partition of India on religious lines had never actually taken place in a state wherein the ruling 

elites while failing to learn any lesson from the fall of Dhaka always tried to put 

provincial/ethnic issues under the carpet by incessantly promoting state nationalism which 

neither accept the status of religious minorities nor the existence and rights of scores of other 

linguistic groups. Against this backdrop Karachi which had developed a multi-ethnic contour 

over the years particularly after partition suffered the brunt by undergoing bouts of ethnic 

violence with Mohajirs’ feelings of perceived and real injustice peeking in the mid 1980s which 

was of course one of the turbulent eras in the history of the turbulent Sindh capital.   

“In this situation, it was the responsibility of all political parties to see to it that 

grievances are removed through peaceful process,”11 maintains the author of Pakistan From 

Religion to Fascism: Memoirs of a Journalist while referring to ethnic violence the city 

underwent in the 1980s before quickly adding: “This is what democracy is all about.” However, 

Dawn leader writer also admitted that “there hardly remained any democracy in the country 

with election most of the time being nothing less than a farce which actually resulted in the 

worsening of Karachi’s plight.”12   

As mentioned in the previous sections that Sindh capital’s ethnic violence of 1980s had a 

socio-economic background with the transport system, being dominated by ethnic Pakhtuns 

and operated under the ever lax traffic laws in the city, and problems of land grabbing, pitting 

Pakhtuns Dalals, fattened by illegal money earned through the Afghan War and having strong 
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links in the Sindh police department, against poor Bihari dwellers in the city’s suburbs, being 

some of the prominent issues in the lead-up to the 1980s Pakhtun-Mohajir ethnic clashes. With 

the abovementioned issues simmering apart from rapidly decreasing Mohajirs’ share in the 

power structure, when a girl student namely Bushra Zaidi of the Sir Syed Government Girls 

College was run over by a speeding bus in Nazimabad, the city erupted into violence which soon 

took an ethnic patina that took the city on storm. It won’t be wrong to say that the unfortunate 

Bushra Zaidi’s killing in a traffic accident sharpened the already existing ethnic fissures pitting 

the Urdu-speaking Mohajirs—who happened to be majority of commuters—against Pakhtun 

migrants—who were dominating the transport system—at the city level and further widening 

the gap between the Indian refugees and Sindhis at the provincial level as a result of which the 

provincial capital became a cesspool of identity crisis. 

Now talking in the context of old and new Sindhis, one of the narratives exuded by 

Sindhi and other literatures argue that the Indian Muslim refugees failed to integrate into the 

larger Sindhi politics/society which actually led to discord in the province and its capital. When 

the same argument was presented to Athar Hashmi who is editor of the Urdu language daily 

Jasarat which is mouthpiece of fundamentalist Jamaat-e-Islami, he said Karachi’s issues had had 

its roots in the fact that Mohajirs were never recognized in Sindh and are still called 

Mohajirs/migrants despite the lapse of several decades since their arrival in Sindh after 

partition. “Actually, Mohajirs have had no other option except for calling themselves 

Mohajirs/migrants despite the fact that it has now been over six decades that they have 

migrated to Sindh/Pakistan. When the Urdu-speaking Mohajirs leave Karachi for other parts of 

Sindh they are not recognized by Sindhis as Sindhis which remind the Urdu-speakers that they 

are actually Mohajirs/migrants,”13 articulates Jasarat editor when he was requested to give his 

opinion on turmoil in Sindh. 

Athar Hasmi claims that the locals/Sindhis coined the word Mohajirs while stating that 

the Indian Muslim refugees after partition had also settled in Punjab wherein they were also, 

unfortunately, called derogatory names which is, in fact, the main stumbling block in their 

integration. “In Sindh too, apart from calling Mohajirs derogatory names, there is a general 

perception that Urdu-speakers came to Sindh and ate everything which is, in fact, a far cry from 

reality,”14 elaborates the editor of the right-wing daily. Nevertheless, Athar Hashmi while 

referring to his abovementioned views categorically states that such issues are neither unusual 

nor unique in the context of migration of any group to a foreign land arguing that groups 

integrate during the course of at least half a century. 

“The assimilation of Mohajirs had begun not in Karachi but in other cities of Sindh. 

However, the integration process in other cities too stopped with emergence of the MQM and 

from there onwards a tussle between locals and Indian migrants started. So, it was basically the 

MQM which lay the foundation of schism in Sindh,”15 further expatiates Jasarat editor who 

links MQM emergence with the 1980s sectarianism in Karachi. “The reason behind the 

establishment of then Mohajir Qaumi Movement was the Sunni-Shia schism in Karachi in the 
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1980s which used to be erupted into sectarian violence claiming scores of lives,”16 claims Athar 

Hashmi while stating that Shias in order to protect themselves in the sectarian violence being 

committed in the pre-MQM era played a pivotal role in forming the exclusivist Mohajir party. 

Nevertheless, Jasarat editor didn’t lose sight of other ground realities in the context of the 

emergence of the MQM stating: “A part from military backing of the ethnic party to counter 

G.M Syed-led Jeay Sindh, the MQM had an understanding with then Sindh chief minister Ghous 

Ali Shah to counter Jamiat Ulema-e-Pakistan and Jamaat-e-Islami in Karachi.”17 

Notwithstanding all the orchestration on part of the deep state, there existed favorable 

conditions for the MQM, articulates Athar Hashmi while seeing restless in the city in context of 

quota system which, alleges Mohajirs, is the main instrument of discrimination in government 

jobs against them.  

Articulating about conflicts in Sindh capital, though The Express Tribune editor Kamal 

Siddiqi agrees with the notion that sectarianism in the 1980s had plagued the metropolis, he 

did dispel the impression that the militant ethnic party in the MQM initiated violence in 

Karac,.hi, saying that the provincial capital has had a history of grappling with one conflict or 

the other.“Ethnic violence increased in Karachi in the wake of MQM emergence but stating that 

there was no violence in the city in the pre-MQM era would be absurd as sectarianism, for 

instance, had already wreaked havoc in Sindh capital in the Zia era,”18 contends The Express 

Tribune editor who is also Director of the Centre of Excellence in Journalism (CEJ) established by 

the Institute of Business Administration (IBA) in collaboration with the International Center for 

Journalists (ICFJ) and Northwestern University’s Medill School of Journalism. 

Nevertheless, Kamal Siddiqi consents to the view that communal violence did shoot up 

after the rise of the MQM in the late 1980s apart from categorically stating that the MQM has 

never been a party that unfeignedly believed in nonviolence, adding that their strong-arm 

tactics changed the political landscape of the city. “The MQM urged the common Urdu-

speakers to sell their TV sets to buy guns to deal with people migrating to the city from outside. 

This and many other instances give one a glimpse as to how situation in Karachi went from bad 

to worse in terms of ethnic conflicts,”19 expatiates editor of the fast emerging The Express 

Tribune, who also shed light on ever burgeoning Karachi issues like transport, land grabbing, 

quota system etc among umpteen other problems.  

As mentioned in the above lines that conflicts have always abounded in Sindh capital, 

one of the main simmering issues, which actually played an important role in the late 1980s 

ethnic turmoil ultimately leading to the formation of the militant MQM, was the introduction of 

the quota system in government jobs in Sindh. Recruitments in government jobs in Sindh also 

cropped up in discussion with Hamid Abidi who is editor of MQM mouthpiece daily Aman. 

Hamid Abidi whose office was hung with pictures of MQM supremo Altaf Hussain was critical of 

the quota system, alleging that Z. A. Bhutto and his PPP were responsible for the plight of 

Karachi and Mohajirs who he said were discriminated in government jobs due the quota 

system.  Asked if the Urdu-speaking Mohajirs had integrated into the larger Sindhi 
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politics/society, they might not have faced with such issues, MQM mouthpiece editor hoarsely 

counterattacks asking “whether Urdu-speaking Mohajirs will now be forced to wear Sindhi cap 

and Ajrak.”20  

Hamid Abidi also rejected outright some of the historical facts indicating that Sindhi 

Hindus and other groups dominated the urban areas of Sindh including Karachi which saw a 

mass exodus of wealthy Sindhi Hindus as well as their capital to India out of sheer fear which 

engulfed the city in the wake of arrival of destitute Indian Muslim refugees. “I was born in 1948 

and have hardly witnessed any sizeable population of Sindhis in Karachi in the post-partition 

era,”21 Hamid Abidi replies a query as to what about the Sindhi medium schools existing in 

Karachi at the time of partition which systematically disappeared particularly when the best city 

of Sindh was taken by the federal government to give it status of the federal capital. 

Digging further deep in a bid to reach any solid conclusion regarding the ethnic volatility 

of Sindh and its capital which was taken away by the refugee-dominated federal government 

when it arrived in the newly-created Pakistan in the late 1940s, it is important to point out that 

the Sindhi Hindus even on the eve of partition had started leaving for India in the face of 

volatile Sindh situation. On the other hand, when the federal government decided to make 

Karachi its capital due to which the provincial government of Sindh had to be relocated to 

Hyderabad, it was an injustice to Sindh for its best city was taken away which, in fact, became 

the basis of the Sindhi ethnic nationalism. Moreover, when the Sindh government was 

relocated to Hyderabad it resulted in relocation of the remaining Sindhis to Hyderabad after 

early Sindhi Hindu exodus to India. “After the mass exodus of Sindhi Hindus, Sindhi salaried 

class also left for Hyderabad in the wake of the decision that Karachi would now be only the 

federal capital of Pakistan which resulted in a disproportionate decrease in the already small 

Sindhi population of Karachi,”22 asserts former Dawn journalist Babar Ayaz who is also author of 

the critically-acclaimed What’s Wrong with Pakistan? 

According to Babar Ayaz, the early managers of Pakistan led by Mr. Jinnah never fulfilled 

the promises of provincial autonomy. “In fact, Mr. Jinnah while laying emphasis on one religion 

and one language time and again said that Pakistanis must be aware of the poison of 

provincialism,”23 articulates Babar Ayaz while referring to the Father of the Nation’s approach 

to ethic issues which, says the former Dawn journalist, were always swept under the carpet by 

the ruling elites by opting for a centralized government but ethnic issues never stopped to rear 

head in the Pakistani state arena. Actually, the early Pakistan managers never realized the hard 

fact that Pakistan is a multiethnic country which resulted in the dismemberment of the country 

in 1971 when Bangladesh came into being. “You see, Pakistan had no social contract in the 

form of any constitution for almost a decade and the reason is the negative role of bureaucracy 

dominated by Punjabis and Mohajirs who were not ready to share power with either oppressed 

majority Bengalis or the rest of ethnic groups in the Western wing. And to promote their vested 

interests the nexus between Punjabis and Mohajirs left no stone unturned in opting for a 

centralized government, on one hand, and, on the other, did every effort to promote state 
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nationalism based on one language Urdu and one religion Islam, ”24 Babar Ayaz explains before 

alluding to hazards any unitary form of government could bring about. 

“The subcontinent was divided in the late 1940s due to Jawaharlal Nehru’s intentions of 

opting for a centralized form of government while it was divided for the second time in 1971 

when the pre-1971 Pakistani state dominated by minority Punjabis and minority Mohajirs opted 

for a centralized government which led to the war of liberation in the Eastern wing as a result 

of which Bangladesh was created,”25 concisely elaborates Babar Ayaz who also writes weekly 

columns for Daily Times as well as Urdu daily Express.  

The One-unit scheme was a sheer reflection of centralized government against which 

the former East Pakistan as well as small provinces of the Western wing were up in arms. The 

One-unit scheme was abolished but not before the dismemberment of the country which saw 

atrocities of all kinds in its Eastern wing on part of the praetorian Pakistan military which was 

accused of not only being involved in the genocide of Bengalis but also faced charges of raping 

thousands of Bengali women. In the Post-1971 era, when the provinces were restored the 

Sindh government was also allowed for the first time after partition to set up the provincial 

government in Karachi.  

“When provinces were restored and the provincial government was established in 

Karachi, Sindhis for the first time after partition got power in Karachi. This factor is not usually 

acknowledged which to me is the most important reason which resented the people who 

migrated to the city from India and ruled it after partition until the abolishment of the One-

unit,”26 the Daily Times columnist puts it succinctly, adding Sindhis arrival in Karachi due to the 

establishment of Sindh government changed the scenario in the city. “Until the 1970s there was 

a complete control of the bureaucracy dominated by Urdu-speaking Mohajirs and Punjabis on 

Karachi but when the Sindh government was reestablished in Karachi, Sindhi officers started 

coming to the new provincial capital which created a kind of discontent among the Urdu 

speaking population who vent their feelings when the Sindhi Language Bill was passed in 

1972,”27 expatiates point by point the author of What’s is Wrong with Pakistan who went on to 

say that the same time period saw even progressive people advocate making Karachi a separate 

province. 

Asked whether the Urdu-speaking Indian Muslim refugees were accepted in Pakistan 

and Sindh to help in getting a broader perspective on claims Jasarat editor made, saying that 

the Indian Muslim refugees haven’t been accepted in Sindh as a result of which they call 

themselves Mohajirs, Babar Ayaz says that he does not agree with the very notion that the 

Indian refugees were not accepted/welcomed in Pakistan/Sindh, adding people usually don’t 

try to look deep into the matter. “Look, the people who migrated from India were not only 

accepted but they ruled Pakistan/Sindh due to their dominance in the bureaucracy. In fact, the 

Urdu-speaking Mohajirs were a ruling minority along with Punjabis until the 1970s. The actual 

problem, however, started after the abolishment of the One-unit scheme which led to a 

semblance of provincial autonomy apart from establishment of some form of democracy 
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wherein the Mohajirs had to share powers with Sindhis which led to a feeling among the Indian 

refugees that that their share in the power was going down,”28 maintains the former Dawn 

journalist who agrees with the notion that resentment in Mohajirs was understandable 

considering the fact that their share in power diminished. “Look, it is not only the dispossessed 

who fight for their share in resources but the affluent too fight to maintain their share in power 

and economy,”29 Babar Ayaz caps the discussion on the supposedly non-acceptance of Mohajirs 

in Sindh. 

Expressing his views about Mohajirs assimilation in Sindh, the author of What’s Wrong 

with Pakistan concisely elaborates that first it must be understood that integration does not 

mean that any group has to abandon its culture or language as the editor of daily Aman has 

earlier put it saying if now Mohajirs will have to wear Sindhi cap and Ajrak. “If you want me to 

elaborate in the context of integration of Mohajirs, it, of course, doesn’t mean that the Urdu-

speakers will have to wear Sindhi cap and Ajrak but the integration phenomenon means that 

Mohajirs or any other group must not promote their vested interests at the cost of Sindh. Let 

me also elaborate it by example: the interest of the local population was to do away with the 

One-unit but the Indian Muslim refugees happily accepted it. Also, the local population wanted 

to make Sindh’s best city Karachi the provincial capital of Sindh and subsequently get jobs in the 

provincial government but the Urdu-speakers shown resentment. So, if anyone has diverging 

views on such demands of the local population, he, of course, is not having any intension to not 

only integrate into the province/city but also showing no interests in accepting the reality of 

diversity,”30 concludes Babar Ayaz.   

 

Ethnic reporting in multi-ethnic Karachi 
 

 Having done with efforts to comprehend as to what are reasons behind Karachi’s ethnic 

frenzy which sometimes erupts into a colossal violence claiming scores of innocent lives, one 

can at least easily grasp the simplest fact that the Sindh capital has developed a cosmopolitan 

contour over the years which needs to be not only tackled carefully in terms of policies 

formulated by the state/government institutions but the press must also come out of its 

cocoon when it comes to covering such a multi-ethnic city like Karachi. The state as mentioned 

in the above lines has historically swept the ethnic issues not only in Karachi but across the 

country under the carpet by promoting one language Urdu, at the cost of promotion of dozens 

of native languages, and by recognizing one religion Islam, while pushing religious minorities 

from pillar to post, to create a mindset to which unity only means homogeneity.  

The promotion of state nationalism—one language and one religion—has, on the one 

hand, produced a mindset whose belief in the supposedly homogeneity has always damaged 

any prospects of pluralism apart from creating dangerous religionism ultimately leading to the 

menace of religionist terrorist groups like Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) while, on the other 
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hand, the emphasis by the state on excessive state nationalism has bred groups to whom belief 

in one language and one religion is anathema, with various current and past ethnic nationalist 

movements being prime examples. Thus the state/politics/society in Pakistan has been faced 

with acute polarization with both ethnic separatists and religious extremists taking the country 

on storm. The above predicament has pushed right-thinking minds, who believe in common 

values cherished by various linguistic groups apart from having conviction in commitment to 

preserving diversity of languages and cultural traditions, to isolation unfortunately giving rise to 

either jingoists/religionists or ethnic nationalists.   

Navigating between jingoism and separatism in an ideological state like Pakistan is one 

of a herculean tasks any individual including a journalist could be faced with. It is, in fact, these 

excessive calls for the so-called unity which lead one either to jingoism or ethnic separatism 

while the true sense of unity, which as mentioned at the top of the section must not have been 

taken as something synonymous with homogeneity, eluding people including those associated 

with the press. With the society/politics being so polarized in terms of jingoism/state 

nationalism and separatism/ethnic nationalisms, on the one hand, while, on the other hand, 

the challenge of extremist narrative by Taliban terrorists putting the very notion of civilization 

in danger, the press, which, of course, is an important ingredient of any polity, cannot evade 

such polarization at the societal level which has actually led to further disaster in terms of 

integration. 

Muhammad Ali Siddiqi in his Pakistan From Religion to Fascism: Memoirs of a Journalist 

puts it succinctly when he sheds light on polarization in the society which journalists being part 

of the same social/political set-up cannot evade. “… since the Ayub era,” writes Dawn Readers’ 

Editor Muhammad Ali Siddiqi in his book, “the press has become acutely polarized—a 

reflection, in the ultimate analysis, of the society itself. This polarization acquired neurotic 

levels from the seventies onwards. Any research scholar has to go through the files of Pakistani 

newspapers since the seventies to see the absence of some of the basic norms of journalism in 

reporting and comments; in fact, there is evidence aplenty of attempts by reporters, columnists 

and editorial writers to arouse passions to animal levels.”31 

Connecting the polarization phenomenon with Karachi’s ethnic fissures on which 

extensive light is already shed in the above lines, it seems difficult to expect from journalists to 

rise above their ethnicity. As hinted at in his book by Muhammad Ali Siddiqi that society/politics 

in Pakistan has become extremely polarized after 1960s which was also reflected in the 

coverage of issues in the press, it’s, of course, not difficult to ascertain as to what kind of 

polarization the Sindh capital must have undergone in the 1980s and 1990s which were 

turbulent eras in the history of Sindh and its provincial capital in terms of ethnic turmoil. It 

won’t to be wrong to say that objective journalism was not done in the 1980s with Pakhtun-

Mohajir clashes seeing many erstwhile common journalists become Pakhtun or Mohajir 

journalists. This is what is echoed by Zaffar Abbas in his Herald article translated into Urdu by 

Shah Nawaz Farooqi in 1990: 
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“With racial frenzy increasing and divisions in Sindh on racial lines becoming prominent, 

journalists and the press also started reflecting polarization. Impartial reporting of ethnic 

violence became a rare commodity by 1987 with ethnic violence in Sindh turning common 

reporters into Mohajir, Sindhi, Punjabi or Pakhtun reporters. A great deal of newspapers and 

magazines fell victim to such tendencies and plunged into ethnic conflicts by casting aside all 

their principles. If an Urdu daily, for instance, decides to openly support Mohajirs (MQM) then a 

Sindhi daily would immediately follow in Jeay Sindh or SNA’s footsteps.”32  

Talking in context of perceived  polarization in the press which has long been faced with 

the accusation one group or the other of not giving fair coverage to ethnic group of their liking,  

particularly in Sindh capital, due to many reasons to be discussed in the following lines, 

journalists failed to rise above their ethnicity in the 1980s and 1990s ethnic clashes—pitting 

Sindhis, Mohajirs, Pakhtuns and Punjabis against each other—to help in integrated coverage of 

ethnic issues; with several of them blaming their rival groups for biased reporting. Clearly, 

journalists as well as owners of various newspapers took sides with one owner, whom Zaffar 

Abbas has interviewed in his Herald article, categorically stating that Urdu newspapers or 

Mohajir owners of the Urdu dailies were compelled to promote Mohajir/MQM cause amid 

Sindhi press’ support for the Jeay-Sindh and other Sindhi nationalist groups. Zaffar Abbas 

quotes the owner as saying: “Now that the Sindhi newspapers are supporting Jeay-Sindh and 

other extremists groups, Urdu newspapers or those dailies whose owners are Mohajirs have a 

rightful stance supporting the Mohajir cause or the MQM.”33 On the other hand, the same is 

the case with Sindhi newspapers who accused the Mohajir-dominated Karachi newspapers of 

being biased towards the interests of Sindhis due to which they said they supported political 

parties like Jeay-Sindh and others. 

The question here is as to how the press was impartial in ethic reporting during the 

turbulent eras of 1980s and 1990s. Actually, the press killed truth during the early bouts of 

ethnic violence of 1980s which saw Pakhtuns, Mohajirs and Punjabis pitted against each other 

with the Urdu press presenting Mohajirs in a positive limelight while Pakhtuns in negative. This 

is what Zaffar Abbas has echoed in his 1990 Herald article: “Mohajirs were presented innocent, 

unarmed and civilized while Pakhtuns armed, cruel, wild and uncivilized in most news items 

related to (ethnic) clashes.”34  

As also observed in the content analysis carried out by the researcher, the press 

particularly Urdu dailies—Jang, Jasarat and Nawa-e-Waqat—published more news items than 

exclusive news reports which certainly give an impression that the Urdu press hardly tried to 

get to the bottom of the burgeoning ethnic problems. The excessive publishing of only news 

items comprising more statements than events, on one hand, led the Urdu dailies to carry 

biased content while, on the other, readers failed to reach the bottom of issues. Zaffar Abbas in 

his 1990 article aptly cites the example of ethnic mayhem of Aligarh and Qasba Colony occurred 

in 1986, saying that though the violent clashes grabbed newspapers attention, the press hardly 
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carried investigative pieces to help readers not only ascertain reasons behind such violence but 

come to know about culprits. 

Expressing the same views as mentioned in the above lines, Dr. Tauseef Ahmed Khan 

maintains that the role of Urdu newspapers has always been very negative in ethnic reporting, 

adding that their policy has revolved around anti-India and pro-Pakistan military sentiments 

apart from promoting the perceived Mohajir injustice which has damaged the integration cause 

in Sindh in general and its capital in particular. “When in the 1980s the All Pakistan Mohajir 

Student Organization (APMSO) was formed and ethic issues/grievances started coming to the 

fore, the Urdu press enthusiastically jumped on the Mohajir bandwagon at the cost of objective 

journalism,”35 articulates the professor at Karachi University.  

Dr. Tauseef Ahmed Khan’s views are echoed by Babar Ayaz when he postulates that the 

Urdu press particularly the largest-circulated Jang has always catered to the lowest 

denominator while adhering to a populist approach instead of taking firm stand particularly on 

matters of ethnic issues in Karachi or on the problem of provincial autonomy. “Those who write 

in Jang, barring a few, are centre of the right, meaning that they don’t recognize the 

country/city’s ethnic diversity and how could they do so amid their avowed pro-Pakistan 

ideology stand. You see Nawa-e-Waqat, Jang, Jasarat and others have been champions of the 

so-called two-nation theory which has always denied the existence of multiculturalism 

anywhere in the country,”36 commented Babar Ayaz before stating that whatever the Urdu 

press had published was according to their jingoist credo. 

Shedding more light on reasons behind lack of objective journalism in Karachi’s ethnic 

mayhems, when the researcher puts the question to The Express Tribune editor Kamal Siddiqi, 

he explains that one reason, among many factors, might be the state of confusion the Karachi 

press was undergoing during the 1980s ethnic clashes. “Look, sectarian clashes preceded the 

ethnic ones amid MQM rise with most of the newspapers particularly Urdu dailies as a policy 

matter not opting to mention sect in the sectarian issues. Nonetheless, when the city was taken 

on storm by ethnic clashes between Pakhtuns and Mohajirs, the press was somehow not 

prepared to do impartial ethnic reporting which damaged objective journalism,”37 maintains 

The Express Tribune editor while mentioning the fact that newspapers which were privately 

owned had got important role since it was a time period when both television and radio were 

state-owned operating under strict restrictions.   

On the other hand, Zaffar Abbas in his article carried by monthly Herald argues that the 

lack of objective journalism was the result of a sudden change in the situation wherein the 

journalists found it difficult to rise above their ethnicity and ended up in doing partial ethnic 

reporting. The same article also cites the non-interference on part of the government as 

possible reason behind biased/unfounded ethnic reporting, stating that as the government was 

not directly involved in the ethnic violence it didn’t take notice of exaggerated or unfounded 

news reports. Usually, when there is a dispute between the government and people, says the 
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article, the former tries to contradict even true news reports but the government remained 

silent in case of ethnic clashes and their reporting. 

Before we move ahead to shed light on how newspapers tackled violence committed 

against them, it is important to understand how English newspapers did their reporting in the 

Mohajir-Sindhi-Pakhtun-Punjabi ethnic clashes. Comparatively speaking, English newspapers 

fared well while doing ethnic reporting but the fact, as mentioned by Zaffar Abbas in his Herald 

article, is that the English press too failed to raise the bar of excellence in their journalism in 

connection with ethnic clashes. Though their circulation is less as a result of which they are 

having less impact on masses, the English newspapers too projected Urdu-speaking Mohajirs in 

a positive limelight while Pakhtuns in negative apart from publishing unfounded news reports. 

The issue of presenting Pakhtuns in a negative limelight even in the English press cropped up in 

the discussion with Babar Ayaz who candidly admits that even Dawn on several occasions 

clearly took side of the Indian Muslim refugees in the Pakhtun-Mohajir clashes of the 1980s a 

serious issue which, he says, he had raised with then Dawn editor late Ahmed Ali Khan. “During 

my stint at Dawn in 1980s I observed that the news desk was not neutral in its approach 

towards Pakhtun-Mohajir clashes. So I went to editor Ahmed Ali Khan, with whom I often used 

to engage myself in political debate, and told him that the news desk was not impartial which 

made him quite upset with me, retorting that Dawn has not taken any sides. Afterwards, I left 

his office. Nonetheless, he called me back asking me why I said this. I was quite furious and told 

him that I have observed that when a Pakhtun is killed the paper doesn’t publish his picture… it 

seems to me that Dawn has become a Mohajir newspaper. Anyhow, Khan Sahib paid attention 

to the issue and addressed it by changing reporters,”38 Babar Ayaz reminisces. 

As for the unfounded and exaggerated news reports carried by the English press, Zaffar 

Abbas in his Herald article argues that even the English press was not devoid of such negative 

propensities, saying that in one of the early phases of ethnic clashes an English newspaper 

claimed that “armed Pakhtuns aboard speeding vehicles fired shots while roaming around the 

city.”39 Though it was a serious allegation, says the article, but the news items hardly contained 

any clue which could prove its veracity. 

As mentioned in the above lines that English press coverage of ethnic issues particularly 

that of Dawn was better than the Urdu press, Dr. Tauseef Ahmed Khan augments the view 

further saying: “Dawn policy of ethnic reporting was totally different which was that of 

promoting democratic values and cultural integration. Siddiq Baloch did ethnic reporting in 

1987 with all fairness giving Dawn an edge in connection with pursuing objective journalism in 

the context of ethnic reporting,”40 contends daily Express columnist before adding in the same 

breath: “The militant MQM didn’t take his fair ethnic reporting in its stride and complained to 

then Dawn editor Ahmed Ali Khan due to which relationship between the editor and his 

reporter Siddiq Baloch got tensed.”41 When confronted with question whether the late Ahmed 

Ali Khan was an upright and professional editor, the professor admits but sticks to his stance 

continuing: “No doubt about that but the editor did feel the heat in a very tense era from all 
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quarters including the infamous Bihari lobby at Dawn which had had issues with Siddiq Baloch’s 

reporting of the MQM.”42  Dr. Tauseef Ahmed Khan, whose Urdu language doctoral dissertation 

titled The Role of Newspaper Organizations in Struggle for Freedom of Journalism has recently 

been published, claims that relationship between Dawn editor and his reporter Siddiq Baloch, 

who also covered the military operation carried out in Sohrab Goth in the late 1980s, got 

tensed and the reason, maintains Dr. Tauseef, was the latter’s reporting of the military 

operation in Sohrab Goth. All this led to removal of Siddiq Baloch from ethnic beat, says the 

professor, which was given to late Haleemuddin Pathan who, adds Dr. Tauseef, did what 

Mohajir ethnic exclusivists represented by the MQM wanted.43  

 Getting down to violence committed against the press, which has extensively been dealt 

with in the previous chapter while press constraints, including socioeconomic restrictions, as a 

framework affecting (ethnic) reporting were being discussed, it emerged on rational reflection 

that newspapers had to pay a heavy price of doing  partial reporting of ethnic clashes in the 

1980s, since in the beginning newspapers leapt to support ethnic groups but later on as the 

ethnic groups were getting confronted with problems they starting pressurizing the newspapers 

who, barring a very few, later on ended up in total submission to ethic parties. Zaffar Abbas in 

his Herald article argues that now the ethnic groups started compelling the newspapers to 

publish their viewpoint as the only correct version44 with newspapers, being scared of strong-

arm tactics on part ethnic groups, towing the line of ethic exclusivist parties among whom 

Mohajir exclusivists led by the MQM came hard on the press particularly in Sindh capital. 

 “Most of the newspapers felt compelled to obey orders of these (ethnic) parties. During 

this time period press releases of these parties were published as news reports filed by the staff 

reporter with the press releases getting published as if it is the only version,”45 laments Zaffar 

Abbas in his detailed Herald article translated into Urdu in 1990 while stating that the 

newspapers were now paying a heavy price of what they had earlier done in the shape of 

immoral and depraved journalism. 

 Also, this researcher observed during a 15-day content analysis of Jang published from 

May 12, 2007 onwards that the Urdu daily not only carried more statements than event-based 

news items and exclusive news reports but most of the statements were based on press 

releases with those of the MQM being published in their entirety on the largest-circulated Urdu 

daily’s front page as lead headlines. The situation in the 2000s and even before it had quite 

improved for newspapers in connection with publishing of MQM-related news, reacts Dr. 

Tauseef while delving further into what newspapers had to suffer in the 1980s onwards at the 

hands of exclusivist ethnic groups like the MQM or the Mohajir Qaumi Movement which was 

later on renamed as the Muttahida Qaumi Movement. 

 “Though earlier Jang and other Urdu dailies had got  clear tilt towards the militant 

MQM, the largest circulated Urdu daily which carries news about all and sundry couldn’t afford 

to have been highly influenced by one group and that too having fascist tendencies. And when 

Jang resisted what the militant MQM wanted in shape of maximum coverage of news related 
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to the refugee party, it had to suffer at the hands of the exclusivists…,”46 articulates the author 

of The Role of Newspaper Organizations in Struggle for Freedom of Journalism who further says 

that MQM tactics to bring Jang on its knees were not only limited to boycotting the paper but 

the Urdu daily was subjected to violence which had great implications for freedom of 

journalism in the country. “Anyway, the tension between newspapers and the MQM led to an 

unwritten agreement on the APNS platform between owners of the newspapers and the MQM. 

However, Takbeer editor Salahudin and Abdul Hameed Chapra didn’t bow to MQM pressure by 

refusing to attend a meeting of the owners with the MQM held at the latter’s headquarters 

Nine-Zero,”47 expatiates Karachi University professor Dr. Tauseef Ahmed Khan before 

explaining how the meeting at the MQM headquarters brought the press on its knees in terms 

of carrying only pro-MQM news. 

 “The agreement at the Nine-Zero made it binding on the newspapers to give the MQM 

positive coverage at every level. According to the deal, the newspapers would carry no news 

item, editorial or opinion column depicting any anti-MQM sentiments. Secondly, the press 

particularly Urdu dailies were made bound to reserve two to three columns place on front or 

back pages for MQM news,”48 recalls the unionized columnist while narrating that Karachi press 

was kept hostage until the mid 1990s when at extreme pressure of security agencies Jang for 

the first time carried news of Khajji Ground’s torture cells operated by the militant MQM and 

unearthed during the military operation against the refugee party.  

 On the other hand, editor of the fundamentalist Jamaat-e-Islami’s mouthpiece Athar 

Hashmi says that violence against newspapers and journalists by the militant MQM was the 

main reason behind lack of objective journalism, adding that no newspapers wanted their office 

to be burnt by the goons of the refugee party. “With the exception of Takbeer and Jasarat, 

most of the press remained silent about the MQM which failed to pressurize Takbeer and 

Jasarat through its strong-arm tactics,”49 Jasarat editor boasts about the two right-wing 

publications whose owners/editors, he says, refused to attend the controversial deal-making 

meeting between newspapers owners and the MQM. “All powerful owners of media 

conglomerates including the Dawn group placed their hands together before MQM supremo 

Altaf Hussain to bow to MQM pressure during a meeting at the Nine-Zero,”50 says editor of the 

right-wing Urdu daily Jasarat in a blaming tone. Nonetheless, Athar Hasmi admits that it was a 

difficult era on all counts with the Mohajirs ethnic exclusivists threatening everyone coming in 

their way of terror spreading. 

 “However, Jasarat stood its ground,” maintains its editor while narrating, “during ethnic 

clashes of the late 1980s, I was news editor at Jasarat when I personally came across serious 

threats from the MQM whose Saleem Shahzad threatened me with serious consequences on 

phone that I will face if Jasarat carried news about a press conference addressed by leaders 

Afaq Ahmed and Aamir Khan of the breakaway faction of the MQM. In the face of such serious 

threats Jasarat didn’t bow to MQM pressure and published not only the news about the MQM-

Haqqiqi but also carried pictures of Afaq Ahmed and Aamir Khan.”51 
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 Though media particularly newspapers have of late opened up about the MQM or other 

extremist groups having fascist or semi-fascist credentials, it was until the start of the ongoing 

Rangers-led Karachi operation that both electronic and print media were quite apprehensive 

and reluctant in carry news/views about the Karachi-based exclusivists led by the MQM. As 

mentioned in the above lines, Jang being so scared of the MQM carried press releases of the 

refugee party in their entirety as lead headlines on its front pages while only a few years back 

newspapers, also being faced with threats from non-state actors in religious extremists groups 

like TTP and the state itself as discussed in detail in the previous chapter, have started daring to 

carry cartoons of MQM supremo Altaf Hussain; with the press rapidly opting to start critically 

evaluate politics of the refugee party after Rangers’ raid on the symbolic but notorious MQM 

headquarters Nine-Zero. 

 Notwithstanding the dire situation caused by both religious and ethnic extremists for 

journalists who still fall victim to violence against the press, Hamid Abidi, editor of MQM 

mouthpiece daily Aman terms the MQM-perpetuated violence against the press a mere 

propaganda made by right-wing publications, who, he says, has historically been anti-MQM. 

“Daily Aman under the editorship of Ajmal Dehlvi was a pro-PPP newspaper but with the 

passage of time its loyalties drifted towards the MQM whose leader Altaf Hussain  and Ajmal 

Dehlvi are having good relationship,”52 encapsulates the editor of MQM mouthpiece before 

answering what was the reasons behind his paper’s drift towards the MQM. “Actually, the drift 

from the PPP to the MQM reflects our conviction in standing with the oppressed. The paper 

stood with the PPP when it was oppressed and then it became the voice of MQM, for now it 

has been faced with oppression,”53 Hamid Abidi articulates while categorically stating that daily 

Aman has to carry most of the MQM news “since the party does not find enough space for its 

news in the rest of newspapers,” though it does give space to other events.54  

Mainstreaming of ethnic affairs amid traditional 

assimilationist ideology  
 

Sindh capital has been faced with the problem of integration of various linguistic groups 

while the press has got the problem of covering them, the above sections, at least, help readers 

in comprehending the fact that both English and Urdu newspapers failed to fulfill their 

responsibility of giving at least a fair coverage to the ethnic issues of multi-ethnic Karachi. 

Though the researcher is yet to come across any organized study dealing with ethic reporting 

done in Karachi during the last two decades of the 20th century, the tiny amount of whatever 

research work carried out in connection with the coverage of ethnic issues suggests that the 

press made blunders carrying exaggerated and unfounded news reports leaving in turn little 

space for researchers to engage themselves in the debate of conventional verses integrated or 

culturally sensitive coverage of ethnic issues. Nonetheless, no denial of the fact that  had the 

press been able to engage itself in any sort of debate on the coverage of ethnic issues, it might 
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have resulted in publishing of less number of exaggerated and unfounded news stories in the 

two turbulent decades, if not in total  elimination. 

 The above two sections paint a gloomy picture of the state’s failure to deal amicably 

with linguistic problems of the city, on the one hand, while, on the other, one can easily grasp 

the fact that newspapers, being faced with repressive measures on part of the repressive 

Pakistani state arena, failed to develop any institutional guidelines in peacetime for covering 

ethnic issues which unfortunately is the case in the current scenario. 

To understand hurdles in mainstreaming of ethnic affairs in the Karachi press in 

particular and across the country in general, it must be kept in mind that it is one of the 

herculean tasks the press here has been faced with, considering the dynamics steeped in 

religiosity of the Pakistani state which actually leads to the traditional assimilationist ideology 

the press in Pakistan has been indulged in. The press in India, for instance, might be faced with 

the only task of mainstreaming ethnic affairs to help the cause of journalistic pluralism in an 

already secular/pluralist polity. However, the press in Pakistan has to make double efforts to 

challenge the conventional newsworthiness of linguistic issues in order to achieve high 

standards of journalistic pluralism. Firstly, it has to work with politicians, think-tanks and civil 

society members on solid grounds for the enactment of a secular constitution enshrining not 

only rights of all linguistic groups but also those of all religious minorities. The press then could 

initiate the process of mainstreaming ethnic affairs in a pluralist environment. 

As the term journalistic pluralism will be referred to more often in this section, it is 

important to understand it but before shedding light on the term, the question arises here as to 

what pluralism is in itself. Pluralism is actually the opposite of monism which means the 

prevalence of ‘a single value system’ in a society and the more the single value system grows 

stronger the more the society becomes prone to suppressing dissent. So pluralism, according to 

Eric Loo, is a social structure “that assures the distribution of multiple messages, or the 

identification of alternatives.”55 Quoting Ralph Burney to help understand journalistic pluralism, 

Eric Loo further says: “…the basic components of journalistic pluralism are alternative 

viewpoints and an emphatic tolerance of fairly considering those alternatives.”56 

Delving into the matter in a little more detail, one believes that a quintessential pluralist 

hardly harbors any tendencies leading him to think he is right, for he believes that truth is 

hardly absolute while openly acknowledging the fact that he must deal “with a world where 

right and wrong are usually wedded to a point of view, and often may be identified in 

retrospect.”57 Eric Loo’s emphasis is also on examining of all sides/views/stances while stating: 

“A dedicated pluralist is one who almost automatically thinks of and introduces at least a 

second side of an issue into both professional stories and private conversation.”58 

Similarly, a pluralist news culture, argues Eric Loo, gives rise to journalists believing in 

journalistic pluralism wherein reporters being healthy skeptics take into consideration at least 

one or more alternative positions. “Thus a culturally sensitive journalist… should inculcate and 
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sustain in the newsroom a pluralistic response to ethnic issues,”59 Eric Loo puts it succinctly 

before shedding light on work ethos in a newsroom. Journalistic pluralism requires a vibrant 

newsroom which is an important gatekeeper in the dissimilation of news. According to Eric Loo, 

in ordSer to avoid assimilatory news framework, the newsroom must be imbibed with ethos 

promoting journalistic pluralism which, argues Eric Loo, is an evolutionary process which could 

neither be strengthened through legislation nor tokenistic representation of various groups in 

the newsroom. Having newsrooms with pluralistic journalists “is an evolutionary process which 

cannot come about in the short-term through legislative affirmative action or tokenistic 

diversity but through a real reassessment of media stereotypes, news values and classroom 

instruction.”60 

Eric Loo’s evolutionary process refrain could easily be comprehended in the context of 

Pakistani press system which has heavily been dominated by Punjabis and Urdu-speaking Indian 

Muslim refugees with both groups being British loyalists considering the colonial era politics of 

the united India. Talking in the context of the salaried classes of the United India, both Punjabis 

and Urdu-speaking Mohajirs had a sizeable share in the socioeconomic means of Hindustan and 

the same continued when Pakistan was created in the late 1940s with both Punjabis and 

Mohajirs having a huge share in the power politics through their easy access to the 

socioeconomic means. The same dominance was also reflected in the press system of Pakistan 

which hardly saw any Pakhtun, Baloch, Sindhi or anyone else due to, as Hamza Alavi puts it, 

their negligible presence in the salaried classes earlier of Hindustan and later on Pakistan. 

Though there is hardly any data available, the fact is that the dominance of the British 

loyalists in Punjabis, who became absolute majority after the dismemberment of the country in 

1971, and Urdu-speaking Mohajirs still continue in the Pakistani press system. Though non-

Punjabis and non-Mohajirs have started joining media or any other profession, it will take time 

to saturate all fields/profession, including media, with all ethnic groups, of course if all linguistic 

groups are given a level-playing field in a pluralist polity. Dawn Readers’ Editor Muhammad Ali 

Siddiqi while echoing the same view point articulates: “There was hardly any non-Mohajir 

journalist at Dawn until 1960s. However, the situation changed afterwards particularly when 

the late Ahmed Ali Khan initiated a conscious policy of recruiting Sindhis and Balochs which saw 

induction of Shiekh Aziz (Dawn columnist), Latif Baloch (formerly Dawn reporter), Afzal Baloch 

(sub-editor) apart from many other non-Urdu speaking staff members into Dawn. Nonetheless, 

it is also a fact that during that time period middle classes in ethnic Pakhtuns, Sindhis and 

Balochs were almost negligible due to which it’s difficult to induct manpower from these 

groups into all professions including journalism. However, the non-Mohajir ethnic groups have 

been coming up the socioeconomic ladder as a result of which they could easily be seen in all 

professions including journalism with manpower at Dawn reflecting the same trend.”61 

Getting down to hurdles in mainstreaming ethnic affairs, it would be beneficial to refer 

to the work of Eric Loo who has sought to describe some of them in the light of answers to a 

questionnaires he had sent to editors of various Australian newspapers. Though the hurdles in 
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mainstreaming ethnic affairs discussed by Eric Loo are in the Australian context, they do have a 

deep relevance to the press in Karachi/Pakistan which like the Australian society is a multi-

ethnic one and where again like the Australian society some groups are dominant which 

definitely lead to ‘journalistic impressionism and conventional news value’ in most cases opted 

by the dominant ethnic groups. 

Before moving ahead it must be mentioned that the biggest hurdles in mainstreaming 

ethnic affairs in the Karachi/Pakistani press are the two tools—one religion and one language—

of the state nationalism that the Pakistani state promotes. Unfortunately, the religious identity 

of Ahmadis, for instance, doesn’t correspond with one of the tools of state nationalism—Islam. 

On the other hand, Pakhtun identity, for instance, represented by main identity marker of 

Pashto language, does not go with the other tool of state nationalism—Urdu language. This 

dichotomy between the state identity and ethnic identities, having its roots in the two-nation 

theory promoted by the Father of the Nation Quaid-e-Azam Jinnah in the pre-partition era, 

stops at one level or the other newspapers even having a pluralist and liberal credo like English 

dailies Dawn, The News International, The Express Tribune and Daily Times among others from 

mainstreaming ethnic affairs. On the other hand, barring a few, most mainstream Urdu dailies 

while subscribing to the state nationalism cannot find themselves reconciled to the idea of 

mainstreaming ethnic affairs.  

One of the hurdles mainly emanating from the identity tools—Islam and Urdu—of the 

state which leads to journalistic impressionism mostly promoted by Mohajir-dominated Karachi 

press predominantly in the garb of ‘professionalism’ is the judgment of any ethnic news 

prompted by impact or appeal it has for a vast audience. Eric Loo has succinctly put it by 

referring to one of the answers he receives in response to his questionnaire about editors’ 

attitude towards ethnic issues. Eric Loo quotes Group Executive Editor of The Age as saying: 

“But we are a mass circulation newspaper and we have to publish materials that have the 

widest possible interests particularly among our own readers. So those two things have to be 

balanced. If we fill the newspapers with materials that affect a small number of people we 

would not be selling many newspapers. We have to think about the audience, the relevance 

and applicability of the stories.”62 

One of the editors Eric Loo sent the questionnaire to linked mainstreaming of ethnic 

issues with advocacy journalism, saying that highlighting or bringing more ethnic news in 

Australian newspapers are tantamount to advocating the rights of particular ethnic groups for 

which newspapers contain only opinion and op-ed pages. What Eric Loo says about these views 

of the editor helps in understanding another impediment to mainstreaming the ethnic affairs. 

“Instead, he believes in ‘dispassionate journalism’ where stories are reported objectively for 

their ‘newsworthiness’ (vaguely defined by the story’s ‘impact’) and not for any other causes. 

Advocated journalism, he said, should be relegated strictly to editorials and op-ed pages.”63 

Smacking of journalistic impressionism another editor responded to Eric Loo’s 

questionnaire, saying that journalists are in the business not to educate but to report what he 
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sees.  This is what the editor of an Australian daily had to say about mainstreaming of ethnic 

affairs: “The word “educating” has the inference of telling people what to think. It is not the 

role of newspapers of telling people what to do… but to put forward the views and ideas of 

people involved in the issue and let the readers be the judge.”64 

 

Ethnic affairs and Karachi press in current scenario  
 

  It is not only the migration to Sindh capital from the North-West, Punjab and other 

parts of Sindh making subgroups in the city but there are subgroups within the dominant Indian 

Muslim refugees like Gujaratis, Memons, Bengalis, etc whose narrative are elusive in the 

national press of Karachi.65 Though the 1985, 1986 and 1987 content analysis of Dawn, Jang, 

Jasarat and Nawa-e-Waqat, carried out to have their comparison with the same dailies 

published in 2007, 2008 and 2009 in connection with the coverage of ethnic affairs, will be 

dealt with extensively in the coming sections, one thing which merits mention here is that the 

sampled dailies mentioned Makranis and Kashmiris each only once in the 32-month coverage of 

all the selected dailies of both time periods due to which the researcher had to remove these 

groups from the tables dedicated to ‘ethnic actors’ due to their negligible value. On the other 

hand, the researcher was hardly able to peruse through any single news item directly or 

indirectly dealing or naming Bengalis whose sizeable population resides in the city with the 

Rohingya migrants of the city getting the same treatment from the press which focused on 

groups like Mohajirs, Pakhtuns, Sindhis, etc among a total of 10 ethnic groups repeatedly 

mentioned in the news and opinionated content of both time periods. 

 “Every ethnic group living in the city deserves to get proper coverage. However, several 

subgroups like Pakhtuns, Bengalis, Rohingyas and Baloch hardly get proper coverage in the 

press as a result of which the city affairs elude their narrative leading to the lack of integrated 

coverage of ethnic affairs in Sindh capital,”66 researcher Zia Ur Rehman, who is also a senior 

reporter at The News International apart from being associated with The New York Times, 

admits while responding to a question whether subgroups/ethnic minorities67 are given the 

coverage they deserve. According to Zia Ur Rehman, who is also the author of Karachi in 

Turmoil, reporters usually stay away from doing in-depth reporting of poor suburban 

localities/slums home to various ethnic subgroups, for they cite security reasons behind their 

failure to go themselves to poor localities dominated by non-Urdu-speaking communities who 

are usually faced with innumerable problems. However, The News International senior reporter 

who hails from Swat district of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa rubbishes the security refrain while stating 

that information can easily be gleaned with the help of community leaders for doing exclusive 

news reports to highlight problems of various subgroups. The researcher articulates: “Generally 

reporters and newspaper editors adopt a stance that they could not get easy access to various 

non-Urdu-speaking localities apart from citing security problems but it’s not true and based on 
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pre-conceived notions as we sometimes see exclusively-written reports on these communities 

which come to fruition with the help of community leaders and key informants living in the 

area,”68 expatiates The News International senior reporter. 

It was also observed during content and discourse analyses of all the four newspapers 

particularly the Urdu ones that reporters were hardly aware of covering of ethnic issues with 

the Urdu dailies hardly publishing any sizeable number of exclusive news reports on the issues 

various ethnic communities of the city are faced with. Actually, there seems a disconnect 

between mainstream press dominated by Urdu-speaking journalists and various subgroups of 

the city wherein most journalists being unaware of pluralistic journalism hardly believe in the 

fact that every linguistic group needs to be participatory apart from being unable due to lack of 

any training to treat each ethnic group as a partner rather than considering it as a subordinate 

or inferior entity,69 which leads to journalistic impressionism in one way or the other. “The 

correct assessment would be that journalists are not aware of things like coverage of ethnic 

issues since such things are hardly taught at journalism schools. Also, there is no concept of on-

job training at various media organizations. In fact, neither are issues like pluralistic journalism 

come under discussion in newsrooms nor are any specialized courses initiated for journalists at 

organizational level,”70 Herald editor Badar Alam laments the lack of awareness about coverage 

of ethnic affairs at both academic and organizational levels in a multiethnic city like Karachi 

which usually erupts into ethnic violence claiming scores of lives. 

As mentioned in the above lines in the context of Australian journalism that 

newsworthiness of ethnic affairs is usually dependent on the ‘impact’ it will have on the larger 

audience, the same is the case in Pakistan with Urdu dailies in the city mainly catering to the 

mainstream Urdu-speaking society. However, the English press in this regard is a little better, 

not due to the reason that it does believe in pluralistic journalism but owing to the city’s 

‘composite elite’ which is the main target audience of English newspapers. So, the ‘impact’ 

refrain can easily be applied here too. “English newspapers are a little better since the city 

elites are the supposedly readers of English newspapers. And now this is also a fact that Karachi 

elites have got no dominance of any particular ethnic group but in fact the city elite class has 

become quite composite containing all ethnic groups. So, there might be less chances of 

journalistic impressionism apart from showing any tilt towards any particular ethnic group in 

coverage of ethnic affairs by the English press,”71 the editor of the prestigious English monthly 

elaborates without enunciating why he referred to the audience of English newspapers as the 

supposedly readers. 

 The simmering ethnic issues in Sindh capital is deeply linked with the differences 

between the old Sindhis and new Sindhis (Urdu-speaking Mohajirs) who, unlike other internal 

migrants, challenge the territorial sovereignty of Sindh instead of integrating into the larger 

Sindhi politics. Also, the new Sindhis, knowing very less about culture, literature, folk songs, 

history, etc of Sindh due to their perceived superiority complex, among many other reasons, 

dominate the press in the provincial capital which in turn results in depiction of Sindh and its 
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provincial capital Karachi as two separate entities despite the fact that the whole provincial 

government exist in the city. On the other hand, the population of Sindhis is not limited to 

other cities of Sindh but in fact over the years not only Sindhi elites dominating the Sindh 

government but lower income groups have also made the provincial capital their permanent 

abode. Nonetheless, when the Mohajir-dominated national press reports about majority ethnic 

Sindhis in the province there are high chances of not only journalistic impressionism but also of 

a possible tinge of slant against the old Sindhis.  

On the other hand, over the years Sindhi media including newspapers have developed 

and that too due to the burgeoning ethnic problems of the province. In fact, the number of 

Sindhi newspapers has increased amid ethnic tension in the provincial capital to counter the 

narrative of the national press dominated by Urdu-speaking Mohajirs. With the correlation 

between increasing ethnic divisions and subsequent increase in newspaper organizations to be 

discussed in one of the upcoming sections, it is also a fact that there are chances of journalistic 

impressionism in the Sindhi press regarding ethnic tensions in the city. The scenario depicts a 

seemingly insurmountable schism between the old and new inhabitants of the province and its 

capital with possible journalistic impressionism in both Sindhi and Urdu newspapers auguring 

not well for not only the wellbeing of the province but for the coverage of ethnic affairs also. 

 “Journalists should act like doctors who don’t give any attention to skin colour of their 

patients but treat them according to their problems,”72 Herald editor Badar Alam concisely 

elaborates while replying a query as to how, for instance, a Mohajir reporter having 

preconceived stereotypical views about, for instance, Sindhis or any other group could do 

ethnically-balanced reporting. Before categorically stating that “journalists must be trained in a 

way that their preconceived stereotypical ideas are minimized,” Herald editor maintains that a 

journalist “must acquire all important economic, social, historical and current information 

about the situation/people s/he is reporting about.”73 

 However, there has been not only lack of training at both academic and organizational 

levels but newspapers policy regarding coverage of ethnic affairs are extremely nebulous as a 

result of which substandard journalism on ethnic affairs abounds leading in turn among other 

deficiencies to journalistic impressionism. Apart from a rational reflection on the discourse 

analysis of the coverage of ethnic affairs in the Karachi press, it also emerged in the extensive 

interviews carried out with journalists and authors that there either hardly exists any policy of 

both English and Urdu dailies regarding the coverage of ethnic issues in Sindh capital as well as 

across the country which has historically been a multi-ethnic one or, if there is any, it is, as 

mentioned by Dr. Tauseef Ahmad Khan, that of promoting anti-India and pro-Pakistan military 

sentiments apart from subscribing to Mohajir sentiments (in the context of Karachi) with all 

these policy pillars in one way or the other finally paving the way for journalistic impressionism.  

 Nonetheless, there is another aspect to lack of any declared policy regarding ethnic 

issues/provincial autonomy and that is the lack of professional editors at the top level in most 

of the Pakistani dailies except for a few like Dawn wherein mostly policies are formulated after 
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all issues are thrashed out between the owner and professional editor before the latter is 

appointed. On the other hand, most of the other dailies have either had no policy regarding 

various issues including the ethnic affairs, or, if any, it usually revolves around commercial 

interests of the owner. Dawn Readers’ Editor Muhammad Ali Siddiqi makes us understand by 

concisely articulating: “A professional editor before his appointment cuts an agreement with 

the owner on issues like democracy, foreign policy, economic policy, religious issues, women 

issues, minorities’ issues, etc. Once this formula is thrashed out then the management/owner 

has nothing to do with how the professional editor manages his affairs. However, when the 

owner is the editor himself like in case of Jang, Nawa-e-Waqat, The Express Tribune, Business 

Recorder, etc, there comes commercial interests of the owners who formulate, if they want, 

such policy which serve their commercial interests. It’s, in fact, the reason that newspapers like 

The News International carry so much advertisements on their front pages that they wholly  

cover it something which is simply inconceivable at Dawn. As for policy regarding ethnic issues, 

any newspaper has to be very careful in dealing with the communal problems of a city like 

Karachi,”74 maintains the seasoned leader writer at Dawn who went on to say that any 

journalist must report the truth but in a way that no group feel sidelined.  

“In editorial comments too, any newspaper must be very careful particularly in blaming 

any group. Someone must be wrong, for instance, if we take into consideration ethnic violence 

in Karachi, but the leader writer cannot take a stance that Pakhtuns, for instance, are wrong or 

Mohajirs are wrong. The newspaper in such a situation must tackle the issue in a very 

sophisticated way by opting for a stance which criticizes a particular political/ethnic party or its 

leadership instead of targeting the whole group in a way that hurts their collective ethnic 

sentiments,”75 expatiates Muhammad Ali Siddiqi who humbly discloses that most of Dawn 

editorials regarding Karachi’s ethnic problems are written by him since 1980s except for 

occasions when he was on Dawn’s assignment abroad. 

 Taking the discussion to a another level, it can easily be understood that even if there 

exist any newspapers’ policy about ethnic affairs it is quite generic in terms of coverage of 

ethnic affairs as also depicted in the discussion with Dawn Readers’ Editor and author of 

Pakistan From Religion to Fascism: Memoirs of a Journalist. It seems that the Karachi press is 

yet to come out of the cocoon to promote pluralistic journalism in order to streamline ethnic 

affairs in its coverage of a multi-ethnic city like Karachi. The press here still seems to be caught 

up in legal terms like slander and libel instead of making an all-out effort in the light of some 

research-based recommendations to first understand the seemingly insurmountable schism in 

the city and then initiate on solid grounds a proper program based on pluralistic journalism to 

streamline ethic affairs for the greater purpose of promoting integration not only in Sindh 

capital and Sindh but across the country. Herald editor Badar Alam exactly echoes what is 

explained in the above lines: “There is a code of conduct which comes out of international best 

practices and which is also imposed here but that is something very generic in nature as it 

guides journalist/news desk about coverage of an individual or a group in terms of avoiding any 

unnecessary tilt towards/against any individual/group to maintain general journalistic 
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standards. Even when these general guidelines exist only on the paper, expecting newspaper 

organizations to adopt any institutionalized guidelines in order to inculcate in journalists 

awareness about coverage of ethnic issues in Karachi is something like crying for the moon.”76 

 When the same issue of policy guidelines on the coverage of ethnic issues is put before 

Dawn editor Zaffar Abbas, he too doubts there are any guidelines of newspapers on the 

coverage of ethnic affairs, citing two reasons behind it. “I don’t think there are any specific 

guidelines through which newspapers cover ethnic affairs. To me, there are two reasons behind 

it. Firstly, the newspapers might not have felt any need for formulating any such guidelines 

because most of them think that their general guidelines for fair journalism also cover issues of 

coverage of ethnic affairs. So, they think there is no need to insert any additional clause in their 

existing general guidelines. Secondly, we saw many in the journalist fraternity not being able to 

rise above ethnicity during the 1980s ethnic clashes—for they too were part of the society 

undergoing ethnic violence—with a sizeable number of journalists belonging to various 

communities ending up taking positions in support of their respective ethnic communities 

which damaged objective journalism. Had there been any particular guidelines for the coverage 

of ethnic affairs, journalists might not have been divided on ethnic lines during the 1980s ethnic 

violence,”77 concisely elaborates Dawn editor. 

 On the other hand, Babar Ayaz, the author of What’s Wrong with Pakistan, maintains 

that newspapers here generally have no guidelines for the coverage of ethnic affairs. “However, 

up to a certain extent the only newspaper might be Dawn which gives you a feel that the paper 

has got some policy on the coverage of ethnic affairs,”78 states the former Dawn journalist. 

Nonetheless, when confronted with the query as to why the prestigious English daily carries 

masthead of Quaid-e-Azam Jinnah whose own stance on the provincial autonomy and ethnic 

affairs depicted traditional assimilationist tendencies, to say the least, Babar Ayaz while 

smilingly shaking his head to the anxious inquiry softly puts it like this: “Don’t go by Jinnah’s 

masthead. I have been reading Dawn for the last so many years and am witnessed to it that at 

least editorially the English daily has always advocated the rights of various nationalities in 

Pakistan. The fact of the matter is that Dawn has talked about provincial autonomy and to be 

fair with the paper it won’t be wrong to say that it does take stance on ethnic affairs. As for Mr. 

Jinnah’s masthead, the fact is that Mr. Jinnah had had a role in establishing Dawn due to which 

the paper carries his masthead.”79 

 Meanwhile, editor of fundamentalist Jamaat-e-Islami’s mouthpiece Jasarat maintains 

that his newspaper, unlike other Urdu dailies whose policies revolve around commercial 

interests of owners, has a declared policy that nothing against Islam and Pakistan would be 

published.80 An assimilationist attitude which is a quintessential reflection of most of the 

mainstream Urdu dailies, who hardly believe in existence of various ethnic groups, let alone 

mainstreaming of ethnic affairs in the light of pluralistic journalism. 

 Pluralistic journalism and mainstreaming of ethnic affairs in the Karachi press have also 

got deep relationship with the conduct as well as composition of the newsroom. If the conduct 
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of the newsroom is based on the values forging pluralistic journalism, the composition hardly 

has had an impact on the coverage of ethnic affairs. But sometimes neither does there seem 

the existence of pluralistic journalism in newsrooms nor are they diverse enough which in turn 

have implications for the balanced coverage of ethnic issues. As mentioned in detail in the 

above lines, concepts like pluralistic journalism will take time as neither do any legislated 

actions nor does any tokenistic representation of various ethnic groups in the newsroom will 

help in balanced coverage of ethnic affairs in the press. 

 Though one hardly sees any pluralistic journalism in the current scenario which is also 

more unconducive to other subgroups like Pakhtuns, Balochs, Sindhis, etc joining the field of 

journalism, neither do there seem any chances of mainstreaming ethnic affairs particularly in 

the Urdu dailies amid strong traditional assimilationist tendencies in the state arena affecting 

the press also, the ray of hope appears to be editors of English dailies like Dawn and The 

Express Tribune apart from the editor of prestigious English monthly Herald whose views 

converge on the promotion of pluralistic journalism while at the same time not being so averse 

to the idea of diverse newsrooms. Though Jasarat editor also does not oppose the idea of 

diverse newsroom, the fact is that the very reason behind his support for a diverse newsroom is 

not the mainstreaming of ethnic affairs which will help in balanced coverage of ethnic issues 

but his and his fundamentalist daily’s strong belief in the traditional assimilationist tendencies 

mainly reflect the so-called Pakistan ideology which actually strikes at the roots of diversity, to 

say the least. 

 Before we shed light on the intricacies of having diverse newsrooms, it seems important 

at this stage to refer to The News International senior reporter Zia Ur Rehman’s simplistic view 

about a diverse newsroom, saying that diversity in a newsroom can really help give coverage to 

all ethnic communities residing in the city.81 On the other hand, secretary general of the 

Pakistan Press Foundation (PPF) Owais Aslam Ali, who was also once part of the faculty of 

Karachi University’s Mass Communication Department, also subscribes to the concept of 

diversity in a newsroom not only in terms of induction of professionals belonging to various 

communal groups but also with regard to having diverse political opinions. “Diversity in the 

newsroom is the basic pillar of pluralistic journalism,”82 declares the PPF secretary general 

while stating that it helps serve two purposes. “Firstly, diversity which reflects the diverse 

community the newspaper works in must not be only in terms of representation of various 

ethnic groups in the newsroom but the newspaper must induct professionals of different 

political views to have political diversity in the workforce. Secondly, it’s not only the main 

newsroom that should be diverse but the workforce on business and sports desks must also be 

diverse,”83 expatiates the PPF secretary general who while citing an example further 

enunciates: “A reporter might be working on the business desk and may in need of an 

understanding on economic issues of, for instance, Swat in which he can be easily helped by a 

Pakhtun journalist from the area.”84   
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 Sindh capital’s ethnic problems particularly those of 1980s between Urdu-speaking 

Indian Muslim refugees and Pakhtun migrants have got deep relationship with the 

socioeconomic situation of the city. As mentioned in one of the above sections and discussed in 

detail in the previous chapters that it’s was not merely the Bushra Zaidi’s killing in a road crash 

that brought about ethnic frenzy in the city but factors like land grabbing pitting Pakhtun land 

grabbers against poor Bihari dwellers and transport system operating under poor traffic laws 

involving Pakhtuns as transporter and Urdu-speaking Hindustani Mohajirs as commuters which 

brought the two linguistic group against each other in an ethnic war.  

 Laurent Gayer has already been quoted in chapter six but to put things in a perspective 

it’s important to refer to his views by quoting him again: “The 1985 riot thus erupted in ‘a 

context of general public grievances, which included the transport problem’, as well as the 

informal housing crisis. The urban crisis only took an ‘ethnic’ tone due to the communal division 

of work in the city and to the ethnic affiliations of the main protagonists in Karachi’s new real 

estate politics. In other words, all inhabitants of Karachi came to see the Pathans as factors of 

nuisance and insecurity not because of their ethnic origin but because of their professions, and 

the clashes which occurred between Pathans and Biharis in April 1985 and December 1986 had 

less to do with ethnicity than with the new politics of real estate development in the city’s 

squatter settlement.”85 

 Understanding the discussion on ethnicity and newspapers in the context of the above 

mentioned phenomenon of socio-economic conditions wherein Pakhtuns due to their 

dominance in a specific profession earned the wrath of mainstream Urdu-speaking Indian 

refugees who were having working class credentials, it seemed hard to expect from Karachi’s 

national press dominated by the Urdu-speaking Indian migrants to maintain impartiality in not 

only the highly polarized Sindh capital but one of the dreaded cities of the world then battered 

by ethnic violence. “Mostly, common Urdu speakers had a very stereotypical attitude towards 

ethnic Pakhtun drivers plying buses, rickshaws and taxis in the city despite the fact that non-

Pakhtun drivers equally broke traffic laws. With the common Urdu speakers having 

stereotypical attitude towards Pakhtun migrants, it was possibly hard to expect from the Urdu-

speaking journalists, who apart from being part of the dominant social paradigm lacked training 

in connection with ethnic reporting, to do impartial journalism on ethnic affairs at a time when 

ethnic frenzy peaked,”86 The Express Tribune editor Kamal Siddiqi aptly connects ethnic issues 

with their possible biased coverage while categorically stating that the best way in such 

circumstances is to “induct professionals of various ethnic backgrounds especially those of the 

subgroups into your newspaper which may help in reducing the bias against a certain 

community.”87   

 The irony of Sindh capital is that earlier its mainstream Urdu-speaking Indian Muslim 

migrants were firm believer in the Pakistan ideology particularly during the pre-1971 era when 

they despite being a tinny minority were junior partners with then powerful minority Punjabis 

in the power structure. In the pre-1971 era the predominant Urdu-speaking population while 
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believing in the Muslim nationalism supported religious parties in the metropolis with the main 

reason being their disconnection with the local population. During the same era, the Urdu-

speaking Indian Muslim refugees being the harbingers of state nationalism—one language 

(Urdu) and one religion (Islam)—looked down upon any efforts made in connections with 

attaining rights of various ethnic groups as something promoting ‘narrow provincialism’ with 

the same attitude being predominant in the city’s national press which in turn militated against 

any efforts made either for integration in Sindh and its capital Karachi or for provincial 

autonomy.  

 However, the situation took a turn after the dismemberment of the country in 1971 

with the minority Urdu-speaking Indian Muslim refugees finding themselves being replaced by 

Pakhtuns in the power structure apart from witnessing a more resurgent Sindhi majority led by 

the first elected prime minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto further squeezing not only Mohajir interests 

but also putting them to test of representational/democratic rule which they had so far evaded. 

The whole scenario, among other reasons, led to eruption of violence in the name of Mohajir 

ethnic nationalism trumpeting real and perceived injustices with the Indian migrants which also 

engulfed the press of which it was demanded to only propagate the perceived injustices done 

to Mohajirs. Long story short, earlier, the press was faced with assimilationist tendencies 

propagated by the state of which Mohajirs were active part while now the press was faced with 

both separatist tendencies promoted by the MQM as well as assimilationist tendencies 

promoted by the state of which, however, Mohajirs were no more part. 

 With pre-1971 era witnessing politics of forced assimilation while post-1971 narrow 

separatism, the cause of diversity hardly figured up in politics and subsequently in the Mohajir-

dominated press in Karachi which seemed simply devoid of showing hardly any propensity to 

guide politics towards diversity and integration particularly in the capital city of Sindh. 

“Idealistically speaking, journalists must be objective and rise above their ethnic affiliation while 

reporting on ethnic affairs. However, it hardly happens and if I may talk in the context of Sindh 

capital, it has hardly happened that the press dominated by the Urdu-speaking Indian Muslim 

refugees has done impartial reporting of ethnic affairs,”88 the author of the critically-acclaimed 

What’s Wrong with Pakistan? Babar Ayaz elucidates before replying a query whether partial 

and biased reporting could be overcome by a diverse newsroom. 

 “Newspapers don’t keep people in order to keep ethnic balance in the newsroom. 

Neither is it possible. Quota system that a certain number would be Mohajirs while others 

would Sindhis, Pakhtuns, etc cannot be applied. In Lahore, for instance, there would be more 

Punjabis while newsrooms in Karachi will have a major chunk of Urdu-speaking employees 

which is natural. However, newspapers must also keep professionals of other ethnic 

backgrounds. Nonetheless, I don’t think it’s a solid solution as until and unless we produce good 

journalists having a belief and understanding of pluralistic journalism, we won’t be able to 

witness fair journalism on ethnic affairs in Karachi,”89 Babar Ayaz sheds lights on how ethnic 
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affairs could be fairly covered with the help of a combination of pluralistic journalism and a 

relatively diverse newsrooms.     

 On the other hand, Herald editor Badar Alam also throws more weight behind diversity 

in different schools of thought in the newsroom rather than one having only diversity in terms 

of ethnic backgrounds. Says the Herald editor that apart from having all schools of thought at 

the newsroom, it is also a must that it contains a democratic environment wherein everybody 

has the right to openly speak out against any concern they think is against the policy of the 

newspaper. “To me, an inclusive newsroom might not be the one having only diversity in ethnic 

backgrounds but one having all schools of thought who exercise their right of dissent openly in 

a more democratic way,”90 Herald editor Badar Alam airs his opinion about possible solution to 

ethnic affairs and its more balanced coverage which he says could not be done “through the 

implementation of a quota system that a certain number of every group will work in the 

newsroom but through reaching an understanding that journalists must rise above their ethnic 

background.”91 

 Babar Ayaz also echoes what Herald editor Badar Alam expresses in the above lines, 

saying that a journalist “must not be a Sindhi nationalist or a Mohajir nationalist neither must 

he be an Islamists etc.” Says the author of What’s Wrong with Pakistan? : “The pro-people traits 

of a journalist while reporting/editing must become dominant.” However, in the same breadth, 

Babar Ayaz goes on to say that it rarely happens that journalists “rise above their ethnic 

background.”92 

 On the other hand, Dawn editor Zaffar Abbas in his ratiocinative style also subscribes to 

the view that if there is ethnic diversity in the newsroom it should be welcomed but the 

important thing is that any organization must achieve high goals of having professional 

journalists who must rise above their ethnic background. “Diversity in the newsroom must be 

welcomed but more importantly we must aim to have professional journalists who follow our 

proper laid down code of conduct and ethics. Nonetheless, I believe that if someone was to  

point out that there was a slant towards or against any community in our journalism, and the 

reason might be that our newsroom or reporting team lacks diversity, then one can think of 

making the newsroom more diversified,”93 Dawn editor concisely elaborates. 

 

 

Do Newspapers Cultivate Ethnicity? 
 

 Before shedding light on the research methodology-related issues of data collected for 

two time periods—1985, 1986, 1987 and 2007, 2008, 2009—to decipher whether or not the 

national press in Sindh capital, of which four newspapers—Dawn, Jang, Jasarat and Nawa-e-

Waqat—have taken as sample dailies, has improved in connection with the coverage of ethnic 
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affairs, it is high time that we briefly discuss the relationship between the press and ethnicity in 

the context of ethnic affairs prevailing in Sindh capital for which the important thing to shed 

brief light on is the question whether newspapers cultivate ethnicity. If seen in historical 

context, the printed words had both been a source of national cohesion and integration, as was 

observed after the emergence of the nation-state system amid development in technological 

advancements in printing press in Europe, as well as a source of communalism and divisions as 

was the case in the united India after the arrival of British and the subsequent introduction of 

printing presses in the British Indian colony. As discussed in detail in the previous chapters, the 

basic difference between the changes brought about by the press in the United India and 

Europe is that the latter used the press and other technologies in educating their masses 

particularly in a specific language in order to unify peoples and thus promoted (state) 

nationalism whereas the promotion of printing presses in the United India not only saw further 

communalism but also orthodoxy promoted particularly by the Muslim Ulema who used 

printing presses in the 19th century for their religious purpose due to which Islamic nationalism 

rose manifolds. In short, European states used printing presses for unifying peoples of a nation-

state while the United India, where there was a colonial government having nefarious designs 

which were often anti-natives, to put it mildly, saw more polarization in the wake of 

development in the technology of printing press.  

 A more permanent state of schism prevailed in the Indian politics in the 20th century 

which saw the unfortunate division of Hindustan on religious lines with politics starting getting 

more divisive particularly between 1928 and 1937 when Muslim communal demands started 

taking clear-cut shape leading to a clear division in the Muslim press. One group comprised 

those newspapers that supported the inclusive politics of Congress by proliferation of the view 

that Muslims should take part in the Indian politics on the basis of their support to the Indian 

nationalism. However, the other group was more vociferous and communal in nature for they 

wanted Muslim demands to be met first before joining the Congress-led Indian nationalism. 

 With divisive politics being at its peak, in the wake of the movement launched by 

opponents of Gandhi Ji’s philosophy of non-violence, and Indian newspapers towing their 

respective lines, the imperialists unnerved by the law and order situation caused by the young 

revolutionaries in 1927-28 struck again at the freedom of newspapers in shape of promulgation 

of the Public Safety Ordinance. However, newspapers like Inqilab continued to lead the anti-

Congress rhetoric of the Muslim press with newspapers of the same period including Ihsan, 

Siasat, Al-Aman, Wahdat-ul-Haq, Hamdam, Khilafat, Asr-e-Jadeed and others supporting 

Inqilab.94 These newspapers also published each other’s content to adopt a unified stand 

against the secular, inclusive politics of the All India National Congress. 

 Getting down to the post-partition era, the way there hardly seemed any improvement 

in politics after the successor Pakistani state to the British Empire took over; with national 

integration being never a priority of the state elites dominated by minority Punjabis and Urdu-

speaking Indian Muslim refugees; the press being highly polarized in connection with national 
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integration was never used for ethnic and communal integration in the newly-created state. In 

fact, the press willingly became a tool in the hands of the ruling elites to play the role of 

promoting forced assimilation being reflected in Pakistan ideology or the two-nation theory 

instead of even starting a semblance of initiative for mainstreaming ethnic affairs to help in the 

large task of bringing integration in the newly-created state despite the fact that communal 

tensions had been simmering in the former East Pakistan since 1950s over the language issue 

apart from ever burgeoning ethnic and linguistic problems of small provinces in the West 

Pakistan. It was actually the communalist nature of the Pakistani press having its roots in the 

communalist politics forged by the Muslim League before and after partition of Hindustan on 

religious lines that somehow militated against any efforts for communal/ethnic integration in 

the country even after its Western wing painfully became Bangladesh in 1971.  

 When Zaffar Abbas comments in his Herald article that the 1980s ethnic clashes saw 

common reporters being turned into Mohajir, Sindhi, Punjabi or Pakhtun reporters, or when he 

remarks in the same article that the Urdu press jumped on the MQM bandwagon at the start of 

ethnic violence in Sindh capital, there actually had been seeds of communalism in the Pakistani 

press, dominated by Mohajirs (in Karachi), which had a very communalist past not only in the 

context of communal politics in the lead-up to the partition but its communalist tendencies 

traced to the launch of printing press in the United India when Muslim fundamentalists in 

Ulema cashed in on the new technology of printing press and sharpened the differences with 

Hindus and others by publishing more and more orthodox Islamist literature.95     

 Moreover, it was actually this communalist press—the national press led by Mohajirs in 

Karachi—that bred another Sindhi communalist press with both the presses having journalistic 

impressionism that not only ignited ethnicity but more communalist presses in Sindh in general 

and its capital Karachi in particular after ethnic extremists—both Mohajirs led by MQM and 

Sindhis led by Jeay-Sindh and other Sindhi nationalist parties—started pressurizing their 

respective presses to carry their news items and pictures depicting atrocities/violence 

committed by the rival ethnic group. And when the supposedly national dailies published from 

Sindh capital like Jang, Nawa-e-Waqat, etc resisted carrying violent ethnic news and pictures 

generated in the wake of communal violence particularly between the old and new Sindhis, a 

new type of more communalist newspapers emerged in both the Sindhi and Urdu presses 

which somehow augments the view that, on one hand, newspapers do cultivate ethnicity, 

while, on the other, communalism, if not properly dealt with, stimulates new newspaper 

outlets as happened in the case of Sindhi and Urdu communalist newspapers.   

 Putting the situation into a context, PPF general secretary Owais Aslam Ali argues that 

Sindhi feelings after the death of Zulfikar Ali Bhutto were not properly portrayed by the Urdu 

press mainly due to the Martial Law of Zia-ul-Haq whose death in the late 80s saw Benazir 

Bhutto get ensconced on the seat of the prime minister. However, communal tensions 

simmered in Sindh and its capital during the Benazir era, maintains the PPF secretary general, 

which finally witnessed the eruption of ethnic clashes between Sindhis and Mohajirs amid the 
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rise of MQM which was not happy with the portrayal of ethnic clashes between Sindhis and 

Mohajirs by the national press “which sought to stick to its moderate coverage of ethnic issues 

instead of carrying violent news and pictures as demanded by the MQM.”96 With the same era 

witnessing the abolishment of the Press and Publication Ordinance which made launching of 

newspapers very easy, there emerged more Urdu language eveningers to portray Mohajir 

ethnic sentiments, expatiates Owais Aslam Ali who further argues that the same trend was 

observed in the Sindhi press “due to the national press failure to extensively portray the Sindhi 

sentiments in the wake of the death of the country’s first elected prime ministers Zulfikar Ali 

Bhutto.”97 

 “On the one hand, we saw the emergence of several Sindhi newspapers like Kawish, 

Awami Awaz, etc in 1988, 89 onwards mainly due to the lackluster coverage of not only Sindhi 

sentiments by the Urdu press after the death of Zulfikar Ali Bhutto due to Martial Law but of 

Sindhi-Mohajir clashes which the Sindhi press claimed was not given enough space by the Urdu 

dailies, while, on the other hand, the same era witnessed mainstream dailies stick to its stance 

of only giving moderate coverage to communal issues which in one way or the other gave rise 

to Urdu eveningers in the 1990s before which there used to be a very few eveningers like Aghaz 

etc,”98 concisely elaborates the PPF secretary general while remarking that rise in 

communalism, among several reasons, may be directly proportional to rise in new media 

particularly if the existing media fail to accommodate ethnic affairs. 

  

Formulation of research problem and related methodologies 
  

 Ethnic diversity caused by extensive migration—both internal and external—to Sindh 

capital Karachi instead of becoming a source of strength and unity has turned out to be a cause 

of ethnic strife leading to ethic violence in a province historically referred to as the land of Sufis 

and saints who preached peace, love and tolerance. Though syncretism has been aplenty in the 

land of saints, of late Sindh and its capital, which over the years has developed a cosmopolitan 

contour attracting migrants of all strains, have become battlefields for their own inhabitants 

vying for socioeconomic means in the name of language and ethnicity. The permanent state of 

schism in Sindh has its roots mainly in the partition of Hindustan when tens of thousands of 

Urdu-speaking Indian Muslim refugees migrated to the province—who due to reasons 

discussed in the above sections and previous chapters failed to integrate into the larger Sindhi 

politics/society particularly in its capital. Nonetheless, it also remains a fact that migration from 

upcountry of ethnic Pakhtuns, Punjabis apart from other linguistic groups has also complicated 

the Sindh situation in terms of conflictive politics between various groups. 

 Schism in the post-partition era had always been one of the disruptive features of Sindh 

politics with the provincial capital erupting into violence every now and then even in the 1960s 

and 1970s particularly after a huge migration of ethnic Pakhtuns, who as laborers had got 
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attracted to the mega industrial projects as well as facilitated by the first military dictator 

General Ayub Khan who had initiated development schemes. The early 1970s, as mentioned 

earlier, also witnessed the violent dismemberment of the country as a result of which the One-

unit scheme was abolished which having led to the restoration of provinces in the West 

Pakistan paved the way for Sindhi majority to get power in Karachi after the Sindh government 

was relocated to the new provincial capital in Karachi. Nonetheless, Sindhis getting power in 

the best city of Sindh was bitterly resented by the people who had migrated from India with the 

new Sindhis also seeing themselves in the power structure being replaced by ethnic Pakhtuns 

as a result of which their power share further dwindled. These factors, among many reasons, 

led to the 1972 language riots which saw ethnic clashes between Sindhis and Mohajirs as a 

result of which massive killings occurred. 

 Though ethnic tensions between various communities continued to simmer in Sindh 

capital in absence of any cohesive integration policy on part of the state, the Sindh capital went 

up in flames on April 15, 1985 when a Mohajir college girl namely Bushra Zaidi was run over by 

a speeding mini-bus operated under the transport system dominated by Pakhtuns. With all 

socioeconomic conditions prevailing at the time being already discussed in the above sections 

as well as previous chapters, the incident not only led to Pakhtun-Mohajir ethnic clashes in the 

provincial capital but also changed the face of the city in terms of divisive politics as well as 

ethnic violence which started erupting in the city  more frequently. The frequency with which 

ethnic violence in the city took place after the killing of the refugee girl makes the unfortunate 

road crash a turning point in the history of communal violence in the city which having seen the 

tragic Pakhtun-Mohajir ethnic violence in the wake of Bushra Zaidi’s killing in the road accident 

in 1985 also witnessed another bout of ethnic violence in 1988,89 this time between the Urdu-

speaking Indian Muslim refugees and Sindhis with the situation remaining further tense 

throughout the turbulent 1990s. Though the alliance between the militant exclusivist MQM and 

military dictator General Musharraf helped the city to have some peace in terms of ethnicity-

related issues during the early 2000s, the ‘civil-military association’ in Karachi failed to maintain 

peace on May 12, 2007  which witnessed the superficially healed up ethnic fissures further 

widen when the city’s three main ethnic groups—Sindhis, Mohajirs and Pakhtuns—were at 

each other’s throat as a result of which the battered city saw a colossal destruction in terms of 

loss of lives and damage to properties. 

 The May 12 ethnic mayhem had had its roots in the never-ending Karachi’s communal 

strife starting after the arrival of Indian Muslim refugees and heightening after Bushra Zaidi’s 

killing in 1985 after which a series of ethnic clashes among Sindhis, Mohajirs, Pakhtuns and 

Punjabis started to take the city on storm in a way that polarized every segment of the society 

including the press whose coverage of the ethnic clashes has just been under discussion in the 

above sections. Yet, the following lines will be dealing with the coverage of ethnic affairs in 

Sindh capital in a more systematic way by studying the trajectory of national newspapers’ 

ethnic coverage in Karachi in the wake of Bushra Zaidi’s killing in 1985 and subsequent years of 

1986 and 1987 to compare it with ethnic affairs’ coverage after the tragic May 12, 2007 
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violence and subsequent years of 2008 and 2009 to decipher whether or not the coverage of 

ethnic affair has improved after over two decades since the tragic Bushra Zaidi accident.   

 A form of textual analysis having qualities of both qualitative and quantitative research 

methodologies is needed to reach any solid conclusion regarding improvement or decline in 

newspapers’ coverage of ethnic affair. In qualitative research methodology we have a research 

method in the shape of discourse analysis which actually helps in “dig(ing) deep into the 

meaning of a particular text”99 without which it would be almost impossible to extract latent or 

hidden meaning in a particular text. Nonetheless, only finding the hidden meaning within a 

particular text cannot help us reach any broad generalization of data collected for analyzing 

both time periods—1985, 86, 87 and 2007, 08, 09. Hence, the other tool with us is the 

quantitative research methodology to reach any broad generalization in connection with the 

data collected for both time periods. In the quantitative research methodology, the best 

technique suitable for our data collected for both time periods is the content analysis, which 

according to David Hesmondhalgh, is a method of textual analysis which “involves(ing) counting 

and measuring quantities of items such as words, phrases or images…allows us to look across a 

large number of texts.”100 

 Before we move ahead to deal with the issues of sampling and coding of data to make 

way for presentation of data in a tabulated form, it is important to mention here that the 

method of content analysis adopted by the researcher is the best possible way to present the 

case of Karachi’s ethnic affairs and their coverage by newspapers to policymakers who could in 

turn help alleviate the plight of Sindh capital which now and then erupts into ethnic violence. 

Shedding light on issues of population and sampling sizes in the context of the research, it must 

be cleared that the population for the research comprises all national dailies—both Urdu and 

English—published in Karachi during 1985, 1986, 1987, 2007, 2008 and 2009. 

 Population size selected for the research work is huge, considering the fact that not only 

the number of newspapers published during the six-year duration of both time periods is 

enormous but the overall figure of national dailies published from Sindh capital is also huge. On 

the other hand, it must be kept in mind that the national dailies not only comprise Urdu 

newspapers but there is a sizeable number of English dailies published in Karachi. Considering 

the enormity of population at every level, it has been decided to select sampling units from not 

only the Urdu and English dailies selected for the research work but also from the number of 

newspapers published during a total six-year time period which consists of three years in the 

first duration while the second time period contains another three-year duration. 

 Hence, sampling is needed, at least, at three levels. Firstly, as there are dozens of Urdu 

dailies published in Sindh capital with many having national stature as well as outlook, it has, 

therefore, been decided to select three national-level Urdu language dailies published from 

Karachi. These national-level Urdu language dailies are Jang, Jasarat and Nawa-e-Waqat with 

the reasons behind the selection of these Urdu dailies to be discussed in the coming lines. 

Secondly, as mentioned earlier there are also several English newspapers published from 
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Karachi and having a national outlook so only Dawn has been selected for the discourse and 

content analyses. Thirdly, the population size of the number of even sampled newspapers—

Dawn, Jang, Jasarat and Nawa-e-Waqat—published in both time periods of six years—1985, 

1986, 1987 and 2007, 2008, 2009—is extremely enormous which also need sampling. So to 

reduce the task of perusing through sampled dailies—Dawn, Jang, Jasarat and Nawa-e-

Waqat—published during the six-year total time period to a manageable level, it has been 

decided to read through ethnic news and opinionated content of every fourth day of all 

sampled newspapers of only four months each year.  

April 16 and May 13 are starting points of textual analysis of all sampled dailies 

published during 1985 and 2007, respectively, considering the fact that Bushra Zaidi accident 

occurred on April 15, 1985 while ethnic mayhem of the second time period occurred on May 

12, 2007. As for the rest of the three months of years 1985 and 2007, the method of random 

sampling was applied to reduce the workload to a manageable level. On the other hand, the 

same method of random sampling was applied in the selection of four months for textual 

analysis of newspapers published in 1986 and 1987—first time period—as well as those 

published in 2008 and 2009—second time period.  

Getting down to the question why dailies Dawn, Jang, Jasarat and Nawa-e-Waqat have 

been selected for the textual analysis, it must be mentioned at this stage that Dawn has been 

selected among the English dailies published from Karachi because it is the largest-circulated 

English-language newspapers read by elites and  those in the decision-making role particularly 

in Sindh capital. As for Urdu dailies, Jang has been selected for the chief reason that it is by far 

the largest-circulated Urdu language newspapers having access not only to a huge section of 

population in Karachi but across the country. On the other hand, Jasarat has chiefly been 

selected for the content analysis due to its status of being the mouthpiece for the 

fundamentalist Jamaat-e-Islami apart from its ability of having access to a select religious 

minded audience in and outside Karachi. Moreover, Nawa-e-Waqat which gets published from 

Sindh capital has been given preference over other newspapers for the content/discourse 

analysis due to the all important fact that it is the voice from Pakistan’s largest and powerful 

province Punjab. So, Nawa-e-Waqat has mainly been selected to have a look at how 

newspapers from Punjab looked at the Karachi ethnic turmoil. 

 

Data codification of news and opinionated content 
 

 Before getting to the codification of data it must be mentioned at the outset that only 

those news items and opinionated content have been taken into consideration which in one 

way or the other are related to ethnic affairs in Sindh capital. Though most of the times 

headlines depicted whether a particular news item or any opinionated content was related to 

communalism in the city, the researcher in order to not miss any ethnic news item/opinionated 
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content had to make an effort of reading at least three paragraphs of any news 

item/opinionated content about which there was any confusion whether or not it might be an 

ethnicity-related content. Nonetheless, some news items/opinionated content related to 

transport issues, land grabbing, encroachments, students protests, jobs, housing schemes, etc 

were simply eye-catchers, considering the fact that most of the abovementioned issues have 

been in one way or the other related to ethnic problems of the city. 

 To understand as to how ethnicity is represented in the Karachi press in the mid and late 

1980s—1985, 1986, 1987—and late 2000s—2007, 2008, 2009—the researcher has to resort to 

the method of discourse analysis in order to dig deep into the content selected for both time 

period to find latent meaning before venturing into the nitty-gritty of quantitative research 

methodologies in the shape of content analysis to generalize our findings. For the purpose of 

having a comprehensive discourse analysis every news as well as opinionated content has been 

studied from the following angles which are also codes in connection with the discourse 

analysis. Except for a few most of the angles/codes defined for the textual analysis of news 

items are similar to those decided for the opinionated content including editorials, columns and 

letters to editor. 

Table 1.

S.N Data codes for news content S.N Data codes for opinionated content

1 Event 1 Is ethnity problem?

2 State 2 Ethnic context

3 Exclusive 3 Administratiive/political context

4 Is ethnity problem? 4 Unity in diversity

5 Ethnic context 5 Two-nation threory

6 Administratiive/political context 6 Historical Perspective

7 Unity in diversity 7 Ethnic preference**

8 Two-nation threory 8 Soluiton 

9 Historical perspective 9 Comunity condemned

10 Ethnic preference** 10 Ethnic actors**

11 Soluiton 11 Ethnic conflict

12 Comunity condemned 12 Ethnic relations 

13 Ethnicactors** 13 Human touch 

14 Ethnic conflict 14 Incitement to violence 

15 Ethnic relation 15 Causes

16 Human touch 16 Impartiality 

17 Incitement  to violence 17 Police involvement 

18 Relig iousappeals 18 Quota condemned

19 Gen eral appeal 19 Mohajir integration

20 Causes 20 Mohajir separatism

21 Police involment 21 Provincial autonomy condemned

22 Quota condemned? 22 Provincial autonomy favoured

23 Mohajir integration 23 Indian involvment

24 Mohajir separatism 24 Politics of ethnicty

25 Provincial autonomy condemned

26 Provincial autonomy favoured

27 Indian involment

28 Politics of ethncity  
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1. Event: As table 1 shows the code/angle namely event will help in understanding 

whether or not any particular news item is event-based.  

2. Statement: It is an angle/code in the discourse analysis through which an effort is 

made to see whether any particular news content is statement-based news. 

3. Exclusive news [exc]: Through this angle an effort is made to see whether 

reporter/newspapers made any special efforts to cover any ethnic news. 

4. Is ethnicity a problem? Whether any news item and opinionated content considers 

ethnicity/different languages which result in ethnic clashes a problem to be amicably 

dealt with.  

5. Ethnic context: It must be clear that any news and opinionated content are meant to 

have been written in the ethnic context if name of any ethnic group either appears 

in them or any issues related to any group-- which could either lead to a clash or 

integration among the various groups—are dealt with. 

6. Administrative/Political context: Any news item and opinionated content written in 

administrative context are ones which do not consider violence as a direct 

consequence of animosity between ethnic groups. Rather such content takes 

violence as a direct consequence of a collapse of administration or its failure to 

control the situation. On the other hand, any news item and opinionated content 

written in a political context will be ones which deal the issue at hand neither in 

ethnic context nor administrative but take it as a failure or success of politics at 

some level. Here the researcher while refraining himself from indulging in the 

strictest definition of politics has decided to refer to ‘politics’ as a framework which 

treat people irrespective of their ethnic background in context of provision of rights. 

7. Unity in diversity: Whether the news item or opinionated content mainly comprising 

editorials, column and letters to editor deal with ethnic affairs in Karachi as a 

consequence of coming together of various linguistic groups which need to be 

pacified through judicious power-sharing deal between them which in turn leads to 

unity in diversity. 

8. Two-nation theory/Pakistan ideology: The content both news items and 

opinionated one falling in this category will be exclusively the text which is related to 

unity of people on the basis of the two-nation theory which negates other identities 

except Pakistanism and the Islamic identity. 

9. Historical perspective: Whether the news/opinionated content sought to 

relate/discuss ethnic/identity issues in a historical perspective including any effort 

indicating exploring the history of various groups living in Karachi. 

10. Ethnic preference/tilt: Whether the news/opinionated content show any tilt to any 

particular ethnic group in an ethnic issue.   

11. Solution: Any solution other than the two-nation theory and administrative remedy 

is presented by the news/opinionated content. It must be mentioned here that most 
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of Karachi’s ethnic problems are connected in one way or the other with transport 

issues, encroachments, land grabbing etc. So, any remedial steps discussed in the 

context of the aforementioned issues have been put into the solution column. 

12. Community condemned: Whether news items/opinionated content used any 

negative adjectives without attributing them to proper witness accounts or other 

reliable sources.  

13. Ethnic actors: The discourse analysis will also help us extract which ethnic actors 

have been named in the news and opinionated content. 

14. Ethnic conflict: The code ethnic conflict means any news story and opinionated 

content which contains conflict or bad relations between communities.  

15. Ethnic relations: This particular code means the ethnic news and opinionated 

content will be containing both good and bad ethnic relations between two or more 

communities. This category is also about those news items/opinionated content 

which cherish the multi-lingual legacy of Sindh metropolis. 

16. Human touch:  This particular codification is done to see whether a reporter has had 

broad knowledge of issues related to migration like, for instance, his awareness 

about causes of migration which, among other factors, might be inter-state conflicts, 

natural calamities, global warming etc. 

17. Incitement to violence: This code is formulated for any news item/opinionated 

content which do not deal with issues in accordance with the law but calls for 

violence. 

18. Religious appeals: The code basically deals with religious appeals made in 

connection with peace and integration in the city. 

19. General appeals: Any appeals/suggestions devoid of any religiosity and made in 

connection with integration and peace in Karachi have been given the code general 

appeals. 

20. Causes: If any news/opinionated content has shed light on causes of ethnic turmoil 

in Sindh capital, it has been put under the code causes. 

21. Police involvement: The code police involvement is a broad category wherein not 

only that content has been put which criticizes government and police but also the 

one which takes to task the country’s security agencies. 

22. Quota condemned: Sindh capital’s ethnic problems have got roots in the quota 

system in government jobs which was first introduced by the first prime minister of 

Pakistan Liaquat Ali Khan in the late 1940s in favour of the Indian Muslim refugees 

migrating in droves to Sindh with subsequent government changing it. Long story 

short, Sindh capital’s politics revolved around the quota system this time in favour of 

old Sindhis which was bitterly resented in the 1980s by the new ones. 

23. Mohajir integration: Any news item or opinionated content discussing the 

integration of the Indian Muslim refugees has been coded as Mohajir integration. 

24. Mohajir separatism: Any news item or opinionated content showing Mohajirs’ 

separatist tendencies has been coded as Mohajir separatism. 
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25. Provincial autonomy favoured: The code provincial autonomy favoured deals with 

those news items/opinionated content containing any semblance of tendencies 

towards advocating provincial autonomy. 

26. Provincial autonomy condemned: This code is simply the antithesis of the previous 

code namely provincial autonomy favoured. 

27. Indian involvement: The code is formulated to see whether any content—both 

news and opinionated one—links Karachi’s ethnic turmoil to Indian involvement. 

28. Politics of ethnicity: This particular category is about news and opinionated content 

dealing with relations between provinces, issues of small provinces, dominance of 

Punjab in the federation about which small provinces always complain. 

29. Impartiality: The code impartiality only deals with opinionated content to see 

whether any editorial, column or letter to editor has taken side while commenting 

on ethnic affairs of Sindh capital.  

Note: As Karachi’s ethnic affairs revolve around traffic/transport issues, land grabbing, 

and encroachment issues among other problems, any content—news as well as opinionated 

one—dealing with either solution of the aforementioned problems or shedding light on issues 

mainly responsible for the cause of the same problems will be directly put either under the 

code namely solution or the other category namely causes. 

  Though the aim of the research work is to have a comparison between newspapers’ 

coverage of ethnic affairs of mid and late 1980s—1985, 86 and 87—and late 2000s that is 2007, 

2008 and 2009, the researcher does intend to observe separately the coverage of ethnic affairs 

done during both time periods by first comparing the ethnic coverage of 1985, 1986 and 1987 

with each other with the same process of comparison to be carried out in the second time 

period for years 2007, 2008 and 2009. However, before moving ahead, it is important to shed 

light on the coverage of ethnic affairs in general terms which would help readers understand 

the coverage of ethnic issues in terms of their general portrayal and placement among many 

other important things. 

     

PLACEMENT OF NEWS CONTENT: 

Table 2. 
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Aggregage percentage of front, back and city pages and leads 85, 86 and 87

Dawn Jang Jasarat Nawa-e-Waqat
Total news 112 112.67 85 137.67N

front lead 2.39% 3.51% 5.82% 5.44%

back lead 1.32% 0.31% NIL 0.19%

city lead 12.97% 5.28% 2.20% 1.53%

front page 25.43% 33.21% 46.11% 47.13%

back page 11.78% 3.21% 1.57% 7.67%

city page 46.61% 54.42% 44.29% 38.04%  

Table 2 (a) 

 

 

 

 Tables 2 and 3 will help us understand how much ethnic news items were carried by 

various newspapers at which place. However, it must be mentioned that these are only 

aggregate percentage points of the first time period comprising 1985, 986 and 1987 and second 

time period containing years 2007, 2008 and 2009. The researcher has deliberately avoided 

giving detailed percentage points showing ethnic news placement in each year considering the 

limitations of space and time. Anyways, readers could themselves see that aggregate average 

news published by Dawn, Jang, Jasarat and Nawa-e-Waqat in the second time period dropped 

which somehow suggests that ethnic turmoil in the city remained subdued in the second time 

period as compared to the first one. 

 Similarly, the aggregate percentage points of news carried as front page leads also 

dropped in the second time period with the Urdu dailies showing more decrease in percentage 

points of front page leads of ethnic news as compared to Dawn. However, this is not the case 

with ethnic news lead carried on the city pages with Dawn and Jang showing increase in 

aggregate percentage points of news carried as city page leads. On the other hand, the number 

of news related to ethnic affairs on front pages of all newspapers drops in the second time 

period. Readers could study themselves many other angles in the above tables. 

Table 3. 

Aggregage percentage of front, back and city pages and leads 2007, 08 and 09

Dawn Jang Jasarat Nawa-e-Waqat
Total news 62.33 75.33N 54N 81.67N

front lead 2.65% 0.25% 2.17% 3.44%

back lead NIL 1.38% 1.41% 1.25%

city lead 32.29% 17.64% 3.88% 1.48%

front page NIL 14.95% 21.31% 21.45%

back page 0.85% 14.83% 5.62% 26.26%

city page 64.20% 56.37% 65.52% 46.11%
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Aggregate percentage of columns 85,86, 87

Dawn Jang Jasarat Nawa-e-Waqat
1 column 49.47% 39.39% 13.69% 26.46%

2 column 43.61% 50.35% 67.84% 55.07%

3 column 5.04% 5.5 13.74% 11.72%

4 column 1.27% 0.61% 3.24% 1.59%

5 column 0.24% 1.06% 1.21% 1.34%

6 column 0.24% 3.37% 3.19% 3.61%

7 column NIL NIL NIL NIL

8 column NIL 0.23% 0.41% 0.19%  

Table 3 (a). 

Aggregate percentage of columns 2007,08, 09

Dawn Jang Jasarat Nawa-e-Waqat
1 column 19.95% 5.31% 1.51% 7.40%

2 column 22.55% 69.21% 72.45% 74.19%

3 column 27.33% 22.63% 18.11% 11.38%

4 column 12.98% 1.59% 4.05% 3.81%

5 column 7.21% NIL 7.47% 0.47%

6 column 0.43% 0.99% 0.37% 0.26%

7 column 0.67% NIL 0.37% NIL

8 column 5.69% 0.25% 0.37% 0.24%  

  

Tables 3 and 3 (a) show a comparison of the two time periods in terms of column-wise 

placement of ethnic news with Dawn showing a little increase in seven and eight columns news 

in the second time period against the first one while there seems hardly any difference 

between the two time periods regarding seven and eight columns news in Urdu dailies. 

However, the striking aggregate percentage points remain those of two-column news published 

in all dailies in both time periods with almost all the Urdu dailies showing more than an 

aggregate 50 percentage points of news. Dawn also shows the same trend in the first time 

period carrying an aggregate 43.61 percentage points of news which dropped to an aggregate 

22.55 percentage points in the second time period. Readers can compare three, four, five and 

six columns ethnic news carried in both time periods. 

Table 4. 

Aggregate percentage of news with continuation  85, 86, 87

Dawn Jang Jasarat Nawa-e-Waqat
CONTINUATION 17.81% 40.68% 47.64% 48.08%  

Table 4 (a)  
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Aggregate percentage of news with continuation 2007, 08, 09

Dawn Jang Jasarat Nawa-e-Waqat
CONTINUATION 16.68% 48.79% 62.55 48.86%  

  

Almost all the Urdu dailies show the same trend of carrying high aggregate percentage 

points of news having continuations in both time periods while Dawn has further improved in 

this regard showing aggregate 16.68 percentage points in the second time period against 

aggregate 17.81 percentage points in the first time period.  

Table 5. 

Aggreate average centimeters 85, 86, 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA-E-WAQAT

AVERAGE CM 2087.67 1955.33 1366.67 3309.67  

Table 5 (a). 

Aggregate average centimeters  2007, 08, 09

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA-E-WAQAT

AVERAGE CM 2215 1257.67 880 1145  

 

The abovementioned two tables have been provided just to give readers a glimpse of 

how much total space has been given to ethnic news by both Urdu and English dallies, with 

Dawn and Jasarat showing striking mean centimeters in this regard. Dawn mean centimeters 

shoot up to 2215 in the second time period against mean 2087.67cm in the first time period 

with Jasarat showing the reverse trend posting a mean of 1366.67cm in the first time period 

against  880cm in the second time period.    

 

Table 6. 

Aggregate average pictures  85, 86, 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA-E-WAQAT

AVERAGE PICS 16.33 26.33 40.67 92  

Table 6 (a). 

 Aggregate average pictures 2007, 08, 09

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA-E-WAQAT

AVERAGE PICS 20.33 21.67 24.33 28.33  
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Average pictures of almost all Urdu dailies are more than Dawn in both time periods 

with the average pictures in Urdu dailies posting a drop in the second time period while Dawn 

registers a sizeable increase of four average points in the second time period. It must be 

mentioned here that Urdu dailies even in 1985 when technology had hardly seen any 

developments carried unnecessary pictures depicting violence. On the other hand, the same 

trend was observed on May 13, 2007 when all the sampled Urdu dailies carried pictures of May 

12, 2007 ethnic mayhem depicting gruesome violence on whole pages. 

      

   PLACEMENT OF OPINIONATED CONTENT: 
Table 7. 

 

Aggregate of editorial positions 85, 86, 87

Dawn Jang Jasarat Nawa-e-Waqat
Average editorials 4.67 7.33 5.67 9.67

FIRST 77.78% 33.33% 34.17% 61.35%

SECOND 5.56% 89.17% 20.83% 50.25%

THIRD 16.67% 10.83% 87.50% 31.11%  

Table 7 (a). 

 

Aggregate of editorial positions 2007, 2008, 2009

Dawn Jang Jasarat Nawa-e-Waqat
Average editorials 3.33 2.33 3.67 4.67

FIRST 30.56% 40% 38.33% 33.33%

SECOND 41.66% 53.33% 46.67% 16.67%

THIRD 27.78% 6.67% 15% 50%  

As mentioned in the above lines that the ongoing tabulated presentation of data is an 

effort to help readers understand how newspapers placed and portrayed ethnic news, the 

above tables 7 and 7 (a) have also been provided in a bid to have an understanding of how 

newspapers treated ethnic issues in their opinionated content in context of placement and 

portrayal. The average number of editorials of all newspapers drops in the second time period 

reasons behind which will be discussed in one of the upcoming sections but it must be noted 

that Jang and Nawa-e-Waqat carried more editorials on ethnic affairs than Dawn in the first 

time period as depicted in table 7. Nonetheless, Dawn’s aggregate percentage points of lead or 

leading editorials is more than any newspaper in the first time period which register a drop 

from 77.78% to 30.56% in the second time period. On the other hand, most of the Jang 

editorials were ‘editorials notes,’ which according to author Miskin Hijazi, are those editorials 

placed beneath the leading editorial. As can be seen in table 7 and 7 (a) that Jang aggregate 

percentage points of second-placed editorials is higher in both time periods, though it posts a 

drop from 89.1% in the first time period to 53.33% in the second time period. 
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Table 8. 

 

Aggregate percentage of editorials columns 85,86, 87

Dawn Jang Jasarat Nawa-e-Waqat
1 column NIL NIL NIL 79.44%

2 column 100% 100% NIL

3 column NIL NIL NIL 8.84%

4 column NIL NIL NIL 5.55%

5 column NIL NIL NIL NIL

6 column NIL NIL NIL NIL

7 column NIL NIL NIL NIL

8 column NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 8 (a). 

 

Aggregate percentage of editorials columns 2007, 08, 09

Dawn Jang Jasarat Nawa-e-Waqat
1 column NIL NIL NIL 33.33%

2 column 100% 66.67% 100% 66.67%

3 column NIL NIL NIL NIL

4 column NIL NIL NIL NIL

5 column NIL 33.33% NIL NIL

6 column NIL NIL NIL NIL

7 column NIL NIL NIL NIL

8 column NIL NIL NIL NIL  

  

Though Dawn and Jasarat have a specified two-column place for editorials, dailies Jang 

and Nawa-e-Waqat keep on changing the column-wise placement of editorials with Nawa-e-

Waqat carrying a mammoth 79.44 aggregate percentage points of its editorials in one column 

in the first time period which drops to 66.67 per cent in the second time period. As for Jang’s 

column-wise placement of editorials, the largest-circulated daily in the first time period placed 

all of its editorials related to ethnic affairs in two columns which dropped to 66.67 aggregate 

percentage points in second time period which saw Jang carry 33.33 aggregate percentage 

points of editorials in five-column place. 

 Tables 9 and 9 (a) show that daily Jang carried most number of opinion columns on 

ethnic affairs in Karachi in the first time period carrying an average of 10 opinion columns which 

dropped to average 6.33 in the second time period with Dawn, Jasarat and Nawa-e-Waqat 

showing the same trend of carrying less number of opinion columns in the second time period 

reasons behind which will come under light in one of the following sections. As for column-wise 

placement of opinion  columns, it must be mentioned that in the first time period Dawn placed  

Table 9. 
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Aggregate percentage of opinion columns columns 85,86, 87

Dawn Jang Jasarat Nawa-e-Waqat
average opinion column 4 10 8 9.67

1 column NIL 1.51% NIL NIL

2 column 6.67% 12.33% 3.03% 28.85%

3 column 93.33% 24.67% 21.67% 19.88%

4 column NIL 50.42% 24.09% 46%

5 column NIL 9.52% 40.38% 1.75%

6 column NIL NIL 6.67% 1.75%

7 column NIL NIL NIL NIL

8 column NIL 1.51% NIL 1.75%  

Table 9 (a). 

Aggregate percentage of opinion columns columns 2007, 08, 09

Dawn Jang Jasarat Nawa-e-Waqat
average opinion column 3.33 6.33 5.67 3.33

1 column NIL NIL NIL NIL

2 column 50% 19.05% 28.89% 8.33%

3 column 16.67% 17.86% 3.33% 41.67%

4 column 25% 8.33% 62.22% 16.67%

5 column NIL 7.54% 5.55% NIL

6 column 8.33% 11.10% NIL NIL

7 column NIL NIL NIL NIL

8 column NIL 2.78% NIL NIL  

 

a mammoth aggregate 93.33 per cent of its opinion columns in three columns in the first time 

period with Jang placing aggregate 50.42 per cent opinion columns in four-column place in the 

first time period which witnesses Jasarat place aggregate 40.39 per cent opinion columns about 

ethnic affairs in Karachi in five-column place.  

 Getting down to the other important opinionated content in letters to editors, tables 10 

and 10 (a) show that on average Dawn carried more letters in the first time period which like 

other dailies drop in the second time period. In the first time period, Dawn carried two-column 

letters more than any of the sampled daily with Jang the only daily among all newspapers which 

carried a mammoth aggregate 71.51 and 71.97 per cent  letters in one column in first and 

second time periods, respectively. 

 Tables 11 and 11 (a) show that Dawn gives more space to letters to editor than any 

other sampled daily in both time period carrying 279.33cm editorials on average in the first 

time period against 258.35cm average editorials carried by Nawa-e-Waqat in the first time 

period. However, like Urdu dailies, Dawn average length of editorials drop in the second time 

period reasons behind which will be discussed later on. 

Table 10. 
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Aggregate percentage of letters columns 85,86, 87

Dawn Jang Jasarat Nawa-e-Waqat
AVERAGE LETTERS 14.33 7.33N 0.67 8.67N

1 column 66.88% 71.51% 33.33% 100%

2 column 33.11% 12.73% NIL NIL

3 column NIL 15.76% 33.33% NIL

4 column NIL NIL NIL NIL

5 column NIL NIL NIL NIL

6 column NIL NIL NIL NIL

7 column NIL NIL NIL NIL

8 column NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 10 (a). 

 

Aggregate percentage of letters columns 2007, 08, 09

Dawn Jang Jasarat Nawa-e-Waqat
AVERAGE  LETTERS 6.33 9.33 2.33% 2.67%

1 column 40% 71.97% 11.11% 55.55%

2 column NIL 28.03% 55.56% 33.33%

3 column 3.33% NIL NIL 11.11%

4 column 23.33% NIL NIL NIL

5 column 25% NIL NIL NIL

6 column 8.33% NIL NIL NIL

7 column NIL NIL NIL NIL

8 column NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 11 

 
Average centimeters editorials 85, 86, 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA-E-WAQAT 

AVERAGE CM 279.33 174 193.33 258.35  

 

Table 11 (a). 

 

Average centimeters editorials 2007, 08, 09

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA-E-WAQAT 

AVERAGE CM 154.67 45.67 104 114.33  

 

Tables 12 and 12 (a) have been provided to see how much space has been given to 

opinion columns by the sampled dailies among whom Jasarat is the only sampled newspaper 
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which gave more space to opinion columns related to ethnic affairs in both time periods 

carrying on average 412.33cm opinion columns in the first time period which drops to average 

76.33cm in the second time period. Readers could see other comparisons given in tables 13 and 

13 (a) to have an understanding of how much space is given to letters in centimeters.  

 

Table 12. 

 

Average centemeters opinion columns 85, 86, 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA-E-WAQAT 

AVERAGE CM 279.33 571.33 412.33 550.67  

 

Table 12 (a). 

 

Average centemeters opinion columns 2007, 08, 09

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA-E-WAQAT 

AVERAGE CM 263.33 236 76.33 136.33  

Table 13. 

 

Average centemeters letters 85, 86, 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA-E-WAQAT 

AVERAGE CM 213 125.33 13.33 90  

 

 

Table 13 (a). 

 

Average centemeters letters 2007, 08,09

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA-E-WAQAT 

AVERAGE CM 138.67 112 23.67 37.67  

 

 Before moving ahead to observe both time periods separately by comparing ethnic 

news and opinionated content of 1985, 86 and 87 with each other as well as repeating the 

same process for years 2007, 08 and 09, it must be mentioned at this stage that the overall 
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content has been divided into two categories on the basis of its source. Category First has got 

both news and opinionated content with news in this category being those having no bylines 

while the same category also contains opinionated content in the shape of editorials. So, 

Category First contains news with no bylines as well as editorials. On the other hand, Category 

Second has also got both news and opinionated content.  

However, those news items have been included in this category whose source is either a 

press release or any agency apart from those news items having bylines. As for opinionated 

content included in the Category Second, it comprises opinion columns and letters to the 

editor. Long story short, Category Second contains news generated from sources like press 

releases, agencies and bylines as well as opinionated content like opinion columns and letters 

to the editor. 

 Getting down to the yea-to-year comparison of the first time period—1985, 86 and 87, 

it must be mentioned here that the researcher will first focus on the Category First which 

contain news with no bylines but filed by reporters, correspondents etc, as well as opinionated 

content in editorials. Before year-to-year comparison of 1985, 86 and 87, we must first pay 

attention to the four sampled dailies each in 1985, 86 and 87 which will in turn enable readers 

to compare all sampled dailies with each other in each year. 

With readers left to draw their own conclusion, only important codes or those having 

striking percentage points will be taken into consideration, considering the enormity of data in 

terms of large number of codes given in connection with textual analysis of news items and 

opinionated content. Shedding light on news items, filed by reporters/correspondents but 

having no bylines, of the Category First, which also contains opinionated content in the shape 

editorials, table 14 shows that Nawa-e-Waqat has had more ethnic news than any other 

sampled daily carrying a total 83 news items against the second largest 77 ethnic news carried 

by Jang with Jasarat securing third position by having 69 ethnic news while Dawn has got 59 

ethnic news in 1985, the year which saw the unfortunate road crash killing a college girl student 

Bushra Zaidi.  

   

CATEGAROY FIRST 85 

Table 14: 
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NEWS Cateory First 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 59 77 69 83

Event 66.10% 36.36% 28.99% 49.30%

State 23.73% 58.44% 65.22% 44.58%

Exclusive 10.17% 5.19% 5.70% 6.02%

Is ethnity problem? 13.56% 20.78% 24.64% 10.84%

Ethnic context 6.78% 15.58% 26.09% 2.41%

Administratiive/political context 86.44% 77.99% 75.36% 65.06%

Unity in diversity NIL 1.20% NIL 3.61%

Two-nation threory 1.69% 12.99% 26.09% 7.23%

Historical perspective NIL 1.20% NIL 2.41%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 18.64% 37.66% 23.19% 26.51%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 1.69% NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic relation 8.47% NIL NIL 2.41%

Human touch NIL NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL 1.20% NIL NIL

Relig iousappeals NIL 10.39% 15.94% 8.43%

Gen eral appeal 8.47% 3.80% NIL 7.23%

Causes 13.56% 10.39% 14.49% 14.46%

Police involment 1.69% 3.80% 8.60% 1.20%

Quota condemned? NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 1.20% 11.59% NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL 3.80% 1.45% NIL

Indian involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethncity NIL 1.20% 2.80% NIL  

  

Getting down to the first three codes to see which daily carried how many statement-

based news items, event-based news stories and exclusive news reports, table 14 amply makes 

it clear that Dawn with 66.10 per cent of the total news tops the event-based news category 

followed by right-wing Nawa-e-Waqat with 49.30 per cent with Jang and Jasarat carrying 36.36 

per cent and 28.99 per cent event-based ethnic news, respectively, in 1985. 

On the other hand, fundamentalist Jamaat-e-Islami’s mouthpiece Jasarat while sensing 

the enormity of ethnic issues in Karachi in 1985 has carried more news items suggesting that 

ethnicity is a problem with the right-wing daily posting 24.64 per cent such news followed by 

Jang with 20.78 per cent of its total ethnic news items filed by reporters but having no bylines. 

Similarly, with highest percentage of news items of all sampled dailies in 1985 smacking of the 
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fact that Karachi’s ethnic problems stem from administrative/political gaucherie, they hardly 

acknowledge the reality that ethnic problem, among many reasons, is a result of coming 

together of various linguistic groups among whom some power-sharing deal needed to be cut 

to lead to unity in diversity in the city as shown in table 14 wherein only Jang and Nawa-e-

Waqat carried small 1.20 and 3.61 percentage points, respectively, of news items suggesting 

unity in diversity.   

On the contrary, Urdu dailies as expected carried a sizeable percentage points of news 

items depicting the state nationalism mantra of one language and one religions codified here as 

two-nation theory with the right-wing Jasarat topping the two-nation theory category by 

carrying 26.09 per cent such news of the total ethnic news in 1985 followed by Jang and Nawa-

e-Waqat posting 12.99 and 7.23 percentage points, respectively. On the other hand, Dawn 

carried only 1.69 per cent ethnic news in 1985 depicting state nationalism. 

Getting down to codes namely solution, ethnic relations and human touch, it must be 

mentioned that 1985 saw almost all the sampled dailies carry quite a great deal of percentage 

points which can be seen in table 14 of ethnic news suggesting in one way or the other solution 

to the problem of ethnicity in Karachi. However, only Dawn carried in 1985 a sizeable 8.74 

percentage points of ethnic news depicting both good and bad relations between various 

Karachi-based ethnic groups. As far Human touch, meaning any reporter has shed light on the 

problems of migrants who usually left for the Sindh biggest city Karachi, among other reasons, 

due to natural calamities or intra-and inter-state conflicts, no sampled English and Urdu dailies 

made any effort to write ethnic news from this angle in 1985. 

The codes Mohajir integration and Mohajir separatism in table 14 show that no sampled 

daily carried any ethnic news written in the above context. However, right-wing Jasarat proved 

its quintessential tendency towards a centralized government by carrying 11.59 per cent of its 

total news depicting condemnation of provincial autonomy as shown in the category provincial 

autonomy condemned of table 14. 

 Before getting down to the opinionated content in shape of editorials of the Category 

First, it must be mentioned that the largest-circulated Jang mentioned ethnic actors the most 

among all sampled dailies carrying 12.99 per cent ethnic news which mentioned ethnic actors 

either in headline or body. As table 14 (a) depicts Jang mentioned ethnic Pakhtuns the most, 

carrying 3.81 per cent ethnic news which mentioned Pakhtuns. However, it is interesting to 

note that no sampled daily in 1985 even once mentioned word Mohajirs either in their headline 

or body with Jang mentioning of Sindhis standing at 5.19 per cent in 1985.  

 On the other hand, Jasarat tops category ethnic preference carrying 4.34 per cent ethnic 

news which somehow depicted a tilt towards any ethnic/linguistic group. As table 14 (b) shows 

Jasarat is followed by Dawn carrying 1.69 per cent news having a tilt. The same table shows 

Pakhtuns and Mohajirs being preferred by Jasarat and Dawn respectively with the 
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fundamentalist Jasarat carrying 2.81 per cent news containing a tilt towards Pakhtuns while 

Dawn carried 1.69 per cent news having a tilt towards Mohajirs. 

Table 14 (a). 

 

NEWS Category First 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors 1.69% 12.99% 2.81% 3.61%

Pakhtuns 1.69% 3.81% 2.81% 1.20%

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL 5.19% NIL 1.20%

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL 1.20%

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL 3.81% NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 14 (b). 

 

NEWS Category First 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences 1.69% NIL 4.35% NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL 2.81% NIL

Mohajirs 1.69% NIL 1.45% NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

  

Getting down to the opinionated content—editorials—of Category First, it must be 

mentioned that right-wing Nawa-e-Waqat gives more space to editorials on Karachi’s ethnic 

issues in 1985 than any other sampled daily—as table 14 (c) shows—carrying a total of 12 

editorials followed by nine published by Jang, with Dawn and Jasarat carrying six and four 

editorials, respectively.  On the other hand, Jang and Jasarat didn’t acknowledge the fact even 

once that ethnicity is a problem with Dawn and right-wing Nawa-e-Waqat showing identical 

16.67 percentage points of editorial—written in ethnic context—which recognized the fact that 

ethnicity is a problem. 

 Except for Nawa-e-Waqat, all the three dailies in their editorials accepted the fact that 

Karachi’s ethnic problem is an administrative/political issue with Dawn carrying 83.33 per cent 
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of such editorials while Jang and Jasarat’s identical 100 percentage points of editorials 

advocated that ethnic issues stem from failure of collapse of administration or failure of 

politics. ‘Politics’ is already defined in the section dealing with codification of data for textual 

analysis. As for category two-nation theory, only right-wing Punjab-based Nawa-e-Waqat—

which is also published from Karachi—carried 8.33 per cent editorials advocating state 

nationalism. 

Table 14 (c). 

 

EDITORIALS Category First 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL EDITORIALS 6 9 4 12

Is ethnity problem 16.67% NIL NIL 16.67%

Ethnic context NIL NIL NIL 91.67%

Ad/pol context 83.33% 100% 100% NIL

Unity in diversity NIL NIL NIL 8.33%

Two-nation threory NIL NIL NIL 8.33%

Historical Perspective 33.33% NIL NIL 8.33%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 83.33% 100% 50% 75%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL NIL NIL

Eth relations 16.67% NIL NIL 8.33%

Human touch 16.67% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 83.33% 88.89% 50% 50%

Impartial 50% 100% 50% 33.33%

Police involvement 33.33% 22.22% NIL 16.67%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 Only Dawn editorials contain human touch in their stance as depicted in table 14 (c), 

carrying 16.67 per cent such editorials in 1985 with all the Urdu dailies completely failing to 

shed light on the causes of migration. Dawn also carried more editorials than any other daily 

regarding multi-culturalism in Karachi which depicted in category ethnic relations in table 14 (c) 

with the same daily carrying 50 per cent impartial editorials in 1985 just behind Jang which 

carried 100 per cent of impartial editorials regarding ethnic issues as table 14 (c) depicted.  
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 As for mention of ethnic actors in editorials of the sampled dailies, right-wing Nawa-e-

Waqat is the only newspaper which mentioned them in 16.67 per cent editorials in 1985 with 

no other paper as shown in table 14 (d) carrying any editorials having mention of any ethnic 

actor.  

Table 14 (d). 

 

EDITORIALS Category First 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors NIL NIL NIL 16.67%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL 8%

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL 8%

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 14 (e). 

 

EDITORIALS Category Frist 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences NIL NIL NIL NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 On the other hand, no sampled daily in 1985 preferred or show any tilt in its argument 

on ethnic problems in the city towards any linguistic group as shown in table 14 (e). 

 Table 15 apart from showing that Nawa-e-Waqat published more ethnic news in 1986 

than any other daily, carrying 76 such news, also helps readers in understanding the fact that 

Dawn as compared to other sampled dailies carried more exclusive ethnic news. On the other 

hand, Jasarat as expected carried more state-nationalism-driven news in 1986 than any daily as 

the two-nation theory category in table 15 shows. Reader could well help themselves 

understand table 15 dealing with categories of 1986. 
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 On the other hand, table 15 (b) shows that Dawn tops the ethnic actors’ category by 

carrying 37.29 per cent of ethnic news having mention of ethnic actors followed by Jang with 

CATEGAROY FIRST 86 

Table 15: 

 

NEWS Category First 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 59 70 70 75

Event 62.71% 40% 28.57% 28%

State 23.73% 60% 67.14% 61.33%

Exc 13.56% NIL 4.29% 10.67%

Is ethnity problem 35.59% 35.71% 28.57% 44%

Ethnic context 35.59% 32.86% 17.14% 33.33%

Ad/pol context 83.05% 60% 75.71% 56%

Unity in diversity 11.86% 1.43% NIL NIL

Two-nation threory 6.78% 17.14% 20% 17.33%

Historical Perspective 3.39% 1.43% NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 32.20% 28.57% 24.29% 36%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 6.78% 4.29% 1.43% NIL

Ethnic reltion 1.69% NIL NIL 9.33%

Human touch 5.08% 5.71% NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Relig appeals 1.69% 8.57% 10% 4%

Gen appeal 8.74% 1.43% NIL 8%

Causes 28.81% 7.14% 18.57% 10%

Police involment 10.17% NIL 4.29% 8%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL 9.33%

Mohajir integration 5.08% 1.43% NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism 1.69% 1.43% 1.43% 1.33%

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 11.43% 5.71% 1.33%

Provincial autonomy favoured 6.78% 12.86% 1.43% NIL

Indian involment 1.69% NIL NIL 1.33%

Politics of ethncity 8.74% 8.57% 2.86% NIL  

31.43 per cent. As for ethnic preference category in ethnic news in 1986, surprisingly Dawn is 

the only sampled daily which published highest percentage points of ethnic news showing tilt 

towards any linguistic group carrying over 30 per cent of such ethnic news. Table 15 (c) also 

depicts highest 9.30 and 10.67 percentage points of news published in 1986 by Dawn and 

Nawa-e-Waqat, respectively, showing tilt towards Mohajirs. Readers could further delve into 

the issue at hand by studying table 15 (c) in detail.  

Table 15 (b). 
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NEWS Category First 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 37.29% 31.43% 7.14% 6.67%

Pakhtuns 6.78% 5.71% 1.43% NIL

Mohajirs 3.39% 5.71% 2.89% 2.67%

Sindhis 8.47% 8.57% NIL 4%

Bihairs 5.08% 1.43% NIL NIL

Punjabis 6.78% 1.43% 1.43% NIL

Saraikis 1.69% NIL 1.43% NIL

Balochs 5.08% 8.57% NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 15 (c). 

 

NEWS Category First 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences 30.23% 18.57% 4.29% 13.33%

Pakhtuns 4.65% 2.86% NIL NIL

Mohajirs 9.30% 4.29% 2.86% 10.67%

Sindhis 6.98% 5.71% NIL 2.67%

Bihairs 4.65% 1.43% NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL 1.43% NIL

Balochs 2.33% NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL 4.29% NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans 2.33% NIL NIL NIL  

 

 Getting down to editorials of the Category First published in 1986, it is important to 

have a look at table 15 (d) which shows that Jasarat published more editorials on ethnic affairs, 

carrying 8 editorials, than any other sampled daily in 1986 followed by Dawn and Nawa-e-

Waqat carrying identical six editorials with Jang publishing only five. Also, 1986 saw no editorial  

 

 

Table 15 (d). 
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EDITORIALS Category First 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL EDITORIALS 6 5 8 6

Is ethnity problem 33.33% 40% 75% 33.33%

Ethnic context 33.33% 20% 62.50% 33.33%

Ad/pol context 83.33% 100% 100% 100%

Unity in diversity 33.33% NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory NIL 20% 37.50% 16.67%

Historical Perspective NIL 20% 12.50% NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 83.33% 60% 62.50% 66.67%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL NIL NIL

Eth relations 16.67% NIL 12.50% NIL

Human touch 33.33% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 83.33% 40% 40% 16.67%

Impartial 83.33% 20% 62.50% 16.67%

Police involvement 33.33% 20% 37.50% 16.67%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL 25% NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL 16.67%

Politics of ethnicty NIL NIL NIL 16.67%  

 

of any sampled daily comment on the thorny issue of quota system in the government jobs as 

could be seen in table 15 (d) with a mammoth 37.50 percentage points of editorials published 

by fundamentalist Jasarat advocating state-nationalism the code namely two-nation theory 

depicts in the above table. Category human touch soars with Dawn publishing 33.33 per cent 

editorials discussing issues from the migrants’ perspective too. Readers could study other 

categories too in table 15 (d) to have a better understanding of how newspapers covered ethnic 

affairs editorially. 

 Table 15 (e) is all about studying mentioning of ethnic actors in editorials. Only Jasarat 

editorials mentioned ethnic actors in 1986 in its editorials carrying 50 per cent such editorials 

with the same paper mentioning 25 per cent Pakhtuns while an identical 25 percentage points 

of editorials mentioned Mohajirs. As for table 15 (f), it attempts to see which ethnic actors have 
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been preferred or shown tilt towards. However, hardly any editorial of the sampled dailies was 

found to have preferred or shown tilt towards any linguistic group in Karachi in 1986.  

Table 15 (e) 

 

EDITORIALS Category First 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors NIL NIL 50% NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL 25% NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL 25% NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 15 (f) 

 

EDITORIALS Category First 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences NIL NIL NIL NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 

 With Nawa-e-Waqat carrying highest number of ethnic news among all sampled dailies 

as shown in table 16, it is interesting to note that Jang and Jasarat news content of the First 

Category did allude to Indian involvement in Karachi’s ethnic violence as category Indian 

involvement shows in the following table. Also, only Dawn carried news in the human touch 

perspective publishing 7.25 per cent news emanating the fact that migration is caused by many 

factors. The same table 16 shows that no sampled daily carried any news signaling integration 
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of Mohajirs in Sindh capital in 1987 when the social and political situation in Karachi was simply 

violence stricken.  

     CATEGORY FIRST 87: 
Table 16. 

 

NEWS Category First 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 69 95 58 146

Event 44.93% 26.32% 24.14% 26.71%

State 37.68% 70.53% 68.90% 69.86%

Exc 17.39% 3.16% 6.80% 3.42%

Is ethnity problem 33.33% 31.58% 24.14$ 23.29%

Ethnic context 31.88% 22.11% 13.79% 32.19%

Ad/pol context 85.51% NIL 77.59% 23.29%

Unity in diversity 7.25% NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory 4.35% 16.84% 17.24% 6.16%

Historical Perspective 1.45% NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 20.29% 3.16% 12.07% 12.33%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 4.35% 1.05% NIL 3.42%

Ethnic reltion 4.35% 1.05% 1.72% 1.37%

Human touch 7.25% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Relig appeals 1.45% 6.32% 10.34% 0.68%

Gen appeal 5.71% 5.26% NIL 6.16%

Causes 13.04% 5.26% 6.80% 6.85%

Police involment 10.14% NIL 25.86% 6.16%

Quota condemned NIL 1.05% NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism 2.81% 3.16% NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 9.47% 1.72% NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 4.35% 4.21% NIL NIL

Indian involment NIL 1.05% 1.72% NIL

Politics of ethncity 2.81% 1.05% NIL NIL  

  

 Getting down to the ethnic actors category encapsulated in table 16 (a), it is amply clear 

that Dawn top the ethnic actors category publishing 39.13 per cent news having mention of 

ethnic actors with Nawa-e-Waqat carrying 19.18 per cent followed by Jang and Jasarat. Dawn 

also mentions ethnic actor Mohajir (s) more than any sampled daily by publishing news having 

17.39 per cent of news with mention of Mohajirs with Pakhtuns being second in Dawn 

mentioning of ethnic actors. For more details see table 16 (a). 
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Table 16 (a). 

 

NEWS Category First 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 39.13% 11.58% 5.17% 19.18%

Pakhtuns 11.59% 1.05% 1.72% 4.11%

Mohajirs 17.39% 7.37% 3.45% 9.56%

Sindhis 1.45% 1.05% NIL 3.42%

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis 4.35% NIL NIL 0.68%

Saraikis 1.45% NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL 1.37%

Memons NIL 1.05% NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans 2.81% 1.05% NIL NIL  

Table 16 (b). 

 

NEWS Category First 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences 23.19% 5.26% 1.72% 12.33%

Pakhtuns 5.71% NIL NIL 1.37%

Mohajirs 13.04% 5.26% 1.72% 8.22%

Sindhis 2.81% NIL NIL 2.74%

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis 1.45% NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 

As for category ethnic preferences in the news content of Category First, Dawn in 1987 

is the only newspaper which published ‘preferential news’ carrying 23.19 per cent such news 

followed by Nawa-e-Waqat with 12.33 per cent. Ironically, Dawn also carried a mammoth 13.04 

per cent of all ethnic news which showed tilt towards the Urdu-speaking Indian Muslim 

refugees with the English daily also carrying 5.71 per cent news showing tilt towards Pakhtuns. 

Readers could look at other newspapers as well as other linguistic groups in table 16 (b). 

 Getting down to the opinionated content of Category First in shape of editorials 

published by the sampled dailies in 1987, right-wing Nawa-e-Waqat carried more editorials on 

ethnic affairs than any sampled daily, as shown in table 16 (c), publishing 11 editorials followed 

by Jang with eight, Jasarat five and Dawn two. Interestingly, Jasarat published 20 per cent of 

total ethnic news which discussed in one way or the other politics of ethnicity which as defined 
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Table 16 (c). 

 

EDITORIALS: Category First 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL EDITORIALS 2 8 5 11

Is ethnity problem 100% 37.50% 20% 63.64%

Ethnic context 100% 37.50% 20% NIL

Ad/pol context 100% 100% 100% 72.73%

Unity in diversity 50% NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory NIL 25% 20% NIL

Historical Perspective NIL 37.50% NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 100% 50% 80% 63.64%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt 50% NIL NIL NIL

Eth relations 50% 12.50% 20% NIL

Human touch NIL NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 100% 62.50% 80% 9.09%

Impartial 100% 50% 100% 18.18%

Police involvement 100% NIL 60% 27.27%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL 12.50% NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL 27.27%

Politics of ethnicty NIL 12.50% 20% NIL  

 

in the above lines means any news discussing issues of small provinces and the federation 

dominated by Punjab. On the other hand, though Dawn carried less number of editorials in 

1987, it did depict ethnic relations as 50 per cent of total editorials on ethnic affairs suggested 

multi-culturalism apart from good and bad relations between ethnic groups of Karachi. Also, 50 

per cent of Dawn editorials suggested unity in diversity while no other sampled daily carry even 

an editorial suggesting unity in diversity. 

 On the other hand, hardly any newspaper, except for Nawa-e-Waqat which mentioned 

Mohajirs in 9.09 per cent editorial comments, published any editorial comments in 1987 which 

mentioned the name of any ethnic actor as shown in table 16 (d). Similarly, no sampled daily 

published any editorial in 1987 which shown any tilt towards any Karachi-based ethnic group as 

shown in table 16 (e). 

Table 16 (d). 
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EDITORIALS: Category First 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors NIL NIL NIL 9.09%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL 9.09%

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 16 (e). 

 

EDITORIALS: Category First 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences NIL NIL NIL NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 

 Getting down to the Category Second which contains news items—those news having 

press releases and news agencies as sources apart from those having bylines—as well as 

opinionated content in shape of opinion columns and letters to the editor, table 17 shows that 

right-wing Nawa-e-Waqat tops the total ethnic news category publishing 58 ethnic news 

followed by Dawn and Jasarat with 38 and 37 ethnic news, respectively. State nationalism-

driven news are excessively published by Urdu dailies as is shown in table 17 that 34.38 per 

cent, 32.43 per cent and 17.24 per cent ethnic news of Jang, Jasarat and Nawa-e-Waqat, 

respectively, advocate in one way or the  other the one language and one religion mantra. 

Interestingly, Dawn carried 7.89 per cent of total ethnic news depicting ethnic conflict between 

various linguistic groups in Sindh capital. 

CATEGORY SECOND 85: 
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Table 17. 

 

NEWS: Category Second 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 38 32 37 58

Event 34.21% 21.88% 18.92% 1.72%

State 57.89% 68.75% 81.08% 98.28%

Exc 7.89% 9.38% NIL NIL

Is ethnity problem 7.89% 40.63% 21.62% 36.21%

Ethnic context 5.26% 34.38% 16.22% 12.07%

Ad/pol context 100% 62.50% 70.27% 63.79%

Unity in diversity NIL 3.13% NIL 1.72%

Two-nation threory NIL 34.38% 32.43% 17.24%

Historical Perspective NIL 9.38% NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 26.32% 46.88% 37.84% 3.45%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 7.89% NIL NIL 1.72%

Ethnic reltion 2.63% NIL NIL NIL

Human touch 2.63% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Relig appeals NIL 31.25% 27.03% 13.79%

Gen appeal 5.26% NIL 2.70% 12.07%

Causes 21.05% 18.77% 16.22% 6.90%

Police involment 2.63% 15.63% 13.51% NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 3.13% 13.51% NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL NIL NIL

Indian involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethncity NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 

 Tables 16 (a) and 16 (b) reveal details about ethnic actors and ethnic preferences, 

respectively, with Dawn topping category ethnic actors by carrying 10.53 per cent news having 

mention of ethic actors. Nonetheless, the English daily mentioned Pakhtuns, Mohajirs, Sindhis 

and Punjabis with identical 2.63 percentage points in 1987. Here it must be kept in mind that 

the Category Second is all about those new items whose source is either news agencies or press 

releases apart from those news reports having byline. As for category ethnic preferences, 

fundamentalist Nawa-e-Waqat tops the category carrying 10.34 per cent such news with the 

Urdu daily showing tilt toward the Indian Muslim refugees in 8.62 per cent news. On the other 

hand, largest-circulated Jang and right-wing fundamentalist Jasarat hardly carry any 

preferential news as shown in table (b).  

  

Table 17 (a). 
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NEWS: Catogory Second 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 10.53% NIL 2.70% 1.72%

Pakhtuns 2.63% NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs 2.63% NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis 2.63% NIL NIL 1.72%

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis 2.63% NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL 2.70% NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 17 (b). 

 

NEWS: Category Second 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences 5.26% NIL NIL 10.34%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL 1.72%

Mohajirs 2.63% NIL NIL 8.62%

Sindhis 2.63% NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 

 Getting down to opinionated content of Category Second in shape of opinion columns, it 

is important that we refer to table 17 (c) which reveals that right-wing Nawa-e-Waqat published 

most number of columns in shape of carrying nine opinion pieces in 1985 followed by Dawn 

and Jasarat with six and five columns, respectively. On the other hand, while Dawn and Jasarat 

completely acknowledged through their opinion columns that ethnicity is problem, 

fundamentalist Jasarat gave space to all those opinion columns written in ethnic context 

meaning any content depicting the name of any ethnic group or any issues related to any ethnic 

group. For more details have a look at table 17 (c) which also reveals that Jasarat while carrying 

all of its columns in accordance with the stat nationalism—which simply strikes at the roots of 

ethnic diversity—also publish opinion columns which condemned provincial autonomy as the 

fundamentalist right-winger carry a mammoth 60 per cent of the total opinion columns which 

smack of condemnation of provincial autonomy as shown in 17 (c). 

   

Table 17 (c). 
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OPINION COLUMNS: Category Second 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL OPINION COLUMNS 6 1 5 9

Is ethnity problem 100% NIL 100% 22.22%

Ethnic context NIL NIL 100% NIL

Ad/pol context 100% 100% 100% 77.78%

Unity in diversity NIL NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory NIL NIL 100% 11.11%

Historical Perspective NIL NIL 100% NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 100% 100% 80.00% 33.33%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt 33.33% NIL 20% NIL

Eth relations NIL NIL NIL NIL

Human touch NIL NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL 11.11%

Causes 100% 100% 20.00% 44.44%

Impartial 100% 100% NIL 22.22%

Police involvement 33.33% NIL NIL NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL 11.11%

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL 60% NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL 20% NIL

Politics of ethnicty NIL NIL 40% NIL  

 

 Fundamentalist Jamaat-e-Islami’s mouthpiece Jasarat is also the only sampled daily 

which alludes to Indian involvement in Karachi’s ethnic violence through its opinion columns as 

20 per cent of such opinion columns are depicted in category Indian involvement of table 17 (c). 

Nonetheless, fundamentalist Jasarat is also the only sampled daily which in one way or the 

other discussed politics of ethnicity a code which means whether the opinionated content shed 

any light on issues of provinces in a federal system dominated by Punjab.  

 Interestingly, Dawn on one hand, carried no opinion column suggesting unity in diversity 

as shown in table 17 (c) while, on the other, its opinion columns depicted ethnic conflict—a 

category which means whether the content sheds light only bad relations among ethnic group 

or it discusses both good and bad relations—carrying 33.33 per cent of ethnic conflict-laden 

opinion columns as shown in the above table. For more details see table 17 (c). 

  

Table 17 (d). 
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OPINON COLUMNS Category Second 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors 66.67% NIL 100% NIL

Pakhtuns 33.30% NIL 20% NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL 20% NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL 20% NIL

Bihairs 33.30% NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL 20% NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL 20% NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 17 (e). 

 

OPINON COLUMNS Category Second 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preference NIL NIL 40% 11.11%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL 40% NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL 11.11%

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 

 On the other hand, tables 17 (d) and 17 (e) reveal total percentage points and their 

break-up of ethnic actors and ethnic preferences, respectively; with Jasarat opinion columns 

posting a staggering 66.67 per cent mention of ethnic actors followed by Dawn carrying 66.67 

per cent opinion columns having mention of ethnic actors as shown in table 17 (d). Also, 33.30 

per cent of Dawn columns mention ethnic Pakhtuns with the identical 33.30 percentage points 

of opinion columns depicting ethnic actors Biharis. It must be mentioned here that Biharis too 

come under the umbrella of Urdu speaking Indian Muslim refugees but here the categories are 

made on the basis of what name newspapers content have used for various ethnic groups.  

 On the other hand, right-wingers Jasarat and Nawa-e-Waqat carried 40 per cent and 

11.11 per cent of total ethnic affairs-related columns respective with both showing tilt towards 

Pakhtun migrants with the same percentage points of columns as shown in table 17 (e). 

Table 17 (f). 
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LETTERS TO EDITOR: Category Second 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL LETTERS 22 11 0 12

Is ethnity problem 9.09% NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic context NIL NIL NIL 8.33%

Ad/pol context 86.36% 100% NIL 83.33%

Unity in diversity NIL NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory NIL NIL NIL NIL

Historical Perspective NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 59.09% 63% NIL 41.67%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL 8.33%

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic relations 4.55% NIL NIL NIL

Human touch 4.55% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence 4.55% NIL NIL NIL

Causes 45.45% 72.72% NIL 41.67%

Impartial 18.18% NIL NIL NIL

Police involvement NIL 18.18 NIL NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Pressing ahead with Category Second which also contains letters to editor apart from 

opinion columns and news content generated from press releases and news agencies and those 

news stories/exclusives having bylines, table 17 (f) amply makes it clear that Dawn carried a 

total of 22 letters in 1985 during the sampled period followed by right-wing Nawa-e-Waqat 

with 12 and Jang with 11 letters while Jasarat carried no letters during the sampled time period. 

 With the exception of Jasarat which did not carry any letter in the sampled period of 

1985, all letters—Dawn 86.36 per cent, Jang 100 per cent and Nawa-e-Waqat 83.33 per cent—

confessed that Karachi’s ethnic problem is an administrative/political issue which should be 

dealt with within the framework of the best possible administration operating under 

competent political authorities/system. However, only Dawn’s letters exuded impartiality with 

18 per cent of its total ethnic letters didn’t take sides in affairs of ethnicity. For more details see 

table 17 (f) apart from 17 (g) and 17 (h) with the last two dealing with categories ethnic actors 

mentioned in letters to editors and ethnic preferences shown in the same content, respectively. 

 

 

Table 17 (g). 
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LETTERS TO EDITOR: Category Second 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors NIL NIL NIL 16.67%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL 8%

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL 8%

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 17 (h). 

 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Category Second 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences 4.55% NIL 8.33% 8.33%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs 4.55% NIL 8.33% 8.33%

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 Getting down to Category Second of 1986 containing news content—new items 

generated from news agencies and press releases and news stories having bylines—as well as 

opinionated content in opinion columns and letters to editors, it merits mention here that 

Dawn in its 1986 news content picked up the issue of quota system by carrying 4.65 per cent 

ethnic news condemning quota system with the English daily also publishing the same 

percentage points of news condemning provincial autonomy as could be seen in table 18 which 

also reveals a great deal of other codes and their percentage points. Table 18 (a) and 18 (b) 

reveals percentage of ethnic actors and ethnic preferences, respectively, apart from their 

break-up.  

 Having done with news content of the Category Second, it’s time to shed light on 

opinion columns of Category Second carried by the sampled dailies Dawn, Jang, Jasarat and  
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CATEGORY SECOND 86: 
Table 18. 

 

NEWS: Category Second 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 43 16 12 21

Event 30.23% 3.49% 25% 28.57%

State 65.12% 12.79% 75% 71.43%

Exc 4.65% 2.33% NIL NIL

Is ethnity problem 41.86 11.63% 50% 52.38%

Ethnic context 44.19% 8.14% 50% 47.62%

Ad/pol context 90.61% 8.14% 50% 80.95%

Unity in diversity 2.33% NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory 34.88% 2.33% 66.67% 23.81%

Historical Perspective 6.98% NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 23.26% 5.81% NIL 47.62%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict NIL 1.16% NIL NIL

Ethnic reltion 2.33% NIL NIL 4.76%

Human touch 6.98% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Relig appeals 11.63% 2.33% 25% NIL

Gen appeal 4.65% NIL NIL 9.52%

Causes 11.63% 2.33% NIL NIL

Police involment 6.98% NIL 8.33% 4.76%

Quota condemned 4.65% NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration 2.33% NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism 4.65% NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned 4.65% 1.16% 8.33% 9.52%

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL 3.49% NIL 4.76%

Indian involment NIL NIL 8.33% 4.76%

Politics of ethncity NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 18 (a). 

 

NEWS: Category Second 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 30.23% 25% NIL 10.41%

Pakhtuns 4.65% 6.25% NIL 2.08%

Mohajirs 9.30% 12.50% NIL 3.13%

Sindhis 6.98% 6.25% NIL 2.08%

Bihairs 4.65% NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL 2.08%

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs 2.33% NIL NIL 1.04%

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans 2.33% NIL NIL NIL  
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Table 18 (b). 

 

NEWS: Category Second 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences 11.63% 25% NIL 2.08%

Pakhtuns NIL 6.25% NIL NIL

Mohajirs 6.98% 12.50% NIL 1.04%

Sindhis NIL 6.25% NIL 1.04%

Bihairs 4.65% NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 18 (c). 

 

OPINION COLUMNS: Category Second 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL OPINION COLUMNS 4 7 8 1

Is ethnity problem 100% 71.52% 100% 100%

Ethnic context 100% 71.52% 87.50% 100%

Ad/pol context 100% 71.52% 87.50% 100%

Unity in diversity 75% NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory NIL 57.14% 87.50% 100%

Historical Perspective NIL 42.86% 75% NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 100% 85.71% 63% 100%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL 38% 100%

Eth relations 33.33% NIL 25% NIL

Human touch 33.33% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 100% 71.52% 62.50% 100%

Impartial 75% 14.29% 25% 100%

Police involvement NIL 14.29% 25% 100%

Quota condemned NIL 28.57% NIL 100%

Mohajir integration NIL 14.29% NIL 100%

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL 100%

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 28.57% 25% NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 50% NIL NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL 14.29% NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty 50% 14.29% 50% NIL  

 

 Nawa-e-Waqat. Table 18 (c) shows that Dawn and Jasarat top the ethnic relations 

category carrying 33.33 per cent and 25 per cent respectively such opinion columns published 

in highest number by Jasarat carrying eight columns followed by Jang, Dawn and Nawa-e-

Waqat with seven, four and one column, respectively. Jang and Jasarat’s opinion columns in 
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1986 condemned provincial autonomy publishing 28.57 per cent and 25 per cent such columns 

respectively as shown in table 18 (c) which could be looked at for more details. Also, table 18 

(d) and 18 (e) shows ethnic actors and ethnic preferences given in the opinion columns of the 

sampled dailies. 

Table 18 (d). 

 

OPINON COLUMNS: Category Second 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors NIL 28.57% 212.50% 300%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL 50% 100%

Mohajirs NIL 14.29% 50% 100%

Sindhis NIL 14.29% 100% 100%

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL 50% NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL 25% NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 18 (e). 

OPINON COLUMNS: Category Second 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences NIL 42.86% 100% 100%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL 42.86% 100% 100%

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL   

 

 Table 18 (f) is about letters to editor which are carried in highest number by Dawn 

publishing seven letters with the English daily also publishing a sizeable 28.57 percentage points 

of letters containing human touch a category which means whether migration and its intricacies 

are explored in depth instead of blaming only migrants. The same table also shows that 16.67 

per cent of Nawa-e-Waqat letters condemned the quota system while the same paper through 

its letters also condemned provincial autonomy carrying a staggering 33.33 per cent such 

letters to editor in 1986. On the other hand, Jasarat letters are impartial as table 18 (f) shows 

that 100 per cent of the letters didn’t take any sides.   
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Table 18 (f) 

 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Category Second 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL LETTERS 7 6 1 6

Is ethnity problem 28.57% 50% 100.00% 33.33%

Ethnic context 28.57% 50% 100.00% 33.33%

Ad/pol context 100% 83.33% 100.00% 83.33%

Unity in diversity 14.29% NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory 14.29% 33.33% NIL 33.33%

Historical Perspective 14.29% NIL 100% NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 71.43% 83.33% 100% 66.67

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL NIL NIL

Eth relations NIL NIL 100% NIL

Human touch 28.57% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 71.43% 66.67% 100% NIL

Impartial 28.57% NIL 100% NIL

Police involvement NIL NIL NIL NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL 16.67%

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL 33.33%

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 18 (g). 

 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Category Second 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 42.86% 16.67% 200.00% 133.33%

Pakhtuns 14.29% NIL 100% 33%

Mohajirs NIL NIL 100% 16.67%

Sindhis 14.29% NIL NIL 16.67%

Bihairs 14.29% NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL 33%

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL 16.67%

Balochs NIL NIL NIL 16.67%

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 18 (h). 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Category Second 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preference 14.29% 33.33% NIL NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL 33.33% NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs 14.29% NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  
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As for ethnic actors and ethnic preferences in letters to the editor, they are given along 

with their break-up details in tables 18 (g) and 18 (h). 

Table 19 as expected shows that right-wing Jasarat carried more state nationalism-

driven news by publishing 44.44 per cent such news while Jang and Dawn both carried news 

condemning the quota system with the former publishing 5.66 per cent such news while Dawn 

published 1.47 per cent such news. On the other hand, fundamentalist Nawa-e-Waqat is the 

only sampled daily in 1986 which carried 10 per cent ethnicity-related news containing words 

not only immoderate but laden with incitement to violence. For more details see table 19. 

   On the other hand, Dawn mentioned ethnic actors more than any other sampled daily, 

carrying 60.29 per cent news having mention of ethnic actors followed by Nawa-e-Waqat and 

Jang with 46.67 per cent and 32.08 per cent respectively. For more details see table 19 (a) 

followed by 19 (b) which is about ethnic preferences and their break-up according to which 

Jang is the only newspaper which carried more preferential news carrying over 20 per cent such 

news followed by Dawn and Nawa-Waqat.  

CATEGORY SECOND 87: 
Table 19. 

 

NEWS: Category Sec 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 68 53 9 30

Event 30.88% 18.70% 22.22% 10%

State 60.29% 89.25% 66.67% 83.33%

Exc 8.82% 1.89% 11.11% 6.67%

Is ethnity problem 51.57% 43.30% 55.56% 43.33%

Ethnic context 54.41% 39.62% 44.44% 46.67%

Ad/pol context 97.06% 67.92% 44.44% 60%

Unity in diversity 10.29% NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory 14.71% 5.66% 44.44% 30%

Historical Perspective 7.35% NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 22.06% 3.77% NIL 23.33%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL 3.33%

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 2.94% NIL NIL 10%

Ethnic reltion 7.35% 1.89% NIL 3.33%

Human touch 4.41% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL NIL 10%

Relig appeals 1.47% 1.89% 22.22% 10%

Gen appeal 19.12% NIL NIL 10%

Causes 14.71% NIL NIL 13.33%

Police involment 13.24% 3.77% NIL 13.33%

Quota condemned 1.47% 5.66% NIL NIL

Mohajir integration 4.41% 1.89% NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism 2.94% 5.66% NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 1.89% 11.11% NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 5.88% 1.89% NIL NIL

Indian involment 1.47% 3.77% 11.11% NIL

Politics of ethncity 2.94% NIL NIL NIL  
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Table 19 (a). 

 

NEWS: Cateogry Second 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors 60.29% 32.08% NIL 46.67%

Pakhtuns 19.12% 9.43% NIL 20%

Mohajirs 16.18% 15.09% NIL 3.33%

Sindhis 11.77% NIL NIL 3.33%

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis 4.41% NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis 1.47% NIL NIL NIL

Balochs 2.94% 5.66% NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans 2.94% 1.89% NIL NIL   

Table 19 (b). 

 

NEWS: Category  Second87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences 14.71% 20.75% NIL 3.33%

Pakhtuns 2.94% 1.89% NIL NIL

Mohajirs 5.88% 15.09% NIL 3.33%

Sindhis 5.88% NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL 3.78% NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 Getting down to opinionated content of Category Second, this time opinion columns, 

table 19 (c) shows that while Jang carried 22 opinion columns, more than any sampled daily in 

1987, Dawn published over 60 per cent opinion columns suggesting Mohajir integration instead 

of separatism with the same paper carrying 80 per cent impartial opinion pieces. Dawn is also 

the only paper which carried more opinion columns condemning the quota system by carrying 

20 per cent of such opinion columns. Interesting, Jasarat carried over 36 per cent opinion 

columns which discussed politics of ethnicity with the same paper publishing a staggering 54.55 

percentage points of opinion columns alluding to Indian involvement.    

 Tables 19 (d) and 19 (e) are about ethnic actors and ethnic preferences shown in the 

opinion columns carried by the sampled dailies in 1987. If Mohajirs—60 per cent—and 

Biharis—40 per cent—are taken together, Dawn opinion columns mentioned the Indian Muslim 

refugees in 100 per cent of its opinion columns with the same daily showing tilt towards 

Mohajirs by carrying 20 per cent of opinion pieces showing tilt towards Mohajirs as shown in 

table 19 (e).   
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Table 19 (c). 

 

OPINION COLUMNS: Category Second 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL OPINION COLUMNS 5 22 11 19

Is ethnity problem 100% 86.36% 100% 78.95%

Ethnic context 100% 81.82% 100% NIL

Ad/pol context 100% 77.27% 90.91% 78.95%

Unity in diversity 20% 4.55% 18.18% 10.53%

Two-nation threory NIL 36.36% 90.91% 31.58%

Historical Perspective 40% 40.91% 81.82% 31.58%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 80% 86.36% 36.36% 47.37%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt 20% NIL 18.18% 15.79%

Eth relations 20% 40.91% 9.09% 31.58%

Human touch NIL NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL 5.26%

Causes 100% 68.18% 27.27% 47.37%

Impartial 80% 22.73% 18.18% 10.53%

Police involvement 60% 9.09% 36.36% 31.58%

Quota condemned 20% 4.55% NIL 5.26%

Mohajir integration 60% 13.64% 9.09% 5.26%

Mohajir separatism NIL 4.55% NIL 5.26%

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL 63.64% 10.30%

Provincial autonomy favoured 100% 18.18% NIL 10.30%

Indian involvment NIL NIL 54.55% 21.05%

Politics of ethnicty 80% 18.18% 36.36% 10.30%  

Table 19 (d). 

 

OPINION COLUMNS: Cateogry Second 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors 100% 81.81% 45.00% 178.95%

Pakhtuns NIL 18% NIL 42%

Mohajirs 60.00% 18% 27.27% 47.37%

Sindhis 40.00% 22.73% 18.18% 31.58%

Bihairs 40.00% NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL 9.09% NIL 26.32%

Saraikis NIL 4.55% NIL NIL

Balochs NIL 9.09% NIL 26.32%

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL 5.26%  
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Table 19 (e). 

  

Table 19 (f). 

 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Category Second 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL LETTERS 14 5 1 8

Is ethnity problem 28.57% 80% NIL 37.50%

Ethnic context 21.45% 80% NIL NIL

Ad/pol context 100% 20% 100.00% 87.50%

Unity in diversity NIL NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory 14.29% 60% NIL 37.50%

Historical Perspective 14.29% 20% NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 50% 100% 100% 50%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL 20% NIL NIL

Eth relations 7.14% 20% NIL NIL

Human touch 7.14% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 50% 60% 100% NIL

Impartial 35.71% 20% NIL NIL

Police involvement 21.45% 20% NIL 25%

Quota condemned NIL 40% NIL 12.50%

Mohajir integration NIL 20% NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned 7.14% NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL 20% NIL NIL

Indian involvment 14.29% NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty 7.14% 40% NIL NIL  

OPINON COL Cat Sec 87 

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA 

Ethnic preferences 20.00% 9.09% NIL 21.05% 
Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL 5% 
Mohajirs 20.00% 4.55% NIL 10.53% 
Sindhis NIL 4.55% NIL NIL 
Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL 
Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL 
Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL 
Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL 
Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL 
Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL 
Afghans NIL NIL 5% NIL 
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 Getting down to opinionated content of Category Second in shape of letters to editor, 

table 19 (f) reveals that Dawn carried the highest number of letters in the sampled period of 

1987 publishing 14 letters followed by Nawa-e-Waqat, Jang and Jasarat which published 100 

per cent letters explaining causes of ethnic tension in Karachi. Interestingly, Dawn carried 14.29 

per cent letters suggesting Indian hand in Karachi’s ethnic tensions. On the other hand, Jang 

carried 40 per cent letters which shed light on politics of ethnicity meaning that Pakistan is a 

multi-ethnic state having four provinces with the federation being dominated by a few.  

Table 19 (g). 

 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Category Second 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 21% 220% NIL 50%

Pakhtuns 7.14% 40% NIL 25%

Mohajirs 7.14% 60% NIL 12.50%

Sindhis 7.14% 40% NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL 40% NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL 40% NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL   

 Tables 19 (g) and 19 (h) show percentage points related to mention of ethnic actors and 

ethnic preferences, respectively, shown by sampled dailies in the sampled time periods. Jang as 

shown in table 19 (g) carried gigantic 220 percentage points of letters mentioning various 

ethnic actors followed by Nawa-e-Waqat and Dawn with 50 per cent and 21 per cent, 

respectively. Also, Pakhtuns were mentioned by Jang in 40 per cent of its letters with the 

largest-circulated Urdu daily mentioning Mohajirs in 60 per cent of its letters. The same paper 

also mentioned Balochs in 40 per cent of its letters.   

Table 19 (h). 

 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Category Second 87 

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA 

Ethnic preferences NIL 20% NIL 25% 
Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL 
Mohajirs NIL 20% NIL 12.50% 
Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL 
Bihairs NIL NIL NIL 12.50% 
Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL 
Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL 
Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL 
Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL 
Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL 
Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL 
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 As for ethnic preferences shown in letters to editor, largest-circulated Urdu daily Jang 

and right-wing Urdu daily Nawa-e-Waqat carried 20 per cent and 25 percentage points of 

preferential letters respectively with Jang showing tilt towards Mohajirs in its 20 per cent 

letters while Nawa-e-Waqat carried 12.50 per cent pro-Mohajirs and as much percentage 

points of letters favouring Biharis. 

 

    CATEGORY FIRST 2007 

Table 20. 

 

NEWS: Category First 2007

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 39 99 66 98

Event 46.15% 35.35% 43.90% 36.73%

State 41.03% 64.65% 51.52% 58.16%

Exc 12.82% NIL 4.55% 5.10%

Is ethnity problem 15.38% 20.20% 15.15% 18.37%

Ethnic context 28.23% 18.18% 9.09% 16.33%

Ad/pol context 82.05% 79.70% 98.48% 78.57%

Unity in diversity 5.13% 1.01% 1.52% 4.08%

Two-nation threory 5.13% 7.07% 3.03% 4.08%

Historical Perspective NIL NIL NIL 2.04$

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 7.69% 15.15% 6.06% 8.16%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 7.69% 2.02% 10.61% 1.02%

Ethnic reltion NIL 5.05% 3.03% 1.02%

Human touch 12.82 NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL NIL 1.02%

Relig appeals NIL 5.05% 1.52% NIL

Gen appeal 2.56% 5.05% NIL 1.02%

Causes 7.69% 3.03% 3.03% 7.14%

Police involment 20.51% 24.24% 25.76% NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration 2.56% NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 5.13% NIL NIL NIL

Indian involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethncity 5.13% 2.02% NIL NIL  

  

Before making the year-to-year comparison of both time periods—1985, 1986, 1987, 

2007, 2008 and 2009— with regard to the coverage of ethnic affairs in Karachi to finally make 

our way towards making comparison between the two time periods in order to reach any 

scientific conclusion whether or not newspapers’ coverage of ethnic issues has improved, it is 

important that we shed light on Category First and Category Second of the second time period 
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as part of the strategy to focus on coverage of ethnic affairs by all four sampled dailies during 

each year. Dealing first with the four sampled dailies of 2007—which falls in the second time 

period—it is important that we first take into consideration news and opinionated content 

falling in Category First, that is, news stories filed by reporters, correspondents etc but having 

no bylines apart from opinionated content in the shape of editorial comments. 

 Table 20 while showing details of news items published during 2007 reveals that Jang 

carried more ethnic news than the rest of three sampled dailies with Dawn carrying more 

event-based news items during the same year by publishing 46.15 per cent such news. On the 

other hand, Dawn carried identical 5.13 per cent news in the Category First which advocated 

unity in diversity as well as state nationalism. Also, while fundamentalist Jasarat tops ethnic 

conflict category carrying 10.61 per cent such news, Dawn outshined other sampled dailies in 

human touch category by carrying 12.82 per cent such news. For more details see table 20 

while tables 20 (a) and 20 (b) are about ethnic actors and ethnic preferences which readers 

could study themselves. 

Table 20 (a). 

 

NEWS: Category First 2007

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 20.51% 10.10% 9.09% 16.33%

Pakhtuns 5.13% 6.06% 6.06% 6.12%

Mohajirs 2.56% 2.02% 1.52% 3.06%

Sindhis 5.13% NIL NIL 2.04%

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis 2.56% 1.01% 1.52% 2.04%

Saraikis NIL 1.01% NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL 3.06%

Memons 5.13% NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL   

Table 20 (b). 

 

NEWS: Category First 2007

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic prefrence 2.56% 1.01% 6.06% 7.14%

Pakhtuns NIL 1.01% 9.09% 3.06%

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL 1.02%

Sindhis 2.56% NIL NIL 1.02%

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL 1.52% 1.02%

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL 1.02%

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  
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Table 20 (c). 

 

EDITORIALS: Category First 2007

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL EDITORIALS 3 5 4 3

Is ethnity problem 33.33% NIL 25% NIL

Ethnic context NIL NIL 25% NIL

Ad/pol context 100% 100% 75% 100%

Unity in diversity NIL 20% NIL NIL

Two-nation threory NIL NIL 25% NIL

Historical Perspective NIL NIL 25% NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 66.67% 80% 50% 100%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL 25% NIL

Eth relations NIL NIL NIL NIL

Human touch 33.30% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 66.67% 80% 75% 66.67%

Impartial 66.67% NIL 75% 100%

Police involvement 66.67% NIL 75% 33.33%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 Taking a cursorily look at table 20 (c) which encapsulates details of editorials comments 

falling into Category First of the date representation sachem, largest-circulated Jang carried 

more editorials publishing five in the sampled time period of 2007 than any other sampled 

daily. Also, fundamentalist Nawa-e-Waqat carried 33.33 per cent editorials which criticized 

police/government for their negative role in ethnic violence with right-wing Jasarat carrying 25 

per cent editorials depicting ethnic conflict. Nonetheless, one thing which stands out here is the 

staggering 33.30 percentage points of Dawn editorials depicting human touch. For more related 

details see 20 (c) while tables 20 (d) and 20 (e) will help readers understand mention of ethnic 

actors and ethnic preferences shown in editorials, respectively. 

   Getting down to news content of Category First—new stories filed by 

reporters/correspondents but having no bylines—of 2008, table 20 (f) suggests that right-wing 

Nawa-e-Waqat carried highest number of ethnic news carrying 55 such news followed by Jang, 
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Jasarat and Dawn. Interestingly, Nawa-e-Waqat carried more event-based news than even 

Dawn let alone Urdu dailies publishing 50.91 per cent such news in 2008.   

Table 20 (d). 

 

EDITORIALS: Category First 2007

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 33.30% NIL 75% NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL 25% NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL 25% NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL 25% NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans 33.30% NIL NIL NIL  

Table 20 (e). 

 

EDITORIALS: Category First 2007

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preference NIL NIL NIL NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 

 On the other hand, Dawn carried more exclusive news among all the sampled dailies 

carrying 12.5 per cent of such news with right-wing Nawa-e-Waqat outshining other sampled 

dailies in category ethnic context carrying 23.64 per cent. Dawn was also high on news content 

suggesting solutions to ethnic problems carrying 25 per cent of such news while the English 

daily remained low on content smacking of ethnic conflict among linguistic groups. Also, with 

no sampled daily carrying any content suggestive of human touch, Dawn is the only paper 

which carried news content advocating Mohajir integration carrying 8.33 per such news. 

Interestingly, Jang as reveals table 20 (f) carried over 15 per cent of state nationalism-driven 

news publishing over 10 per cent such news in 2008 in Category First. 
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    CATEGORY FIRST 2008 
 

Table 20 (f). 

 

NEWS: Category First 2008

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 24 39 28 55

Event 37.50% 38.46% 46.43% 50.91%

State 50% 61.54% 50% 47.27%

Exc 12.50% NIL 3.57% 1.82%

Is ethnity problem 41.67% 30.77% 39.29% 47.27%

Ethnic context 8.33% 17.95% 10.71% 23.64%

Ad/pol context 87.50% 92.31% 85.71% 89.09%

Unity in diversity 4.17% NIL Nil 3.64%

Two-nation threory NIL 15.38% 10.71% 5.45%

Historical Perspective 8.33% NIL Nil 1.82%

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 25% 15.38% Nil 21.82%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL Nil NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 4.17% 5.13% Nil 18.18%

Ethnic reltion NIL 2.56% Nil 1.82%

Human touch NIL NIL Nil NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL Nil NIL

Relig appeals NIL 2.56% 7.14% 5.45%

Gen appeal 8.33% 2.56% Nil 1.82%

Causes 8.33% NIL Nil 1.82%

Police involment NIL 2.56% 3.57% 1.82%

Quota condemned NIL NIL Nil NIL

Mohajir integration 8.33% NIL Nil NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL 3.57% 1.82%

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL Nil NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL Nil NIL

Indian involment NIL NIL Nil NIL

Politics of ethncity NIL 5.13% Nil 1.82%  

 Also, tables 20 (g) and 20 (h) reveals mention of ethnic actors and ethnic preferences 

respectively with Dawn and Jang carrying almost identical percentage points of news 

mentioning ethnic actors. On the other hand, Jang tops the ethnic preferences category 

publishing 10.26 per cent of such news with the same paper showing tilt towards Pakhtuns in 

over seven per cent of news. For more details on ethnic actors and ethnic preferences see 

tables 20 (g) and 20 (h). 
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Table 20 (g). 

 

NEWS: Category First 2008

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 12.50% 12.82% NIL 9.09%

Pakhtuns NIL 7.69% NIL 3.64%

Mohajirs 4.17% NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis 4.17% NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis 4.17% 2.56% NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL 3.64%

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL 1.82%

Afghans NIL 2.56% NIL NIL  

Table 20 (h). 

 

NEWS: Category First 2008

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences 8.33% 10.26% 3.57% 7.27%

Pakhtuns NIL 7.69% NIL 3.64%

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis 4.17% NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis 4.17% 2.56% NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL 3.57% NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL 1.82%

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL 1.82%

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 

Table 20 (I) shows that fundamentalist Nawa-e-Waqat carry more editorials than any 

other sampled daily publishing eight followed by Jasarat, Dawn and Jang with four, three and 

one editorial, respectively. With Jasarat topping both categories ‘is ethnicity a problem?’ and 

‘Indian involvement’ carrying 50 per cent and 25 per cent such news, respectively, right-wing 

Nawa-e-Waqat’s 2008 editorial comments outshine other sampled dailies in the categories 

provincial autonomy favored and politics of ethnicity carrying identical 12.50 percentage points 

of such editorials. Nonetheless, the same Urdu daily alluded to Indian involvement in Karachi’s 

ethnic affairs in 12.50 per cent of its editorials comments. 

 Tables 20 (j) reveals that only right-wing Nawa-e-Waqat mentioned ethnic actors in 

Afghan migrants publishing 12.50 per cent such editorial comments with table 20 (k) showing 

no editorial prefer any linguistic group in 2008.   
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Table 20 (i). 

 

EDITORIALS: Category First 2008

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL EDITORIALS 3 1 4 8

Is ethnity problem NIL NIL 50% 37.50%

Ethnic context NIL NIL 25% 12.50%

Ad/pol context 33.33% 100% 100% 87.50%

Unity in diversity NIL NIL NIL 12.50%

Two-nation threory NIL NIL 25% 12.50%

Historical Perspective NIL NIL NIL 25%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 33.33% 100% 25% 62.50%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL 25% NIL

Eth relations NIL NIL NIL NIL

Human touch NIL NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 33.33% 100% NIL 50%

Impartial NIL NIL NIL NIL

Police involvement NIL 100% 50% NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL NIL 12.50%

Indian involvment NIL NIL 25% 12.50%

Politics of ethnicty NIL NIL NIL 12.50%  

Table 20 (j). 

 

EDITORIALS: Category First 2008

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors NIL NIL NIL 12.50%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL 12.50%  
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Table 20 (k). 

 

EDITORIALS: Category First 2008

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences NIL NIL NIL NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 

    CATEGORY FIRST 2009 
Table 21. 

NEWS: Category First 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 26 30 24 26

Event 19.23% 60% 41% 42.31%

State 4% 40% 50% 50%

Exc NIL NIL 8.33% 7.69%

Is ethnity problem 46.15% 30% 41% 23.08%

Ethnic context 11.54% 23.33% 16.67% 19.23%

Ad/pol context 88.46% 70% 95.83% 88.46%

Unity in diversity NIL 6.67% NIL NIL

Two-nation threory NIL 6.67% 4.17% NIL

Historical Perspective NIL 6.67% NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 4% 26.67% 20.83% 23.08%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict NIL 3.33% NIL 19.23%

Ethnic reltion 4% NIL 12.50% NIL

Human touch NIL NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL 4.17% NIL

Relig appeals NIL 3.33% 8.33% NIL

Gen appeal NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes NIL 10% 29.17% 11.54%

Police involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL 10% 4.17% NIL

Indian involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethncity NIL 10% 4.17% NIL  
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According to table 21, revealing details of news content of Category First, though Dawn 

and right-wing Nawa-e-Waqat carried identical number of news—filed by 

reporters/correspondents but having no byline—publishing 26 such news, it was the largest-

circulated Jang which published the highest number of ethnicity-related news publishing 30 

such news with Jasarat carrying the least number of such news publishing 24 news related to 

ethnicity. Interestingly, Dawn carried the lowest percentage points of event-based news 

publishing only 19.23 per cent such news while Jang published the highest percentage points of 

event-based news carrying 60 per cent such news. 

 Jang also favoured provincial autonomy in 10 per cent of its total ethnic news while 

Jasarat carried only 4.17 per cent such news with Jang publishing 10 per cent news depicting 

politics of ethnicity followed by Jasarat carrying only 4.17 per such news. For more details see 

table 21. 

Table 21 (a). 

 

NEWS: Category First 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors 7.61% NIL 8.33% 11.54%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL 8.33% 7.69%

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis 3.85% NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL 3.85%

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs 3.85% NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 21 (b). 

 

NEWS: Category First 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences NIL NIL 4.17% 11.54%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL 4.17% 7.69%

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL 3.85%

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NN

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

  

For details of mention of ethnic actors and ethnic preference shown towards any 

linguistic group see tables 21 (a) and 21 (b). 
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Table 21 (c). 

 

EDITORIALS: Category First 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL EDITORIALS 4 1 3 3

Is ethnity problem NIL 100% 33.30% NIL

Ethnic context NIL 100% 33.30% NIL

Ad/pol context 100% 100% 100% 100%

Unity in diversity NIL NIL NIL nil

Two-nation threory NIL NIL NIL NIL

Historical Perspective NIL 100% NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 75% 100% 66.67% 33.33%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL NIL NIL

Eth relations NIL NIL NIL NIL

Human touch 25% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 100% 100% 66.67% 33.33%

Impartial 100% NIL NIL NIL

Police involvement 100% NIL 33.30% 33.33%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL 100% NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty NIL 100% NIL NIL  

Table 21 (d). 

 

EDITORIALS: Category First 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors NIL NIL NIL NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL    

Table 21 (e). 

 

EDITORIALS: Category First 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences NIL NIL NIL NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  
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Getting down to the opinionated content of Category First in shape of editorials 

published in sampled dailies of 2009, table 21 (c) reveals that while Dawn is the only daily which 

carried more editorial comments than others carrying four editorials followed by Nawa-e-

Waqat, Jasarat, carrying identical three editorials, the largest-circulated Jang carrying only one 

editorial not only explained ethnic affairs in ‘historic perspective’ in 100 per cent of its editorial 

(s) but also dealt with ethnic issue through identical percentage points of editorials by 

explaining its ‘causes’ and ‘solution,’ two codes given in table 21 (c).  

 On the other hand, Dawn carried impartial editorials—having 100 per cent such 

editorials—with all of Jang editorials not only favouring provincial autonomy but also explaining 

politics of ethnicity as shown in table 21 (c). Tables 21 (d) and 21 (e) reveal that neither did 

editorials of the sampled dailies mention any ethnic actors, nor any ethnic preferences. 

 

CATEGORY SECOND 2007 
 Table 22. 

 

NEWS: Category Second 2007

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 39 135 23 42

Event 25.64% 5.56% 4.35% 14.29%

State 17.95% 91.67% 95.65% 73.81%

Exc 56.51% 2.78% NIL 11.90%

Is ethnity problem 25.64% 22.22% 39.13% 28.57%

Ethnic context 23.08% 11.11 26.09% 33.33%

Ad/pol context 100% 80.56% 73.91% 69.05%

Unity in diversity 10.26% NIL NIL 4.76%

Two-nation threory 2.56% 13.89% 13.04% 26.19%

Historical Perspective 2.56% NIL 4.35% 19.05%

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 25.64% 13.89% NIL 19.05%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 2.56% NIL 17.39% NIL

Ethnic reltion 7.69% NIL NIL NIL

Human touch 20.51% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Relig appeals 2.56% 11.11 4.35% 16.67%

Gen appeal 7.69% 2.78% 4.35% 2.38%

Causes 20.51% 2.78% NIL 9.52%

Police involment 23.08% 16.67% 17.39% NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration 82.05% NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL 13.04% 2.38%

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 82.05% NIL NIL 2.38%

Indian involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethncity 82.05% 2.78% NIL 2.38%  
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 Moving ahead to deal with Category Second which is all about news as well as 

opinionated content with the former containing only those news items generated through 

sources like news agencies and press releases apart from those exclusively done by reporters 

with their own byline, table 22 encapsulating various codes defined for textual analysis reveals 

that Jang carrying the highest number of news tops the total news category with 135 news 

followed by right-wing Nawa-e-Waqat, Dawn and Jasarat carrying 42, 39 and 23 ethnic news, 

respectively. The other noteworthy thing is the highest percentage points of exclusive news 

carried by Dawn, that is, 56.51 against 11.90 per cent and 2.78 per cent exclusive reports 

carried by right-wing Nawa-e-Waqat and largest-circulated daily Jang, respectively. 

 All the sampled Urdu dailies including Jang, Nawa-e-Waqat and Jasarat carried sizeable 

percentage points of ethnic news depicting state nationalism in one way or the other with 

fundamentalist Nawa-e-Waqat publishing the highest percentage points of such news carrying 

26.19 per cent state nationalism-driven ethnic news as shown in table 22 which also shows 

more details about various categories defined for the textual analysis of ethnic news. 

Table 22 (a). 

 

NEWS: Category Second 2007

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors NIL 17.14% 17.39% 7.14%

Pakhtuns NIL 8.57% 4.35% 2.38%

Mohajirs NIL NIL 13.04% 2.38%

Sindhis NIL 2.86% NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL 2.86% NIL 2.38%

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL 2.86% NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 22 (b). 

 

NEWS: Category Second 2007

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences NIL 5.71% 13.00% 9.52%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL 4.35% 2.38

Mohajirs NIL NIL 8.61% 4.76%

Sindhis NIL 2.86% NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL 2.38

Balochs NIL 2.86% NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Tables 22 (a) and 22 (b) show details about ethnic actors and ethnic preferences shown 

by the sampled dailies during the sampled time period. 
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Table 22 (c). 

 

OPINION COLUMNS: Category Second 2007

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL OPINION COLUMNS 4 12 10 8

Is ethnity problem 75% 25% 40% 37.50%

Ethnic context NIL 25% 30% 37.50%

Ad/pol context 50% 66.67% 100% 87.50%

Unity in diversity 50% 8.33% NIL 12.50%

Two-nation threory NIL 16.67% 50% NIL

Historical Perspective NIL 25% 50% 37.50%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 75% 25% 40% 37.50%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL NIL NIL

Eth relations 25% NIL 10% NIL

Human touch 50% 8.33% 10% 12.50%

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 100% NIL 40% 12.50%

Impartial 75% 8.33% 20% 25%

Police involvement 100% 16.67% 50% 25%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL 8.33% NIL 12.50%

Indian involvment NIL NIL 20% NIL

Politics of ethnicty 50% 8.33% NIL 12.50%  

 Table 22 (c) reveals that the largest-circulated Urdu daily Jang carried the highest 

number of ethnicity-related opinion columns publishing 12 such columns in the sampled period 

of 2007 followed by fundamentalist Jasarat, right-wing Nawa-e-Waqat and Dawn with 10, eight 

and four such columns, respectively. Among other things, table 22 (c) reveals one of the striking 

percentage points regarding news discussing politics of ethnicity which were carried by Dawn 

with a staggering 50 percentage points followed by right-wing Nawa-e-Waqat. Also, Dawn in 

almost all of its opinion columns criticized the police/government’s inability to tackle ethnic 

violence in Karachi, followed by right-wing Jasarat with 50 per cent such columns. For more 

details see table 22 (c). 

 Also tables 22 (d) and 22 (e) reveal how many times ethnic actors have been mentioned 

as well as shown tilt towards in opinion columns, respectively. Fundamentalist Jasarat with 90 

percentage points tops the ethnic actors category followed by right-wing Nawa-e-Waqat with 

79 percentage points. As for ethnic preference category, fundamentalist Nawa-e-Waqat tops 

the overall percentage of columns showing tilt towards any linguistic group with the right-wing 

daily carrying 25 per cent columns showing slant towards Pakhtun migrants in Karachi.    
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Table 22 (d). 

 

OPINION COLUMNS: Category Second 2007

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 25% NIL 90% 75%

Pakhtuns 25% NIL 20% 13%

Mohajirs NIL NIL 20% 25%

Sindhis NIL NIL 20% 13%

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL 20% 13%

Saraikis NIL NIL 10% NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL 13%

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 22 (e). 

OPINION COLUMNS: Category Second 2007

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences NIL NIL NIL 25%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL 25%

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 

Table 22 (f) shows that Jang tops both total letters category as well as two-nation theory 

category with Dawn carrying highest percentage points of letters to editor explaining ethnic 

affairs in a historical perspective carrying a staggering 60 percentage points of such letters. 

Dawn letters not only discussed politics of ethnicity carrying 20 per cent such letters but were 

also impartial since it carried 60 per cent letters which didn’t take sides while shedding light on 

any ethnic problem. Further, Dawn also carried 40 per cent letters discussing things in the 

context of human touch—a category defined in the above lines. Finally, one thing meriting 

mention here is that 9.09 per cent letters in the largest-circulated Jang smacked of views 

condemning provincial autonomy. For more details see table 22 (f).  

 Tables 22 (g) and 22 (f), respectively, show ethnic actors mentioned in letters to the 

editor and ethnic preferences shown in the same section towards any linguistic group which 

readers could study themselves. 
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Table 22 (f). 

 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Cateogry Second 2007

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL LETTERS 5 22 6 3

Is ethnity problem 40% 9.09% 33.33% NIL

Ethnic context NIL 13.64% 33.33% NIL

Ad/pol context 100% 100% 100% 100%

Unity in diversity 20% 4.55% NIL NIL

Two-nation threory NIL 9.09% NIL NIL

Historical Perspective 60% NIL NIL 33.33%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 80% 63.63% 16.67% 33.33%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL NIL NIL

Eth relations NIL NIL NIL NIL

Human touch 40% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 60% 54.55% 33.33% NIL

Impartial 60% NIL NIL NIL

Police involvement 20% 4.55% NIL NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 9.09% NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty 20% NIL NIL NIL  

Table 22 (g). 

 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Cateogry Second 2007

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors NIL NIL NIL 33.33%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL 33.33%

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 22 (h). 

 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Cateogry Second 2007

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences NIL NIL NIL NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  
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CATEGORY SECOND 2008 

Table 23. 

 

NEWS: Category Second 2008

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 35 13 16 17

Event 22.89% 23.08% NIL 17.65%

State 8.57% 76.92% 93.75% 82.35%

Exc 68.57% NIL 6.25% NIL

Is ethnity problem 45.71% 30.77% 50% 64.71%

Ethnic context 42.86% 30.77% 18.75% 64.71%

Ad/pol context 88.57% 53.85% 68.75% 94.12%

Unity in diversity 2.86% NIL NIL 17.65%

Two-nation threory NIL 30.77% 31.25% 23.53%

Historical Perspective 25.71% NIL 12.50% 17.65%

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 54.29% 7.69% 6.25% 29.41%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict NIL NIL 6.25% 11.76%

Ethnic reltion 8.57% NIL 6.25% NIL

Human touch 31.43% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL 12.50% 5.88%

Relig appeals NIL 23.08% 6.25% 5.88%

Gen appeal 2.86% NIL NIL NIL

Causes 31.43% NIL 6.25% 5.88%

Police involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration 17.14% NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL 6.25% NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 5.71% NIL NIL 5.88%

Indian involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethncity 5.71% NIL NIL NIL  

  

Moving towards Category Second of 2008 this time new content having press releases 

and news agencies as sources apart those news items having byline, table 23 reveals that Dawn 

tops the total news category carrying a total of 35 such news followed by right-wing Nawa-e-

Waqat publishing 17 such news with fundamentalist Jasarat and Jang carrying 16 and 13 such 

news, respectively. Nawa-e-Waqat tops the category ‘is ethnicity a problem?’ carrying 64.71 

per cent such news while Dawn apart from carrying a staggering 68.57 per cent exclusive news 

also carried 31.43 per cent news depicting human touch. See table 23 for more details. 

Tables 23 (a) and 23 (b) reveals mentioning of ethnic actors and ethnic preferences 

shown towards various linguistic groups which readers could themselves study. 
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Table 23 (a). 

NEWS: Category Second 2008

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors 17.14% NIL 6.25% 11.77%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL 11.77%

Mohajirs 5.71% NIL 6.25% NIL

Sindhis 5.71% NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs 5.71% NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 23 (b). 

 

NEWS: Category Second 2008

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences NIL 12.50% 12.50% 5.88%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL 5.88%

Mohajirs NIL 6.25% 12.50% NIL

Sindhis NIL 6.25% NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 

Table 23 (c) apart from revealing the highest number of columns carried by Jang shows 

that the same daily published more opinion columns acknowledging the fact that ethnicity is a 

problem carrying a staggering 66.57 percentage of such opinion pieces. Another striking feature 

of table 23 (c) is that fundamentalist Jasarat carried 16.67 per cent opinion columns 

condemning in one way or the other provincial autonomy while its 25 per cent opinion pieces 

favoured provincial autonomy with the same paper carrying identical percentage points of 

opinion columns shedding light on politics of ethnicity. Also, Jang didn’t carry any opinion 

column in sampled time period of 2008. Tables 23 (d) and 23 (e) reveals ethnic actors 

mentioned by the sampled dailies as well as ethnic slant showed by the sampled news papers in 

the sampled time period, respectively. 
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Table 23 (c). 

 

OPINION COLUMNS: Category Second 2008

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL OPINION COLUMNS 4 0 6 2

Is ethnity problem 50% 66.67% 100%

Ethnic context 50% 50% 100%

Ad/pol context 100% 66.67% 100%

Unity in diversity 25% NIL NIL

Two-nation threory NIL 83.30% 100%

Historical Perspective NIL 33.33% 50%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 50% 16.67% 100%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL NIL

Eth relations NIL NIL NIL

Human touch NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL

Causes 50% NIL 50%

Impartial 50% NIL NIL

Police involvement NIL 16.67% NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 16.67% NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 25% NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty 25% NIL NIL  

Table 23 (d). 

 

OPINION COLUMNS: Category Second 2008

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors 25% NIL NIL 50%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL 50%

Mohajirs 25% NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL   

Table 23 (e). 

 

OPINION COLUMNS: Category Second 2008

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences NIL NIL 16.67% NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL 16.67% NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NN NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  
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Table 23 (f). 

 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Cateogry Second 2008

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL LETTERS 10 4 0 2

Is ethnity problem 20% 25% 50%

Ethnic context 20% 25% 50%

Ad/pol context 100% 100% 100%

Unity in diversity 20% NIL NIL

Two-nation threory 10% 50% 50%

Historical Perspective 10% NIL 50%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 70% 75% NIL

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL NIL

Eth relations NIL NIL NIL

Human touch 40% NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL

Causes 60% 75% NIL

Impartial 10% NIL NIL

Police involvement NIL NIL NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 25% NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 10% NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty 10% NIL NIL  

  

 With fundamentalist Jasarat carrying no letter to editor in the sampled time period, 

table 23 (f) reveals that Dawn carried the highest number of letters related to ethnic affairs 

publishing 10 such letters followed by Jang and Nawa-e-Waqat carrying four and two letters, 

respectively during the sampled time period. Largest-circulated Jang and right-wing Nawa-e-

Waqat carried a staggering identical 50 per cent letters emanating in one way or the other 

nationalistic rhetoric with Dawn carrying 10 per cent such letters during the sampled time 

period of the 2008. Nonetheless, Dawn unlike other Urdu dailies did carry letters depicting 

issues relating to migration in a human touch perspective by publishing a mammoth 40 per cent 

such letters. On the other hand, Jang condemned provincial autonomy in its 25 per cent letters 

as shown in the above table 23 (f). 

 Tables 23 (g) and 23 (h) reveal the mentioning of ethnic actors in letters to editor with 

Dawn topping the ethnic actors category publishing all letters having mention of ethnic actors 

while no other sampled daily published any letter depicting any ethnic actors. Interestingly, 

Pakhtuns, Sindhis, Balochs and Punjabis were mentioned more than Mohajirs and Biharis by 

letters published in Dawn which mentioned the abovementioned each group in 20 per cent 

letters. For more details about any slant any daily shown towards any linguistic group see table 

23 (h). 
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Table 23 (g). 

 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Cateogry Second 2008

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors 100% NIL NIL NIL

Pakhtuns 20% NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs 10% NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis 20.00% NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis 20% NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis 10% NIL NIL NIL

Balochs 20% NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 23 (h). 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Cateogry Second 2008

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences NIL 25% NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL 25% NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL  

  

 Table 24 shows that Dawn not only carried more news related to ethnic affairs but also 

tops the exclusive news (exc) category carrying over 54 per such news apart from carrying news 

giving solution and human touch perspective with the former appearing in over 41 per cent and 

the latter in over 29 per cent of ethnic news. Table 24 shows that Dawn carried news depicting 

Mohajirs integration with no other daily carrying any such news. Interestingly, Jang unlike other 

dailies carried 22 per cent news favouring provincial autonomy.   

 On the other hand, Nawa-e-Waqat unlike other dailies not only carried over 14 per cent 

news which in one way or the other shed light on the causes of ethnic problems but also gave 

space to 14.29 per cent news depicting ethnic relations between various Karachi-based 

communities 

Readers could study Tables 24 (a) and 24 (b) to help themselves understand how many 

ethnic actors have been mentioned by the sampled dailies apart from ethnic preferences 

shown by any daily in the sampled time period.  
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CATEGORY SECOND 2009 
Table 24. 

 

NEWS: Category Second 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 24 9 8 7

Event 33.33% NIL 25% 42.86%

State 16.67% 100% 75% 42.86%

Exc 54.17% NIL NIL 14.29%

Is ethnity problem 25% 66.67% 37.50% 28.57%

Ethnic context 12.50% 55.56% 37.50% 28.57%

Ad/pol context 70.83% 44.44% 50% 100%

Unity in diversity 20.83% NIL NIL 28.57%

Two-nation threory NIL NIL 37.50% NIL

Historical Perspective 33.33% 11.11% NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 41.67% NIL NIL 14.29%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict NIL 33.33% NIL 14.29%

Ethnic reltion NIL NIL 12.50% 14.29%

Human touch 29.17% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL 12.50% NIL

Relig appeals NIL NIL 25% NIL

Gen appeal NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 8.33% NIL NIL 14.29%

Police involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration 4.17% NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 4.17% 22.22% NIL NIL

Indian involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethncity NIL 11.11% NIL NIL  

Table 24 (a). 

 

NEWS: Category Second 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors 4.17% 5.13% 12.50% NIL

Pakhtuns 4.17% 5.13% 12.50% NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  
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Table 24 (b). 

 

NEWS: Category Second 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences NIL 7.69% 12.50% NIL

Pakhtuns NIL 5.13% 12.50% NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL 2.56% NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 24 (c). 

 

OPINION COLUMNS: Category Second 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL OPINION COLUMNS 2 7 1 0

Is ethnity problem NIL 85.71% 100%

Ethnic context NIL 85.71% 100%

Ad/pol context 100% 85.71% 100%

Unity in diversity 50% 42.86% NIL

Two-nation threory NIL 14.29% 100%

Historical Perspective NIL 28.57% NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 100% 57.14% NIL

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL 14.29% NIL

Eth relations NIL NIL NIL

Human touch NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL

Causes 100% 57.14% NIL

Impartial 100% NIL NIL

Police involvement NIL 14.29% 100%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL 57.14% NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL 100%

Politics of ethnicty NIL 57.14% NIL  

Shedding brief light on table 24 (c) which encapsulates categories defined for the textual 

analysis of opinion columns of sampled dailies of the sampled period of 2009, it merits mention 

that Jasarat which carried only one opinion column alluded to Indian involvement with the 

right-wing daily signaling in the same column towards police failure to tackle the Karachi 

situation apart from discussing things in the parameters of nationalistic rhetoric. On the other 

hand, Dawn opinion columns are impartial carrying 100 per cent such opinion pieces apart from 
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laying emphasis on causes of ethnic issues. Interestingly, Jang not only carried opinion columns 

favouring provincial autonomy but also gave space to opinion pieces explaining politics of 

ethnicity carrying a staggering over 57 per cent such opinion columns. 

Table 24 (d). 

 

OPINION COLUMNS: Category Second 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors NIL NIL NIL NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 24 (e). 

 

OPINION COLUMNS: Category Second 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences NIL 14.29% NIL NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL 14.29% NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 Tables 24 (d) and 24 (e) shows ethnic actors and ethnic preferences which readers could 

study themselves. 

 Getting down to the last section of the opinionated content of Category Second in shape 

of letters to editor, table 24 (f) shows that Dawn carried the highest number of letters –four—

while right-wing Jasarat published the lowest in one with fundamentalist Nawa-e-Waqat 

carrying three letters while Jang two. Dawn not only carried highest percentage points of letters 

exuding ethnic relations but also gave space to content explaining issues in human touch 

context. Surprisingly, Dawn carried 50 per cent letters which shown propensity towards 

incitement to violence.  

 For more details on ethnic actors and ethnic preferences see tables 24 (g) and 24 (h). 
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Table 24 (f). 

 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Cateogry Second 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL LETTERS 4 2 1 3

Is ethnity problem 75% NIL 100% NIL

Ethnic context 50% NIL 100% NIL

Ad/pol context 100% 100% NIL 100%

Unity in diversity NIL NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory NIL NIL 100% NIL

Historical Perspective 25% NIL NIL 33.30%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 75% 100% NIL 100%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL 100% NIL

Eth relations 25% NIL NIL NIL

Human touch 50% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence 50% NIL NIL NIL

Causes 50% 100% NIL 100%

Impartial 50% NIL NIL NIL

Police involvement 50% NIL 100% NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 24 (g). 

 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Cateogry Second 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors NIL NIL NIL NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 24 (h). 

 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Cateogry Second 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic prefrences NIL NIL NIL NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  
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YEAR-TO-YEAR COMPARISON— FIRST TIME PERIOD 
 

CATEGORY FIRST 
Table 25.            25 (a). 

NEWS Cateory First 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 59 77 69 83

Event 66.10% 36.36% 28.99% 49.30%

State 23.73% 58.44% 65.22% 44.58%

Exclusive 10.17% 5.19% 5.70% 6.02%

Is ethnity problem? 13.56% 20.78% 24.64% 10.84%

Ethnic context 6.78% 15.58% 26.09% 2.41%

Administratiive/political context 86.44% 77.99% 75.36% 65.06%

Unity in diversity NIL 1.20% NIL 3.61%

Two-nation threory 1.69% 12.99% 26.09% 7.23%

Historical perspective NIL 1.20% NIL 2.41%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 18.64% 37.66% 23.19% 26.51%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 1.69% NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic relation 8.47% NIL NIL 2.41%

Human touch NIL NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL 1.20% NIL NIL

Relig iousappeals NIL 10.39% 15.94% 8.43%

Gen eral appeal 8.47% 3.80% NIL 7.23%

Causes 13.56% 10.39% 14.49% 14.46%

Police involment 1.69% 3.80% 8.60% 1.20%

Quota condemned? NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 1.20% 11.59% NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL 3.80% 1.45% NIL

Indian involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethncity NIL 1.20% 2.80% NIL

NEWS Category First 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 59 70 70 75

Event 62.71% 40% 28.57% 28%

State 23.73% 60% 67.14% 61.33%

Exc 13.56% NIL 4.29% 10.67%

Is ethnity problem 35.59% 35.71% 28.57% 44%

Ethnic context 35.59% 32.86% 17.14% 33.33%

Ad/pol context 83.05% 60% 75.71% 56%

Unity in diversity 11.86% 1.43% NIL NIL

Two-nation threory 6.78% 17.14% 20% 17.33%

Historical Perspective 3.39% 1.43% NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 32.20% 28.57% 24.29% 36%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 6.78% 4.29% 1.43% NIL

Ethnic reltion 1.69% NIL NIL 9.33%

Human touch 5.08% 5.71% NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Relig appeals 1.69% 8.57% 10% 4%

Gen appeal 8.74% 1.43% NIL 8%

Causes 28.81% 7.14% 18.57% 10%

Police involment 10.17% NIL 4.29% 8%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL 9.33%

Mohajir integration 5.08% 1.43% NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism 1.69% 1.43% 1.43% 1.33%

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 11.43% 5.71% 1.33%

Provincial autonomy favoured 6.78% 12.86% 1.43% NIL

Indian involment 1.69% NIL NIL 1.33%

Politics of ethncity 8.74% 8.57% 2.86% NIL  

Table 25 (b). 

NEWS Category First 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 69 95 58 146

Event 44.93% 26.32% 24.14% 26.71%

State 37.68% 70.53% 68.90% 69.86%

Exc 17.39% 3.16% 6.80% 3.42%

Is ethnity problem 33.33% 31.58% 24.14$ 23.29%

Ethnic context 31.88% 22.11% 13.79% 32.19%

Ad/pol context 85.51% NIL 77.59% 23.29%

Unity in diversity 7.25% NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory 4.35% 16.84% 17.24% 6.16%

Historical Perspective 1.45% NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 20.29% 3.16% 12.07% 12.33%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 4.35% 1.05% NIL 3.42%

Ethnic reltion 4.35% 1.05% 1.72% 1.37%

Human touch 7.25% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Relig appeals 1.45% 6.32% 10.34% 0.68%

Gen appeal 5.71% 5.26% NIL 6.16%

Causes 13.04% 5.26% 6.80% 6.85%

Police involment 10.14% NIL 25.86% 6.16%

Quota condemned NIL 1.05% NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism 2.81% 3.16% NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 9.47% 1.72% NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 4.35% 4.21% NIL NIL

Indian involment NIL 1.05% 1.72% NIL

Politics of ethncity 2.81% 1.05% NIL NIL  

Tables 25, 25 (a) and 25 (b) encapsulate categories defined for the year-to-year 

comparison of Category First wherein the focus of attention for now is news items filled by 
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reporters, correspondents, etc but without byline. Getting down straight to the year-to-year 

comparison of 1985, 1986 and 1987 which actually account for the first time period, table 25, 

25 (a) and 25 (b) show that Dawn in 1985 and 1986 carried the same number of news—59—

which increased to 69 in 1987 with the same daily posting an increase in percentage points of 

exclusive news in 1987 as it carried over 10 per cent and over 13 per cent in 1985 and 1986, 

respectively, against over 17 percent in 1987. Dawn did not carry a single news filed by 

reporter/correspondent explaining ethnic affairs in the parameters of state nationalism as table 

25 depicts with the same daily showing an increase to over six per cent in such news which 

dropped to over four per cent in 1987 as shown in table 25 (b). 

There is also a considerable increase in the human touch category of Dawn as there was 

hardly any news item written in the human touch perspective in 1985 as shown in table 25 but 

1986 saw over four per cent increase which was further boosted by an almost three per cent 

increase in 1987 as shown in table 25 (a). Also, there is no condemnation of provincial 

autonomy in the news falling into the Category First of Dawn as revealed by tables 25, 25 (a) 

and 25 (b) which also show more categories/codes defined for textual analysis of Dawn but 

cannot be explained here due to shortage of space and time. 

 As for Jang, the largest-circulated Urdu daily carried a total of 77 news items in 1985 

which posts a decrease to 70 in 1986 with 1987 witnessing a shoot-up to a total of 95 news 

items. On the other hand, Jang carried only 1.20 per cent news items depicting unity in diversity 

which shown a little increase to 1.43 per cent in 1986 before finally going down to nil in 1987. 

The largest-circulated Urdu daily carried more news in 1985 regarding ethnic relation category 

publishing 8.47 per cent news against only 1.69 per cent such news in 1986 with next year 

witnessing an increase to 4.33 per cent. For more details see tables 25, 25 (a) and 25 (b). 

 Getting down to the coverage by fundamentalist Jasarat, it must be mentioned that the 

right-wing Urdu daily ultimately ended up in publishing less number of news in 1987 as 

compared to the previous two years despite that fact that 1987 was quite a troublesome year 

in the context of ethnic violence in Karachi, with the fundamentalist Jamaat-e-Islami’s 

mouthpiece publishing 69 news in 1985, 70 in 1986 and 58 news items in 1987. Similarly, 

though the right-winger carried hardly any news depicting unity in diversity in 1985, it did carry 

a sizeable percentage points of such news in 1986 and 1987 as shown in tables 25, 25 (a) an 25 

(b). Interestingly, the Islamist newspaper hardly made a mention of quota system in all the 

three years of the first time period as shown in the above tables. 

 With fundamentalist Nawa-e-Waqat posting a mammoth increase in the total number of 

news to 146 in 1987 against 83 and 75 news items falling in the Category First in 1985 and 

1986, respectively, the Islamist Urdu daily hardly published any news in the entire first time 

period—1985, 86, and 87—which depicted Mohajir integration. Also, the Islamist daily as 

expected carried more news items in accordance with nationalist rhetoric—category two-

nation theory—publishing the highest 17.33 percentage of such news in 1986 which posts a 

decrease to 6.16 per cent in 1987 as shown in tables 25, 25 (a) and 25 (b) which could also be 
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studied for more categories defined for textual analysis. Also, readers could conduct cross 

comparison among all the dailies presented in the abovementioned tables. 

Table 25 (c). 

NEWS Category First 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors 1.69% 12.99% 2.81% 3.61%

Pakhtuns 1.69% 3.81% 2.81% 1.20%

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL 5.19% NIL 1.20%

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL 1.20%

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL 3.81% NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL   

Table 25 (d). 

NEWS Category First 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 37.29% 31.43% 7.14% 6.67%

Pakhtuns 6.78% 5.71% 1.43% NIL

Mohajirs 3.39% 5.71% 2.89% 2.67%

Sindhis 8.47% 8.57% NIL 4%

Bihairs 5.08% 1.43% NIL NIL

Punjabis 6.78% 1.43% 1.43% NIL

Saraikis 1.69% NIL 1.43% NIL

Balochs 5.08% 8.57% NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 25 (e). 

NEWS Category First 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 39.13% 11.58% 5.17% 19.18%

Pakhtuns 11.59% 1.05% 1.72% 4.11%

Mohajirs 17.39% 7.37% 3.45% 9.56%

Sindhis 1.45% 1.05% NIL 3.42%

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis 4.35% NIL NIL 0.68%

Saraikis 1.45% NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL 1.37%

Memons NIL 1.05% NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans 2.81% 1.05% NIL NIL  

Tables 25 (c), 25 (d) and 25 (e) are all about comparison of ethnic actors mentioned in 

the first time period by all the sampled dailies including Dawn, Jang, Jasarat and Nawa-e-
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Waqat. Dawn due to relative peace in the city in 1985, among other factors, carried only 1.69 

per cent news having mention of ethnic actors with the same daily publishing a staggering 

37.29 per cent such news in 1986 which further shot up to 39.13 percentage points in 1987 

which had been one of the turbulent years in the history of ethnic violence in Karachi. Also, 

Dawn mentioning of ethnic actor Mohajir shot up from nil in 1985 to a staggering over 17 per 

cent in 1987 as shown in the above tables.  

Similarly, Jang carried 12.99 per cent news items having mention of ethnic actors in 

1985 with the percentage points shooting up in the same category in 1986 while 1987 saw a 

decrease to 11.58 in percentage points of news having mention of ethnic actors. Likewise, 

mention of ethnic actor Mohajirs steadily increased to 7.37 per cent in 1987 in Jang from 5.71 

percentage points in 1986 and nil in 1985. 

Fundamentalist Jasarat’s total mentioning of ethnic actors seems to have been less 

influenced by ethnic violence in the city which rose manifolds in 1987 with the right-winger’s 

mentioning of ethnic actors dropped to 5.17 per cent in 1987 from 7.14 per cent in 1986 with 

the JI’s mouthpiece carrying only over two per cent of such news in 1985. For more details of 

Jasarat’s ethnic mentioning see the above tables. 

Right-wing Nawa-e-Waqat’s mentioning of ethnic actors steadily increased to over 19 

per cent in 1987 from over three and over six per cent in 1985 and 1986, respectively. For more 

details and cross comparison see tables 25 (c), 25 (d) and 25 (e) 

Shedding very brief light on preferential news carried by Dawn, the English daily gave 

space to only 1.69 per cent such news in 1985 with the next year witnessing a mammoth 

increase to 30.23 per cent in such news which however dropped to a sizeable 23.19 per cent in 

1987. The noteworthy thing here is the English daily’s slant towards Mohajirs which underwent 

a steady increase by 1987 which saw Dawn publish over 13 per cent news having a slant 

towards Mohajirs against 9.30 per cent such news in 1986 with the previous year having only 

1.69 per cent pro-Mohajir news as shown in tables 25 (f), 25 (g) and 25 (h). 

Jang carried hardly any preferential news in 1985 but the next year saw the largest-

circulated daily carry a staggering 18.57 per cent such news which dropped to over five per cent 

in 1987. Interestingly, Jang’s tilt towards Mohajirs was less as compared to Dawn, carrying no 

pro-Mohajir ethnic news in 1985 while giving space to only 4.29 per cent such news in 1986 

with the next year witnessing the largest-circulated daily carry 5.27 per cent pro-Mohair news. 

For details of ethnic actors and ethnic preferences given by fundamentalist Jamaat-e-

Islami’s mouthpiece Jasarat and Islamist Nawa-e-Waqat see tables 25 (f), 25 (g) and 25 (h). 

  

 

Table 25 (f).  
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NEWS Category First 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences 1.69% NIL 4.35% NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL 2.81% NIL

Mohajirs 1.69% NIL 1.45% NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 

Table 25 (g). 

NEWS Category First 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences 30.23% 18.57% 4.29% 13.33%

Pakhtuns 4.65% 2.86% NIL NIL

Mohajirs 9.30% 4.29% 2.86% 10.67%

Sindhis 6.98% 5.71% NIL 2.67%

Bihairs 4.65% 1.43% NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL 1.43% NIL

Balochs 2.33% NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL 4.29% NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans 2.33% NIL NIL NIL  

 

Table 25 (h). 

NEWS Category First 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences 23.19% 5.26% 1.72% 12.33%

Pakhtuns 5.71% NIL NIL 1.37%

Mohajirs 13.04% 5.26% 1.72% 8.22%

Sindhis 2.81% NIL NIL 2.74%

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis 1.45% NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 25 (i).      Table 25 (j). 
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EDITORIALS Category First 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL EDITORIALS 6 9 4 12

Is ethnity problem 16.67% NIL NIL 16.67%

Ethnic context NIL NIL NIL 91.67%

Ad/pol context 83.33% 100% 100% NIL

Unity in diversity NIL NIL NIL 8.33%

Two-nation threory NIL NIL NIL 8.33%

Historical Perspective 33.33% NIL NIL 8.33%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 83.33% 100% 50% 75%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL NIL NIL

Eth relations 16.67% NIL NIL 8.33%

Human touch 16.67% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 83.33% 88.89% 50% 50%

Impartial 50% 100% 50% 33.33%

Police involvement 33.33% 22.22% NIL 16.67%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty NIL NIL NIL NIL  

EDITORIALS Category First 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL EDITORIALS 6 5 8 6

Is ethnity problem 33.33% 40% 75% 33.33%

Ethnic context 33.33% 20% 62.50% 33.33%

Ad/pol context 83.33% 100% 100% 100%

Unity in diversity 33.33% NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory NIL 20% 37.50% 16.67%

Historical Perspective NIL 20% 12.50% NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 83.33% 60% 62.50% 66.67%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL NIL NIL

Eth relations 16.67% NIL 12.50% NIL

Human touch 33.33% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 83.33% 40% 40% 16.67%

Impartial 83.33% 20% 62.50% 16.67%

Police involvement 33.33% 20% 37.50% 16.67%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL 25% NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL 16.67%

Politics of ethnicty NIL NIL NIL 16.67%  

Table 25 (k). 

EDITORIALS: Category First 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL EDITORIALS 2 8 5 11

Is ethnity problem 100% 37.50% 20% 63.64%

Ethnic context 100% 37.50% 20% NIL

Ad/pol context 100% 100% 100% 72.73%

Unity in diversity 50% NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory NIL 25% 20% NIL

Historical Perspective NIL 37.50% NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 100% 50% 80% 63.64%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt 50% NIL NIL NIL

Eth relations 50% 12.50% 20% NIL

Human touch NIL NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 100% 62.50% 80% 9.09%

Impartial 100% 50% 100% 18.18%

Police involvement 100% NIL 60% 27.27%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL 12.50% NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL 27.27%

Politics of ethnicty NIL 12.50% 20% NIL  

 

 Getting down to the opinionated content of Category First in shape of editorials, tables 

25 (i), 25 (j) and 25 (k) show that Dawn total number of editorials dropped to only two in 1987 

from identical six editorials in both 1985 and 1986. Nonetheless, the English daily remained 

persistent with its support for unity in diversity by carrying 33 per cent editorials in 1986—

suggesting power-sharing deals among various groups –which increased to a staggering 50 per 
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cent the next year. On the other hand, Dawn editorials remain completely silent on Mohajir 

integration as well as Mohajir separatism during the entire first time period as shown in the 

above tables. 

 As for Jang editorials, the largest circulated Urdu daily carried nine ethnicity-related 

editorials in 1985 which dropped to only five next year with 1987 witnessing an increase to 

eight in total number of editorials. On the other hand, Jang, as expected, wrote a sizeable 

number of state nationalism-driven editorials with Urdu daily carrying no such editorial in 1985 

which however increased to 20 per cent such editorials in 1986. The percentage points of 

editorials containing nationalist rhetoric rose to 25 in 1987 in Jang as shown in table 25 (i), 25 (j) 

and 25 (k) which could also be studied for coverage analysis of Jasarat and Nawa-e-Waqat. 

Table 25 (l).      

EDITORIALS Category First 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors NIL NIL NIL 16.67%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL 8%

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL 8%

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL   

table 25 (m). 

EDITORIALS Category First 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors NIL NIL 50% NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL 25% NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL 25% NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  
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Table 25 (n). 

EDITORIALS: Category First 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors NIL NIL NIL 9.09%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL 9.09%

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 A cursorily look at the above tables 25 (l), 25 (m) and 25 (n) show that almost all the 

editorials mentioned a very few ethnic actors which could easily be studied by readers. On the 

other hand, it must be mentioned here that no editorial in the entire first time period carried 

any comment/views which shown any tilt towards any particular linguistic group. Hence no 

need for presentation of ethnic preference tables. 

With readers being left to draw their own conclusions from the news content of the 

Category Second shown in tables 25 (o), 25 (p) and 25 (q), 25 (r), 25 (s), 25 (t), 25 (u), 25 (v) and 

25 (w), it is high time we move towards opinionated content of the same category in shape of 

opinion columns whose textual analysis is presented in various tables. Before getting straight to 

the total number of opinion columns published during the first time period in Dawn, it must be 

mentioned at this stage that the English daily unlike the Urdu newspapers seemed to have 

sensed the ethnic turmoil Karachi was about to face in the coming years since the prestigious 

daily immediately after Bushra Zaidi incident carried detailed opinion columns warning 

authorities to mend their ways regarding Karachi situation. 

Anyways, Dawn carried six columns in 1985 which dropped to four in 1986 with next 

year again seeing an increase to five columns as shown in tables 25 (x), 25 (y) and 25 (z). This 

might be the researcher’s own viewpoint but the fact is that Dawn realistically reflected on 

Karachi’s ethnic turmoil through its opinion columns which is somehow mirrored in the fact 

that the English daily instead of resorting to shallow nationalistic rhetoric—encapsulated in 

category two-nation theory allusion about which has hardly been found in Dawn opinion 

columns as shown in tables 25 (x), 25 (y) and 25 (z)—gave space to opinion columns which saw 

the Karachi situation in the context of ‘ethnic conflict’ as the English daily carried 33.33 per cent 

such columns in 1985 which dropped to nil next year but again jumped to 20 percentage points 

in 1987. For more details see 25 (x), 25 (y) and 25 (z). 
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YEAR-TO-YEAR COMPARISON— FIRST TIME PERIOD 
 

CATEGORY SECOND 
Table 25 (o).      Table 25 

(p)

NEWS: Category Second 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 38 32 37 58

Event 34.21% 21.88% 18.92% 1.72%

State 57.89% 68.75% 81.08% 98.28%

Exc 7.89% 9.38% NIL NIL

Is ethnity problem 7.89% 40.63% 21.62% 36.21%

Ethnic context 5.26% 34.38% 16.22% 12.07%

Ad/pol context 100% 62.50% 70.27% 63.79%

Unity in diversity NIL 3.13% NIL 1.72%

Two-nation threory NIL 34.38% 32.43% 17.24%

Historical Perspective NIL 9.38% NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 26.32% 46.88% 37.84% 3.45%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 7.89% NIL NIL 1.72%

Ethnic reltion 2.63% NIL NIL NIL

Human touch 2.63% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Relig appeals NIL 31.25% 27.03% 13.79%

Gen appeal 5.26% NIL 2.70% 12.07%

Causes 21.05% 18.77% 16.22% 6.90%

Police involment 2.63% 15.63% 13.51% NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 3.13% 13.51% NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL NIL NIL

Indian involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethncity NIL NIL NIL NIL  

NEWS: Category Second 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 43 16 12 21

Event 30.23% 3.49% 25% 28.57%

State 65.12% 12.79% 75% 71.43%

Exc 4.65% 2.33% NIL NIL

Is ethnity problem 41.86 11.63% 50% 52.38%

Ethnic context 44.19% 8.14% 50% 47.62%

Ad/pol context 90.61% 8.14% 50% 80.95%

Unity in diversity 2.33% NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory 34.88% 2.33% 66.67% 23.81%

Historical Perspective 6.98% NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 23.26% 5.81% NIL 47.62%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict NIL 1.16% NIL NIL

Ethnic reltion 2.33% NIL NIL 4.76%

Human touch 6.98% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Relig appeals 11.63% 2.33% 25% NIL

Gen appeal 4.65% NIL NIL 9.52%

Causes 11.63% 2.33% NIL NIL

Police involment 6.98% NIL 8.33% 4.76%

Quota condemned 4.65% NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration 2.33% NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism 4.65% NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned 4.65% 1.16% 8.33% 9.52%

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL 3.49% NIL 4.76%

Indian involment NIL NIL 8.33% 4.76%

Politics of ethncity NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 25 (q).      Table 25 (r). 

NEWS: Category Sec 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 68 53 9 30

Event 30.88% 18.70% 22.22% 10%

State 60.29% 89.25% 66.67% 83.33%

Exc 8.82% 1.89% 11.11% 6.67%

Is ethnity problem 51.57% 43.30% 55.56% 43.33%

Ethnic context 54.41% 39.62% 44.44% 46.67%

Ad/pol context 97.06% 67.92% 44.44% 60%

Unity in diversity 10.29% NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory 14.71% 5.66% 44.44% 30%

Historical Perspective 7.35% NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 22.06% 3.77% NIL 23.33%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL 3.33%

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 2.94% NIL NIL 10%

Ethnic reltion 7.35% 1.89% NIL 3.33%

Human touch 4.41% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL NIL 10%

Relig appeals 1.47% 1.89% 22.22% 10%

Gen appeal 19.12% NIL NIL 10%

Causes 14.71% NIL NIL 13.33%

Police involment 13.24% 3.77% NIL 13.33%

Quota condemned 1.47% 5.66% NIL NIL

Mohajir integration 4.41% 1.89% NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism 2.94% 5.66% NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 1.89% 11.11% NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 5.88% 1.89% NIL NIL

Indian involment 1.47% 3.77% 11.11% NIL

Politics of ethncity 2.94% NIL NIL NIL  

NEWS: Catogory Second 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 10.53% NIL 2.70% 1.72%

Pakhtuns 2.63% NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs 2.63% NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis 2.63% NIL NIL 1.72%

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis 2.63% NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL 2.70% NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table (s).      Table (t).  
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NEWS: Category Second 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 30.23% 25% NIL 10.41%

Pakhtuns 4.65% 6.25% NIL 2.08%

Mohajirs 9.30% 12.50% NIL 3.13%

Sindhis 6.98% 6.25% NIL 2.08%

Bihairs 4.65% NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL 2.08%

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs 2.33% NIL NIL 1.04%

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans 2.33% NIL NIL NIL  

NEWS: Cateogry Second 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors 60.29% 32.08% NIL 46.67%

Pakhtuns 19.12% 9.43% NIL 20%

Mohajirs 16.18% 15.09% NIL 3.33%

Sindhis 11.77% NIL NIL 3.33%

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis 4.41% NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis 1.47% NIL NIL NIL

Balochs 2.94% 5.66% NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans 2.94% 1.89% NIL NIL  

Table (u).      Table (v). 

NEWS: Category Second 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences 5.26% NIL NIL 10.34%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL 1.72%

Mohajirs 2.63% NIL NIL 8.62%

Sindhis 2.63% NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

NEWS: Category Second 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences 11.63% 25% NIL 2.08%

Pakhtuns NIL 6.25% NIL NIL

Mohajirs 6.98% 12.50% NIL 1.04%

Sindhis NIL 6.25% NIL 1.04%

Bihairs 4.65% NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table (w). 

NEWS: Category  Second87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences 14.71% 20.75% NIL 3.33%

Pakhtuns 2.94% 1.89% NIL NIL

Mohajirs 5.88% 15.09% NIL 3.33%

Sindhis 5.88% NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL 3.78% NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table (x).       Table (y). 
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OPINION COLUMNS: Category Second 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL OPINION COLUMNS 6 1 5 9

Is ethnity problem 100% NIL 100% 22.22%

Ethnic context NIL NIL 100% NIL

Ad/pol context 100% 100% 100% 77.78%

Unity in diversity NIL NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory NIL NIL 100% 11.11%

Historical Perspective NIL NIL 100% NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 100% 100% 80.00% 33.33%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt 33.33% NIL 20% NIL

Eth relations NIL NIL NIL NIL

Human touch NIL NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL 11.11%

Causes 100% 100% 20.00% 44.44%

Impartial 100% 100% NIL 22.22%

Police involvement 33.33% NIL NIL NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL 11.11%

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL 60% NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL 20% NIL

Politics of ethnicty NIL NIL 40% NIL  

OPINION COLUMNS: Category Second 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL OPINION COLUMNS 4 7 8 1

Is ethnity problem 100% 71.52% 100% 100%

Ethnic context 100% 71.52% 87.50% 100%

Ad/pol context 100% 71.52% 87.50% 100%

Unity in diversity 75% NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory NIL 57.14% 87.50% 100%

Historical Perspective NIL 42.86% 75% NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 100% 85.71% 63% 100%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL 38% 100%

Eth relations 33.33% NIL 25% NIL

Human touch 33.33% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 100% 71.52% 62.50% 100%

Impartial 75% 14.29% 25% 100%

Police involvement NIL 14.29% 25% 100%

Quota condemned NIL 28.57% NIL 100%

Mohajir integration NIL 14.29% NIL 100%

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL 100%

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 28.57% 25% NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 50% NIL NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL 14.29% NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty 50% 14.29% 50% NIL  

Table (z).       Table 26. 

OPINION COLUMNS: Category Second 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL OPINION COLUMNS 5 22 11 19

Is ethnity problem 100% 86.36% 100% 78.95%

Ethnic context 100% 81.82% 100% NIL

Ad/pol context 100% 77.27% 90.91% 78.95%

Unity in diversity 20% 4.55% 18.18% 10.53%

Two-nation threory NIL 36.36% 90.91% 31.58%

Historical Perspective 40% 40.91% 81.82% 31.58%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 80% 86.36% 36.36% 47.37%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt 20% NIL 18.18% 15.79%

Eth relations 20% 40.91% 9.09% 31.58%

Human touch NIL NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL 5.26%

Causes 100% 68.18% 27.27% 47.37%

Impartial 80% 22.73% 18.18% 10.53%

Police involvement 60% 9.09% 36.36% 31.58%

Quota condemned 20% 4.55% NIL 5.26%

Mohajir integration 60% 13.64% 9.09% 5.26%

Mohajir separatism NIL 4.55% NIL 5.26%

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL 63.64% 10.30%

Provincial autonomy favoured 100% 18.18% NIL 10.30%

Indian involvment NIL NIL 54.55% 21.05%

Politics of ethnicty 80% 18.18% 36.36% 10.30%

OPINON COLUMNS Category Second 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors 66.67% NIL 100% NIL

Pakhtuns 33.30% NIL 20% NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL 20% NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL 20% NIL

Bihairs 33.30% NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL 20% NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL 20% NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 

 

Table 26 (a).      Table 26 (b). 
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OPINON COLUMNS: Category Second 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors NIL 28.57% 212.50% 300%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL 50% 100%

Mohajirs NIL 14.29% 50% 100%

Sindhis NIL 14.29% 100% 100%

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL 50% NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL 25% NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL

OPINION COLUMNS: Cateogry Second 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors 100% 81.81% 45.00% 178.95%

Pakhtuns NIL 18% NIL 42%

Mohajirs 60.00% 18% 27.27% 47.37%

Sindhis 40.00% 22.73% 18.18% 31.58%

Bihairs 40.00% NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL 9.09% NIL 26.32%

Saraikis NIL 4.55% NIL NIL

Balochs NIL 9.09% NIL 26.32%

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL 5.26%  

Table 26 (c).      Table 26 (d). 

OPINON COLUMNS Category Second 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preference NIL NIL 40% 11.11%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL 40% NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL 11.11%

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL

OPINON COLUMNS: Category Second 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences NIL 42.86% 100% 100%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL 42.86% 100% 100%

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 26 (e). 

OPINON COLUMNS

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences 20.00% 9.09% NIL 21.05%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL 5%

Mohajirs 20.00% 4.55% NIL 10.53%

Sindhis NIL 4.55% NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL 5% NIL  
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As for Jang, the largest circulated Urdu daily succeeded in publishing only one opinion 

column in 1985 about the ethnic turmoil in Karachi with the same daily carrying seven opinion 

columns in 1986 which rose to a staggering 22 in 1987.  

The harbinger of state nationalism daily Jang though did not allude to nationalistic 

rhetoric in 1985 most probably due to a relative peace in the city, it did carried a mammoth 

over 57 per cent opinion columns which saw ethnic issues through the traditional 

assimilationalist lens encapsulated in the category two-nation theory. The next year also saw 

the largest-circulated Urdu daily publish a sizeable 36.36 percentage points of opinion columns 

which saw ethnic affairs in the context of two-nation theory as shown in tables 25 (x), 25 (y) 

and 25 (z).  

As for the coverage of ethnic issues by Jasarat and Nawa-e-Waqat through their opinion 

columns see also tables 25 (x), 25 (y) and 25 (z) while details of ethnic actors and ethnic 

preferences in all the sampled dailies can be seen in tables 26, 26 (a), 26 (b), 26 (c), 26 (d) and 

26 (e).  

Getting down to the opinionated content of Category Second in the shape of letters to 

editor, it must be mentioned that Dawn carried 22 letters to editor in 1985 which fell to seven 

in next year with 1987 seeing the English dialing carrying double of the previous year. 

Interestingly, the English daily carried no letter in the entire first time period which condemned 

the controversial quota system in Sindh as shown in tables 26 (f), 26 (g) 26 (h).  

Also the same tables show that Dawn neither in 1985 nor in 1986 carried any letter 

alluding to Indian involvement in Karachi’s ethnic violence but the next year saw the English 

daily publish a sizeable 14.29 percentage points of letters suggesting Indian involvement in 

Karachi’s ethnic violence.  

Leaving Jang and Jasarat to readers to study their year-wise comparison as shown in 

tables 26 (f), 26 (g) 26 (h), a cursorily look at the number of letters carried by right-wing Nawa-

e-Waqat shows us that Islamist daily carried 12 ethnicity-related letters to editors in 1985 

which fell to half next year with the fundamentalist daily posting an increase to a total eight 

letters in 1987. Nawa-e-Waqat as expected carried major chunk of its letters in the context of 

traditional assimilationist context carrying 33.33 per cent such letters in 1986 which further 

rose to a staggering over 37 per cent in 1987 as shown in tables 26 (f), 26 (g) 26 (h). 

As for ethnic actors mentioned and ethnic preferences shown in letters to editors of all 

the sampled dailies are concerned, tables 26 (i), 26 (j), 26 (k), 26 (l), 26 (m), 26 (n) could be 

studied by readers for year-to-year comparison of each newspaper as well as to conduct cross 

comparison of all the sampled dailies published in the sampled period of the first time period.      
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Table 26 (f).      Table 26 (g). 

 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Category Second 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL LETTERS 22 11 0 12

Is ethnity problem 9.09% NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic context NIL NIL NIL 8.33%

Ad/pol context 86.36% 100% NIL 83.33%

Unity in diversity NIL NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory NIL NIL NIL NIL

Historical Perspective NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 59.09% 63% NIL 41.67%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL 8.33%

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic relations 4.55% NIL NIL NIL

Human touch 4.55% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence 4.55% NIL NIL NIL

Causes 45.45% 72.72% NIL 41.67%

Impartial 18.18% NIL NIL NIL

Police involvement NIL 18.18 NIL NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty NIL NIL NIL NIL

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Category Second 86

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL LETTERS 7 6 1 6

Is ethnity problem 28.57% 50% 100.00% 33.33%

Ethnic context 28.57% 50% 100.00% 33.33%

Ad/pol context 100% 83.33% 100.00% 83.33%

Unity in diversity 14.29% NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory 14.29% 33.33% NIL 33.33%

Historical Perspective 14.29% NIL 100% NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 71.43% 83.33% 100% 66.67

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL NIL NIL

Eth relations NIL NIL 100% NIL

Human touch 28.57% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 71.43% 66.67% 100% NIL

Impartial 28.57% NIL 100% NIL

Police involvement NIL NIL NIL NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL 16.67%

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL 33.33%

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 

Table 26 (h).       Table 26 (i). 

 

 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Category Second 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL LETTERS 14 5 1 8

Is ethnity problem 28.57% 80% NIL 37.50%

Ethnic context 21.45% 80% NIL NIL

Ad/pol context 100% 20% 100.00% 87.50%

Unity in diversity NIL NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory 14.29% 60% NIL 37.50%

Historical Perspective 14.29% 20% NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 50% 100% 100% 50%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL 20% NIL NIL

Eth relations 7.14% 20% NIL NIL

Human touch 7.14% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 50% 60% 100% NIL

Impartial 35.71% 20% NIL NIL

Police involvement 21.45% 20% NIL 25%

Quota condemned NIL 40% NIL 12.50%

Mohajir integration NIL 20% NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned 7.14% NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL 20% NIL NIL

Indian involvment 14.29% NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty 7.14% 40% NIL NIL  

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Category Second 85

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors NIL NIL NIL 16.67%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL 8%

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL 8%

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  
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Table 26 (j).       Table 26 (k). 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Category Second 86 LETTERS TO EDITOR: Category Second 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 42.86% 16.67% 200.00% 133.33% Ethnicactors 21% 220% NIL 50%

Pakhtuns 14.29% NIL 100% 33% Pakhtuns 7.14% 40% NIL 25%

Mohajirs NIL NIL 100% 16.67% Mohajirs 7.14% 60% NIL 12.50%

Sindhis 14.29% NIL NIL 16.67% Sindhis 7.14% 40% NIL NIL

Bihairs 14.29% NIL NIL NIL Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL 33% Punjabis NIL 40% NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL 16.67% Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL 16.67% Balochs NIL 40% NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 26 (l).     Table 26 (m).    Table 26 (n). 

 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Category Second 85 LETTERS TO EDITOR: Category Second 86 LETTERS TO EDITOR: Category Second 87

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences 4.55% NIL 8.33% 8.33% Ethnic preference 14.29% 33.33% NIL NIL Ethnicactors NIL 20% NIL 25%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs 4.55% NIL 8.33% 8.33% Mohajirs NIL 33.33% NIL NIL Mohajirs NIL 20% NIL 12.50%

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL Bihairs 14.29% NIL NIL NIL Bihairs NIL NIL NIL 12.50%

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 

 Getting down straight to Category First of the second time period which, apart from 

opinionated content in editorial comments, also contains news content emerged through 

primary sources like reporters/correspondent or bureau reports edited on the desk, a cursorily 

look at tables 27, 27 (a) and 27 (b) amply clarify that Dawn in the first year of the first time 

period—2007—carried 39 news items which drops to 24 in 2008 with next year witnessing a 

slight increase of only two news items. 

 Also, tables 27, 27 (a) and 27 (b) reveal that Dawn in 2009 hardly carried any exclusive 

news having byline but the previous two years had had a sizeable and almost identical 12 

percentage points of such news. Likewise, Dawn gave space to a very few state nationalism-

driven news falling in the Category First by publishing only over five per cent such ethnicity-

related news in 2007 which fell to nil in next two years. For more details see tables 27, 27 (a) 

and 27 (b) which further reveal that Islamist Jasarat published 66 ethnic news items in 2007 

which dropped to only 28 next year with ethnicity-related news taking a further dip to 24 in  
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YEAR-TO-YEAR COMPARISON— SECOND TIME 

PERIOD: 

CATEGORY FIRST: 
Table 27.       Table 27 (a). 

NEWS: Category First 2007

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 39 99 66 98

Event 46.15% 35.35% 43.90% 36.73%

State 41.03% 64.65% 51.52% 58.16%

Exc 12.82% NIL 4.55% 5.10%

Is ethnity problem 15.38% 20.20% 15.15% 18.37%

Ethnic context 28.23% 18.18% 9.09% 16.33%

Ad/pol context 82.05% 79.70% 98.48% 78.57%

Unity in diversity 5.13% 1.01% 1.52% 4.08%

Two-nation threory 5.13% 7.07% 3.03% 4.08%

Historical Perspective NIL NIL NIL 2.04$

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 7.69% 15.15% 6.06% 8.16%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 7.69% 2.02% 10.61% 1.02%

Ethnic reltion NIL 5.05% 3.03% 1.02%

Human touch 12.82 NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL NIL 1.02%

Relig appeals NIL 5.05% 1.52% NIL

Gen appeal 2.56% 5.05% NIL 1.02%

Causes 7.69% 3.03% 3.03% 7.14%

Police involment 20.51% 24.24% 25.76% NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration 2.56% NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 5.13% NIL NIL NIL

Indian involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethncity 5.13% 2.02% NIL NIL  

NEWS: Category First 2008

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 24 39 28 55

Event 37.50% 38.46% 46.43% 50.91%

State 50% 61.54% 50% 47.27%

Exc 12.50% NIL 3.57% 1.82%

Is ethnity problem 41.67% 30.77% 39.29% 47.27%

Ethnic context 8.33% 17.95% 10.71% 23.64%

Ad/pol context 87.50% 92.31% 85.71% 89.09%

Unity in diversity 4.17% NIL Nil 3.64%

Two-nation threory NIL 15.38% 10.71% 5.45%

Historical Perspective 8.33% NIL Nil 1.82%

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 25% 15.38% Nil 21.82%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL Nil NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 4.17% 5.13% Nil 18.18%

Ethnic reltion NIL 2.56% Nil 1.82%

Human touch NIL NIL Nil NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL Nil NIL

Relig appeals NIL 2.56% 7.14% 5.45%

Gen appeal 8.33% 2.56% Nil 1.82%

Causes 8.33% NIL Nil 1.82%

Police involment NIL 2.56% 3.57% 1.82%

Quota condemned NIL NIL Nil NIL

Mohajir integration 8.33% NIL Nil NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL 3.57% 1.82%

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL Nil NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL Nil NIL

Indian involment NIL NIL Nil NIL

Politics of ethncity NIL 5.13% Nil 1.82%  

Table 27 (b). 
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NEWS: Category First 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 26 30 24 26

Event 19.23% 60% 41% 42.31%

State 4% 40% 50% 50%

Exc NIL NIL 8.33% 7.69%

Is ethnity problem 46.15% 30% 41% 23.08%

Ethnic context 11.54% 23.33% 16.67% 19.23%

Ad/pol context 88.46% 70% 95.83% 88.46%

Unity in diversity NIL 6.67% NIL NIL

Two-nation threory NIL 6.67% 4.17% NIL

Historical Perspective NIL 6.67% NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 4% 26.67% 20.83% 23.08%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict NIL 3.33% NIL 19.23%

Ethnic reltion 4% NIL 12.50% NIL

Human touch NIL NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL 4.17% NIL

Relig appeals NIL 3.33% 8.33% NIL

Gen appeal NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes NIL 10% 29.17% 11.54%

Police involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL 10% 4.17% NIL

Indian involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethncity NIL 10% 4.17% NIL  

 

2009 in the fundamentalist JI’s mouthpiece Jasarat. On the other hand, the right-winger hardly 

carry any news in the entire second period suggesting Mohajir integration though it did publish 

over three per cent news in 2008 suggesting Mohajir separatism as shown in table 27 (a). For 

the detailed analysis of Jang and Islamist Nawa-e-Waqat see tables 27, 27 (a) and 27 (b). Also, 

see tables 27 (c), 27 (d), 27 (e), 27 (f), 27 (g), 27 (h) for details of details of mention of ethnic 

actors and ethnic preferences shown by any sampled daily. 

Table 27 (c).     Table 27 (d).    Table 27 (e). 

NEWS: Category First 2007 NEWS: Cate First 2008 NEWS: Cate First 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 20.51% 10.10% 9.09% 16.33% 12.50% 12.82% NIL 9.09% 7.61% NIL 8.33% 11.54%

Pakhtuns 5.13% 6.06% 6.06% 6.12% NIL 7.69% NIL 3.64% NIL NIL 8.33% 7.69%

Mohajirs 2.56% 2.02% 1.52% 3.06% 4.17% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis 5.13% NIL NIL 2.04% 4.17% NIL NIL NIL 3.85% NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis 2.56% 1.01% 1.52% 2.04% 4.17% 2.56% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 3.85%

Saraikis NIL 1.01% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL 3.06% NIL NIL NIL NIL 3.85% NIL NIL NIL

Memons 5.13% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 3.64% NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 1.82% NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 2.56% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL  
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Table 27 (f).     Table 27 (g).    Table 27 (h). 

NEWS: Category First 2007 NEWS: Cate. First 2008 NEWS: Cate. First 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic prefrence 2.56% 1.01% 6.06% 7.14% 8.33% 10.26% 3.57% 7.27% NIL NIL 4.17% 11.54%

Pakhtuns NIL 1.01% 9.09% 3.06% NIL 7.69% NIL 3.64% NIL NIL 4.17% 7.69%

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL 1.02% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis 2.56% NIL NIL 1.02% 4.17% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL 1.52% 1.02% 4.17% 2.56% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 3.85%

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL 1.02% NIL NIL 3.57% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 1.82% NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 1.82% NIL NIL NIL NN

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 27 (i).      Table 27 (j). 
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EDITORIALS: Category First 2007

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL EDITORIALS 3 5 4 3

Is ethnity problem 33.33% NIL 25% NIL

Ethnic context NIL NIL 25% NIL

Ad/pol context 100% 100% 75% 100%

Unity in diversity NIL 20% NIL NIL

Two-nation threory NIL NIL 25% NIL

Historical Perspective NIL NIL 25% NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 66.67% 80% 50% 100%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL 25% NIL

Eth relations NIL NIL NIL NIL

Human touch 33.30% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 66.67% 80% 75% 66.67%

Impartial 66.67% NIL 75% 100%

Police involvement 66.67% NIL 75% 33.33%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty NIL NIL NIL NIL

EDITORIALS: Category First 2008

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL EDITORIALS 3 1 4 8

Is ethnity problem NIL NIL 50% 37.50%

Ethnic context NIL NIL 25% 12.50%

Ad/pol context 33.33% 100% 100% 87.50%

Unity in diversity NIL NIL NIL 12.50%

Two-nation threory NIL NIL 25% 12.50%

Historical Perspective NIL NIL NIL 25%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 33.33% 100% 25% 62.50%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL 25% NIL

Eth relations NIL NIL NIL NIL

Human touch NIL NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 33.33% 100% NIL 50%

Impartial NIL NIL NIL NIL

Police involvement NIL 100% 50% NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL NIL 12.50%

Indian involvment NIL NIL 25% 12.50%

Politics of ethnicty NIL NIL NIL 12.50%  

  

 Before shedding light on the editorials various sampled dailies carried, it must be 

mentioned at this stage that there is a mark difference between the news and opinionated 

content falling into Category First and Category Second of the first time period and the same 

content of the second time period. The reasons as mentioned in the above lines behind the 

marked difference will be discussed in the final section of this chapter which will actually be 

dealing with comparison of the coverage of ethnic issues of both time periods—1985, 86, 87 

and 2007, 08, 09. Now getting down to the editorial comments of the sampled dailies published 

in 2007, 2008 and 2009, it must be mentioned that largest-circulated Urdu daily Jang published 

editorials related to ethnic affairs with a decreasing tendency with the same paper carrying five 

editorials in 2007 but ended up in carrying only one such editorial in both 2008 and 2009 as 

shown in tables 27 (i), 27 (j) 27 (k). The same tables show that Jang only in 2008 slammed  

 

Table 27 (k). 
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Table 27 (l).     Table 27 (m).    Table 27 (n). 

EDITORIALS: Category First 2007 EDITORIALS: Cate. Ist 08 EDITORIALS: Cate. Ist 09

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic actors 33.30% NIL 75% NIL NIL NIL NIL 12.50% NIL NIL NIL NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL 25% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL 25% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL 25% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans 33.30% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 12.50% NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 

government/police for its failure to tackle Karachi violence while its editorials remained silent in 

both 2007 and 2009 on this particular issue as shown in tables 27 (i), 27 (j) and 27 (k). 

Tables27 (l) 27 (m) and 27 (n) deal with the mention of ethnic actors with Dawn 

mentioning of ethnic actors in 2007 editorial comments being 33.33 per cent against nil in the 

next two years. Interestingly, Dawn mentioned Afghans in 33.33 per cent of its editorials in 

2007 as shown in table 27 (l). For more details and cross comparison of various sampled dailies 

see the above tables 27 (l) 27 (m) and 27 (n). 

EDITORIALS: Category First 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL EDITORIALS 4 1 3 3

Is ethnity problem NIL 100% 33.30% NIL

Ethnic context NIL 100% 33.30% NIL

Ad/pol context 100% 100% 100% 100%

Unity in diversity NIL NIL NIL nil

Two-nation threory NIL NIL NIL NIL

Historical Perspective NIL 100% NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 75% 100% 66.67% 33.33%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL NIL NIL

Eth relations NIL NIL NIL NIL

Human touch 25% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 100% 100% 66.67% 33.33%

Impartial 100% NIL NIL NIL

Police involvement 100% NIL 33.30% 33.33%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL 100% NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty NIL 100% NIL NIL
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YEAR-TO-YEAR COMPARISON— SECOND TIME 

PERIOD: 

CATEGORY SECOND: 
Table 28.      Table 28 (a). 

NEWS: Category Second 2007

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 39 135 23 42

Event 25.64% 5.56% 4.35% 14.29%

State 17.95% 91.67% 95.65% 73.81%

Exc 56.51% 2.78% NIL 11.90%

Is ethnity problem 25.64% 22.22% 39.13% 28.57%

Ethnic context 23.08% 11.11 26.09% 33.33%

Ad/pol context 100% 80.56% 73.91% 69.05%

Unity in diversity 10.26% NIL NIL 4.76%

Two-nation threory 2.56% 13.89% 13.04% 26.19%

Historical Perspective 2.56% NIL 4.35% 19.05%

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 25.64% 13.89% NIL 19.05%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 2.56% NIL 17.39% NIL

Ethnic reltion 7.69% NIL NIL NIL

Human touch 20.51% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Relig appeals 2.56% 11.11 4.35% 16.67%

Gen appeal 7.69% 2.78% 4.35% 2.38%

Causes 20.51% 2.78% NIL 9.52%

Police involment 23.08% 16.67% 17.39% NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration 82.05% NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL 13.04% 2.38%

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 82.05% NIL NIL 2.38%

Indian involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethncity 82.05% 2.78% NIL 2.38%  

NEWS: Category Second 2008

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 35 13 16 17

Event 22.89% 23.08% NIL 17.65%

State 8.57% 76.92% 93.75% 82.35%

Exc 68.57% NIL 6.25% NIL

Is ethnity problem 45.71% 30.77% 50% 64.71%

Ethnic context 42.86% 30.77% 18.75% 64.71%

Ad/pol context 88.57% 53.85% 68.75% 94.12%

Unity in diversity 2.86% NIL NIL 17.65%

Two-nation threory NIL 30.77% 31.25% 23.53%

Historical Perspective 25.71% NIL 12.50% 17.65%

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 54.29% 7.69% 6.25% 29.41%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict NIL NIL 6.25% 11.76%

Ethnic reltion 8.57% NIL 6.25% NIL

Human touch 31.43% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL 12.50% 5.88%

Relig appeals NIL 23.08% 6.25% 5.88%

Gen appeal 2.86% NIL NIL NIL

Causes 31.43% NIL 6.25% 5.88%

Police involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration 17.14% NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL 6.25% NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 5.71% NIL NIL 5.88%

Indian involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethncity 5.71% NIL NIL NIL  

Leaving readers to draw their conclusions from categories made for textual analysis of 

news content—generated from sources including press releases, news agencies apart from 

exclusive news reports filed by reporters with their bylines—of Category Second which has 

been presented in tables 28, 28 (a), 28 (b), 28 (c), 28 (d), 28 (e), 28 (f), 28 (g), 28 (h), it is high 

time we make comparison of Dawn opinion columns published in the second time period. 

Tables 28 (i), 28 (j) and 28 (k) reveals that the English daily carried four opinion columns 

each in 2007 and 2008 which dropped to only two next year with the same daily persistently 

advocating unity in diversity as is reflected in 50 per cent of its ethnicity-related opinion pieces 

in 2007 which fell to 25 percentage points in 2008 but again rose to 50 per cent in 2009. On the 

other hand, the prestigious English daily hardly carry any opinion column which suggested in  
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 Table 28 (b). 

NEWS: Category Second 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL NEWS 24 9 8 7

Event 33.33% NIL 25% 42.86%

State 16.67% 100% 75% 42.86%

Exc 54.17% NIL NIL 14.29%

Is ethnity problem 25% 66.67% 37.50% 28.57%

Ethnic context 12.50% 55.56% 37.50% 28.57%

Ad/pol context 70.83% 44.44% 50% 100%

Unity in diversity 20.83% NIL NIL 28.57%

Two-nation threory NIL NIL 37.50% NIL

Historical Perspective 33.33% 11.11% NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 41.67% NIL NIL 14.29%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict NIL 33.33% NIL 14.29%

Ethnic reltion NIL NIL 12.50% 14.29%

Human touch 29.17% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL 12.50% NIL

Relig appeals NIL NIL 25% NIL

Gen appeal NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 8.33% NIL NIL 14.29%

Police involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration 4.17% NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 4.17% 22.22% NIL NIL

Indian involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethncity NIL 11.11% NIL NIL  

Table 28 (c).     Table 28 (d).   Table (e). 

NEWS: Category Second 2007 NEWS: Cate. 2nd 2008 NEWS: Cate. 2nd 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors NIL 17.14% 17.39% 7.14% 17.14% NIL 6.25% 11.77% 4.17% 5.13% 12.50% NIL

Pakhtuns NIL 8.57% 4.35% 2.38% NIL NIL NIL 11.77% 4.17% 5.13% 12.50% NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL 13.04% 2.38% 5.71% NIL 6.25% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL 2.86% NIL NIL 5.71% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL 2.86% NIL 2.38% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL 2.86% NIL NIL 5.71% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 28 (f).     Table 28 (g).   Table 28 (h). 
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NEWS: Category Second 2007 NEWS: Cate. 2nd 2008 NEWS: Cate. 2nd 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences NIL 5.71% 13.00% 9.52% NIL 12.50% 12.50% 5.88% NIL 7.69% 12.50% NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL 4.35% 2.38 NIL NIL NIL 5.88% NIL 5.13% 12.50% NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL 8.61% 4.76% NIL 6.25% 12.50% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL 2.86% NIL NIL NIL 6.25% NIL NIL NIL 2.56% NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL 2.38 NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL 2.86% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 28(i).      Table 28 (j). 

OPINION COLUMNS: Category Second 2007

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL OPINION COLUMNS 4 12 10 8

Is ethnity problem 75% 25% 40% 37.50%

Ethnic context NIL 25% 30% 37.50%

Ad/pol context 50% 66.67% 100% 87.50%

Unity in diversity 50% 8.33% NIL 12.50%

Two-nation threory NIL 16.67% 50% NIL

Historical Perspective NIL 25% 50% 37.50%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 75% 25% 40% 37.50%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL NIL NIL

Eth relations 25% NIL 10% NIL

Human touch 50% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 100% NIL 40% 12.50%

Impartial 75% 8.33% 20% 25%

Police involvement 100% 16.67% 50% 25%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL 8.33% NIL 12.50%

Indian involvment NIL NIL 20% NIL

Politics of ethnicty 50% 8.33% NIL 12.50%  

OPINION COLUMNS: Category Second 2008

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL OPINION COLUMNS 4 0 6 2

Is ethnity problem 50% 66.67% 100%

Ethnic context 50% 50% 100%

Ad/pol context 100% 66.67% 100%

Unity in diversity 25% NIL NIL

Two-nation threory NIL 83.30% 100%

Historical Perspective NIL 33.33% 50%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 50% 16.67% 100%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL NIL

Eth relations NIL NIL NIL

Human touch NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL

Causes 50% NIL 50%

Impartial 50% NIL NIL

Police involvement NIL 16.67% NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 16.67% NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 25% NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty 25% NIL NIL  

Table 28 (k). 
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OPINION COLUMNS: Category Second 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL OPINION COLUMNS 2 7 1 0

Is ethnity problem NIL 85.71% 100%

Ethnic context NIL 85.71% 100%

Ad/pol context 100% 85.71% 100%

Unity in diversity 50% 42.86% NIL

Two-nation threory NIL 14.29% 100%

Historical Perspective NIL 28.57% NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 100% 57.14% NIL

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL 14.29% NIL

Eth relations NIL NIL NIL

Human touch NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL

Causes 100% 57.14% NIL

Impartial 100% NIL NIL

Police involvement NIL 14.29% 100%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL 57.14% NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL 100%

Politics of ethnicty NIL 57.14% NIL  

Table 28 (l).     Table 28 (m).   Table 28 (n). 

OPINION COLUMNS: Cat. 2nd 07 OPINION COLS: Cat. 2nd 08 OPINION COLS: Cat. 2nd 08

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 25% NIL 90% 75% 25% NIL NIL 50% NIL NIL NIL NIL

Pakhtuns 25% NIL 20% 13% NIL NIL NIL 50% NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL 20% 25% 25% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL 20% 13% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL 20% 13% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL 10% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL 13% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 28 (o).     Table 28 (p).   Table 28 (q). 
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OPINION COLUMNS: Cat. 2nd 07 OPINION COLS: Cat. 2nd 08 OPINION COLS: Cat. 2nd 08

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences NIL NIL NIL 25% NIL NIL 16.67% NIL NIL 14.29% NIL NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL 25% NIL NIL 16.67% NIL NIL 14.29% NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL NN NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL  

any way nationalistic rhetoric in the entire second time period comprising 2007, 2008 and 2009 

as can be seen in tables 28 (i), 28 (j) and 28 (k). On the other hand, the same tables show that 

fundamentalist JI’s mouthpiece Jasarat carried 10 ethnicity-related columns in 2007 which 

dropped to six in 2008 with the next year witnessing the Islamist daily carry only one such 

column. Nonetheless, the Islamist daily only carried 12.50 per cent columns in 2007 suggesting 

unity in diversity with the next two years seeing no such opinion columns. In fact, the right-wing 

daily persistently adhered to its jingoist nationalist rhetoric in its opinion columns as mirrored in 

the ballooning two-nation theory category which shows 50 per cent such columns in 2007 with 

the next year witnessing a further shoot-up to 83.30 percentage points which further rose to a 

staggering 100 percentage points in 2009 as could be seen in tables 28 (i), 28 (j) and 28 (k).   

Table 28 (l), table 28 (m), table 28 (n), table 28 (o), table 28 (p), table 28 (q) could be seen for 

details of ethnic actors and preferences. Readers also see details about letters to editor in the 

second time period from table 28 (r) to 28 (z) as well as table 29.  

Table 28 (r).      Table 28 (s).   Table 28 (t). 
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LETTERS TO EDITOR: Cateogry Second 2007 LETTERS: Cate. 2nd 2008 LETTERS: Cate. 2nd 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JSRT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

TOTAL LETTERS 5 22 6 3 10 4 0 2 4 2 1 3

Is ethnity problem 40% 9.09% 33.33% NIL 20% 25% 50% 75% NIL 100% NIL

Ethnic context NIL 13.64% 33.33% NIL 20% 25% 50% 50% NIL 100% NIL

Ad/pol context 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% NIL 100%

Unity in diversity 20% 4.55% NIL NIL 20% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory NIL 9.09% NIL NIL 10% 50% 50% NIL NIL 100% NIL

Historical Perspective 60% NIL NIL 33.33% 10% NIL 50% 25% NIL NIL 33.30%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 80% 63.63% 16.67% 33.33% 70% 75% NIL 75% 100% NIL 100%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 100% NIL

Eth relations NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 25% NIL NIL NIL

Human touch 40% NIL NIL NIL 40% NIL NIL 50% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 50% NIL NIL NIL

Causes 60% 54.55% 33.33% NIL 60% 75% NIL 50% 100% NIL 100%

Impartial 60% NIL NIL NIL 10% NIL NIL 50% NIL NIL NIL

Police involvement 20% 4.55% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 50% NIL 100% NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 9.09% NIL NIL NIL 25% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL NIL NIL NIL 10% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty 20% NIL NIL NIL 10% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 28 (u).     Table 28 (v).   Table 28 (x). 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Cate. 2nd 2007 LETTERS: Cate. 2nd 2008 LETTERS: Cate. 2nd 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JSRT NAWA

Ethnic actors NIL NIL NIL 33.33% 100% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL 20% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL 10% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL 20.00% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL 20% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL 10% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL 33.33% 20% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 28 (y).     Table 28 (z).   Table 29. 

LETTERS TO EDITOR: Cate. 2nd 2007 LETTERS: Cate. 2nd 2008 LETTERS: Cate. 2nd 2009

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preferences NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 25% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 25% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Saraikis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL  
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COMPARISON BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND TIME 

PERIODS 

CATEGORY FIRST 

 Before we conduct a formal comparison between the two time periods—1985, 1986, 

1987 and 2007, 2008 and 2009—with the help of the tabulated data, it is important to refer to 

the presentation of news particularly in the Urdu dailies as well as to shed a brief light on 

newspapers’ pattern of carrying more statement-based news items than events as shown in the 

tables presented in the above sections. As for the presentation of news items particularly in the 

Urdu dailies, suffice it to say that their arrangement, particularly on the front pages, is simply 

anti-readers who undergo a hectic routine task of finding remaining news on inside 

continuation pages. In fact, it’s not only the case with Urdu newspapers front pages since inside 

pages have their own continuation sequence. What is more, even Urdu editorial comments 

have also been published in parts on various pages. And this unfortunate trend does not show 

any signs  of abating as the sampled Urdu dailies—Jang, Jasarat and Nawa-Waqat—of the 

second time period—2007, 2008 and 2009—hardly shown any difference in terms of carrying 

continuation news as shown in the above tables. 

 The competition factor might have forced the Urdu dailies to accommodate as many 

news on the front page as possible. Plus, no Urdu daily so far has challenged the largest-

circulated Urdu daily Jang by adopting a better layout at least on the front page. In fact, the 

irony is that every Urdu daily seeks to follow in Jang’s footsteps in terms of layout and 

presentation of news items. It won’t be wrong to say that the Pakistani Urdu journalism is yet 

to see any newspaper challenge the cramped layout of Jang which is said to have started the 

trend of carrying more and more news on the front page. “In the lead-up to the launch of The 

News International, owner of the Jang Group Mir Shakil-ru-Rahman used to urge us to carry big 

pictures and small news items,” maintains Sports Editor at Dawn Rishad Mehmood—who was 

part of the founding team of The News International in the early 1990s—while talking to the 

researcher on the issue of substandard Urdu journalism. “Owners like Mir Shakil have literally 

ruined the landscape of not only Urdu but also English journalism in Pakistan as now we see an 

extremely cramped layout of English dailies like The News International being published under 

the aegis of the Jang Group,” thunders the Sports Editor at Dawn who is also the president of 

the Pakistan Herald Workers Union, the CBA Union for Dawn. 

 On the other hand, there is hardly any organized study available in connection with the 

presentation of news items in the Urdu dailies which could not only subject them to a strong 

reformative criticism but guide Urdu dailies regarding the presentation of news item. 

Unfortunately, most studies instead of critically analyzing the role of Urdu press in both pre-and 

post-partition eras only eulogize its so-called positive role in the division of India on religious 

lines while the simple fact goes unnoticed that some of the pre-partitioned Urdu dailies like 
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Jang and Nawa-e-Waqat are not only low on editorial content (with regard to ethnic issues) but 

have also failed to improve their basic layout standard during the last so many decades.  

“A reader must sue the Jang Group for its cramped layout,” asserts Karachi University 

Mass Communication Department’s retired professor Nisar Ahmed Zuberi who had also been 

associated with Akhbar-e-Jahan as its editor for almost 20 years. “Urdu readers in Pakistan have 

really been deprived of having not only some quality content but also undergo a hectic daily 

routine of finding remaining portions of news in inside pages of Urdu newspapers,” laments 

Nisar Zuberi before sharing his experience of a journalism seminar in Nepal. “The seminar 

audience was flabbergasted when I displayed the front page of a Pakistani Urdu newspaper 

which carried almost 80 news items on a single day on its front page,” recalls the experienced 

professor who urges other Urdu dailies not to follow in Jang’s footsteps but instead give Urdu 

readers an alternative in this regard which in turn would lead to some improvement in Urdu 

journalism in Pakistan. 

Getting down to the fact that statement-based journalism has been on the rise as 

shown in various tables provided in the above sections and more details about which will be 

provided in the current section, there might be many reasons behind this particular trend which 

needs some more research but three pointers cannot be ruled out in this regard: firstly, the 

style of Urdu news writing, the value-addition phenomenon and finally the pressure of various 

ethnic/political/religious organizations. Nonetheless, it must also be mentioned that despite 

more statement-based news items newspapers usually don’t miss any event.  

“If you are talking about high number of statement-based news items in Urdu 

newspapers, one of the reasons I could offer is the style of Urdu news writing which presents 

even an event-based news item in a comment-like style wherein the actual event comes in the 

middle or even in the last part of the news story,” maintains The Express Tribune editor Kamal 

Siddiqi while sharing his English daily staff’s experience of translation from the Urdu daily 

Express. “The other reason might be the fact that usually print journalists are aware of the fact 

that a certain news story is already broadcasted on TV channels. So they seek to take various 

views from people privy to the event which in turn makes the news report more in-depth as 

well as comment- or statement-like,” elucidates the editor who further says that it might not be 

statement-based journalism but we may call it value addition to news items. 

On the other hand, more enlightenment is offered when the same issue of increased 

number of statements in newspapers is presented to Dawn editor Zaffar Abbas who while 

giving some practical reasons argues that “sometimes some communal issues become so 

sensitive that they are misconstrued even if a newspaper seeks to give them the fairest 

coverage.” “So apart from other reasons, I think it is the propensity of a newspaper to avoid 

being misinterpreted which gives rise to statement-based news items,” Dawn editor puts it 

before shedding light on pressure of extremist ethnic organizations newspapers are usually 

faced with. “Secondly, all ethnic/communal organizations instead of demanding a fair coverage 

of ethnic issues do ask newspapers to publish their statements, which also lead to an increase 
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in such kind of news items,” expatiates Dawn editor who nonetheless states that such a trend is 

reprehensible and steps must be taken to correct it. 

Table 30.        Table 30 (a). 

AGGREGATE PERCENTAGE: CATE. IST. IST TIME PERIOD 

NEWS

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

AVERAGE NEWS PER YEAR 62.33 80.67N 65.77N 101.33

Event 57.91% 34.23% 27.23% 34.67%

State 28.38% 62.99% 67.09% 58.53%

Exc 13.71% 2.78% 5.50% 6.70%

Is ethnity problem 27.49% 29.36% 25.78% 26.04%

Ethnic context 24.75% 23.52% 19.28% 22.64%

Ad/pol context 85.15% 45.90% 76.22% 48.02%

Unity in diversity 6.37% 0.88% NIL 1.20%

Two-nation threory 4.27% 15.66% 21.11% 10.24%

Historical Perspective 1.61% 0.88% NIL 0.80%

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 23.71% 23.13% 19.85% 24.95%

Comunity condemned NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 4.27% 1.78% 0.48% 1.14%

Ethnic reltion 4.84% 0.35% 0.57% 4.37%

Human touch 4.11% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL 0.40% NIL NIL

Relig appeals 1.04% 8.43% 12.09% 4.37%

Gen appeal 7.76% 3.40% 0.48% 7.13%

Causes 18.27% 7.50% 13.29% 10.44%

Police involment 7.33% 1.27% 12.92% 5.12%

Quota condemned NIL 0.35% NIL 3.11%

Mohajir integration 1.69% 0.48% NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism 1.50% 1.53% 0.48% 0.44%

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 7.37% 6.34% 1.90%

Provincial autonomy favoured 3.71% 6.96% 0.96% NIL

Indian involment 0.56% 0.35% 0.57% 0.44%

Politics of ethncity 3.85% 3.61% 1.89% NIL  

AGGREGATE PERCENTAGE: CATE. IST. 2ND TIME PERIOD 

NEWS

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

AVERAGE NEWS PER YEAR 29.67 56 39.33 59.67

Event 34.29% 31.01% 43.44% 43.32%

State 31.68% 55.31% 50.51% 51.81%

Exc 8.44% NIL 5.48% 4.87%

Is ethnity problem 34.40% 26.99% 31.81% 29.57%

Ethnic context 16.03% 19.82% 12.16% 19.73%

Ad/pol context 86.00% 80.67% 93.34% 85.37%

Unity in diversity 3.10% 2.56% 0.51% 2.57%

Two-nation threory 1.71% 9.71% 5.97% 3.18%

Historical Perspective 2.78% 2.22% 2.22% 1.29%

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 12.23% 19.07% 8.96% 17.69%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 3.95% 3.49% 3.54% 12.81%

Ethnic reltion 1.33% 2.54% 5.18% 0.95%

Human touch 4.27% NIL NIL NIL

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL 1.39% 0.34%

Relig appeals NIL 3.65% 5.66% 1.82%

Gen appeal 3.63% 2.54% NIL 0.95%

Causes 5.34% 4.34% 10.73% 6.83%

Police involment 6.84% 8.93% 9.78% 0.61%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration 3.63% NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL 1.19% 0.61%

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 1.71% 3.33% 1.39% NIL

Indian involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethncity 1.71% 5.72% 1.38% 0.61%  

  

 Before delving into comparison of coverage of ethnic affairs by newspapers during the 

first and second time periods in light of the tabulated data, it must be mentioned that first 

aggregate percentage points of all categories/codes of all the sampled dailies published in the 

first time period were found out then the same process was repeated for all the codes of the 

second time period. Hence, the comparison of both time periods means the comparison of the 

aggregated percentage points of all categories of the sampled dailies of the first time period 

with those of the second time period which in turn would help us answer our synopsis 
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questions raised at the start of the final chapter. As was the method in the above sections, the 

researcher will only shed light on a few representative categories from the comprehensive pool 

of codes defined for the discourse and content analyses of both time periods. Shedding light on 

the news content of the Category First which only comprise news items filed by reporters, 

correspondents etc but without their bylines, tables 30 amply reveals that in the first time 

period—1985, 1986 and 1987—almost all the newspaper equally acknowledged that fact that 

ethnicity is a problem with each daily publishing over aggregate 25 per cent such news in the 

first time period. Nonetheless, table 30 (a) reveals that the number of such acknowledgment 

news items increased as in the second time period all the sampled dailies carried 29.69 

aggregate percentage point of such news which actually alludes to the fact that there is now 

more realization that ethnicity is a problem which must be dealt with. 

 When the abovementioned figures are put before Dawn editor Zaffar Abbas, he 

contextualizes them by stating: “I am not in a position to go into specifics as I have not carried 

out the content analysis of the said newspapers but one thing is for sure that your figures 

suggest that the level of violence was low in the second time period but there is an increased 

acknowledgment of the fact in news items that ethnicity is a problem. If I could only talk about 

Dawn, the reason behind increase in such news items might be the increased number of 

references to ethnic identities which were earlier (in the first time period) not disclosed in 

Dawn possibly due to the fact that it might lead to more violence. But now there has come a 

policy shift in Dawn coverage of ethnic news since now the daily feels no hesitation in disclosing 

the ethnic background of any group/individual involved in any ethnic conflict.”  

Shedding more light on the issue at hand, Dawn editor argues that of late a conscious 

move is made at editorial level in Dawn to disclose ethnic identity. “If a Pakhtun is killed so 

there is no harm in disclosing his ethnic background and the same goes for Sindhis, Mohajirs, 

Shias, Sunnis and so on,” further elucidates the editor of the prestigious English daily. “So, the 

relatively high percentage of news items in Dawn suggesting that ethnicity is a problem despite 

the relative decrease in violence in the second time period is not an indicator of increased 

violence but an indicator of a policy shift where we started an effort to identify an ethnic group 

involved in an ethnic conflict,” explains Zaffar Abbas. 

Tables 30 and 30 (a) also show that Dawn aggregate percentage points of news items 

suggesting unity in diversity are low in both time periods but it’s still better than all the Urdu 

dailies in both time periods. Nonetheless, Dawn percentage points of such news items drop 

from six in the first time period to only three in the second time period. When these figures are 

presented to The Express Tribune editor Kamal Siddiqi, he argues that unity in diversity has 

never been part of the dominant narrative in Pakistan.  “Unity in diversity is not something 

about which people talk much in Pakistan… Here we actively discourage unity in diversity by 

talking only about oneness. So, these figures are just reflective of the dominant narrative,” 

maintains The Express Tribune editor. 
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On the other hand, Dawn editor Zaffar Abbas has got a different perspective on the 

matter of unity in diversity, stating: “As the level of violence was high in the first time period 

more content in this regard was generated in the press which contained more references to 

unity in diversity. On the other hand, the level of violence in the second time period was 

relatively low which might have led to less number of such news.”  

As for state nationalism-driven news encapsulated in code namely two-nation theory, 

tables 30 and 30 (a) show that Dawn percentage points of such news is the lowest in both time 

periods as compared to Urdu dailies. Nonetheless, the percentage points of such news in all 

newspapers have considerably dropped in the second time period. Asked as to what is the 

possible logic behind such figures, Zaffar Abbas remarks that one finds state nationalism-driven 

news items in Dawn in less number as compared to the Urdu dailies. “And whatever was 

published might have been generated through statements. And now, as you say, if the number 

of such news further drops in Dawn in the second time period, its reason might be that the 

number of such statements might have decreased in the second time period.”  

On the other hand, it was only Dawn which carried only over four percentage points of 

news items in human touch perspective—which means whether the reporter had had an 

understanding of the fact that migrants had had their own set of problems like they might be 

forced to leave their homes due to natural calamities or state conflicts among many other 

factors—each in both time period as against nil in the Urdu dailies of both time periods as 

shown in tables 30 and 30 (a). “If the category human touch means whether reporters have had 

an understanding of human angle while covering ethnic issues, I would say reporters here have 

pre-conceived notions which lead to biased reporting. In fact, it is very difficult for them to 

understand issues from a human perspective and its main reason is that reporters have had 

their interactions in a very homogeneous environment or let me put it this way that they 

interact with people in their newsrooms, etc having the same ethnic/religious background as 

well as the same socio-economic status, that is, the working middleclass (in case of Karachi). 

And the working middleclass Urdu-speaking Indian Muslim refugees’ issues are that of the ever-

crumbling transport system, etc for which this working middleclass–to which most Mohajir 

reporters also belong—hold the unruly Pakhtun drivers responsible for… And this way the same 

middleclass Mohajir reporters have got their own stereotypes about slum dwellers comprising 

mainly migrants from upcountry and other non-Mohajir groups. The stereotypical attitude of 

(Mohajir) reporters will show no signs of abating until the migrants/slum dwellers themselves 

become part of the newsroom staff,” expatiates The Express Tribune editor Kamal Siddiqi while 

talking to this researcher on the lack of news items in almost all the sampled dailies written in 

the human touch perspective. 

When the issue of the lack of ‘human touch’ news items in almost all the sampled dailies 

are presented to editor Dawn Zaffar Abbas, he is very categorical in his views about proper 

training of reporters in this regard. “Reporters should be trained on this so that they could bring 

a human angle to their writing. It’s a must but it hardly happens here. For it to happen, first of 
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all, reporters working on such beat must be aware of all issues like migration caused by natural 

calamities or state conflicts, etc to write an ethnically-balanced story,” argues Dawn editor 

while stating that if “a reporter is covering Sohrab Goth he must not only take into 

consideration drug dealers residing in the area but in addition he must also be aware of the 

reasons behind migration of the peoples to this part of the city.” 

Nonetheless, the editor of the prestigious English daily clarified it that reporters hardly 

highlighted the issues of Pakhtun migrants in the first time period despite the fact that they 

were aware of their issues. “I would not say it about Dawn but other newspapers did not carry 

the human touch angle in the first time period despite being aware of all factors behind 

migration,” maintains Dawn editor Zaffar Abbas. For more details of other codes defined for 

textual analysis of the news content of Category First see tables 30 and 30 (a). Also see tables 

30 (b), 30 (c), 30 (d) and 30 (e) for comparison of ethnic actors between the first and second 

time periods apart from details of ethic preferences shown in the first and second time periods. 

Table 30 (b).       Table 30 (c). 

AGGREGATE %AGE: ACTORS. CAT IST. IST TIME  AGGREGATE %AGE: ACTORS. CAT IST. 2ND TIME

NEWS NEWS

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 26.03% 18.67% 7.18% 9.92% 13.54% 7.64% 5.81% 12.32%

Pakhtuns 6.69% 3.52% 1.99% 1.78% 1.71% 4.58% 4.71% 5.82%

Mohajirs 6.93% 4.36% 2.11% 4.08% 2.24% 0.67% 5.17% 1.02%

Sindhis 3.31% 4.94% NIL 2.87% 4.38% NIL NIL 0.68%

Bihairs 1.69% 0.48% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis 3.71% 0.48% 0.48% 0.63% 2.24% 1.19% 0.51% 1.97%

Serakies 1.05% NIL 0.48% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs 1.69% 4.13% NIL 0.46% 1.28% NIL NIL 1.02%

Memons NIL 0.35% NIL NIL 1.71% NIL NIL 1.21%

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 0.61%

Afghans 0.94% 0.35% NIL NIL NIL 0.85% NIL NIL  

Table 30 (d).       Table 30 (e). 
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Table 30 (f).      Table 30 (g). 

AGGREGATE PERCENTAGE: CATE. IST. IST TIME PERIOD 

EDITORIALS

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

AVERAGE EDITOALS PER YEAR 4.67 9 5.67 9.67

Is ethnity problem 50% 25.83% 31.67% 37.88%

Ethnic context 44.44% 19.17% 27.50% 41.67%

Ad/pol context 88.88% 100% 100% 57.58%

Unity in diversity 27.78% NIL 9.52% 2.78%

Two-nation threory NIL 15% 19.17% 8.33%

Historical Perspective 11.11% 19.17% 4.17% 2.78%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 88.89% 70% 64.17% 68.44%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt 16.67% NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic  relations 27.78% 4.17% 10.83% 2.78%

Human touch 16.67% 17.78% NIL 5.56%

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 88.89% 63.70% 56.67% 25.25%

Impartial 77.78% 56.67% 70.83% 22.73%

Police involvement 55.55% 14.07% 32.50% 20.20%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL 8.33% NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL 4.17% NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL 14.65%

Politics of ethnicty NIL 4.17% 6.67% 5.56%

AGGREGATE PERCENTAGE: CATE. IST. 2ND TIME PERIOD 

EDITORIALS

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

AVERAGE EDITORIALS PER YEAR 3.33 2.33 3.57% 4.67

Is ethnity problem 11.11% 20% 36.10% 12.50%

Ethnic context NIL 33.33% 27.77% 4.17%

Ad/pol context 77.78% 66.67% 5.71% 95.83%

Unity in diversity NIL 6.67% NIL 4.17%

Two-nation threory NIL NIL 16.67% 4.17%

Historical Perspective NIL 33.33% 40.28% 8.33%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 58.33% 93.33% 47.22% 65.28%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL 16.67% NIL

Eth relations NIL NIL NIL NIL

Human touch 19.43% NIL 11.10% 26.39%

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 66.67% 93.33% 47.22% 50%

Impartial 55.56% NIL 25% 33.33%

Police involvement 55.56% 33.33% 52.77% 22.22%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL 33.33% NIL 4.17%

Indian involvment NIL NIL 8.33% NIL

Politics of ethnicty NIL 33.33% NIL 4.17%  

Table 30 (h)      Table 30 (i). 

AGGREGATE %AGE: PREFERENCE. CAT IST. IST TIME   AGGREGATE %AGE: PREFERENCE. CAT IST. 2ND TIME 

NEWS NEWS 

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA 

Ethnic pref 18.37% 7.94% 3.45% 8.55% 3.63% 3.76% 4.60% 8.65% 
Pakhtuns 3.32% 0.95% 0.94% 0.46% NIL 2.90% 4.42% 4.71% 
Mohajirs 8.01% 3.18% 2.01% 6.21% NIL NIL NIL 0.34% 
Sindhis 3.26% 1.90% NIL 1.80% 2.24% NIL NIL 0.34% 
Bihairs 1.55% 0.48% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 
Punjabis 0.48% NIL NIL NIL 1.39% 0.85% 0.51% 1.63% 
Serakies  NIL NIL 0.48% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 
Balochs 0.78% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 1.19% 0.34% 
Memons NIL 1.43% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 0.61% 
Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 0.61% 
Afghans 0.78% NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 
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AGGREGATE %AGE: ACTORS - CAT. IST -IST TIME  AGGREGATE %AGE: ACTORS - CAT. IST -2ND TIME   

EDITORIALS EDITORIALS

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors NIL NIL 16.67% 8.59% 11.11% NIL 25% 4.17%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL 8.33% 2..67% NIL NIL 8.33% NIL

Mohajirs NIL NIL 8.33% 3.03% NIL NIL 8.33% NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 8.33% NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Serakies NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL 2.67% NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL 11.10% NIL NIL 4.17%

 

 

 Getting down to the opinionated content of Category First in the shape of editorials of 

the first and second time periods to decipher whether there is any change in editorial coverage 

of ethnicity-related issues, a cursorily look at tables 30 (f) and 30 (g) suggest that 50 per cent of 

Dawn editorial in the first time period acknowledged that ethnicity is a problem which needs to 

properly dealt with against lower percentage points of 25, 31 and 37 shown by the sampled 

Urdu dailies. Nonetheless, Dawn percentage points drop from 50 in the first time period to only 

11 in the second time period with the Urdu dailies showing the same trend. The reason behind 

the less number of ‘acknowledgment editorials’ as hinted in the above lines is the fact that the 

level of violence in the second time period was low as compared to the first time period when 

ethnicity was the only big issue of Karachi. According to The Express Tribune editor Kamal 

Siddiqi, the second time period saw Karachi having other challenges in shape of the war on 

terror and lawyers movement among other important issues which had pushed ethnicity to the 

background.  

 Also, almost all the Urdu dailies discussed politics of ethnicity in its editorials in the first 

time period with Jasarat leading the pack with six per cent such editorials while Dawn carried 

not a single editorial discussing politics of ethnicity as shown in table 30 (f). On the other hand, 

Jang gives a boost to the Urdu press by carrying 33 per cent such editorials in the second time 

period as shown in table 30 (g).  It emerges during more than a dozen interviews with 

journalists and renowned authors that reason behind increased number of Jang editorials 

discussing politics of ethnicity might the increased number of its editions across the country 

due to which it has to cater to a diverse audience in addition to having a diverse editorial and 

reporting staff.  

 Tables 30 (f) and 30 (g) reveal that 27 per cent of Dawn editorials as against below 10 

per cent published by the Urdu dailies in the first time period suggest unity in diversity. 

Nonetheless, Dawn did not carry a single editorial in the second time period suggesting unity in 
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diversity with the Urdu dailies equally showing the same trend. “In the 1980s Karachi was the 

contesting terrain wherein a struggle was launched to ouster outsiders but it did not happen. 

So, in the 1980s it was necessary to put emphasis on unity in diversity but today diversity is an 

established fact and now the dispute is on the number,” argues Herald editor Badar Alam who 

further says: “Today diversity is not something about which readers should be made aware 

through editorials. In fact, editorials have gone one step ahead wherein they argue that we 

need to find the number of each community so that when there is resource allocation in the 

city it should be made according to those numbers.” 

 On the other hand, fundamentalist Jasarat as expected leads the pack in Urdu 

journalism in state nationalism-driven editorials in both time periods showing 19 percentage 

points in the first time period which dropped to 16 percentage points in the second time 

period. Nonetheless, there is a considerable decrease in such editorials carried by the Urdu 

dailies in the second time period. Asked whether the decreasing tendency in state nationalism-

driven editorials is a step towards pluralism, Herald editor Badar Alam has had a totally 

different view on the issue at hand. “I don’t know whether it is a step towards pluralism but 

one thing which I want to mention here is that the goal of consolidating the whole country as a 

market—wherein all services and products can flow easily from one place to another – through 

religion/Islam has been more or less accomplished. These days we speak different languages 

but work together. Today Wana’s tomatoes are easily being sold in Karachi which is reflective of 

the consolidation of Pakistan areas as one market. Today Islamic nationalism in most part of the 

country is established and where it is challenged like in some parts of Balochistan one might 

still come across newspapers editorials putting emphasis on Islamic/state nationalism. 

However, where the market consolidation has taken place and where state boundaries are an 

accepted fact of life or where state nationalism is like a given fact of social and cultural life 

there you hardly need to put emphasis on state nationalism,” elucidates Herald editor. 

“As for Karachi, there is no separatist movement in today’s Karachi… There might be 

some fringed groups but the dominant narrative is that Karachi is a mini Pakistan and there is 

hardly any anti-Pakistan movement in the city which could in turn compel the national press to 

put emphasis through its editorials on Islamic/state nationalism,” asserts the editor of the 

prestigious English monthly 

Tables 30 (h) and 30 (i) reveal details of ethnic actors mentioned in the opinionated 

content in the shape of editorials of the Category First of the first time and second time period. 

On the other hand, no editorial in both time periods showed any tilt towards any linguistic 

group. 
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COMPARISON BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND TIME 

PERIODS 

CATEGORY SECOND  
 

Table 31.      Tale 31 (a).  
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AGGREGATE PERCENTAGE: CATE. 2ND. IST TIME PERIOD 

NEWS

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

AVERAGE NEWS PER YEAR 48N 33.67N 19.33N 36.33N

Event 31.77% 14.69% 22.05% 13.43%

State 61.60% 56.93% 74.25% 84.35%

Exc 7.12% 4.53% 3.70% 2.22%

Is ethnity problem 33.77% 31.85% 42.39% 43.97%

Ethnic context 34.62% 27.38% 36.89% 35.66%

Ad/pol context 95.89% 46.19% 54.90% 68.25%

Unity in diversity 4.21% 1.04% NIL 0.57%

Two-nation threory 16.53% 14.12% 47.85% 23.68%

Historical Perspective 4.78% 3.13% NIL NIL

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 23.88% 18.82% 12.61% 24.80%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL 1.11%

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 3.61% 0.39% NIL 3.91%

Ethnic reltion 4.10% 0.63% NIL 2.67%

Human touch 4.67% 0.39% NIL 1.15%

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL NIL 3.33%

Relig appeals 4.37% 11.82% 24.45% 7.93%

Gen appeal 9.68% NIL 0.90% 10.53%

Causes 15.71% 7.03% 5.41% 6.74%

Police involment 7.62% 6.47% 7.28% 6.03%

Quota condemned 2.04% 1.89% NIL NIL

Mohajir integration 2.25% 0.63% NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism 2.53% 1.89% NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned 1.55% 2.06% 10.98% 3.17%

Provincial autonomy favoured 1.96% 1.79% NIL 1.59%

Indian involment 0.49% 1.26% 6.48% 1.59%

Politics of ethncity 0.98% NIL NIL NIL  

AGGREGATE PERCENTAGE: CATE. 2ND. 2ND TIME PERIOD 

2007, 2008, 2009 NEWS

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

AVERAGE NEWS PER YEAR 32.67N 52.35N 15.67N 22N

Event 27.29% 9.55% 9.78% 24.93%

State 14.31% 89.53% 88.13% 66.34%

Exc 59.75% 0.93% 2.08% 8.73%

Is ethnity problem 32.12% 39.89% 24.87% 40.62%

Ethnic context 26.15% 32.48% 27.45% 42.20%

Ad/pol context 86.47% 59.62% 64.22% 87.72%

Unity in diversity 11.32% NIL NIL 16.96%

Two-nation threory 0.85% 14.89% 27.26% 16.57%

Historical Perspective 20.53% 3.70% 4.17% 12.23%

Ethnic preference**

soluiton 40.53% 7.19% 2.08% 20.92%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnicactors**

Ethnic conflict 0.85% 11.11% 7.88% 8.68%

Ethnic reltion 5.42% NIL 6.25% 4.76%

Human touch 27.04% 6.98% NIL 7.52%

Incitement  to violence NIL NIL 8.33% 1.96%

Relig appeals 0.85% 11.31% 11.89% 7.52%

Gen appeal 3.52% 0.93% 1.45% 0.79%

Causes 20.09% 0.93% 2.08% 9.81%

Police involment 7.69% 5.56% 5.71% NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration 34.45% NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL 6.43% 0.79%

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 30.64% 7.41% NIL 2.75%

Indian involment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethncity 29.25% 4.63% NIL 0.79%  

 

Table 31 (b).       Table 31 (c). 
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AGGREGATE %AGE ACTORS: CATE. 2ND. IST TIME PERIOD 

NEWS

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 33.61% 19.23% NIL 19.60%

Pakhtuns 8.80% 5.23% NIL 7.36%

Mohajirs 9.37% 9.11% NIL 2.15%

Sindhis 7.13% 2.08% NIL 2.38%

Bihairs 1.55% NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis 2.35% NIL NIL 0.69%

Serakies 0.49% NIL NIL NIL

Balochs 1.76% 1.89% 0.90% 0.35%

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans 1.76% 0.63% NIL NIL  

AGGREGATE %AGE ACTORS: CATE. 2ND. 2ND TIME PERIOD 

NEWS

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 7.10% 7.42% 12.05% 10.47%

Pakhtuns 1.39% 4.57% 5.62% 4.72%

Mohajirs 1.90% NIL 6.43% 0.79%

Sindhis 1.90% 0.95% NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL 0.95% NIL 0.79%

Serakies NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs 1.90% 0.95% NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 31 (d).      Table 31 (e). 

AGGREGATE %AGE PREFERENCE: CATE. 2ND. IST TIME 

NEWS

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preference 10.53% 15.25% NIL 5.25%

Pakhtuns 0.98% 2.71% NIL 0.57%

Mohajirs 5.16% 9.11% NIL 4.33%

Sindhis 2.84% 2.08% NIL 0.35%

Bihairs 1.55% NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Serakies NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL 1.26% NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

AGGREGATE %AGE PREFERENCE: CATE. 2ND. 2ND TIME

NEWS

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors NIL 8.63% 12.50% 5.13%

Pakhtuns NIL 1.71% 5.62% 2.75%

Mohajirs NIL 2.08% 7.04% 1.59%

Sindhis NIL 3.89% NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Serakies NIL NIL NIL 0.79%

Balochs NIL 0.95% NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

  

Due to shortage of space and time readers are left to draw their own conclusions about 

news content falling in Category Second of the both time periods by studying from table 31 to 

table 31 (e) which also contain all details of mention of ethnic actors as well as tilt shown in any 

news item filed by reporter with his own byline or generated through a press release or news 

agency. Now getting to the opinionated content in shape of opinion columns of the Category 

Second, it is important to mention that tables 31 (f) and 31 (g) reveal that opinion columns of 

all the sampled dailies in the second time period post a drop in views suggesting that ethnicity 

is a problem since Dawn carried 41.67 per cent such columns in the second time period as 

against 100 percentage points of the same columns in the first time period with all the Urdu 

dailies showing the same trend. The reason as mentioned in the above section is that the 

second time period was completely changed time period in terms of challenges to the Sindh 

capital as against the first time period when ethnicity was the only problem. 

      

 

Table 31 (f).      Table 31 (g). 
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AGGREGATE PERCENTAGE: CATE. 2ND. IST TIME PERIOD 

OPINION COLUMNS

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

AVERAGE COLUMNS PER YEAR 5 10 8 9.67

Is ethnity problem 100% 52.63% 100% 67.06%

Ethnic context 66.67% 51.11% 95.83% 33.33%

Ad/pol context 100% 82.93% 92.80% 85.85%

Unity in diversity 31.67% 1.52% 6.06% 3.51%

Two-nation threory NIL 31.17% 92.80% 47.56%

Historical Perspective 13.33% 27.92% 85.61% 10.50%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 93.33% 90.69% 59.79% 60.23%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt 17.78% NIL 25.39% 38.60%

Eth relations 17.78% 13.64% 11.36% 10.53%

Human touch 11.11% 38.10% 6.67% 5.46%

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL 5.46%

Causes 100.00% 79.90% 36.59% 63.92%

Impartial 85% 38.10% 14.39% 44.25%

Police involvement 31.11% 7.79% 20.45% 43.86%

Quota condemned 6.67% 11.04% NIL 38.79%

Mohajir integration 20% 9.31% 3.03% 33.09%

Mohajir separatism NIL 2.29% NIL 35.09%

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 9.52% 49.55% 3.43%

Provincial autonomy favoured 50% 6.06% NIL 3.43%

Indian involvment NIL 4.76% 24.85% 7.02%

Politics of ethnicty 43.33% 10.82% 42.12% 3.43%  

AGGREGATE PERCENTAGE: CATE. 2ND. 2ND TIME PERIOD 

OPINION COLUMNS

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

AVERAGE OPINION PER YEAR 3.33N 6.33N 8N 3.33N

Is ethnity problem 41.67% 36.90% 68.89% 45.83%

Ethnic context 16.67% 36.90% 60% 45.83%

Ad/pol context 83.33% 50.79% 88.89% 62.50%

Unity in diversity 41.67% 17.06% NIL 4.17%

Two-nation threory NIL 10.32% 77.77% 9.52%

Historical Perspective NIL 17.86% 27.78% 29.17%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 75% 27.38% 18.89% 45.83%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL 4.76% NIL NIL

Eth relations 8.33% NIL 3.33% NIL

Human touch 16.67% 7.54% 3.33% 4.17%

Incitement to violence NIL NIL NIL NIL

Causes 83.33% 19.05% 13.33% 20.83%

Impartial 75% 2.78% 6.67% 8.33%

Police involvement 33.33% 10.32% 55.56% 41.67%

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL NIL 5.56% NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 8.33% 21.82% NIL 4.17%

Indian involvment NIL NIL 40% NIL

Politics of ethnicty 25% 21.82% NIL 4.17%  

Table 31(h).      Table 31 (i). 

AGGREGATE %AGE ACTORS: CATE. 2ND. IST TIME PERIOD 

OPINON COLUMNS

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 55.56% 36.71% 119.17% 159.65%

Pakhtuns 11.10% 6% 23.33% 47.33%

Mohajirs 20% 10.76% 32.42% 49.12%

Sindhis 13.33% 12.34% 46.06% 43.86%

Bihairs 24.43% NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL 3.03% 23.33% 8.77%

Serakies NIL 1.52% NIL NIL

Balochs NIL 3.03% 15% 8.77%

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL 1.75%  

AGGREGATE %AGE ACTORS: CATE. 2ND. 2ND TIME PERIOD 

OPINON COLUMNS

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 16.67% NIL 30% 41.67%

Pakhtuns 8.33% 1.71% 6.67% 21%

Mohajirs 8.33% NIL 6.67% 8.33%

Sindhis NIL NIL 6.67% 4.33%

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL 6.67% 4.33%

Serakies NIL NIL 3.33% NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL 4.33%

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

Table 31 (j).      Table 31 (k). 
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AGGREGATE %AGE PREFERENCE: CATE. 2ND. IST TIME 

OPINON COLUMNS

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preference 6.67% 17.32% 46.67% 53.68%

Pakhtuns 0.98% NIL 13.33% 1.67%

Mohajirs 6.67% 15.80% 33.33% 40.55%

Sindhis NIL 1.52% NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Serakies NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL 1.67% NIL  

AGGREGATE %AGE PREFERENCE: CATE. 2ND. 2ND TIME

OPINON COLUMNS

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic prefrence NIL 4.76% 5.56% 8.33%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL 4.76% 5.56% 8.33%

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Serakies NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 

 Tables 31 (f) and 31 (g) also show that high percentage points of opinion columns in 

both time periods suggested that ethnicity is an administrative/political problem which need to 

be solved administratively/politically with right-wing Jasarat carrying a staggering 92.80 per 

cent such columns which dropped to 88.89 percentage points in the second time period with 

the other dailies showing almost the same trend. As for the code unity in diversity, there is a 

marked increase in percentage points of such columns in this category with Dawn publishing 

31.67 percentage points of such columns in the first time period which rose to 41 per cent in 

the second time period while Jang also shows the same trend. Herald editor Badar Alam has got 

a very interesting reason for increase in opinion columns having views suggesting unity in 

diversity, saying that it is possible that in the first time period most of the columnist of Dawn 

and Jang might have been Urdu-speaking Indian Muslim refugees. “Now it seems that a diverse 

group of columnists are writing for Dawn and Jang,” suggests Herald editor. 

 Similarly, state nationalism-driven opinion columns post a decrease in the second time 

period with Jasarat being the only exception which, though carried less number of such 

columns in the second time period, still published a mammoth over 77 per cent such columns in 

the second time period as against over 92 percentage points of such columns in the first time 

period as shown in tables 31 (f) and 31 (g). For details of mention of ethnic actors and tilt shows 

towards any linguistic group see table 31 (h) to table 31 (k). 

For comparison of letters to editors published in both time periods see from table 31 (k) to 

table 31 (p).   

 

 

 

Table 31 (k).      Table 31 (l). 
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AGGREGATE PERCENTAGE: CATE. 2ND. IST TIME PERIOD 

LETTERS TO EDITOR

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

AVERAGE COLUMNS PER YEAR 14.33 7.33 .O67 0.67

Is ethnity problem 23.14% 43.33% 33.33% 23.61%

Ethnic context 16.67% 44% 33.33% 13.89%

Ad/pol context 95.45% 67.78% 66.67% 84.72%

Unity in diversity 4.76% NIL NIL NIL

Two-nation threory 9.53% 31.11% NIL 23.71%

Historical Perspective 9.53% 6.67% 33.33% NIL

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 60.17% 82.11% 66.67% 52.78%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL 2.78%

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL 6.67% NIL NIL

Eth relations 3.81% 6.67% 33.33% NIL

Human touch 13.42% 6.67% NIL 2.78%

Incitement to violence 1.52% NIL NIL NIL

Causes 55.63% 66.46% 66.67% 13.89%

Impartial 27.49% 6.67% 33.33% NIL

Police involvement 7.15% 12.73% NIL 8.33%

Quota condemned NIL 13.33% NIL 9.72%

Mohajir integration NIL 6.67% NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned 2.83% NIL NIL 11%

Provincial autonomy favoured NIL 6.67% NIL NIL

Indian involvment 4.76% NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty 2.38% 13.33% NIL NIL  

AGGREGATE PERCENTAGE: CATE. 2ND. 2ND TIME PERIOD 

LETTERS TO EDITOR

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

AVERAGE OPINION PER YEAR 6.33N 9.33N 2.33N 2.67N

Is ethnity problem 45% 11.36% 44.44% 16.67%

Ethnic context 23.33% 12.88% 62.71% 16.67%

Ad/pol context 100% 100% 33.33% 100%

Unity in diversity 13.33% 1.52% NIL NIL

Two-nation threory 3.33% 19.61% 33.33% 16.67%

Historical Perspective 31.67% NIL NIL 38.88%

Ethnic preference**

Soluiton 75% 79.54% 5.56% 44.44%

Comunity condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Ethnic actors**

Ethic conflt NIL NIL 33.33% NIL

Eth relations 8.33% NIL NIL NIL

Human touch 43.33% NIL 5.56% 11.11%

Incitement to violence 16.67% NIL NIL NIL

Causes 56.67% 76.52% 11.11% 33.33%

Impartial 40% 2.33% NIL NIL

Police involvement 23.33% 1.52% 33.33% NIL

Quota condemned NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir integration NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajir separatism NIL NIL NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy condemned NIL 11.36% NIL NIL

Provincial autonomy favoured 3.33% NIL NIL NIL

Indian involvment NIL NIL NIL NIL

Politics of ethnicty 10% NIL NIL NIL  

Table 31(m).                                                                 Table 31 (n).   

AGGREGATE %AGE ACTORS: CATE. 2ND. IST TIME PERIOD 

LETTERS TO EDITOR

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 21.29% 78.89% 66.67% 66.67%

Pakhtuns 7.14% 13.33% 33.33% 22%

Mohajirs 2.38% 20% 33.33% 9.72%

Sindhis 71.14% 13.33% NIL 5.56%

Bihairs 4.76% NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL 13.33% NIL 11%

Serakies NIL NIL NIL 5.56%

Balochs NIL 13.33% NIL 5.56%

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

AGGREGATE %AGE ACTORS: CATE. 2ND. 2ND TIME PERIOD 

LETTERS TO EDITOR

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnicactors 33.33% NIL NIL 11.11%

Pakhtuns 6.67% NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs 3.33% NIL NIL NIL

Sindhis 6.67% NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis 6.67% NIL NIL NIL

Serakies 3.33% NIL NIL NIL

Balochs 6.67% NIL NIL 11.11%

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL   

 

Table 31 (0).      Table 31 (p). 
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AGGREGATE %AGE PREFERENCE: CATE. 2ND. IST TIME 

LETTERS TO EDIOR 

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic preference 6.28% 17.78% 2.78% 11.11%

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs 1.52% 17.78% 2.78% 6.94%

Sindhis

Bihairs 4.76% NIL NIL 4.17%

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Serakies NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

AGGREGATE %AGE PREFERENCE: CATE. 2ND. 2ND TIME

LETTERS TO EDITOR

DAWN JANG JASARAT NAWA

Ethnic prefrence NIL 8.33% NIL NIL

Pakhtuns NIL NIL NIL NIL

Mohajirs NIL 8.33% NIL NIL

Sindhis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Bihairs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Punjabis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Serakies NIL NIL NIL NIL

Balochs NIL NIL NIL NIL

Memons NIL NIL NIL NIL

Gujaratis NIL NIL NIL NIL

Afghans NIL NIL NIL NIL  

 

Conclusion in the light of synopsis questions 
  

 Dealing with the first synopsis question as to what trends news and opinionated content 

show in both time periods, it won’t be wrong to say that almost all the sampled dailies carried 

less number of state nationalism-driven news items, encapsulated in the code namely two-

nation theory, in the second time period but it is certainly not reflective of the fact that the 

national dailies have come a full circle regarding ethnic affairs in the country in general and 

Sindh capital Karachi in particular. In fact, the reason behind less number of news items 

(particularly those falling in Category First) containing nationalist sentiments in the second time 

period is the changed dynamics of the city which in the second time period—2007, 2008 and 

2009—was faced with a completely different set of problems. And as Herald editor Badar Alam 

aptly suggests that our national dailies particularly the Urdu ones would still opt to put 

emphasis on Islamic/state nationalism if state boundaries are challenged anywhere, the Urdu 

dailies mainly influenced by commercial interests of owners are yet to have a true 

understanding of issues like provincial autonomy, promotion of all native languages, etc. 

Readers could pick some positive signals from the codes defined for textual analysis of the 

sampled dailies, the abovementioned views are something no sane person could ignore when it 

comes to newspapers coverage of ethnic affairs in Sindh capital Karachi. 

   Nonetheless, as they say every cloud has a silver lining, newspapers columns—of daily 

Jang—falling in the opinionated content of Category Second have given a little hope to the 

plethora of ethnic minorities residing in Karachi, Sindh and Pakistan by carrying more 

percentage points of columns suggesting unity in diversity in the second time period. On the 

other hand, Dawn coverage through its news content—particularly one falling in Category 

Second which mainly comprises those news having bylines or generated through press releases 

and news agencies—of ethnic affairs is a reason for hope with the prestigious English daily 

carrying more exclusive news in the second time period about ethnic affairs as compared to the 

first one. The increase in the bylines might be due to a change in the editorial policy of Dawn as 
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according to its editor Zaffar Abbas the English daily unlike the 1980s—when Dawn hardly gave 

any byline to its reporter even on filing of exclusive news report—has now a policy to ‘proudly’ 

give a byline to its reporter if he has done an exclusive news story.101 

 Getting down to the second synopsis question as to whether the national newspapers 

have made any progress in the coverage of communal issues in Sindh capital, it might be taken 

as reductio ad absurdum if the categories just discussed in the above lines for deciphering 

whether the coverage of ethnic affairs has improved are relied on but shortage of time and 

space compel us to rely on a few representative categories in this regard, though readers have 

had the data in tabulated form to draw their own conclusion about improvement/decline in the 

coverage of ethnic issues by the national newspapers.  

If Dawn is made the yardstick of English journalism in connection with the coverage of 

ethnic issues in Karachi, one could claim up to some extent that English newspapers coverage 

of communal issues have improved considering its low percentage points of state nationalism-

driven news items falling in the Category First among other factors like publishing of more 

exclusive news regarding ethnic affairs. Even then the improvement conclusion with regard to 

Dawn cannot be final amid the changed dynamics prevailing in the city in 2007, 2008 and 2009 

as against the first time period—1985, 1986 and 1987—when ethnicity was one of the pressing 

issues of Sindh capital.  

As for improvement or decline in the coverage of Urdu dailies, though state nationalism 

driven news items (falling in Category First) have post a drop in the second time period, it’s not 

due to the fact that Urdu journalism has now started believing in fighting for the rights of ethnic 

minorities but the simple fact is that the city situation changed in the second time period with 

the Urdu dailies likely yet again to opt for news items containing nationalist rhetoric whenever 

there would be any ethnic conflict between ethnic group.  

Shedding light on the last two questions as to whether voice of ethnic subgroups has 

been raised and whether ethnicity-related news are covered with the same old standards, if 

only the code namely human touch defined for textual analysis of the sampled dailies is relied 

on, there remains hardly any reason to believe that Urdu dailies have either raised voice of 

ethnic minorities or adopted any new standard of covering ethnic issues. If the new standard in 

coverage of ethnic issues is considered training of reporter to understand the issues of ethnic 

minorities while reporting them, the Urdu dailies have completely failed to cover issues on such 

lines in both their news as well as opinionated content since the Urdu dailies hardly carried any 

news items or opinionated content in the human touch category. Nonetheless, readers have 

every freedom to pick other codes from the above categories to judge Urdu newspapers on any 

account. 

Getting down to Dawn to draw any conclusion regarding its portrayal of the voice of 

ethnic minority as well as its method of covering ethnic affairs, the human touch category will 

be helpful to ascertain dawn coverage of ethnic issues on the abovementioned two counts. One 
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thing must be crystal clear in this regard that Dawn is the only sampled daily which in one way 

or the other carried news as well as opinionated content—in both Category First and Category 

Second of both time periods—which emanated the human touch perspective in one way or the 

other. So, if human touch category is any yardstick to go by Dawn is way better than Urdu 

dailies in connection with raising the voice of ethnic minorities as well as adopting of new 

standards in the coverage of ethnic issues.      
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